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FOR SALLY
- AND LUCY, PIERSAND TIMOTHY
They have all put up with W.M. as long and
as patiently as they have put up with me

TO THEM AND TO HIM THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED

lntroduction to the Second Edition

INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EDITION
This biography of William Moorcroft, first published in 1985, went out of print
very quickly but the demand for copies was such that the price on thc scconclhand market soon became ridculously inflated. Interest in Moorcroft's pioneering
journeys across and around Afghanistan has probably been kept alive by rcccnt
developments in that troubled region. But, to judge from the communication^
that still arrive from time to time. something more interesting is going on as well.
As in his own lifetime, Moorcroft still seems able to attract the admiration of
some of those who encounter him for the first time nearly two centuries later.
There is no compelling case for a general textual revision. The scholarly and
other reviews of the original edtion were lund and no significant new evidence
has so far emerged to challenge either its facts or their interpretation. It remains.
for the time being at least, the definitive life. So. from every point of view. thc
appearance of a new sensibly -priced facsimile edtion seems timely. I am grateful
to the publishers of the first edtion for their ready permission to use their original
layout.
Two developments since 1985do. however, call for mention in this new edition.
The first concerns a change to the location of the primary source material on
which the book is largely based. In 1985 this was housed at the In&a Office
Library and Records but more recently has been moved in its entirety to the Africa
and Asia Collections at the new British Library builchng ir! London NWl. The
detailed references in the Notes and List of Sources stdl give ready access to all of
the private and officialmaterial located there. The other development concerns
the tantalizing and unsolved mystery surrounchng the time and place and cause
of Moorcroft's death w h c h I have hscussed in chapter 23. The conclusion
expressed there has failed to convince an Asiatic traveller, development engineer
and Moorcroft admirer named Dan Jantzen (e mail: Danlantzcn@~mail.co~),with
whom I have enjoyed a Fnendly correspondence for several years. He has prpposed
an alternative theory of what might have happened to Moorcroft which seems
important and crechble enough to merit an airing in this new edtion, 1 have
therefore added a new Postscript to Chapter 23 located at the end of the book
(below p.418).
I owe a considerable debt to Dan Jantzen. Without his time and persistence
on the spot over several years, it is very doubtful whether ths lndian reprint
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would have seen the light of day. To Dan Jantzen and to those Inchan friends
who share his interest in Wdham Moorcroft Professor Shekhar Pathak, Chandan
Dangi and Daksh Loluya - tlus new edition is gratehlly dedicated by the author.

-

Garry Alder
Goring-on-Thames
Readmg RG8 9BE
England
(e mail:garry.alded9vir~in.ner)

January 2011
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BIOGRAPHY
FOR THE academic historian is a hazardous business. H e who
attempts it is liable to be dismissed by his sceptical peers as a member of what
one has called 'the Ruritanian school of history, a pleasant region halfway
between history proper and the historical novel'.' I t is true that scholarly
biographies of the great and the famous are still occasionally received with
acclaim. But to attempt the life of an unknown man and, worse, a man about
whom the evidence was often scanty or non-existent is professional folly. And
to take more than twenty years over the task, however good the reasons, seems
like folly compounded to the point of professional suicide. In these circumstances the author may perhaps be forgiven a personal word of explanation
about the protracted gestation of this work.
Just why and how the Moorcroft story came to be so conspicuously
neglected until comparatively recently is explained in the final chapter. The
current revival of interest in him did not really begin until the 1950s when a
senior veterinarian and historian, Jack Barber-Lomax, began gathering information for a Moorcroft life tb be completed in retirement, but he was
defeated by the sheer scale of the task and the pressure of his other commitments. I owe a very great debt indeed to M r Barber-Lomax for so generously
placing at my disposal the fruit of his researches over many years. I n the late
fifties another would-be biographer, Miss Rachel Gibb, was also a t work on a
popular life of Moorcroft. T h a t project was cut short by her tragic death. It was
at that moment that I fell heir to the task. I had first encountered Moorcroft a
few years before while working on a study of India's northern frontiers. Like so
many others I became intrigued by the little I knew, and the lot that nobody
seemed to know, about him. In the years since then I have followed his trail
both here and abroad. During that time I and others who fell under his spell
have produced a sprinkling of lectures, articles, talks, chapters a n d even a
radio programme about one aspect or another of his multi-faceted life. More
recently, trekking parties in the Himalayas and beyond have followed parts of
his route. Moreover, thanks to the recent initiative of the Veterinary History
Society, the site of his practice in Oxford Street, London, is now marked with a
memorial plaque. All this is as welcome as it is overdue. But it is scarcely
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enough. Plentiful as the scattered pebbles now are, they have not before been
assembled into the solid cairn - that 'plain record' which he asked for2 and so
richly deserves.
T h e book's construction has not been easy. The attempt to get under the
skin of a man across the centuries is always difficult. Biography, said Mark
Twain, can only provide the clothes and buttons of a man, not the man
himself3 But Moorcroft has presented some especial problems. First of all
there is the immense scale of his journeys. The historian who follows his trail
needs a stout pair oflungs as well as boots. In my attempts to pursue him along
every permissible inch of the way (and sometimes just a little bit further) I
have been arrested and detained in India, robbed in Afghanistan, buried in
snow drifts in Iran, nearly murdered in Turkey and halffrozen near the border
ofTibet. Moorcroft, of course, would not have been surprised or very bothered
at any of this. Infinitely more happened to him.
Then there is the man himself. He was active, often with distinction, in so
many diverse fields and so far ahead of his contemporaries that his biographer
often feels the need for a very large panel of experts to advise him. Then there
are the sources. For the last six years of Moorcroft's life, the period of the great
journey, there are more than ~o,oooclosely written pages of these, a vast a n d
often nearly illegible sea in which a researcher can disappear for months a t a
time. This embanas dc nchcsscs is, or was, counterpointed by a n almost total
absence of primary information about the first forty years ofhis life. And for the
years in between, although the scattered and very incomplete official record is
adequate as a minimum, there is practically nothing to illumine his private
and intimate world cntrc lcs draps. Even the written record that has survived is
often less than helpful. Moorcroft, as he well knew and ruefully admitted, was
at his worst on paper. His tangled, indigestible and long-limbed prose,
painfully wrought from one heavily corrected draft to another, is often more of
a barrier than a bridge to the vividly engaging man behind it. I have nowhere
attempted to paper over the gaps, either with psycho- or pseudo-history a n d
have asserted nothing that may not clearly be rested upon the surviving
evidence. When occasionally I have found it necessary to pass from fact to
speculation I have always made this clear. I have, as conscientiously and
accurately as the evidence permits, delineated the clothes and buttons but I
am only too well aware that the spirit of the man who wore them has often
eluded me. It is at least partial consolation that Moorctoft's contemporaries
and friends often felt the same way about him. They glimpsed but could not
grasp, knew but seem rarely to have understood.
I t was, I believe, Carlyle who asserted that it is as hard to write a good life as
to live one. I t can also take nearly as long. As if the inherent difficulties and
delays were not great enough, I compounded them one nightmare winter day
in Afghanistan by being robbed, not only of the completed manuscript of the
book but also ofmost of the copious notes from which it had been written going
back over more than fifteen years.
All this is not meant to suggest that the long pilgrimage in search of William
Moorcroft has merely been one unhappy catalogue of difficulty, distance,
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delay, disaster and disappointment. O n the contrary there have been magical
occasions when the long intervening years have been brought close as if by a
zoom lens and the elusive, half-seen man in the far distance has for a breathless
moment seemed almost near enough to touch. I recall, for example, searching
alone all one long golden day among the cool, purple caves high on the tawny
cliffs above the huge figure of Buddha a t Bamian in the Afghan Hindu Kush.
Late in the afternoon, with patience a n d torch battery almost exhausted,
suddenly there it was! Above a recess a t the end of a large cave Moorcroft's
unmistakable signature in charcoal, as sharp and as fresh as the moment when
he had reached up and scratched it there, I 50 years before to the very day. A
magical moment. O r on another summer afternoon in the green and beautiful
Mughal gardens of Shalimar just-atilside Lahore, discovering for the first time
the little white pleasure pavilion in which Moorcroft lodged for a day or two in
1820and described so minutely in his journal4 that one could almost sense him
at one's elbow in the shadows. O r again, this time in damp, midwinter
London, unwrapping the lock of his wife's fine brown hair with its first hint of
grey5just as he must have done when it a n d the news of her death near Paris
finally caught up with him on the far side of the Himalayas. That lock ofhair or
the heavy thumbprint on a page of his journal made a t about the same time6 o r
the sharper, more deliberate impress of his oval signet-ring frozen into the wax
at the foot of a commercial agreement7 with a country no Briton had ever
visited before - these small physical survivals from across the years and miles
somehow bring one closer to the vanished physical presence of the man than
do the mere strokes ot'his pen.
They are the nuggets which make up for all the tedious panning for the fine
grains of the past. But there is another reward for the researcher as well. Like
Moorcroft himself he encounters along the way the friendship, generosity,
helpfulness and expertise of innumerable individuals who smooth his path a n d
sometihes touch his heart. T h e research for this work has been long and so is
the list of those who have helped to make it possible, so long indeed that a n
insultingly bare catalogue of the names of the more important of them is the
only public acknowledgement I can offer in token of my gratitude. M r J. W.
Barber-Lomax I have already mentioned. He provided the veterinary expertise together with Professor L. P. Pugh and Lieutenant-Colonel John Hickman (Cambridge University); Ray Catton, Linda Warden, Professor F. R.
Bell and Mrs M. Beryl Bailey (Royal Veterinary College); Professor D. L.
Hughes and Dr J. R. Thomlinson (Liverpool University); Iain Pattison
(Veterinary History Society); Professor M . Abdussalam (Institute ofveterinary Medicine, Berlin) and especially Miss Benita Horder (Royal College of
Veterinary Surgeons). At the India O f i c e Library and Records, where all
Moorcroft research must start and finish, I received unnumbered kindnesses
from the staff, many of whom I came over the years to regard as friends. I n
particular I must name the late Stanley Sutton and his successor, Joan
Lancaster; Martin Moir; Richard Bingle; Tony Farrington; Valerie Phillips;
Andrew Cook; Patricia Kattenhorn; Mildred Archer (and her late husband,
W. C . 'Bill' Archer of the Victoria and Albert hluseum). Unpublished Crown
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copyright material a t the India Office and Patent Office is quoted by kind
permission of the Controller nf Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Others in this
country to whom I am indebted for information and help are: Mayura
Kanwar, Mrs C. Kelly (Royal Geographical Society), Jessie Dobson, John
Hearsey, the late Brigadier Bill Kennett, John Keay, Richard Gibb, John
Murray, Dr Stephen Pasmore, Ms A. Pope, Dr M. Waters, John Snelling, Dr
Adam Stainton, A. Radcliffe-Smith (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew), Colonel
H. P. Croom-Johnson (Royal Green Jackets Trust), Robert Skelton (Victoria
and Albert Museum), Major J. M. Tamplin (Ogilby Trust) and my mother.
My sister, Gillian Clarkson, devoted hours to the improvement ofmy style and
syntax; Sheila Dance and Chris Howitt to the maps; and 'Mac' Maclean and
his team to the illustrations. In France Mme Girard-Madoux and Mme
Saint-Dizier at the kcole Nationale Vitirinaire de Lyon and my friends in
Paris, Jacques and Noreen Riols, were ofgreat assistance as were, in Australia,
Dr Julie Marshall, Ruth Schmedding of the National Library and Leal
Squire-Wilson; in Turkey, Gay and Raoul de Pauligny; in Iran my former
student Dr M. Reza Khajeh Dalooi and his family. In Afghanistan the
hospitality and kindness of Mrs Pamela Drinkall (then a t the British Embassy,
Kabul), Max and Deborah Klimburg, Carla Grissman and Dick C. King was
almost legendary. In Pakistan my old friend Sharif Farooq and the members of
his family have never failed me in all the calls I have made upon them and
Malik Muhammad Muzaffar, M. Ajmal Malik, Mr and Mrs Theo Phailbus,
Peter Moss (then of the British Council, Lahore) and Drs Ronald a n d Molly
Pont have all provided help. In Delhi the assistance of M r M. M. Goswami
(Ministry of External Affairs), Dr T. R. Sareen (National Archives of India)
and the hospitality of Pamela and Norman Reynolds, coming as it did at a time
of trouble, was invaluable. Professor and Mrs Parshotam Mehra and D r C. L.
Datta and their colleagues in the History Department a t the Panjab Univer?
sity, Chandigarh provided me with friendship and a congenial home in which
to work; Messrs R. L. Nanda and C. L. Sah Thulgaria generously made it
possible for me to accompany the Naini Tal Mountaineering Club's 1974
assault on the Nanda Devi sanctuary; D r Niranjan Shah (National Botanic
Gardens, Lucknow) and ex-Lama Tsering Dorje, both of whom I met in the
Himalayas at about that time, have shared with me then and since their
extensive knowledge of the hills and Moorcroft's travels among them. My
friends Christina Noble and Kranti Singh have been generous hosts and
congenial travelling companions in the mountains and the latter was subsequently my guide to Pusa and its environs on the middle Ganges. More
recently they have pioneered trekking parties of vets and others in and beyond
the Himalayas 'in Moorcroft's footsteps'. I promised the members ofone of the
latest of these - Margaret, Sheila, Anne, Dorrie, Shelagh, Di, Anna, Rosie,
Jadranka, Dinah, Mike, Bob, David, Kranti and Harry that I would acknowledge their companionship and patience during those Moorcroft sessions round
the campfire under the stars - and I have now done so. In Calcutta, as
doubtless Moorcroft did, I found the Asiatic Society's library in Park Street a
haven in which to work and write and am grateful to the General Secretary and
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his staff. Indeed my debt to all the unsung people who staff the libraries,
institutions and archives here and abroad in which I have found, or failed to
find, Moorcroftiana is immense. Without them the writing ofhistory would be
almost impossible. Finally, I am glad to record my thanks to those bodies
whose financial generosity made much of the research and travel possible: the
Imperial Relations Trust, the British Academy, the Research Board of
Reading University, the British Council and most of all the Wellcome Trust
which made it possible for me to start all over again when everything had been
lost.
Last, and most ofall, I wish to thank my wife, who helped with the research,
typed every word of the text, shared the driving overland to India, drew the
vignettes and encouraged me in so many other ways to complete this work.
Moorcroft, lover of nature and horses, was a man after her own heart. This
book could not have been written without the two of them and to them both,
along with my children, it is dedicated. For the inevitable errors, omissions
and misjudgements I alone am responsible.
Garry Alder
University of Reading, I 985

A FEW MILES east of Ormskirk in Lancashire the rounded outlines of Ashurst
Beacon and Parbold Hill are plainly visible. Although only a few hundred feet
above sea level, they command on a clear day an extensive view of the flat
coastal plain of south-west Lancashire sandwiched between the Mersey in the
south, the Ribble in the north and the open sea glinting away beyond
Southport in the west. It is hard to believe, gazing over the ordered prosperity
of this immensely fertile plain, that not so very long ago this was a desolate
backwater of bog, peat moss and undrained moorland, broken on the higher
k
ofdense forest. So unattractive was it that the ancient
ground by the d a ~ loom
British peoples, then the Romans and later still the Anglo-Saxon colonists
coming across the Pennines from the east, all in turn passed it by. It was only
inhabited, and then only thinly, when land-hungry Norse settlers from across
the Irish Sea arrived on the barren sand-dunes and squat clay cliffs ofits empty
coast some time in the tenth century AD. Their names are there today, sown
thickly across the map. Some of these Norse colonists made their settlements
on the marshy shores of an extensive sea lake inshore of where Southport now
stands, which later came to be called Martin Mere. According to the favoured
tradition, it was one of the Norsemen called Orm who decided to remove his
camp from the edge of this great stretch of water and settle instead 2 miles (3.2
kilometres) away across the moor on the lee side of the nearest hill, protected
from the incessant west winds and on the drier sandstone soil of the ridge. The
stockaded cluster of wooden huts and the little wooden chapel which later
came to be built on that hill-top was soon being called Orm's church.
Eight hundred years later, by the middle of the eighteenth century,
Ormskirk had grown i.nto a compact market town, its narrow streets clustering
round and below the fine early perpendicular church with its massive, squat,
red sandstone tower standing shoulder to shoulder with all that was left of the
adjacent spire. This structure, paying the price for its temerity in challenging
the seaborne gales on this exposed hill-top, had crashed down in I 7 3 1 . The
little town was celebrated locally for its weekly market, its annual Easter fair
and its gingerbread. It had very early established an easy ascendancy over the
satellite villages which grew up on the drier ground on the moor round about.
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Slowly, as year followed year, the axe and fire and hand-dug drain of man
tamed the sterile disorder of much of the flat, surrounding countryside and
sprinkled its black soil with small farms and scattered cottages. It was a long
and very slow business. Neither Orrnskirk nor Liverpool were thought worth a
mention in the Domesday Book and the cursory treatment of the whole area in
the survey is testimony to its emptiness and poverty. So it remained, a rural
backwater with a thin population and a unique regional accent, cut off from
the rest of the country without through roads ofany significance and well to the
west of the main north-south axis running up through Lancaster and Preston.
Even Liverpool, only a tiny cluster of houses round its muddy 'pool' on the
swirling tidal waters of the Mersey estuary, remained small and unimportant
until about I 700. Both the coal seams which enriched and impoverished so
much of Lancashire and the cotton industries centred on Manchester, left this
part of the country largely untouched. The coastal plain round Orrnskirk,
although still divided by large and dangerous 'mosses' of undrained soil,
remained predominantly a land of small farms and holdings of no more than
about 50 acres ( 2 0 hectares) each.
Gradually, however, a few families consolidated their holdings into bigger
estates of several hundred acres and built the 'halls' whose sites and names
survive on the map today. Just east oformskirk was Lathom House, seat ofthe
Stanleys, the Earls of Derby, and later of the Bootle family. East again on the
slopes of Ashurst Beacon stood the home of the Ashursts. O n the other side of
Ormskirk, a few miles to the north-west towards Martin Mere, was Scarisbrick
Hall, later the home of the Ecclestons. These and the other great families of the
area, Royalists to a man and many of them Catholics, paid a heavy price for
their loyalty to the king during the Civil War.' But when it was all over and
another Charles Stuart was back on his throne in distant London, these
families hastened into Ormskirk in September 1664 to record their pedigrees
and coats of arms and justify their claims to be gentlemen before the king's
~isito;. T h e Scarisbricks and Ecclestons were represented, as were the
Ashursts, Bootles and the Stanleys of Lathom. So too were the Moorcrofts of
Orm~kirk.~
There had probably been Moorcrofts, that is those who dwelt on or owned
a n enclosed field on the moor, here from the very earliest settlements. There is
clear evidence of their presence from 1200 onwards. By the time the first
Ormskirk parish registers begin in the sixteenth century the Moorcrofts had
spread all over the surrounding district in considerable number^.^ One
Moorcroft has left his name on one of the ancient bells up in the Orrnskirk
tower, while below it and around it lie the bones of many others. Of course
most of them were humble farmers or local tradesmen. The majority of the
Moorcrofts married at Ormskirk in the eighteenth century were illiterate,4 but
those Ormskirk Moorcrofts who claimed in 1664 to be gentry would have been
clearly distinguishable by their wealth and education from most of their
humblcr namesakes, even if they could claim no coat of arms. It was one of
their descendants, Richard Moorcroft, grandfather of William, who in April
1 7 4 1 married in Ormskirk church the heiress of another prominent local
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family, the ~ ~ ~ ~ cRichard
~ t t and
s . ~Dorothy Moorcroft settled first at
Bispham, a mile or two north of Ashurst Hall, on land given to them by
Henry Ashurst where they built themselves a house. They seem to have
devoted themselves to managing their extensive lands and especially to dairy
farming. For all the wealth of her family, his grandmother, Moorcroft recalled,
was a practical woman who ran the dairy herselfand kept it spotlessly clean. In
I 747 Richard and Dorothy Moorcroft knew both catastrophe and consolation,
both of which were to have important consequences for their future grandson.
The great cattle plague of r 747 apparently wiped out the greater part of their
dairy herd6 but in the June ofthat same year they brought their little daughter,
Ann, to be baptized in the fine, six-sided font at Ormskirk church.
Almost exactly twenty years later, on 25 June I 767, Ann was back, bringing
her own first child to be baptized.' H e was probably about a month old.8 Ann
Moorcroft, for she was still unmarried, chose for her son a name very popular
among the Ormskirk Moorcrofts. She called him William. Although she could
not have known it, Ann's illegitimate son was part of that astonishing
population explosion which took place in Lancashire in the second half of the
eighteenth century and which remains even today something of a mystery.g
Certainly illegitimacy, as the Ormskirk registers attest with brazen frequency,
was very common at the time. Fortunately for Arin and her bastard son they
did not have to depend on local charity or the rigours of life on the current
agricultural labourer's wage of IS.6d. (rgp) a week,'' for they lived with
Richard Moorcroft. By that time he was living in or near Ormskirk itself and
he was, of course, comfortably off. Quite apart from his own lands, those
inherited through his wife were large enough when divided u p later to serve 'as
a competency to several families of respectability1." There is evidence in the
Lancashire Record Office of Richard Moorcroft's extensive landed interests
and we know that even one of his tenants could be described as 'a large
farmer'.I2 One of William Moorcroft's earliest childhood memories was of
riding round Richard Moorcroft's estate, probably up in the saddle with his
grandfather, fascinated by the humble oat porridge and 'hasty pudding' on
which the servants of this tenant farmer seemed to subsist.13
We know almost nothing of William's boyhood years. H e would have been
sent off to school at about 7 or 8, perhaps to nearby Croston (where the
schoolmaster later became one of his grandfather's executors). More probably
he went either to the ancient grammar school just behind Ormskirk church
where the Revd Naylor administered a heavy traditional diet ofthe classics, or
to one of the private schools for the more well-to-do in nearby Church Street or
Burscough Street. Later he certainly had a facility with Latin and Greek - and
had neglected practical subjects like botanyi4 - all of which suggests the
traditionally narrow curriculum of the ancient grammar schoolsofthe day. By
today's standards, the school regime would have seemed hard, the working
days long and the holidays few. O u t of school \Villiamls life would have been
framed by the ancient little market town, dominated by its fine old church
where the Revd Knowles had been vicar for as lbng as most could remember.
He would have grown familiar with Ormskirk's narrow, sloping streets, the
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ancient houses with theirjutting gables and jumbled rooflines, the bowed shop
windows with the gleaming iridescence of their bull's-eye panes, the glazed
half-doors and the steep, worn steps down into their dark interiors. There was
the bustle of market day every Thursday, the old ducking stool still on the edge
of the town field towards Aughton, the worn stocks and the horse-drawn fire
engine with its leather hoses. There was the excitement of the annual Easter
fair and, almost equally well known in the district, the legendary skill of
Ormskirk's ratcatcher, Edmund Heathcote. These would have been some of
the landmarks of the small and intimate rural world in which the young
William Moorcroft grew to adole~cence.'~It
was probably as good a preparation for adult life as any to be had in the kingdom. T h e warm west
winds of the area usually kept the worst of the snow away, the air was good
a n d the water excellent. Many of the local folk lived to a great ageI6 and
William Moorcroft himself in his middle years had the energy bf a man half
his age.
H e was also very fortunate in the opportunities which his grandfather's
wealth and friendships brought him. Richard Moorcroft was a n educated man
and he had a library of books and manuscripts which he later left to William.
O n one occasion he rebuked the lad with a Latin tag for writing his name on
the wall of an ancient ruin.I7 One of Richard's friends and neighbours was
Thomas Eccleston who came to live a t Scarisbrick Hall on the north-west side
of Ormskirk in I 778. Richard Moorcroft and Thomas Eccleston, rich in both
capital and leisure, were very active in that movement ofscientific farming and
agricultural improvement which is such a marked feature ofthe late eighteenth
century. Eccleston in particular was 'a great promoter of improvement in
every kind of agriculture'.'a His extensive and well-wooded estates witnessed
such a series of experiments in horse- and cattle-breeding, in manures, in
crops, machinery and drainage, that almost every year in the I 780s and I 790s
he was able to claim in his notebook that he was 'the first ever in this county' to
attem t them.lg Even the king himself was aware of Eccleston's pioneering
work.' The new Leeds and Liverpool canal ran for several miles through
Eccleston's lands in its great sweep round the west and north side of the
Ormskirk ridge and he designed and built at his own expense cuts from it to
serve the needs ofhis own e ~ t a t e . His
~ ' most ambitious undertaking, however,
was the attempt which he began in I 78 I to drain Martin Mere, even then still
covering 3600 acres ( 1 456 hectares) of good soil. I t was a big project requiring
huge gates and banks to hold back the sea, over IOO miles (160 kilometres) of
ditching and the deepening and widening of the ancient drain for 5 miles (8
kilometres) by armies of labourers working sometimes 2 0 feet (6 metres) below
the surface."
Eccleston seems to have treated the young William Moorcroft as a son and
Moorcroft later referred to him as 'my more than father'.23 Although Eccleston
had sons of his own he seems to have formed a very close relationship with the
young man and fostered in him that love for the land and its management
which was already in his blood and which remained with him to the end of his
days. William spent hours up at the old house at Scarisbrick listening while
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Eccleston discussed his dreams for Martin Mere with the Duke of Bridgewater's canal engineer, John Gilbert. Moorcroft came to know him well."
Eccleston also introduced Moorcroft to the greatest stock-breeder of the age,
Robert Bakewell. Later in the mid-1790s he was shown over Bakewcll's
Leicestershire estate by the great man himselfshortly before he died.25A much
more shadowy figure than Eccleston, although very important in the early
world of the young William Moorcroft, was Eccleston's close friend Colonel
Henry Aston. Aston seems to have been another wealthy and improving
farmer on his lands across the Mersey in Cheshire. He was a stock-breeder and
like Eccleston was in touch with Bakewell and known to the king. Moorcroft
later described himself as Aston's 'protege' and 'friend'.26
These three wealthy and civilized men - Thomas Eccleston, Henry Aston
and Richard Moorcroft - seem to have done all that could be done to offset
CVilliam's lack of an acknowledged father. They gave him affection, connections and probably 'considerable sums of money' ah well. Those w ~ r d come
s
from Richard Moorcroft's will. His support of his grandson was as generous
after his death as it had been during his lifetime2' but his prime responsibility
had to be to his surviving daughter Ann, especially when she married a not
very prosperous junior civil servant called Henry Paine. In due course they
had two children, William's half brother and sister.28Eccleston and Aston also
had families of their own to provide for. Perhaps if William Moorcroft had had
the more conventional beginnings which his family's position gave him a right
to expect, the world would never have heard of him. He would have inherited
the Moorcroft lands in and around Ormskirk, devoted himself to the practical
problems of agriculture and improvement which always fascinated him,
married the daughter of a local landed family and ended his days under one of
the black, polished tablets in the floor of Ormskirk church. Since, however,
William could look to no landed estate of his own - although later in his life he
might have inherited one in England and one in India it seems2' - then it was
obviously important to give him a training for a career which would allow him
to support himself in comfort.
One such career was surgery. At that time it was just shaking itselffree from
the old and harmful connection with the barber's trade and becoming a
respectable profession in its own right, although the surgeon's role was still
subordinate in public estimation to the sharply distinguished one of the
physician. Once William Moorcroft hpd decided on surgery he could either
attend the private school of an eminent surgeon like the great John Hunter
down in London, or he could go to one of the university medical schools, which
were mostly in Scotland, or he could apprentice himself to a practising surgeon
at one of the larger hospitals.'0 The last of these alternatives almost suggested
itself. Not very far to the south of Ormskirk, the infirmary at Liverpool had
attracted a small group of gifted physicians and surgeons, one of the most
influential of whom was an Ormskirk man, ,DrJoseph Brandreth. Moreover,
Eccleston was a financial supporter of the infirmary.31 It was probably the
influence of these two which secured for the young William Moorcroft one of
the two available surgical apprenticeships with the Liverpool surgeon John
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Lyon. So it was that some time in the early I 780s William Moorcroft finally left
his country childhood behind him and set off on the 13-mile (lo-kilometre)
journey down the new turnpike road to Liverpool. We know tantalizingly little
about him as he reached this milestone in his life. That he was intelligent and
as well read and educated as he was well connected has already been
mentioned. Physically slight and rather short, he was nevertheless strong,
active and tough, extremely sharp-sighted, a good shot, a strong swimmer and
a competent rider. He was also cleanshaven and right-handed. Anything
beyond this is mere c ~ n j e c t u r e . ~ ~
Today Liverpool has spread its sooty tentacles across most of the once fair
country'between it and the rising ground at Aughton next door to O r m ~ k i r k . ~ ~
In the early I 780s, however, it must have seemed very far away and strange.
Some Ormskirk folk would never have visited it, nor in those days would there
have been very much to visit. As late as I 700 Liverpool only housed about 5000
people in the clustered streets and houses behind the tidal 'pool' which served
it as a harbour. Since then, however, its growth had been spectacular,
doubling in size every twenty or thirty years until in the 1780s it had a
population of about 40,000. By modern standards it was still, of course, tiny.
You could walk all round it in a brisk hour and a half up on the open heath
where the twenty-seven windmills turned, but after the market town cosiness
of Ormskirk it would still have seemed very large indeed to William Moorcroft.
Viewed from across the river it was dominated by the spires and towers of its
many churches and in the foreground by the bulk of the Old Goree warehouses. Away to the left towards the north was the enormous castle-like gaol,
big enough to hold half of Liverpool it was said, and the new fort, bristling
impressively but ineffectually with cannon, and standing as a constant
reminder of the recent American war. Central to Liverpool's growth and
prosperity were its bustling new docks crowded with shipping, their masts and
spars soaring high above the neighbouring streets. Even critical visitors to
Liverpool - 'this disgustful place' as one of them called it in I 780 - found the
docks 'stupendously grand'.34 Into them came the sugar, tobacco and raw
cotton of the Atlantic trade; out of them went cotton goods, salt and coal and
all the miscellaneous goods of the coastal trade. Perhaps the most profitable
commodity of all to be carried in the Liverpool ships was never even seen on its
broad quays. This was just as well for if the kindly Liverpudlians, taking a
stroll on the stone quays and admiring the fine lines of some of these ships
loading goods for the African Guinea Coast, had been able to see them a month
or two later as they rolled across the Atlantic with their holds often sardinepacked with a cargo ofblack slaves for the American and West Indian markets,
the outcry against the inhuman slave trade would have begun much earlier
than i t did. For the moment though this was Liverpool's boom time, the great
decadc of prosperity which began in I 783 and was sandwiched between the
wars of thr American and French revolutions. R y the end of those ten years i t
had become, after London, the second port of the kingdom.
Rchind thc docks and quays jostled the bustling, narrow streets of the town.
A Icw xrarid Georgian houscs had gone up recently in Duke Street, Park Lane
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and Great George Street but most of the city's wealthy merchants and shippers
- and doctors - still lived over their counting houses, offices and consulting
rooms in narrower streets down near the docks. Liverpool was regarded in the
1780s as a healthy place although we would not have found it so. Drinking
water was delivered by horse and cart, the old pool brook was an open sewer
running down Whitechapel and Paradise Streets, and although the earlier
practice of emptying the contents of privies into the streets was much less
common, the street cleaners were still in the habit of piling the soil of houses
and streets into huge middens for several days, much to the discomfort of the
drunken or unwary who ventured into the ill-lit and mostly unpaved streets
after dark. By day the air would also have been heavy with additional smells
from the innumerable breweries, the salt and copper works a n d the oil factory
on the windward side of the town where the whale carcasses were melted
down. T h e tang ofsalt from the river or: tar from the docks must have come as a
welcome relief. Less welcome reminders of the sea were the roisterings of the
sailors ashore. During the American war, when much of the lawful trade of the
town had come to a standstill and many shippers turned privateer, Liverpool
had gained an unsavoury reputation as a lawless place. For a time the town
was placed under a tight curfew every night. The return of peace and
prosperity brought some improvement but the sailors' taverns and brothels
still flourished. In I 787, while Moorcroft was living in the town, the municipal
authorities were forced to publish new regulations against 'excessive drinking,
blasphemy, profane swearing and cursing, lewdness, profanation of the Lord's
day, or other dissolute, immoral or disorderly practice'.35 All in all Liverpool
in Moorcroft's day must have been a scruffy, cheerful, vibrant and bustling
place, chiefly dedicated to the making of money but, as even its admirers were
forced to admit, rather short on culture and the arts.
For all their shortcomings the citizens of eighteenth-century Liverpool
could be open-handed as well as open-hearted when a clear need existed. Chief
monument to their generosity and humanitarianism - and there were severalwas the Liverpool Infirmary, opened in r 749 and built and run by public
subscription for those too poor to pay for medical treatment. It was a
handsome, redbrick building erected upon what used to be known as Shaw's
Brow, on the site of what is now Liverpool's great St George's Hall complex.
Today this is in the heart of the city but when Moorcroft first arrived a t the
infirmary's gates he stood on the very edge of the town. From here one could
look across the river into Cheshire towards Bidston Hill where the signal flags
announced the arrival of the incoming ships some hours before they could
reach the river and docks dow~ibelow. U p here on breezy Shaw's Brow in the
I 780s the buildings and streets fell away and the windmills, rope-walks a n d the
open heath began. A contemporary described the infirmary as:
a neat brick building ornamented with stone. T h e principal building has three
storeys consistingoflarge wards for the reception ofthe patients, and other necessary
apartments. I t is connected by handsome colonnades with two spacious wings,
which form the sailors' hospital. Before thc building is a large area enclosed with a
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handsome iron gate and rails, and behind is a useful garden walled round. On the
top ofeach building is erected a turret, and in the middle ofthe pediment in front is a
good
As if to remind the onlooker that this ordered exterior belied the realities of life
inside, a four-line stanza over the gate began not very encouragingly,

0 ye whose Hours exempt from Sorrow flow,
Behold the seat of Pain, Disease and
So it was. Although enlightened by eighteenth-century standards the
infirmary was very different from the ordered calm and antiseptic cleanliness
of the modern hospital. Its surviving records38 give a good idea of what it was
like while Moorcroft.was there. There were about roo in-patients, including
six of each sex with venereal disease. They were looked after by half a dozen
female nurses under the matron, Mrs Layton, and in addition there were two
porters, a cook, chambermaid, washerwoman and apothecary, besides the
casual employees like Mr Mason who came in every day to shave the patients
(for £4 a year) and the visiting clergy who held daily prayers in the board room.
In addition to salaries, other items of expenditure included ale in large
quantities, hog's lard, surgeon's tow, leeches, candles, 'gallypotts', trusses,
wooden legs and, ominously, coffins. Rules similar to those in other hospitals of
the time forbade smoking, gaming, illicit drinking and foul language among
the in-patients. In I 788 the medical gentlemen, not for the first time, had to ask
that the bed-linen should be changed fortnightly, feet washed weekly and the
chamber pots scalded daily. Despite recent building alterations and frequent
attention to the evil-smelling 'necessary-houses', the bad effects of overcrowding in the large wards were all too obvious and led to urgent representations
from the 'gentlemen of the Faculty'. As one of them wrote,
When such a number as from twenty to fifty persons, many of them afllicted with
ulcers and other diseases which tend to aggravate the putrescency of the fluids, are

constantly confined together in a room just large enough to hold their beds, there is
no doubt but the consequences must be pernicious . . . if a particular cause of
contagion prevails, it is by their means communicated to greater numbers than i t
would otherwise be.39
Events confirmed this warning. In December 1787 for example, when the
wards had been closed u p for some days against the bitter weather, a
contagious fever made its appearance in the infirmary and spread very rapidly
indeed.q0
Without antibiotics, inoculations or any kind of reliable painkillers the
physicians were largely helpless in the face of contagion of this kind and were
compelled to rely on the mainly traditional remedies of the mediaeval pharmacopoeia, extens'ive bleeding and palliatives like cold water washing to reduce
high temperature. This latter treatment was pioneered at the infirmary and
later used by Moorcroft in the treatment of l ~ c k j a w .The
~ ' eighteenth century
has been well called 'the age of agony'42but undoubtedly the chief inflicters of
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it, at a period when there were neither anaesthetics nor reliable antiseptics,
were the knives, probes and saws of the eighteenth-century surgeon.
Human surgery was still in the Stone ~ ~ eThere
. ' ~had, ofcourse, been small
and unspectacular advances in technique and anatomical understanding in
the eighteenth century, but until the surgeon could cut deep without regard
either to the contorted agonies of his fully conscious patient or to the fatal
consequences of post-operational sepsis, the scope for surgery was necessarily
very limited. T h e staple of the surgeon's work was the removal of superficial
turnours, amputation and lithotomy. Speed and deftness were the essential
qualities of this sort ofsurgery. More daring and fundamental work, say on the
brain or stomach, was normally only practised where there was no other hope
or in serious accident and casualty cases. This was the grim trade to which
William Moorcroft was now apprenticed..
It would be some time, of course, before he would be allowed to practise it on
the living. His first task would be to acquire a theoretical knowledge of
anatomy, reinforced by dissecting sessions with his master during which he
would learn how to use the tools of his trade on the human corpse. Dissection
could be a vilely unpleasant task in those days before the discovery of reliable
preservatives. In the heat ofsummer the dissector often worked at great risk to
his own health. T o make things worse suitable corpses were usually in short
supply and until the 1830s the Liverpool surgeons were often compelled to risk
the law and resort to the graveyard body snatchers for an adequate supply.
After dissection of the corpse came surgery on the living. Under the rules of the
infirmary the surgeons were only permitted two apprentices a t a time and
these were allowed to assist a t the operating table and learn by watching their
masters at work. To us it would seem a grim and casual business. In the I 780s
it was a rare surgeon who washed his hands or put on proper protective
clothing before operating. T h e patient, perhaps 'relaxed' with gin, rum or a
sedative potion, would usually be lying on a plain wooden table, often tied
down to prevent a sudden and possibly disastrous movement. The dressers
and apprentice surgeons stood round with swabs and instruments to hand,
ready if necessary to replace the sawdust-filled trays under the table when they
could no longer absorb any more blood.
Our knowledge of Moorcroft's experiences as a surgeon is very scanty. H e
assisted on several occasions with the amputation of hands shattered beyond
repair by the explosion of cheap guns intended for export to A f r i ~ aHe
. ~ also
treated many cases of sailors returning from that continent with the unpleasant Guinea worm which had, patiently a n d gently, to be extracted inch
by inch by winding i t round a quill. Towards the end of his life Moorcroft
recalled that a combination of clumsiness and nerves during his first two
attempts broke the worm in each case but 'the serious consequences of this
accident made me more cautiqus and more successful on subsequent
attempts'." This, of course, was relatively simple compared with the more
testing internal surgery with which in due course he became familiar. O n
Saturday mornings the in-patients in the so-called 'cutting ward' were visited.
O n Mondays and Thursdays the surgeons and their apprentices were in
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attendance at the out-patients' clinic and on most mornings at least one
surgeon was at the dispensary in Church Street where both in- and outpatients were seen. In addition there were the private patients on whose fees
the Liverpool physicians and surgeons really depended for they received
nothing at all for their work at the infirmary and indeed often gave it financial
support themselves.
It is too easy for us to dismiss as crude the efforts of eighteenth-century
medicine and surgery to relieve human suffering. Crude and ignorant much of
it certainly was but the fact remains that the medical men at the Liverpool
Infirmary in the I 780s were for their time remarkably gifted as anatomists and
surgeons and certainly of a higher general education than most of their
equivalents could claim today. T h e majority of them had studied in London or
at one of the great continental medical schools and most could claim to be the
pioneers of at least modest innovations in their chosen fields. T h e most
distinguished ofall was probably DrJames Currie, author ofa much reprinted
biography of Robert Burns and a tireless worker in many good causes
including, to his great credit, the campaign to abolish the slave trade. This, of
course, was a particularly delicate issue in Liverpool with so many ships and
men in the trade as has been mentioned. Nevertheless many Liverpool doctors,
including John Lyon (and Moorcroft himself) were whole-hearted aboliti o n i s t ~ Moreover
.~~
in their capacity as examiners of the surgeons required
by law to be licenced for each slave ship, they insisted on high standards
and their failure rate was high. These men - Brandreth, Park, Alanson
and the rest - must have been a powerful influence on William Moorcroft.
Most important of all, however, was his master, Dr John Lyon.47 H e had
been on the staff of the infirmary since I 768 after studying as a house-pupil of
one of the most celebrated British surgeons of the previous generation, Percival
Pott of St Bartholomew's in London. Lyon, unusually, had qualifications both
as a surgeon and a physician. By the time Moorcroft knew him he had amassed
both a large fortune and a correspondingly large family of twelve surviving
children, all but one of them girls it seems. He was a sincere Christian and a
warm and kind-hearted man, tireless in many local good causes as well as his
private practice and his unpaid medical and committee work at the infirmary.
Moorcroft came to believe that Lyon was considerably underestimated as a
surgeon, probably because he was always too busy to commit his experience to
a major work. He was certainly responsible for some valuable innovations in
surgical technique, especially in amputation surgery.48 Moorcroft gradually
came to love this good man and his family in their modest home in Peters Lane
not far from the Old Dock. The relationship between them was very close, even
in the narrow legalistic sense. By an indenture legally enforceable between
them, Lyon, in return for a substantial payment from Richard Moorcroft,
would have contracted to initiate his pupil in 'the Art and Mystery of a
Surgeon arid Apothecary' and provide for him 'sufficient and enough of Meat,
Drink and Lodging' in his own house, probably for five or even seven years.
Mmrcroft for his part would have bound himself to diligent study, obedience,
the keeping of his master's secrets and abstinence from fornication, adultery,
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the haunting of taverns and ale-houses, unlawful gambling . - . and
It is clear, however, that what began as a legal relationship
developed during the years they worked and lived together into a friendship
based on mutual respect and affection.
Lyon was, in fact, so impressed by his young pupil that he suggested that he
should widen his experience by further study in London and on the Continent.
When he had completed that, Lyon intended to take him into his lucrative
private practice on equal terms as a partner and resign to Moorcroft his
position as surgeon at the infirmary. All he asked in return was Moorcroft's
verbal promise that he would take on Lyon's only surviving son, John, as a
pupil and train him as he had been trained by the boy's father. This
impressively generous proposal is further evidence of Moorcroft's acceptability as a person and the first indication of his unusual gifts as a surgeon.
Pre-anaesthetic surgery required outstanding manual dexterity combined
with strong arms and hands to overcome the resistance of tensed muscles, a
precise knowledge ofanatomy, the ability to think and work swiftly and to keep
calm while causing intense suffering to a fully conscious patient. Moorcroft
must have mastered all these skills before September 1786 when Lyon's son
died.50No wonder Richard Moorcroft was proud ofhis grandson, who was not
yet 2 0 . ~ 'His future as one of Liverpool's leading surgeons and medical men
seemed assured.
However, as was to happen in William Moorcroft's life again and again, just
when the future seemed most settled the unexpected was waiting to send him
in an entirely new direction. That is certainly how Moorcroft liked it. I n this
case the unexpected came in the form of a pregnant Longhorn heifer which, on
20 October I 788, fell down in her field over a t Standish Hall near Wigan and
died shortly afterwards. Before the day was out two more animals were
attacked and died within forty-eight hours.
Local and ancient remedies were immediately attempted by the cow-leech.
The sick animals were bled copiously, their discharging nostrils were smeared
with tar, and herbal packs ofgarlic and bearsfoot were inserted in the dewlaps.
Thus men had hoped in vain to ward off cattle plague in all its variant and
destructive forms for centuries. However, on this occasion the threatened
animals were the temporary responsibility of a man whose own stocks had
often been decimated by similar outbreaks and who always preferred to look to
science and reason rather than to tradition in every branch ofagriculture. That
man was Thomas ~ c c l e s t o nIt. ~was
~ almost certainly Eccleston who sent for
help to his medical friends at Liverpool, Dr Brandreth and Dr John Lyon. Not
surprisingly they sent Moorcroft, then near the end of his surgical apprenticeship, with a set of instructions to do what he could to save the remaining
animals at Standish. If the outbreak spread all Lancashire's cattle might be
endangered.
Moorcroft arrived at Standish in the last week ofOctober together with one
of the best-known farriers of the district, a M r Wilson.53 Finding one animal
already close to death with a swollen neck and laboured breathing, Moorcroft,
in typical fashion, immediately performed a tracheotomy and considerably
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eased the last hours of the doomed creature by opening its windpipe. H e then
examined the rest of the stricken animals noting carefully the clinical symptoms and progress of the disease and, most unusual in animal medicine of that
period, recording the extremely high pulse rates of each. There was, in truth,
little that could be done for them - either then or indeed until the relatively
recent development of the sulphonamide and antibiotic drugs and of serum
therapy. Whatever the disease was, and the symptoms may suggest something
different from but just as devastating as the rinderpest of the earlier and later
cattle plagues, the main thing was to prevent it from spreading. Moorcroft did
what he could to save or relieve the animals and record their symptoms.
Reluctantly he bled one animal, mainly to observe the state of the blood. He
tried to relieve the swellings of neck and head by incision. He used the fever
treatment developed by Brandreth and Currie of reducing the soaring body
temperatures of the animals 6): dashing cold water over them. He administered, as directed by his instructions, the traditional draughts of 'large
quantities of Peruvian bark, in port wine, or ale' and later, on the advice of
somebody else, 'two drachms of emetic tartar, a scruple of calomel, and ten
grains of powdered opium', followed later by a mixture of laudanum, camphor
and strong ale. He also applied a painful, blistering ointment to the swollen
parts. If asked why he would have replied in terms similar to those of a
respected veterinary writer seventy years later - 'By producin superficial
inflammation we may be enabled to remove a deeper seated one.DB4
Nonsense,
of course, and for the animal very painhl and counter-productive nonsense,
but it represented unchallenged orthodoxy then and for many years to come.
Perhaps the luckiest of the diseased animals at Standish was the one Moorcroft
killed in order to give it a very thorough post mortcm investigation and compare
his findings with those of the dead animals in whom the disease had run its
lethal forty-eight-hour course. We can imagine him in shirt sleeves kneeling in
the grass over the opened corpse of the cow, stopping every now and again to
wipe his hands and write some words in his notebook.
The enlargement of the head and neck was owing to a collection of yellow
transparent fluid in the cellular membrane, which coagulated on exposure to a
gentle heat. . . . The lungs were in some part eroded, in others mortification had
actually taken place; and on opening the chest, a quantity ofputrid air rushed out.
It was not very pleasant and it might have been highly dangerous.
The happenings in that Lancashire field, unimportant though they might
seem, were for Moorcroft an experience which altered the whole course of his
life and by a curious chain of events had repercussions across the Himalayas
and the desert uplands of Central Asia. Not, of course, that anything he did for
the diseased animals at Standish made the slightest difference to their fate. The
outbreak probably remained local and unknown only because of the very
sensible and thorough efforts he made to isolate the diseased animals when
alive and bury their corpses when dead. These were the twin pillars of his
treatment as he recalled them over thirty years later when faced once more
with cattle plague on a massive scale in the hills of northern India.55 What the
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estate labourers thought when the young medical gentleman from Liverpool
insisted that the corpses were buried .6feet (2 metres) down is, perhaps
fortunately, not recorded! Moorcroft knew that they had been lucky to escape a
major local catastrophe.
This thought may have encouraged him to listen very carefully when
Eccleston, and perhaps his grandfather or Colonel Aston, began to suggest to
him a novel possibility, probably when he was on his way back to Liverpool
early in November 1788. The three men had all suffered extensive livestock
losses over the years. 'Could any reward,' asked Eccleston, 'be too great for a
preventative or cure of that fatal disorder, of which so many thousands die
annually in this kingdom?' They would, he argued, never get one as things
were at present 'owing to the ignorance of cow-doctors in their disorders'.
What was needed was a 'Veterinarian School'.
In other countries they have already found the benefit of that useful institution. I am
informed, at Copenhagen, a Royal Veterinarian School is established; and our wise
political neighbours have two, viz. one at Paris, the other at Lyons. From several of
my acquaintance in France, I am informed that horse-surgery and every other
branch of famery is much improved since their estab~ishment.~~
T h e situation was very different in England. Although human surgery was no
longer left to the ignorant attentions of the barbers, animal surgery was still the
preserve of the equally ignorant village farrier or cow-leech. What was
required was a practical, educated person who loved and had grown u p with
animals and who had a thorough scientific and medical training to devote
himself to the reform of animal medicine. Science had revolutionized agriculture in recent years - imagine its potential in animal medicine! Whether
Moorcroft was fired a t once with excitement or whether his approach to the
great decision which transformed his life was more deliberate, we shall never
know. Thirty-five years later, however, he recalled his feelings at this second
great turning-point in his life:
If I were to devote myself to the improvement of a degraded profession, closely
connected with the interests of agriculture, I might render myself much more useful
to the country, than by continuing in one already cultivated by men of the most
splendid talents. [I was] convinced by their arguments, but opposed by other
friends, and especially by my master."

John Lyon must have been particularly upset to hear that his favourite pupil
was thinking of abandoning the profession in which he seemed so gifted - and
for one which most physicians and surgeons, indeed most people, regarded as
inferior and degrading. Delabere Blaine, later a friend of Moorcroft's in
London, told how his own family were 'indescribably shocked and disgusted'
a t his own decision to forsake human for animal medicine.58 For Moorcroft it
was precisely the challenge of attempting 'to rescue a brarich of medicine from
a state of debasement' as he put it,59 which would have appealed to him so
much. All his life was confirmation of his willingness - and wish - to go beyond
the limits accepted by the rest of his contemporaries.

VETERINARY
MEDICINE WAS certainly debased a t the end of the eighteenth
century,' even when every allowance is made for the exaggerations of those
surgeons and physicians who criticized and mocked the farriers and cowleeches. Most of these animal doctors were certainly ignorant and illiterate
men who relied mainly on the traditional medicines, drenches and purges.
Some of these were compounded deliberately from the bizarre substances of
mediaeval pharmacy like goose grease, crab's eyes, lungs offox, liver ofeel and
penis of tortoise or the more readily available human and animal urine and
excrement. T h e treatments were equally barbarous. Wounds were often
deliberately kept open by the introduction of foreign bodies and painful
festering was encouraged in the belief that the more pus produced the better.
Bleeding was part of every farrier's repertoire, often on such a scale that the
animal collapsed from loss of blood. So too was blistering the skin with a n
ointment of corrosive sublimate or similar and cauterizing by applying
flaming turpentine to a wound or plunging a red-hot iron into skin sores to seal
or destroy them. T h e red-hot iron was also sometimes used as a n aid to
primitive surgery as, for example, when flatulence was treated by boring with
the iron from the anus into the rectum. And so it goes on. Even shoeing horses
was done with such savage use of the paring knife and buttress that lameness,
sometimes permanent, was the result. As for the farriers' horse surgery,
We shall see them daily sacrificinghorses, by boldly mangling the organised parts of
the body, without knowing anything of its structure. How many muscles, and
tendons, divided cross-ways!veins opened! nerves destroyed! membranes torn! and
essential organs more or less affected, by the ignorant boldness of these unskilful
operators.2
It is very easy to pile up such contemporary criticism to illustrate the
abysmal state of the veterinary art in the late eighteenth century, but the
resulting picture is probably something ofa caricature for it takes no account of
the honest and skilful efforts of men like the farrier, James Clark of Edinburgh,
or the handful of medical men who had already occasionally turned their
attentions to the sufferings of domesticated animals. Nevertheless it was
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enough of a virgin field to tempt William Moorcroft at the end of I 788.
Veterinary medicine appealed to his countryman's love of animals and
agriculture, his fascination for the unknown, his new skill as a surgeon and his
already sensitive social conscience.
The opposition ofmany ofhis friends is also not surprising, particularly that
of John Lyon to what Moorcroft conceded to be 'conduct bordering on
ingratitude'.3 It was probably Lyon who in the end suggested that they should
submit the whole disagreement to the arbitration of the great John Hunter, the
leading British surgeon of the day.4 Whether Lyon knew Hunter personally is
uncertain. They had both been pupils of Percival Pott and would certainly
have had mutual friends since most of the Liverpool men had studied in
London at some stage of their careers. Perhaps Lyon had already been in touch
with him to arrange for Moorcroft to attend Hunter's lectures now that his
Liverpool apprenticeship was almost over. At all events, some time between
mid-November I 788 and the following mid-January, Moorcroft made the long
coach journey down to London.
His interview with Hunter probably took place at Hunter's house in
Leicester Square. There were certainly no airs about the great man, notwithstanding his massive reputation and genius. Plain speaking and plain dressing, the soft Lowland burr of his conversation often sprinkled with oaths but a
courteous listener, he would have heard Moorcroft out. It seems that they
talked for some time before Hunter gave his verdict. It was characteristically
trenchant: 'If he were not advanced in years,' he [Hunter] said, 'he himself
would on the following day begin to study the profession in question.5 This
declaration for Moorcroft was decisive. It is not surprising that Hunter should
express it. A year or two later he was lending his very powerful support to the
establishment ofa veterinary college in London and, even ifhe had no hand in
drafting its I 791 prospectus, that document certainly expressed his views and
the sort of things he may have said to William Moorcroft.
Veterinary practice should be second only to human medicine. The state of human
medicine today is evidence of what awaits the cultivation of the veterinary art in
Britain. It requires the sacrifice of as many years to become a skilful veterinarian, as
to become a skilful physician: the acquisition of the science and the practice of each is
a task sufficient to engage one man's life. . . . The nation requires a veterinary school
in which the structure and diseases of animals can be scientifically taught.6

So it did, but in I 789 there was still no veterinary college in Britain. For a
time at least it seems that Moorcroft and Thomas Eccleston hoped that one
could be established in time for Moorcroft's studies. O n 2 0 January 1789
Eccleston finished a long letter to the editor of the Tramactionr of the London
S o c i e ~of Arts with a postscript giving his young friend all the publicity he
decently could.
Mr. Moorcroft . . . is a young man of the greatest abilities, and has agreed to turn his
thoughts from the practice of physic and surgery, entirely to that of farriery in every
branch, provided he can meet with sumcient and certain encouragement in the
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establishment of a Veterinarian Schwl. If you can point out any method likely to
raise a subscription for such a purpose, you will confer a singular favour on all in the
farming line.'
In fact initiatives were afoot which resulted only two years afterwards in the
establishment of the London (later Royal) Veterinary College. In the meantime there was no alternative for an Englishman who wished to have a formal
veterinary training but to go to one of the continental veterinary schools. T h e
Agricultural Society.at Odiham in Hampshire, from whose initiatives the
London college eventually sprang, had decided only the previous year to send
two young men to study a t the veterinary school in Paris.' Had they moved
more quickly to implement this decision Moorcroft would not have been the
first Englishman ever to receive a formal veterinary education.
1789 of course was no ordinary year. I t witnessed the beginning of that
violent and progressive upheaval in Fiance which led in turn to revolution, civil
war, terror and eventually to a continental war which convulsed Europe for a
generation and helped shape the modern world. None of this of course was
apparent at first. T o most patriotic Englishmen the events in France in the
summer of 1789 seemed welcome. After all the revolution had destroyed an
unacceptable tyranny and given France a constitutional monarchy closer to
the British model. In Liverpool, as elsewhere in Britain, the events of I 789, and
their anniversary for two years afterwards were celebrated with illuminations.
There would certainly have seemed no reason to change the plans which were
being made by Eccleston and Richard Moorcroft, on Hunter's advice, to send
William to one of France's two veterinary schools. T h a t a t Alfort near Paris
was nearer and richer but the school a t Lyons was older and was believed to
offer a more practical training. Moreover it had built its reputation on its
success with local cattle plagues.g For Richard Moorcroft, who was paying the
bulk of the fees, that may have been reason enough for favouring Lyons.
Besides Lyons was less likely to be disturbed by the continuing revolutionary
upheavals than Alfort. T h e best time to enter the Lyons school was either at
the beginning of April or in November when the summer and winter courses
respectively began. It was eventually agreed that Moorcroft should enrol a t
Lyons early the following year in the spring of I 790.
In the meantime he returned to London, apparently a t Hunter's suggestion.
He attended Hunter's lectures and those of his surgeon son-in-law, Everard
Home, and took whatever opportunities came along to broaden his veterinary
experience. We know of one such case from the pen of Thomas Prosser, a n
elderly physician who had taken up veterinary medicine late in life and was
soon to become assistant to the first head of the London veterinary college.
Prosser had been called in to treat a valuable stallion with a n inflamed testicle
and a high fever. When i t began to look as though surgery would be necessary
he consulted Everard Home who promised to come with Moorcroft. Prosser
does not name Moorcroft but describes him as '. . . a n ingenious gentleman,
who is now prosecuting his studies in London, with every advantage of a
medical cducation; and who, after spending some time in the Veterinarian
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Acadnny in Par*, intends returning to this country, to ~ r a c t i sfurriery'.
e
It can be
nobody else. I n the end Moorcroft came to see the horse alone. H e put Prosser
right on the pulse rate of the healthy horse and treated the stallion with
poultices, leeches and suspended dressings until the abscess bunt.''
We know very little else about these brief few months in London in I 789. I n
October he lodged for a time a t Russell Court, then a small group ofhouses and
stables on the west side of St James's Street just north of Cleveland Row."
Some time later he moved a few hundred yards north into Half Moon Street off
~ i ~ c a d i l lIn
~ . November
~*
he was successfully elected to membership of the
Society of Arts in the Adelphi. Moorcroft is described as 'surgeon' in the
subscription book and probably most of his early connections in London were
among the medical fraternity. His principal proposer for membership was the
Chancery Lane surgeon William Houlston, doubtless a relative of the physician of the same name at the Liverpool Infirmary. T h e tieasurer ofthe Society
of Arts did not move quite fast enough and by the time lie applied to Russell
Court and then perhaps to Half Moon Street for Moorcroft's first 2-guinea
subscription, his quarry was already out of London and far awHy. T h a t
subscription was never paid.
Exactly when Moorcroft left England is uncertain. He may have crossed
over with Eccleston to Ostend soon after Christmas 1789 and visited Bruges
and Brussels before entering France on his way to Lyons13 but the DoverCalais crossing, favoured by most English travellers of the time, is the more
likely.14 The 76 miles ( 1 2 1 kilometres) to Dover from London could be
accomplished in one long day. Early next morning he would have been down
in the harbour either taking the regular packet or bargaining with the master of
one of the many sailing vessels designed to run passengers across the narrow
sea. If the wind.was kind and the tide right he could be landed safely on the
quayside at Calais in less than four hours. If his luck was out the journey could
take many hours and sometimes even days, ending perhaps with a long, wet
trudge with the tide out and the city gates shut for the night. Most popular with
English travellers at this time was M. Dessein's well-known inn but the visitor
newly arrived on-thequayside was usually besieged by waiters from many
hostelries, all eager for his custom.
The first landing on foreign soil is always unforgettable. A much more
seasoned traveller than Moorcroft wrote at this time of the 'sudden a n d
universal change that surrounds him on landing at Calais. T h e scene, the
people, the language, every object is new'. l 5 Another contemporary author, D r
John Andrews, was careful to warn in one of his Letters to ayoung C m t l m a n , on his
setting out for France against adopting a superior and condescending attitude to
the novelties encountered there. In the very next letter, however, he admitted
that everything seen on the road between Calais and Paris 'will afford a
sensible Englishman powerful reasons for thanking Providence that he is
one'.I6 Moorcroft came to share that view. He loved France but had a low view
of the French and of the excesses which later disfigured their revolution."
For all the heady upheavals of I 789, the visiting Englishman was in no real
danger. In the early days, until the king's ill-judged and bungled flight from

Paris in I 792, France was labouring, in a remarkable spirit of national unity
and enthusiasm to rebuild her institutions along lines congenial to most
English observers. None the less it was, to use Moorcroft's own description, a
'tumultuous period"8 and life for the English traveller would neither have
been dull nor always comfortable. He might have his baggage rudely searched
by scruffy citizen soldiery, be forced to pin a tricolour favour to his hat by an
enthusiastic crowd, or be kept awake by demonstrations in the cobbled streets
under his inn window. More sobering might be the glimpse from the coach of a
blackened chtteau consigned to the flames by its tenants.Ig France was
certainly simmering in the years I 789 to I 792, but Moorcroft and every other
Englishman who valued his freedom was safely back on the far side of that
'streight that separates England, so fortunately for her, from all the rest of the
before the moderate revolution slid into violent popular revolt,
regicide, bloody civil strife, terror: and finally global war.
Moorcroft arrived in Lyons at the beginning of March I 790. H e may have
taken the bateau dcposte down the SaGne from Chalons - he certainly knew the
country in that direction2' - or perhaps rumbled in across the beautiful
country from the Monts d'Or. By either route one entered Lyons from the
north along the road on the right bank of the SaGne which squeezed between
the wide quays along the swirling grey-green river and the craggy heights of
the ancient hill of Fourviires. Gradually losing itself in the narrow, dark and
crowded streets of the city, the coach then turned left and crossed one of the
SaGne bridges on to the narrow peninsula at the foot of hill Croix-Rousse,
which separates the two southward-rushing rivers of Sa6ne and R h ~ n e . ~ ~
At this strategic river junction the proud, ancient and staunchly Catholic
city, then as now second only to Paris, had stood since before Roman times.
With their unerring eye for a key site the Romans had made it the provincial
centre of their administration and the hub of a network of roads north of the
Alps linking Switzerland and northern Italy, the Midi and Burgundy, the
Massif Central and Dauphink. Lyons never lost its dominance of southern
France but rather had strengthened it in more recent times by developing into
a great manufacturing, business and banking centre. Its products, above all its
luxury silk goods, flowed out across its innumerable wharves and bridges in
such quantity that in prosperous times they accounted for one quarter ofall the
nation's exports. Unfortunately the prosperous days were just a memory by
the time Moorcroft arrived in Lyons and the silk trade was in deep decay.
About a third of the workforce was dependent on public charity, some 20,000
or 30,000 'livid, fleshless spectres' accordkg to one highly-coloured
d e s c r i ~ t i o nThe
. ~ ~social and economic tensions in the city were certainly very
acute and had exploded into strikes, violence and bloodshed in r 785 and r 789;
they were to do so again in the years that followed. Bread was scarce and dear,
housing short and poor, wages low and working conditions often abysmal.
Even the municipality itself was on the edge ofbankruptcy. The Suffolk squire;
Arthur Young, arrived in Lyons at the end of 1789 a few months before
Moorcroft. He commented sharply on the distress and stagnation he saw and
confessed himself 'horribly disappointed' by Lyons itself, which he hardly
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even bothered to describe.24 True, it was midwinter when the d a m p fogs
rolling on the two rivers could mute the spectacular topography of even this
unique and beautiful city. Under the azure blue of the southern summer sky,
with the white- or ochre-washed walls of its tall houses slashed by long dark
windows and peeling shutters and the shadowed, narrow streets far beneath, it
could be magical. T h e most striking thing about eighteenth-century Lyons,
even to somebody used to Liverpool's narrow streets, would have been fhe
cramped and claustrophobic quality of its crowded site. I t was hemmed in
behind its crumbling but still massive walls, on the west by the Sa6ne a n d the
steep flanks of the ancient Roman hill of Fourvieres; on the east by the RhBne
and the administrative boundary that placed the marshes and low-lying land
across the river in a different d$arlernent; on the south by the newly reclaimed
land a t the junction of the two rivers; and on the north by the soaring hill of
Croix-Rousse. From its steep sides the narrow, stepped and cobbled streets
cascaded dizzily down into the dark and tangled centre of the city. Spectacular
accidents with runaway handcarts were common. Cheated by nature a n d man
of the chance to expand outwards, the ancient city had thrust itself upwards,
the tiered and piled terraces of its often seven- or eight-storey houses pushing
up out of the bare rock and Lifting even some of the front doors to First-floor
level. Here, in the shadowy interiors behind closed shutters or under bright
awnings in summer, lived r 20,000 people. Only the most wealthy ofthem were
in the richer quarters, cut off from the strongly flavoured intimacy of the street
by their high walls and dark cypress trees. Of course Lyons had its splendid
h6tel de ville, its grand public buildings and windy open squares, monuments to
an earlier period of prosperity, but these, often perched precariously o n the
steep gradients, were closely jostled by crowded streets a n d narrow alleyways.
Lyons was unique, a sturdy, independent place, ever suspicious of upstart
Paris and as much the natural centre of counter-revolution in the I 790s as it
was of Resistance in the early 1940s.
T h e special flavour of this special city would have penetrated the consciousness of its latest English resident only slowly. Moorcroft's business was not in
the city proper but eastwards beyond the river across the towered pont de la
GuillotiZre into the low-lying and low-class faubourg of that name on the left
bank of the Rh6ne. I t was a mean place ofcarters' inns and pleasure gardens,
notorious for its lawlessness and occasional violence. Through this seedy
quarter ran the grande route du Midi, striding out eastwards across the flat, rich
plain of Dauphine as if it would run headlong into the distant, s i l ~ e r - ~ u r ~ l e
line of mountains, Mont Blanc dominating them all. A few hundred yards
down this road from the pont de la Guilloti&reand still within the built-up
area, was the object of Moorcroft's long journey. Did his heart sink as he
stopped for the first time outside this modest, two-storey building fronting the
street, his eye perhaps taking in its two wings Linked by a porter's lodge and a
gateway to a gloomy passage which lead to a courtyard behind? It looked
much the inn i t once had been. T h e older inhabitants of Lyons would still
remember the old Logis de I'Abondance, despite its name only a humble
travellers' inn on the road to the east. SinceJanuary 1762 it had been the home
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of the oldest veterinary school in the modern world but, notwithstanding its
seniority, it was always something of a poor relation to its richer and more
favoured sister institution in the fine chiteau a t Alfort near Paris. Now in I 790,
when Moorcroft arrived at its shabby door the Lyons school was in deep
financial trouble. Even a cursory inspection of the establishment in its patently
unsuitable building would have confirmed the fact.25
Perhaps the first thing Moorcroft would have noticed, if he stood at the
entrance to the courtyard with his back to the street, was the smell from the
dung heap, the stagnant pools ofwater and the open drain carrying the urine of
its human and animal occupants. Behind him, in the right-hand corner of the
yard were the porter's lodgings and, overlooking the street, the pharmacy.
Above them both, u p some narrow stairs, lived the school's dynamic director,
Louis Bredin. It was he who almost single-handed was to hold the little
institution together in the daik years to come when terror and siege threatened
to destroy it utterly, but as Moorcroft looked a t it in March I 790, a slow death
by decay rather than by violent destruction would have seemed the most likely
outcome. O n the right of the courtyard was a series of low buildings: an
isolation stable for diseased horses, a forge, horse-trough, gardener's room and
a conservatory for the rather fine little botanical garden behind on the right.
Directly in front was a small, open meadow with a n avenue of trees on one side
and to the left of the yard was the two-storey building within which most of
Moorcroft's waking and sleeping hours in the next twelve months would be
spent. O n the ground floor furthest away was a n airy stable for sick animals
and nearer at hand an ill-lit dissecting room. O n e hopes the stench of the
'numerous putrefying corpses'26 often found there was not too pervasive for it
was through this room that the students had to pass to reach the plainly
furnished refectory with its two scrubbed tables and long benches where meals
were provided twice a day. Up a narrow staircase between these rooms and the
stable, a door on the left opened on to the anatomy room, littered with stuffed
specimens and prepared dissections palely preserved in jars. O n the right,
above the stable for sick horses, was the dormitory. I t was a n insanitary place,
only 18 x 15 feet (5.4 X 4.5 metres), but crammed with nineteen beds and
straw palliasses of assorted sizes. T h e latest student to arrive probably had to
share a bed at first. T h e report of a commission of inquiry conducted while
Moorcroft was actually there, commented disapprovingly on 'l'odeur qui 5ort dts
lit5 ou plusieurs iliues couchtnt cnscmblc, u qui cst contraire aux bonncs mocurs el i
l ' o ~ d r e ' . ~This
'
room, airless in summer and fetid in winter, would have had all
the unhealthy, cheery intimacy of the barrack-room and like the barrack-room
it was the place where most off-duty time was spent. There, shutting out the
badinage and the snores, Moorcroft would have done such lamplit reading or
letter-writing as he could manage when the day's classes were over. Contemporary plans of the Lyons school make no reference to any wash-house - a
sluicing under one of the two pumps in the yard was probably all that was
available - nor to what Moorcroft's generation usually called a necessary
house. But one there must have been though it was probably just like most
other French lavatories of the time. Arthur Young described them with feeling
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as 'temples of abomination'.28 I t was all a far cry from the familiar comfort of
John Lyon's home in Liverpool and if Moorcroft felt homesick a t first it would
not be very surprising.
In these humble and, by our standards, evilly insanitary buildings C u i l l a u m
Moorcrofi, 23 a m , de la P r o v i m de Lancartre was entered on the register a n d spent
most of the next twelve months of his life. O n 8 March I 790 he was enrolled
and duly paid his tuition, boarding, instrument and uniform fees for the next
six months.29 Originally, the course for the brevet depriviligiien lJart vifhinaire
was a four-year one, both at Alfort and Lyons, but by I 790 the average stay at
either place was not much more than one year. At Lyons all the courses were
taught either by Louis Bredin the Director or by the Professor of Comparative
Anatomy, Jacques-Marie Hinon, assisted by a demonstrator. During his
twelve months a t the school Moorcroft completed or covered four rather
arbitrarily divided courses of study: anatomy, including a speiial study (from
specimens) of bones and muscles in the summer course, and, in the winter,
practical work on animal corpses with special attention to muscles and the
stomach; the natural history course included the external appearance of
domestic animals, hygiene, breeding principles, animal management and the
use offertilizers; the course in medicine involved a study of both chemistry and
botany as well as practical work in the pharmacy; finally there was a pathology
course which covered not only internal and external diseases but also their
clinical and surgical treatment a n d the use of dressings and equipment.30
For Moorcroft one of the most interesting aspects of the work was Henon's
teaching and research into parasitic worms. O n one occasion he a n d Moorcroft were in lively disagreement as to whether a substance Moorcroft had
extracted from the foreleg of a mule was or was not a guinea worm. Moorcroft,
calling on his experience at Liverpool Infirmary, was sure it was.3' All in all
the young Englishman seems to have done extremely well, notwithstanding
the language difficulty. Louis Bredin could be a harsh critic when writing
reports about his pupils, but he described Moorcroft as 'a model of work and
application' and was especially pleased with the speed with which he mastered not only the French language but all aspects of veterinary medicine.
'Clever, intelligent and well educated: he knows a good deal for his age', was
Bredin's considered judgement.32 Of course Moorcroft had the immense
advantage of his surgical training a t Liverpool, and his genuine interest in the
subject was never in doubt. He was different from some of the rather bemused
country lads who found themselves at the school scarcely able to read or write.
Without the consolations of a n interest in the work, life must have seemed
very dreary to some of these pupils, for there was little else to do and the regime
was a harsh one. Nobody was allowed out, except with the written permission
of M.le directeur 'sous pine d 'itre arrik' et corntihis risonnier d a m 1 s prisom dcs
Villes', as the founder's regulations tersely put it.' Such hanhness wls not
without justification. La Guillotitre was a turbulent i e i g h b o u r h o d and the
young veterinary students in their blue uniforms and copper buttons3' must
have been fair game for the roughs ofttie district. Certainly the history of the
school had been punctuated by S C U ~ C Swith the locals or with the forces of the
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law. The year was broken up by no long holidays although every Thursday
and Sunday as well as saints' days and festivals were free of classes. How they
must have looked forward to those brief escapes. T h e taverns of the city were
never very far away across the pont de la Guillotiire and some no doubt sought
the brief commercial pleasures of a shared bed in the inappropriately named
rue des Vertus or the rue Confort.
In the warm summer days more appetizing a n d innocent game was to be
had. At weekends many of the inhabitants of the old city, and especially the
pretty silkworkers for whom the city was famed, repaired to the pleasure
gardens of La GuillotiZre for a brief butterfly escape from the tedium and
misery of their working lives. Moorcroft would have found a Sunday in La
Guillotitre very different from the strictly enforced sobriety of the Sabbath day
in Liverpool. There was plentyofdrunkenness- Lyons' third river, it was said,
was the copious supply of cheap young Beaujolais coming down in the Sa6ne
barges - and although priests and parents would have drilled these young girls
from childhood in the economic and moral value of their virginity, the warm
air, the wine and the flirting would often have ended in sad little affairs, in
which the girl was often left to carry the baby alone. We know of many such
cases in the Lyons of this period, and at least one of the successful seducers was
a fellow-student of moor croft'^.^^
In the light of what was soon to come it is hard to grudge these young people
their brief hours of happiness. Before many months were out most of Moorcroft's fellow-students were drafted into the French army to help staunch the
staggering losses of horses in the seemingly endless wars. Everyone left in the
city was soon experiencing the horrors of siege, bombardment a n d starvation
followed by mass murder, often carried out on the scrubby marshlands of Les
Brotteaux just to the north of La Guillotitre. Moorcroft left only just in
time.
For him the end came on 7 March 1791, exactly one year after he had
enrolled,36 and on that day, albeit in a very modest way, he made history. He
was the first Englishman ever to complete a period of formal veterinary
training. What he did next is uncertain. It must have been at this time that he
crossed the Mont Cenis pass into Italy.37He was certainly very much at home
with its language and familiar with its art and ~ u l t u r e . ~We
' know also that he
had friends in Switzerland near Geneva, a clean and ordered city after the
earthy chaos of Lyons, and many years later he considered retiring to one ofthe
farms dotted over the green hills around the lake.39 His interest in agricultural
techniques was very much in evidence at this time. He examined (and
remembered) the way the walnut trees were grafted at Geneva and, on the
Sabne towards Mhcon, the espalier peach cultivation against the warm, southfacing walls.40 It must have been a happy summer. Not until the beginning of
September I 791 do we catch up with Moorcroft again, safely back home in
the familiar little world round Ormskirk and no doubt regaling his grandfather
and the others with tales of the Revolution: Adam Smith once grumpily
complained that the young Englishman sent abroad to complete his education
usually returned more conceited, unprincipled, dissipated a n d incapable of
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hard work than he could ever have. become if he had stayed a t home.4'
Dissipation we shall never know about. But lack ofprinciple and work-shyness
were never Moorcroft's hallmarks. On the contrary, he was soon very much at
work, applying the new knowledge acquired under Professor Hknon in that
42
southern city so far away. It happened like this. . . .
One day in that September of I 791 he was called out to see a two-year-old
Longhorn heifer, not unlike the one which had changed his life three years
before. This animal, although otherwise- in perfect health, had taken to
rambling in a slow and almost continuous circular path round its meadow, its
head held low and on one side. The local cow-leech would have called this
condition the gid or the turnsick. In Lyons, vertige or tournoiemenl would be the
word. Whatever you called it, the animal was under sentence of slow death
from a developing tape-worm cyst on the brain unless what the veterinary
dictionary of 1805 called 'a hazardous operation'43 was attempted. At. first
Moorcroft seems to have hoped that there was a more benign explanation for
the animal's behaviour, although her symptoms were classic enough. Only
when there was nothing to lose did he decide to open the skull of the hapless
creature. After she was cast on her left side and tightly secured Moorcroft
opened up a n oval hole in the skull by cutting two I-inch (2.5-centimetre) discs
of bone with the trephine or crown saw to gain access to the brain cavity. As
luck would have it he was exactly in the right position. T h e surface of the brain
immediately below the aperture yielded under his fingers as though there was
fluid beneath it. He made a careful incision and was separating its edges with
the handle of his scalpel when there was a dramatic development:
I was struck with the appearance of a cyst, part of which protruded itself immediately with considerable force, through the bony opening, to the size of a hen's egg,
when it burst, and gave issue to about three or four ounces [85-I I 3 grams] of a thin
colourless fluid. By laying hold of the torn edges, and drawing them gently from one
side to the other, I detached the cyst from its connection^.^^

Moorcroft was able to look right into the clean cavity thus formed and, seeing
no trace ofthe worms, all ofwhich had come away with the capsule, was able to
dress the wound and release the animal. It was with immense satisfaction that
he watched her scramble to her feet and walk 'without appearing in the least
disposed to turn or ramble'.45 She ate a little that evening and when he came
back next morning, she seemed to be completely cured. It was all very
satisfying. Moorcroft's account of this classic case of coenurus cerebralis is not by
any means the first on record as he readily admitted.46 Nor could he claim a
success denied to earlier practitioners for the animal had to be destroyed about
two weeks after the operation. Sepsis was a n almost inevitable consequence of
the brain's exposure to the air and to Moorcroft's unsterilized instruments and
hands. It remained a constant enemy to the deep and courageous surgery, in
which Moorcroft came to excel, for all of his professional life and many more
decades after that. Even so it was unfortunate that he was not able to give
proper post-operative care to this animal, nor investigate her brain after death.
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In fact he had done all that a modern surgeon would attempt and more. Early
slaughter is still the usual treatment even today.
Five months passed before Moorcroft returned to Ormskirk, 'having some
affairs which called me to the ~ o n t i n e n t ' Moorcroft
.~~
seems to have persuaded
his grandfather that it would be valuable for him to spend some time in
Normandy examining the horse-breeding methods instituted years before by
the great founder of the two French veterinary schools, Claude Bourgelat. He
could scarcely have guessed that he would thereby learn some lessons which
could one day be usefully applied in the low-lying lands on the faraway
Ganges.
Moorcroft also argued that since the National Assembly was abolishing the
royal studs and selling off much of their produce, there was an unprecedented
opportunity to acquire superlative animals a t bargain prices.48 Thomas
Eccleston was certainly interested, for he bought some thoroughbred Norman
coach mares and horses and a marvellous stallion, 'the finest . . . ever seen in
these parts'. For several years afterwards this animal was the heart of the
substantial public and private breeding operation he carried on at Scarisbrick.
He acquired in Normandy goats and rabbits too, as well as other horses. 'One I
gave to Dr. ~ o o r c r o f t ' Perhaps
.~~
Moorcroft was buying as his agent. At the
beginning of November I 791 Moorcroft was certainly a t the crowded* des
morts horse and cattle market at Bayeux. He spent the next few months of that
very wet and muddy winter roaming through the length and breadth of
Normandy, often putting up at farmhouses along the way, broadening his
experience of horse-breeding and animal management (and of French food
and wine), and, of course, indulging his apparently tireless love of travelling.50
However, horses seem to have been the prime purpose ofit all. His few months
in London may already have convinced him that the best professional
prospects lay not in the sort of rural cattle practice which his grandfather and
Thomas Eccleston originally seem to have had in mind for him but rather in
metropolitan practice, concentrating almost exclusively on the horses of the
rich and well-to-do. At the end of February 1792 he was back in Ormskirk5'
and some time during the following month he returned south to his old
lodgings in Half Moon Street off P i ~ c a d i l l For
~ . ~the
~ next 16 years London
was his home.

THELONDON
OF I 792 was certainly a promising place in which to set up what
was the country's first properly qualified veterinary horse practice. Its population had grown rapidly in the previous forty years from 675,000 to about
goo,ooo. Much of the physical growth in this period was concentrated in the
cornfields, pastures and marshy land to the north and south of the old Tyburn
Way, now coming to be called the Oxford Street. Here, under the impressive
leadership of the big landowners - Grosvenor, Portman, Berkeley, Manchester, Bedford and Portland - the fine streets, broad squares and elegant terraces
which bear their names today, were pegged out and built. Into this new West
End of London, increasingly the most fashionable part of the town, moved and
lived most of the great and famous. London now stretched in an almost
unbroken crescent from the handsome houses of Park Lane on the west,
eastwards to the insanitary warrens and rookeries of Wapping and
Rotherhithe. The unprecedented concentration of power, wealth and ability
which it contained dominated the England of 1792 as never before. Commerce, government, fashion, taste, the arts and the sciences - in all of them
London enjoyed an almost effortless superiority. It was probably the biggest,
and certainly the richest, city in the world.'
Yet for all its size, it was still in many ways a country town. If Moorcroft,
emerging from the shade of Half Moon Street, turned the corner into Piccadilly, he could stand before houses, the upper windows of which enjoyed across
the river an open 'prospect of the beautiful hills of Surry'.* The West End of
London was at that period literally the western end. The double wooden
turnpike gates at the western end of Oxford Street, near where Marble Arch
now stands, were still regarded as the western 'entrance to ond don'.^ Where
the brave new houses and streets ended the traditional country began. Beyond,
to the north and west, the parks, fields and nursery gardens stretched away to
the still rural villages of Paddington, Kensington, St Marylebone, St Pancras
and Islington. The land round these villages and far beyond was increasingly
devoted to supplying their huge and insatiable neighbour with vegetables,
grain and milk. From further afield came the drovers and their herds of cattle,
blocking the narrow streets round Smithfield Market. Much of london's milk
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came from cows within the town itself, often housed in tumbledown byres
behind the high frontages of the terraced houses and shops.
Most striking of all was the immense number of horses. Robert Southey,
writing at about this time, recorded his impressions of the western road into
London like this:
The number of travellers astonished me, horsemen, footmen, carriages of every
description, waggons, carts, covered carts, stage coaches, chariots, chaises, gigs,
buggies, curricles and phaetons, the sound oftheir wheels ploughing through the wet
gravel was continuous and incessant as the roar of the waves on the sea beach.4
It requires a considerable effort of imagination to conceive the total dependence of Moorcroft's England on the horse.5 I t was not only a question of the
myriad forms of road transport described by Southey. Agriculture, the army
and sport all depended on the horse as well. T h e horse was as ubiquitous and
essential to the life of his day as the petrol and diesel engine is to our own. 'In
the entire history ofman the horse was never more important than it was in the
18th century but never was it so ill-understood or so badly used.'6
In I 792 there were perhaps I 50,000 horses in London alone, thronging the
streets by day and, at night, mostly locked away in the often evil-smelling,
airless stables which huddled behind almost every street. A considerable
industry existed to serve the needs of the horse. There were carriage- and
harness-makers, wheelwrights, veterinary druggists, livery, coaching and
private stables, covered riding schools, sale-rooms and, of couise, armies of
hardworking and underpaid blacksmiths, driving their dehydrated bodies
through the forge heat of a long working day with the help of a 'pretty free
circulation of the porter pot'.7 T h e disease potential, both for man and horse,
of the fly-blown piles of dung, the standing pools of acrid urine in the back
stable yards and the ill-washed wooden mangers and pails was immense. The
London horse faced other hazards too. Sheer bad horsemanship, the failure to
keep over to the left and the tendency of the gay and fashionable to whirl their
carriages through the newly paved western streets of the metropolis 'with the
most incredible velocity'e, produced its daily crop of injured limbs and
accidents in which animals were impaled on railings or the shafts of other
carriages or edangled with the new iron lamp posts. Good horses were
becoming h;.der to replace. London's growth and prosperity had pushed the
price of almost every kind of quality animal in London up by 200 or 300 per
cent in Moorcroft's short lifetime alone.g Fortunately, London was full of men
who could still afford to buy them and could pay handsomely for the services of
anyone able to provide them with a scientific veterinary or consultancy service.
From every point of view the London of 1792 offered the young Lancashire
surgeon, with his unique foreign veterinary training and his valuable connections, an enormous opportunity.
Unfortunately we know very little about his doings in r 792 and early I 793.
At the end of March I 792 he sent off the detailed account of his surgery on the
brain of the cow at Ormskirk the previous September, promising another
which never materialized."' it was almost certainly later that same year, that
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he helped the itinerant Italian doctor, Eusebio Valli, with some of his electrical
experiments on animals. Later, and it is further evidence of Moorcroft's facility
with languages, he translated for Valli the results of these and other experiments from the Italian into a 390-page English edition which was published in
1793.~'
T h e electric shocks produced by the electric eel and the torpedo fish had
been interesting
" scientists for some years, a n d the broad similarity between
them and other electrical phenomena was already recognized. An apparently
exciting new direction to these studies of 'animal electricity' came in 1790,
when the limbs of the dead frog on Luigi Galvani's dissecting table suddenly
jumped at the same moment as a n electrical discharge machine was operating
in the room. Galvani's subsequent experiments convinced him and his
fellow-countryman Valli, who repeated and extended them in I 791 and I 792,
that the living tissue of animals could produce an electrical discharge in all
respects similar to other electrical phenomena. Valli in particular sacrificed
armies of frogs, lizards, larks, cats and dogs, to demonstrate in various ways
the sometimes violent and often lifelike movements which could be induced in
the muscles of dead and living creatures by completing electrical circuits
through them with tinfoil and silver contacts. So convinced was Valli that he
was on to something of revolutionary significance in the understanding and
diagnosis of animal diseases, that he went on a grand tour of the major cities of
northern Europe, demonstrating his experiments before surgeons and physiologists. It was probably while he was a t St Thomas's Hospital, where
Moorcroft had several friends, that he met the Englishman in 1792. 'My
friend, Mr. Moorcroft, veterinarian surgeon', as Valli put it,12 suggested that
he might try similar experiments on a horse and duly obtained and dissected
one for him. For an hour they worked together on the body of the dead animal,
applying their silver contacts and certainly inducing some violent movements
in the shoulder muscles. 'A shilling produced as much excitement as thespoon;
and a guinea nearly as much as either.'13 I t does not sound very scientific. Nor
does it ever seem to have occurred to either of them that, as Alessandro Volta
was soon to demonstrate, the metal conductors and body liquids used in these
experiments were what was producing the electricity, and not the nerves and
muscles of the animal at all.
These were interesting diversions and Moorcroft was always fascinated by
novelty, but his most urgent task was to build up a clientele and acquire
suitable premises from which to practise as a veterinary surgeon. While he was
still searching, his path for the first time crossed that of the infant London
Veterinary College. .Is has already been mentioned, the Odiham Agricultural
Society had decided back in r 788 to send two young men to study a t the Alfort
veterinary school near Paris. They never went and a group of the Londonbased members of the society decided to work instead for the establishment of a
veterinary college in Britain. The story of how they did so has been well told
~ l s e w h e r e . At
' ~ the time there was obviously nobody in England qualified to
take charge of the new institution. So in the spring of I 791, while Moorcroft
was just coming to the end of his course a t Lyons, the promoters of the new
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college chose as its first professor a former prize pupil of the Lyons school in its
early days, a Frenchman usually known in England as Sainbel. Negotiations
for the lease of a site in the fields close to St Pancras church were opened and
there, in a makeshift building in January r 792, Sainbel began lecturing to just
four pupils. There was trouble almost at once. Sainbel was a temperamental
and pig-headed man and his thick, almost unintelligible French accent only
added to his difficulties. There was an unpleasant row in which he was
accused, correctly as it happens, of having lied about his qualifications and
experience in France. O n g May r 792 an investigating committee chaired by
John Hunter confirmed Sainbel's suitability as college professor but recommended that he be joined by a second professor as soon as the college
buildings, then under construction, were completed. T h e matter of a second
appointment was pressed again in committee in July 1 7 ~ 2 . ' ~
This initiative may have more to do with Moorcroft than is apparent. One of
Hunter's surgical pupils at this time was Joseph Adams. Writing of these
events many years later he recalled that: 'Mr. Hunter would gladly have
introduced a gentleman with whom he was well acquainted, and whom he
knew to be docile: he was overruled.'16 Adams's recollections of this period are
sometimes extremely unreliable, but there is no reason to doubt the truth of
this statement. The 'gentleman' referred to, although 'docile' is not an
adjective that fits him very comfortably, was almost certainly the young
William Moorcroft.'! He was just back in London after his period of study at
Lyons, he was already well known to John Hunter, he was the only Englishman in the country with a formal veterinary training, and he was also at this
time not yet established in regular practice. A year later, however, when the
professorship at the college did unexpectedly fall vacant, things were rather
different.
O n 2 I August I 793 Sainbel died suddenly from an illness which his doctor
feared was bubonic plague but which was almost certainly glanders caught
from the suppurating nostrils of a diseased horse. There was no doubt a t all
who should succeed him. 'All eyes,' recalled one of the college's ex-students,
'were directed towards Mr. Moorcroft, who was then in private practice."8
That, of course, was the dimculty. By the middle of1 793 - that unpropitious
year when France murdered its monarchs a n d embarked on war with Britain William Moorcroft had found the premises he was looking for. He had bought
from William Vernon and Son the lease of 2 2 4 Oxford Street, London, on the
north side and almost at the western end of the street, four doors beyond the
corner with Orchard Street.
If Moorcroft had examined the property from across the road there would
have been little except its 30-foot (9-metre) frontage to indicate why its rates
should be more than eight times those of its narrower terraced neighbours.lg
O n the face of it, it was the standard product of the time, the stock brick
terraced house, in which nearly all ofthe inhabitants ofGeorgian London lived
who were not either in fine mansions or hovels. What was unusual about this
house, and it would have been the chief focus of Moorcroft's interest, was that
instead of a front door opening on to the street there was a large covered
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archway big enough for a coach which passed under the house and gave access
to the land at the back.20 Here was a double range of stabling opening off two
cobbled yards, running behind the next seven houses to the west, and
providing covered accommodation for a considerable number of horses.2'
There was certainly the physical space here for the thriving horse practice
Moorcroft hoped for. T h e annual outgoings were £23 6s. 8d. (£23.33) paid to
the rate collector who called at the door at midsummer and Christmas, ~ l u as
rent to the landlord of perhaps £1 50 a year.22What the other capital costs of
launching the new business would have been we can only guess. But Moorcroft's grandfather had backed him generously so far and must have been
behind him now. Weighing all the pros and cons and doubtless taking a deep
breath as he did so, Moorcroft put his signature to the lease some time in the
first half of I 793. SOit was that the business of 'Wm. Moorcroft, Veterinarian
Surgeon and Hospital for Horses' as one of the contemporary trade directories
put it,23came to London and the empty stables in the echoing yard under the
arch behind 224 Oxford Street began to fill up.
The situation of the new business was perfect. T h e line of Oxford Street was
a n east-west communication which was in use before the Romans. By I 793 it
was not only one of London's oldest streets but also 'for its len th, width and
strait direction . . . one of the finest streets in the metropolis9.' Its improvement had been very recent. Not many years before, and certainly in the
memory of people still alive in I 793, it had been (as one of them recalled), 'a
deep and hollow road, and full of sloughs: with here and there a ragged house,
the lurking-place of cut throats'.25 In those not so distant days when the
piecemeal line of terrace houses and shops straggling westwards from St Giles
had not reached very far, the street was unsafe a t night and by day was often
choked with herds of cattle and sheep coming in from the west on their way to
Smithfield. However in 1753 London's first ring-road, the New Road (now
Marylebone Road) in the fields to the north was opened and immediately
relieved the congestion in Oxford Street, by offering a much more open
approach to the
More recently, the ending of public hangings on the
gigantic gallows at Tyburn,just a short distance to the west ofMoorcroft's new
house, also raised the tone of Oxford Street. T h e most dramatic improvement
of all came with the building of the elegant streets and squares at the western
end of the street. Most prestigious of all were Grosvenor and Portman Squares
just round the corner, south and north, from Moorcroft's new house. Into them
and those like them, attracted by the sense of space and light, the fine
architecture, the salubrious air and the higher ground, moved what one
contemporary caHed 'a considerable portion of the British peerage'.27 Fortified
with this new influx of wealth, the vestrymen of St Pancras, to whom
Moorcroft's high rates were paid, were able to provide a standard of streetcleaning, night-watching, lamplighting and provision for the poor which,
although laughable by modern standards, was exceptional at the time. Even
the ruts and potholes ofOxford Street became a thing ofthe past. In the twenty
years before Moorcroft moved in, the local authority gradually put in hand the
paving of the whole of that unusually wide street with granite blocks, gutters,
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drains and kerbs to protect the increasingly elegant pedestrians on the level,
stone paths.28
Small wonder that Oxford Street began to prosper. There were still many
private houses, especially at the better western end where Moorcroft took up
residence, but the transition to a trading street of better-class shops was
already well under way by then and almost complete by the time he died. He
could hardly have chosen a better place to launch London's first properly
tqualified veterinary practice. There was another advantage as well, which
must have especially appealed to the countryman in him after the face-to-face
narrowness of Half Moon Street. From the upper front windows of his new
house he could easily see over the high wall into the green expanses of Hyde
Park - 'the lungs of London' as Lord Chatham had called them.29 From the
back windows, the rolling hills of Highgate and Harnpstead to the north would
have been plainly visible.
I t was on the Kentish Town turnpike running u p towards those hills that the
young veterinary college at St Pancras was now plunged into crisis when
Sainbel died in August I 793. One of the college directors, William Sheldon,
was quick to get in touch with ~ o o r c r o f t Perhaps
.~~
as a result Moorcroft
wrote to the college secretary informing the committee: '. . . that in case they
may conceive my services of any use towards obviating any inconveniences
which might result from the present state ofcircumstances; they are wholly at
their command, until such time as the vacancy be filled'.31 This letter meant
no more than i t said. It was certainly not an oblique application for the vacant
post. Moorcroft had only just taken over the Oxford Street premises, he had
doubtless invested considerable capital in the venture and seems already to
have been attracting a considerable business to it. T h e minutes of the college's
medical committee, which met on 8 September, make it perfectly clear that a
shortage of suitable British candidates was already extending the search
abroad.
In sharp contrast to Moorcroft's lack of interest, was the determined
candidacy of the young London surgeon, Edward Coleman, whose application
was received by the college in mid-September. He had powerful backers-John
Hunter himself before his own sudden death on I 6 October I 793, and Henry
Cline, the distinguished surgeon at St Thomas's Hospital, in whose house
Coleman had lived for nearly two years as a medical student. There was only
one problem. Apart from some small pieces ofwork on the eye of the horse and
asphyxia in the cat and the dog, he was totally ignorant ofveterinary medicine
and surgery! It was probably the committee's doubts on this score which
decided them to ask Coleman to approach the still-reluctant Moorcroft and
work out with him some kind of scheme for a joint professorship.32 The two
men may already have been known to each other, since both had attended
Hunter's lectures. In any case Moorcroft as an ex-surgeon had many connections with the London medical fraternity. Coleman was back before the college
committee on I 4 January r 794 for a preliminary discussion and he probably
met Moorcroft on the morning ofTuesday, 4 February to put together the final
version of their twelve-point proposals. These were laid before the committee
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at the Crown and Anchor tavern in the Strand later the same day. The
committee failed to agree about them and they were still a t loggerheads after
another session the following Saturday. In the end they decided to remit the
whole awkward question to a special sub-committee under the chairmanship
of Lord Heathfield.
The main problem concerned clause I 2 of the Moorcroft-Coleman scheme.
This laid down that college subscribers would be charged a n inclusive fee of
one guinea for each horse sent there for treatment during three two-hour
surgeries each week, when the professors would be in attendance for the
purpose. I t is perfectly clear from the early minute-books oT the college that
much of its financial support came from wealthy men who, in the absence of a
reliable alternative, valued it chiefly as a means of getting sound veterinary
treatment for their sick animals. Almost from the beginning, Sainbel had come
under pressure to expand this side of the college's work at the expense of its
teaching functions. Any scheme which would require the subscribers to pay
something closer to the going rate for veterinary treatment, in addition to their
annual subscriptions, was almost bound to cause violent objections. Besides,
these two young, would-be professors were asking not only for a basic annual
salary of 200 guineas (Sainbel had been paid £TOO),which would increase as
the college grew, but they were also claiming, on good medical precedent, the
lecture fees from the public and subscribers as well as course fees from the
students themselves. In return for all this their commitment would be to give
each year a course of lectures on the horse and 'occasionally' on other animals
and four public lectures which the subscribers might attend without extra
charge. I t must have been Moorcroft who insisted in addition that the
professors should not have to live in the college and that they would be free to
continue in private practice.
The Coleman-Moorcroft scheme raised some awkward problems. I t was
obvious that the college, teetering on the very edge of bankruptcy, could not
afford to antagonize its wealthy backers. Some of them were proving reluctant
to pay their subscriptions punctually as it was. So on Monday, ro February,
once again at the Crown and Anchor, Lord Heathfield and his sub-committee
tried to persuade Moorcroft and Coleman to drop their troublesome clause 12
altogether. When that proved unacceptable a new version was suggested with
the quaint wording: 'the Professors shall give advice gratis to all horses
belonging to Subscribers if sent on the hours of the days beforementioned'.
Coleman was satisfied when to this was added a complicated scheme giving
the professors a percentage on all medicines supplied to the college. He
accepted at once. Moorcroft, still undecided, asked for a few more days to think
about it and only notified the committee of his apparently unenthusiastic
acceptance on 1 4 February. Three days later Moorcroft and Coleman were
back at the Crown and Anchor once more for a 'very full and long examination'
before a small committee of medical men. It is hard to believe that Moorcroft
would have taken i t very seriously, since none of his examiners had any real
experience of veterinary medicine at all. Moreover Coleman's teacher and
patron, Henry Cline, was in the chair and Moorcroft's sponsor for the Royal
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Society of Arts five years earlier, William Houlston, was one of the examiners.
I n these circumstances the result was perhaps a foregone conclusion. Both
men, the committee reported, 'possess great knowledge in the veterinary art
and are qualified to teach and practise it with distinguished ability'. How they
could have come to this conclusion about Coleman one can only wonder, but
when the subscribers held their annual dinner a few weeks later, with the usual
round of toasts and speeches, they must have thought that the worst of the
problems besetting the young college were over at last with its two young
professors now safely in harness and pulling together.
It was not so. The bombshell burst on 8 April when the committee, with
Lord Heathfield in the chair, heard the secretary read a letter from Moorcroft,
written a mere six weeks after his appointment 'stating his health to be such as
to oblige him to offer his resignation of the situation he held in the College'.33
More than forty years later Coleman recalled his react& to this news:
I could see no ill-health at all. He also pleaded interference with his duty to those by
whom he was employed in private practice of considerable extent; but his time at the
College had been clearly specified - two hours, three days in the week, and with little
or no call upon him for attendance at uncertain hours. . . . I confess I felt myself
rather ill-used.

Coleman was certainly in a n awkward position, as he candidly confessed: 'I
felt it would be presumptuous, perhaps dishonourable for me so little versed in
veterinary matters, to superintend the interests and growth of the infant
schoo1."* But presumptuous and dishonourable or not, he took his chance. He
was still sole professor at the college when he died almost half a century later.
Just what caused Moorcroft to change his mind so quickly is as much a
mystery today as Coleman claimed it was to him at the time. W e can certainly
discount ill health. Moorcroft enjoyed unusually good health as he often
admitted, and there is no discernible slackening of his activity at this time.
Indeed the reverse is true. His practice was growing rapidly and the pressure
to take sick horses into residence, which was contrary to his agreement with the
college, must have been overwhelming. Right from the start Moorcroft seems
to have been reluctant to get closely involved with the college and his booming
practice at Oxford Street provides reason enough. It is true, a s Coleman said,
that Moorcroft was only required to be up a t S t Pancras two hours, three days
a week for consultation by subscribers with sick horses, but that was the least
distracting part of the job. In addition he would have had to prepare and give
public lectures as well as lecture courses to the students. Moreover, as joint
head of the college he was bound to be drawn deeply into its administrative,
financial a n d student problems. Only a month after his appointment, for
example, the committee was calling for a development plan from its two
p r o f e ~ s o r sT. ~h ~
e college certainly needed one. Its buildings were depressing,
its constitution and situation unsuitable. T h e confusion following Sainbel's
sudden death had doubtless made things worse, but even without it a
combination of uncertain private philanthropy and amateurish (if not criminal) maladministration had brought the college to the very edge of bankruptcy
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in April ,794Only a month after Moorcroft's resignation the committee was
advertising a general meeting to discuss 'matters of most serious importance'36
and for a time it was uncertain whether the young institution would survive a t
all. It is hard to believe that all of this played no part in Moorcroft's decision.
In addition some have conjectured that Moorcroft was appalled at his
belated discovery of Coleman's ignorance of animal medicine, and at the
realization that most of the work would fall on him ifhis reputation were not to
suffer. This seems unlikely. Moorcroft after all, like Coleman, was trained as a
surgeon and knew the limitations of human medicine as a training for
veterinary work. Moreover, he may have come across Coleman earlier in the
little metropolitan medical world ofthe day. They had certainly met on several
occasions before their joint appointment a t the college. It has also been
suggested that the two men, both masterful, ambitious, and almost the same
age, found it impossible to work together.37 This is certainly a possibility
which the later careers of both men renders plausible, but it was probably no
more than a contributory factor in Moorcroft's decision. There is no hint ofany
public disagreement between them at the college, either at the time or
subsequently. Coleman, although later critical in his lectures of some of
Moorcroft's surgical techniques and theories on the contentious question of
horseshoeing, always disagreed with his former colleague in a courteous and
deferential manner, acknowledging 'the high sense I entertain of his talents
and professional knowledge'.38 This is in striking contrast to the rancour,
animosity and vitriol which was such a feature of much of the polemical
veterinary writing of the time. For his part Moorcroft was never drawn into a
public dispute with Coleman over the horseshoe question and he later paid
generous tribute to the professor's gifts as a public teacher.39 I t should also be remembered that Moorcroft's good relations with Lord Heathfield seem to have
been unaffected by his resignation from the professorship. Their friendship ripened steadily in the years that followed, notwithstanding Heathfield's
continuing and close involvement with Coleman and the affairs of the college.
'l'he theory of Moorcrott and Coleman in open conflict does not seem to fit
the evidence. Most of those who have supported it, contemporaries and
veterinary historians alike, are precisely those who have had the highest view
of Moorcroft and the lowest of Coleman. Coleman has had an almost
universally bad press.qo His initial ignorance of his subject, the low social
status of most of his students, his failure to produce any written work of merit
or originality, his seriously defective theories in some crucial aspects of
veterinary practice, the training for which he dominated for so long - all this
and much else is contrasted with what might have been if Moorcroft had
remained at the college. T o the later veterinary historian Sir Frederick Smith,
a man of strong opinions and unqualified superlative's, Moorcroft was 'the
most able man in the veterinary profession', Coleman 'the greatest enemy
the profession has ever had in its higher ranks', and Moorcroft's- resignation
'the greatest calamity the profession has ever e ~ ~ e r i e n c c d ' For
. ~ ' all their
starkness, these were judgements which many in the profession at the time
came to share.42
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But the college's loss was certainly Moorcroft's gain, both personally
and financially. He was perhaps temperamentally unfitted to be a good
institution man, far too much the individualist, too restless and too catholic in
his wide-ranging interests to work for long, without friction, within the narrow
constraints s~ by committees and superintending boards. A later commentator who knew him by reputation, described him as 'a person ill-calculated to
play second fiddle to any man, even supposing he could for any very long time
content himself with equipollent sway'.43 I t is a fair judgement which all his
later life confirmed. Moorcroft was happiest when he was master of his own
destiny, free to set his own priorities and pursue his own interests. And in April
1794 those interests imperiously called for his full attention to what at 224
Oxford Street was rapidly becoming London's most prestigious and lucrative
horse practice.
It is obvious that he could never have coped with such a rapid expansion
without help. As the practice grew, so too did the numbers of those on his pay
ledger. There would be the domestic servants in the house, a clerk or two to
keep the accounts in the office, perhaps later an apothecary to look after the
pharmacy. Moorcroft seems to have employed his own blacksmith with a forge
and blacksmith's shop. He would certainly have needed ostlers, grooms and
stable boys, clattering the buckets as they washed down the stable-yards or
pitching the straw, and very soon more expert help on the v~terinaryside
would be necessary too. We know that Moorcroft took on as a temporary
assistant Samuel Bloxam, one of the four o r i ~ i n a students
l
of the veterinary
college until he was expelled in 1794. Sloxam lived in the house at Oxford
Street for two years before retsrning to the college on Moorcroft's recommendation to complete his ~ t u d i e s . ~There
'
were probably other young
would-be veterinarians at work in the practice as apprentices later on. What
Moorcroft needed above all, however, was a reliable and congenial right-hand
man to whom much of the day-to-day routine of the practice could be safely
left. He found such a man in John Field. They probably first met at the
veterinary college, where Field was just coming to the end of his course at
about the time Moorcroft resigned his briefprofessorship in the spring of I 794.
Field was already so trusted by Moorcroft by August of that year, notwithstanding his initially low salary, that he was allowed to operate on a favourite
horse belonging to the king. Moorcroft admitted him into formal partnership
and a share of the profits in 1800. The association of Moorcroft and Field,
almost exact contemporaries, seems to have been a success from the start.
Many years later another veterinary surgeon, who knew them both, recalled
that their partnership existed during the next eight years
with uninterrupted harmony; and, in fact, the qualities of the partners were so
balanced and so opposed, that, with well-constituted minds like theirs, good only
could be the result. The scholastic education, and the tendency, yet a well-regulated
one, to theoretical speculation in one [Moorcroft], was well balanced by the sterling
anatomical knowledge and the straightforward practical course of !he other; and
they were friends as well as partners, and, in a manner, monopolized the greater part
of the business of the west end oC the
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That business, of course, was exclusively concerned with horses and mostly
with the best and most valuable animals in London. Even so, in that age of
ignorance and disease, the range of problems which might face the two
partners was vast. O n e of their friends and contemporaries was another
ex-college student called Delabere Blaine. In a two-volume textbook first
published in 1802, in the preparation of which he certainly consulted them, he
has left us with a useful picture of the sort of problems which might face the
horse practitioner at this time. The older and more colourful terminology of
the farriers, which Moorcroft himself often used, was only just giving way to
the duller descriptions of the scientific veterinarians. Blaine's euphonic list
includes brain disorders like mad staggers, sleepy staggers and phrenzy fever;
lung complaints known as the rot and rising of the lights; intesrinal inflammation or red cholic; catarrh, thick and broken wind, dysentery, glanders and
farcy, lock-jaw or stag evil, gripes, fret or gullion, worms, crib-biting,jaunc!ice,
bloody urine, pissing evil; stone in the kidney, bladder or intestine; dropsy,
hydrophobia, wounds of various kinds, pole evil, fistulous withers, thrush,
strangles, tumours malignant and benign, clap in the back sinews, fractures,
windgalls, bog spavin, hernia; various diseases of the bones, eyes, feet and skin,
as well as many abnormalities in the field of veterinary obstetrics. And much
more besides. T o help him cope with this array of problems, the horse
veterinarian of the 1790s still had almost nothing (other than his superior
education and training) beyond the traditional medicines, techniques and
practice of the horse-leech and the farrier. Blaine's book admitted that 'the
veterinary art is but yet in its infancy'. Some of the routine and experimental
practices carried out in the name of medicine in those stables a t 2 2 4 Oxford
Street, would certainly have confirmed that. Sometimes horrific by modern
standards, they can only fairly be judged by the knowledge of the time. By
contemporary standards Moorcroft was an enlightened practitioner.
I t is not a journey for the squeamish, but for those prepared to leave the
reassuring daytime clatter of Oxford Street in the r 790s and penetrate under
that echoing archway into the quiet yards and stables beyond, it is possible
from scattered contemporary evidence to catch at least a glimpse of Moorcroft
at work among his patients. Perhaps the best place to start is a t the
pharmacy with its glass and pewter measures; the pestles and mortars, tin
funnels, brass scale and weights, a n d possibly a beam for the heavier substances; the rows ofglass and stone bottles and jars containing a range of herbs,
chemicals and substances, little changed for centuries and remaining in use
until the development of sulphonamides and antibiotics which have so
recently revolutionized the whole science of chemo-therapeutics. As was the
practice at the time, Moorcroft had his ow2 special and secret formulations,
some of them in powder form to be reconstituted with liquids as diverse as
malt spirits, brandy, vinegar, honey, molasses or nitrous acid. In I 795, for
example, he put together for sale what he called 'horse chests', equine first-aid
boxes containing what he considered to be the basic list of medicines for
wounds and illnesses likely to be encountered by the horse in ~ n d i aThese
.~~
chests included ointment for wounds and powder for strains and lamenesses
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which, mixed with some of the liquids mentioned above, could also be used
for wrung withers, bruised backs or bowel galls. There was a drying powder
for suppurating sores, thrush mixture, blistering ointment, styptic tincture to
stop bleeding, tincture for direct application to wounds, and then the 'balls'
to be taken internally - the purging ball, the diuretic ball, the colic ball and
the cordial or restorative ball. Just what these mysterious spherical pills
contained we can only guess, but probably the traditional ingredients of
homeopathic medicine still in wide use today.
We know that Moorcroft, like almost all of his contemporaries for at least
another half century, prescribed drastic treatments at both ends ofthe body for
even relatively mild conditions. T o treat common gripes, for example, his
advice was:
dissolve one of the colic balls in a pint ofwarm water, and give by means of a horn.
Wisp [wipe] the belly very well, and give a glyster [enema] 'made of two quarts of
warm water, and half a pound of common salt, every half hour till the gripings go
off. . . . Be particularly attentive to drench [force-feed] the animal with large
quantities of thin warm gruel.
This apparently harsh regime was, however, only the second stage of the main
assault on the complaint, which consisted of opening the jugular vein in the
horse's neck and extracting 'from two to six, or even eight quarts, if the
symptoms be very violent, and the horse strong'.47The horse certainly needed
to be strong for Moorcroft recommended bleeding on this scale for a range of
other conditions including swellings of the legs and inflammation of the eyes
and body and he also favoured the use of leeches for the extraction of blood
from areas around the affected part. If asked why, he would have replied in
terms which represented medical and veterinary orthodoxy from at least the
second millennium BC down to the second half of the nineteenth century.
Bleeding, it was believed, vented the superfluous 'humours' in the blood from
which all or most diseases came, or at least reduced the liquid pressures
causing swelling and inflammation. However, Moorcroft did not practise
blood-letting on the massive and harmful scale of his contemporaries who
often took as many gallons as he took quarts until the pulse of the sick animal
wavered or it fell senseless to the ground. Harmful as it was, however,
blood-letting was at least relatively painless. Very different were the agonies
caused by 'firing' or 'blistering'. We know that both these painful and
traditional techniques were recommended by Moorcroft, although always in
moderation. For skin ulcers he advised that 'it would be well to destroy them,
by the application of a hot iron, care being taken that the burning do not
extend too far'.48 For severed blood vessels, 'endeavour to tie the bleeding ends
with waxed threads, which should han out of the wound; o r the ends of the
vessel may be touched with a hot iron'.4%
Bleeding, purging, drenching and firing would have been routine treatments for many of the horses at 2 2 4 Oxford Street. Moorcroft would increasingly have left much of the routine work LOothers as the practice grew,
concentrating when he could on the more interesting cases. Even so, he could
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never be sure of a n uninterrupted night. John Field's son has left a vivid little
picture of one such occasion which can probably stand for many more.5o A
valuable animal suffering from simple fractures in the pastern and metatarsal
bones of the leg was under intensive care:
A man who sat up with him all night, about four o'clpck in the morning, going into

the stable to see him, observed the tail very low and on looking into the stall saw his
hind foot turned up backwards. Mr. Moorcroft and my father were called up, and
found that both metatarsal bones were fractured at the same time with the large
pastern of the near fore leg, and that .the horse having lain down, had made
extraordinary exertion to get up again, by which the simple fissures in these bones
had become converted into compound fractures.
T h e scene in the lantern-lit stable is easily imagined as the group of men,
clothes hastily thrown over their nightshirts and casting long shadows on the
walls, conversed in low voices as they examined the stricken and wide-eyed
animal. There was little to be done. T h a t horse, with the owner's permission,
may well have been pole-axed or shot the next day and ~ r o b a b ended
l~
up,
with the help of the block and tackle and the suspending frame, on Moorcroft's
dissecting table.
I t was the same with most of the other animals who died in unusual or
mysterious circumstances. Moorcroft was always a n indefatigable post mortnn
operator and even when aspects of the physical anatomy of the animal were
still in dispute, there was much to be learned, particularly in cases of morbid
anatomy or pathology. It could not have been a very pleasant occupation in
those f re-formalin days before a cheap and satisfactory preservative was
available. In summer, when the medical and veterinary schools abandoned
practical anatomy until the autumn, the dissector must sometimes have risked
his health to work on the rapidly decaying corpse. Moreover some horse
diseases, and particularly the often loathsome and incurable glanders, were
themselves highly dangerous to the careless or unlucky operator, as Sainbel
had discovered to his cost. Moorcroft was well aware of this although Coleman
was not. Moorcroft later claimed that he had developed a treatment for
glanders which although 'difficult, tedious and expensive' was sometimes
successful. Whatever it was, he subsequently abandoned it because of the
dangers i n ~ o l v e d . ~ '
Horse medicine could certainly be dangerous, but so too in those preanaesthetic days was horse surgery. T h e first decision was whether to restrain
the animal in the standing position or in slings, or whether to hobble and cast
him down. This in itself could be a hazardous business in an enclosed stable,
both for horse and helpers alike, and required a high degree ofteamwork by the
men concerned. Carelessness at this stage could literally be fatal. O n a Sunday
morning in October 1802 one of Moorcroft's neighbours in Oxford Street, 'a
noted and opulent dealer in horses', received a massive kick in the chest from a
horse improperly secured for surgery and was dead before he landed on the
other side of the yard.52 The hone is a powerful animal and delicate or deep
surgery with his body tensing with pain, even when properly tethered or cast
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with grooms spreadeagled across him, could never h a v e been easy. Beside his
helpers, Moorcroft would have had a t his disposal a n arsenal of operating
instruments - implements is perhaps a better word for some of them - like
bullet forceps, silver male catheters, whalebone probes, choking probangs,
spring eye specula, ebony-handled tenacula, pewter penis syringes (to take
only some from a contemporary list).53 But it was his skill with the knife and
the boldness of his surgery that m a n y of the y o u n g men w h o watched
Moorcroft at work remernbcred most years later, w h e n they themselves were
in successful practice.54 I t confirms w h a t we know from his time with John
Lyon a t Liverpool.
A glimpse of him at work comes from his own instructions for making an
incision to relieve the eye of its aqueous fluid:
This operation requires some steadiness and address in the execution. The horse
should be cast; and when the head is properly secured, the operator should, with the
fingers of the left hand . . . press upon the eye from the eye-pit, so as to steady it,
which however is not easily effected. With his thumb he should raise the upper
eyelid, whilst an assistant presses down the lower; then holding a lancet with its
edges standing upwards and downwards, and consequently the flat part towards the
eye, he should push it into the clear part, at the outer corner, just before the white
part, and carry it horizontally forwards; taking care not to give any other direction to
the i r ~ s t r u m e n t . ~ ~
T h a t was only a relatively simple a n d minor operation. Deftness with the knife
could in more unusual and pioneering surgery, o n t h e nerves of the legs for
example, have d r a m a t i c a n d disastrous consequences. I n this case a wealthy
client's horse
with cofin-joint lameness being thrown and secured; the nerve on the outside of the
fetlock bared by two strokes of a round-edged knife, was cut across with the crooked
knife; the operation took a few seconds; but at the instant the nerve was divided the
horse made a violent and sudden exertion to disengage himself; a crash, as if from
within his body was heard by the bystanders, and my intelligent assistant felt the
shock ofinternal fracture as he lay over the animal, and whispered in my ear, that the
horse had broke his back. This, in fact, had happened, and the animal was
destroyed.s6
Moorcroft, unlike some of his contemporaries, was never afraid to admit his
failures if he believed that they might save others from errror. W e happen to
know about another failure, also while attempting a rarely performed operation, from the pen of the often vitriolic veterinarian, Bracy Clark.57 Moorcroft
was o n e ofthe very few to win the old Quaker's praise, even affection, b u t Clark
was very critical of what he regarded a s a hazardous a n d unnecessary attempt
by Moorcroft to remove the ovaries of a valuable carriage mare. hloorcroft it
seems was not put off, even by a n unsuccessful trial r u n on an old m a r e which
he h a d purchased, like so many of his experimental animals, from the
slaughterhouse. A t all events the quality animal, like its humble predecessor,
died.
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So too, according to lark,^^ did a horse which Moorcroft attempted to
castrate using the ligature method once common in human medicine and
which he may have learned at Lyons. By it the animal's spermatic chord was
tightly constricted, often between two wooden cramps, until the testicle
mortified and fell off. The dangers of extensive inflammation a n d severe pain
in this method are obvious. Clark and several of the younger generation of
veterinary surgeons advocated gelding with the knife and then seaking with the
hot iron, in preference to the ligature method favoured by Moorcroft a t this
time. The fearful risks of sepsis, hernia and haemorrhage, all with attendant
agony for the horse, were perhaps slight in both methods compared with that
favoured by the country gelders of 'opening the scrotum with a knife, and
tearing out the testicles with their teeth'.59 Much later even more excruciatingly painful and prolonged methods were being seriously advocated by some
members of the veterinary profession, although Moorcroft himself later
refined a quick and relatively painless technique which was very widely
adopted by the army in India.60 More interesting because more daring were
Moorcroft's attempts to reduce inflammation or discharge in the brain or in
the foot, by tying some of the arteries supplying blood to the affected part.6'
One area of horse medicine in which Moorcroft particularly concentrated
his 'ardour for research',62 and in which he has a claim to be a successful
pioneer was in the diagnosis and treatment of lameness.63 He seems to have
won himself a reputation in this field remarkably quickly. Less than three
years after he opened his doors in Oxford Street, a published work was
speaking of his 'abilities' and 'the reputation he so justly deserves' and looking
forward to the day when he would publish the results of his research into the
subject.64 It is of course true that this preoccupation with lameness was itself
another sign of the relatively immature state of veterinary medicine a t the
time, but it was a very sensible specialism for a man in a busy metropolitan
practice. T h e bulk of his patients would be suffering, not from the vivid
catalogue of dise?.ses in Blaine's list, but from one or other of the many
common and often painful forms of lameness. One contemporary veterinary
surgeon estimated that as many as half the horses in Britain became useless
before their time because of incurable lameness of one kind or another.65 The
problem was often complex. Diseases and disorders of the foot could have their
origin in a multitude of causes - injury, faulty shoeing or even the sometimes
abysmal standards ofstable management then current. They might also be a
symptom of some malfunction higher up the leg or even in the shoulder. The
lame horse usually tried to relieve the pain by shifting his weight off the foot
which often resulted in the contraction of the heels of that foot. At the same
time the sound fetlock joint of the other leg, by carrying more of the weight,
would itselfsoon become inflamed and the leg or foot or both would ultimately
be damaged as well. Diagnosis in these circumstances and without X-rays was
not easy.
Moorcroft began his investigations logically enough with the foot itself but
frequently found, even after thc contraction and other problems in the foot had
been eradicated, that the lameness still persisted. The most that he achieved
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by this approach was the more or less certain knowledge in each particular
case as to whether curing the contraction would end the lameness or not. Posl
m o r t m examination of the feet of some of the animals which he failed to cure,
often revealed a curious erosion and breakdown of the surface of the small
navicular bone and of the tendon where it passed close to that bone. This
damage, navicular disease as it is now called, is irreversible. Moorcroft was
already aware of it by I 794, well ahead of his contemporaries. Needless to say,
his early attempts to cure it by external means - mechanical contrivances,
poultices, chemical treatments, heating, cooling and the like - all came to
nothing. He next tried the effect of reducing the blood flow to the foot by tying
the arteries. He had noticed that diseased navicular joints often had more
extensive and distended blood vessels than was usual in the healthy joint and
hoped, by reducing the blood supply, to reduce the pressure and thus the
inflammation. This too was a blind alley for he was once again tackling the
symptoms rather than the cause. In many cases, as he frankly admitted, this
approach only made things worse.
If reducing the blood supply to the foot achieved nothing, then why not
reduce the pain sensations from the foot by cutting some of the nerves?
Neurotomy was not altogether unknown either in human or animal surgery
and had earlier been practised in France as a treatment for navicular disease.66
Moorcroft may have learned ofit there, or it may have been almost on impulse
that he one day, in his own words, 'raised the outer nerve of the fetlockjoint out
of its bed by a bent probe, and cut it across with a pair of scissors'. This laconic
description does less than justice to the problems he faced. With the horse lying
on its side and tightly tethered, there was the preliminary shaving of the leg,
followed by the cautious incision, taking care to avoid the vein and throbbing
artery, and the exposure of the tough and distinctively white nerve, beautifully
protected and hidden away behind them both. Then came the violent struggle
as the nerve was cut. After stitching and dressing, the horse was freed and
scrambled to its feet. A few cautious steps round the stable and, to Moorcroft's
delight, the lameness was either greatly reduced or had disappeared completely. He was obviously on to something this time and repeated the
experiment several times. Unfortunately the apparently miraculous cure was
usually very shortlived, and it was often only a matter of weeks before the
animals were brought back to Oxford Street as lame as ever. Investigation
showed that in some casts the severed nerve had reunited but even when a
small section was removed 'certain appearances in a substance occupying the
space in between excited the suspicion that this new growth conveyed nervous
influence'. Moorcroft's~suspicionswere correct although nobody at the time
was fully aware of the extraordinary capacity of the sectioned nerve to repair
itself. Quite apart from this problem however, it was plain that many of the
animals operated upon were obtaining only partial relief from the pain which
distressed them.
It was at this point that Moorcroft decided to attempt to isolate the brain
from all sensations in the foot, by removing a section from both the outer and
inner nerves using an instrument specially made for the purpose. It was a bold
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experiment, for the horse in question was valuable and the complex working of
the nervous system was at that time only partially understood. Nerves, after
all, carry instructions from the brain as well as sensations to it. Moorcroft was
literally attempting the unknown, and the results for the mare chos,en for this
pioneer experiment may have been dire. He had already removed the nerve
from one side of her leg but she had relapsed into lameness again. Now, in the
presence of some very eminent men, he sectioned the other. The relief of all of
them must have been palpable when 'the animal on rising from the bed, trotted
bold and without lameness', only stumbling occasionally. In a few weeks her
owner, Lord George Cavendish, was even galloping her without serious
problems other than an occasional stumble. I t must have seemed like a miracle
cure after the crippling and painful lameness which had preceded it.
In fact strictly speaking it was not really a cure at all. The inflamed bone and
tendon were as damaged as ever and the risks offurther injury to them and the
rest of the foot were enormously increased by the removal ofall sensation. This
was soon revealed when the same mare was brought back into London for
Moorcroft's attention with a terrible wound to the neurotomized foot but not
the slightest lameness. 'It appeared that the mare, in galloping over some
broken glass bottles, had set her foot full upor? the fragments of the bottom of
one of them, which had cut its way through frog and tendon into the joint, and
stuck fast in the part for some seconds, whilst the animal continued its course,
apparently regardless of the injury.' As he examined this wound, without the
mare showing the slightest trace ofdistress, Moorcroft must have reflected on
the serious consequences which could follow a complete neurotomy of the foot,
not to speak of the possibilities ofdeception by the unscrupulous. H e seems to
have taken some pains to keep the technique secret from all but a little group of
trusted professional colleagues to whom he demonstrated it. Indeed so
successful was he in restricting knowledge of it that, a few years later,
Coleman's assistant a t the veterinary college was able to claim the discovery of
neurotomy as his own until Moorcroft's prior claim was demonstrated. Even
then, some still doubted.67 In responsible hands neurotomy could give an
animal which otherwise was sentenced to a progressively painful and ultimately incapacitating lameness, years of useful and pain-free life. Some
neurotomized horses were even hunted successfully. I n that sense neurotomy
deserves the 1836 description of it as 'a noble experiment . . . one of the most
signal triumphs of our pr~fession'.~'Yet in the hands of the careless and
unscrupulous, the most fearsome consequences ensued with a neglected
animal 'stumping about, for it could hardly be called going, till his hoofs came
off', as Bracy Clark put i t later.69That is why in the end Moorcroft decided to
give it up. T h e horror stories are still told today whenever neurotomy is
mentioned as a treatment for navicular disease. But it is still almost all we
have. In this matter, modern veterinary medicine, even after 180 years of
progress and experiment, has moved very little beyond the point which
Moorcroft reached at the end of the eighteenth century.70

IF NEUROTOMY WAS Moorcroft's most dramatic success in the fight against
lameness, his attempt to manufacture and market the ideal horseshoe was
certainly his biggest failure.
That unsuitable shoes and ignorant shoeing were causing unnecessary
lameness and pain to the horse was obvious.
The 18th-centuryBritish shoe was a ponderous contraption that required some I 5 to
18 nails. The foot was prepared for shoeing by cutting away the sole until it would
'spring under the pressure of the thumb, and the frog and bars removed until the
b l d began to ooze'. So anxious were farriers to avoid the frog pressure inherent in
the natural design of the foot that the shoe, which was so broad as to cover the sole,
was made concave on the sole surface, and convex upon the ground surface. It would
be difficult to design a shoe better adapted to defeating the normal physiology of the
foot.'
T h e feet of animals shod like this were, as one contemporary critic put it, like
those of a cat in walnut s h e l ~ sAppalled
.~
by these absurdities and stimulated
by a steadily increasing understanding of the complex anatomy of the horse's
foot and leg, the more intelligent veterinary surgeons of the time embarked
enthusiastically on the search for the ideal general-purpose horseshoe.
None was more persistent than William Moorcroft. By I 796, after much
experiment, observation and dissection, he had convinced himself that the
so-called 'seated' shoe was the one best designed to reduce the diseases and
deformations caused by current shoeing practice. Lighter, narrower and
thinner than the common shoe, it was also quite different in section. Its under
surface was completely flat and so too was the upper outer surface where the
crust of the hoof rested upon it. T h e inner angle of the upper surface was
concave. This shoe was not Moorcroft's invention as he freely admitted.3 H e
obtained it, as so much else, from the remarkably enlightened teaching of the
great Scottish farrier of the previous generation, James Clark. Unfortunately
the relatively complex shape ofthe seated shoe made it a craftsman's product.
It was dificult to make and correspondingly expensive to buy. It could never
be more than an unattainable ideal for the majority of horses unkss its price
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could be r e d ~ c e dT. ~
h e means in those early days of the Industrial Revolution
seemed obvious. As Moorcroft himselfput it, '. . . the great advantages derived
from introducing machinery in lieu of manual exertion, in many of the
mechanical arts, naturally led me to consider of a mode of applying it to this
purpose'.5 Perhaps this is how he spent the E2oo legacy from his grandfather's
estate which came to him at about this
First, he experimented with the
possibilities of pre-shaping the shoes by running the red-hot bars through
etched metal rollers 'turned by a horse mill or other power' and pre-set to
produce the right thickness and section. The bars were then cut a n d bent to
shape on the anvil by the traditional means. Then, again in his own words,
'when the shoes have been so turned, I heat them again red-hot, and strike
them between dies fixed in a common fly press (such as is used for coining
money . . .'. The results of these modest experiments in die-stamping seemed
very encouraging.
The shoes. . . are more perfect in their shape, afford a truer and better support to the
foot of the horse than the shoes in common use, and prevent many of the diseases
incident to that part from the manner ofmanufacturing horses shoes now in common
use. 7

Early in 1796 Moorcroft decided to embark on the expensive and, at the
time, rarely used process ofobtaining a patent for his primitive invention.' O n
16 April, after consulting his lawyer and riding round the town to a t least five
different government offices, doubtless disbursing handsome tips to speed
things along as he went, he got it. It was worth waiting for - a splendidly
packaged document on parchment, sealed with the Great Seal itself in yellow
wax, 5 inches (I27 millimetres) across and packed in a handsome woodencase,
covered with leather and embossed in gold with the royal coat of arms. On 14
May, just inside the prescribed month, Moorcroft 'came before o u r Lord the
King in His Chancery' and enrolled his patent.g In theory at least, he now had
fourteen years in which to develop his invention free of imitation.
Things looked very hopeful. Doubtless Moorcroft fitted his shoes whenever
opportunity offered to the horses which came and went at Oxford Street and to
those of his friends who were prepared to trust him. One who did, enthusiastically it seems, was Lord Heathfield. He allowed one of his precious cavalry
chargers to be shod with Moorcroft's dye-struck shoes and they lasted a
triumphant twenty-eight months without significant damage either to the
horse or to the shoes t h e m s e l ~ e s .'I' ~believe', wrote Moorcroft to a client in
November 1797, 'that nothing more is wanted to have their superiority
generally acknowledged than to procure for them a fair and extensive trial."'
'Extensive' is certainly the word for Moorcroft's plans at this time. If these
shoes were as good as they seemed, then the rudimentary methods of the I 796
patent and the limited production they made possible were just not enough to
lower the price or raise the output. A great national revolution in shoeing
technology needed something bigger and better. If power and simple machinery could improve the hand-made product to such an extent, then why not
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harness the full potential of mass-production by designing a machine which
could complete the whole process with only the minimum of unskilled labour?
This, of course, was a very big step into the unknown. Moorcroft was always
fascinated by engines, but the production engineering problems involved in
that age of still very limited machine technology were too formidable to yield
to enthusiasm alone. Behind them lurked an even more intractable problem:
the successful mass-production of cheap and serviceable horseshoes would
have explosive social and economic consequences for the tight-knit and
ultra-conservative world of the farriers.
Moorcroft seems to have resolved this difficulty, at least to his own
satisfaction, with the comforting belief that a good, cheap, off-the-peg product
would benefit the farriers as much as the public, by lowering their costs and
improving their productivity.'2 That, to put it mildly, was optimistic, but
Moorcroft was an optimist, an obstinate and persevering enthusiast for an);
scheme, whatever the odds stacked against it, if it seemed worthwhile and,
above all, useful. By the end of r 797 he was far advanced with the plans for an
ambitious project requiring, he calculated, an additional capital investment
beyond his own resources ofE2000.'~AS things turned out that was probably a
very conservative estimate indeed, but it was still a very large sum to raise,
particularly in I 797. The war with France was biting deep and there was no
sign of an end to it. Money was short, the economy over-strained, and food
prices soaring. Earlier in the year the Bank of England had suspended gold'
payments and later the first of several periodic invasion scares occurred which
put London in turmoil. T o make it all the more alarming the naval mutiny at
the Nore for a few tense days cut off the movement ofall merchant shipping up
and down the London river. There could hardly have been a worse time to
raise a large sum of capital for what was at best a highly speculative venture.
Moorcroft, after talking the whole matter over with his friends, managed it
by 'applying to twenty gentlemen for the loan of £roo each, to be returned at
the end of four years' at 5 per cent interest per annum.14 Apparently
undeterred, either by the mounting costs or by what he later called 'My
anxiety in making a great variety of experiments'I5 or by the inevitable
setbacks, the construction and modification of the great machine went slowly
ahead. We do not know whether the work took place in specially converted
accommodation at the back of Oxford Street or not but it seems unlikely. The
machine in its final form stood on its great timber bed something like 26 feet
(7.9 metres) in height and 18 feet (5.4 metres) long and would perhaps have
weighed several tons.I6 It required a continuous and substantial power source,
either literal horse-power from a horse-mill or its equivalent, perhaps from one
of James Watt's recently-patented rotating steam engines or a water-mill. In
addition, the production process called for a furnace to heat the iron bars
red-hot. Moorcroft must have spent much of his time nursing this gleaming
and unpredictable monster through setback after setback. The problems are
plain from the patent specification. But at last the great machine was ready for
a demonstration to its backers and on 3 May 1800Moorcroft was granted his
new patent for: 'A New, improved, and still more Expeditious Mode by the
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application of Machinery to my former Mode, of Making and Working
Horse-Shoes'.
The next step was to publicise the new product. Moorcroft's sixty-page
Curror/ Account of the Various Methods of Shoeing Horses was deliberately written for
the layman and contained no more anatomy than was absolutely necessary. I t
criticized, although in moderate terms, the other kinds of shoes currently
available, including the thin-toed, thick-heeled variety being advocated by
his former colleague at the veterinary college, Edward Coleman. Instead,
Moorcroft argued the merits of the seated shoe and expressed the hope
that at a period not far distant, I shall be enabled to offer to the public, better shoes
than have usually been made, at a reasonable price. . . . With regard to the shoes
made by my machinery, I rest my expectations of the public opinion, both to their
form and other properties, on the result of ublic experience, being well assured, that
I
the trial will be fair, and the verdict just.

P

Just or not, the outcome must have been a shattering disappointment to

Moorcroft. His little book was translated into German a n d some machine
shoes were produced and used." But the great machine was never able to go
into the only kind of continuous production that would have justified 'the
immense expence'Ig of its capital and development costs. Very soon it was
silent, mute testimony to the wreck of its backers' hopes.
Moorcroft must often have wondered what exactly had gone wrong. Commercial failure was very common in those early years of mass-production
machine technology. With high investment costs, novel design problems and
rudimentary distribution networks this was perhaps inevitable. Even successful and revolutionary designs, like Arkwright's spinning frame, took five years
to develop and cost E I 2,000 before it began to earn its inventor the first of the
returns which eventually made him a millionaire and revolutionized the
cotton i n d ~ s t r y . 'For
~ many reasons the application of invention to production
was very slow, and never more so than when its adoption required a major
change in the habits of a strongly entrenched, numerous and conservative
labour-force, such as the farriers undoubtedly were.
Moorcroft, the practical countryman, had gained much of his early knowledge of animal medicine from the more intelligent farriers in Lancashire and,
to his credit, he never stooped to the blanket abuse of them which marked the
writings of so many of the new veterinarian^.^' Nevertheless the opposition of
the farriers to the mass adoption of his machine-shoe was crucial. At least one
farrier, John Lane, went into print. His pamphlet, with the revealing title Thc
Principles of English Farricv Vindicated, was published in 1800 almost simultaneously with Moorcroft's book and patent. Without mentioning
Moorcroft by name, Lane produced a very plausible critique of the whole
concept of his machine-made pattern shoes:
There is no pattern to go by but the foot. . . . When they come from the engine they
will fit no foot; and if they would the pores of the iron being so open, they would have
little wear, but bend to the foot. Every man knows, that unless a shoe is well-
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hammered, when fitting, it will not wear well. Then how or where is the hammer to
be applied without changing the form? The art of shoeing horses does not consist of
making the shoes, but in fitting them properly to the foot, and safely nailing them on;
as a man will, on an average, make three, while he can properly fit one. . . . However
ingenious the construction of the engine will be, a practical farrier, t b t understands
his profession,before he adopted it would reason thus: In the first place the iron must
be drawn in a particular manner, which will cause nearly as much labour and
expence, as to make the shoes; and the number ofmen, that.are employed to prepare
the iron for the engine, and to work it, can make many more shoes by hand, in less
time, and much better than with the engine. . . . It is impossible to be done by such
means.22
James Clark had earlier warned of the indomitable prejudice and opposition of
the farriers to his seated shoe, without even giving it a fair trial. T h e prejudice
was still around a century later.23 The theoretical objections advanced by
Lane were obviously not based on proper trials of the machine shoes, but they
were, none the less, formidable.
T h e classic objection to the suitability of any single pattern was one which
Moorcroft could have found in the writings of the very man whose views on
shoeing he esteemed most highly ofall,James lark.^^ Even if, in principle, the
seated shoe was suitable for hacks, hunters, cavalry, coach and carriage horses
alike (and Clark certainly believed that), the considerable variety of size and
shape required to be stocked in the busy forge would in itself constitute a
formidable cost objection to the prefabricated shoe. Lane made the same point
and the problem faces the retailer of off-the-peg human footwear today.
T h e need for 'hammer hardening' was another matter emphasized by
Clark25 but he was a farrier and Moorcroft had probably never shod a horse in
his life.26 It does seem clear from the wording of his patent specifications that
he did not give sufficient attention to the metallurgical problems involved in
machine manufacture, and he may have been misled in this matter by his
experiences with the more limited prototype machine. T h e shoes which had
served Lord Heathfield's charger so well, for example, were rolled and
embossed by machine but were shaped and hammer-hardened on the anvil by
the traditional methods.
T h e objections of the farriers to the machine-shoe might have been discounted or overcome in other ways if there had been unanimity among the
wealthy horse-owners and contemporary veterinarians that the seated shoe
was the most generally acceptable pattern to adopt. Unfortunately for Moorcroft there was no unanimity at all. No horse subject divided men more deeply
than that of shoes and shoeing. Perhaps the most influential opponent of the
seated shoe was Edward Coleman. He devoted neatly a quarter of the second
volume of his only major veterinary work to an explicit criticism of it. H e was
polite but damning. He acknowledged Moorcroft's great abilities but added
that: 'the more eminent Mr. Moorcroft's professional character, the more I feel
it my duty to scrutinize those opinions . . . [which], although very plausible
and ingenious, are nevertheless, in my humble judgement, founded in error'."
How much in error he made clear by arguing that Moorcroft's shoe would be
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better for the horse if nailed on upside down!2e Coleman's so-called 'college
shoet, backed by his growing influence and prestige as the head of England's
only veterinary college, was soon available at several London forges and, for a
while a t least, was a formidable competitor for the seated shoe. Several, who
later admitted that Moorcroft had been right all the time, confessed that they
had been led astray for years by Coleman's false teaching in this matter.lg But
Coleman was not the only one. Several powerful men in the profession,
including some who had the highest regard for Moorcroft and spoke ofhim as a
friend, were determinedly advocating their own favoured horseshoe designs
and shoeing techniques.
T h e seated shoe, whether machine-made or not, obviously had almost no
chance of widespread acceptance when the veterinary leaders of the horse
world were divided and the farriers either implacably opposed or simply
ignorant. The machine-made seated shoe was almost bound to fail - and in due
course it did. In this, as in so much else, Moorcroft was far ahead of his time.
His advocacy of the seated shoe, although contested a t the time, was probably
an important factor later on in bringin that pattern into general use in
England by the mid-nineteenth century.' Most of the designs being advocated by his opponents have generally been rejected by posterity as impracticable or downright harmful, but the seated shoe is still used in special
situation^.^' Moreover Moorcroft was right in his tenacious belief in the
feasibility ofa machine-made product. Once the production and metallurgical
problems had been satisfactorily overcome, machine-made pattern horseshoes
were widely and successfully used. They still are today.32
Other aspects of Moorcroft's horseshoe research were successfully taken up
later too. One of the most interesting sections of Moorcroft's little book deals
with the perennial roblem of the horse which strikes a n d cuts one leg with the
shoe of the other.3 T h e problem had been prlzzling him for at least five years
before he went into print. In many cases he had been foiled in his attempts to
eradicate the fault by adopting the then standard practice of building up the
shoes on the inside so as to change the angle of the lower leg and throw the
cutting foot outward. Being the man he was, he then decided to try precisely
the opposite and, much to his surprise, i t worked. Using carefully measured
evidence from hoof-prints, he was able to demonstrate that an increase in the
normal interval between the feet of up to I 1/2 inches (38 millimetres) could be
achieved by raising shoes on the outside. This part of his book was frequently
reprinted in the veterinary journals later on when all the rest had been
forgotten.34 In the 1850s Moorcroft's so-called 'twisted shoes' were said to be
all the rage among the shoeing-smiths in the City of London.35T h e technique
is still used on occasion today.
Posthumous success, however, is never much consolation to an inventor. By
1802, with his borrowed capital due for redemption a n d years of development
work largely wasted, Moorcroft must have been heartily sick of the subject of
horseshoes and horseshoe machinery. There is no evidence that any of his
backers lost their money - he was always punctilious about repaying his
creditors when taking risks with their money later in India - but he seems to
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have lost a great deal of his own, as much as E16,ooo according to one
estimate.36 I t is frequently asserted that the size of these losses eventually
drove Moorcroft, like many a man before and since, to try and recoup his
fortunes in India. T h e evidence does not support such a view. He was, after all,
the senior partner of London's biggest and best veterinary practice. By I 798,
only five years after he opened his doors at Oxford Street, he was already said
to be worth E ~ O O Oa year and that was a fortune at the time.37 Good horses
remained in short supply and their price climbed ever higher as the war
continued its apparently endless course.38 The general economic depression
might make the stock and other commodity markets slump but never that for
horses. O n the contrary, the evidence available suggests that Moorcroft's
practice grew steadily more prosperous as each year succeeded the last. In
either 1804 or 1805, with John Field's faniily growing fast, Moorcroft moved
out of the Oxford Street house a few hundred yards to the west, beyond
This was the name of a n isolated
Tyburn, into number g St George's
double terrace offourteen substantial houses on the north side of the Uxbridge
(now the Bayswater) Road, backing on to St George's churchyard and the
fields of Paddington village. T h e upper windows of these houses enjoyed
superb views across Hyde Park towards the Surrey hills. From their size and
position they were obviously the homes of gentlemen of means. Paul Sandby
RA, the distinguished landscape artist and a great favourite ofthe royal family,
was one of Moorcroft's new neighbours.* Two years after this, in 1806, the
rateable value of the Oxford Street premises suddenly jumped by half and the
rates paid almost d ~ u b l e d . ~
This
' suggests that some extra accommodation
was acquired, perhaps the stabling which lay behind numbers 23 I and 232 a
few doors along the street. Either before or after this expansion, the practice is
stated to have had accommodation for sixty-three animals in Oxford Street as
well as several forges and a pharmacy.42 In addition twenty or thirty more
stables were acquired in the village of Hammersmith west of ond don.^^ None
of this, nor much other evidence either, suggests that the horseshoe machine
brought Moorcroft to the edge of bankruptcy. He was never 'a money-keeping
man' as he later confessedM- it came easily and easily it went. Financial losses
even on this scale never seem to have worried him very much and they
certainly would not have driven him to India.
Nevertheless it is clear that he had invested and lost much more than mere
money in the fiasco. At a critical stage in his career it had cost him precious
time which could have been used in more directly useful veterinary investigations and publication. He never wrote the great authoritative work on
lameness and diseases of the foot which his reputation a t the time led people to
expect. There is indeed a large and puzzling gap between his enormous
contemporary and posthumous veterinary reputation and the fragmentary
and perfunctory quality of his published work in this London period. Later on
Moorcroft looked back on the missed opportunities of these years with
regret.45 We know that writing never came very easily to him and the demands
of the practice must have been unremitting, even without the extra distraction
of the horseshoe venture. All the same its failure was the first in a professional
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career which, until then, had been an unbroken chain of success. Whether it
damaged his reputation seems doubtful, but it must have cost him, besides
money and peace of mind, some of his self-esteem. Hints in his letters suggest
that the memory of it still rankled years
Time was passing. He was
already in his mid-thirties, a wiser if not yet a sadder man. T h e best years were
slipping inexorably away, like the blood from one of those deep wounds he
could cauterize and stitch so deftly. Only this was a flow which nothing could
staunch.
Fortunately, in the wake of the horseshoe failure came a new professional
interest. Indeed the year 1800is something of a turning-point in Moorcroft's
London life. In March he finished the horseshoe book. In the early summer he
filed his patent for the great machine the book was designed to boost. In the
autumn a new client came on to the account ledger at 2 2 4 Oxford Street - the
Honourable United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East
Indies.
At this time the East India Company, from behind the new classical facade
of its modest building in Leadenhall Street, was presiding almost helplessly
over those astonishing developments which were transforming it, in the sixty
years after I 757, from a modestly successful chartered trading company into
the ruler of a vast sub-continental empire in India. Moorcroft's informal
connection with India went back to the very beginning of his London practice.
He corresponded with a number of people there on the subject of horses and, in
1795 as a private, commercial venture, had produced for sale his first-aid
chests designed expressly for the horse in India. The pitiful booklet he
produced to go with it, of which he must have been heartily ashamed in later
years, reveals an unsurprising ignorance of India's veterinary problems. I n
the book he appealed for more information and he certainly needed it.
Significantly, his own awakening curiosity about the problems of
horse-management in India in the I 7gos, was being matched by that of the
East India Company itself, and it was perhaps inevitable that, sooner or later,
these converging interests would bring the company and London's leading horse-veterinary surgeon into a close and mutually beneficial business
relationship.
The company's problem was this.*' Cornwallis's second war against
Mysore in I 790-2 had revealed a critical shortage of cavalry hones capable of
carrying the 252-1b ( I 15-kg) load of the dragoon and his equipment at speed
over great distances in rough country. That war was won, although not easily,
but in the years of peace that followed, the military balance of power in India
continued to tilt against the company as rival native powers remodelled their
armies on European lines. In this new situation an efficient and substantial
cavalry arm was becoming essential. As the Mysore campaigns had shown, the
company was not well-placed to fight a long war against a well-matched foe. It
needed both the mobility and the shock-power which only a well-mounted
cavalry and horse artillery could provide, and the capacity to drive deep into
an enemy's territory and dictate peace there in a single campaign. The response to this need was a rapid augmentation ofthe native cavalry establishment
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of the Indian armies in the I 790s~masterminded by General John Floyd. Unfortunately almost no horses suitable for cavalry were bred in the cornpany's territories a t all. T h e military purchasing agents were forced to range
further and further to the north in pursuit of a dwindling supply, as political
upheavals in Afghanistan and elsewhere continued to erode the once-great
northern horse trade. Even more serious, supplies from this source were liable
to be cut off at a moment's notice by the Maratha powers across whose
territories they came, just when they might be needed most.
T o cope with this dangerous situation, government breeding-studs were
established in Madras and Bengal in the 1790s~with the prime aim of
producing an assured supply of suitable animals for military use. T h e results
were disappointing, partly because parent-stock of the required height and
bone was just not available in suficient quantity. T h e only readily available
pure-blood horse in India was the Arab, but for all its fleetness a n d beauty it
was generally too slight to cross with the undersized country mares which were
all that were available in quantity. T h e expert opinion available to the
company in London, and that almost certainly included William Moorcroft's,
suggested that the best solution would be to export to India good thoroughbred English stallions together with a supply of big, bony, halfbred English
hunting mares to serve as a breeding-stock. That was easier said than done.
T h e Napoleonic Wars were making enormous demands on the available
supply of good animals and as the supply dwindled, so the price rose. Even
when the right horses were found, enormous problems from weather, disease
and French privateers, not to mention shipping such fragile and valuable
cargo in a pitching East Indiaman on a SIX-monthjourney halfway round the
world, still remained.
Yet the risks had to be faced if the breeding operations in India were to
have any hopes ofsuccess. In London the driving-force behind the whole effort
was one of the company's recently elected directors, Edward Parry. He,
together with his old friend and fellow-director, Charles Grant, and men like
Wilberforce and Henry Thornton, was one of the 'Saints', a member of the
Clapham Sect, deeply involved in missionary work a n d Bible translation and
the campaign against the slave trade. According to one of his colleagues Parry
was 'a man who has infinite kindness in his character and mad only upon one
subject - religion'.48 Horses came a close second to religion. Parry, after
service in Bengal as a younger man, had returned home to farm and during
those thirteen years he had developed a special interest in horse-breeding. It
was certainly a common passion for horses rather than for evangelical
Christianity which would have brought Parry and Moorcroft into contact with
each other, probably some time in the late I 790s. T h e earliest evidence of the
connection comes from the records of the East India Company.49
I n the autumn of 1800 Moorcroft was asked to use his extensive connections
in the British horse world to find suitable animals for shipment to India as
breeding stock. In February 1801, a stallion costing £420 was in the Oxford
Street stables, the first of a steady stream of horses in the next half century to
set out from that address down !he road to Portsmouth and thence on the long
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and uncomfortable voyage to India. Soon Moorcroft was acting not only as the
company's purchasing agent but as its equine shipping agent too, carefully
calculating the daily ration of feed, medicine and bedding needed on the
journey, arranging for it to be loaded at Gravesend and sometimes even
finding the groom who took the horse to Portsmouth and travelled out with it
to India. In those early days everything had to be worked out from scratch the safest method of hoisting the animal aboard, for example, and the difficult
question of where and how to keep him when he got there. In 180I two brood
mares were acquired and despatched and in October ofthat year the first bill E I 85 14s. 7d. (EI 85.73) - to cover the keep of the animals was paid by the
company to the credit of Moorcroft and Field, veterinary surgeons.50
Purchase on the home market for India's needs was a step in the right
direction, but in Parry's view it was too costly and too uncertain to be relied
upon alone. In March I 80 I therefore, he urged that the company should lease
a farm near London and start its own breeding operations there with a resident
groom and 'under a Superintendent well-qualified who should visit them once
a week and give every necessary d i r e ~ t i o n ' . ~Things
'
moved quickly after
that.52A small 'committee for the improvement of the breed of horses in India'
was set up to supervise the whole operation and search for a suitable farm. In
the summer of 1802 the committee finally purchased the remaining fourteen
years of the lease of a I 30-acre (52-hectare) mixed farm at Padnalls, just north
of the straggling village of Dagenham on the Romford turnpike which at that
time crossed the gently sloping open country between the Thames marshes to
the south and Hainault forest to the north.
Moorcroft, meanwhile, was still acting as consultant and purchasing agent
to the whole project. He seems to have thrown himself into the work with his
characteristic enthusiasm, ranging far and wide for bargains in a n effort to
avoid the increasingly exorbitant prices of the London market. O n one
occasion he went u p to Billing beyond Northampton 'to see a colt belonging to
Mr. Elwes which his state of health induced him to part with for 400 guineas
but which he afterwards much regretted'. O n other occasions he was a t
Petworth inspecting Lord Egremont's stud, at the annual summer sales at
Newmarket, at the Horncastle Fairin Lincolnshire in the autumn of 1801 and,
a year later, along with buyers from all over the country, he was in Cumberland for the great sale of the late Earl of Lonsdale's stock a t P e r ~ i t h He
.~~
probably also attended the great horse fair at Howden in Yorkshire each
Michaelmas when as many as 16,000 animals changed hands in ten days.
Besides all this there were innumerable shorter journeys out of town to visit
dealers who had advertised in the London newspapers and he frequently
would have dropped in at the twice-weekly auctions at the Hyde Park Corner
sale-ring of his friend Edmund Tattersall or lingered in the elegant diningroom to talk about horses with the other subscriber^.^^ Moorcroft had a sharp
eye for a bargain and the East India Company benefited greatly from his
expertise. At first they were getting it on the cheap but eventually in April 1803
Moorcroft had to remind Parry that he was only charging for the keep of the
animals and nothing for his own considerable time and expenses.55 His letter
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prodded the committee into action. A week later he was formally appointed
'Superintendent of the Stud' at Padnalls on a backdated annual gratuity of
E I 2 0 plus all expenses.56
T h e money was, no doubt, very useful in the wake ofthe horseshoe dibicle,
but the company's work meant much more than income to Moorcroft. For
years he had, as he put it,57 'repressed the indulgence of a fondness for
agricultural pursuits' learned on the black soil of south-west Lancashire. Now
he had both excuse and reason to get out of town at least once a week, to
supervise the modest farming and breeding venture at P a d n a l l ~ . ~He
' must
have looked forward to those weekly discussions with faithful Sam. Yull, the
resident groom. There was building work to be done; new stabling to be
designed and requisitioned; accounts and pedigree records to be kept up to
date; crops to be harvested and the surplus sold; machines to be tried and
recommended like that for bruising-corn or the 'dung picking-up machine'
which caught his eye on a journey to Devon; trouble to sort out with one of the
farm tenants in arrears with his rent; feedstuffs and vegetables to be found at
reasonable prices in a period of wartime scarcity. Back in town there were
reports to be written for the breeding committee a n d from time to time the need
to ride down to Leadenhall Street, either to meet Parry or, more usually, James
Coggan (who acted conveniently as secretary to both the stud and shipping
committees). Years later, in another world on the other side of the Himalayas,
Moorcroft characteristically remembered this faithful old company servant
and sent him a n Indian sword as a reminder of their brief but congenial
working r e l a t i ~ n s h i ~ In
. ~ 'the spring of r805 Moorcroft was buying bulls as
well as horses for shipment to India. In 1807 he was investigating with the
Portsmouth agent the loss of a valuable horse while loading a n d suggesting
improved ways, using slings or wooden cradles, to prevent another such
accident.
All this varied work must have been meat, drink and fresh air to Moorcroft
and he seems to have done it very well. Parry was down at Padnalls on the last
day of 1804 and next day recorded his pleasure a t finding 'evexthing going on
with so much success, regularity and good management' there. I n April 1807
the company paid Moorcroft a n extra gratuity of£ I oo for 'his attention and the
trouble and expenses he has i n ~ u r r e d ' . ~Some
'
years later Parry recalled to
Warren Hastings his impressions of Moorcroft a t this period.
I had no doubt [of] his zeal in the pursuit [of horse-breeding], his surgical and his
veterinary knowledge, his passion for horses. . . . I also knew he was fond of
agriculture and the improvement ofcattle generally, and having seen a ood deal of
his character r was sure whatever he undertookshe would persevere in.6 f

I t is the best and fairest summary we have of the public and professional man
as his varied Oxford Street clients would have known him.

EVENFOR THE indefatigable Moorcroft there was more to life than work. No
picture of his London years would be complete without a glimpse into his more
private, off-duty world.' That world, of course, was dominated by the French
Revolution and the long years of international war which followed it. T h e two
things acting together were posing unique and novel strains on late eighteenthcentury Britain, and perhaps in London, with its astonishing concentration of
extreme wealth and extreme poverty and its vulnerability to invasion, more
than anywhere else in the kingdom. The I 790s were certainly a bad time to be
poor - there was widespread unemployment, bankruptcy and soaring food
prices, all made worse by a run of bad harvests and wet summers and the
continuous dislocation of trade and industry caused by the long and exhausting war. In this situation, violent expressions of the hardship and misery being
experienced at the lower end of the social scale were inevitable. The London
newspapers of that time have frequent accounts of destructive mobs on the
rampage and civil tumult of one kind or another.
More sinister, because more co-ordinated and articulate, were the activities
of radical bodies like the London Corresponding Society. T h e Paris of I 789
onwards had shown just how explosive the mixture of working-class distress
and articulate middle-class political opposition in a nation's capital could be.
Arthur Young was not the only one who feared trouble in Britain. Indeed, in
his view, the question of how far revolution would spread to the whole of
Europe was the single most absorbing political question of the 1 7 ~ 0 s . ~
Moreover, once revolutionary France embarked on war, it was not just a
question of spontaneous revolutionary combustion from within Britain, but of
violent incursion from without as well.
The first great invasion scare to grip London, all the more easily because so
much of the regular army was committed abroad, came in I 797-8. I t was
followed, more fiercely, by another when war was resumed after thirteen
months of uneasy peace in the spring and summer of 1803. .For the next two
years Napoleon had an invasion force massed on the Channel coast near
Boulogne, with London as its prime target. If the emperor had ever won naval
command of the Channel for the few hours or days he needed, his 150,000
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troops were to be rushed across for a swift landing in Thanet and were to be in
the heart of the metropolis four days later. Their orders, a t least according to
the inflamed imagination and purple prose of one broadsheet writer of the
time, were 'to murder all our Inhabitants bearing Anns in our Dcfcnce, violate the Wives
and Daughters of our People, andplunder our Cities'. T o meet and repel this threat it
was urged that all must join 'an ARMED HOST O F BRITISH FREEMEN,
READY T O DIE IN O U R DEFENCE'.^
T h e speedy formation of a volunteer citizen army was an obvious response,
not only to the danger ofexternal invasion, but to that ofdomestic unrest
Spurred by patriotic excitement and propaganda, and encouraged by special
legislation rushed through Parliament, almost every parish and town in the
land had soon raised a local force. In London and the surrounding villages
alone, more than 27,000 men were under arms and the squares and open
spaces, even the graveyards, were pressed into service as parade grounds. For
those like Moorcroft who lived near Hyde Park, the days were punctuated by
the rattle of drums, shrill trumpet-calls, shouted commands and the sharper
noise of pistol or musketry fire. Most of London's volunteer units were made
up offoo; soldiers, but for the wealthier citizens with fine horses in their stables
at the western end of the town, there was the added possibility of volunteering
in the more expensive and prestigious role of cavalry trooper. I n February
1797 a handful of the gentlemen of Westminster met by agreement at the
King's Arms tavern. They decided to form themselves into what they called
the Westminster Volunteer Cavalry (WVC), and appealed to every horseowning gentleman in the City of Westminster to come forward 'to protect his
Life, Family and Property'.5
O n e of the earliest of Westminster's citizens to respond to this appeal was
the architect George Saunders who lived a t 252 Oxford Street. In no time at all
he was playing a key role in the infant corps, negotiating on its behalf for.the
use of the Duke of Gloucester's riding house in Hyde Park, and using his
professional skills to supervise the erection of additional accommodation
nearby for the duke's displaced carriages and later of extensions to the riding
house itself. Saunders was soon a pillar of the WVC, auditing its accounts and
serving as its inspector with an ex offiio place on its committee which he
attended regularly for many years. Later he became treasurer of the corps.6 As
it happened 5aunders livtd just across the road from Moorcroft and was fast
becoming one of his closest friends. Eventually, although not until after the
renewed outbreak of war with France in 1803, Saunders persuaded his friend
to join the WVC.
I t is not known why Moorcroft resisted so long. As a genuine patriot and a
man of property he had a vested interest in preserving the status quo.
Moreover, he had had a close-up view of revolutionary France denied to all but
a very few ofhis countrymen and the experience had left him with a not entirely
favourable view of the French nationar character. Perhaps the horseshoe
project was too all-absorbing and time-consuming to allow for the considerable demands on his time (and his purse) which service in a volunteer cavalry
regiment demanded. Perhaps he had too much of horse and cavalry problems
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in his daily work to want to spend his spare time with them too. Whatever his
reasons Moorcroft seems to have held alooffrom any volunteer soldiering until
the spring of 1803 brought a greater risk of invasion than ever before.
It is said that not a Londoner in those tense months went to bed without first
making sure that the huge warning bonfires on hills ringing the town were safely
unlit. The War Department was hard at work on plans to ring south London
with a line ofdefensive fortifications, gun positions were marked out and plans
for evacuating the king and government were prepared in readiness. New
legislation added powerful financial and other incentives to volunteer service
and exemption from general enlistment in the army of reserve was offered to all
volunteers who joined before mid-June 1803 and performed a minimum
number of hours' training with their regiments. Personal pressures were a t
work too. O n 2 June 1803 the committee of the WVC decided to circulate all its
members with a series of resolutions 'in the present critical situation of the
Kingdom, menaced with' Invasion by a desperate and implacable ~ n e m ~ ' . '
They pointed out among other things-that it was the duty ofevery member of
the corps to recruit new members. Saunders as a committee member was
certainly in a good position to present the force of all this to Moorcroft. Besides,
the corps needed a veterinary adviser and there was also the prospect of some
modest business for the practice. Eventually Moorcroft was persuaded and on
23 July, alon with twenty others, he was balloted for by the committee and
duly elected.'Two days later Moorcroft rode over to the riding house to pay
his subscription, take the oath of allegiance to king and country and sign the
muster roll.9 Very shortly afterwards Private William Moorcroft of 2nd Troop,
Westminster Volunteer Cavalry would have received the three, newly printed,
blue booklets setting out the regulations, bye-laws, uniforms and basic drills of
his new corps.
There were 252 names on the muster roll of the WVC a t this time - three
field officers,a chaplain, a surgeon and two trumpeters served the whole corps,
and the remainder ofthe more junior officers and other ranks were divided into
four cavalry troops." None of them were expected to be mere names on the roll
- 'paper men are not for these times' said one circular posted a t the riding
house.12 Regular attendance a t drills, field days and general musters was
compulsory, both in summer and winter, with stiff fines for absence without
prior permission. Leave had to be applied for in writing and, at the height of
the invasion scares, no member was allowed to leave town without first leaving
a written indication of where he could be reached at short notice. All members
were required to make sure that their servants knew the special importance of
any sealed letter with the WVC monogram on the back, and were to assemble
at short notice in an emergency whenever required. Most of the civil disturbances, which in earlier years had frequently led the corps to turn out at the
requisition of the local magistrates, were happily over but there were still
inspections, reviews, state occasions and brigade manoeuvres to be attended
as well as the more routine training sessions at the riding house. Membership
of the WVC in these crisis years was a very heavy commitment indeed, both of
time and money.I3Having hesitated about joining for so long, Moorcroft, once
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in, seems to have thrown himself into civilian soldiering with his usual
headlong enthusiasm. l4
His first task would have been to visit the regimental tailor to kit himselfout
with the splendid but absurdly impractical, toy-soldier huzzar uniform of the
day. This was a formidable undertaking in itself. In full dress he was required
to appear on parade in white kid gloves and black neckband with his 'hair
queued with ten inches of riband and rosette, and short sides'. O n his head he
wore the magnificent light dragoon peaked helmet 'with lining and pad, black
bear skin crest, dark blue silk turban and bow, gold fringe tassels, gilt chains,
bar, medallion (motto non nobis sed P a t ~ i a e ) ' , 'the
~ whole topped with a white
feathery plume. T h e jacket was dark blue with gilt buttons and chain wings,
scarlet collar and cuffs and trimmed with gold lace. His breeches were of soft
white leather with pearl buttons, tucked inside long black leather boots with
polished spurs. Across the shoulder on a white strap, he wore a cartouche box
containing twelve rounds of ammunition and, a t his side, a sabre hanging from
a white sword belt. His dark blue cloaked great coat with scarlet edgings was
carried at the saddle in a special dark blue case also edged with scarlet. For the
horse he needed a pattern bridle, reins, headpiece, martingale, breast plate
and a white collar. A leather pistol holster containing the regulation %-inch
(15-millimetre) bore pistol a n d a shoe case, both with black bearskin tops,
were carried each side of the special saddle with its hogskin seat, double skirts,
black crupper, blue- and scarlet-striped girths and heavy polished stirrups. Of
course the full splendour was mainly reserved for the big ceremonial occasions
and for the twice-monthly Wednesday evening 'field days'. For the ordinary
drill practices, a simpler undress uniform of plain blue iacket a n d pantaloons
or overalls and half-boots was permitted.
Moorcroft, practised horseman though he was, had a great deal to learn,
and would have spent a lot of time at the Hyde Park riding house under the
eagle eye of the riding master and the regular sergeants, learning to control his
horse using only his knees, while mastering the complex drill exercises. Arms
drill on horseback was even more demanding. Loading the pistol required the
cartridge to be bitten, the powder sprinkled on the pan and the ramrod used to
ram the ball home before firing at the target. T h e mounted sword exercises
were not much easier, many of them performed at the gallop and some while
facing backwards 'looking directly over the horse's croup, with the sword arm
over it in the rear cut' position. This exercise, advised one contemporary
drill-book especially written for the volunteer cavalry man, should not be
practised too often for it was seriously distressing to the horse.I6 T h e breathless
civilian rider with aching muscles was probably distressed by it as well. But the
purpose of all this was plain enough:
To be able, with speed, to manoeuvre a number of horsemen into a well-dressed line;
to throw that line at a wavering enemy with shattering rapidity; thus, in an instant,
to smash all opposition, imposing irreversible disintegration, and, finally, to pursue
with relentless vigour: these in the thinking of the majority of British cavalrymen,
whether heavy or light, were the chiefobjects ofall training. Preparation for the great
and glorious moment of truth was everything."
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It certainly did not take Moorcroft and his horse very long to become
certified as fit for field duty by the riding master and adjutant - far less than
many of the new recruits needed. Before 7 a.m. on 14 September 1803 he rode
over to Hyde Park for his first drill with his troop. T h e usual order at these
two-hour sessions was half an hour of riding exercises under the orders of the
quartermaster, followed by field manoeuvres taken by the senior oficer
present and ending with sword and pistol exercises.
There was a great deal of activity a t the riding house that autumn and
Moorcroft was on parade there at least twenty-five times before the end of the
year. O n 2 1 September the corps was reviewed in full marching order by
Lieutenant-General the Earl of Harrington and, on 28 October, along with
some of the other London volunteer corps, by King George himself.
It was very hard work, but there were lighter moments too - ill-trained
horses refusing to.come into line, officers causing utter confusion through
faulty commands and 'great irregularities"e by the newer recruits on parade,
who were both undrilled and improperly dressed. At one of Moorcroft's
earliest drill-parades on 5 October 1803, one of the cornets used 'ungentlemanly and indecent' language to a superior oficer and later two of the
sergeants had also to be dismissed for drunkenness and bad language on
parade.Ig Drunkenness a t regimental dinners (and there was at least one each
month) was, of course, a very different matter and if the amount of alcohol
consumed a t the first anniversary dinner set any kind ofprecedent, these must
have been very hilarious occasions indeed.
Moorcroft seems to have fitted very easily into the masculine world of the
corps. After only five months, he was elected to the committee in December
1803. In May 1804 he was one of the very few members who volunteered for
what was quaintly called 'foreign duty', that is a ten-day period of field
exercises out of town. As soon as he came off the general committee in
December I 805, he was promptly elected to membership of a small committee
of finance which did a great deal of work in the next two years to bring the
corps' finances through a period of government cuts, presiding over some
awkward redundancies among the full-time staff and rounding up many of the
subscriptions and fines outstanding from previous years. In 1805 he served as
unoficial surgeon to the corps when the regular surgeon was away. There were
often minor personal accidents during the drills but he apparently did good
work in more serious cases as well, perhaps a major sword or pistol wound.
The December I 805 general meeting recorded a special vote of thanks to him
for his services in this respect. Later he crops up again and again in the
minute-book, seconding an officer for promotion or being elected to a small
sub-committee to arrange a presentation of silver. to his friend George
Saundew2O
Committee work and routine administration were never one of his strong
points, however, and he missed more committee meetings in the orderly-room
than he attended. T h e 'disagreeable smell'2' coming from the insanitary privy
next door may have had something to d o with that.
Yet his enthusiasm for the actual soldiering seems to have been unflagging.
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H e was present at nearly all the big occasions: the crowd control duties during
big parades at Blackheath and Wimbledon Common; brigade exercises on
Finchley Common; field manoeuvres before the king in Hyde Park on g May
1805, with a n exhilarating charge a t the gallop followed by the general salute
and march past 'at about 50 paces from His Majesty'.22 Early on the morning
of g January 1806, with a black ribbon tied above his left elbow, Moorcroft
assembled with the others at King's Mews, Charing Cross to prepare for the
great state funeral of Lord Nelson, whose pickled body had been rushed home
from Trafalgar for the occasion. A year and a half later he gathered again at the
same place for the funeral of Charles James Fox.
By then - it was October 1806- the great days of the volunteers were over.
T h e last serious invasion scare in London came in August I 805 but thereafter
the great battle at Trafalgar and Napoleon's growing preoccupations elsewhere, with increasing official parsimony as a result, soon led to a rapid
run-down of the volunteer forces all over the country. Interestingly, Moorcroft's attendance record at drills and field days, although there were certainly
fewer of these than in the crisis years of 1803-5, remained better than ever
a t a time when the WVC was shrinking to almost half its mid-1803 level.
At Moorcroft's very last parade on 29 March 1808, only fifty-one members
turned out, but it was Moorcroft's fifth appearance on parade that month
alone.
In later years, in one tight corner after another on or beyond the Indian
frontier, he found his military knowledge very useful and he must certainly
have enjoyed the camaraderie of the parade-ground, buttressed by the convivial quarterly regimental dinners, with their endless and increasingly extrovert toasts. But he had no need of these things. His place in that small and
brilliant London world was already secure. In I 798 a judge had divided the
society of his day into 'noblemen, baronets, knights, esquires, gentlemen,
yeomen, tradesmen and a r t i f i ~ e r s ' .By
~ ~that classification Moorcroft was a
gentleman, and was often described as such. H e was also an almost classic
example of the way a man could move in a society far above his station, among
'the higher classes who patronised me so liberally', as he once put it.24 Indeed
one book actually cited Moorcroft by name as a prime example of the way
respectable veterinary practice could achieve this.
Such meritorious and humane occupation could not possibly injure the medical
character of a gentleman in these enlightened times; on the contrary, it would be
more probable to procure him connections of the most valuable sort, might be his
passport and introduction to the families ofsportsmen, and afford him the opportunity enjoyed by Swift's happy Parson, to 'Drink with the Squire -'.'=
Moorcroft did rather better than that. His business and his expertise in a n age
when the horse was king gave him, through his friends, acquaintances and
clients in London, access to the highest in the land. King George I11 and the
Prince Regent were both his clients.26 He was certainly a prime example of
that process which was slowly making veterinary practice a respectable
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occupation for gentlemen. Indeed as the head of the first qualified horse
practice in the country, he was also a n important cause of the process.
Certainly the handful of other senior 'scientific' veterinarians of the day who
knew him well - Edward Coleman, Bracy Clark, Delabere Blaine, William
Youatt and, of course, John Field and his sons - all had the highest regard for
him. There is in their later writings about him a degree of unanimity a n d
respect for his skill and knowledge which is unique in that age of often
rancorous controversy. Then there were the doctors and surgeons. As has been
seen, some of Moorcroft's first contacts in London came from his earlier
training as a surgeon at Liverpool. T h e doyen of them all was the great John
Hunter. Through Hunter he would have met Hunter's brother-in-law, executor, plagiarist and successor at St George's Hospital - Everard Home. Years
later, for old time's sake when Moorcroft was far away in remote Kashmir,
Home (by then Sir Everard Homt, Baronet and one of the country's leading
surgeons) treated Moorcroft's IittIe daughter, Anne, for a chest infection
without charging a fee." I t was just as well for Home by then was very
expensive and not renowned for his open-handedness either.
He treated Anne at the Oxford Street home of George Saunders. Saunders
became one of Moorcroft's oldest and best friends in London. He was already
established as a successful architect before Moorcroft came to Oxford Street
and the two young men found wealthy clients and grew prosperous there
together. Moorcroft was a frequent caller at the house and in the course of his
visits became well known to Saunders's old nurse a n d housekeeper, Stedman.
She, years later when Saunders was eminent as a writer, JP, Fellow of the
Royal Society and Surveyor to the County of Middlesex, seems to have become
nanny to Moorcroft's young daughter, whom she loved dearly.28 Moorcroft
eventually made Saunders both joint-executor of his will and a joint-guardian
ofhis children. His trust was not misplaced.
While Moorcroft was in London one of Saunders's most prestigious commissions was to design for the trustees of the British Museum a n extension to
Montagu House, in which were later displayed many of the classical antiquities collected by the wealthy bachelor and a r t connoisseur, Charles
own el^.^' The Townely family came from the same part of Lancashire as
Moorcroft. Eccleston knew them well a n d visited Charles whenever he came to
London. It was probably he who introduced Moorcroft toTownely. Moorcroft
was certainly familiar with Townely's house in Queen Anne's Gate, overlooking St James's Park, and its priceless collection of antiquities. Years later,
lamenting his ignorance of the Bactrian and Buddhist relics he encountered on
his travels, Moorcroft recalled his 'late friend' Townely and confessed to
Saunders that all he knew of the fine arts 'in great measure was derived from
the unrestricted entrCe he was pleased to allow me to e v e v part of his treasures
and to his instructive conversation'.80
T h e useful arts were more in Moorcroft's line and one man with whom he
probably discussed them eagerly was the great ex-governor-general of India,
Warren Hastings. Hastings at that time was living just round the corner from
Moorcroft in Park Lane. Their paths crossed at many points: horses and
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horse-breeding were a common passion; Hastings was an early subscriber to
the veterinary college and, like Moorcroft, a member of the Society of Arts. At
all events Moorcroft knew him well enough by 24 April I 795 to scribble him a
warm personal note of congratulation on hearing the news that was all over
London that day: Hastings had at last been acquitted of the impeachment
charges which had been pursuing him ever since he had returned from India
ten years earlier. In the note Moorcroft regretted that he had been too busy all
day to come round and pay his respects in person.3'
Another Anglo-Indian acquaintance and client was the father of Indian
native cavalry, General SirJohn Floyd. T h e horse casualties he experienced as
a cavalry commander in the I 792-4 Mysore war and his subsequent conversations with Parry had much to do with the East India Company's decision to
start breeding its own cavalry horses.32 Now, as a colonel of dragoons in
London, he was commenting knowledgeably to Moorcroft of the similar plight
of the French, after the horse casualties of the I 792-4 campai ns had wiped
out most of their breeding progress in the previous three
Much of the
after-dinner talk at this time must have centred on the subject of cavalry
horses, into which Moorcroft's work with the East India Company and his
service with the Westminster Cavalry must have given him considerable
insight. Even before this, he was already known to the doyen of all British
authorities on the cavalry horse, the 10th Earl of Pembroke who died in I 794.34
Closer to Moorcroft in age was his son George Augustus, the I I th earl and a
vice-president of the veterinary college. In 1801 Moorcroft knew him well
enough to obtain from him for Eccleston some acorns from his rare 'iron oak'.35
Seventeen years later he sought from Pembroke something even more rare. In
May 1818 he wrote to him from Bengal asking him to obtain through his
Russian brother-in-law passports in case his projected journey to Bokhara
should compel him to return to civilization by striking north into the immensities of Central Asia and Russia. The reply was both friendly and
encouraging.36
T h e closest of all these aristocratic cavalry connections was undoubtedly
Frances Augustus, the 2nd Lord Heathfield. One of the most active ofthe early
backers of the veterinary college, he frequently took the chair at its committee
meetings. His growing friendship with Moorcroft survived the latter's early
resignation from the college, and Heathfield subsequently became one of the
most loyal and generous backers of Moorcroft's horseshoe machine project. It
has been surmised that Moorcroft supported Coleman's attempts in I 796 to
get Heathfield to use his influence at court and Parliament in favour of the
appointment of trained veterinary surgeons to cavalry regiments.37 It is very
likely. Gradually Heathfield became more friend than patron and later
Moorcroft believed that he was probably closer to that shy man than almost
anyone else. It was Heathfield who taught Moorcroft the prime importance of
size and bone in a cavalry horse, a lesson which had an important bearing on
his appointment to India and which was later vindicated by what happened at
water lo^.^' In October 1804 Moorcroft travelled down to Devon to stay with
Heath field at his estate at Nutwell Court near Exeter, and came back not only
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with unforgettable memories of the jangling harnesses of West Country horses,
but with some practical ideas for mechanizing the operations a t Padnalls as
Heathfield seems to have been his closest friend among the titled but he was
not by any means the only one. T h e list of those he knew wellM a n d l o r
corresponded with reads like an abbreviated Burke's Peerage and Knightage. It
includes names like the Earls of Winchelsea, Egremont, Albemarle, Morton
and Pembroke; Lords Angly, Somerville, Lyndoch, Lascelles, Harewood,
Grosvenor, Hertford and Hastings; the Duke of Bedford to whom Moorcroft
a French stonemason to construct garden paths a t ~ o b u r n ; ~ '
Sir John Sinclair Coke, Sir John Sebright, Sir John Dashwood King, Sir
Anthony Carlisle, Sir John Lade and Sir H . M. Vavasour. There were French
aristocrats too. London was full of them during the revolutionary wars, and
they were nearly all chrorlically short of money. O n e such was Charles Andre,
Baron de Rouvron and his wife Elizabeth. Many years later, when fate brought
these two across Moorcroft's path again in poignant circumstances, Saunders
recalled that Moorcroft had come to believe that the baron was not altogether
trustworthy.42Moorcroft apparently felt much the same way about lawyers,
although he numbered some of the most eminent judges of the time among his
acquaintances - men like Sir James Mansfield, Lord Ellenborough, Sir Vicary
Gibbs and Sir Soulden Lawrence.
A catalogue of names like these - certainly a very incomplete one - gives only
the faintest suggestion of the social world in which Moorcroft moved in his
London years. Clumsy as he often is on paper, he must have been a lively and
acceptable member of a society renowned for its wit and brilliance. He was
never short of friends and everybody who knew him who has left a memory of
him, has always done so in terms of affection and high regard. As the years
slipped by, the nasal vowels of his south Lancashire accent, instantly recognizable to a man from those parts, doubtless became polished and rounded by the
flow of what he later called 'the superfluities and enjoyments of life' and by
contact with the 'great numbers ofpersons. . . who loaded me with civilities in
the way of hospitality'.43 But he repaid his social debts as well as incurring
them, making good use of the knowledge of wine he had acquired in France
and entertaining atpefils diners in the first-floor dining-room of the house a t St
George's Row, or taking his guests to favourite places like the French Hotel in
Leicester Square.& In many ways it was a good life.
Yet for reasons which mostly can only be guessed at, it was not enough.
Perhaps the brilliant but highly artificial life palled as the years passed and he
moved into his middle and late thirties. We know that he grew increasingly
frustrated at his failure, or perhaps it was his inability, to get down on paper
some of the fruits of his vast veterinary experience.45Writing never came very
easily to him and it was lesser men, such as his friend Blaine or the Exeter
veterinarian James White, who became the successful veterinary textbook
authorities of the day, their works running into many real or (in the case of
White) pretended edition^.^ Moorcroft's written output was certainly disappointingly thin when compared with his reputation. Both the Horse Mediciru
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Chest ( I 795) and the Methods of Shoeing Horses (1800) were no more than
superficial practical treatises for the layman, both written primarily to boost
sales of practical contributions to equine health. I n a way that was precisely
the problem. Moorcroft w a a practical man, never happier than when
grappling with practical problems, preferably outside the confines of the great
city in which he lived. He once described himself as a 'merely practical
agriculturalist'.47 Moorcroft was not 'merely' anything, but deduct that word
a n d you are left with a description o f a central and crucial aspect of Moorcroft's
life and interests.
Even before the East India Company consultancy gave him a reason, he was
often travelling far and wide through the countryside in pursuance of his
life-long interest in all aspects of agricultural improvement. H e talked drainage and breeding with Bakewell a t Dishley in Leicestershire, dairying
techniquesoinCumberland, viticulture and wine production with Sir Richard
Worsley on the Isle of Wight and general estate management with Heathfield
in D e ~ o n . ~
Once
'
he had horses to buy for India a n d the Padnalls stud farm to
run, he was never short of an excuse to escape from the routine of the busy
Oxford Street practice. The ill-fated horseshoe venture and the demanding
distractions of the Westminster Cavalry doubtless played the same role. Yet
always there remained the bread and butter problems of the practice and these
seem to have become more and more irksome to him as time went on.
T h e editor of Moorcroft's published Travels, Horace Wilson, is infuriatingly
oblique on this subject but the drift of his remarks is plain enough.
The nature of the [veterinary] profession, . . . involved many occurrences unpleasant to a man of cultivated taste and warm temper, and amidst intercourse with
persons of station and respectability, collision with individuals not always possessed
of either. Mr. Moorcroft, therefore became disgusted with his occupation, although
he speedily realised a handsome property by it."
Disgust is astrong word, probably toostrong. Therewascertainly oneaspectof
his veterinary work which he did come to loathe with feelings 'almost as
disagreeable as the actual feeling of the Night Mare'.=' His expert opinion as to
the soundness of an animal was often sought by his clients before they either
bought or sold, a necessary precaution at a time when the soaring cost ofa good
horse was tempting the unscrupulous to practise deception on a large and often
very skilful scale. The contemporary pages of the Sporting Magazine describe
some of the more outrageous of these cases with relish. Obviously the horse
was the motor-car of his day in more ways than one! The trouble was that
litigation frequently followed and the original dishonesty might then be
compounded by pe j u r y in court as well. It was often a mucky business as one
of Moorcroft's contemporaries confirms:
It u much to be lamented, that every horse cause brought before a Court savours
more or less of this complexion . . . and it is not at all uncommon to have a body of
evidence produced to swear a horse 'dead lame' on one side, and a much greater
number to prove him PERFECTLY SOUNDon the other. . . it is constantly seen in
courts of law, to what a wonderful degree of villainy human depravity is e~tended.~'
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Moorcroft was not thick-skinned and he came to dread his own court
appearances as expert witness. 'I suffered,' he said (and he was not a man to
exaggerate his sufferings), 'more than can be conceived or was ever suspected.'
His very last London court appearance, which he recalled clearly fifteen years
later, was typical.
A learned legal character was pleased to say that I came into court a prejudiced

witness. I rose to request permission to reply when SirJames Mansfield (theJudge),
observing my agitation, stated to the Court that the observation was wholly uncalled
for, and unfounded, and justified my conduct in a manner which was abundantly
satisfactory to my feelings as far as respected publicity.
Privately, Moorcroft was seething and as soon as he.got home he dashed off a
letter 'to the learned character who had indulged in this tirade'. He obtained at
least a back-handed apology by being cor~sultedlater in another disputed case
by the same man.52
Whether it was a fear of speaking in public, or a warm-tempered and
sensitive dislike of the invidious position of any witness subject to expert and
hostile questioning in court, or whether, quite simply, he scorned the wheeling
and dealing involved in horse litigation is not clear. What was clear was that
purchase consultancy was an almost inescapable part of his London practice
and the resulting court appearances were bound to increase. Moorcroft's
loathing of them seems to have had a quite disproportionate effect on his
decision, when the chance came, to pull out of private practice in London
altogether. It is also clear that he felt that he had achieved all that could be
achieved in Oxford Street.53
There must have been more personal dissatisfactions a t work too. Some time
during this period - the London marriage registers are silent as to the date Moorcroft seems to have got married. Mary Pateshall is a shadowy and elusive
figure. Beyond her Northamptonshire name and her long, fine, brown hair
tucked in a letter at the India Office54we know almost nothing about her or her
relationship with William at this period. Even the evidence that they were
married a t all is tantalizingly ambiguous, as will be seen.55 At all events the
evidence suggests that their relationship was less than entirely happy and
fulfilling. William was able to make the decision to start a new life without her
on the other side of the world and it is possible that it was the failure of their
relationship which helped to drive him abroad.% There was certainly never
any question of divorce, as one historian came to b e l i e ~ e . ~Divorce
'
was then
practically unknown except by a ruinously expensive special Act of Parliament. T h e only other procedure available to the prosperous was annulment in
the ecclesiastical courts on the grounds of adultery, cruelty or unnatural
practices and they never took that drastic step, as we know from the court
records." In fact the bond between them proved remarkably enduring."
Mary used his name until her death and lived on in his house at St George's
Row after he left England until at least I 8 I 1 or 1812.60
Later, when the long French wars were over and CVilliam far away, she went
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over to Paris and lived with the Baron and Baroness d e Rouvron as Mme
Moorcroft, widow. Perhaps she sickened of London without husband, children or close friends to fill her life. Equally it may have been the lack ofchildren
which helped to cast a shadow over their life together in London. Moorcroft
was a warm-hearted man who loved children. I t must sometimes have hurt to
see the sons of his partner, John Field, growing up a t Oxford Street and
working alongside their father in the practice. These are all the bare facts that
survive. Behind them is a mere hint, an echo of unhappiness faintly borne
across the years, but it is no more than that and we can only guess at the truth.
One thing is clear. I t must have been something very compelling indeed that
inclined Moorcroft in I 807 to listen very carefully when Edward Parry, who by
then had become chairman of the East India Company, put before him a
possibility that turned his world upside down. Parry was delighted with
Moorcroft's superintendence of the breeding operations a t Padnalls and the
quality of his direct purchases of animals for export to India. He was not so
pleased about developments at the other end of that long journey.61
T h e Bengal stud had got off to a disastrous start in I 796, with most of the
breeding mares proving to be either barren or unsuitable in other ways. The
harassed superintendent, Major William Frazer, was not really responsible for
this initial error, but he was believed a t home to have made things worse by his
excessive attachment to the Arab as the most suitable breeding stallion. Not
only were most of his optimistic projections of future growth grossly falsified,
but the animals produced by the stud tended to be far too slight for cavalry
purposes. In 1805 after ten years' work and the expenditure of ro lakhs
(roo,ooo) rupees, only forty-seven animals produced by the stud were considered fit for admission to the cavalry. This poor track record strengthened
the scepticism with which the commander-in-chief in India, Lord Lake, had
viewed the whole project from the beginning. In London it had spurred the
more optimistic Parry to purchase Padnalls and employ Moorcroft in a n effort
to supply the horses of bone and size which both of them believed to be
necessary in India. But the reports from Bengal continued to be thoroughly
unsatisfactory.
I t was all very frustrating for Parry and his committee. In London and at
Padnalls everything seemed to be going along famously under Moorcroft's
supervision, but the hopes attached to the fine animals travelling out to Bengal
were being largely frustrated, apparently because of Frazer's erratic preference for undersized breeding-stock and
his not possessing a knowledge of the anatomy of the horse, to judge of the different
crosses which were likely to produce the points and powers required . . . It is also
considered that a Superintendent of a breeding Stud should have a veterinary
education . . . for many colts are spoiled when young for want of knowing how to
treat the disorders they are liable to.

As the directors spelled out the inadequacies of their stud superintendent in

Benga1,62 they found themselves more and more describing the strengths of
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their stud superintendent in London. Horse-breeding for the Indian cavalry
was beginning to seem too important an issue of national defence to be left to
a n amateur infantry major. O n 8 April 1807 the court of directors informed
India that, in their view, the breeding operation in Bengal
may from the point it has reached soon be brought to perfection under the superiqtendence ofa person who has by study and practice proved his veterinary knowledge
and judgement in selecting horses and mares for breeding; and we therefore have it
under consideration to send out a professional man who we think well qualified to
carry the plan into effect without further loss of time.63
The man they described but failed to name was William Moorcroft.
Just how the bombshell suggestion that he should go to India was dropped
into Moorcroft's familiar world in the early spring of 1807 is unknown. T h e
disadvantages were very obvious. In his fortieth year Moorcroft would have to
pull up his roots leaving his wife (?), friends, comfort and success in London's
biggest veterinary practice. In only a few more years he could expect to have
saved enough to buy a modest country estate to which he could devote his
declining years and satisfy his frustrated love offarming and ofcountry life. All
this he would give up. And in exchange for what? An uncomfortable and
tedious sea voyage which, if he cheated the perils of shipwreck a n d French
privateers, might bring him six or seven months later to a remote stud farm on
a muddy or dusty river bank in steamy up-country Bengal, with only a handful
of his fellow-countrymen for company.
India, in those days of uncertain travel and unchecked disease, was a lottery
in which a man gambled his hopes of a more speedy accumulation of wealth
against the very short odds that his only reward would be a white headstone in
the dust of some bleak little palm- or mango-shaded cemetery. Twenty years
on, a veterinary surgeon explained why, even for those who survived, there was
'no inducement to goout to India, but on the contrary from the probability of
remaining on foreign service for many years and being obliged to return home
for recovery of health with broken constitution and habits totally unfitted for
the vocation in England'.64
All this and more Moorcroft would have known very well from his many
Anglo-Indian friends and correspondents. And yet, for some of the reasons
already mentioned, his London life was not bringing him either the private
satisfactions or the public benefits he had hoped for when he first embarked on
it in the optimism of youth sixteen years before. Veterinary medicine was no
longer the exciting virgin field it had been then. For all the warm sociability of
his London life, Moorcroft was in some ways a loner, a man who preferred to
pioneer in a field en fn'che, as he so often put it. That is why he took up
)r
veterinary medicine in the first place, why he was the first of his countrymen to
study the subject abroad and why he brought his unique training and rare
skills to London. Now, perhaps, he felt that it was time to move on, to face a
new challenge in new surroundings while he still had the health to enjoy it.
He was blcssed with what he once described as 'a constitution of great
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natural firmne~s'.~)T h a t was an understatement. H e was as tough as they
come. No wonder Coleman was so politely sceptical when Moorcroft resigned
the joint professorship on health grounds. The only occasion in this whole
London period when his customary good health is known to have been
temporarily upset occurred back in 1795. Some time in that year he was
thrown by a troublesome horse a considerable distance and landed heavily on
his thigh. T h e pain was excruciating and a major fracture seemed certain but
Moorcroft, when his many medical friends who called seemed unable to do
anything for him, 'had recourse to a n extraordinary application of camphor'.
I t worked in a few hours. The residual swelling he reduced by dressings soaked
in spirits of wine and the efforts of one of his men who blew upon them 'with a
pair of bellows'.66 Apart from that, his health and figure seem to have survived
remarkably unscathed the alcoholic batterin of London life a t this time, with
its innumerable dinners and endless toast^.^ S Fears about his health certainly
gave him few qualms when he considered the possibilities of a move to India.
Moorcroft seems to have been a n optimist in whatever he attempted, be it
making horseshoes or treating an apparently hopeless horse illness, and he was
not always quite as alert to the difficulties and problems involved as he ought
to have been. It seems to have been the same with the Indian post. Without
enquiring too closely into the stormy relationship which existed between the
stud superintendent and his political masters at Calcutta, he seems to have
believed that in India he would have a free-ranging commission, much like
that he had enjoyed in England under Parry's indulgent and approving eye,
but on a vastly extended scale, to investicate and tackle the whole problem of
India's horse-breeding and horse diseases which had interested him now for so
many years.68 In this, a s it turned out, he was over-optimistic, but at least he
had every excuse for believing that his position was to be a very senior one
because of the very high salary that Parry began to mention as a possibility in
those early discussions.
Many have followed Horace Wilson in believing that it was this salary
which was Moorcroft's chief inducement to go to India - that he was going
primarily to recoup a fortune lost at home.69 Some of the reasons for doubting
this have already been given. His long-term financial prospects at Oxford
Street were excellent and the practice yielded him 'a large income'." Like his
junior partner, John Field, he too could have stayed on and made himself a
wealthy man had he wished to do so. The Indian salary was high precisely
because of the value and prestige of Moorcroft's London practice, as the East
India Company directors freely conceded. The picture of the needy man
tempted abroad by money is totally unconvincing. Moreover it does not match
what we know of him from other evidence. Money by itselfmeant very little to
him as the whole of his career bears witness - he spent it as freely as he earned
it. If Moorcroft were ready at the age of 40 to consider a new life on the far side
of the world, i t could only have been becauie his old one no longer satisfied him
and because he was tempted by the challenges which he believed the new
would afford.
His friends, however, were horrified a t the prospect and none more than one
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of the ,-losest of them, Lord Heathfield. He bent his 'anxious endeavours' to the

question ofkeeping his friend in England and made him 'munificent offers' to
stay." I t seems that Heathfield was developing a n ambitious ~ l a nfor a
national stud in the New Forest and was ready to urge the whole scheme o n the
Prince Regent and the government, if Moorcroft were willing to be its first
superintendent.72 Even this tempting and remunerative prospect failed to
deflect Moorcroft once his mind was made up. It is another reason for
discounting the poverty theory. Moorcroft must have indicated to Parry his
provisional acceptance of the Indian post, should it become vacant, by early
April 1807.
At that time the vacancy was only a possibility and perhaps Moorcroft did
not take it very seriously at first. He soon had to do so, for the Bengal stud ran
into a curious and perhaps ominous crisis, which mi ht have given Moorcroft
good grounds to pause had he known the full story.' I t happened like this. A
few days before Lord Lake retired as commander-in-chief and left India for
good at the end ofJanuary 1807, he capped years ofscepticism about the value
of the Bengal stud by recommending that it should be abolished a n d the
cavalry's requirements met in future by commissariat purchase in the open
market. Opposition from such a source - and Lord Lake's military prestige
was enormous - was more than an interim administration under a temporary
governor-general could resist. O n 19 February 1807 the governor-general's
council in Calcutta accepted Lord Lake's recommendation. Major Frazer, the
superintendent whose brain-child the stud had been since I 793, was dumbfounded, as was his loyal supporter on the Board of Superintendence at
Calcutta, Thomas Graham. But their astonishment and anger was as nothing
compared with that of Parry and his committee of influential directors when
the mails arrived in Leadenhall Street with this news, early in September 1807.
What surprised and puzzled them all was the fact that abolition seemed to fly
in the face of a very favourable report on the Bengal stud by an inspecting
committee of cavalry officers as recently as November 1806.
First to move in defence of the stud was Thomas Graham. In a masterly
memorandum he demonstrated that Frazer had made solid progress,that the
apparently large financial investment which had been made was much smaller
than it appeared and that it was, in any case, at last beginning to show returns.
So convincing were Graham's arguments, that the Indian authorities hastily
changed their minds, even before their proposal for abolition reached London.
It was just as well because Parry and his colleagues would certainly have
overruled them on this matter. Graham spoke for them all when he argued the
critical political and military importance of the Bengal breeding operation and
its apparently hopeful prospects of meeting the cavalry's annual needs.
The opportunity to turn these hopes into realities arrived in the same mail as
Graham's minute. Frazer it seemed had had enough and, wished to return to
Europe as soon as possible. In fact he had resigned in a rage after an unsavoury
row with the Calcutta Board of Superintendence over a quite trivial issue, but
it gave Parry and his colleagues the opportunity they had been waiting for. At
the end of November, or early in the December, of 1807 Moorcroft was
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approached once more, this time to clinch the earlier negotiations for his
appointment. With his acceptance duly confirmed, the powerful breeding
committee met at Leadenhall Street on 4 and I I March 1808, to thrash out
their recommendations to the full court of directors. Despite the obstacles
which had been encountered, they argued:
with skilful and proper management . . . the Committee entertain no doubt that the
produce of the Poosa Stud may in a few years be so diffused throughout the
Company's Provinces . . . that the cavalry may be remounted without the necessity
of having recourse to purchases by contract or otherwise in distant parts of India,
which necessarily causes a great exportation of specie [coined money] from the
Company's Provinces, a measure inconsistent with sound policy. . . . But to draw
from the Bengal Institution all the advantages of which it appears capable, and to
complete the chief object in view, the Committee are of opinion that a thorough
knowledge of breeding cattle'[i.e. horses] and veterinary practice are an essential
qualification in the Superintendent of that establishment, therefore, as they are
informed that Major Frazer, the present Superintendent, has signified his intention
of coming home, they strongly recommend to the Court . . . that Mr. William
Moorcroft, the gentleman who has so successfully established and matured the
Company's Stud at home, be appointed Superintendent of the Stud and Veterinary
Surgeon at Poosa in all its branches, and in consideration of the sacrifices he must
necessarily make in this country, that his salary be fixed at Sicca Rupees 30,000 per
annum, in full of all allowances whatever.'*
This was an astonishingly generous proposal from a company which was at
the time in dire financial straits after years of nearly continuous war. T h e 1801
census puts Moorcroft's tax-free 30,000 rupees, roughly £3000 a year, into
perspective.75 In Britain in 1801 only 2 0 0 families or individuals were in the
same opulent £2500 to £4000 bracket as he. Even the 70,000 very rich people in
the next category rarely had incomes of much more than half what Moorcroft
was being offered. As for the company's servants in India, very few indeed
would be earning more - only the governor-general, the comrnander-in-chief,
the chiefjustice and a handful of others. No wonder Moorcroft's exceptional
salary aroused such jealousy later on. If, for example, he had remained a
surgeon and entered the company's civil employment in that capacity, he
would have been paid no more than a basic £130 a year. Yet for all their
notorious parsimony the full court of directors at Leadenhall Street accepted
Moorcroft's proposed salary without significant opposition on 6 April 1808.'~
O n that same day Moorcroft sat down to write his letter ofresignation from the
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There remained less than four weeks to wind up his affairs and his life in
London. His ship, the Indus, had almost completed her fitting-out a t Deptford
down the Tharnes, and was due to leave any day on the first leg of herjourney
round to Portsmouth where he would join her. Those next four weeks must
have been frantic: there was the Oxford Street practice to value and assign to
John Field; there were arrangements to be made at St George's Row for Mary
and the servants; there would be possessions to dispose of, friends to grasp
firmly by the hand, farewell dinners and speeches to be got through, much
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sadness and some tears; there were final arrangements to be made for his
passage; clothes and equipment to buy; and a servant to be found willing to
accompany him on the long sea voyage.
Whether he had time for a visit to see his friends and relations round
Ormskirk we do not know. There were few of them left. Moorcroft's mother
was married and was now bringing u p her own family in Dublin. Thomas
Eccleston usually got down to London from Scarisbrick once a year and, if the
evidence of his visit in I 80 I is anything to go by, saw a lot of Moorcroft while he
was there.7e He was staying in the Strand just before Christmas I 807 and in
1808 had entered the last year oT his life.79 Dr Lyon was still at the Liverpool
Infirmary but only a year or two from that much postponed retirement.'"
Colonel Aston and Moorcroft's grandfather were both long since dead.
Some time in this last month Moorcroft spent Erq on veterinary instruments
and £4 on experimental seeds for the Pusa farm,.for both of which on 28 April
he claimed reimbursement down at Leadenhall Street from his friend James
Cogpan.'' The next day he was back there again, to sign the flowery contract
which the company's lawyer had prepared for his signature. In it he undertook
that he, 'his wife, children and family during his and their passage out' -did
his eye flicker as he read that? - 'and his and their residence in the East Indies
shalland will well and truly conform to and obey all such orders and directions
as they shall from time to time receive'. So it went on. Reaching the end a t last,
he took the quill and signed with a flourish a t the bottom.82 It was probably his
last official act in London for the East India Company.
Some time in the next day or two the coach would have carried him out
across the Thames and rumbled away down the Portsmouth Road. Behind
him the great city represented fifteen years of successful professional practice
and probably the best years of his life. Ahead, across the rolling chalk downs,
was the open sea and all the uncertainties of middle age and a new life across
the world, far from every familiar landmark he had ever known.
T w o months later the rate-collector made his usual midsummer call to the
door under the archway at 2 2 4 Oxford Street, dipped his pen deep and with a
broad stroke scratched out the name William Moorcroft from the record on
which it had stood since I 793. Now John Field stood there alone.83 Somehow
the rasping finality of that thick ink line marks best the end ofact one in the life
of William Moorcroft.

MAY-NOVEMBER 1808

I NTHE CLEAR dbwn of I April I 808 the company's ship Indur slipped her chain
moorings a t Deptford and moved down the peaceful London river on the first
of the ebb towards Gravesend and the open sea.' It was the beginning of her
third voyage to India. T e n days later she arrived off Portsmouth and rounded
up a few cables from where nine other East Indiamen were gathering under the
fifty guns of the man o'war, H M S Lopard, flying f r ~ mher yard the flag of
Rear-Admiral Berkeley. From that moment Captain George Weltden of the
Indu, like all the others in the convoy, came under the orders of the admiral
and would remain so until they reached the Cape,2 for England was still at
war. Ever since Trafalgar three years earlier, Napoleon had been feverishly
rebuilding his battle fleet and news had recently been received that his
squadrons in Rochefort and Toulon had both slipped the British blockade and
vanished, perhaps into the grey-green emptiness of the Atlantic. The East
Indiamen were far too valuable, and far too defenceless, to sail alone at times
like these and were almost always escorted in convoy by the Royal Navy.
The Indus had been built on the Tyne in I 803 and chartered for six voyages
to India by the Company in March 1 8 o ~At. ~590 tons burthen, she was among
the smallest of the East Indiamen of the day and may have looked it from a
distance among her 800-ton sisters. But a t close range she would have been
impressive enough, from her apple-cheeked bows and the massive canted
bowsprit, along the I 20 feet (36.5 metres) ofher swelling chequered sides, past
the open gun-ports where the sixteen great cannon would have been visible, to
her raised poop and ornate stern, rising almost sheer, 26 feet (6.2 metres)
above the water.
Aboard there was still much to do in the short time that remained before the
signal to weigh anchor was flown. The ship was trimmed a n d the ballast and
cargo stowed, the sails were prepared and hung out to air o n the fine, still days,
the rigging was set up, the paint work freshened, the bilges pumped, the lower
decks cleared'and washed and the fresh water casks filled and stowed. Of the
passengers there was normally no sign until the last possible moment. Most of
those booked on the Indus did not arrive until Wednesday, 3 May, and among
them was 'Wrn. Moorcroft Esq., Superintendent H. C. Stud' and his servant,
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John Phillips. By then the fleet had already moved down to St Helen's Roads
off Bembridge. That fine English spring afternoon, as Moorcroft scaled the
vertical ladder and stood on the sunlit upper deck of the Indus for the first time,
the last thought in his head would have been that, one day, not only would he
see that legendary river whose name he had read, elaborately painted a n d
carved on the ship's side, but explore almost to its remotest source beyond the
Himalayas.
Already something like I 60 persons were aboard. In addition to the crew of
eighty, there were fifty lascar seamen returning to India to man the homecoming fleets and some twenty-seven passengers. This was an exceptionally high
number, even for a larger vessel than the Indus, and, unliortunately for them,
the ship was not really designed to carry any passengers a t all. Most of them
would be housed either in the after end of the poop or in the roundhouse
immediately below it, the more important or wealthier of them in cabins with
access to one of the great stern windows. If Moorcroft were lucky, or senior,
enough to be high in the poop, he would be saved the airlessness, the smells,
the creaking of the rudder post and, in foul weather when the deadlights were
up, the darkness - all of which were characteristic ofthe roundhouse cabins. I n
return for his drier and more airy situation, however, he would have to put u p
with a much more violent rolling motion, as well as the constant noises on the
poop deck above of the farmyard animals and the crew working the mizzen
sails. In truth it was a choice of evils and few passengers aboard an Indiaman
really enjoyed the experience except during the, usually brief, intervals of
kindly weather.
The horrors to come must have been hard to imagine on that fine Wednesday afternoon when Moorcroft clambered aboard. John Phillips would probably have already prepared his tiny cabin for him. IfJohn knew the ropes, he
would have swung his master's cot fore and aft rather than across the ship,
lashed the table, chair and chests firmly to the deck against the weather to
come, and hung up high the precious canvas bags containing the seeds with
which his master intended to experiment if he ever got to P U ~Whether
~ . ~
Moorcroft slept that first night is debatable and, even if he did, the poultry,
cattle and goats just above his head would have woken him early the next
morning as the first grey light shaped the ships all wet with dew out of the
darkness. Captain Weltden had already been rowed across to the Leopard for
his final orders and everybody knew that the fleet sailed next day on the
afternoon tide. For Moorcroft and the other passengers, that Thursday at
anchor was the last full day to get to know each other and the routine ofthe ship
before she sailed.
The more important passengers of course took all their meals at a long table
with the officers just forward of the roundhouse in the cuddy with its windows
opening on to the quarterdeck. Breakfast was usually at 8 a.m., a light meal
from which the two ladies, Miss Sophia Eade and .hfrs Hannah Skipp, would
probably absent themselves. Dinner was at 2 p.m. - a ceremonious affair for
which all at the captain's table dressed and at which George Weltden himself
presided in his blue coat with its black velvet facings and gold buttons. If
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Weltden's two Portuguese cooks knew their business and the weather was
kind, there would be three main courses, dessert and coffee, washed down with
a n ample choice of wines. There would be fresh meat as long as the animals on
:he poop survived, fine curries, pies, puddings and tarts. O n a bad ship, on the
other hand, even in the relative peace of St Helen's Roads on a spring
afternoon with no seas breaking aboard to put out the galley fires, it would be
watery soup, murky jellies, underdone meat and stodgy pastry. Weltden's log
is silent about such things but one nobleman who had sailed with him a few
years earlier believed him to be unsurpassed in 'abilities, information, man. ~ a man was unlikely to fail his passengers in the
ners, or good n a t ~ r e ' Such
catering arrangements at the captain's table. After dinner the ladies would
withdraw, the cloth would be removed, the bottle would circulate two or three
times more among the men and the party would then break u p about 3.30 p.m.
probably for an afternoon doze o n the quarterdeck if the weather were
fine. T e a of bread and butter was served a t 6 p.m. at the end of the dog
watch; bread, cheese and soup was a t g p.m. Then early to bed for all except
the watch on deck. Every cabin lamp had to be blacked out by to p.m. in
wartime.
Everyone would be u p betimes on the morning of Friday, 6 May, infected by
the excitement and bustle on deck, as the crew cleared the ship for sea. Just
after noon George Weltden, sitting alone in his cabin on the starboard side of
the ship, put down his pen, closed his harbour log and began a new page. There
would be no leisurely dinner that day. Weltden or his mate would be watching
the signal pennants flying from the Leopard, the last departing guests would be
scrambling down into the waiting boats and the last messages flung across the
widening gaps. There would be many tears. They all knew that very few who
left for India ever returned. Just before 3,30 p.m. the signal to weigh went up.
As the I n d u began to move against the tide the waiting boats gradually slipped
astern, the cheering became fainter and, heeling a little, the eleven great ships
shook out their canvas in the southerly breeze and began to move in procession
towards the open sea. Half a year, and half a world away, was India.
When supper was called that first evening, Culver Cliff could just be seen in
the dusk a few miles to the north-west. T h e sea was calm but if Moorcroft were
awake in the darkness he would have heard the watch change twice and, at
2 a.m., the shouted farewells as the pilot clambered down and the pilot cutter
dropped astern. Next day at four in the afternoon, in poor visibility, the Leopard
signalled the fleet into close convoy and they proceeded slowly down Channel
together a few miles offshoreduring the rest ofthat Saturday. Later as the wind
freshened and backed round to the south-west the I n d u probably gave her
passengers their first taste of things to come, as sheets were hardened and the
swell came rolling in from the west against the ebb tide. Certainly Weltden,
like the captain of every other Indiaman, took no chances with the weather.
That evening, some time beforedusk and the Portland Bill light was lit, he took
in his royals and topgallants and made all snug for the night. It was a practice
repeated nearly every evening for the rest of the voyage.
There were no premiums for a first arrival in the Indian market and the
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days of the clipper ship, pressed down under a cloud of canvas, were
still to come. The East India Company was secure in its trade monopoly and
the safety of the ship was paramount. So long as Weltden got his private
investment of hams, spirits, pickles and cheese to Calcutta by the start of the
cold season when entertaining began early in November, that was all that
mattered to him. So it is that practically every page of his log is scattered with
references to reefing and sail shortening, whenever the weather looked in the
slightest degree ominous. It was the main reason why the voyage took so long.
When the company's trade monopoly was partially breached a few years later,
these same stout ships when pressed could almost halve the voyage time. Even
so, the Indu must have pitched and rolled most of her passengers into ~ r i v a t e
torments in their dark cabins, that first Saturday night a t sea. In d u e course
Moorcroft would show that he could take acute physical discomfort better
than most, but even his place a t that long dining-table was probably empty on
occasions over the next few days, until he got used to the motion in what
Weltden described laconically as 'fresh winds'.
Next day was Sunday - their first at sea and a fine one. Normally, if the
weather permitted, divine service was held on deck with the passengers in t h e i ~
finery, the crew neat and scrubbed and Weltden in full uniform. T h e company
did not leave the piety of its captains to chance. Weltden would have in one of
the drawers of his desk the reminder that 'the Court have resolved to mulct you
in the sum of two guineas, for every omission of mentioning the performance of
divine service, or assigning satisfactory reasons for the non-performance
thereof every ~ u n d a ~ In
'.~
fact on this voyage, the Indu was a t sea on
twenty-one Sundays and Weltden only managed to hold a service on ten of
them. He was, with an eye to his 2 guineas, understandably punctilious about
recording his reasons - sails had to be changed, or rigging repaired, or the ship
was rolling too much, or the wind was too boisterous, or the rain was too heavy
or the weather too cold. Curiously enough, the only time he risked the loss of
his 2 guineas by failing to give a reason, was on this first Sunday of the voyage,
but that was doubtless because he was busy mustering the whole ship's
company on deck And making out his quarter bill, in which every man, woman
and child aboard was assigned a place in case of action. There was also the
regular and important Sunday chore of counting the fresh water supplies still
left in the casks down below.
O n this Sunday Portland Bill was clearly visible away to the north-east and
for the remainder of that week Moorcroft would have watched the familiar
landmarks slipping by for ever, and learned 'to accommodate his movement to
the motion of the vessel'.' O n Monday morning they were close in-shore, in
clear view of the lovely country between Start Point and Prawle, not far from
where Lord Heathfield had his estate. That evening they were off Plymouth,
with the light from the twenty-four tallow candles a t the top of Smeaton's
tower on the lonely Eddystone Rock clearly visible. Progress was very slow.
T h ' l r s d a ~ ,I 2 May was grey and foggy with the Lopard firing a gun every haif
an hour to keep the convoy together. Just about noon the fog lifted and there
was a glimpse of Lizard Point off the bow, low to the north-west. Then the
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curtain of sea fog closed in again. T h e dim shape of that craggy headland
would have been the last of England Moorcroft ever saw.
And now they were fairly a t sea as the Indur thudded her gleaming bluff bows
into the green swell rolling in from the south-west, kicking up the spray and
trampling out her white wake behind her a s she staggered south and west into
the wide Atlantic. Despite the boredom and the discomfort, there was great
beauty in the changing patterns ofsky a n d water for those with eyes to see: the
moonlit nights with the silvered sails arched against the velvet sky and the
phosphorescence dripping under the bow; the bright days when the ship
ghosted on a burnished sea with all her sails hanging limp, or romped the white
spray high over the lee rail. Moorcroft rarely recorded scenic beauty: the
mechanics of the ship and her equipment would have interested him more.
There would be the pleaaure of conversation with. the more congenial of his
fellow-passengers, probably talking horses to the cavalry officers or medicine
with the ship's surgeon. There was ample time to read a n d dream, and perhaps
to get his adroit tongue around the intricacies of Bengali. Traditionally it
was the ordinary soldiers who fared worst on these long journeys, with apparently little to do but grumble and quarrel, doze a n d play cards - and get
drunk.
Even for them there were occasional diversions. There were anxious hours
on I 3 May when the rest of the fleet was, for a time, out of sight. However much
Weltden might chafe under the orders of Admiral Berkeley, the Leopard's guns
were a welcome insurance against confinement in a French prison and in those
May days the fleet was in dangerous waters. It must have been a relief when
they were all together again. Only two days later they sighted a strange sail in
the south-west. T h e Lopard, flying a signal to the rest to shorten sail, wheeled
off with her canvas spread to investigate. Aboard the Indus Weltden would
.have been on the quarterdeck, his glass o n the stranger, the drum would be
beating for quarters, the guns run out, the crew and passengers mustering,
small arms and cutlasses being issued to all who could use them, and the
women going below with the surgeon to prepare for casualties. I t was for
moments like this that they practised action stations every Saturday and
Wednesday at sea and exercised the guns. Luckily the stranger answered the
LoparJs coded signals correctly. They exchanged news, which would have
been passed quickly round the fleet, and the convoy resumed station and
pressed on south-westwards into the open Atlantic. Several times during the
next few weeks the call 'sail ho' rang down from the rigging- always with much
the same results.
There were other diversions too, pleasant and unpleasant, to provide
conversation for the passengers. One Saturday morning one of the crew was
caught 'selling his clothes for his liquor a n d selling his own liquor for money'.
This curious double transaction is not explained in Weltden's laconic log, but
since both clothes and liquor were provided by the company, their sale was
punishable. All hands were mustered a n d the hapless wretch was stripped and
given twelve lashes at the gangway. Floggings were rare aboard a n Indiaman.
More common was the loss oTa man overboard and once in the water there was
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little hope for him. A ship like the Indus could not quickly be hove-to, it took
time to lower a boat and it was never easy to spot a head in the water, even in
daylight. So it was on the morning of 20 May in only a moderate wind, when
one of the boys fell overboard from the rigging. He was lost to sight among the
waves almost as soon as he hit the water. There was even less chance for the
man who went overboard a t night as did another of the crew some weeks later.
Moorcroft never forgot these incidents. Years later while travelling in the
Himalayas he speculated about the possibility of saving lives by having
inflated animal skins 'so hung to some part of a ship a t sea as to be in constant
readiness to be let down on the instant it should be known that a person had
fallen overboard'.8 This very modern idea might have been a considerable
improvement on the cumbrous lifebuoys in use at the time.
A happier experience for the passengers came on the frequent windless days
when, if there was not too much sea running, the ships drifted close together
and put down their boats to exchange passengers for dinner. New faces, new
conversation and perhaps the attentions of a different cook, must have been
very welcome. It was during one of these exchanges that Moorcroft met a
young assistant surgeon named Horace Wilson on his way out to ~ a l c u t t a . ~
Thirty years later Wilson, back in London and by then renowned as a n
oriental scholar, edited and published Moorcroft's Travels, the only substantial
work with Moorcroft's name on it that ever appeared in print.
As the last week of May, their third a t sea, drew to its end everyone must
have looked forward to their first landfall. Their progress so far had been
extremely slow and some days earlier the Leopard had signalled that they were
to make for Madeira to replenish the precious water supplies. This was
wonderful news but not only because of the water. Madeira meant above all
things relatively cheap supplies of its wine, then at the height of fashion a n d
normally very expensive. I t also meant fresh vegetables, a break from the
incessant noises and smells and movement of a ship a t sea, and the latest news
of the war in Europe. There were also, it was said, dark and beautiful girls on
the island and a ball was usually held for the passengers and officers ofvisiting
ships . During the afternoon of Sunday, 29 May, the dark smudge of land was
sighted low on the horizon and, by midnight, Madeira itselfwas plainly visible
in the bright moonlight, under the shadows of the great volcanic peaks of Pico
Ruivo and her sisters. Moorcroft was probably on deck with the other
passengers late that lovely evening, leaning on the rail watching the silver
moon-track and the darker shape of the land, as the Indur and the other ships
worked slowly in to Funchal roads opposite the old town. They anchored a t
eleven the next morning and immediately after lunch the passengen and the
empty water butts went ashore.
T h e streets of Funchal, squeezed between the stuccoed walls of the houses,
were narrow and dirty, but the next three days must have been a delight. T h e
weather was kind and the British merchants on the island were renowned for
their hospitality to their visiting fellow-countrymen. Moreover, the island was
of great beauty with its craggy mountains, tumbling ravines and precipitous,
basalt cliffs falling away sheer into the sea, its vineyards and white country
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houses, and its tropical fruits in rich profusion. Only the stringent measures to
prevent the fleet from being taken by surprise at night were reminders of the
harsh realities of the war in ~ u r 0 ~ e . lI' t was probably this full watch,
maintained through the hours ofdarkness, which foiled the plan of the bosun's
mate and the quartermaster of the Indu to take the jollyboat and desert to the
island. Perhaps they were making for 'the disorderly houses in the neighbourhood of the beach and the pernicious liquors vended thereabouts', described
in one contemporary account." At all events, they were put in irons and
received eighteen lashes each for their pains as soon as the fleet was at sea
again.
O n the last day of May, Admiral Berkeley called all the captains of his
convoy aboard his ship and announced that the fleet would sail the following
evening. Right on time at 5.30, the signal to weigh went up. Within a few
minutes, all of the ships were moving slowly out to sea in the gentle evening
breeze, the passengers at the rails and perhaps some of their new friends out in
small boats to wave them God speed on the next leg of their journey. Next
evening, the island was but a smudge on the empty horizon.
Almost at once they picked up the north-east trade wind, as every navigator's manual said they should. There followed nearly two weeks of
perfect sailing weather, day after sunny day of blue seas with the white wake
streaming out behind, porpoises, albacores and flying fish playing round
them, and nights with the windsong never dying in the rigging. Weltden,
greatly daring, even left his topsails up all night on occasions, as his ship
steered south-west, rolling off 2 degrees of latitude each day. This sort of
weather, although good for morale, could put the ship under great strain and
the log records that she was steering heavily and had to be pumped out every
few days.
The wind and the fine weather left them on I 5June, as the old hands knew it
must, sooner or later. They were still r r degrees short of the Equator and now
had to cross the region known as the Variables, an area of calms, heavy rains
and sudden vicious squalls of thunder and lightning, which sits astride the
midsummer Equator in the Atlantic. It was a trying time for everybody. One
minute, as in the early hours of 18June, the crew might be struggling to tame
the tattered remnants of the topsails blown out in a screaming squall, and a
few hours later watching helplessly as two of the ships rolled closer and closer
together in the still air, until at last they had to be towed apart by straining
muscles in the rowing boats.
Weltden, by luck or judgement, soon found a drastic solution to that
problem. O n the evening of 2 I June, perhaps fearing another squall, he reefed
the ship right down. He was probably over-cautious this time for at dawn next
day the rest of the fleet was discovered hull down, far to the south. For the rest
of that sultry day, with the sails hanging idle in the light airs, Weltden tried to
manoeuvre his ship closer to the others and all that night the I n d u burned
flares. Next morning, when Moorcroft came up on deck, he would have found
the full circle of the horizon completely empty for the first time. It was not
unknown for the master of an East Indiaman, chafing perhaps under the
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tactless orders of a younger naval captain or the need to go at the pace of the
slowest, to give the convoy the slip in the darkness and trust to luck about
meeting the French. Weltden had done it himselfon a previous occasion12 and
may have done so again this time. For the passengers there would be no more
social visits to the other ships and for the lonely look-out, arching high above
the rolling deck, more need than ever to keep his eyes peeled. I t was probably some consolation therefore when, two days later and still well short of
the Line, they unexpectedly picked u p the south-east trade wind they were
seeking.
O n e can picture the I n d u after frustrating days spent drifting under grey
skies in flat calms, at last rolling up the blue waters of the South Atlantic, all
a-sparkle in the sunshine. O n the sunny morning ofTuesday, 28 June, Father
Neptune came aboard and administered'the rough ceremony of ducking and
shaving all those, like Moorcroft, who were crossing the Equator for the first
time. Now, safely clear of the Equator, Weltden would steer south across the
wind, it mattering little that he was being pushed far out westward towards the
coast ofBrazil. Years of bitter experience in these waters had shown that a few
hundred or even a thousand extra miles here were nothing, compared with the
advantage of getting as soon as possible into the roaring forties. Once in
those stormy latitudes the westerly gales would, if necessary, blow a ship
halfway round the world into the China Sea. So, alone through that July of
1808, the I n d u rushed southwards, the spray often breaking high over the
quarterdeck.
T h e only diversion in the whole of this long month came a t tea-time on 4
July, when a strange sail was seen under the clouds in the south-east and
closing fast. T h e Indur was cleared for action and by 6 p.m. the two ships were
only 4 miles apart, each preserving its anonymity a n d waiting for some signal
of identification from the other. O n e can only assume the stranger was a
neutral ship, probably American, for the log makes no further reference to her.
I t is a pity that Weltden did not sometimes let his pen take him beyond the
minimal and laconic catalogue of winds, courses, sail changes, work on the
ship, noon sights, weather and distance run.
As July 1808 ran out its last few cloudy days, a new bustle aboard the I d u s
would have indicated that a landfall was imminent. The harbour gear was
brought up on deck and the anchors bent on in readiness. At dawn on
Tuesday, 2 August, the line of something more solid than cloud was clearly
visible about 36 miles away in the north-east and that evening the masts of the
ships at anchor in Simon's Bay, Cape Town, could be plainly seen. T h e bay
was too strewn with submerged rocks to risk a night approach, and it was not
until noon the next day that the Indur dropped anchor close to the Lcopnrd.
Immediately after dinner, Weltden would have rowed over to pay his respects
to the admiral and explain how he broke convoy. Moorcroft and the other
passengers went ashore.
T h e Cape settlement had only recently been captured from the Dutch and
had little of the exotic Portuguese charm of Madeira. Simon's Town had
nothing to offer the visitor beyond fresh fruit and vegetables, drinkable water,
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a hospital, a barracks and about roo houses. Cape Town, a t the head of the
neighbouring Table Bay, was much more spacious and it was there perhaps
that Moorcroft took rooms with one of the well-to-do Dutch families, and
exulted in the plain delights offresh food, clean sheets, a stable bed and ample
hot water. When rested, he probably embarked on the fairly limited tourist
round of the day, which included a visit to the citadel and the official residence
of the governor, set in its gardens above the town, a trip to the menagerie on the
lower slopes of Table Mountain, and a climb to the top of Table Mountain
itself. Unlike most tourists, he also made a close study of the viticulture being
practised a t the Cape and came away with a supply of seeds of the Muscadet
and Constantia grapes which, in due course, he grew in large quantities on the
banks of the Ganges.I3 The weather was very unsettled during most of the
Indw's seven-day stay at the Cape. On two days it blew an unseasonable
south-east gale straight into Simon's Bay, which must have given Weltden
and the other captains, watching their straining anchor cables, an anxious
time.
The Indur sailed again on the morning of Thursday, I I August, alone this
time, and almost at once ran into the stormy weather so characteristic of the
Cape latitudes. The strong winds, squally rain and thundersto~msstayed with
them for the rest of that month as they steered due east along the 37th parallel.
There was no possibility ofdivine service on the Sundays in this month, for the
ship was pitching and rolling unmercifully and the seas breaking heavily on
the decks. Even the laconic Weltden was persuaded to use the word 'gales',
although it was the only occasion he did so on this voyage. T h e captain of the
Hahct, which left Portsmouth in the same fleet as the Indu and was now a few
days ahead of her, was far less reserved. His log is liberally scattered with
references to gales, both before and after passing the Cape.I4 One can only
imagine the misery of most of the passengers a t this time, faced with the empty
choice of either swinging in their cots in their darkened and stuffy cabins,
perhaps with their belongings awash on the floor, or struggling to keep their
feet in the hammering wind on the heaving decks. However, notwithstanding
the heavy wind and rainstorms, the tom sails and the gear carried away, they
were making good progress. At last, on 5 September, due south of Cape
Comorin, Weltden turned his ship north to escape the clutch of the westerlies
and seek again the more kindly south-east trades. Almost a t once the sun came
out. On Sunday, r I September, under a warm sun, Weltden was able to take
service on deck for the first time in seven weeks. The worst of their torment was
over.
So they ran north before the trade wind through the rest of that September,
passing very close to the eastern shore of Ceylon but failing to get a sight of it.
At last, just after tea on Thursday, 29 September, the leadsman with a shout
got a touch at 50 fathoms and by sunset they could plainly see land away to the
north-west. If Moorcroft was up on deck early next motning, and there would
not have been much sleep to be had bilow, he could easily pick out the tall
flagpole, rigged like a ship's mast and still in its old position next to Fort St
George on the water's edge at Madras. Despite seven weeks without a sight of
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land, Weltden's navigation was faultless. Some of the ships they could see
rolling.at anchor in the Madras Roads were last seen in the South Atlantic
three months before. T h e best bower anchor rumbled down a t ten in the
morning and, as soon as the ship was made snug, Weltden and the passengers
went ashore in the flimsy native boats which alone could cross the surfon to the
sandy beach. Luckily the wind was light that day and nobody was pitched into
the curling breakers to take his chance with the sharks. Some time just after
noon on the last day of September 1808William Moorcroft set his foot on the
glistening sands of the Coromandel Coast.
The l n d u spent two weeks at Madras putting her cargo ashore, restocking
with food and water, loading a consignment of hemp for Calcutta and carrying
out repairs after her buffeting in the Indian Ocean. For Moorcroft it would
have been a jovial round of visits and entertaining, a n d his first taste of the
heavy drinking which characterized the English society of Madras and
Calcutta. He may even have been quite glad to get to sea again. M'eltden
certainly would have been. T h e Madras roadsteads were an unhealthy place
for ships at the best of times, rolling and pitching 2 miles offshore in the heavy
swell. The only relatively safe time was during the south-west monsoon, which
in most years blows in the Indian Ocean from April to October. Well, it was
already October, Sunday, 16 October, when the Indu stood away out to sea
again. I t would not have escaped Weltden's notice that this was the very day
when all insurance on ships along the Corornandel Coast ended for three
months. As both he and the underwriters knew, during this period the
monsoon usually breaks up in a series of gales. If a ship bound from Madras to
Calcutta up the Bay of Bengal were unlucky enough to miss the last of the
favourable south-west monsoon, a journey of six or seven days could become a
dreary battle against contrary winds lasting as many weeks.
But the Indur was lucky and, in 1808, there remained enough strength in the
south-west wind to take them about 75 pleasant miles a day on the direct route
up the bay. It was a n uneventful trip apart from three days when they had a
disabled ship in tow. Not that a French attack could be discounted even here,
for French privateers were still very active and only the previous season had
captured twenty British ships between Madras and Calcutta.
There were other hazards besides the French as they approached the mouth
of the Hooghly River. The delta, then as now, was a navigator's nightmare, a
low-lying area of silting shoals, awkward currents and shifting sands, where a
ship might be sounding in less than l o fathoms without land in sight a t all. It is
not surprising that on the squally afternoon of 26 September when the I n d u got
into soundings, Weltden prudently shortened sail to arrest his ship's headlong
dash into danger in the shoaling water. For the rest of that evening she and a
naval frigate bound in the same direction, slipped along together under
shortened sail, sounding as they went, until it was too dark to see and then
anchoring for the night. There would have been little sleep to be had that night
because the members of the night watch were busy getting the topmast rigging
down. At first light they were off again and Weltden must have been very
relieved when, in only g fathoms of water, the pilot schooner was sighted
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romping towards them. When the pilot came aboard Weltden's official
responsibilities were over and a t noon that day he closed his sea log. For him
the journey was virtually over. Moorcroft can hardly have shared his captain's
feelings, for his impatient eyes still had no sight of land.
Probably the first he saw ofit, later that day, would have been no more than
a low-lying sandbank somewhere near Saugor Point. Calcutta was still 100
dreary miles (160 kilometres) away up the river and the Indus, unlike the bigger
ships, was going all the way. T h e next few days must have seemed endless - a
dreary postscript to an already interminable journey. The ship could usually
only sail with reduced rig on the swirling flood tide, probably with halfa dozen
native rowing boats alongside, the slim brown bodies of the oarsmen straining
in their efforts to keep her off the shoals. As soon as the tide turned she had to
anchor in the narrowing channel for six hours. There would be little to see- a
few native boats out from Kedgeree or Fulta hawking fresh fruit and vegetables, and otherwise just miles of low, muddy shores fringed with jungle, with
perhaps a cluster of huts here and there and an occasional alligator in the water
or on the bank. After dark the night sounds of the tiger-infested jungle might
bring the passengers to the rail, braving the mosquitoes. Calcutta on the last
day of October must have seemed almost as far away as ever.
I n those days, the river at this point hid the city almost until the last
moment, although the scattering of splendid white houses on the river bank,
with their wide porticoes and green shutters must have been a welcome
reassurance of approaching civilization. And yet next morning if Moorcroft
were u p in the first light of dawn, and he probably was, he could have feasted
his eyes on what many at the time believed to be the finest city landscape in the
world.I5 For they were anchored in Garden Reach, Calcutta. T h e river at this
point was about twice as wide as the Thames in London, with fine gardens
running down to the water's edge. Behind, facing the water in an irregular line
and bright in the clear air, were the recently built, magnificent villas and
palaces of the well-to-do and, a few hundred yards upstream, the ivory
splendour of the new Government House. The crowded native town with its
tangle of mat and thatch huts and narrow lanes - the real India - was out of
sight just to the north.
Soon after noon in bright sunlight the little Indus slid up the river under the
grey walls of mighty Fort William, giving and receiving a nine-gun salute as
she passed, and finally dropped her anchor into the muddy river bed opposite
the main ghat or landing place. I t was the first day of November 1808and the
Indu was I 77 days, almost half a year, out from Portsmouth. Even so it was a
good journey with average weather. Moorcroft had had his usual luck. Soon
after the Indur left for home in January I 809, leaking fast and throwing her guns
overboard in mountainous seas, she came within a n ace of sinking somewhere
0ffMauritius. A few months later when nearly home on the same voyage, she
sprang a leak in the Channel and nearly sank again. But that is another story
and it did not concern William Moorcroft. Probably some time later on that
afternoon of I November 1808, when work had already begun on getting
the sails om, he would have thanked George Weltden, and climbing down
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into a waiting boat with his servant and baggage, would have been rowed
ashore.
The interlude was over and the second more extraordinary act of his life
about to begin. He was 4 I .

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

I 808

THEANIMATED SCENE which must have faced Moorcroft as he came u p the wide
steps from the boat a t Chandpal Ghat was lightheartedly described by another
British arrival a few years later. I t would not have been very different on that
November afternoon in I 808.

I landed amidst a crowd and bobber-to which even the Tower-stairs, or the piers of
Boulogne and Calais . . . can hardly furnish a parallel. Many women and children,
sipping, dipping, and dabbing, like ducklings in a shower; females beariug pots or
jars on their heads, and children, resembling little black monkeys, astride on their
hips; bhisties, or water-carriers, filling their bags lrom the turbid tide, well-seasoned
with coconut husks, defunct brahmins, dead dogs, etc; puckalls, or bullocks, bearing
huge skins of the same pure element; palankeen bearers, gabbling (to me) unintelligible abuse, in eager competition, pushing into the very river, and banging their
portable boxes one against the other in their struggle to secure fares among the
frequent arrivals from the shipping; baboos, parroquet-venders, chattah-bearers,
sailors, lascars, and adjutant birds - Europe and Asia commingled in heterogeneous
but pleasant confusion.'
If Moorcroft could have disentangled himself from the confusion on the ghat
he could have looked away across the wide, grassy maidan to his left towards
Lord Wellesley's splendid new Government House and the other public
buildings in Esplanade Row. Before him, more distant still, beyond the
massive grey walls of Fort William, were the fine white Palladian houses of the
wealthier European inhabitants, strung out along Chowringhee and beyond.
T h e lifestyle of these British exiles has been fixed for ever in the pages of
William Hickey's Memoirs - the extravagance a n d luxury, the armies of
servants, the prodigious eating and drinking, the astonishing parties - and the
presence of swift and sudden death.2
But things were already, slowly, changing. Hickey had left for a well-earned
retirement in England six months before Moorcroft arrived. T h e old butcaneering, get-rich-quick days ofgreed and extortion in Bengal were over, and
a more sober society and administration were slowly taking their place,
although, as yet, there was none of the rigid and harmful exclusiveness which
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turned the Victorian sahibs into yet another separate caste. Despite halfhearted
discrimination against the children of mixed parentage,
relationshipswith Indian or half-caste mistresses were common and European
wives still something of a rarity. Calcutta was a uniquely cosmopolitan city in
which the wealthy and literate Bengali families - the Debs, Tagores and the
rest- mixed easily in European society. O u t of this cultural fusion there came
at this time the brief flowering of that intellectual movement which scholars
have called the Bengal Renaissance. Luckily a few outstanding Europeans,
unlike Hickey and his friends, preferring books to the bottle, devoted themselves to the study of Indian language, literature and history with quite
remarkable r e s u ~ t sThe
. ~ most visible and enduring symbol of this movement
in 1808was the newly completed building of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, still
there today in Chowringhee a t the top of Park Street. Moorcroft's visits to
Calcutta were necessarily infrequent but, in due course, he became a member
of the Asiatic Society and made many friends in the 'city of palaces'. After six
months spent cooped up aboard the little I n d u , he must have found Calcutta a
refreshing and congenial place.
It would have been hard to believe that the proud, modern city was a very
recent creation. Any local inhabitant only a little older than Moorcroft could
have recalled the malarial swamp and jungle which had hemmed in the little
British trading settlement, with its tiny fort and minuscule garrison, on the
river bank where these proud buildings and busy waterways now stood, and
would have grown u p with stories of the easy capture and sack of the place by
the Nawab of Bengal. That was in I 756, only twelve years before Moorcroft
was born, and it was the beginning of a crowded half century which transformed the map of India and converted the East India Company into a great
territorial power.
In I 700 the Mughal emperor's writ ran nearly 2 0 0 0 miles (3200 kilometres)
from the Hindu Kush down past Madras almost to the southern tip of India.
The tiny European trading settlements, dotted along the coast and up the
Hooghly, were quite insignificant. But Aurangzeb, who died in I 707, was
really the last emperor to exercise imperial sway over this great area in the old
legendary style. Within an astonishingly short time the great sub-continental
empire was reduced, by an almost classic mixture of greed, incompetence,
treachery and violence, to a few hundred miles of territory round Delhi.
Predatory monarchs from beyond the mountains to the north made whirlwind
raids into India and sacked Delhi several times over. Within the sub-continent
itself, one imperial satrap after another asserted his independence and carved
out a kingdom for himself. In the south there were the.Muslim rulers of Mysore
and Hyderabad. North of them were 'the mountain rats of the Deccan' as
Aurangzeb had called them, the tough and wiry Maratha peasants, pushing
their power right across India from sea to sea and harrying not only their
Hindu brethren, the Rajput chiefs ofthe north-western deserts, but the Nawab
of Bengal and the Sikhs of the distant Punjab as well.
In this swirling tide of anarchy and war, it was impossible for the European
trading companies to maintain their former nature a n d neutrality. Besides, a
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new and decisive factor from the 1740s onwards was the introduction into
India of that great worldwide Anglo-French struggle which continued at
intervals until 1815. T h e costs, and the possibilities, of the unprecedentedly
large military and naval forces which were required in this struggle, and the
need for allies and revenues to sustain them, soon made a dramatic impact on
the fluid conditions of late eighteenth-century India. Within a generation of
that humiliating occupation of Calcutta in I 756, the East India Company
found itself master of the whole of Bengal and Bihar as far north as Allahabad,
with Oude a protected buffer state just beyond. Further south it acquired
greatly extended territories down the Coromandel Coast towards Madras and
round that settlement.
At that stage, in the r78os, the company was still just another of the
successor states to the Mughal inheritance and that is how its directors in
Leadenhall Street wished to keep it, but Lord Wellesley, who arrived in India
as governor-general a decade before Moorcroft, had a very different and much
more consciously imperialistic vision of the future. Significantly enough he
was one of Moorcroft's he roe^.^ In eight whirlwind years, by a n unscrupulous
combination of military and diplomatic force, he brought about a political and
territorial revolution in India. In the south, Mysore was smashed, Hyderabad
reduced and Madras linked with Calcutta by a continuous swathe of territory
all the way u p the long Corornandel Coast. In the north-west, Oude was
surrounded a n d beyond it Maratha territory between the Gangcs and Jumna
was annexed. T h e British north-western limit moved on another 500 miles
(800 kilometres) beyond Delhi to t h o souchern limits of the nascent Sikh
kingdom of Ranjit Singh in the Purijab.
Even so, the Indian sub-continent in 1808 when Moorcroft arrived was by
no means wholly or securely British. The rough question mark which the
company's territories now formed on the map, hung over their future too.
Wellesley's headlong career of expansion had faltered dangerously in the
torrid summer of 1805, when two of the principal Maratha chiefs had
combined to oppose him. They remained weakened but not crushed, biding
their time for another strike across the long exposed western frontier of the
British territories in Bengal and beyond. In the north-west the formidable
genius of Ranjit Singh and his European-trained army was pushing out the
frontiers of the Sikh kingdom in all directions, and in the north, scarcely
noticed as yet, another race offormidable fighting men, the Gurkhas of Nepal,
were extending their own authority towards the north-west step by step with
that of the company for 600 miles (960 kilometres) along the edge of the plain
and in the hills and mountains beyond. Little wonder that the fear ofa great
Hindu combination between these three, falling like a tidal wave on the
dangerously extended British lands in the north and sweeping them back to
the sea, should come to preoccupy the governor-general during ~oorcroft's
later years in India. For, notwithstanding the reassuring wealth and stability
of Calcutta and the vast sweep of territory which it now controlled, European
influence in the mofussil, the up-country districts outside the capital, was
spread very thinly indeed as Moorcroft would soon discover. ~ l l - w e a t h e ~
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roads were practically non-existent and, until the metalled Grand Trunk Road
Delhi in 1850, that frontier outpost b a s three months' ordinary
travelling time away from Calcutta. T h e Ganges remained the main highway
tothe civil and military stations strung out along its length. They were like tiny
white islands in the engulfing green and brown ocean of the endless Ganges
plain. In a civil station, beside the soldiers, there might be a judge, collector,
surgeon, postmaster and registrar, with perhaps a handful of indigo planters,
running their waterside estates a n d primitive factories from handsome white
"illas, in stark contrast to the mud homes of those they employed and
exploited. 'A handful of scattered strangers' was how a later governor-general
described his countrymen in India.5
Beyond the thin formal lines of houses, thatched bungalows or paradegroundswhich marked the British presence, was the real India - the India of
the village and the field. Here millions were locked season by season in the
great circle of birth and death, seedtime and harvest, their lives dominated by
the arching sun, the melting snows in the unseen Himalayas, the great rivers
and the mysterious annual rhythms of the rain-bearing winds from the great
southern oceans. T h e alluvial plain of the sacred Ganges - from the rik 9 s first
tempestuous rush out of the hills into the plains at Hardwar, far away at the
very northern limit of British rule, all the way down to its steamy delta south of
Calcutta -is as flat as a lake, with scarcely a hill to break the wide horizons.
The river, a broad and shining ribbon of light, flows through the endless
panorama of field and crop and village, broken only by the clumps of mango
and tamarind or the deep shadows beneath some ancient peepul o r banyan
tree, or the occasional ancient city, mouldering temple or fort. T h e untold
millions who thronged and tilled this ancient land followed, in their complex
village societies, a way of life which had scarcely changed in a thousand years.
By November when Moorcroft arrived, the rains in northern India are over
and it is mercifully cool and dry again, after the steamy heat and heavy rains of
high summer. This is the best time. T h e air is clear, the nights cool, the rivers
full and the world all green and gold. In the fields the autumn crop of Indian
corn, millet or rice is gathered and ploughing and sowing for the spring harvest
follows at once. T h a t crop grows to maturity as the year turns and the sun
grows gradually hotter, parching the earth and slowly burning the great plain
from a sparkling green to dusty brown. Only when the spring crop is safely
gathered does the Indian peasant leave the dry soil and seek the shade for a
short respite from the mind- and body-sapping heat of the wheeling sun in
April and May. As the great monsoon clouds build up, all wait for that first
dramatic cloudburst which soon, miraculously, turns the tired soil black, fills
the empty river beds again and launches a new midsummer cycle ofploughing
and sowing and exuberant growth. Engulfed in the broad rhythms of this
ancient land, th: next ten years of Moorcroft's crowded life were spent.
One morning in thr first four days of Novcmbel. 1808 - it would certainly
have been in the morning for in the cool season all work for the day was over in
British Calcutta by I .30 p.m. - he presented himself at the spacious house,
down near the river, occupied by the stud Board ofSuperintendencr. T h e news
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of Moorcroft's appointment had only preceded him by three months and the
part-time, unpaid members of the board, nearly all of them professional
soldiers, must have been very curious to meet this civilian who, although
subject to theirjoint authority, was earning far more than any of them. For his
part, he only knew of the board 'as a medium of communication with the
Government and as a check upon e ~ ~ e n d i t u r eO' n. ~e of the first of the many
nasty shocks he experienced during the coming weeks was the discovery, when
browsing through the voluminous records of the board, that it had uncomfortably extensive powers to interfere with, and overrule, the plans of the
superintendent. In England, Moorcroft's relations with the stud committee,
chaired by a well-wisher like Edward Parry and prepared to let him get on with
his job without interruption, had been entirely harmonious. In the volumes
before him he found alarming evidence of interference and friction between
board and superintendent. He later summarized what he saw there of Frazer's
difficulties.
Unforeseen difficulties produced embarrassments, which were met by a change of
measures. In further progress further embarrassments arose. Change followed
change with such rapidity, that the Board of Superintendence, not fully comprehending their objects, lost confidence in the Superintendent, who felt himselfin turn
but ill requited for his activity, integrity, and zeal. Discussions and altercations
impeded the course of public business. A support, neither wholly granted nor wholly
withheld, paralysed the powers of the Superintendent, and converted devotcdnw
and energy into apathy and disgust.'
This was a not inaccurate picture of the previous five years. The fact was
that the board war general superintendent of the stud and clashes with
whoever held that title were well-nigh inevitable. Still, Moorcroft consoled
himself, Frazer had enjoyed none of Moorcroft's advantages, least of all the
powerful personal support of the court ofdirectors a t home. Surely they would
never have appointed him a t such a salary if they had intended him to be
confined by a n interfering committee of amateurs whose knowledge of horsebreeding and animal medicine was minimal compared with his own? Most of
them were not even cavalry officers.' H e was right - for a time.
O n one of those early November mornings the governor-general, Lord
Minto, called Moorcroft and the board to Government House for a full
discussion of stud affairs and all of them promised the new superintendent
their fullest co-operation and support.g They were as good as their word. In the
first five years of his superintendence Moorcroft was largely untroubled by the
hostility and interference which, in recent years, had destroyed his predecessor's peace of mind. H e was allowed, as one later critic put it with some
exaggeration, at the express request of the governor-general 'to do everything
a n d anything he liked'." And he was gratefpl for it. Later under a different
governor-general and board it was a very different story. Then Moorcroft ran
into storms more fierce than anything experienced by the outgoing superintendent.
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Frazer, still at Pusa, was becoming increasingly anxious to get down to
Calcutta as soon as possible, to catch the ship booked to take him to England
early inJanuary. l ' A personal handover of such a complex and geographically
extensive responsibility as the breeding operations centred on Pusa, was
obviously desirable, but there was little time left. Frazer's original suggestion
had been to hand over to his successor in the presence of the committee of
cavalry officers which made its annual inspection of stud animals for the
cavalry each 0ctober,12 but it was already too late for that. Eventually, in
mid-November, when the Calcutta preliminaries were over, Moorcroft was
ordered up-country with 'all practicable expedition' by the quickest means of
travel then available, and the postmaster-general required to 'have bearers
laid on the old road to convey Mr. Moorcroft by dawk [dak] from the
Presidency to Patna'.13 And so, some time towards the end of the month,
probably in the cool of the evening with Calcutta's enormous population of
crows and kites flapping slowly home across the golden sky, a n d the blue
smoke of a thousand cooking fires from the Indian end of the town adding their
peculiar fragrance to the swift Indian twilight, Moorcroft would have clir.-.bed
into the creaking contraption that would be his home, day and night, for 300
jolting miles (480 kilometres) .
Travelling dak in a palanquin could be a n unnerving experience and despite
its relative comfort and speed ( a steady 4 m.p.h. (6.4 k.p.h.)) few Englishmen seem to have enjoyed it. One who did not was Lieutenant Richard
Burton.
After a day or two, you will hesitate which to hate most, your bearers' monotonous,

melancholy, grunting, groaning chaunt, when fresh, or their jolting, jerking, shambling, staggering gait, when tired. In a perpetual state of low fever you cannot eat,
drink, or sleep; your mouth burns, your head throbs, your back aches, and your
temper borders on the feroci~us.~'
Every 8 miles (12.8 kilometres) or so, the four weary, slender, brown men
handed over their burden to a fresher team. Besides this there would be other
innumerable interruptions - for food and drink, for calls of nature, to hand out
endless small coins to buy oil for the lamp or pay the ferrymen to carry them
across the small rivers lying across their way. Then Moorcroft would probably
stump up and down to restore the circulation to his cramped limbs. Then on
again, hour after hour and day after day, slowly moving north-west across the
great plain towards Patna. I n those days Patna was a long, narrow and very
turbulent town on the right bank ofthe Ganges with many substantial houses.
and an unusually large number of European inhabitants, most of them
engaged in the company's opium trade.15 Here Moorcroft would part company with his conveyance of the previous week and in due course take a boat
across the wide river, and up the green and winding Great Gandak tributary
the short distance to Hajipur. He arrived there on 30 November, the day a
worried Frazer was expecting him at Pusa.I6 He still had another 40 miles (64
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kilometres) to go. At last on 2 December 1808, exactly seven months after he
had started out across the Thames, Moorcroft reached Pusa and grasped the
hand of the man he had come to replace.
T h e next two days - for that is all that Frazer could spare - must have been
frantic. First of all there were the introductions: to Lieutenant Wyatt, whose
appointment as assistant superintendent ended as soon as Moorcroft arrived;
to James Gibb, the civilian veterinary surgeon from the London college; and to
some of the key Indian workers on the estate. There would be long hours in the
saddle or on foot spent checking endless inventories of live and dead stock and
inspecting animals and buildings. Not only was there the extensive estate at
Pusa itself to see, but there were all the stud animals quartered in the stables
and yards of the local farmers and breeders for miles around. It was an
impossible task to accomplish in two days. T h e annual cavalry committee
needed well over a week to d o the job and they were already familiar with
Bengal's customs and language. Moorcroft later reckoned that it took him five
years to serve his apprenticeship at the stud. l 7 At the end ofthose two crowded
days in December 1808 he must have been dizzy with the unfamiliar kaleidoscope which had passed before him. About the only instantly familiar thingsfor Moorcroft had a wonderful eye and memory for a horse - would be the
relative handful ofanimals he had purchased in England or reared a t Padnalls,
and which had made the long journey before him from those distant stables
behind London's Oxford Street. One imagines Moorcroft and Frazer, deep in
earnest conversation, with Wyatt and Cibb riding or walking in attendance
and joining in from time to time. Frazer would be doing most of the talking,
explaining the intricacies of the fourteen-year-old institution he had created
almost single-handed. The two men would have made an interesting contrast.
One, the soldier, sallow from a long career under the Indian sun which had
shattered his health and undermined his early zest for the stud, anxious to be
off and yet also pathetically concerned to justify his creation to his successor.
Frazer had gained his knowledge of horses and horse-medicine in the hard
school of trial and error, but he was deeply knowledgeable about every aspect
of the stud and the language and customs of the local farmers. T h e other man,
the civilian, perhaps a year or two younger and still tanned from his long sea
voyage, was the most highly qualified English veterinarian of his day, with an
encyclopaedic knowledge of horse medicine and horse-breeding, but utterly
ignorant of the ways of India and of the difficult charge which, in a few hours,
would become his sole responsibility. Moorcroft did not conceal his doubts
about what he saw" but he seems to have got on good terms with his host, as
with most of the men in his life. Indeed Frazer said that he would happily have
stayed on to help, if his passage home had not already been booked.Ig He
should a t least have delayed. T h e stout East Indiaman waiting peacefully for
him in the Hooghly River carried him, not to a ~ e a c e f uretirement
l
in the green
fields of England, but to a violent death in the boiling sea during a great p l e o r
Mauritius only a month or two later.
At last, on the evening of4 December I 808, and perhaps alone for almost the
first time since he arrived at Pusa, Moorcroft sat down to draft an omcia1 letter
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to the secretary of the board, the first of thousands over the next decade. It
began:
Sir, I have the honour of reporting to you, for the information of the Board of
Superintendence, that Major Frazer has, this day, formally transferred to me the
charge of the whole of the Honourable Company's Stud dead stock at Poosa and its
dependencies, along with the sum of Sicca Rupees 22,526 I anna 7'/2 pies [about
£28001 ofwhich the principal part is in cash and bank notes.
It ended with an appeal which, behind the sober official wording, has almost a
hint of panic about it.
The short time I have been here has enabled me to take, as yet, only a cursory and
limited view ofthe details ofthe present system, but as far as i t has gone, it has clearly
convinced me, that if I were to be deprived, at this moment of the assistance of
Lieutenant Wyatt, the interests of the Honourable Company might be materially
injured by the circumstances to which, my want of acquaintance with the language
and customs of the natives would necessarily expose me. Thus situated, I feel it is
absolutely incumbent on me to request that the Board will be pleased to lay before
His Excellency, the Governor General in Council my opinion of the great necessity
there exists for delaying Lieutenant Wyatt's
That Moorcroft should feel overwhelmed after his first two whirlwind days at
Pusa is scarcely surprising. For leaving aside the stud animals which were
stationed mainly to the west over an area as big as the southern counties of
England, the 5000-acre (2023-hectare) estate at Pusa alone constituted a
substantial empire. I t made the modest I 30 acres (52.6 hectares) a t Padnalls
seem very small beer indeed.
T h e heart of the Pusa estate, then as now, was on the right bank of the Burhi
Gandak River, its wedge-shaped grounds hemmed in by the elbow of the river
on two side^.^' There was also more land for cultivation on the other side ofthe
river. Some of the ground on the very edge of the river was under water for half
the year and more was liable to inundation when the Burhi Gandak and its
many brothers were striving, in the spring, to carry off the snow-melt of the
great Himalayan range to the north, or at the height of the summer rains. Pusa
had more rainfall than Ormskirk, and practically all of it fell in two months of
the year. In Moorcroft's time, the whole of the gently sloping alluvial plain
between the northern mountains and the Ganges was badly drained and
damp, with many jheels or low-spots of standing, stagnant water throl~ghout
the year, although he noticed a significant improvement in this respect during
the decade he was there.22 T h e area round Pusa, Tirhut as it is called, was
immensely green and fertile. Today it is perhaps the most intensively farmed
and densely populated area in the whole of India. Frazer had chosen it
deliberately for the fertility of its soil, its ability to produce abundant feed for
horses and the excellence of its water. But in addition it was well placed for
water-borne communication with Calcutta downstream and, important
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strategic target that it was, relatively secure from a scything Maratha raid
from the east.23
In the prime position at Pusa was the two-storey house of the superintendent, standing on a dry rise overlooking the main landing-place and with 'a
commanding view ofan extensive reach of the river both to the East and to the
West'.24 I t was a substantial building, loo feet (39.6 metres) long and 76 feet
(23 metres) wide with ten major rooms, two bathrooms and deep verandahs
running along its long sides a t right angles to the river. Nearby were the ofices
and some of the stables, built of limed, sun-dried brick and thatched, like
almost all of the many buildings on the estate. Besides the ranges of stabling
there was a granary, a lumber-house, carriage-house, larder, dairy, bakehouse, workshops and furnaces to heat the huge cauldrons for preparing
animal food and provide heat to the medicated steam bath for the sick horses.
There was a n infirmary and horse-hospital, a saddlery, store-rooms and
kennels, a smithy, a cook-room, a treasury, a gaol to house the estate's convict
labour-force, houses for the assistants and more humble accommodation for
many of the other folk who worked on the estate. There was a veritable army of
them - clerks, grooms, herdsmen, stable-boys and grass-cutters, night watchmen, carpenters, a n Indian doctor, a blacksmith, a riding master, invalid
soldiers to exercise the horses, and several hundred convicts with an armed
guard to work the lands and build paths and roads. There was even ' I person
a t q Rupees and 3 others a t 3 Rs. each per month for striking the hour' to
encourage 'regularity among the servants in their hours of a t t e n d a n ~ e ' The
.~~
1300 humans a t Pusa were matched by roughly the same number of horses.
There was an experimental nursery for young trees, an orchard and fields of
experimental grasses - all that was left of Frazer's earlier enthusiastic experiments in scientific farming with the assistance of an agricultural expert and the
latest modern machinery imported from Europe. O n the face of it, the Pusa
estate was just the sort of challenge to satisfy in Moorcroft all the frustrated
love of the land and improving zeal he had first learned in Lancashire, all those
long summers ago.
O r rather, it should have been. In fact the overwhelming mood it created in
him in those early days was one of deep gloom. He had of course expected to
find room for improvement - after all the company directors in Leadenhall
Street had long ago lost their earlier confidence in Frazer. But what Moorcroft
was not prepared to find was the evidence of apathy and neglect, ill-judged
economy, mismanagement and gross error which he detected there. The latest
reports available in London, when he made his decision to go to India, had
spoken in the very highest terms of the stud's 'valuable breeding stock of first
rate stallions and excellent mares'.26 As far as he could see, the great majority
of them were utterly unsuitable for the purpose. He brought with him the
highest standards of contemporary European horse and farm management
and, by those standards, nearly everything at Pusa seemed impossibly bad.
Perhaps his most fundamental doubt concerned the site itself. Green and
fertile it certainly was. But the amount of standing water a n d the shallow
marshes choked with decomposing plants worried him greatly both as a source,
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of unhealthy air (what he would have called 'miasma') and as a breedingground for insects and other dangerous pests. T h e fact that the second rather
than the first was the major cause of disease was not yet fully understood, but
whatever the cause, Pusa's health record had not been very good. Frazer was
utterly misleading on this point. He called Pusa the 'Montpelier of India', the
healthiest place in the whole sub-continent. Moorcroft's concern was not
really diverted by the bland assurances of his predecessor, and with good
reason as it turned out." But leaving aside speculations about the healthiness
or otherwise of the Pusa site, it was glaringly obvious to Moorcroft that the
health of the horses was also being jeopardized by gross mismanagement. T o
his eye the stables were dilapidated, dark, airless and overcrowded. T h e
treatment of the young stock, both by stud employees and by the local
breeders, seemed to be causing 'serious and permanent mischief'." In his view
the foals were being born at the wrong time of the year, with consequent
ill-health and a quite unnecessarily high death-rate; they were being handled
too young; and they were being allowed to run a t liberty in large pastures too
early, with consequent damage to the action of their legs."
It was not only the horses that showed signs of neglect and mismanagement.
Frazer left Moorcroft with numerous outstanding debts to the stud, going back
many years. Moreover his rudimentary accounts were all kept in Bengali, with
no proper means of keeping a check on the very large sums of money which
passed through the stud books.30 Moorcroft found too that a t least a quarter of
the convicts retained to work the lands were useless 'from great age, weakness,
!eprosy and other cause^'.^' The results were all too visible. Much of the land
set aside for crops was choked with weeds and jungle-grass, poorly drained and
unproductive. Moreover much potentially valuable land on and near the river
bank had never been put under the plough but remained undrained and often
under water. T o Moorcroft this was more than bad management and a health
risk.32He was seriously uneasy that the supply of available animal feed round
Pusa was so precarious that a bad season might result in acute scarcity if not
downright famine. There seemed to be far too many horses on and around the
Pusa estate and the serious overcrowding threatened not only the food supply,
but also a n outbreak of epidemic disease on a catastrophic scale.33 T o make
a bad situation worse, some 360 horses from the discontinued stud down in
distant Madras were slowly making their way northwards to swell the stock
at P u ~ a . ~ ~
All these symptoms of Frazer's declining health and zest in recent years,
though surprising and disappointing to the new superintendent, would not by
themselves have seemed beyond remedy. Indeed they offered ample scope for
his considerable energies. Moorcrot't was never the man to shirk a challenge the very opposite is true - but what alarmed him above everything else was the
clear evidence, which his sharp, professional eye detected, of a puzzling and
rapid degeneracy in the last three generations ofstud produce. The size, form,
bone and action of the animals were all visibly deteriorating.35 Many of the
young animals were weak in the loins - the condition known as k u m n - and
their action varied from scarcely detectable faults to what he later called
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'irregular movements and absolute palsy'.36 Frazer was either blinded by
familiarity with the low and declining standards, or he no longer cared. But
Moorcroft was not exaggerating. His very first inspecting committee cornposed of five cavalry oficers spent nine days in and around Pusa in October
1809. Its report was damning in its criticisms of Frazer's animals and errors.
Of the entire stock it rated over half the animals as 'bad' and recommended
that more than a third of all of them should be disposed of as quickly as
possible.37
Even the optimistic Moorcroft was perplexed and discouraged by all this, as
he later c~nfessed.~'
One imagines him sleepless in the still warm nights,
plagued by the attention ofthe mosquitoes, probably lonely and homesick and
perhaps with his bowels afire, like most newcomers to India. Or, on another
kind of night, lying awake listening to the dramatic fortissimo of a nor'wester
beating against the verandah and wondering whether he and the whole house
with him might be blown into the river. That was not idle speculation either.
T h e superintendent's once proud house was now almost the most dilapidated
building on the whole estate. Quite apart from the ravages ofwhite ants in the
rafters, an earth tremor, five months before Moorcroft arrived, had weakened
the structure alarmingly.
There is not a single room in the house the wall ofwhich is not cracked from top to
bottom in several places independent of the clefts over almost every one of the
windows and doors, and of the chazms in the cornice and surbase - and . . . every
floor of the upper story has cracked and partially separated from its connection with
the surrounding wall in almost the whole of its circumference. Every room has an
obvious dip towards the center, and the vibration produced by a hasty foot is very
c~nsiderable.~~
His house, Moorcroft might have reflected, was a symbol for the whole stud
venture a t Pusa in its neglected awfulness. For this he had renounced security,
friends, comfort and one of the world's great cities, only to find at the end ofhis
six-month journey, not the invigorating rural challenge he had expected, but a
range of problems so mountainous that for a while he thought seriously of
abandoning the task altogether. Why not return to England, perhaps to take
charge ofa national stud in the cool and green New Forest, while his health and
reputation were still unim aired? Stables were his life but these were Augean
ones, he reflected grimly.'Surrender
must have been very tempting, but the
mood and the doubts passed. He was a natural fighter, both obstinate and
tenacious, and always disinclined to accept defeat in anything. His pride was
involved and so was the confidence and trust of Parry and the others in
Leadenhall Street. H c would stay and see the job through.
But what then should his policy be? As with his house, so i t was with Frazer's
breeding operations. It was hard to know whether to repair or whether to demolish and make a fresh start. All Moorcroft's instincts told him that he would
never produce a sound cavalry remount from the motley collection of animals
he found on the stud books. That had been Frazer's error. Moorcroft now knew
in his heart that the apparently startling decision in 1807 to abolish the stud
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was really the sound one.4' Ideally he should dispose of every unsuitable
animal, and that meant the bulk of them, and start again with new, handpicked breeding stock. In 1815 Parry, disappointed in his hopes of rapid
progress, blamed Moorcroft bitterly for not doing just that:* but really such a
course was hardly practical in 1808. T h e stud, after all, represented too huge
an investment to be written off, and large numbers of unsuitable animals could
not be unloaded onto the market quickly without knocking the bottom out of
it. Besides, the stud was enmeshed in contractual obligations to hundreds of
local breeders, which could not be broken either easily or quickly. In any case,
notwithstanding the loyal support of both Lord Minto and the board, there
was inevitable restlessness in Calcutta whenever Moorcroft began to propose
radical alterations to his predecessor's schemes too quickly.43After all, Frazer
had learned the game over many years. Any newcomer, ignorant of the
customs and language of the neighbourhood, who thought he knew better was
liable to rush into even more serious error. Cautious rebuilding seemed on all
grounds the best way to proceed, as Moorcroft had anticipated even before he
arrived at the
He decided on a plan. H e would examine each of the
various departments of the stud in detail, starting with the simplest. He would
make immediate recommendations to correct the grosser abuses and errors he
found, but defer a major change until he had mastered every part of the stud
operations and until his growing local knowledge was sufficient to give him the
insight and authority he would need to embark on root and branch
Given all the circumstances it was probably the best way to proceed. Perhaps
only then, in the hour before dawn, Moorcroft may have turned over and slept.

THESTUD ESTABLISHMENT which Frazer bequeathed to Moorcroft was divided
into three branches known respectively as the ni@, zamindan and home or
stable departments.' From the very beginning Frazer had realized that he
would never achieve the general improvement in the quality of the horses in
the British territories (which was one of the original aims ofthe stud), let alone
keep pace with the soaring demand for cavalry horses (which was the other
aim), unless he extended the breeding operations far beyond the newly erected
bamboo fences at Pusa. In I 798, after some disappointing failures, he had at
last set up a workable system by which stud stallions were loaned to selected
local breeders. For a fixed fee, the stallions were to cover up to fifty mares
annually of at least the standard cavalry height, belonging to the local
eamindars (literally, landholders). The best of the produce from this so-called
zamindan scheme was bought by the superintendent and kept a t Pusa until it
was ready for transfer. The colts were normally destined for direct admission
to the cavalry and the fillies usually went on to the breeding registers in
another department.
By the time Moorcroft arrived, Frazer had extended his zamindari scheme
over such a wide area that proper supervision was all but impossible. From this
stemmed most of the problems which beset the zamindari branch from the very
beginning. First, Frazer found it frustratingly difficult to get hold of the best of
the young produce. Most of it either disappeared into the hands of foreign
dealers and left the company's territories altogether or found its way into the
cavalry after being bought on the open market by the cavalry purchasing
agent, at a much higher price than Frazer was authorized to pay. Inadequate
supervision meant that the zamindan stallions were often shamefully neglected
by the breeders to whom they were entrusted. Aware of this, Frazer used as
stallions many animals of poor quality, later summarized as 'cast horses from
the cavalry, horses gratuitously presented by individuals, worn out horses
from the Stable [i.e. Home] Stud and cheap purchases'.2 Moorcroft had his
first close look at some zamindan' stallions a week after his arrival a t Pusa. Three
of them were too ill to travel. Moorcroft was horrified by the rest. Twenty of
them he proposed to geld or sell at once because of 'disease, old age and such
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defects in conformation as experience has shown to be unfit for the endurance
of fatigue'.3 The remaining fifteen he only kept with the greatest reluctance
because there was nothing better available.
If horses, even of this doubtful quality, had been put to standard-height
mares as was required by the contract then the resulting offspring might have
been just adequate for cavalry purposes. In due course however, Moorcroft
realized not only that there had been widespread and systematic falsification
of the stud records, but other animals had even been substituted for stud-bred
ones.4 A close examination of the whole zamindari department area by area
dominated much of hloorcroft's second year at the stud. T h e results were often
startling. In the autumn of 1810 for example, after riding round the Pusa
district meeting the breeders, inspecting their animals and examining the
breeding registers, Moorcroft estimated that as few as 2 0 per cent ofthe mares
put to the zamindari stallions in that season were of the required height a n d
many of those were either too old, too diseased or too misshapen.5 Some were
so awful, 'their forelegs diverging from each other like a half opened pair of
compasses' as he put it,6 that he had to laugh. No wonder the zamindan
offspring were so consistently poor and no wonder that Frazer was so often
compelled to buy sub-standard colts. Moorcroft's first inspecting committee
was damning in its criticisms after looking at 133 animals purchased when
young by Frazer for admission to the cavalry. 'Not one single animal amongst
the whole of these, is now or ever could have been fit for this purpose, or ever
held forth a probability of becoming of any use to the Service.' It was, they
concluded, 'a gross misapplication of publick money1.'
The truth is that the camindun' branch in Frazer's time was so seriously
neglected that it had become a kind of Cinderella, never allowed a proper
chance to achieve its potential.
Moorcroft, on the contrary, brought to Pusa the view which prevailed in
Leadenhall Street: that the zamindari scheme under proper supervision and
management was the most likely of all to meet the needs of the cavalry.'
Moorcroft had seen a similar scheme working very successfully in Normandy
before the French Revolution swept it away, and everything he saw in those
early years at Pusa convinced him that it could work there
After all,
despite all the neglect and shortcomin s, the zamindan branch had managed to
produce some remarkably fine colts.
First he divided the breeding districts into two, each the responsibility of a
resident assistant superintendent, with a sufficient junior staff to supervise the
breeding operations properly." Lieutenant Wyatt's pending transfer from the
stud was finally rescinded and he was given charge of the upper district
between Hajipur and Ghazipur further up the Ganges. T h e lower district
round Pusa was put in the hands of a new assistant, Lieutenant William
Dickson. Once Moorcroft could be sure that the zamindan branch was closely
supervised, he was then able to entrust stud stallions of a much higher quality
than previously to the local breeders. H e called in all the unsuitable animals
and gradually replaced them with better stock from wherever he could obtain
it, even including some of the stallions being sent out from England. T h e
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breeders were encouraged to co-operate by more generous financial allowances and especially by an ingenious incentive scheme, which gave them
proportionately greater return the more foals they sold back to the stud.12
Another improvement was a new system which pre-empted the travelling
horse-dealers, by purchasing the colts at a younger age and giving them
improved housing and management a t Pusa. By these means Moorcroft was
able to get hold of far more of the best colts which previously, through Frazer's
neglect and the avarice and poverty of the breeders, had gone to foreign dealers
for export. T h e unsuitable colts he resolutely refused to buy, despite what he
called 'clamorous representations on all sides'.13 At the end of each breeding
season the stallions were called back to Pusa instead of being left with the
breeders during the rains, when they were most liable to neglect. All these
measures, Moorcroft concluded after a two-month tour of the upper districtsin
early 1810with Wyatt, gave grounds for believing that the rdmindari branch
'with due encouragement may be expected in the course of a few years to
furnish a considerable and progressively increasing body of horses for the use
of the Army'. l 4
Moorcroft had far less confidence in the nisji branch, which had received
most ofFrazer's encouragement and attention since I 799. He had pioneered it
then as a means of overcoming three of the chief weaknesses of the zamindari
system - the poor quality of the local mares, the difficulty in getting hold of the
best of the colts for the cavalry, and the problem of what to do with the fillies.
Under the nisfi scheme stud mares were placed with the local breeders, who
were paid I r"pee each a month for theirkeep, and who were required to put
them to a stud stallion at Pusa once a year. The stud guaranteed to purchase
the resulting foal when a year old a t a n independent valuation, half (nisfin
Arabic) going to the breeder and the other halfbeing set aside to meet the costs
of the system. Moorcroft admired both the theoretical ingenuity of the scheme
a n d Frazer's persistence and diplomatic skill in persuading the suspicious
local farmers to co-operate in it, but he certainly did not share Frazer's
simplistic view that the n i s - system had only to be extended to achieve all the
aims of the stud.I5 O n the contrary, he could see serious and fundamental
objections to it, as he told Frazer in December 1808. His doubts were
confirmed when he had more time to examine the system in detail after Frazer
had left.
T h e nisJi branch and the home stud absorbed most of Moorcroft's time and
attention in that first year. He soon discovered that Frazer had not only
launched the scheme with unsuitable mares but had continued to draft into it
animals which were too small or were sub-standard in other ways.16 One of
Moorcroft's first proposals was to sell off most of the zamindari fillies which
Frazer had recently purchased as breeding mares for the extension of the ni$
scheme. Moreover he soon found that most of the existing nisji mares were not
of the standard size, as recorded in the falsified stud breeding registers, but, on
the contrary, were often seriously undersized. Since the height of the female
parent, in horses as in humans, appears to be one of the key factors In
determining the height of the male offspring, it is scarcely surprising that

Frazer's nitjischeme usually failed to produce sufficient animals big enough for
the cavalry. After some determined research in the registers Moorcroft found
that in seven years there were only 162of them from over 2 0 0 0 mares! And
things seemed to be getting worse:
a comparison ofthe oldest fillies with their dams shewed that the first generation was
scarcely as good as might have been expected, and the subsequent successive
progeny by the dwindling of size, diminution of substance, degradation of form and
debility of action too forcibly indicated a degeneracy both continued and rapid."

The trouble was that under the nis-contract, and unlike that in the zamindari
branch, the stud was obliged to purchase all of the young stock, whatever its
quality or sex. Thus one of its great theoretical advantages, the security of the
produce, turned 'out in practice to be one of its biggest disadvantages.
Moreover, it encduraged the breeders to be extremely careless in their
management of the stud mares and foals entrusted to them. T h e I rupee a
month offered for the mares' upkeep was so marginal that few of the wealthier
and better-educated farmers were interested and only the poorest men of the
lowest castes were persuaded to participate. They, through ignorance, poverty
or a shortage of forage, neglected their charges so that the incidence of
still-births and fatal casualties among the young stock was excessive. After
dissecting a number of these little creatures, Moorcroft soon convinced himself
that most of them had died from the 'want of a sufficient quantity of milk,
induced in all probability by the mothers not having a n adequate supply of
green and succulent food'." Their impoverished keepers, it seems, were often
using the miserable allowance to prevent their own children from suffering the
same fate as their horses. So here again the cheapness ofthe nisjscheme ,which
was another of its theoretical advantages, turned out in practice to be a major
disadvantage.
Moorcroft wisely decided to proceed cautiously. T h e nisji scheme was too
complex to master quickly and the real causes of its disappointing results were
not altogether clear. In particular Moorcroft wanted to test by experiment
whether it was poor breeding-stock or poor management, heredity or environment, that was chiefly to blame. He was puzzled by the fact that successive
inspecting committees, on the basis of more local experience than he could yet
muster, had praised the nisj branch in very unqualified terms, and he wanted
time to test its cost and performance against that of the other two breeding
departments. So to begin with he tackled only the most glaring abuses. All the
unsuitable mares scattered round the district were gradually weeded out and
the unsuitable fillies were given away.Ig More generous financial terms were
introduced and, as in the case of his zamindari reforms, financial incentives
were offered to encourage higher standards of management.*' T h e control of
the breeders was tightened up and lazy or incompetent ones were warned,
fined or relieved of their responsibilities. Changes in the breeding timetable
were introduced, so as to ensure that the foals were not born in the dangerous
hot weather as previously. When valiant efforts to improve the breeders'
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management of the young stock proved largely unavailing, Moorcroftconcluded that the only solution was to move the foals to Pusa just as soon as they
were weaned and rear them under his own ~ u ~ e r v i s i o n . ~ '
H e arrived a t this decision reluctantly knowing that there were alreadymore
animals on a n d around the Pusa estate than was prudent. He would have
preferred to concentrate all the available resources at Pusa on the third
division of Frazer's stud, the home or stable branch. In Moorcroft's view this
was the heart and soul of the whole breeding operation and the one on which
all future progress ultimately depended.22T h e home branch was intended to
produce, not cavalry horses, but the future breeding-stock from which those
horses would come. Its fillies would become nisj mares and its colts, in time,
would be the stallions of the nisjand zarnindan departments. Frazer, Moorcroft
believed, had reduced and neglected the home department, stripping i t ofits
better animals, either to bolster the other departments or to raise revenue by
their sale to individuals in the open market. Once again Moorcroft was highly
critical of Frazer's selection of breeding-stock and his apparent carelessnessor
ignorance in the selection of crosses. One marked and inconvenient feature of
the home stud in Frazer's time was that over two-thirds of its produce were
female. Long before he ever dreamed that he would come to India himself,
Moorcroft knew, from his discussions with Parry, that Frazer was felt to be
making poor use of the big and bony half-bred English horses that were being
sent out to him, preferring blood to size in his parent stock and favouring
unduly the purer but slighter Arab stallion.23Moorcroft hoped to change all
that in due course, but before any major expansion of the home stud was
possible he had to quieten his growing doubts about the healthiness of the Pusa
site.24Until he had removed all the other obvious causes ofdecline and disease
there - the overcrowding, mismanagement, poor stabling and precarious food
supplies - even that step was not possible.
Once he had made up his mind to stay, Moorcroft threw himself into the
immense task with all his characteristic drive and enthusiasm. The frustrated
agricultural improver in him was given full rein a t last and he now attempted
on the middle Ganges what an accident of birth had denied him on the black
loam of his native Lancashire. Even he, diffident as he often was about his
own doings, admitted that his 'experiments in rural affairs [were] on a
tolerably large scale'.25 His official letters to the board, or such of them as have
survived, give a vivid picture of his daily preoccupations in these whirlwind
reforming early years when, as he put it, his 'zeal well nigh outran the bounds
of d i ~ c r e t i o n ' .Moorcroft
~~
was often extraordinarily long-winded but it was
the magnitude of the task, as much as his verbosity, which explains the torrent
of words he poured on Calcutta in the next few years, literally doubling both
the board's correspondence and its hard-pressed office staff."
Moorcroft's very first letter, written on the day he took over the stud and
already quoted, plunged straight in with a request for a substantially increased
military guard for the Pusa treasury, in view of the large sums of cash held
there and the size of his noo-strong convict labour force, a quarter of whorn
were robbers 'ofdetermined ar.d daring character'.28 Later he sought to treble
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the number of convicts on the estate a n d when that source of labour seemed
insufficient,tried to persuade invalid soldiers to settle a t Pusa and work the
land.29Making the most of this greatly enlarged labour-force and calling on all
he had learned as a young man from Thomas Eccleston and others, he
embarked on an ambitious programme of clearing, embanking, draining and
manuring so as to raise his crop yields and bring additional areas under
cultivation, both on the Pusa side and across the river.30 A large number of
wells were sunk to serve the drier parts of the estate3' and he also persuaded
the board to purchase for stud use Frazer's private estate and stabling at
~ ~ j i ~Asu ifr all. that
~ ~ was not enough, he even began to dream of a great
scheme to irrigate the whole vast area between the Ganges and the
rno~ntains.~~
He initiated a new round of experiments with forage crops and supervised
with special tare the planting of the oat seeds that he had brought from
London. And thereby, in a small way, he made history. Many argued that oats
simply would not grow in such low latitudes. Moorcroft, who had grown u p
with oats in Lancashire, thought he knew better, especially when his sharp eye
spotted a type ofwild oat growing on one of the low islands in the middle of the
Ganges not far from P ~ s aHe
. ~was
~ right. Frazer seems to have been the first
to introduce the domesticated oat (Avena saliva) into India but Moorcroft was
the first to grow it successfully there on a large scale.35 When he left the stud
ten years later over 3000 acres (1214 hectares) round Pusa were under
successful oat cultivation. Moorcroft later attributed most of the striking
improvement in the general health of the Pusa horses to its beneficial
influence.36However, even oats could not survive drought and in the bad
seasons of 1815-16, and again three years later, nearly all the crops failed
disastrously. It was against such a n eventuality that he contracted for grain
supplies with the local farmers on a new, more secure and cheaper basis than
before, by paying in a d ~ a n c e . ~T'h e new system justified itself a t once, for his
first three years at the stud were all seasons of unusually low rainfall and rising
food prices. Another important contribution to the problem was the spacious
granary he designed and built in 180 which the inspecting committee of that
year regarded as 'remarkably good'.
Much of Moorcroft's time and attention had to be devoted to the buildings
in view of their generally dilapidated state on his arrivaL3' Highest priority of
all was the stabling. Unlike Frazer's, Moorcroft's new stables were light, airy
and small, with only twenty horses in each and with their own small paddock
attached. He also sunk wells to serve them, not entirely trusting the water of
the Burhi Gandak for drinking.40T h e committees of 1809 and 1810were full of
praise for these new stablesI4' but Moorcroft did not confine his building
improvements to them. The gaol too was made cleaner, more airy and more
s~aciousfor the hundreds of convicts when they returned from a day in the
fields.Later he built a village on a raised mound just outside the stud perimeter
fence for some of the Indian labourers working o n the estate, with a specially
built bazaar in purpose-built buildings to serve them.42In order to encourage
some sort ofdepartmental pride, he proposed that the stud workers should all
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wear a specially designed badge, engraved in the Roman, Arabic and Devana.
gari scripts and that the stud should have its own
In 1809he proposeda
covered riding school so that the young stock could be examined, broken-in
and schooled in all weathers, and later recruited European grooms for the
task.44
Nor did he neglect the health of the animals although he had far less time for
this than he would have liked. The hospital was enlarged and improvedand
Moorcroft, with Gibb proving a very valuable right-hand man, was as active
as ever as a post mortem operator, ceaselessly speculating about the often
unfamiliar diseases which faced him and pursuing, whenever he could, his
longstanding interests in the causes and treatment of lameness and shoeing
methods.45 His old fascination for machinery was evident too. In May 1810,
for example, he requisitioned from England a cattle mill powered by a 4 hp
steam engine similar to the one he had found so useful a t Padnalls. Later other
cumbrous agricultural machinery was ordered from England and laboriously
towed 500 miles (800 kilometres) up the river by coolies. T h e steam engine was
eventually housed together with quantitites of grain in Moorcroft's increasingly dilapidated house on the river bank.46 He first recommended the need for
new accommodation in December 1808 but it is typical of the man that he was
too busy to get round to the matter again for another nine months.47
For much of the time of course he was never a t Pusa to l i s e it. His
responsibilities extended over an area as big as the south ofEngland and were
tending to increase all the time. Moorcroft was never happy to be in one place
too long and all his working life had bcrr~spcl;t grasping opportunities to get
out and about and feed his restless mind with new sights and sounds. His little
convoy of servants and baggage must have become a familiar sight in Tirhut,
as he rode round in all weathers inspecting the horses, checking the registers
and meeting and discussing their common problems with the Indian farmers
and breeders. He acted as surgeon and doctor to the people too, not only the
stud employees and their families but 'throughout the Lower ~istricts'." In
those days leprosy was rife along the middle Ganges and Moorcroft often
examined as many as twenty cases in a single day.49Malnutrition was another
frequent cause of disease and deformity. H e later recalled that he had often
seen 'the inhabitants of villages turn out the whole of their sick to be
inspected. . . . Amongst these the proportion ofdiseased children, from infants
at the breast to those of age twelve or fourteen, with enlarged bellies and
wasted limbs was vastly greater than in villages of equal popul~usnessIn
Europe.'5o All this must have been exhausting as well as rewarding. ~ o o r c r o ~ ~
later claimed that he had worn out three sets of tents on stud business and i t is
easy to b e l i e ~ e . ~
He
' also wore out assistants. Lieutenant Dickson, who only
had one of the districts to worry about, later claimed that his job required 'a
greater degree of personal toil and exertion' than any in ~ n d i a ~. ~o ~o r c r ~ ~ ~
himselfseems to have been tireless in meeting the stud's punishingdemand~l"
these early years of furious activity and reform.
T h e year 1810 can stand for them all. Between the end ofJanuary and the
end of March he was touring in the upper district with Wyatt, examining the
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ramindad breeding arrangements in detaiLs3 H e returned briefly to Pusa to
deal with the accumulating business there a n d then, in the second week of
April, was off again in the steamy heat, when no European ever travelled
unless it was unavoidable. This time he went north towards the Nepalese
border to examine it as a potential horse-breeding area and, if possible, to
make arrangements with the Nepalese civil governor ofJanakpur for a supply
timber to complete his building projects a t Pusa. It is perhaps just as well
that he was overtaken by a breathless messenger and recalled to Pusa, for
Janakpur was in the terai, that dank and swampy strip of sal, bamboo and
elephant grass along the northern edge of the plain. T h e terai, a big-game
hunter's paradise in the cold season, was a lethally dangerous place from April
until October when one bite from the myriad malarial mosquitoes could bring
sickness, fever, raging-madness and death in a few hours. Perhaps cheating
disease himself, Moorcroft hastened back to Pusa to deal with an outbreak of
disease among the animals which was all the more burdensome because Gibb
was away on sick leave. Having sorted that crisis out, and it kept him busy
until almost the end of May, he set out on tour to inspect the lower district
,ymindari horses, and returned during the night of 30 June for a muster of nisfi
mares the next day. In the second week of August - and by now the rains had
started - he was off again to the upper district to select breeders to take ntrfi
mares on his improved plan and working, when time permitted, on his long
report about the lower
He returned to Pusa towards the end of
September, but hardly for a rest, for he encountered there a n unpleasant little
row which involved all three of his assistants; At the bottom of it all was
Lieutenant D i c k s ~ n . ~ ~
He, it seems, had been a nuisance almost from the moment he arrived at
Pusa, grumbling about his salary and what he regarded as the unduly
restricted nature of his duties. He had been nominated by the governorgeneral over Moorcroft's head and this may help to explain why so much of his
animus was directed at Moorcroft personally. Dickson seems to have resented
both the superintendent's high salary and his civilian status. He also disliked
Moorcroft's 'mode of behaviour [which] was such as seemed to me better
suited to a groom than to a gentleman'. By that no doubt, he meant the
superintendent's willingness to roll up his sleeves and work alongside his men.
Moorcroft, in his turn, found Dickson's work faulty and disliked his tendency
to make 'comments which required much forbearance on my part'. Forbearance was never in plentiful supply among the isolated European population in
India, particularly in the hot weather, and if the impertinent and tactless
letters of Dickson on the files are anything to go by, Moorcroft, who was a
warm-blooded man himself, would have required the patience of a saint to
forbear with his troublesome assistant. He only managed it as long as he did
out of respect for the governor-general, but by the autumn of 1809 he and
Dickson were no longer on speaking terms after a heated argument.
Now, on 27 September 1810, Moorcroft was furious to discover that his
explicit order not to geld any more horses had been disobeyed and he called
Gibb and Dickson to his house for an explanation. Dickson was found to
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have ordered the operation and what happened next is vividly described in
Moorcroft's own account.
The conversation was here interrupted by Lieutenant Dickson rising suddenlyfrom
his chair, wishing me a good morning, and saying that he would not stay to subject
himself to be lectured by me or by any man else for two hundred rupees a month. I
observed that I had no intention oflecturing but wished to have an explanationofa
circumstance which was in direct opposition to the instructions I had given him Lieutenant Dickson then said he would not have any further conversation with me
but that if I had anything more to say, I might write. I observed that there did not
appear to me any necessity for writing as we were then together and I had many
more matters to notice, he refused to stay any longer, I followed to state that I wished
him to take charge during my absence for a few days, but he precipitately left the
room while I was speaking.56
T h e upshot of this affair was that Dickson, after failing to put in an appearance
when the committee of inspection was at Pusa the following month, claiming
that he had Moorcroft's permission and that in any case his pregnant wife was
in labour, eventually submitted his resignation and returned seething to his
regiment. H a d he not done so he would certainly have been dismissed.
Although he had been nominated by Lord Minto, the governor-general went
out of his way to support Moorcroft in the whole affair. Later Moorcroft, who
was warm of heart as well as of temper, recommended that the empty house
Dickson had built for himself at Pusa should be purchased by the stud to save
the man from financial loss. Eventually it became the superintendent's
house.57
Two days after his stormy interview with Dickson, Moorcroft was 40 miles
(64 kilometres) away a t Hajipur on stud business.58 He was back at Pusa at the
beginning of October 1810and at the end of the month received the annual
visit of the inspecting committee, conducting it on its rounds in the Pusa estate
and neighbourhood and then moving up with it to Hajipur for the great six-day
horse fair held there each N ~ v e m b e r . ~This
' had been launched in 1801largely
on the initiative of the then president of the board, Thomas ~ r a h a r n . ~The
'
encouragement of the government and the amenities orits excellent site, near
the confluence of the Great Gandak with the Ganges opposite Patna, enabledit
to prosper. By 1808 it was said that over I 3,000 animals were gathering there
61
in the mango groves, attracting dealers from all over the north of India.
Moorcroft evidently enjoyed these occasions, so similar and yet so different
from the Michaelmas fair at Howden in Yorkshire, the Newmarket sales or the
jilr des rnort~a t Bayeux in Normandy. They were always vivid occasions; 111
colour and noise and animated bustle, attracting not only distant horsetraders but jugglers, pedlars and entertainers ofevery kind. At the ~ a j i ~ u r f a i r
the tent of the superintendent was always a centre ofactivity. He had strings of
unwanted stud horses for sale and, with the deep purse of John Company
draw on, he was in the market for suitable young stock, or older horses for
direct admission to the cavalry. Moorcroft's first Hajipur fair in November
1809 had been something of a disappointment in this respect and he was not
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ve,,,successful in either his purchases or sales.62 Moreover, he was handicapped by having to transact his business through Dickson as interpreter a n d of
murse they had a violent quarrel into the bargain.63 That is the last evidence
during the remainder of his life a t the stud that he had difficulty in making
himself understood. T h e gift for languages which he had shown in Europe
must have come to his aid in India too.64
By the end of that hyperactive year of I 8 I o Moorcroft had been in India two
years, and his understanding and knowledge of the stud's complex affairs and
the novel local environment in which it operated had grown enormously. T h e
minor gaffes which marked the early months of his service, and his heavy
dependence on Lieutenant Wyatt's expertise, were now things of the past.
Even so there is a praiseworthy diffidence and caution about Moorcroft's
pronouncements on stud matters, which are in striking contrast to the
headlong and misleading optimism of his predecessor. In October 1810, for
example, he was confessing his need for more knowledge of the habits of the
breeders in the upper district before introducing major changes there.65 T h e
committee of cavalry officers, who later that same month spent several days
in Moorcroft's company, formed a rather different opinion of the stud
superintendent.
His arrangements for breeding, feeding and managing horses appear to the Committee to be extremely judicious - his knowledge is as conspicuous in the minute
details of the several branches as it is extensive in comprehending the general
interests of this important establishment, and his zeal and attention to the arduous
duties with which he has been charged seems unremitted and indefatigable. The
errors and difficulties with which Mr. Moorcroft has had to contend will no doubt be
finally surmounted by his steadiness and perseverance.66
I t was a n opinion repeated over and over again by the board and the
governor-general in these early years and must have given Edward Parry,
scanning the incoming despatches in faraway Leadenhall Street, much
satisfaction.
Nevertheless, as Moorcroft was uncomfortably aware, this is precisely how
Frazer had begun his superintendence. T h e same high hopes in high places,
the same high praise, the same frenetic activity, the same mounting expenditure - and the same lack of real progress in meeting the annual needs of the
cavalry. It is true that in these early years it was the fruit of Frazer's, not
Moorcroft's, breeding operations that were being admitted but the figures
were certainly dismal. In I 809 the stud was only able to provide 89 animals for
direct admission from its own stock, with another 103 purchased at the 1809
Hajipur fair. In that year the cavalry requirement was 838.67In 1810 only 73
came from the stud leaving a shortfall of 320.6RThe next year was no better.
Unforturlately while the stud's production of suitable animals remained
obstinately static or falling, the cavalry's needs were rising fast. In the first
fifteen years of the stud the Bengal cavalry establishment increased twelvefold.69 When Moorcroft arrived in 1808 the possibility of a Napoleonic
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invasion of India was stimulating a demand for even more. Although that
threat died away as quickly as it came,70 there remained the ever-present
danger of Maratha and Pindari attack to put the highest premium on the
tactical mobility which the cavalry arm provided. The horse-breeding operations over which Moorcroft presided were a crucial part of military defence in
India and failure would not be tolerated for long. He was uneasily aware from
small incidents, mere catspaws on the calm surface of his relations with the
board, that he could not count on fair weather in that quarter indefinitely. He
also knew that, for all the body-sapping energy he was expending on the
unwieldy institution which Frazer had bequeathed him, he was simply not
achieving the decisive breakthrough that was necessary if the stud's supply
were ever to meet the cavalry's annual demand.
The more Moorcroft reflected on the situation, the more convinced he
became that two fundamental problems underlay the lack of dramatic progress, both of them in existence before he arrived. T h e first concerned the
healthiness of the Pusa site itself. Moorcroft's doubts about its suitability as a
centre for horse-breeding on a large scale had grown with the experience of
every passing year, notwithstanding Frazer's breezy assurances to the contrary. At first he had been inclined to blame bad management for the tendency
to bursati sores, strangles and the kumn weakness in the back and loins which he
had noticed in the Pusa stock when he first arrived, but these conditions all
persisted despite everything he could do. So too, although fortunately only
periodically, did the outbreak of more serious disease. In 1809 a mysterious
infection killed many of the foals a t P ~ s a . ~In' April 1810, as has been
mentioned, Moorcroft had to hurry back to deal with a much more serious
epidemic which struck at young and old of both sexes indiscriminately and was
particularly serious in its destruction of the valuable older English sta~lions.'~
For a time Moorcroft even began to fear for 'the very existence of the s t ~ d ' . ' ~
He became convinced that the situation of Pusa was a t the bottom of it. In
particular, using contemporary miasmic theories of disease, he blamed the
east wind which blew at the time of the epidemic, loaded as it was 'with
noxious air collected from a long line of shallow marshes abounding with shell
fish, insects and plants in a state of rapid decomposition'. Could it be, he began
to wonder
that the weakness of action in the hind parts of animals bred at Poosah and its
vicinity, the casualties etc amongst colts dropped immediately after the cold season,
and the greater disposition to strangles ofa more serious kind during the cold season
depend upon the action ofthe same cause or train ofcauses? And ifso does this cause
obtain i r i a greater degree at Poosah and in the lower district than in the upper
district and in other places?

He did not know - 'my acquantaince with the Honourable Company's
territories and with the varieties of horses produced in them and in Asia
generally is very scanty' - but even his two-month tour with Wyatt as far as
Ghazipur early in I 8 I o suggested that the higher and drier soils ofthat district
away from the river, might be more healthy for breeding on a large scale than
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puss. Might there not be areas more suitable still in those 'other places' he had
mentioned?
The second of the fundamental obstacles to rapid progress, and it was
perhaps a direct consequence of the first, was that the stud breeding-stock and
its offspring in and around Pusa was, and remained, generally far too small
and slight for cavalry purposes. T h e only way to break the vicious circle of
genetic transmission was to find, and introduce on a large scale, bigger and
bonier parent stock.
The Cutch mares and several of those brought from the western and north western
parts of Asia which have fallen under my notice are of such a size and frame as to
prove abundantly that the countries which produced them are capable of producing
horses very fit for the use ofthe army. On this account, it appears to me desirable to
know how far the production of the Hon'ble Company's provinces nearest to the
countries in question hold out a fair promise of being favourable to the breeding of
horses.
It was all very tentative but if he were right - if both the heredity and the
environment of the animals round Pusa were holding back progress - then a
reconnaissance to test the possibilities elsewhere was imperative.
O n 24 September 1810he completed ninety-nine paragraphs of a letter to
the board which expanded these arguments, and laid down a specific fourpoint programme for a suggested tour up-country, once the Hajipur fair was
out of the way and everything settled for the coming cold season a t P u ~ a . ' ~
First he proposed to visit the reputedly very successful stud of the Nawab
Vizier of Oude at Lucknow. Then he would proceed to Rohilkhand, r 50 miles
(240kilometres) further on and once the home of a famous breed of horses, to
see whether a new zamindari branch could be established there. Third, he
would visit the ancient horse fair a t Hardwar to buy stallions for the zarnindan
branch and some big, bony mares and learn as much as he could of the once
legendary horses coming from the more remote parts of north-west Asia.
Finally, on his return he would visit as many cavalry regiments as possible in
the western provinces, 'to form a precise idea of the kind of animal which
experience shall have shewn to be the best adopted to the several Services in
this country'. All this, Moorcroft innocently believed, could be done in four
months. His superiors in Calcutta probably knew better but their ungrudging
approval ofall his proposals was given at the end ofOctober and the resident at
Lucknow was ordered to make all the necessary arrangements with the Nawab
Vizier.75 Thus it was that the name of the superintendent of the company's
horse-breeding stud at Pusa entered the secret files of its external affairs
branch, the so-called Political Department, for the very first time.
It certainly was not the last.

M o o ~ c ~ o n JOURNEY
's
TO the north-west in I 8 I I is quite crucial to a n
understanding of his later career in India but it is scarcely even mentioned in
any published work.' Even the route he took can only be reconstructed with
some
Yet the journey marks an important stage in the transition of
William Moorcroft from a n outstanding veterinarian and horse-breeder to a
pioneering explorer. In some ways given the nature of the man and of India,
the development was almost inevitable. After all, even his part-time consultancy at Padnalls and his interest in agricultural improvement had led him on
journeys all over England and part of Europe. Now, after only two years in
India, his scientific training, his natural restlessness and the wide range of his
interests already meant that the Bengal breeding operation was being
approached far more broadly than either Frazer or the board could ever have
imagined. Moorcroft believed that a big problem required a n encyclopaedic
solution. Looking back on this 181I journey three years afterwards Moorcroft
listed the principal matters he had wished to investigate:
The history and inspection of breeds of horses supposed indigenous or admixed with
foreign blood; in the plains and in the mountains; within the British provinces and in
the Nepal and Marhatta borders; the diseases of horses, frequency, causes and the
treatment followed by the natives; the vegetables used in feeding hones and their
effects; topography as affecting the health of the horse and its security; present
composition of the cavalry; comparison betwixt horses formerly and those now
admitted, as to form, constitution, etc, collecting opinions ofofficers as to the kinds
found to have been most suitable to the service; as to the effects of castration, etc,
formed some of the principal objects of this journey.3
What Moorcroft did not say, nor perhaps even knew, was that there was in him
a growing wanderlust to be satisfied as well. His imagination may have been
fired by the stories he heard from the north-western horse-traders - swarthy,
bearded men like Kipling's Mahbub Ali, squatting round the fire outside his
tent at the Hajipur fair;* or perhaps, over dinner in the big houses of his friends
along the river bank at Patna, from some of the Europeans passing down the
Ganges from the distant north-west. Moorcroft was not the first, and certainly
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not the last, of his race to be drawn to those ancient cities and marvellous
lands, unrolling mile after mile across that gigantic, chequered and crowded
'plain towards the distant silver-purple mountains which hem it in so dramatically on the north and north-west.
Of course the journey he planned, in its official version a t least, did not take
him beyond the shadowy limit of the company's territories or those under its
protection. Nor in any sense was it an exploration, although the principal
survey of these territories had been completed only three years before and the
available maps were extremely rudimentary. Even so, in those early days of
British rule it would have been challenging enough for most men. Beyond
Allahabad, Moorcroft would be on lands conquered or acquired by the
company only in the last few years. Much of it still bore the scars of the half
century of war, rapine and maladministration which had ravaged the once
peaceful heartland of the Mughal empire. The walled villages and mud forts,
the desolate lands and the choked irrigation ditches all told their own tale of
the recent troubles. Outside the new military stations or the old court centres
like Delhi, the work of pacification had scarcely begun and the revenue officer
often needed a company of sepoys to help him enforce his tax demands. In
these turbulent lands no traveller with any sense would journey alone, or make
his camp a t night outside the reassuring walls of an old serai or fort. Apart from
the ancient network of dirt tracks linking village with village, roads were
practically non-existent. The fragility of the British grip on this great corridor
of land was emphasized by the still-dangerous enemies surrounding it on three
sides. Undeterred by any ofthis, Moorcroft excitedly began his preparations in
the November and December of 181o.
Truth to tell he did not prepare very expertly. For his personal transport he
bought a mare from Lieutenant Wyatt which proved to be very stiff and lame
in the cool dawns but which soon settled into an easy gait and carried him all
the way.5 His baggage, includin the watches, telescopes and shawls he
bought for presents and for barter!travelled
in creaking carts which often got
into trouble on the narrow or muddy tracks. He would have done better with
camels or ~ack-~onies.'
He had too much baggage and the escort of sepoys,
which was changed a t each military station he came to, was often not big
enough. Moreover, having made no adequate arrangements to draw cash at
the principal treasuries as he went along, Moorcroft often found himself in
remote places short offunds and outrunning both his salary and his credit.' On
this journey, as on all the others he made in the company's service, he never
received a single rupee for his own travelling expenses and sank much of his
substantial salary into his journeys without complaint or regret. To be on the
move was reward enough.
Moorcroft spent Christmas 1810 at Pusa. He was probably very relieved
indeed to receive Dickson's resignation on Christmas Eve as well as a written
promise of future good conduct from Wyatt.g Life together at Pusa in the wake
of their row must have been uncomfortable for all of them. T h e journey finally
began on or just after, 7 January I 8 I I .
Instead of passing up the Ganges westwards, Moorcroft struck off north
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across the lush plain of Tirhut towards the terai a n d the green hills which
marked the limit both of the plain and of the company's possessions. His
rather surprising destination was the decaying old town of Butwal, now just
inside the Nepalese border on the road to Pokhara, but in I 8 1 I the centre of a
fertile district claimed both by the company and by the encroaching Gurkhas,
pushing down their revenue collectors and soldiers from the northern hills.
Three years after Moorcroft's visit, in the spring of 1814, the company
enforced its claim to the Butwal district by planting police posts there and i t
was the murder of eighteen of these policemen by Gurkha troops shortly
afteiward~which launched the Nepal war.'' Moorcroft's visit had no connection whatsoever with these developments. He had noticed at the recent
Hajipur fair that some good horses had apparently come from a horse fair held
at Butwal each January and had immediately opened a correspondence with
Amar Singh Thapa, the ferocious old general in charge of the Gurkha'troops
on that border." I t was this man's hawkishness, and his personal influence as
the uncle of Nepal's prime minister, which did much to precipitate the
Anglo-Nepalese war three years later. Not surprisingly, he received Moorcroft's overtures with the deepest suspicion at first, but Moorcroft seems to
have met him in or near Butwal and done all any Englishman could to charm
the old man. The horse fair was a disappointment for no animals a t all arrived
while Moorcroft was there. He did hear that horses ofquality were bred twenty
days' travel further into the mountains of Nepal but decided, in view of the
palpable mistrust of his host, to pursue that quest a t some more opportune
moment. The Gurkha was at least persuaded to promise safe conduct to any
stud officer who came to purchase horses at Butwal in the future a n d he did
press on Moorcroft the only horse available, a small and miserable creature
which was later disposed ofat Bareilly. In 18 r 2 Moorcroft, 'to prove that it was
intended to resume the business with him respecting horses at a convenient
opportunity', sent him a double-barrelled gun.'2 I t turned out to be a good
investment for Amar Thapa lent his influence to secure Moorcroft's release
from detention in Nepal later that year.'3 Moorcroft was not blind to the risks
of his first dabble in trans-frontier politics. His report took care to anticipate
criticism that he might be encouraging cavalry-horse-breeding in Nepal to the
company's disadvantage. The Gurkha hill men, he asserted, 'are never likely
to use horses offensively in the Company's territories'. From the glimpse he
had of their oppression and misgovernment, he sincerely hoped not.
Disappointed in his hope for horses, Moorcroft returned across the terai to
the great plain, now heating u p day by day as the sun wheeled his ancient
course between the wide horizons. At Balrampur in Oude, the site of a small
horse fair, Moorcroft took u p again his enquiries into the horse-breeding
activities of the Gurkhas across the mountains to the north. H e also, and
perhaps for the first time on his travels beyond the vicinity of the stud,
smoothed his way by using his medichl knowledge to treat the young son of the
local chief. On then, south and west, to Lucknow, the capital of Oude, which
he reached some time in February. Moorcroft, like nearly all of the British
travellers who passed through Lucknow at this period, would have lodged in
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style in the spacious British residency, set in its peaceful gardens of roses,
oleanders and hibiscus and framed with mango and cypress trees, close beside
the south bank of the Gumti River.I4
Oude was a classic example of the ensnaring pitfalls of the so-called
subsidiary alliance system. Inside one generation its hereditary rulers, having
wrested their independence from the failing Mughal power a t Delhi, were
reduced by the British to the status of client kings, almost surrounded by
British territory and placed very much under the thumb of the imperious
British resident, Colonel Baillie. He had a fund ofgood stories about the court
of the Nawab Vizier. Saadat Ali was only on the throne at all because the
British had intervened to remove his brother in r 798. He was really the last of
the strong Muslim rulers of Oude, by reputation a tight-fisted man, but
prodigal in the sumptuousness ofhis dress and entertainments, and in thescale
of his building projects. Although the narrow streets and bazaars of Lucknow
were as filthy as ever, 'stinking like an Abyssinian's armpits' according to a
poet from rival Delhi,I5 Saadat Ali and his predecessors had enriched the city
with some fine palaces, mosques, bazaars and gardens. These did not of course
rival the incomparable marble splendours of Mughal Delhi and Agra but
were, and still are, impressive. T h e court style ofthe nawabs was splendid too.
For the English visitors of this period it was the nearest thing to the Arabian
Nights they had ever seen - elephant fights, veiled dancing girls from the
harem, fine carpets, sumptuous rooms full of gold and precious stones,
elaborate firework displays and costly illuminations. Lucknow in this period
was the Babylon of India, a harlot of a city but also an important centre of
Urdu scholarship and Muslim culture. Rather incongruously, Saadat Ali had
acquired a veneer of European habits during his long exile as a British
pensioner and was inclined to entertain his English guest ci 1'Anglais. O r so he
thought. O n one occasion splendid Staffordshire chamber pots were found on
the banqueting table masquerading as milk jugs.
Sadly one can only guess at Moorcroft's experiences in Saadat Ali's palaces or
at the residency. We know that the weather was very hot and dry during his stay
- perhaps the nawab gave his travel-stained visitor the exquisite refreshment
of his hammam or Turkish bath. Perhaps some of Moorcroft's other bodily needs
were catered for too. At another sumptuous oriental court some years later
it was averred of Moorcroft that 'his principal occupation was making love'.16
Saadat Ali, corpulent, with grey hair and missing teeth was nearing the end of
his life. He was probably as happy in the company of his animals as of his
wives. He owned 700 elephants, together with a collection of enormous, gilded
two-storey carriages which they pulled on ceremonial occasions. H e also had
an impressive menagerie in which Moorcroft may well have had his first
meeting with the rare shawl-wool goat of Tibet. If so it was a more significant
encounter than he could have realized at the time. But it was horses he had
really come to see and here he and his royal host certainly shared a common
passion. They probably spent several hours together in the great stables as
some of the I 500 animals were brought out, examined and discussed. Moorcroft knew that the nawab had supplied a considerable number of horses to the
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British cavalry

during Lord Lake's campaign of I 803. H e was also well aware

that some of the better horses he had seen a t i-lajipur had come from Lucknow.

He was certainly impressed with the lack ofdisease in the stables as compared
with Puss (although he saw some evidence of glanders) but was disappointed
to find that his host favoured pure-blood and slighter animals. If Moorcroft's
report is anything to go by, the most striking thing of all in the nawab's
stables was the dramatic effect in the dry air of static electricity on the manes
and tails of the horses. The two men seem to have played like schoolboys,
touching omsparks with the tips of their fingers and making scraps of paper
jump. It is also somehow typical, both of Moorcroft and Saadat Ali, that the
one filled the other with enthusiasm for the benefits ofa giant steam p u m p from
England which could lift water from the Gumti to irrigate the royal parks, cool
the palaces and work the fountains in the palace gardens and streets of the
newer city. Not only that, the practical Moorcroft pointed out, but pumped
water would also be useful to put out accidental fires in the city. A complete
gentleman was Moorcroft's impression of his congenial host.''
Tearing himself away at last from these various delights, Moorcroft turned
his little convoy north-west towards Rohilkhand. T h e populous town of
Bareilly and the small, semi-independent state of Rampur beyond were his
principal objectives. Rohilkhand was, as its name indicates, the land of the
Rohillas, those tall, athletic and handsome people who had come from
Afghanistan a century earlier. Their turbulent land was part of that great
crescent oi territory which Wellesley had recently stripped from the Nawab
Vizier to pay for his augmented British defence force. Before Mughal decline
and Maratha raids destroyed its prosperity Rohilkhand was once a flourishing
horse-breeding centre. Moorcroft believed it could be again. Indeed, he was so
impressed by the dryness of its sandy soil and the freedom from disease which
he noticed in the horses he encountered, that he rated it the best natural area
for horse-breeding he had yet seen in India and earmarked two particularly
ideal locations for the new stud depot he hoped to establish. Here many of the
surplus animals now at Pusa could be housed and it could also serve as a
receiving station for north-western horses purchased a t the Hardwar horse
fair.
Rampur seemed the most active centre of the horse trade in Rohilkhand. I t
was from the Rampur dealers that Moorcroft picked u p the best twenty horses
he secured on this trip, their quality all the more impressive because traditionally the best of the northern horses were always taken down into the
Maratha country for disposal to the chiefs there. The Rampur dealers assured
him that they would be willing to divert many more quality animals to
Hardwar, if sure of a sale there. Moorcroft must have felt that a t last he
was among men who really knew their horseflesh. His enthusiasm for the
'cadence, precision and brilliancy of effect' resulting from the schooling of
their horses brought him as near to poetry as his plodding oficial reports ever
came.
Interesting as all this must have been, however, i t was time to move on again
across that vast plain in which all his life in India had so far been spent. From
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the dreary walled town of Moradabad it is possible, in the clear air after the
rains, to see to the north that breathtaking northern rampart of snow peaks,
cloud-high beyond the piled outer ridges of wooded hills. But this was late
March and the dust-laden air, as the sun grilled the plains russet brown, would
probably have denied Moorcroft any sight of the hills and high peaks which
bring the Gangetic plain to such a startling termination, until he was almost
upon them. T h e escape from some of the furnace heat of the plains when he
finally reached Hardwar must have been an immense relief.
Most English visitors were captivated by Hardwar. There the young
Ganges, crystal clear and very cold after its torrential 18o-mile (288kilometre) journey through the mountains from the glacial ice-cave ofits birth,
rushes out from the green hills that rise behind the town. T o its riversidc
temples and ghats, pilgrims and traders flocked from all over India to join
there the holy men - strange, half-naked creatures daubed with mud and paint
and crying for alms. It was also in the verdant meadows beside the river and in
its bed that the annual mcla (fair) was held each April. The scene there has
often been described.
The Kabool people bring down strings of horses, dried Ruits, assafoetida, and other
drugs; the Punjaubees bring camels, horses and cloths; the Hurreeanas bring
bullocks, cows, and horses; elephants come from Goruckpoor . . . and there are
many thousands of braziers' shops, with the brass and copper pots piled up in bright
shining columns. The shawl merchants come from Cashmere and Amritsir; the
Jeypoor merchants bring coral beads and jewelry, besides turbans of chintz and
cloths;. . .the Dooaub sends soft sugar, sugar-candy,cotton cloths. . .from Benares
come silks . . .; besides indigo, all the dyeing drugs almost come down from the
mountains. The number ofconfectioners' shops is very great; and the pedlars make a
most glittering appearance with their. . . tinsel, beads, tin and pewter ornanients."
Wandering through this moving kaleidoscope of animal and human life
Moorcroft was particularly fascinated by the horses from places far away to the
north and west, the golden deserts of Rajputana, the Punjab, the bare brown
hills of Afghanistan and beyond even to Persia and Turkistan; fascinated too
by the wisdom of Sikh, Rajput and Pathan horse-dealers, weatherbeaten men
with wind-etched faces and knowing eyes wrinkled against the glare and dust
of the long roads they travelled. He probed, questioned and haggled, perhaps
in the traditional way of the trade, by finger pressure with the hands under a
cloth to cheat the curiosity of inquisitive onlookers. At the end of it all he had
not only acquired a string of fine bony mares and colts, but also a much more
accurate idea of the north-western breeding grounds and the seasonal channels of the ancient northern horse trade as well. He also knew exactly where he
wished his next journey to be.
But first he had to finish this one. It was April and his four months' leave had
expired already. If he were to be back in time even for the Hajipur fair in
October, and to see all the other things he hoped to see, it was time to face
again the heat of the high-summer plains. There was no time, as he had hoped,
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to strikenorth to visit the cavalry regiment a t distant Ludhiana on the Sutlej,
the most northern limit of the British territories. With that single exception he
visited every other cavalry regiment in the field command of the western
provinces- at Saharanpur, Meerut, Gurgaon, Mathura, Kaitha, Kanpur and
Pratapgarh. The hospitality of these far-flung outposts was legendary and
Moorcroftacknowledged it in his official report. In return for his accommodation and the generous mess dinners, Moorcroft examined the animals, advised
on health problems and general stable management, demonstrated his new
castration technique and dispensed the fruits of his lifetime study of lameness.
He noticed sadly that the horses received most recently from Pusa were
nowhere near as good as many of the older animals and he quizzed his hosts
carefully about the qualities they needed in a cavalry horse. It is possible to
capture the flavour of these earnest discussions at the scattered, up-country
cavalry stations from just one surviving letter.Ig In it Moorcroft recapitulated
forColonel MacGregor at Meerut his detailed, and very sound, suggestions for
dealing with that most deadly and unpleasant of horse diseases, glanders. He
also thanked MacGregor and his brother officers for what he called 'the
flattering attention they were pleased to give certain operations and professional suggestions' he had given to them.
Moorcroft's peripatetic veterinary tour was pleasantly interrupted by a visit
t~Delhi.~~Notwithstanding
that Delhi was reckoned to be the hottest posting
in British India and this the hottest time of the year, Moorcroft enjoyed his
meeting with the little band of Englishmen who were, by a combination of
guile, persuasion and force, beginning the huge task of bringing order and
peace to that lawless territory. He may have had an audience with the Mughal
emperor Akbar 11, resplendent with sonorous titles a n d long white beard
but ruler of an empire which went little further than the massive walls of his
great red fortress-palace beside the Jumna. Here too Moorcroft would have
met for the first time the new resident, Charles Metcalfe. Still only 26, he was
already tipped for the highest positions the company's service could offer.
Moorcroft remembered him as playful, charming and good-natured and the
two men in due course became firm friends.*' At Agra, like every visitor before
and since, Moorcroft surely marvelled a t the exquisite marble beauty of the
Taj, in those days visible to the traveller from afar, floating above a wasteland
of decaying gardens and ruined mosques.** Whether its ethereal beauty under
abright moon clutched even the practical and down to earth Moorcroft by the
throat is impossible to tell. His report does not even mention it.
Although it formed no part of his original four-point programme - and
might not have been allowed if it had - soon after leaving Agra Moorcroft
turned south on a detour into the dangerous borderland known as Bundelkhand, the land of the Bundelas. Here the wide Ganges plain broke u p into
Jungles infested with wild animals amid the rocky hills and ravines which are
'he first outriders of the great heartland plateau of central India. This was
Maratha country and dominating that corner of it was the immense camp of
Dadat Rae Sindia in the plain near the towering Gwalior outcrop. That
and insolent chief had already tried his French-trained forces
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against the British in 1803 and was tempted to d o so again a few years later. He
proved a generous host to Moorcroft, exercising his riding and bodyguard
horses in the dusty lain for his visitor's benefit. Moorcroft remembered his
enormous emeraldsg but was not impressed with his horses. The fleetness and
endurance of the Maratha horses was legendary but he was disappointed at
their slightness and generally poor quality. There seemed no hope of getting
breeding-stock from this turbulent neighbourhood.
What Moorcroft did get in abundance was information, pumping his
Maratha hosts and every chief or itinerant horse-merchant he met for news
about the horse fairs of Rajputana and the Punjab, whence the few animals of
real quality seem to have come. One of his most valuable informants at
Gwalior turned out to be a Rampur horse-dealer called Ahmad Ali Khan.
From a lifetime of experience on the road hawking northern horses round the
Deccan, he was able to explain to Moorcroft the once strong ebb and flow ofthe
great northern horse trade. He recalled how, as little as fifteen years ago,
Afqhan merchants went north to buy horses a t Bokhara. For the first time the
name of that legendary desert city far away beyond the wrinkled mountains oC
Afghanistan and the fabled Oxus River appears in Moorcroft's official correspondence. T h e Afghan horse-dealers, with their strings of fine Persian or
Turki horses from Bokhara, used to come down into India and cross the Indus
in November, buying where they could along the way and selling their animals
as far down as Kanpur or Lucknow. But that was before war and anarchy iq
Afghanistan and northern India disrupted the traffic. Even so according to
Moorcroft's informants, there were still fine animals to be had in Rajputana
and in what was then called the LakheeJunglc, a fertile district some I oo miles
(160 kilometres) west of Patiala on the edge of the great desert in the
neighbourhood of Bhatinda. Much of this confirmed or amplified what he had
learned at Hardwar and Rampur.
Additional confirmation came in the form of the few very fine horses from
these areas which he saw and admired in the stables of the various local chiefs
of Bundelkhand. The difficulty was to get hold of any of them. Delicacy and
expediency forbade him to ask if they were for sale. The result would have been
either the offer of the horse as a gift or for sale at an outrageously high price.
Both would be embarrassing. Only at the court of the raja of the little state of
Samthar did Moorcroft stumble upon the proper way to resolve the dilemma.
This, he wrote, 'consists in offering by way of present an assortment of such
articles as from their novelty and utility may be highly gratifying to the
receiver, and excite a desire of making a suitable return'. T h e raja ofSamthar,
in exchange for 'a very large telescope', gave Moorcroft a large stallion of such
quality that he enthused about him for several paragraphs of his report.
Unfortunately he sent this prize ahead of him back to Pusa and the animal, for
reasons never discovered, died suddenly on the journey.
I t was now mid-June and the great monsoon clouds would be hunching UP
in the south-east preparing their annual respite from the choking dust and the
vibrant glare of the summer sun, but also threatening to make travel on muddy
tracks with heavy carts a wet and wearisome business. Moorcroft hurried on.
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H~ was at Kunch near Sanlthar on 20 June and he would have visited the
cavalry regiment at Kaitha soon afterwards. O n 29 June he was at Kanpur,
alreadythe biggest military station in the north-west but with little else there
yet except a bazaar and a huddle of mud houses.24 In July he returned to the
more civilizeddelights of Lucknow a n d Baillie's residency. In early August he
reachedAkbar's lofty fort at Allahabad, dominating as i t still does the holy
meeting-placeofthe crystal clear Jumna and the already brown Ganges. From
this point the monsoon-augmented waters of the two great rivers would have
affordeda much more rapid and restful means of transport to lower Bengal
than plodding through the mud in the steamy heat of the rains. O n 8 August
Moorcroft dashed off a letter to the board from Allahabad requesting permission to come down to Calcutta as soon as he had inspected everything at
Puss, so that he could report in person on the experiences of his seven months
on the road:25That day or the next, with the baggage and perhaps the horses
loaded aboard a fleet ofsmall wooden river boats, the last and most rapid stage
of the journey would have begun.
River travel was never entirely uneventful a t this time of the year. The
violent storms of wind and rain often scattered the ramshackle boats or
threatened to capsize them in the fast-flowing current on one of the many
swirling mud banks. When the beating wind and rain were stilled, swarms of
flying insects joined the ceaseless croaking of frogs or the jackals' howling at
night to torment the traveller. But the washed and limpid riverscapes after the
rainstorms were full of beauty and interest too, and the innumerable contemporary accounts of this journey record them faithfully: the sinister stillness of
the half-submerged alligators or perhaps the playful attentions of a dolphin;
the rainbow-scattering plumage of the darting birds; the decaying Hindu
temples among the trees; the little clusters ofwhite figures on the passing bank,
attending the funeral pyre of a relative or consigning the half-charred remains
to the sacred river; the graceful, colourfully attired women, beating clothes or
fetching water.
On I I August Moorcroft was a t M i r ~ a ~ uthe
r , chief
~ ~ cotton town on the
river with its handsome but somehow alien European houses extending along
the banks of the river for several miles. A day o r two later he would have
been sliding past the marvellous curving panorama of Benares. Most visitors,
then as now, were enchanted by the colourful spectacle of the pilgrims
thronging its stepped ghats from early dawn, the fine carvings ofits yellow and
red stone temples, the ceaseless tinkle of bells or the deeper note of conch
horns, and by the busy skyline of domes and pagodas, their gilded tridents
glittering in the sun. Further downstream, Moorcroft disembarked a t GhaziPur to inspect the zamindan breeding operations in that neighbourhood. He
them still lamentably short of animals of any size but with some
encouraging signs of progress and a general healthiness in the area which
made even Hajipur, never mind Pusa, seem far less suitable for horse-breeding
On a
scale. Before embarking again, Moorcroft also noted with interest
that the big cavalry depot at Ghazipur, with stable accommodation for over
7O0anima1s, was now standing empty. On again they slid down the great river

until at last the familiar lines of houses on the right bank of the river gave
warning that Patna was almost in sight, with Hajipur only a short distance
away but hidden by the lush curves of the Great Gandak River. Moorcroft
probably spent a little time with Wyatt a t Hajipur and he certainly saw plenty
to reinforce his concern at the disappointingly poor results of the zarnindari
operations in that neighbourhood. At last, on 26 August 181I , he reached
Pusa.
He had been away nearly eight months, twice as long as he had expected. In
that time his views about India, about its horse-breeding and perhaps about
the pattern of his own future life were transformed. T h e next few depressing
days a t Pusa confirmed the change. He spent two days looking very carefully at
all the animals which had arrived in his absence from the abandoned stud at
Madras and noticed again the same alarming degeneration in three generations that had appalled him when he first saw Frazer's animals three years
before.27He then inspected the animals a t Pusa, and the nisfi mares and their
foals with the breeders in the district round about. Gibb had done as well as
any man could during his absence.28 T h e obstacles, as Moorcroft could now
see clearly, were inherent and probably insuperable. In the first place, Tirhut
was too damp and too unhealthy. Frazer had been wrong. It was time for the
company to cut its losses and transfer its breeding-operations lock, stock and
barrel to drier and healthier locations further west. Along with Frazer's site,
Moorcroft was also ready to throw out his cherished nisfi system. Gibb had
done his best but all the old problems remained and seemed, ifanything, to be
getting worse. Neither the animals nor the T'irhut breeders were capable of
producing the horses the cavalry needed.
A change of location, however, would not by itself be enough. In 181I , as in
every year since I 794, the basic problem was the lack of size in the breedingstock and particularly in the brood mares. Moorcroft now knew from personal
observation that the Ganges plain, from its swampy delta right up to the Sutlej
River beyond Delhi, could not provide animals of the size and quantity the
stud needed. He was properly cautious about hearsay information from
over-enthusiastic or self-interested traders, but he had both purchased and
seen horses which confirmed that big bony animals could still be had, despite
the alarming decline in the old northern horse trade. They were obtainable, it
seemed, in the breeding districts situated on a great arc ofterritory lyingjust to
the north and west of the furthest limits of his own recent journey.
Moorcroft knew exactly what he had to do. He must visit these distant
breeding-grounds in Rajputana and the Punjab in order 'to become acquainted with the resources of these countries as to horses generally; to
purchase stallions, colts, fillies or mares and to encourage the breeders to send
their young stock annually to Hardwar, and to other fairs in British territory,
where a steady demand from the stud for suitable animals would be assured.
Unfortunately - or fortunately - such a tour over so vast a distance would not
only take him into turbulent and unsettled areas beyond the fragile limit of the
company's possessions, but would also remove him from Pusa for many
months, just when the radical changes he favoured would have to be intro-
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duced.No wonder Moorcroft wanted to get down to Calcutta to argue his case
before the board in person. He always achieved more in a n hour of conversa[ion than in months ofcorrespondence. By mid-September he was back on the
river again and on the evening of the 22nd, almost three years after his first
and previous visit, he returned to the civilized delights of the presidency
capital.
We know something of his doings in the next few weeks He had two
audiences with the commander-in-chief and, a t his request, inspected the
horses of the gavernor-general's mounted bodyguard.29 He visited one of the
repositoriesin which were kept and sold the imported so-called 'Arab' horses,
so popular at that time as carriage and riding horses in fashionable Calcutta.
Moorcroft was withering in his scorn of the 'contemptible' animals he found
there. Wealthy Calcutta could indulge its 'Arabomania' iT it wished, but the
flood of these small, inferior animals from the Persian Gulf was helping to kill
the northern horse trade and that was serious. Moorcroft wanted the import of
small horses to be discouraged by stiff import duties, which would have the
additional advantage of helping him to unload on the market the large
numbers of undersized animals he wished to discard from the stud sto .ks.
Most of his working hours in Calcutta would have been spent at the board,
endeavouring to sell to its members his difficult double programme of extensive reforms to the stud together with a lengthy absence from it. There is not
much doubt which of these was uppermost in his mind. By 3 October he was
already engaged in the enjoyable task of planning his next journey.30
Much less pleasant would have been the painful writing of his report on the
last. It was, even for him, a wordy and disordered document - 309 rambling
paragraphs, sprinkled with innumerable footnotes, digressions and inessentials. Moorcroft was not very happy with it and it is easy to see why.3' His head
seems to have been so crammed with new information and ideas, that he was
quite unable to decide what to leave out. The resulting hotch-potch gives only
the most confused picture ofhis recentjourney, although this served as a useful
smokescreen to obscure the awkward fact that he had been away twice as long
as expected and twice entered hostile, or at least foreign, territory. Nearly as
confused is the analysis of his enquiries over many a camp-fire or supper table
into the pattern of the old northern horse trade and the reasons for its current
decline. Very clear indeed however were Moorcroft's brisk proposals for the
reform of the stud. The ni$ system should be abolished. It had been given a
two-year trial against the home stud and been found wanting. Zamindari
breeding should be discontinued, both round Pusa and Hajipur. T h e two
estates should be retained as depots for the stallions and brood mares, but the
Young stock should be transferred before the usual onset of disease in their
second year, to a new and more healthy depot in the vacant cavalry stables at
Ghazipur. There a newly recruited European riding master and European
staIfshould train the foals until they were ready for transfer at four years old.
The existing zamindari breeding system round Ghaziyur should be extended
improved. At the very end of the report came Moorcroft's proposal for his
new tour.
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He was back at Pusa early in November, fearful that he had not put up a
clear enough case for a new journey up-country, when the eagerly awaited
despatches arrived. This is what he read.
The comprehensive view which Mr. Moorcroft has taken of the subject of horsebreeding in the Company's territories and the adjacent countries has proved highly
satisfactory to His Excellency in Council and is very creditable to that gentleman's
talents. The proposition of the Superintendent to undertake anotherjourney for the
purpose ofvisiting the LakheeJungle, the Rajpoot States, the Punjab and the fair at
Chand Kerie or Balotra and other places where the breeding of horses is carried on to
a considerable extent and with great success and where several general fairs are
annually held, for the purpose of obtaining horses and mares of a description well
calculated for parent stock, has met with the entire approbation and sanction of
Government and the Resident at Delhi will be desired thro' the Political Department
to request Rajah Sahib Sing of Puteealah to furnish Mr. Moorcroft with letters of
recommendation to the principal natives of the neighbouring districts to which his
influence may extend.
Every one of Moorcroft's proposals for changes at the stud were also
approved.32
This is the official version. The truth certainly but, one wonders, is it the
whole truth? T h e stud superintendent, now in his mid-forties had just
completed a punishing journey of over I 500 miles (2400 kilometres) through
some of the hottest parts of India and during the hottest months of the year.
For most Englishmen of his age that journey, even periormed in much more
comfortable conditions and season, would have been enough. Yet here was
Moorcroft,just back after eight months away, not only immediately proposing
another long journey and anticipating 'a great length of time before I shall
return', but already speculating about the 'possibility of my being obliged to
make other journies' after that.33 Was all this travel strictly enjoined by the
urgent problems facing him a t Pusa, as the board and governor-general in
council were still prepared to believe? O r was this restless, endlessly curious
man beginning to seek a partial escape from routine administration into the
exhilarating freedom of the open road? Was travelling beginning to be more
important for him than arriving? The answer to these questions must probably
be yes.
It is true that the official case for a reconnaissance to the distant breedinggrounds of the north-west looked sound enough, as Moorcroft presented it. But
his previous life suggests that an even stronger imperative than new breedingstock may have been his own persistent inner drive to escape from the confines
of routine and orthodoxy. It was there when he forsook human for animal
medicine; there again when he went to France at the height of the Revolution;
there too when he neglected his practice for horseshoes or volunteer soldiering
or for long journeys round Britain in search of agricultural improvement or
breeding-stock for the East India Company. It was there in middle age when
he decided to build a new career in India. Now it was there again, as he

justified,and prepared for, his second longjourney to the north-west. Yet not
even he could have imagined that this time he was going where no European
had ever been before.
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BEGAN HIS preparations for his second journey in late September
18I I almost as soon as he reached Calcutta and some considerable time before
he had official permission to go. He was a man in a hurry. There were major
and far-reaching changes at the stud to set in train before he could leave.
Moreover, the spring horse fairs of the great northern deserts, and the breeding
districts round Bhatinda even further north, had to be reached before the
searing heat of early summer. Moorcroft made none of the amateur traveller's
mistakes this time. H e now knew the logistics of the open road and there is a
directness and professionalism about his requisitions quite different from that
of the previous year. Indeed one of his requests appeared to the governorgeneral in council rather too professional. Maps? That was reasonable enough,
although there was little enough available to give him, but surveying instruments, compasses and a cumbersome iron and brass perambulator to measure
distances were all firmly vetoed. They would arouse legitimate suspicions in
the foreign territories Moorcroft intended to visit and would also prove a major
encumbrance.
If these curious requisitions from their stud superintendent aroused any
suspicions in Calcutta there is no hint of them in the official correspondence.'
After all he could argue justifiably that route surveys were badly needed to
confirm or modify existing information and fill the still-yawning gaps on the
few reliable maps of the north-western provinces that existed. So they were,
but he would have quite enough difficulties to contend with in the turbulent
lands he planned to visit, without jeopardizing both his timetable and his
safety unnecessarily. What he lightheartedly called 'the chance of accident"
was far greater than he realized. The political files of the distant British
outposts he proposed to visit reveal very vividly the groundswell of lawlessness
and violence which remained after the stormy years of anarchy and war. This
was the case even in the newly-acquired British territories. Beyond them,
predatory banditti preyed on passing trafficand the hapless villagers almost at
will.
Moorcroft intended to travel light; light, that is, compared with the previous
year when his convoy oflumbering carts had delayed him immeasurably. This
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time he hoped to use carts only for the transport of his baggage to the nearest
point where it could be loaded on to the commissariat carriage animals which

the commander-in-chief had promised him.3 In the deserts Moorcroft intended to use camels. T o keep his cash down to safe limits, elaborate
arrangementswere made for him to draw bullion (and part ofhis salary) a t the
company treasuries as he passed.4 Even so, he was bound to find himself once
again at the head of a small army. He would be carrying the 10,ooo rupees'
worth of European articles purchased for him by the board in calcutta5 in the
hope that they could be used in the same sort of gentlemanly and productive
way as the telescope which had extracted a fine stallion from the raja of
Samthar. As these barter goods and the company's gold rupees in his baggage
dwindled so, it was hoped, his string of horses would grow.
Not only was Moorcroft expected to purchase breeding-stock for the stud,
but the commander-in-chiefhad asked him to pi~rchasefor direct admission to
the cavalry as well, so desperate was the shortage of suitable animals in I 8 I I .6
It is not, therefore, very surprising that a substantial armed escort was
required for the caravan, nor that the up-country British outposts were called
upon to obtain introductions and safe conducts from the powerful chiefs whose
lands it would cross. Anyone who has organized even a simple overland
expedition will marvel that Moorcroft was able at the same time to despatch a
steady stream of detailed recommendations for reform a t the stud. H e was at
the Hajipur fair early in November I 8 I I , still writing busily, and even on
Boxing Day 181 I the torrent of ink continued to flow.' Long after the journey
had begun, letters about stud business still drifted in to the board - from
Benares, from Agra a n d from places even further to the west.
When Moorcroft finally set out is not clear. It was certainly very much later
than he intended. H e was still a t Haji ur selecting horses for the governorgeneral's bodyguard on gJanuary I 812 ,but a fortnight later he was 2 0 0 miles
(320 kilometres) away, a t B e n a r e ~By
. ~ early March, he was across the British
frontier, deep in discussion with Richard Strachey, the resident at Daulat Rao
Sindia's vast, tented town near Gwalior. Dick Strachey had taken over from
Metcalfe in April 181I , just two months before Moorcroft's previous visit.''
They may have met then, but it was on this occasion that Strachey's
information became so decisive a n influence on Moorcroft's future plans.
Strachey was as inquisitive and active a traveller as Moorcroft himself, but he
was also far more experienced. H e had been to Persia with John Malcolm in
1800 and acted as secretary to Mountstuart Elphinstone's diplomatic and
fact-finding mission to the Afghans eight years later. He was one ofthe very few
Englishmen who could talk from first-hand knowledge of the great northern
desert which he had crossed in1808 on the way to Peshawar and he had also
gathered much hearsay information of the lands still fuither to the north and
west. Elphinstone's mission had been expressly told to discover as much as
possible about horses and there is much on the subject, even in the sumptuous
account of the journey which was eventually published in 1815''
The gist of Strachey's advice to Moorcroft in March 1812 is clear. He
believed that the chances of obtaining quality horses a t the Rajputana horse
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fairs were slender. Years of continuing oppression, anarchy and warfare in the
area had almost destroyed the horse-breeding, and the horse trade it
nourished, offormer and happier times. So it proved. Much ofthe information
about the allegedly flourishing Rajasthani horse fairs which Moorcroft had
gathered from the dealers the previous year was, he later discovered, pure
fabrication, designed only to inflate the value of the strings of inferior horses
they had for sale. H e later discovered, for example, that the once great fair at
Chand[na]kheri, not much more than 150 miles (240 kilometres) from
Gwalior and one of the prime targets of his present mission, had not in fact
been held at all for several years! Strachey's rather depressing information led
to a simple conclusion. Only if what Moorcroft called 'new lines of
operations' could be opened up, would he secure the quality breeding-stock
the stud so desperately needed.
Here Strachey's information was more encouraging. The big Turki and
Turcoman horses obtainable in northern Afghanistan and along the Oxus
really were as good as Ahmad Ali Khan of Rampur had claimed in 18I I . Not
only that, but it seemed that there was 'nothing particularly formidable',
either from natural or man-made difficulties, in the way of getting a string of
them safely back to India.I2 With his head stuffed full of dreams of golden
Bokhara and the fascinating web of ancient caravan trails across the mountains and deserts of Afghanistan, Moorcroft left Strachey and pressed on
up-country to enjoy again the warm hospitality ofhis fellow-countrymen at the
shabby Delhi residency. To judge from the chaffing and affectionate letters
that passed between Charles Metcalfe, the resident, and Moorcroft at this
timei3, they not only became friends but Metcalfe also lent his enthusiastic
assistance to Moorcroft's hungry search for more information about the lands
beyond the Khyber. The teeming Delhi bazaars were scoured for anyone who
had been there and one man, a merchant who had traded to Bokhara, proved
especially useful. We have only Moorcroft's word for it, ofcourse, but this man
apparently agreed with all the other informants that the long route to Bokhara
was easy and safe, a t least for large caravans. Not only that, but the northern
horses on sale in the Bokhara market were big, bony and p!entiful. Quite
simply, Bokhara was 'the greatest horse market in the world'.
From that moment the urge to get there dominated Moorcroft's thoughts
and plans - thirteen years later it killed him. The more accessible breeding
areas just beyond the immediate British frontier - Rajputana, the Lakhee
Jungle, the Punjab - all of which were the official destinations of his present
journey - now seemed comparatively uninviting. Every bit of information obtained in Delhi only confirmed Strachey's jaundiced views of them.
Even if they were still able to produce a few good horses, they were never
likely to meet the longer term needs of the stud so long as they remained exposed to the locust sweep of Maratha, Sikh, Pindari and Pathan irregular
cavalry.
Bokhara seemed, or could be made to seem, almost the only hope. But a
journey to that remote and fabled city across unknown lands, where no
Englishman had been since the Tudors, was not something that even the
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cavalier Moorcroft dare attempt without prior official approval. I t seems to
have been Metcalfe who suggested that he should first send an intelligent and
trustworthyMuslim emissary to spy out the land and test the feasibility of the
journey, and it was Metcalfe, 'with every manly wish to co-operate', who made
available exactly the right man for the task. l 5
Saiyyid (or Mir) Izzat-Allah was working as a confidential Persian interpreter and secretary on Metcalfe's staff a t Delhi. Strachey also knew him well
for he had distinguished himselfon Elphinstone's mission to Peshawar in I 808.
Moorcroft was certainly impressed by the way this charming man set about
the task of seeking information in the Delhi bazaars 'with spirit and judgement, possessing penetration and good sense with a considerable share of
address and prepossessing appearance and manners'. He was courageous too
for, notwithstanding the hazards and the distance, he jumped at the chance to
visit the city from which his forefathers had come sixty years earlier. Moorcroft
briefed him thoroughly. His task, as Moorcroft summarized it, was 'to trace
the western dealers to the countries wherein they purchased their horses, to
ascertain where the best kind were to be met with, their prices, numbers, the
difficulties, dangers and expenses of the road, with all such other information
as might have any bearing on the subject'. As if that was not enough, he was to
travel to Bokhara not by the direct route across Afghanistan, but in a great arc
across someof the most forbidding mountain and desert terrain in the world, by
way of Kashmir, Ladakh, the Karakoram, Chinese Turkestan and the Pamirs.
They were all virtually unknown to Europe. No wonder Moorcroft augmented
the mir's official allowances with a hundred rupees a month from his own
pocket 'by way of encouragement'.16
He needed it, for he was running a considerable risk, quite apart from the
extraordinary perils of the road. For one thing the mysterious and sensitive
bazaar network of Muslim Asia would not overlook the fact that this man, the
friend and servant of Feringi (Europeans), had already been on a political
mission to the previous ruler ofAfghanistan." Moreover he would be carrying
letters from Moorcroft to some of the rulers of the lands through which he
passed which might well have compromised him with others along the road.
Moorcroft was uneasy about this and not only on Izzat-Allah's behalf. H e later
confessed to the board that he had been guilty of what he called 'many
irregularities' in 18121e, and this was certainly one of them. T h e letters
themselves were harmless enough - florid and complimentary effusions in the
fulsome diplomatic style of the day and probably composed by the saiyyid
himselflg - but there were good and obvious reasons why government
servants, even those employed in the Political Department, should not feel
themselves free to open a private correspondence with foreign rulers without
permission. The down-to-earth files of the board in Calcutta had certainly
never before carried such exotic letters as that from Moorcroft to Mahmud
Shah, ruler of Kabul. It began, 'Anointing the eye ofhope with the sacred dust
ofthe foot of Majesty' and went on with the brazen avowal that Moorcroft
'passes his nights and days in prayer for the prosperity of His Majesty's
Government'. It is doubtful if he ever passed a single night in prayer for
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anyone, but literal truth was never very important in this sort of correspondence. T h e letter to the bloodthirsty bigot who ruled at Bokhara, for
example, began with the prescription, 'To the Commander of the Faithful, the
Imaum of the Moslcms, the Asylum of mankind, the Succourer of high and
low, the shadow of the Almighty, the Viceregent of God, may his favour to all
be perpetual'.
Buried in a long letter to the board, giving cover to these documents and
dated 25 April I 8 I 2, Moorcroft at last came out into the open, although with
almost studied casualness, about his all-consuming Bokhara dream. Mir
Izzat-Allah's prime task there, wrote Moorcroft, would be to obtain 'permission for me to visit the city for the purpose ofpurchasing a considerable body of
animals if they suit my purpose'. He added the hope that the board would not
object to Izzat-Allah's mission. I t would not really have made any difference if
it had for Moorcroft's letter was not received in distant Calcutta for another
two months. Five days before it was even written and several weeks after the
scheme was hatched at the Delhi residency, Mir Izzat-Allah, with all his
preparations completed, had set out in to the unknown.20 Moorcroft thought
the mir would be away six months but his capacity for underestimating
absences and difficulties was becoming almost chronic. In fact Izzat-Allah,
surviving both illness and imprisonment, was not back until the end of the
following year. His Persian journal, full of new information about lands and
places almost unknown to geographical science, was a n immediate success. It
was translated into the major Euro ean languages and published in English
on at least three separate occasions.
Not surprisingly it also increased Moorcroft's consuming desire to follow
the same circuitous route to Bokhara at the very first opportunity. T h e wish is
evident even in the deliberately measured phrases of Moorcroft's official letter
of 25 April 1812.Indeed, there is a clear hint in that letter that if Izzat-Allah
could report favourably within about five months as Moorcroft hoped - and
his private and official correspondence both confess his 'anxiety' on this
score22- then he would like to set off direct for Bokhara without returning all
the weary and familiar miles to the presidency first. In Calcutta, where this
astonishing letter was solemnly considered in council on 6 July 181 2, immedi'ate steps were taken to prevent him from doing any such thing. Only after
careful consideration of Izzat-Allah's conclusions 'relative to the degree of'
personal risk attending thejourney, the resources of the country in horses fit for
the purposes of Government, and the practicability of conveying them from so
remote a quarter through barbarous and little known countries would . . . the
expediency of Mr. Moorcroft's proceeding in person to Bokhara be considered'. In case that was not crystal clear they added, 'It is of course
understood that Mr. Moorcroft will not enter on the journey without a
previous communication with G ~ v e r n m e n t .They
' ~ ~ were beginning to realize
the sort of man they were dealing with. In fact when those words were drarted
their subject had already disappeared on another dangerous journey in an
entirely different direction. Incredible as it must have seemed at the time, he
was already in Tibet. He had crossed hostile Gurkha territory and penetrated
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the mightiest mountain range in the world, in disguise and without prior
permissionof any sort from anyone!
[t happened like this. After despatching Izzat-Allah on his long journey to
Bokhara, he had come up from Delhi to Hardwar at the beginning of April in
time for its thronging annual mela. Moorcroft had high hopes that the contacts
he had made with the traders the previous year would bring to the fair
considerable quantities of fine, big animals from the breeding districts further
west. Sure enough many of the Sikh dealers brought horses from the Lakhee
Jungle. But their quality was so poor that Moorcroft rejected most of them,
merely purchasing, rather unenthusiastically, fourteen colts for the stud and
three undersized animals as a private favour for Richard ~ t r a c h eT~h .e ~good
~
horses, as usual, were somewhere else. Most of those intended for him, he was
furious to discover, had been snapped up along the road by his old friends the
Rampur dealers and by agents from Bundelkhand or the Deccan and spirited
away across the company's western borders. From the stud point of view, his
journey so far had been utterly abortive.
In April he was, or pretended to be, puzzled as to what he should d o next. All
his evidence suggested that Rajasthan was too unsettled to be worth visiting
and the health hazards of entering the Lakhee Jungle area in the hot weather
seemed to rule that out for at least another three months. As for the Punjab,
although Ranjit Singh had given his approval for a visit, it seemed prudent
to defer it until the results of Izzat-Allah's reconnaissance were known 'lest
that Chief should think that something more than horses were in view'.25
Moorcroft, although he did not say so, was already hoping that he could examine the Punjab on his way to Bokhara later on, and so to some extent he did,
although not for another ten years. In the spring of I 8 I 2 the only remaining
possibility - of course it never occurred to him to do nothing and ride the heat
out quietly at Hardwar - was to look north. 'A period of nearly if not fully three
months must elapse before I can begin my business in the Lakhee Jungle,' he
wrote, 'and I do not see how I can apply this interval to better account for the
public service than by endeavouring to penetrate to the confines ~ f T a r t a r y . ' ~ ~
It is hard to know whether Moorcroft was unintentionally, or deliberately,
using such a casual phrase. For what he was talking about was a pioneer
crossing of perhaps the greatest natural physical obstacle in the world outside
the polar ice-cap.
The Himalayas have dominated India's culture as they have dominated its
landscape since that awesome collision of two drifting continents 45 million
Years ago first began to heave them up from the bed of the primaeval ocean.27
perhaps Moorcroft fell under their spell as he was carried up-country for the
first time in the cold weather of 1808 when, on a clear dawn, he would have
glimpsed that breathtaking thread of silver high in the sky 150 miles (240
kilometres) away across the plain. At Pusa, the Burhi Candak which flowed
smoothly round the estate and past his windows had its tempestuous birth
unseen in the eternal ice and snowfields of some of the biggest giants of all, not
so many miles away to the north. Now, heading towards Hardwar once again
In the spring of I 8 I 2 , he may have had again an occasional revelation of the
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skyward sweep of that chilling and spectacular northern horizon; much as
another Englishman had seen it from the same direction three years before.
The grey mist of the dawn was deepened in our front by the shadows of the
mountains of Kemaon, over which arose the sun in magnificent splendour, spreading a broad stream of light that gave a delightful effect to the varieties of the
surrounding scenery. Directly before us, at the distance of thirty or forty miles [48 or
64 kilometres], was a range of hills, rich in verdure, and covered to their summits
with stately forests ofsaul, sissoo, and fir-trees; while far beyond, towered high above
the clouds the gigantic Himalaya mountains, their heads crowned with eternal
snow, and glittering with the effulgence of the solar beams playing on the immense
glaciers of those unexplored regions.''
They were very much unexplored. Some still believed that the spectacular
plume of snow which can often be seen streaming from the highest peaks was
smoke from slumbering volcanoes, and no one had as yet more than a
suspicion that these were indeed the highest mountains in the world. The
estimations based on triangulation from the plains seemed to give figures so
impossibly high that many felt that the calculations must be seriously in error.
In fact they were sometimes too low.
In the last week of April 1812 Moorcroft was at Saharanpur trying to arrest
another outbreak of disease among the horses of the native cavalry regiment
stationed there and struggling to find words to explain away what was his
latest and most daring trans-frontier foray. From Saharanpur on a clear day a
distinct gap in the distant snowy range is visible. O n the right is Nanda Devi
and its great outer ring of satellite peaks nearly 3 miles (4.8 kilometres) clear
above the floor of the plain. O n the left is Kamet and the great peaks above
Kedarnath and Gangotri. In the gap between them, although nobody properly understood it at the time, lies the thunderous gorge of the Alaknanda, one
of the two major sources of the Ganges, cutting right through the main axial
range from the northern side. Four years earlier in 1808, two British officers,
Webb and Raper, and a young Anglo-Indian soldier of fortune called Hyder
Hearsey, had forced their way some distance up that gorge during an attempt
to penetrate to the source of the sacred Ganges and solve the tantalizing
mystery of its true origins.29 According to lamaistic legend the Ganges (and
the Indus, Sutlej and Brahmaputra) all rose in Lake Manasarowar, far beyond
the Himalayas up on the high Tibetan plateau under the silver peak of Mount
Kailas where goddess Siva dwells. Such an inherently implausible explanation
for four of the world's mightiest rivers was no longer accepted by scientific
geographers in Europe at the beginning of the nineteenth century but disproving it was another matter altogether. Webb, Raper and Hearsey, following the lesser of the two principal Ganges feeders almost to its source in that
wilderness of glacier and snow, were more or less able to establish that the
Ganges a t least could not possibly flow out ofthe lofty sacred lake ofTibet. The
hydrography of the other great rivers remained as confused and puzzling as
ever.
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Moorcroft learned all this from Captain Hyder Hearsey himself. This
astonishing man, the illegitimate half-caste son of a British infantry officer,
had spent almost halfof his colourful twenty-nine years serving as a mercenary
soldier,first for the nawab ofOude, then the Marathas, then the Irish military
adventurerGeorge Thomas, and finally the British. In the course ofall this he
had had a string of adventures which read like pure and implausible fiction.
Hearsey had settled down, if that is the phrase, near Bareilly on a n estate
which he acquired by grant, from the Mughal emperor himself, at the time of
his marriage to a princess of the former ruling house of Cambay. I t was
probably at Bareilly that Moorcroft met him on his way to Hardwar in the
spring of 1 8 1 2 .
That Hearsey was shrewd, brave and tough is obvious from his career,30 but
he was not altogether popular with the Calcutta authorities. After joining
Webb's mission to the source of the Ganges just for the devil of it, he was
accused, perhaps falsely, of pirating the official map of the expedition when
Webb was ill and sending it home as his own work.3' In I 8 I 2 he again fell foul
ofthe British authorities, this time for levying excessive tolls on goods passing
through his estates and for raising a private army to drive the Gurkhas out of
the fertile valley or dun of Dehra, part of which he claimed by right of purchase
from its impecunious former ruler. Hearsey was obviously finding the newpax
Bntannica in these border districts rather restricting. In a sense the same was
beginning to be true of Moorcroft. Both men had a buccaneering streak and
one suspects that Moorcroft would instantly have recognized a fellow-spirit in
this charming rogue. 'Very ingenious but uneducated' was how the commander-in-chief's wife summed him
Moorcroft came to see the
man's qualities rather more generously, crediting him with 'courage,
spirit of enterprise, acquaintance with the language, manners and habits of
the natives of Hindoostan and its borders, decisiveness of character and
fertility of resource'. Just the man in fact for 'prosecuting difficult geographical
enquiries, or others'.33
The geographical and especially the 'other' enquiries which Moorcroft was
beginning to plan in April I 8 I 2 were certainly 'difficult' a n d no one knew that
better than Hyder Hearsey. In 1808 Webb's party had had both official British
backing and the approval of the Gurkha authorities, across whose territories in
the hills of Kumaon and Garhwal they had to pass. Even so they had managed
to penetrate between the plains and the high Tibetan tableland to the north
only with considerable difficulty, had reached the source of merely the more
accessible of the two principal Ganges feeders and had had some awkward
moments with the Gurkhas on their return. Now Moorcroft was coolly
proposing not only to push up the unknown gorge of the main tributary where
no European had ever been before to its source but also to cross the watershed
on to the Tibetan plateau and all this without the prior permission of any
authority, British, Nepalese or Tibetan! As he jested to M e t ~ a l f eand
, ~ ~it was
truer than he knew, 'I a m more likely to be caught by than to catch either a
Gorkhah or a Tatar.' T h a t both would oppose his journey was a foregone
conclusion. The only way to escape their vigilance, he convinced himself, was
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to make a dash for it, bearded, in disguise and along a pilgrim route of sorts,
Even if the disguise failed, there was at least a chance that, because no
Europeans had done it before, no precautions to stop them would have been
taken. It was precisely this aspect of the scheme, as he was well aware, which
would cause such dismay in Calcutta when the authorities there eventually
heard of it three months later. He knew they too would have stopped him if
they could. In order to make quite sure that they could not, he delayed telling
them anything about it until the very last possible moment,35 several weeks
after the journey was first decided upon and only a few days before it actually
commenced.
Even discounting the formidable political difficulties, there were immense
physical hazards too: the rocks and landslips of the thunderous and unforgiving Dauli River gorge; the thin, dry air on the high passes above the watershed;
the wind like a whetted knife on the lofty Tibetan plateau; the hugk extremes of
day and night temperatures - all these and more were enough to tax a young
man in his late twenties like Hearsey let alone one, even an unusually tough
one, on the wrong side ofqg. Moorcroft flattered himself before he went that his
spartan and wandering life in the last year and a half had made him pretty fit,
as no doubt it had, but this time, as he discovered, he was pushing himself to
the very limit of his endurance. He suffered miseries from repeated illness of
one kind or another before he emerged triumphant into the plains again at a
peak of physical fitness 'consequent upon hard work and spare diet'36, such as
he had never known before in India.
None the less the question remains, why did he go a t all? I t is always difficult
to disentangle reason from excuse in Moorcroft's official explanations a n d they
are really the only evidence we have. That the shawl-wool goat of Tibet was
somewhere at the bottom ofit is beyond d o ~ b t . Whether
~'
he had first heard of
this elusive creature from Warren Hastings in Park Lane or seen a specimen in
John Hunter's menagerie at Earl's Court or more recently in that ofSaadat Ali
at Lucknow is unknown. During the long and harsh Tibetan winter the shawl
goat, like the mountain sheep of those upland pastures, produces for its
own protection next to the skin, a fleece of particular fineness and softness
which it sheds each summer. For centuries traders from Ladakh had toiled
over the high, empty plains in the thin air every summer to purchase, by
custom and treaty-right, this precious wool, carrying it back to Leh in
Ladakh, whence it was taken down to Kashmir for making up into expensive, exquisite and gossamer-fine Kashmir shawls. Long before Moorcroft
came to India, especially during the time of his old London acquaintance Warren Hastings, the East India Company with its sharp nose for a
potentially lucrative trade had shown a keen interest in this, as well as in
the other traditional commodities of the trans-Himalayan trade beyond the
northern borders of Bengal. Could not English woollen goods, Shefield
cutlery and Indian grain be exchanged for shawl wool, as well as for gold dust
and borax? Having tried and failed to breach the very fiercely guarded
shawl-wool monopoly of the Ladakhi and Kashmiri merchants, by diverting
some of the wool trade into British territories, the company then tried to obtain
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some of the Tibetan goats themselves in order to test the feasibility of
producing the wool commercially in Britain. If the experiment had succeeded
the benefits would in theory have been substantial.
Moorcroft, who pursued this vision more zealously than anyone else, later
tried to explain it to his sceptical colleagues a t the board. The goats, he argued,
would represent
a new species of stock [in Britain] that within the course of a few years may cause
lands of a nature at present ungrateful, to yield a produce not inferior in value, as far
as fleece is concerned to that raised on the highest priced lands of Lincoln or
Leicestershire. By so doing they will not only be instrumental in benefiting the cause
ofagriculture but assisting also in furnishing to those classcs of the poor too young or
too old or too infirm or too delicate for outdoor labour or a means of earning an
honest livelihood, at their own houses, by separating the fine wool of the goat from the
hair. . . . When possessed of this material in abundance to what extent the manufacture ofshawl goods may be carried by British capital, ingenuity and enterprize it is
not easy to foresee.3e

Even to Kashmir, he told ~ e t c a l f e , ~the
' shawl trade was worth 2,300,ooo
rupees a year. What might it be worth to Britain?
It was a marvellous dream and it is not hard to see why the search for this
golden fleece awoke such a surprising enthusiasm in William Moorcroft. It
somehow fused his veterinary interest in scientific breeding and his youthful
love of agricultural improvement, together with his patriotism and a ready
compassion for the downtrodden and the oppressed. There is a n additional,
almost mystical element at the back of it too, which is easier to detect than
describe. Moorcroft it seems was fascinated by the ancient seasonal mechanisms and patterns of the traditional overland trade of Asia - those thin lines,
from a distance like scratches across the bare hillsides and empty deserts,
along which the patient pack animals, the strings of horses or the swaying
camel caravans have crossed and recrossed the empty spaces for centuries.
The loving way Moorcroft researched and built up a picture of the ancient
northern horse trade was one example df this fascination. His obsession with
the shawl-wool trade, which makes his writings a prime source for those
interested in its history, was another.
Before Moorcroft turned his enthusiasm to the subject, earlier British
attempts to obtain supplies of the shawl-wool goat had not been at all
successful. The immense barrier of hill and mountain which divided the
Ganges plain from the elevated breeding-grounds of the goats was, of course,
one reason for that. So too was deliberate obstruction by those who had
everything to lose if the traditional, trans-Himalayan outlets of the trade
running westward to Ladakh and Kashmir were jeopardized by direct British
initiatives from the south. John Gilman, the civil surgeon at Bareilly for many
Years, had acquired a considerable body of information about the trade across
the mountains to the north and he made several attempts through native
agents to obtain some shawl goats. He only ever managed to secure some male
animals and even they appeared by crude surgery to have been deliberately
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rendered incapable of breeding. Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Colebrooke, the
late surveyor-general of India, had a similar experience with the two female
goats he obtained. T h e Board of Agriculture in London continued at intervals
to exhort the East India Company to greater efforts (and they in turn their men
on the spot), bat still without any real success.40
Until, that is, William Moorcroft on his way up-country in the spring of
1812was shown at Etawah the latest of these exhortations. a despatch from
London dated ro October 1810.~'Shortly afterwards, at Meerut, he met John
~ i l r n a n They
. ~ ~ probably reminisced about St Bartholomew's Hospital,
London, where Gilman had trained a n d hloorcroft more recently had many
acquaintances, but they also talked about the mysteries of the shawl trade.
Gilman not only gave Moorcroft some of his precious samples orthe wool itself
but also sent a man on ahead ofhim to get further information at the Hardwar
fair.43 The subject came up again soon afterwards in conversation with
Hearsey at Bareilly and it was he who gave Moorcroft an introduction to the
old Kumaoni brahmin called variously Pandit Harbalam or Hurbullubh. The
pandit had visited Tibet in his younger days and had proved his worth as a
resourceful guide on Webb's expedition to the source of the Ganges in 1 8 0 8 . ~ ~
T h e meeting with this shrewd and wiry old hill-man at Hardwar was decisive.
Not only did he give Moorcroft authentic information about the Tibetan shawl
goat's breeding-grounds, he offered to take him there. Moorcroft was not the
man to hesitate very long over a chance like that and by 8 April 1812 his mind
was made up.
T h e old pandit had provided the information a n d the means but he also
unintentionally provided the excuse. T h e phrasing of an unbuttoned letter
which Moorcroft wrote to Metcalfe a t this time is very significant: 'In
endeavouring to find out the country of the shawl wool bearing animal I have
met with intelligence of horses'.45 Moorcroft did not rate the old pandit's eye
for a horse very high but his positive and surprising assertion that large
numbers of them were bred 'on tracts of table land still more to the north'
beyond the mountains was just what Moorcroft needed. It reinforced the
similar echoes of trans-Himalayan horses which he had picked up in his
conversations with Warren Hastings back in London and more recently with
Amar Singh Thapa at Butwal, with the raja of Balrampur and with the nawab
vizier of Oude in 181 I . None of the information amounted to much but it was
just enough to legitimize the company's stud superintendent's cool proposal to
risk his neck in the high Himalayas. 'With respect to horses', he wrote to the
board on 25 April - and his tongue was surely in his cheek - 'were I to leave
such a clue as I now hold unfollowed I really should consider myself as
shrinking from my
Later, when this same curious sense of duty had
involved his government in a full-blooded international incident, Moorcroft
deemed it prudent to pretend that horses were 'the primary object' of his
journey to Tibet." They emphatically were not. Even his otticlal letter 0125
April 1812 to the board positively bubbles with cnthuasiasm about the shawl
goat while the horse figurrs in it scarcely at all. Moorcroft later regretted this
imprudent and excited letter. I t was, he confessed to the board, 'less forcible
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and leu perspicacious than I could have wished, and some objects of secondary importance occupied too much of the fore ground'.4g They certainly
did.
Apart from the shawl-wool goat, there were what Moorcroft called4g 'many
incentives' besides for the journey, not all of which could be admitted in a n
letter. Exploration and the chance to unravel the puzzling hydrogra$yofthe trans-Himalayan rivers came into it, although this was certainly not
the prime aim as some have thought.'' Horses were part of it too. So also was
thecall of the high passes and of that other Buddhist world beyond them. Add
to that a sheer zest for adventure - and self-esteem.
After mature reflection, I found that however much various considerations of
prudence might justify me in not undertaking the enterprize, and however much its
prosecution might expose me to danger, both of person and character, I should sink
in my own estimation ifthrough apprehension for my personal safety, I should leave

undetermined, points of so much public moment and so intimately connected with
my public engagements5'

Only the final phrase of that long sentence is suspect. It is doubtful whether
even Moorcroft at the time, let alone the distant observer a century and a half
later, could really disentangle his true motives and set them in order of
importance. Perhaps it is enough to say that in I 8 I 2 he was resented with a
unique opportunity, and he seized it with all his characteristic energy,
curiosity and enthuasiasm.
- .
Once the decision was made, probably at Hardwar in the first week of April
1812 and certainly by the 8th, all was bustle. There was no time to lose.
Moorcroft had to be back in the plains in three months ifhe were to salvage any
of the original aims of his present journey and still have time to spend in the
Lakhee Jungle before either returning south to Pusa or, as he much preferred,
setting his face towards the north and Bokhara. The summer sun which was
already browning the plains beyond the town was also a t work on the snows
choking the unseen river gorges and high inner passes away beyond the hills to
the north. In a few more weeks the passes would be open for the brief chilly
months ofsummer before the first autumn snowfalls once again locked the high
Tibetan plateau into another long winter. Moorcroft sent the disappointing
string of horses purchased at the Hardwar fair, together with some of the
Servants, to his friend Captain Skinner at the fort of Hansi north-west of
Delhi. The transport animals probably went to nearby Saharanpur, whence
Moorcroft followed at the end of the month on a hurried visit to advise on a
serious outbreak of glanders in the cavalry stables there. Those servants who
were least able or least reliable (and most plainsmen had a deep and
Superstitious dread of the mountains) were packed OKthankfully to spend the
hot summer in Delhi. Their wages, together with most or the unused barter
goods and surplus cash were consigned to the care of the ever-willing Charles
Metcalfeat the residency there.12 Moorcroft kept about 2000 rupees in gold
which were strapped in special belts round the waists of his most trusty
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servants. A modest trading caravan consisting of 'an assortment ofglass beads
ofvarious colours, a few of indifferent coral, three spying-glasses, some articles
of Hurdwaree ornaments for women, a little Europe cloth, nutmegs, cloves,
Guzzerat cardamum and black pepper' was made up in bundles designed for
the backs of h i ~ l - ~ o r t e r s . ~ ~
In all these preparations Moorcroft must have leaned very heavily on the
advice of the old pandit and Hyder Hearsey himself. Just when the latter
became 'desirous of partaking the perils of the way', as Moorcroft quaintly put
it,54 is not clear. He may have been in from the very beginning. If so, then he
and Moorcroft concerted their correspondence with the governor-general's
agent, so that Hearsey's application for permission to go was also delayed until
it was too late to stop him. In fact, as it turned out, Sir Edward Colebrooke was
so misled by Moorcroft's talk about shawl wool goats and trans-Himalayan
horses that he thought that the government would want the mission to begivein
every assistance and cheerfully assented to Hearsey's crossing the Gurkha
frontier.55Only when the expedition had set out did he receive a rebuke for not
stopping what the government considered 'a project too replete with danger to
be productive ofadvantage to the public service'.56 It was precisely becauseof
these dangers that Moorcroft welcomed Hearsey's collaboration. He was a
good man in a tight corner. Moreover he brought to the expedition not only his
own formidable talents and local knowledge, but also the valuable services of
his faithful and tough Afghan retainer, Ghularn Hyder Khan. Fifteen years
later this same indestructible man, by then with a bullet in his head, faithfully
followed Moorcroft to the bitter end of his long pilgrimage to Bokhara and
was almost the only one of the party to return to India alive.57
T h e collaboration of Hearsey and Ghulam Hyder in the venture had only
one serious and obvious disadvantage- both men had already been involvedin
several armed skirmishes with the Gurkhas across the border and were only
too well known. For both of them as for Moorcroft himself disguise seemed
essential. The choice almost suggested itself. Their route lay for much ofthe
way along the punishing but well-beaten pilgrim tracks to the mountain
shrines along the young Ganges. Some hardy pilgrims even forced their weary
way beyond the mountains to the sacred lake in Tibet which they believed gave
it birth. As gosains, Hindu trading pilgrims, they should attract little attention
and perhaps even gain some useful reverence and help from the hill-folk
amongst whom they passed. Hearsey was soon exulting, although Prematurely as i t turned out, that beneath his white cotton robes, beads, red
turban and sash and with the help of his new beard and the effects ofthe
summer sun he was, as the Hindu pilgrim Hargiri, 'exempt from all fear of
discovery'.58 T h e fair-skinned ~ b o r c r o falias
t
Mayapoori was another matter
altogether.59T h e more credulous and naive of the hill-villagers were certainly
deceived by this unusual holy man and physician, but in fact he must
have been outrageously unconvincing, especially when thr mountain winds
had cut his raw and peeling face to shreds. Hearsey could scarcely
straight face as the simple villagers touched his friend's feet and begged h's
blessing.
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Mr. Moorcroft . . . casts a most ludicrous appearance, a large patch of lamp black
round each eye and his face and neck first stained with the juice of walnuts, then
smearedwith the ashes of burnt COW dung, with a gravity of countenance highly
edifyinghas an irresistible effect on the eyes of his beholders who take him for
sanctity itself.60

The suspicious Gurkha rulers of Kumaon and Garhwal, howcver, were not to
be so easily fooled.
It was probably to minimize the risks that the travellers decided not to cross
the border at once by taking the more usual pilgrim route along the river
behind Hardwar where they were all much too well known. Instead, to reduce
their transit across Nepalese territory to the minimum, they would strike
eastwards in the safety of the plains under the sharp southern scarp of the
Siwaliks, before turning north ixto the hills. At the end of April Moorcroft
came posting back from Saharanpur, probably meeting Hearsey a t Najibabad
early in May where they made their last purchases for the journey. T h e party
assembled, fifty-four people in all (including the porters) and a flock of goats,
at a small village near Chilkia. In those days before the railway came to nearby
Rarnnagar, this was the main market of exchange between the plains a n d the
hills in this direction. It was also very much a place to be avoided by those
anxious to escape detection.
In the cool of the early morning o n Saturday, g May the tents were struck
and the caravan moved slowly off on foot into the green hills a few miles to the
west ~ f R a r n n a ~ a rT.h~e' last letters had by then been sealed and despatched,
including that to the board which Moorcroft had finished on 25 April. Its last
(and one hundred and seventy-sixth!) paragraph read as follows:
I am fully aware of this being an undertaking that promises danger and privation,
but ofthe former using all prudent preparations, I must incur the risk, and my mode

oflifefor sometime past in a degree has prepared me for the latter, I remain, Sir, etc.,
William M o ~ r c r o f t . ~ ~
That was virtually the last that the Calcutta authorities heard of their highly
paid superintendent of stud until smuggled word arrived across the border six
months later that he a n d his party were prisoners of the Gurkhas. What
happened in those intervening months during the summer and a u t u m n of
1812, while Napoleon's grand army was on its way to destruction in the frozen
wastes of Russia, has won a secure place in the annals of trans-Himalayan
e~ploration.~~
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THEFIRST

PART of the journey, for which the only surviving evidence is
Hearsey's manuscript notebook,' lay across the magnificent sea of tumbling,
tree-clad Kumaoni hills. They are indeed hills by comparison with the snow
giants across the wide horizon beyond, although even the valley floors are
more than twice as high as the tallest English mountains to the north of
Moorcroft's native Lancashire. T h e nearest thing to paradise for an Englishman, especially if he has just been toiling in the furnace-heat of the plains of
India, must be this purple-green hill-country in springtime. The sparkling
streams and the deeper roar of the great river, the all-pervasive perfume of the
pine, fir and cedar forests marching up to the sharp skyline; the sturdy,
handsome hill-people with their flat faces, ready smiles and wonderful teeth;
the stone and timber houses and the tiny terraced fields and alpine meadows of
the perching villages high above the valley floor; the rhododendrons and wild
flowers- all these things are pure delight.
Unfortunately Moorcroft was in no state to appreciate them at first. O n the
third day out, as they toiled up to the narrow ridge which divides the Kosi from
the Ramganga river basins, he was attacked with the first of the violent
diarrhoea and shivering which for a time denied him proper rest a t night and
made him wretchedly weak during the day. That first disturbed night, and he
was up for much of it, he was probably very grateful that the porters had built
up fires to discourage the prowling leopards from getting in among the
tethered goats, for it was very cold and very windy. Hearsey was tough, but his
admiration for the way his older companion kept going was unbounded. T w o
days later, on I 3 May, he noted:

Mr. Moorcroft felt himself very weak and ~ r o c e e d e dvery slowly, nothing but an
extraordinary firmness ofcharacter and resolution of mind in the condition he was in
could have carried him on, the way tho' pretty p o d required the attention o f the eye
at almost every step even to the person in health and spirits, this plainly shows how
much control the mind has over the body and what benefits accrue to the person
Possessed of that advantage p i n g thro' the vicissitudes of human life in a very active
sphere.
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Next day, well u p the beautiful, open valley of the Ramganga, they ran into
what looked like their first crisis. T h e old pandit, who had pushed on ahead of
the main party, came hurrying back with the news that a small Gurkhdforce
was waiting for them at a ford a short distance ahead. This proved to be a false
alarm but it is clear from Hearsey's journal that they were very much on the
alert for trouble during these May days. O n one occasion, Hearsey, at the rear
of the long line of porters and animals, had to cover up his compass and
notebook hastily when he was surprised by the inquisitive priest of one of the
many dark little temples past which their road lay a n d in each of which they
made their pilgrim offerings to the resident deity. Later, parties of pilgrims
heading south interrupted Hearsey again but this time he managed to keep his
route survey going by making discreet and minuscule notes on his fingernails.
Beside him Harkh Dev, the old pandit's nephew, kept the running tally of his
measured 24-inch (0.6-metre) paces every step of the way, transferring his
figures at intervals either to the notebook which Hearsey kept tucked in the
folds ofhis robes or to Hearsey's fingernails. It was crude but i t worked. When
the journey was over Hearsey produced an elegant map, the distances and
bearings of which have proved in the light of later surveys to be remarkably
accurate.
hloorcroft was usually somewhere u p ahead with the old pandit, often
shielding his sharp eyes in the bright sunshine the better toobserve some detail
which caught his eye in those immense vistas. For the first time we catch a
close-up glimpse of Moorcroft the traveller. He must have been the strangest
gosain ever seen o n that ancient pilgrim road. Chasing butterflies, stalking
lizards, pouncing on wild flowers a n d herbs and popping them in his bag,
examining the fossils and rock strata a n d cursing that his disguise allowed him
no pockets, dissecting with interest any unusual insect, animal or reptile which
came his way a n d endlessly, endlessly questioning.
Yet he was not too engrossed to notice the accumulating evidence of Gurkha
oppression and misrule in these once happy valleys. Hearsey felt the same. He
could even see a marked deterioration since his journey across the same hills
only four years earlier.
From the various scenes of misery I have been an eye witness of and the change that
has visibly taken place in the population and cultivation ofthis once happy country it
promises soon to be a jungle. The cause of humanity calls for the aid of the British
Government to interfere, ere these remaining fields are covered with nettles and
forrst and the rcmaining inhabitants be driven to the last resort of their hapless
countrymen!!!
Both men came to hate the Gurkhas on this trip with an almost murderous
intcnsitv hut there was little they could do. other than pour vitriol into their
journals and give a helping hand to the unfortunate victims whenever they
carnc across them.
Earl)' in thr mornins of Sunday, 16 May, a week after they set out, they
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the summit of the steep ridge which, crowned with forts, shuts in the
Ramganga valley to the north and marks the ancient frontier between
Kumaon and Garhwal. The view of peaks, ranges and tree-clad hills in all
directions, from the low 7000-foot (2132-metre) saddle across this ridge, is
beautiful,although painful swellings from the bite of a particularly vicious fly
which attacked them all must have robbed the scene of some of its enchantment. From here the track descends steeply through the trees, past Adbadri
with its ruined temples, into the valley of the Pindar, foaming down from its
exquisite glacier source. 'Delightful road and romantick to a n extreme,'
commentedHearsey on I 8 May. The Kumaoni hill-porters stumbling under
their loads saw it rather differently. Early the next morning when they were
ready to start at 5 a.m. as usual the porters refused to go on, 'wishing to
enhance their value' as Hearsey thought. I t was 'at least two hours before the
rascals would come to a sense of their duty. I found it necessary to use some
policy with them,' he added grimly. The 'policy', whatever it was, worked but
only for a time. Later that day they reached the junction of the Pindar with the
Alaknanda at Karnprayag, one of the eight Hindu holy places of pilgrimage
and at this time a mere huddle ofhouses round the shrine with the soaring hills
all round, gloomy with forest to the skyline.
From this point they were back on the main pilgrim track coming up from
Hardwar and familiar to Hearsey and the pandit from their journey in 1808.
The pathway struggled along the very edge of the roaring, tumbling river o r
crossed it and its tributary streams by narrow, rickety timber sangas, mere
spars flung across the torrent. In some places a recent landslip had carried the
old track into the river and necessitated a new, crumbling pathway, sometimes
only inches wide, higher up the mountain. Although the nights were cold and
the dawns cool with the valleys still deep purple, once the sun flooded the
colour back and warmed the rocks, the temperature soon climbed at midday
into the nineties and added to the party's problems. It must have been a relief
when on occasions the hills fell back and allowed the path to leave the noisy
river altogether. Then they crossed tiny open valleys and fields, the lighter
green of their spring cultivation contrasting with the darkness ofthe great trees
higher up and offering a chance of a partridge or two for the cooking pot. But it
was all too much for the porters, who evidently preferred the gentler terrain of
their native Kumaon.
On the night of 24 May just outside Josimath, a great hullabaloo awoke
Moorcroft and Hearsey. They took the noise to be the signal for the not
altogether unexpected departure of the porters. Finding the men still in camp,
they held a short midnight conference to make some contingency plans before
again going back to their separate tents, pulling the heavy blankets round
them and dropping again into the deep sleep of the hill-traveller. The porters,
however, did not. Some time later that night and well before sunrise they
sllpped away into the darkness heading south down thr tumbling Alaknanda
for home. It was, conceded Hearsey 'an awkward predicament'. If the carriers
In their flight spread word about these would-be holy men, a detachment of
Gurkha soldiers might soon be on their tail. There was obviously nothing to be
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gained by lingering at Josimath, high on its ridge above the riverjunction. The
problem of course was how to leave it.
I n those days, as today, most pilgrims struck off to the north up the
magnificent narrow gorge of the Vishnuganga towards Badrinath. Looking
down and back from Josimath, Hearsey could have seen very plainly the track
u p which he had passed with Webb, Raper and the old pandit in 1808. This
time the route lay more to the east, u p the other main feeder of the Alaknanda.
'Along the banks of the Dauli', Raper had written then, 'is one oithe high roads
. ~ it certainly was but it was not a road in any strict sense
leading' to ~ i b e tHigh
01' that word at all. Nevertheless for all its ruggedness, the cheery Mongolfeatured Bhotia traders each summer shepherded their flocks of sheep and
goats along it, carrying grain upwards across the Niti pass into Tibet and
bringing down salt, saffron, borax, gold dust and coarse woollens. Today a
world obsessed with frontiers and security has closed that ancient trade and,.
although the new military road pushes on up the Dauli for some miles more
beyond Josimath, that high and breezy place still feels very much at the edge of
the inhabited world. In 1812, during the brief a n d busy summer months, it
would not have been the easiest place to procure porters at short notice for the
rugged journey up the Dauli River to Niti.
Hearsey discovered this on 25 May when he met Bhowanni Singh, the
revenue farmer of this part of Garhwal, 'an ugly looking fellow with a goitered
neck, dressed rather curiously'. It cost the best part of the day, much haggling,
some awkward questions and 87 rupees, before the agreements were finally
signed for the conveyance of all the baggage safely to Niti. Bhowanni Sirlgh
was as ugly as he looked. Moorcroft and Hearsey discovered later that most of
the people who eventually arrived to shoulder the loads were poor village
women, pressganged into service without payment of any kind. When, a few
days later, two of these unfortunates fell into the river and were drowned
Moorcroft, tender-hearted as ever, was deeply upset. But whatever his
methods, Bhowanni Singh's influence proved sufficient to get their baggage
safely up to Niti.
They set off from Josimath at 8.45 the following morning. So far as is known
they were the first Europeans ever to take that road. U p to the almost deserted
village of Tapoban, under the soaring forested slopes on the right and the
towering precipices on the left, the track, as today's road, followed the left bank
of the Dauli through a wild but still relatively open valley ofgreat beauty. The
two holy men seemed to be enjoying themselves in the cool air. One of them
was fascinated by the tadpoles in a warm spring. The younger man, more
practical and less curio~ls,had the spring clrarcd of pebbles and took a bath
there by the roadside.
Beyond Tapoban, which they left on 29 May after some further haggling
over exorbitant customs demands, the Dauli gorge becomes a more serious
proposition altogether. From there to Niti by the modern jeep road is only 36
miles (57.6 kilometres). It took Moorcroft and ~ e a r s e yeight of the most
exhausting days either of them had ever cxpcricnced. Although they did not
realize i t thry werr in Iact perletrating the main range of the greatest
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mountains in the world. Locked in that precipitous gorge, with its walls
soaring thousands of feet above on either side, they were so absorbed in the
strugglefor balance and breath above the murderous current, that they caught
a glimpse of the great snow peaks, Kamet and Nanda Devi and the
others not far away, lifting their serene white heads nearly 5 miles (8
kilornetres) clear into the thin blue air.
From the hunched shoulders of these giants even the line of the Dauli gorge
is untraceable in that heaving wilderness of rock and snow. Far down below in
the shadows of its thunderous gorge the two unusual holy men and their
straggling party were inching their way upwards a t the end of May I 8 I 2 across
the rockfalls and the avalanches, fighting those heart-pounding little private
battles for survival which every modern rock climber knows, but without
either his equipment or his skills. At one moment on the 29th Moorcroft was
edging his way across a nearly vertical rock face
on which, irregularities for the toe to hang upon, were at a most inconvenient
distance. kly left foot having slipped offone of them, I lay for a few seconds upon the
poise, but a snatch at a clump of grass, which on being seized, luckily did not give
way, and a sudden spring, brought me to a comparatively safe spot, with the loss of
some skin from my knees and elbows, and some rents in my trowsers and sleeves.

There were amusing moments too ofcourse. Although they had already paid a
consolidated sum for transit dues on their baggage and had a receipt written on
birch-bark to prove it, this did not prevent further demands being made upon
them. They had another 'scufRe', as Hearsey calls it, on this day. One old
fellow was so obstreperous that Hearsey 'insisted upon his relieving a carrier
from his load, which he actually took part of the way up the hill; and then
skipping from under the load slid down a face of rock, and though old, skipped
away from point to point of a rough road with the agility of a deer'.
The agility of a deer was something they all needed two days later when the
ascending track seemed to come to an end at what Hearsey called, quite
simply, 'the most tremendous place I ever saw or dreamt of'. When he finally
made it safely again to the bed of the river he wrote, 'Thank God safe over. I
was obliged to take offshoes and stockings!!' hloorcroft, who was also barefoot
on occasions, was persuaded by the old pandit and the daunting sight of the
carriers apparently stuck on a high ledge overhanging the abyss to attempt a
longer but apparently easier detour still higher up. I t availed him nothing. He
too was soon clinging to tufts ofgrass and creeping along on hands and knees to
prevent himselffrom sliding away on the scree into the river far below.
After a welcome respite passing through a gloomy forest of immense pines
and cedars, 'of which many would have been large enough for main-masts of
first rates' noted Moorcroft ~ r a c t i c a las ever, the path again became so
dangerous that even the old pandit momentarily lost his nerve. Moorcroft
realized why when he reached the place:
an angular piece of rock having slipped out ofthe ledge or cornicr on which we were
walking; and a piece ofstone, which just, and only just, rested with both ends or1 the
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opposite edges of the gap, shewed a precipice of a depth sufficientto alarm the
anxiety. . . . From the fatigue of this detour, I was SO enfeebled as to be under the
necessity of halting five or six times in ascending a steep mountain, and obliged to
creep on my hands and knees for a great distance, not having sufficient confidence in
my legs. My knees tottered, and I was frequently attacked with such a violent pain in
the right knee, as for a second or two almost deprived me of the use of the limb.
I t probably saved his life. For, creeping along on all fours on the very edge of
the precipice, he suddenly glimpsed through a crack the vast emptiness
beneath him, just as he was about to trust his weight to a loose rock which
would almost certainly have taken him arching into eternity.
His relief when he eventually tottered down to Hearsey and most of the
others waiting beside 'a cool stream of excellent water' can be imagined.
Hearsey, who had taken the easier and certainly shorter route shared those
feelings. 'Should it ever be at my option to return by this route', he wrote, 'I
would swim the river five times to avoid it; the water is chilling cold, still I
would suffer that in preference to going back by the road.' Neither of them
would easily forget the last day of May 1812. And all this, they reflected
bitterly, for want of one or two simple tree bridges to take the path across the
torrent away from the landslips and sheer rock walls on to the easier side. It
was another item in their mounting tally of hatred for the Gurkhas - 'the
present government does nothing to ameliorate the state of the country or to
increase the happiness of its subjects'. For Moorcroft, not to be a n active
improver and not to ease the lot of ordinary people were two of the greatest
crimes possible.
The road became very much easier from this point and the river, although
still a torrent, gradually dwindled in size and violence. Each day the unmelted
beds ofsnow moved closer, the trees thinned and shrank, and the nights grew
colder. They were in a sense passing back through the natural year as they
climbed upwards, and the state of the flowers and crops in the tiny terraced
fields of the scattered villages confirmid it. Moreover the great snow peaks to
the south of them were beginning to look distinctly lower.
Strictly speaking they had already passed through the Great Himalayan
main range and, pushing up over the I I ,000-foot (3351-metre)contour, were
now embarked on the ascent towards the ridge of the subsidiary Zaskar range
to the north. It is not in the least surprising that, locked as they were in the
chaos of that rocky wilderness, they should fail to appreciate the astonishing
fact that rivers like the Dauli actually carved their way through the huge range
from sources on its north side. Their own experience on the ground and visible
evidence of the watershed suggested rather that the summit of the main range
was still ahead of them. That is certainly how Hearsey showed it on his map.3
His misleadingly slender 'Himachal Mountains covered with perpetual snow'
ran roughly from north-east to south-west through the line of the Niti pass.
M d c r n maps show the main range 30 miles (48 kilometres) further south.
O n I June 1812 however, both Moorcroft and Hearsey were so thankful to
be alive that they would not have worried unduly about such academic
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pmblem~.
Indeed Moorcroft actually permitted himselfone of his rare, and it
must be admitted not very lively, pieces of descriptive writing about the 'wild'
and 'most imposingly majestic' scenery of snow peak and river gorge through
which they were passing. Hearsey for his part was writing about natural
beauty of another kind. T w o of the female porters 'decidedly were handsome,
credit must be allowed to their chastity, as offers were made very
liberally to persons in their situation, which either want of language or
management on our part prevented having the desired effect'. The holy man,
Hargiri, was still very much bound to the wheel of life. When they all reached
Niti without further adventures on q June, he launched a new assault on the
virtue ofsome of the overworked village women there, again with a total lack of
success. It was all very frustrating.
Niti proved a frustrating place for Moorcroft and Hearsey in more ways
than t-hat.Here agreement for the porterage of their baggage ran out. At first it
did not look as if they would make another very easily. When they had their
first meeting with the suspicious old headman of the village late on the
afternoon of the 5th, he did not mince matters. Pilgrims, he said, did not
usually comc this way and they never came armed and with so much baggage.
Rumour had it that they were eithcr Europeans or Gurkhas in disgliise, come
with hostile designs on Tibet. Appropriate measures, he hinted, had already
been taken by the Tibetans beyond the pass. Indeed later they heard 'of large
bodies of troops having been detached to all the passes . . . to prevent the
entrance of any white pcople, or persons wearing white clothes [!I, into the
country'. Things did not look hopeful. It was finally agreed that, if the res~ilts
of a letter despatched across the pass to the nearest Tibetan authorities a1
Daba proved favourable, then help with carriage would be forthcoming
Hearsey did not believe a word of this. It was all a plot
to derive as much benefit from us as they possibly could, by retarding our advance
. . . to oblige us to come to their terms with regard of carrying our baggage
forwards. . . . I never met with such a mean cunning low race, void of faith and
cowards to an extreme. . . . I saw very plain thro' their low policy.

He was probably right.
For the moment there seemed to be nothing for it but to settle down and wait
at Niti for the ten days or so before a reply could be received from across the
frontier. Moorcroft and Hearsey did their best to ensure that this would be
favourable by surreptitiously giving the two Tibetan messengers a generous
douceur to help them on their way, as well as tantalizing glimpses of the goods
they would have for sale if allowed to proceed. They also set to work to create
the most favourable impression possible anlong the Niti villagers themselves.
They carefully swallowed their convictions and deferred to village arbitration
in a dispute between one of Moorcroft's servants and a villager. They sought
the goodwill of the womenfolk with some of the little trinkets from the Hardwar
fair and Hearsey at least tried for something more than goodwill, nntwithstanding the more obvious obstacles to amorous dalliance.
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Their cleanliness is not very great either in dress or person; they smoke tobacco,
drink spirits and have no reserve, they are great beggars; but tho' tempted very much
would not swerve from their duty to their husbands.
It was probablyjust as well for a successful seduction even by a devout pilgrim
would have done their cause nogood a t all. Nor probably their health. O n e can
see why the amoral Hearsey needed to carry medicine for 'the venereal
complaint'. Instead of risking these dangers he and Moorcroft were able to
earn positive gratitude from these unadventurous villagers by organizing a
torchlit, nocturnal foray in successful pursuit ofarmed robbers who had stolen
some of the villagers' sheep and goats. Every line of Hargiri's loving and
excited account of this episode betrays his own yearning to abandon his
disguise a s a man of peace and join the fun.
Instead he busied himself with his sketch-pad. Niti, with its cluster or
two-storey houses huddling out of the bitter winds on its mountain ledge
I 1,500 feet (3503 metres) above the sea looks pretty enough in his delicate
w a t e r c o l ~ u rLater
. ~ travellers certainly tended to portray these alpine villages
as the epitome of rustic simplicity, free from the cares and distractions of
modern life. Moorcroft and Hearsey's enforced stay at Niti in the bare early
springtime gave them a truer picture. T h e houses, they found 'exceedingly
filthy within . . . swarming with vermin' and the inhabitants correspondingly
unhealthy; there was little enough to eat except enormously expensive grain
and the occasional stringy goat. Their attempts to bag game in the thin air on
the precipitous slopes above the village proved remarkably unsuccessful and
they found the contrast between the freezing nights a n d the heat of the day
during the few hours when the sun was above the hills extremely trying. At
least, Moorcroft consoled himself, the water was excellent. And the nights
were sublime. In the thin, clear air a n d utter darkness of the high hills the stars
burn with astonishing intensity. In the daytime Moorcroft was busy recording
the temperature, speculating about the weather, measuring the diurnal rise
and fall of the river down below the village, collecting botanical specimens,
marvelling at the geological riches of the rock strata a n d much else besides.
All this curious detective work seems not to have jeopardized their slowly
improving relations with the local villagers. T w o days after the Tibetan cnvoys
had left for Daba, the villagers sent off a messenger of their own to vouch for the
good behaviour and bonajidcs of the pilgrim visitors and their party. Moorcroft
watched this man go without a great deal of confidence in the outcome 'for in
attempting to ride upon a bullock, he \\ ith difficulty mounted in consequence
of being very drunk, a n d fell off four tirnr, before he was able to reach the top of
the mountain'.
T h e long-awaited reply from Daba arrived on 1 3June. Unfortunately, or
rather fortunately as it turned out, neither the Tibetan messengers who
brought it nor the villagers of Niti nor, presumably, Moorcroft's Tibetan
interpreter, Birbul, could make head or tale of it. Solemn councils were held
both a t Niti and at the villages lower down, at which the leading men debated
what they should do. T h e Tibetan mcsscngers argued strongly that the
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pilgrims and their swollen caravan should be turned back. T h e headmen
hesitated,torn between respect and even affection for the pilgrims, greed for
their money, and fear of the consequences if they earned some of it by helping
them. Moorcroft and Hearsey, meanwhile, began to make ostentatious plans
for falling back down the Dauli valley to the village of Malari, where the
headman seemed to be more co-operative and there was a chance of forcing a
passage across the Zaskar range in another direction.
Perhaps it was this bluff that finally broke the deadlock. As it happened
Amer Singh, the son of the Niti headman, had good reasons of his own for
fleeing the country. He eventually decided to turn necessity into advantage by
offeringthe travellers not only help with carriage to Daba, but also to stand
surety there for their good behaviour while they were in Tibet. 'As we were sick
of halting we struck a bargain with Amer Singh', wrote Hearsey. In the
darkness, while the village slept and the river thundered below in its dark
gorge, the old pandit went to the father and son in the smoky lamplit room and
made them affirm their part of the bargain on oath. Even then i t took another
week ofhaggling and procrastination, further payments from their dwindling
supply of rupees and the sacrifice of a precious bottle of brandy before they
were free to go.
They moved offafter their unwelcome twenty-day sojourn at Nitijust before
noon on the morning of n q June, with Hearsey and Moorcroft for the first time
in their lives perched rather self-consciously on yaks. It was something of a
triumphal procession. Hearsey, with mingled pleasure and regret, could not
help observing that
most of the women of the village had assembled to bid us adieu and waved their
hands as we passed. I returned their compliments and was much pleased a t this
mark of attention, but the men altho' I have been in all most every part of India, I
never met with such a low, mean, lying race of beings; they are cowards to an
extreme.

His bitterness is understandable for he wrote those words no more than a mile
above the village. That is as far as they got before the porters once again left
them in the lurch, this time apparently for a feast in memory of one of the late
villagers. At least, Moorcroft consoled himself, they were in a much better
position here than in the camp outside the village, to defend themselves if
treachery was afoot. Not that they were really in much danger even if it were.
Hearsey reckoned with a touch of wistfulness that with his ten servants he
could cope with the men of all of the last three villages they had passed and
makeoffwith all their flocks and herds into the bargain. But there was no need.
There really was a revelry and its incapacitating elTects were such that on the
third morning after it had started, there still being no signs of movement from
the village, Hearsey sent down one of the servants to see what was happening.
The answer was, nothing. 'All the inhabitants [were] fast asleep from the
erects of intoxication. Men, women and children lying in one promiscuous
heap upon the floor.' Not surprisingly there was no movenlent that day eithrr.
Moorcroft, restless as ever, spent these waiting days prowling high in the
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adjacent mountains in search of game and botanical specimens. He climbed
three hours the first day and five hours the second, forcing his body on in the
icy, thin air and exulting in the fact that on the wrong side of 45 he could still
outpace all but one of the others. H e must have been at well over 15,000 feet
(5470 metres), and the view of the up-thrusting phalanx of cloud-capped
peaks and glaciers of the great range to the south is sublime, but he was
given a sharp reminder that he too was a mere mortal in that abode of the
gods.
On turning my back to the wind, [I] felt a sudden fulness in my head accompanied
by giddiness; and fearing apoplexy, I threw myselfon the ground with precipitation.
After a short time the gasping for breath became less frequent, the action of the head
was less violent, and I quitted the turf;but although I walked as leisurely as possible,
I was twice again attacked with the same symptoms. . . . Although not particularly
aware of any remarkable degree of heat or of cold, yet I found my hands neck and
face very red, and the skin sore, and blood had burst from my lips.
For the next few days, although inexpressibly weary, he often found himself
fighting for breath, even at rest in his tent a n d on the edge of sleep. It was a
classic case ofaltitude sickness a n d if the party had not been delayed so long at
Niti, the symptoms would have been even more severe, perhaps dangerously
so. Although among the Bhotia traders the Niti pass was always regarded as
one of the easiest approaches into Tibet- everything is relative, of course, and
it is certainly not the highest - it has a bad reputation for altitude sickness5
Moorcroft was only the first of many Europeans to suffer in the same way in
that lofty neighbourhood and Indian soldiers from the plains still suffer there
today. Even the yaks are often affected.
At last on Sunday, 28 June, three and a halfweeks after their first arrival at
Niti and seven weeks since they had left the sweltering plains, they set out on
the first of the three short but exhausting marches to the summit of the pass.
Moorcroft a n d Hearsey travelled the easy way, on the backs of two of the
sure-footed yaks. Even so they were feeling very much under the weather in the
thin air a n d so were the twenty-five servants, panting along in private misery.
U p and u p they went, beyond the last of the great river's snow-choked feeder
streams, beyond the last of the stunted trees, crossing beds of melting snow,
climbing high above the jagged chaos ofalpine rock and mountain torrent into
the bleaker emptiness of the great Tibetan plateau.
The summit of the pass was fortunately in sunshine a n d without its usual
gale when they arrived there about noon on the last day of June I 8 I 2 . Like so
many of the high passes the summit of the Niti is something of an anti-climax.
Just an empty, windswept saddle marked only by its cairn of stones and the
tattered prayer flags fluttering tbrlornly in the keen wind. Yet i t marks the
watershed and the great geographical, cultural and historical divide between
the teeming monsoon land of Hind down below and the harsh, mysterious
Buddhist world of high Tibet. Even the usually boisterous Hearsey, gasping
for air, seems to have been subdued by it all - 'awfull' and 'dreadful' are the
words he used to describe the scene. Fortunately there was no Tibetan force
waiting on that windy saddle to contest the way as Amer Singh had feared. It
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,asjust as well. Moorcroft believed that 'the height of this pass is so great and
long, that a very small body of resolute men on the top might defend it almost
against a large army, merely by rolling down stones', but no one was there.
They
their offerings to the guardian spirits of that lonely place and
ploddedon thankfully. Soon they found themselves beside a stream which was
flowingto the north-east. Moorcroft was quite correct in his surmise, although
it is a highly improbable one, that these sluggish snow streams were some of
the feeders of the mighty Sutlej and would journey nearly 2000 river miles
(3200 kilometres) before losing themselves in the warm, brown waters of the
Arabian Sea on the far side of the great sub-continent.
Later, in chilly misery as the ice-wind tugged at their tents all night, they
probably wished that they too were back in those burning northern plains. I t
was their first real taste of the knife-edged Tibetan wind, which usually rises in
mid-afternoon as the sun declines and soon cuts through the woollen layers,
giving, as Moorcroft put it, 'the sensation of sinking into the flesh'.6 They were
all feeling too fragile to cope with it. Hearsey wrote:
Mr. Moorcroft and self and most all our servants complain of headaches. Mr.
Moorcroft took away near 16 ounces [.45litres] of blood from his left arm. I took
some black salt and aniseed. The wind was so very cold that a person could not stir
out after sunset.
At this encampment they met two Tibetans with a flock of sheep and goats
laden with salt on their way to Niti. O n Amer Singh's advice they either
persuaded, bribed or forced these men to return with them to Daba so that no
adverse rumours should arrive there before them. Hearsey, suspicious as ever,
was convinced it was just another trick by the Niti men 'to fleece us of o u r
money', and so indeed it might have been.
They were off at 5.30 the next morning and when they reached the ridge of a
secondary pass, they were intrigued by the prayers and veneration which the
two Tibetan traders directed to the snow-tipped peak of Mount Kailas, visible
far away to the east across the treeless, broken plateau. Moorcroft settled down
with a line at one of the rivers and caught a substantial fish off which he and
Hearsey dined. Later that afternoon their hunter, who had so far been
conspicuously unsuccessfuI, at last came in with a small wild sheep. T h e
deprived Hearsey voted it 'the finest flavoured flesh I have ever tasted'. It is
somehow exactly what one is coming to expect that Moorcroft should have
dissected the four-part stomach of the animal and found there a tapeworm.
Things were looking up. Even the wind seemed less cold and there was no more
talk of altitude sickness.
Next day they came across the first of the flocks ofsheep and goats which dot
the Tibetan plateau in summer as the snows melt and the young spring growth
comes thrusting up again out of the stony soil. Both Moorcroft and Hearsey
seem to have been especially intrigued by the first Tibetan woman they had
ever seen - a cheery, dirty, gap-toothed soul, wife of one of the goatherds, who
must have been very patient with the two holy men from Hind who seemed SO
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fascinated by every detail of her dress and jewellery. The resulting word.
portrait is instantly recognizable as is much else that they describe in Tibet to
anyone who visits Ladakh or Tibet today. The most astonishing and somehow
reassuring discovery Moorcroft made that day was that 'the art of making
black puddings' seemed as familiar to the men of Niti as it was to those round
London's Smithfield market.
Very early the next morning on 3 July they were in sight of Daba. It was a
weird place, clinging to the jumbled side and bottom of a ravine with its soft,
eroded rocks contorted into curious shapes and caverns. At about 8 a.m. they
passed through its gate and pitched their tents beside the first cultivated land
they had seen since leaving Niti over a week before. Amer Singh hastened to
pay his respects to the chief men of the place and, it seems, received a stinging
welcome for bringing the patty on in defiance of express orders. Despite
Hearsey's perennial suspicions, Amer Singh was true to his word. He not only
spoke up for them but offered to stand surety for their good behaviour as long
as they remained in Tibet. After a good deal of debate, it was finally agreed
that the visitors could remain where they were, free to trade, until permission
to proceed had been received from the higher authorities at Gartok.
Next morning Hearsey and Moorcroft with the old pandit and a few of the
senior servants, preceded by their ceremonial presents ofcloth, sugar and spices
on a brass plate, went to the little stone house which served as the administrative headquarters. 'Filthy enough, stench abominable', noted Hearsey. There,
in a low room crowded with curious people, they had their first audience with
the three men who represented civil and priestly authority in those remote
Tibetan borderlands. Both Moorcroft and Hearsey committed the interesting
details of that novel meeting to paper as soon as they were back in their tents
and both accounts have been published in part. T h e interview went very well,
despite the still very evident suspicions of the Tibetans that these two men,
especially perhaps the older one with his curiously red and peeling face, were
either Nepalis or Europeans in disguise. None the less the letter which was
drawn up with much ceremonial and sent off to Gartok was, so far as they
could understand it from Amer Singh's translation, eminently satisfacto~.It
said
That the former report sent by the people with regard to our being Europeans was
incorrect;. . . that we were peaceable goseins come on pilgrimage to ~ansurwurand
that we were altogether 25 men, the arms we had were for the protection of somt:
property we had brought for sale; that as much delay had ensued to us from
misreprese~~tations
that had taken place . . . he requested to have a speedy answer
. . . as we had been put to much unnecessary expense. He likewise informed the
Gortope Chief that the 7 sheeanahs [Amer Singh and his party from Niti] had given
a written agreement to him, with a very heavy fine in case we should cause any
disturbances hereafter and had become surety for our good conduct.
What Hearsey does not describe was a curious little incident which, he s i m ~ l ~
noted, 'has given rise to a set of reflections of the greatest possible utility to the
British Government in India all caused by the sight of a dog!!!!!'
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It all began when two small European dogs, a pug and a terrier, caught sight
ofMoorcroftin that crowded room. According to his later account7 they
suddenly rushed towards me, fondled, caressed me, frisked, jumped, barked and
appearedas much rejoiced at seeing me as if they had recognised in me an old and
favouredacquaintance. After their first demonstrations of joy were somewhat
subsidedthey appeared desirous of showing their accomplishments by sitting up on
their haunches and pushing forwards their forelegs . . . as is sometimes taught to
those animals-in imitation of presenting firearms. . . . They were said to have been
brought by Ooroos.

Russians!Moorcroft could scarcely believe his ears. He had been surprised
enough to learn in Delhi a few months earlier that the Russians were trading as
far south as ~okhara,' but. the discovery that the allies of the malevolent
Napoleon (as Moorcroft wrongly believed) should be filtering round on the
relatively easy north side of the Himalayas and visiting not only Chinese
Turkestan but Ladakh and Tibct as well, seemed very sinister indeed. Those
two little dogs so innocently betraying their European origins (and his too
although this does not seem to have occurred to him) were, he believed, the tip
of a very alarming iceberg. 'I have little doubt', Moorcroft later wrote to
Metcalfe, 'that Buonaparte has received important information respecting the
condition of countries never pressed by the foot of an Englishman though
within 34 days journey of the Company's ~ r o v i n c e s .T' ~o all the other tasks of
his mission was now added the urgent need to discover as much as possible
about what seemed like a breathtaking political development.
For the next few days the pilgrims once again had to compose themselves in
patience to await the result of the appeal to Gartok. They spent the time seeing
the sights of the curious little town and, as they had at Niti, winning the
goodwill of the more important of its inhabitants. The women and children as
usual were easy. Moorcroft had noticed the wife of one of the headmen, 'a
young woman of pleasing face . . . with a pretty child in her arms', a t the first
audience on 4 July. Later that day she and her sister came to the tents with
their husbands to look over the trading goods and fell in love with a ring which
'of course' she was given. Moorcroft was always susceptible to a pretty face.
The children preferred the sweet biscuits, sugar candy and gingerbread. Next
day Moorcroft 'sent for his medicine chest and gave them some peppermint
upon sugar with which they were highly delighted as also with the smelling
salts'.
On Sunday, 5 July, leaving their shoes a t the door, they went with Amer
Singh and the old pandit to the large and well-kept monastery which dominated the town. In the inner sanctuary 'on opening the great doors, we were
struck with the magnificence and arrangement of the objects before US,the first
struck was the likeness to the Roman Catholic'. Anyone who has
the colourful and cluttered profusion of the dark Buddhist gornpar (monasteries) with their strange imagery, both rich and tawdry at the same time,
knows cxactlv what Hearsey meant. He seems to have been particularly
'mPressed by all he saw and his description of the visit is a detailed one.
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Moorcroft was delighted when one of the monks, 'a laughing ugly fellow', took
them up to a small verandah and showed them a few coils of unpicked shawl
wool for which they struck an immediate bargain. It was the only wool he was
able to purchase in Daba, for a stern injunction had been issued from Gartok
confining all sales to accredited Ladakhi traders, apparently as a result of the
purchases made on behalf of John Gilman a year or two before. Their
subsequent audience with the old head lama was, however, a great success,
particularly after Hearsey, when the conversation flagged, made the brainwave suggestion that Moorcroft should present to the old man the beads from
his neck. It broke the ice and a touching friendship across the cultural and
language barriers seems to have sprung up between the real and the pretended
holy man in the next few days. Later, when Moorcroft came to take leave ofthis
old man, he found 'something particularly affecting in his manner and
utterance, and I could not help bending over his outstretched hand with
emotion'.
They left Daba soon after daybreak on I 2 July, not for the great lakes across
the plateau to the south-east as planned but north and east, escorted by two
Tibetan horsemen, across the western extension of the Kailas range to Gartok.
If they were to be back in India inside the three months promised to Calcutta,
they should already have been heading south. I t is doubtful if Moorcroft even
gave it a thought. He pretended reluctance a t this enforced detour so far oB
their intended route to the great lakes and persuaded the Daba authorities to
provide carriage. In reality he was delighted, for Gartok was the great summer
trade mart ofwestern Tibet and there, ifanywhere, he should be able to obtain
not only shawl wool but news of the mysterious Ooroos who came there to
trade (and spy?) each summer.
The 50-mile (80-kilometre)journey to Gartok by what the Tibetans called
the lower road they did in five easy marches. Usually they left camp in the
chilly and often frosty dawns and made camp about midday when the summer
sun had pushed the temperature in the tents sometimes well over 90°F (32'C),
and before the afternoon wind came cutting in from the south-west, plummeting the temperature as the sun went down and driving them all once again
under the heavy blankets for the night. It was the pattern of their weather and
their travelling during the whole of their stay in Tibet. There was little scenic
variety. When they passed a couple of poplar trees, the first and only ones they
saw in Tibet, Hearsey carefully marked them as a principal feature on his
empty map while Moorcroft lay happily beneath one of them listening to the
goldfinches singing. T h e scenery may have been unremarkable but the rich
and sometimes novel fish, animal and bird life ofthe great plateau fascinated
both men and provided some welcome variety in their sparse diet as well.
They forded the young Sutlej, already 80 yards (73 metres) wide and
running very strongly to the north-west, without accident on the first day out
from Daba and then had to climb to cross the watershed into the broad, open
valley of the upper Indus in which Gartok stands. The peaks of this ridge are
all about 20,000 feet (7293 metres) high and snow-covered but because orthe
great height of the surrounding plains present no serious obstacle to traficln
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,,,idsummer.The sure-footed yaks made light of the snow and ice beds on the

,.idge which gives separate birth to those two great rivers, the Indus and the
Sutlej,which later join forces in the Indian plains and together make their way
across to that opposite sea.
Moorcroft seems to have been his usual indefatigable a n d nosey self, poking
about for fossils, dissecting the wild hares, examining with a keen professional
eye through the telescope the small wild horses glimpsed from time to time in
the middle distance, and very much else besides. O n 16 July they shared a
camp-site with a party of friendly Tibetans. This not only provided a n
opportunity to have a closer look at their horses and the way they shod them,
but enabled Moorcroft to examine the simple medical instruments of a doctor
who was in the party. He had 'an eye cleanser, 3 lancets and a fleam. Mr.
Moorcroft took out the whole of them to examine a n d the owner showed no
hesitation whatever'. In general both he and Hearsey found these simple,
friendly people much more attractive than their avaricious counterparts on the
Indian side of the Niti-la, but not, it seems, the women. Even Hearsey,
deprived as he was, seems to have remained untempted.
They have little or no cleanliness in the whole of their habits, seldom or ever wash
either their hands or face, or even their bodies. Their clothes are seldom changed and
are greasy and filthy to an extreme. The extreme cold of the climate prevents fleas
and they have many body lice about them. In their hair they are very particular, the

dressing and plaiting of which entirely belongs to the department of the women. Of
their beauty, cleanliness and appearance I can say very little in their favor but
altogether I never saw in my life so many ugly faces.
'They have few children,' he added in a n eloquent non-sequitur.
Several hours before they reached it on I 7 July, the black-tented township,
which is Gartok in summertime, came into sight in the clear air far away across
its broad, grassy plain 'covered by prodigious bodies ofsheep, goats and yaks'.
Hearsey estimated that there were about 2000 ~ e o p l ethere. As the Tibetan
horsemen from Daba led them to their camping place beside the stream, many
of these people
assembled round us out of curiosity. The countenances were perfectly Tatar, several
of the most savage appearances; others had copied the Chinese, altogether a most
curious groupe; as i t was natural we should be objects of curiosity, we allowed them
to examine every thing about us, they were civil but wished to know what the things
were, to this we could make no answer but by signs.
Their curiosity was matched by that of the garpon or governor, a powefiul man
whose jurisdiction covered the whole of western Tibet a n d its summer caravan
trade with the lands to the north, east and west. But for all his power and
wealth and the great deference with which he was treated, his audience-hall (to
~ ~ h i cMoorcroft
h
and Hearsey were summoned as soon as the tents were up)
Wasonly a shabby, low hut made of turves. It was almost the only permanent
building in the whole of Gartok.

T h e first interview in this room was a long one. Whether it was their
successful lying, or the representations from Daba, 'or the weight of our
presents' as Moorcroft cynically put it, the garpon seemed quickly satisfied
that they were the genuine trading pilgrims they claimed to be. Thereafter
most ofthe discussion was about trade. O n 18July the pilgrims laid out for him
their wares for inspection - the double-barrelled shotgun, the telescopes, the
cutlery and scissors, the pearls, the scarlet, green and yellow broadcloth. After
a great deal of prolonged haggling a price was settled with the garpon for the
red and green cloth.
Almost as soon as they returned to the tents, Moorcroft and Hearsey were
approached by the servant of a Kashmiri Muslim called Ahmad Khan, the
chief agent of the ruler of Ladakh for the summer purchase of the shawl wool.
Moorcroft and Hearseyseem deliberately to have kept this man at a distance
and did not meet him personally until their last day at Gartok. Nevertheless he
provided much valuable information, not only about the shawl-wool trade to
Kashmir but also about Russian commercial penetration north of the Himalayas. He confirmed in considerable detail that the Ooroos had not only
reached the desert towns of Chinese Turkestan, but had visited Gartok and
recently even Kashmir, and were suspected of being in some cases more
emissaries than merchants. Later this flow of information dried up suddenly
but fortunately Ahmad Khan's innocent servant, 'untutored by his master',
continued to supply compromising intelligen~e.'~
Moorcroft suspected the
garpon but it is more likely that Ahmad Khan's sudden caution, if it existed at
all other than in Moorcroft's overheated imagination, arose when he got wind
of Moorcroft's interest in purchasing shawl wool. This ofcourse threatened the
jealously guarded Ladakhi and Kashmiri monopoly on which the agent's
livelihood depended. Moorcroft preferred more complicated explanat?ons.
There is an engaging cloak-and-dagger innocence and zest in his purposeful
hunt for clues concerning the Great Game at Gartok - a game he believed with
a prize no less than 'the promised plunder of India and the addition of its
immense territory to the Russian Empire'. Even Hearsey's engagingly uninhibited journal becomes suddenly secretive at this point. So did the garpon.
When Moorcroft noticed more of the small and apparently European dogs
beside him and remarked with studied casualness that a certain nation called
Ooroos had a similar breed, 'an air ofreserve and circumspection immediately
covered his :ountenancel and the subject was swiftly changed. Moorcroft of
course was undeceived by what he called the garpon's 'overstrained ignorance' of the subject. Where did the red leather of his boots come from or that
blue linen cloth worn by two of his horsemen or the lettering engraved on that
sword-blade? All were Russian. Even the garpon's evident anxiety to hurry the
travellers on their way seemed sinister. Hemidhe was anxious that they should
get back across the Himalayas before winter closed the passes, but to
Moorcroft it was just as likely that he wanted to get them away before the
Russians arrived at Gartok.
Not that any of the party wanted to lingei in that empty spot longer than was
necessary. There was only one more piece of secret business to transact. The
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p r p n Was persuaded, partly no doubt by more oil of peppermint essence on
sugxandthe other little gifts with which Moorcroft softened him up, but most
by the hope ofa lucrative future trade with Hindustan, to offer his Indian
"isitor both shawl wool and horses. Hearsey contemptuously called the latter
'only overgrown Tattoos' and Moorcroft firmly declined to buy any because
they were too small for anything except mounted rifles or light cavalry. Later,
in many lyrical paragraphs in a report to the board, he described their
sure-footedness,strength and resistance to cold. There was certainly not much
else concerning horses to report. Between the British frontier a n d Tibet they
had only seen one miserable specimen. But Moorcroft of course was trying to
justify not only his presentjourney but the one after that. He went on to remind
the board ofthe significant fact that all the information he had gleaned in Tibet
about large horses to the far north provided important corroboration of all he
had learned at Delhi. All the evidence agreed. Bokhara was the great horse
Mecca and the best way to reach it was by way of Ladakh and Yarkand, the
route Mir Izzat-Allah was exploring at that very moment."
This interesting information and much else besides came from Ahmad
Khan whose tent Hearsey and, later, Moorcroft visited on their last day a t
Gartok. The Kashmiri may not have realized, when he solemnly. explained
how the Ladakhi monopoli of the shawl-wool trade was enforced on sentence
ofdeath by the garpon, that his physician guest had already done a deal that
very day with the garpon to breach that monopoly. Ahmad Khan, they later
discovered, was very tough with any non-Ladakhi trader he caught in
possession ofeven a small quantity of the wool. O f course Moorcroft had to pay
through the nose for his prize - 'gross roguery' he called it. T h e garpon took
pains to explain the extent of the favour he was granting, reminding Moorcroft
that 'there was an order of government inflicting the loss of his head on any
man that should sell this wbol to any other person'. He was not far wrong.
Later he was carried off in irons to Lhasa and imprisoned there for three years
for his disobedience.I2
The garpon also claimed that it was fear for his head which made him insist
that, after their pilgrimage to Manasarowar, the travellers must return by the
same route they had come, across the Niti pass. When he heard this Hearsey
was cast into gloom. It has, he wrote, 'much damped the pleasure ofour future
trip'. By that route not only were there the nightmare hazards of the Dauli
gorge to contend with, but the Gurkhas would almost certainly be waiting for
them too. They had hoped to explore new ground in Tibet much further to the
west before recrossing the Zaskar range by or near the Shipki pass.'3 It may
well have been the old pandit's enquiries about the feasibility of the route in
that direction which had aroused suspicions of their intentions in the first
place.
Mmrcmft's journal gives a good idea of the anxious discussions which must
have taken place in his ten1 that evening. The old pandit was all for ignoring
garpon's orders, but there were many objections to that course. It would
Jeopardize the new trade connections which Moorcroft was SO anxious to
establish and it would probably have serious consequences for Amer Singh
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and the Niti headmen who were still standing surety Tor their good behaviour
at Daba. Another suggestion was to cross the Niti Pass and then try to find a
route to the east between the two ranges, but that would have been quite
impossible without re-entering Tibet. I n the end it was decided to go for
Hearsey's plan. His suggestion was to return down the Dauli gorge at least as
far as Tapoban. Then, leaving the animals in the care of the servants, they
could make a dash on foot by a different route across the snowy range,
somewhere in the awful shadow of the Nanda Devi and her sisters, in the hope
of reaching the plains before they could be stopped. It seemed the least
objectionable of a series of unattractive alternatives, but, whatever the outcome, it was time to move on. Their business at Gartok had detained them a
week, their funds were dwindling and the hard night frosts were a constant
reminder that winter in those high altitudes was now not very far away.
They left on 23 July, heading south-east towards the great lakes. This was a
route already trodden, although Moorcroft and Hearsey could not have
known it then, by the astonishing Jesuit missionaries Freyre and Desideri a
century earlier. Once you are used to the thin air, it is not a difficult journey
in summer. Apart from the gentle climb to the 16,200 foot (4936 metres)
watershed between the headwaters of the Indus and Sutlej, they had mostly
only to cross the treeless plain, its immense distances dwarfed by the clarityof
the air under the pale sky. There was no shelter from wind or rain up here. To
their left the plateau ran out at the foot of the Kailas range, dominated more
and more dramatically as they travelled eastwards by its great broadshouldered, angular, snow-capped namesake peak. O n the right, further away
a t first, the plain ran out at the ridge of the Zaskar range. Behind it, mostly
hidden at this time of the year in the swirling monsoon clouds and subdued by
the great height of the plateau, were the giants of the Himalayas. Not that the
journey from Gartok to the lakes was uneventful. They were on the Tibetan
equivalent of a main road. Hearsey called it 'a thoroughfare'. Modern maps
label it 'the Ladakh Lhasa Trade R ~ u t e ' . 'Day
~ after day they passed the
caravans and encampments of the traders and herdsmen passing to and from
Gartok. Indeed they had to send some of their own servants back there to sort
out an unpleasant misunderstanding about the sheep, goats and yaks which
Moorcroft had purchased from the garpon in exchange for the broadcloth, and
to complain of the behaviour of the two Tibetan horsemen who were accompanying them to the lakes.
While they halted, Moorcroft put the delay to good use by boring the noses
of their yaks in the Tibetan manner so that they could be tethered. 'This
operation was easily performed by Mr. Moorcroft,' noted Hearsey. Next
evening, a wet and windy one, Moorcroft was treating himself with an
'which had the desired effect and he voided a great quantity of bile, [although]
the fever still remains'. H e was very unwell all next day, alternatively shivering
and sweating between bouts of violent sickness. Hearsey watched his friend
anxiously all day and through the night, carefully cataloguing his course
medicines - ' 1 0 grains of Calomel, 3 of James's Fever Powder and 2 of Dr.
Robinson's Brown Pills'. Moorcroft was well enough to move on again the
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following day, although he must have found the crossing of the icy, swiftrunning and rapidly rising stream of the young Indus in a freezing wind
intensely miserable. Some of the servants and animals were benighted on the
near bank and those that did get across had to have brandy or the ever-useful
peppermintessence on sugar forced between their chattering teeth to revive
them. It was short commons next evening too- some thin soup, a cup of boiled
yak's milk and tea was the sum of it. However they made up for it the following
day with grouse stew and hare cutlets, garnished with a huge mushroom
Moorcroft had found along the way. It must have been a very welcome repast
for they had more river troubles that day, twice fording the swollen snow-melt
waters of the young Sutlej. Hearsey confessed himself 'very cold and very
much fatigued'. Moorcroft who was still very weak seems to have been twice
deposited by his over-lively yak either on the ground or in the freezing water.
There must have been many moments when he asked himselfwhat on earth he
was doing at all, wandering about on this cheerless, inhospitable plateau.
One answer to that question came next day, 30 July 1812.It was a historic
date, they believed, because it 'may be reckoned as the root of a traffick with
this country which may be highly beneficial to the Hon'ble Company and of
which we have the credit and satisfaction of being the founders'. T h e words are
Hearsey's but the sentiments are Moorcroft's. Hearsey marked the occasion
with a delightful watercolour. It shows two Tibetan horsemen following
Hearsey and Moorcroft with the yaks laden with the shawl wool which
Moorcroft had purchased from the garpon. No other figures are depicted
although some wild horses and Mount Kailas are added in the background for
good measure.16 In reality they were not alone and the curiosity of the other
merchants at their camp-site that evening made things rather awkward.
Hearsey believed that he had 'entirely allayed all suspicions' by a cleverly
chosen lie. Yet it could well have been one of these shrewd-eyed men whose
information ensured that this first consignment of shawl wool direct from
Gartok to India was also the last.
Fortunately Moorcroft and Hearsey's satisfaction was unclouded by any
glimpses into the future. If they contemplated the future of the trade at all it
was with an engaging optimism about its beneficial effects, spreading outwards from this day and remote spot even to the shoulders of beautiful women
in the salonrofdistant Europe. And if the government were too blinkered to see
the possibiliti~: of the shawl-wool trade and shawl manufacture, then the
go-ahead Hearsey at least knew what to do:
it would be a certain and ample fortune to a company who would establish the
commerce. Seven people advancing about 20,000 Rs. each would in about 5 years
entirely beat Cashmere and supply not only India but Europe with this elegant
article of wear, far superior in texture, the fashion of the borders and in colour.

It was an exciting prospect.
A century later the great Swedish explorer, Sven Hedin, was so impressed
by the geographical results of Moorcroft's Tibetan journey and his evident
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awareness ofthe complex hydrographical problems waiting to be solved at the
great lakes, now only a day or two away to the east, that he believed that
Moorcroft's urchase of the shawl wool was only 'to hide and mask his real
intentions3."0n the contrary, the pursuit of this golden fleece added immeasurably t,o his difficulties and dangers and attracted much unwelcome
attention which he could well have avoided if exploration and discovery had
been his prime motivation. They clearly were not, although Moorcroft was of
course determined to take full advantage ofwhat he believed would be the first
European sighting of the lakes. Even a recurrence of the fever which had been
troubling him ever since they left Gartok failed to stop him. It struck again on I
August. The following day he travelled 'with much difficulty very unwell'. He
was not much better on the 3rd and on the 4th was so bad that they had to halt
for a day while he recovered his strength. Next d a y they reached the northern
shore oiLake Manasarowar. This astonishing expanse of water in that empty
wilderness at 15,000 feet (4570 metres), mirrors only the occasional eagle or
migrating geese, the pale sky and the snow peaks of Kailas and Gurla
Mandhata that stand silent sentinel beside it. For a t least four millennia the
lake and its guardian peaks have been one ofthe world's most mysterious and
inaccessible places, sacred to men of all the great Asian faiths." Even today it
is to the Hindu the source of the holy Ganges, no matter what the geographers
may say. Some of Mahatma Gandhi's ashes were consigned to its waters on
8 August 1948 to prove the point. All of the handful of Europeans who have
seen it have been impressed, whether by its serene emerald stillness or, as
Moorcroft and Hearsey saw it during their briefstay, ridged by the biting wind
and pounding its shallow, grey-green surfon the rocky shore.
Moorcroft set out on the chilly morning of 5 August I 81 2 with two of the
servants, his fishing rod, gun 9nd telescope and only a cup of tea under his belt,
for his historic reconnaissance along the western shore of the lake. The clarity
of the air seems to have deceived him into believing that he would have time for
some sport along the way although he was still far from well. He was not
looking his best either, with 'a weather-beaten face, halfstripped of its natural
covering by the joint action of a hot sun and cold wind, blistered lips, a long
bushy beard, and mustachios . . . with a gait not of the firmest'. But he knew
exactly what he was looking for. He was already sure beyond reasonable doubt
that not a drop ofGanges water could come from this side ofthe Zaskar range
(he called it the Himalaya). His experiences in the gorge of the Dauli, and that
was only one of the tributaries of the great river, had convinced him that
Webb's 1808 conclusion was the right one. There was more than sufficient
water pouring offfrom those immense glaciers and snow-fields, let alone from
the annual monsoon rain clouds, to account for the Ganges without seeking a
Tibetan lake source and a fabled tunnel through the range to the 'cow's mouth'
at Gangotri in accordance with Hindu tradition.
The source of the Sutlej, however, still'remained an open question. The old
pandit, when he was last at Manasarowar sixteen years before, had seen and
crossed a stream running strongly westward from the lake towards its sister,
Rakas Tal (or Rawan Rudd, as they called it), a few miles to the west.
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main branch of the Sutlej. It only remained then to authenticate the pandit's
sighting ofa connecting stream to settle the question once and for all. As the
day wore on Moorcroft stumbled on through the soft sand on the shore or
,-lamberedunsteadily over the high rocks which occasionally fringe the lake.
Gaspingfor breath in the thin air, parched with thirst and frequently forced to
lie on his back to relieve the violent pain in his limbs, he became more and
more mystified.At about four in the afternoon with the sun now sinking fast, he
was still only about halfway along the western side of the lake. For all his
weakness, he had covered something like 14miles (22.4 kilometres) in six
hours. But he had seen not a glimpse of the pandit's stream. From a vantage
point he swept the whole of the western and southern shores, bright in the late
afternoon sunshine, with his telescope and sent one of the servants on to
examine the one place that was obscured. The result was always the same.
Nothing. The lake had no outlet to the west or south nor any sign of one.
And yet at about noon Moorcroft, normally so hawk-eyed, must have
crossed the dry bed of the old pandit's stream. Not only did he not see it, but he
convinced himself at first from other evidence that the Manasarowar could
never overflow on the west side and that the old pandit's stream must have
come from the mountains, not the lake. Puzzled and weary, he turned for
home. Seven 'very distressing' hours later he returned in the darkness to the
camp, 'benumbed with cold and completely overcome with fatigue' after his
28-mile (44.8-kilometre) hike. It would have been a considerable achievement
at that altitude even for a young, fit and properly breakfasted man. Six miles
(9.6 kilometres) had been more than enough for Hearsey when he set off about
half an hour after Moorcroft that morning. Now a t nearly midnight over a
steaming cup oftea, Moorcroft shared his conclusions with Hearsey. A further
exhausting exploration by Harkh Dev right round to the south side of the lake
next day merely confirmed them. Manasarowar, in Hearsey's phrase, seemed
to be 'perfectly insulated'. It had no outlet, at least not on its northern, western
or southern sides.
Later visitors to the lake, faced with a strong and easily visible west-going
stream linking the two lakes just as the old pandit saw it in I 796, expended a
great deal of implausible ingenuity to explain how the normally observant
Moorcroft (and, it should have been added, three of his most intelligent
servants) came to overlook the o b v i o ~ s .In
' ~ 1907Sven Hedin reached the lake
and once again the connecting stream had again disappeared. At last Moorcroft was vindicated. Hedin's explanation was so simple that one wonders why
it was not considered seriously before.
Moorcroft saw no channel in 1812, because there was none. . . . But in spite of
hioorcroft's and Harballabh's experiences being diametrically opposite, both were
right. In 1796 there was an emuent which had dried up in 1812. T h e same
phenomenon was reiterated 35 years later. . . and i t has again been reiterated, as I
shall show hereafter. This periodicity, which may have been going on for thousands
of Years, and which has nothing to do with the ~ e n e r a ldesiccation of postglacial
time, depends simply on the monsoon.20
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In fact this is not really very different from the conclusion that Moorcroft and
Hearsey reached themselves.
On making further enquiries with regard to this subject it appears that what old
Hurbullub the Pundit mentioned with regard of a river issuing from this lake into
Rawun Rudd, it took place about 16 years ago; since which time or near 8 years since
it has dried up and the bed risen considerably above the highest level of the lake.
Unfortunately the extract from Moorcroft's journal which Colebrooke published in 1816 is not expressed as clearly as this, although Colebrooke himself
correctly guessed the periodicty of the flow out of the lake. One wonders why it
needed another century of argument before the puzzle could be finally
resolved, for all the essential clues were noticed and recorded by Moorcroft on
those two chilly days at the beginning of August I 8 I 2.
Hearsey was fond of carving his name on things. He had even brought a
special engraving tool for the job. Now after breakfast on the morning of
Saturday, 8 August, exactly three months after they had set out from the
plains, he set up by the lake a stone with his and Moorcroft's name carved on it.
Then, doubtless shivering in the strong wind, he took his last dip in its icy
waters. Moorcroft, who was again very unwell that day, did not. At I I a.m.
they turned away and began the long homeward march. As the last of the
mulled figures passed one by one out of sight over the ridge, only the cold
camp-fire ashes and the alien lines and circles of that silent carved stone were
left as witness to their intrusion into this strange, high and desolate place.

AUGUST-DECEMBER

1812

THEFOLLOWING NIGHT,g August I 8 I 2 , the wind thundered round the huddled
tents and animals and by the morning the world was white under 2 inches ( 5
centimetres) of snow. I t reminded Hearsey, who had spent his childhood
there, of England in December. Would that it were, he probably thought.
Moorcroft, wafer-thin and feverish again, must have contemplated the
monochrome scene and its implications with even more gloom than his young
and healthy friend. Hearsey spoke for both when he wrote:
This morning scene induces us to be anxious to quit the country with all expedition
as should the snows on the Hymalia be heavy, we shall be locked out of Hindostan
completely, a thing we do not desire for we have had specimens enough of the
extremes of variety to which this climate is subject even in the course of one day.'
It is possible that they were being deliberately misled. It was a n unusual year
indeed that completely closed the Niti route to yaks before mid-December,
although other animals had to cross the pass well before then to be safe. O f
course it was not only the weather that was worrying them. Awkward rumours
were circulating both above and below the passes that they were 'Europeans or
the servants of Europeans', and it was said that the Gurkhas had already taken
revenge on the people of Niti for helping them on their way.
Moorcroft's illness, and the inclement weather, unfortunately prevented
him from making the close examination of the hydrography of Rakas T a l that
he had intended, and this too threw quite unnecessary doubt on his observations at Manasarowar. Hearsey's m a p of the second lake was based only on
what he could see from a distance. H e not only got its shape and size very
wrong but also misunderstood the alignment of the main Sutlej feeder. This
was already a substantial stream running strongly to the west-north-west and
they journeyed along its broken valley for the next few days. O n 13 August they
returned to Tirtapuri gompa, squatting on its craggy limestone ridge, with the
mud-brick houses huddled round it and its weird hot-springs nearby. T h e
intention was to collect the wool and animals they had left there a fortnight
earlier and press on, but next day Moorcroft was again too ill to proceed,
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although early in the frosty morning he tried the effects of a hot bath in the
springs.
Two days later at Kyunglung, another typically stacked monastery village,
he was inspecting with keen interest the remarkable steamy sulphur-spring
caverns there. Lamenting his amateur's ignorance of the geological riches on
display, he at least felt sure that there was clear evidence of 'an antiquity that
bames research and would afford food for sceptics' (presumably of the
apparently recent Creation described in Genesis). Five years later, a reviewer
of Moorcroft's cautious words would have none of this. 'Had Mr. Moorcroft
known nothing (and he does not seem to know much) of geology. or known
more, his own faith would not have been staggered, nor would he have
discovered any "food for sceptics".'2 It is a pity that this anonymous armchair
explorer did not tell his readers why. No wonder Moorcroft later felt ill-used by
the critics. Not all ofhis reflections in the caverns at Kyunglung were upon the
infinite past. He was reminded of the grotto del cani near Naples and, perhaps
even more wistfully, of the spa waters of Harrogate just across the Pennines
from Ormskirk. T o Hearsey, with fewer European cultural roots to draw upon,
the water simply tasted 'like rotten eggs', although that evening he was moved
by 'the scene by moonlight of the surrounding white rocks lovely and soft
beyond description'.
I t was as well that Moorcroft began to feel better about then, because, from
this point almost to Daba, the route across the broken edge of the Sutlej valley
proved much more difficult than they had anticipated. T h e agility and
durability of their heavily laden yaks was a never-failing cause for astonishment. O n 2 I August, two of these great, shaggy creatures were nudged by their
baggage off the edge ofa narrow path and fell 30 or 40 feet (9or I 2 metres) into
a ravine without injury. T h e descents they deliberately made were nearly as
alarming - I 4 feet (4.2 metres) on one occasion and on others, with Moorcroft
and Hearsey on their backs, they flung their great bodies without hesitation
down 5-foot (1.5-metre) drops. 'Not very agreeable', wrote Hearsey and
certainly not a pastime for a feverish passenger.
Nor was game-shooting a t that altitude. At last, however, Moorcroft began
to feel better. O n the 18th he was out bagging hares and three days later his
marksmanship proved far better than Hearsey's when they went together after
game-birds for the pot. I t was tiring work. 'The greatest difficulty the
sportsman here suffers' wrote Hearsey, 'is in climbing, the want of breath
which is very distressing for if he goes out of a common walk he is obliged to
blow and sigh dreadfully.'
T h e little caravan returned to Daba late in the afternoon of 2 2 August,
dispensing biscuits and raisins to the grubby, rosy-faced children who turned
out to give them an enthusiastic welcome. I t was good to be back in the weird
little vertical town for a few days' rest before facing again the bleak saddle of
the Niti-la and the precipitous horrors of the Dauli gorge down below. That
first evening back in Daba, to the accompaniment of the unforgettable rasping
bass of the long horns, with the conch trumpets and cymbals, of the two
Buddhist monasteries, they were called out of the tent by the old pandit to
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witnessan extraordinary total eclipse of the moon. According to Hearsey, 'the
surface was covered only with a thin red shade which appeared spotted but the
moon could not send any rays of light thro' it'. Two hours later, doubtless to
the great relief of some of those superstitious Daba folk, the untrammelled
moon once again shone serenely down out of a still and cloudless sky, on the
little town and the huddled tents of its alien intruders.
The next few days were pleasant. There were visits to make and presents to
be exchanged, most enjoyably to the humble old head lama whom they
regarded as the most 'enlightened' man they had met in Tibet. There were
trade goods to be disposed of and gold-dust, saffron, shawl goats a n d provisions to buy. They found further evidence of the apparently sinister combination of Russian trader and French manufacture in this remote corner of Asia some coarse cloth even had stamped upon i t the impudent words 'drap trisjin'.
The Ladakhi trader who peddled this stuffsaid that the Russians who brought
it took well over two months to bring goods from their own country, via
Yarkand and the Karakoram, to Ladakh. All the more reason to wonder what
they are playing at, thought Moorcroft. More friendly in its implications was a
visit they had at this time from two young Bhotia brothers from the village of
Milam on the Indian side ofthe watershed north-east of Nanda Devi. Deb and
Bhir Singh brought greetings and the offer of a loan from their father. He,
clearly unconvinced that they were the peace-loving pilgrims they pretended
to be, sent offers of help in a great uprising againt the Gurkha oppressors if the
need should arise. Years later, after the British had replaced the Nepalis as
masters of the hill-states of Kumaon and Garhwal, the sons of these two Singh
brothers became extremely successful members of that elite corps of anonymous native explorers, which the British used to penetrate the wall of
ignorance which persisted along the closed Himalayan borderland. The
written testimonials which Moorcroft gave to Deb a n d Bhir Singh on 25
August 1812 near Daba were still being lovingly unfolded, and their fading ink
shown to British mountaineers and officials, at least three-quarters of a
century later.3 They were not by any means the only written relics of
Moorcroft's journeys to turn up years later along India's wild borderland.
Some writers have believed that Deb and Bhir Singh helped Moorcroft and
Hearsey's party to escape Tibetan detention at Daba.4 However, far from
wishing to detain them, the Tibetan authorities were very anxious indeed to be
rid of them. On the 24th they summoned the old pandit and told him bluntly
that as his masters were Feringhi, they could not be allowed ever to return to
Tibet. The spirited old Kumaoni replied, with equal bluntness, 'that they well
knew. . . that they had it not in their power to prevent our visiting the country
whenever we pleased.That whether we should do so or not depended upon the
order of our superiors.' No wonder that, when Moorcroft and Hearsey
declined to leave next day, a rather clumsy and ineffectual attempt was made
to force them by denying their yaks access to pasturage outside the town gate.
The misunderstanding was easily resolved. Moorcroft and Hearsey, for
reasons which had more to do with the weather on the pass and Gurkha
beyond it, were as anxious to be on their way as their Tibetan hosts
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were to be rid of them. With the preparations a n d farewells a t last complete,
they set out for the pass on the morning of26 August.
I t was slow going for the animals were still weak and some had to be
abandoned. T h e route was familiar enough but the year had turned in the two
dry months since they had last passed that way a n d the contrasts were great.
Summer was already gone a n d the hard night frosts, the brown grass, the
stunted plants already in seed, a n d the bitter wind all spoke o f a harsher season
soon to close this land once again to access from the south. They reached the
empty saddle of the pass on the afternoon of 29 August. T h e 'most piercingly
cold' wind tugged a t the pocket handkerchief which Hearsey hoisted on a stick
'fastened very strong' and snatched away the sound of the seven musket shots
he offered to the guardian gods of the gusty ridge. Ahead and down below, the
mountains were wrapped in swirling monsoon cloud. This deprived them ofa
breathtaking view down into the distant plains but a t least it also obscured the
unnerving fact that from that high vantage point there is no visible route for
anything but a n eagle across the tumbling chaos of rock, snow-field and glacier
heaped up across the near horizon. But the gods of the pass were kind that day.
Moorcroft survived without injury what might have been a very dangerous
charge by a deranged yak on the narrow path when they were just short ofthe
summit; and only when they were safely across d i d it begin to snow heavily.
Now the horrors ofthe Dauli gorge awaited them. As soon as they descended
to the river, they noticed at once that even a t that height and so near its snow
a n d glacier sources, it had already become a n angry, milk-coloured torrent,
deep enough to wet a yak's shoulder and strong enough to give him no quarter
if he missed his footing. Anxiety for the precious bales of shawl wool on the yaks
a n d the recklessness of the shawl goats gave Moorcroft a thousand torments
over the next few days. O n I September he wrote:
The road was almost as bad as possible. Indeed it is scarcely in the power of
imagination to suppose, that such a surface could be trodden by men and cattle,
without their being precipitated into the Dauli, which rolled a tremendous current at
the foot of the slope, over which the path ran (if that could be with any propriety
called such a name, when effaced in many places by recent slips, and in others by
blocks of stones, for nearly a quarter of a mile [0.4 kilometres] together). This was a
march of disaster. The yaks, in inclining their bodies towards the mountain to
prevent their slipping into the river, struck their loads against portions ofrock, and
tore the packages. At rvery hundred yards [91 metres], there was a cry ofsomething
being wrong . . . the yaks . . . found no more effectual way of escaping from these
annoyances, than by running down the almost perpendicular face of the rock and
dashing into the cold stream. Sometimes by the slipping of the soil they fell into the
water with some violence, and after cooling themselves, to my great mortification,
generally lost their loads in climbing over stones to regain the road.
There were compensations too. Every downward step brought them nearer
to the world of men, of trees, of warmth a n d of the rich, high-altitude
vegetation - the flowers, the abundant soft fruit, the ripe crops ready for the
sickle, the great trees, the wild life - which remind every European who comes
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into these hills of home. As one of them put it, 'No European who has ever
experiencedthe horrors o f a Tibetan climate, who knows the wretchedness o f a
barometric pressure of fifteen or sixteen inches [38 or 40 centimetres], and has
convincedhimselfhow little of the sublime and beautiful these elevated regions
can show him, will willingly cross the Himalaya a second time." This later
anonymous writer certainly spoke for Moorcroft and Hearsey. They were both
astonishedand delighted a t the transformation since they had ~ a s s e du p the
in the bleak muddiness of early spring. Now the lower villages a n d
valleyswere ablaze with autumn colours and in places were hardly recognizable. It was probably then that Moorcroft first began to consider the
possibilityofeventual retirement to these hills.
There were more immediate realities to prepare for first. As the beauty a n d
civilization increased, so too did the danger from the Gurkhas. There seemed
no point in
with their disguises any longer for the. whole of
Garhwal and western Tibet seemed to know that they were Feringhi. Hearsey
was startled to discover that Bhowanni Sing's brother even knew his name.
And someone else who had met him in 1808, although not recognizing him
behind his beard, knew his voice a t once. T h e information of the more
credulous was less exact. According to common report relayed to Hearsey 'we
had stolen the Philosopher's Stone and 3 lacs of rupees from the Company's
wife, who had made application for us to be seized and sent back'. They had a
good laugh over that but there was a sting in its tail. T h e possibility of being
seized and sent back was becoming very real. It was with considerable relief
that they learned, as they descended to Niti on 3 September and the village
children came out to lead them in, that there were no Gurkha troops waiting
for them there.
There were, however, the familiar delays over the question of porterage.
'Patience was our only remedy', wrote Hearsey. He used some of the time to
put the guns in good order; Moorcroft took the opportunity to construct a long
letter to the secretary of the Political Department in Calcutta, spelling out all
the astonishing evidence of Russian commercial activity on the other side of
the Himalaya and the horrifying political and military implications which
could underlie it.6 They decided to leave Moorcroft's surviving yaks - eight
cows and four calves of each sex - at Niti until the cold weather in the plains.
The rest, on hire from Daba, were returned across the pass and their loads
broken down into bundles small enough for a porter. Unfortunately, negotiatlons on the question of who should carry them and at what cost were getting
"owhere. By a supreme irony the deadlock was broken by the arrival ofa small
detachment ofGurkha troops, ostensibly on a revenue-collecting visit but also,
rather ominously, with orders to see their baggage safely down to Josimath. If
Moorcroft and Hearsey smelt a rat, their diaries betray no evidence of it. They
wereprobably only too relieved to have escaped from the skilful procrastinationsofthe~ i theadman
i
in only five days. It had taken twenty-five coming up.
set ofldown the valley just after midday on 8 September and soon were
at gripsonce more with the familiar hazards of the Dauli gorge. I n some places
lhe humans were forced to pass on hands and knees and in others even the
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shawl goats refused to go on. There were the inevitable - and, for Moorcroft,
heartbreaking- animal losses, sometimes by falling or drowning in the torrent,
sometimes by poison from something eaten along the way. He always did what
he could for them: 'One [animal] very badly underwent the operation ofletting
out the wind from the large bag by a puncture, it gave her ease.' Hearsey seems
to have been a very interested observer of his friend's surgical andPost mortcm
techniques. When another goat died and was opened up Moorcroft patiently
explained how 'its death was caused by a blow upon the loins with a stone
which had materially injured the rib and fractured the inside of the kidney, the
bleeding from whence had filled the bladder and the blood had got clotted and
unable to pass through the neck of the urethra'. There were plenty of human
patients for Moorcroft along the way as well - local people, the Nepalese
soldiers and civilian representatives, even himself. I t could not always have
been very pleasant. Hearsey on one occasion found even sitting with two of
Moorcroft's patients something ofa trial, for 'herk the body lice and fleas areso
prevalent and the generality of the people have such large stocks of them in
their dirty woollen cloaths, that they seldom go without leaving some of the
family behind'. Later, when they reached the monsoon fever zone, all the
servants were solemnly purged to keep them from fevers. 'It had pretty good
effect,' remarked Hearsey, with evident ifambiguous satisfaction.
Once they were clear of the worst of the Dauli gorge, and it seems to have
been far less alarming to them than when they went up, there were plenty more
pleasant diversions to pass the time. Hearsey was kept busy sketching the
botanical specimens which the unwearying Moorcroft kept bringing in from
the steep forested slopes and fields high above the road. Moorcroft seems to
have been consistently [he better shot of the two but both men were out,
whenever they saw the opportunity, to augment their sparse diet. On one
occasion they lay in wait all night, with the guns primed and camp-fires
banked up, for a man-eating leopard to make an attempt on the goats, but the
dawn came without a sign of it. Hearsey found the bears something of a
disappointment too. They were, he grumbled on one occasion, 'very timid and
evinced no spirit whatsoever but ran about as cowardly as sheep'. Perhaps this
was sour grapes for he could not even bag one of them in the whole of a 10%
day, but there were always other diversions.
Coming home and ascending to the huts where the Gorkheas were encamped saws
beautiful girl with one olthe finestnecks, shoulders and breasts I have ever seen, she
belongs to the Detachment. Mr. Moorcroft saw another a very finegirl sitting down
near one or the huts, these are the spoils of Kumaon and Gurhwal fallen to the share
ofthe soldicry on their invasion olthe country.
The Gurkha soldiers were never very far from their thoughts, as each day's
march brought them closer to thc more accessible hill-country below Josimath. It was hard to escape the feeling that the noose was slowly tightening
round them. Both Bhowanni Sing and his brother had been punished for their
help to thc travellers on their way up and were already in hiding. A bigger
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Nepalese force was waiting for them beyond Josimath and, although its
was outwardly courteous, Moorcroft and Hearsey began to suspect
that they were being deliberately delayed a n d restricted in their movements.
Moreover the number of troops about them seemed to be growing all the time.
On I October Hearsey counted forty-six o f t h e m and, from that d a y onwards,
he and Moorcroft always marched with their guns loaded, on constant
watch for treachery. The Gurkhas seemed uneasy too and with good reason
in Hearsey's opinion:
atti;&

1 have no doubt that they fear their subjects will revolt and ofwhich they have shown
every inclination. An event which should it take place they have not force suficient
in the country to oppose them and the few troops they have would all be sacrificed ere
they could get assistance. . . . The arms they have are miserable indeed and the poor
wretches are in a miserable state from want ofpay, provisions and cloathes.

Two years later Hearsey discovered, a n d it nearly cost him his life, that h e
had considerably underestimated the tenacity of the Gurkha grip on Kumaon
and Garhwal. T h e Nepal war soon revealed just how formidable those natural
fighters could be in their own hills. Open conflict was still two years away b u t
relations along the long southern border of Nepal were already very tense by
the end of 1812, notwithstanding the stitfly courteous letters still passing
between the two governments. Indeed rumours that war had already begun
were persistent enough tocause Moorcroft a n d Hearsey some concern. T h e y
had no wish to be interned o r held hostage.
It is not really surprising in these circumstances that alarm bells had rung at
Katmandu, when it was eventually reported that a large armed party led by
two Englishmen in disguise h a d crossed the frontier without permission in
May or early June.' Several of these reports linked Moorcroft a n d Hearsey's
visit with local disaffection, b u t even if that were untrue, the Nepalis could be
forgiven for believing that the visit was a t least a reconnaissance. It could
hardly be a pilgrimage. T h e leader of the party was a senior government
oficial in the Military Department and the other was a n active soldier who h a d
already surveyed the hills with a n official party three years before and since
then had been making a considerable nuisance.of himself in w h a t the raja of
Nepal termed 'various disputes on the frontier'.'
The Gurkhas were right to fear the consequences orthe visit. Moorcroft a n d
Hearsey's private journals a r e ample evidence of a developing hatred for the
Gurkhas and all their works. Not only that but both men were unashamedly
anxious that British rule should replace them. T h u s Hearsey o n ro October:
I n 1808 the country was flourishing to what it is now, on every side desolation
Stares you in the face; the lands that were cultivated now forming into a Jungul, from
whence arises the sickness so prevalent among the remaining inhabitants, fevers and
agues. . . Such is the miserable lot of these once happy people. This is all owing to
thewretched Covt. under which they are now groaning. No one to hear them and the
British Gov~.
did i t know its own interests, even in the course of humanity ought to
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free them from this most horrible state ofslavery they are subjects too [sic]. Whatare
Spice Islands to England when put in the scale with the utility, the resources, the
benefits and the good name to be derived, by freeing these people, giving them their
Rajahs, a code by new laws and . . . the Christian religion. . . . I believe I may
without exaggeration state that not only the navy ofcreat Britain may be furnished
with every material requisite, but . . . all Europe. TO India this country is as a wall,
which if in the possession of an European enemy would insure to them the conquest
of the whole of the flat land. The climate is more suitable to Europeans, the race of
people bred here much hardier than those of India and a hardy race ofsoldiery could
be formed from the natives.
T h i s is worth quoting a t length for it is, apart from the omission of the
trans-Himalaya trade, the classic British case for the later annexation of
K u m a o n a n d Garhwal. Equally, every word of it justified the Gurkhas'
suspicions a n d their determination to stop these fake pilgrims, in order to
discover exactly what it was they were playing at.
Some kind of showdown was therefore almost inevitable, for Moorcroft and
Hearsey were determined to resist arrest, even with loaded guns if necessary.
T h e r e is a great deal of hair-splitting in Moorcroft's emphatic insistence later
that he had not behaved aggressively. From the Nepalese point of view the
whole mission was a piece ofaggression, and the refusal to stop when officially
ordered to d o so was further evidence of that fact. As the noose tightened,
Moorcroft a n d Hearsey had a clear choice. They could leave the animals and
most of the baggage a n d try to make a dash for the British frontier, travelling
light a n d across country. Hearsey was still inclined to favour this course but
Moorcroft, understandably, would not hear of abandoning the precious
shawl-wool goats they h a d expended such time a n d effort to obtain. In that
case, the only other possibility was to force their way onwards by bluffand
threats towards the plains so that, if eventually they were overwhelmed, the
news of it would more speedily reach the ears of the British authorities across
the frontier. O n 6 October at Pipalkoti on the Alaknanda, they sent offletters
in duplicate by different routes for forwarding to hloradabad. In his letter to
Metcalfe a t Delhi, a n d the others were probably similar, Moorcroft simply
announced their safe return from T i b e t and their hope to be back on British
territory in three weeks 'in case of meeting with no o b s t r ~ c t i o n ' . ~
T h e first overt attempt at such obstruction, albeit a very civilized one, came
three days later on the evening of g October, just after the crossing of the
Pindar River by the swaying rope bridge at Karnprayag. Bandu Thapa, the
local Nepalese governor a t PaIi, was waiting for them with a predictable
catechism - why had thcy gone to Tibet, why in disguise, why without
permission? He admitted that his orders from K a t m a n d u wrre to detain thern
until those questions were satisfactorily answered. Indeed hc tried to persuade
them to halt until he could consult his colleagues. Needless to say, ~ o o r c r ~ ~
would have none of this. 'Had wc have showr, the least irresolution, I a m
certain we should have been detained for at least I 5 days', wrote Hearsey. On
the surface, i t was all very amicable. Bandu Thapa embraced his visitors when
they met; they in return gave him a present and Moorcroft prescribed some
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pills for the governor's rheumaticky knees. But the hint of menace was there
and the number of soldiers around them seemed to grow by the day.
In the circumstances it was, to say the least, rather imprudent of Moorcroft
and Hearsey to take different routes to Adbadri three days later. T h e only hint
ofdisagreement between the two of them on the whole journey comes with
Hearsey's exasperated entry in his diary that evening: 'I do not know what
could induce Mr. M's going and which I suspect will be the cause of his
detention.' The answer was that Moorcroft wished to take a different route in
order 'to avoid some narrow paths, thro' very high grass in low grounds in
which our progress might have been arrested without a favourable opportunity for employing resistance'.'' I n fact Hearsey and the remnant of the party
wereordered to stop that day by a party of soldiers on orders from Katmandu.
In reply I told them I was no servant or subject of theirs, but a traveller o n the high
road. One scoundrel. . . was very impertinent and said I should not go on - a t whic'h
I gave the signal to my men to charge my firearms a n d then told them whoever dared
to oppose my progress by force should be a dead man. . . . I proceeded onward and
left them fuming and foaming and putting flints to their musquets.

Hearsey went to bed that night after a scanty supper with five guns beside
him and a guard on watch, wondering anxiously what had happened to his
friend who had set outjust after midnight that morning to go his separate way.
He learned the full story when Moorcroft came in about noon next day. He too
had been ordered to stop by one of the Gurkha officers who, in Moorcroft's
words,
placed himself in a menacing position striking his musket violently against the
ground. I snatched my gun from my servant, cocked it, and stopped with the
intention of shooting him if he advanced a single step towards me.

It worked - temporarily. Reunited again and with the last of the carriers

deserting them, Moorcroft and Hearsey pressed on at speed carrying what
baggage they could and shadowed constantly by the Gurkha troops. O n the
14th they crossed the tiger-infested Diwali ridge into Kumaon. T h e British
frontier was then only 50 miles (80 kilometres) away and everything suggested
that the showdown would come the next day.
Moorcroft was offwith the goats in the frosty dawn so early that the Gurkhas
were apparently taken unawares and had to hurry after him. Twice that day he
refubed to stop when challenged. T h e second occasion was particularly tense.
A body ofsipahis [soldiers] ran before togain a narrow part, which confined the path.
One went through the goats; I followed to push him from amongst them, and found
about twenty men had formed a line upon the ~ a t h T. h e man I had pursued,
probably exasperated by being obliged to run in the sight of his countrymen, put
himself in a menacing position on the path. I retired a few paces, dropped on one
knee, in order to get a steady and low aim . . . the person who appeared so rrsolute,
threw down his musket and presented his neck also. I ordered the soldiers to quit the
path, and they drew up on the side for me to pass.
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As if this indomitable man had not had enough excitement for one day that
evening he 'performed an operation on one of the Gorkeeahs who had a caries
[decay] of the breast bone and took out 2 pieces'. Hearsey, meanwhile, was
embroiled in further abortive negotiations with one of the Gurkha leaders, 'an
ugly son of a +h
of a Bramin', to whom once more he made it plain that
they had no intention of halting until they reached Pali, where they had
promised Bandu Thapa that they would wait for two days.
This clearly was not enough. Whether the Gurkhas feared that their visitors
would break their word, or felt that Pali was much too near the British border,
or simply needed more time to consult their masters at Almora or Katmandu,
one can only guess. It must by now have been very plain to the soldiers that,as
long as Hearsey and Moorcroft were prepared to use their guns and they were
not, probably on orders, then the two men were likely to go on evading arrest
indefinitely. Even if the troops were rree to resort to arms'it would not have
done either side much good. Hearsey tried to discouragk any attack by
painting the likely consequences in very strong colours:
W e should certainly kill 2 0 or 30 of them and be killed ourselves, by which they
would gain very little but be the cause ofour Covt. revenging our death; and the loss
of their bread and the lives of many thousands of their countrymen.

T h e only remaining possibility for the Nepalis was to attempt to overwhelm
them by sheer weight of numbers before they could use their arms, and this is
precisely what happened on the morning of 16 October.
I t was foggy and still, 'the trees as ifcommisserating [sic] our situation from
their leaves were dropping big drops', noted Hearsey rather inexpertly. His
prose was not very elegant even at the best of times, and this was definitely no1
the best of times. They were up early, but the Gurkhas were ahead of them,
filtering something like I oo men in among their disorganized camp. Moorcroft
was sitting on a stone with his gun in one hand and his breakfast in the other,
when he saw that they were being rapidly surrounded.
I called to my companion to prepare and sprung into the path, desiring the soldien
to stand clear. T h e main body opened a little, and I independently advanced with
too much impetuosity. A man or two advanced, a n d I shoved them back. MYgun
had in an instant as many hands upon it as could find room to touch it, but they could
not wrest it from me. . . . [At last] one mangot upon my neck and stuck his knees into
my loins, endeavouring to strangle me with my handkerchief, whilst another
fastened a rope round my left leg and pulled it backwards from under me. Supported
only by one leg and almost fainting from the hand round my neck, I lost my hold on
the gun, and was instantly thrown to the ground. H e r e I was dragged about by the
legs until my arms were pinioned."

Hearsey, who was cleaning his teeth at the time, neither heard ~ o o r c r o f ~ ' ~
shout nor saw this struggle. The first warning of danger he had was when he
saw about sixteen Gurkha soldiers attempting to overpower the servant who
had charge of his guns.
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I ,--me to his assistance and was surrounded in an instant by 7 or 8 men; 2 or 3 I
dislodged with my fists and got hold of the double-barrelled gun - in attempting to
wrest it from them a fellow seized me round the throat and 3 others round the wrists;
others by my legs and I was obliged to let go and was carried away. The first object I
beheld was a drawn sword and a cluster round as I supposed the body of Mr. M. who
I concluded they had killed. This idea made me prepare for my own death and I
looked for the means ofdying revenged. My attention was attracted to the kookuree
ofone of my guards and I was preparing to make a last e!Tort to seize i t when I was
delighted to see Mr. M. alive bound hand and foot.
Hearsey was furious. 'Villains', 'cowards', 'treacherous scoundrels', 'barbarians', 'wretches', 'cowardly shitten rascals', 'cussed deceitful race' - the
epithets pepper the page of his fuming journal that day, together with a little
drawing to show how their a r m s were for s o m e time lashed behind them.12
Hearsey ended on a more philosophical note:
Thus ended this eventful day - a day we shall not easily forget. If the traveller has his
pleasures yet let no one doubt the dangers and difficulties he has to encounter - if we
ever escape this force it will be ever hereafter a day of thanksgiving to the Great
Prcscrver. These are no common incidents. Oh Humanity, Humanity where hast thou
fled?Return once'more to this unfortunate country as an Avenger. The first day's
imprisonment is passed.
There were sixteen more ahead of them. Detention, though, is a better word
than imprisonment, for they were not even confined to their tents under the
dripping mulberry trees but allowed the freedom of the camp.I3 I t was the
servants who suffered most, being both fettered and ill-treated a t first.
Moorcroft and Hearsey were s o loosely guarded that, o n o n e occasion, they
managed to slip outside the stockade that was built to contain them a n d
reconnoitre the surrounding country for a b o u t a n hour before they were
missed. What they saw did not look very hopeful. If the G u r k h a s did not get
them, the bears and tigers probably would. T h e y saw plenty of evidence of
both even in camp, but in any case there was no immediate need for flight,
because it soon became clear that they were not going to be murdered as they
had genuinely feared a t first.14 Their captors indeed soon became courtesy
itself, while they awaited orders from Almora a n d Katmandu. Moorcroft a n d
Hearsey did their best to hurry things along. Moorcroft h a d , in his usual
open-hearted way, taken on a s goatherd a bearded fakir near the Niti pass.
This man - they code named him Ambrose d e Lamela - now repaid that
kindness by slipping away in disguise with letters from Moorcroft a n d Hearsey
concealed in the lining of his ragged clothing. h4oorcroft's letters a r e now in
Edinburgh. I t is typical of the m a n that his chief fear was for the safety of the
old pandit and his n?phew and he instructed that a monthly i11come should be
paid from his estate to the families of both if they were all killed. l 5
When the fakir's absence was discovered a great hue a n d cry was raised by
the Gurkhas. Moorcroft and Hearsey and some of the ser\.ants who were in on
the secrrt pretended to abuse him a s an ingrate who had deserted them in their
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hour of need. But he did not fail them, and the news he carried to the British
authorities across the border set off a widening circle of correspondence which
eventually led to a direct appeal from the governor-general in Calcutta to the
raja of ~ e ~ a 1O.f lcourse
~
none of this was known to Moorcroft and Hearsey
until much later. They, counting the days and hoping for the best, made other
less successful efforts to smuggle news out. Hearsey, rather unreasonably
in the circumstances, waxed highly indignant at 'the low cunning and duplicity of these scoundrels' when he discovered that the guards were on the
watch to intercept these efforts. It was all very irksome. We cannot even
'proceed to the necessary without one or two men following our footsteps', he
grumbled.
There was nothing for it but to settle down as patiently as they could while
the night frosts transformed the hills and forests from summer green to autumn
gold almost before their eyes. Hearsey busied himself protracting his route
survey into a book as a preliminary to drawing his large-scale route map.
Moorcroft had more medical work than he could cope with. At first he
preferred to employ his medicines and his surgical skill for the benefit of the
local people, at least until the servants were released from their fetters. One
farmer's son was tapped of I o pints (5.6 litres) ofdropsical fluid from his navel
and in return his father slipped away with more duplicate letters under the
very noses of the Gurkhas who were watching. An old woman, blinded by a
massive cataract, had it
extracted with much care and little pain . . . as soon as the membrane was displaced
she said she beheld the light. Another subject was a young woman with an extensive
caries of the jawbone - a piece of old bone was clasped by new ones on each side
similar to a man in a cofhn. Below was a sinuous ulcer occasioned by the caries.
There is something very touching about these scenes, and they were
repeated endlessly during Moorcroft's life in India, whenever this tough but
compassionate little man saw an opportunity to ease the pain and distress of
simple village people. The soldiers, more than half of whom were suffering
from venereal disease, were not neglected for long either. They, in return, seem
to have done what they could to make life as pleasant as possible for their two
captives, although Hearsey, still seething, was not inclined to be grateful. For
instance, some of the Gurkhas spent three days like small boys trying to dam
and reroute the Ramganga, so as to provide some good fishing for their two
captives. They failed, as later they failed to capture a bear, armed only with
their kukris. 'The fish were too sly to be caught and the bear too fierce to be
taken by such stupid animals as a detachment of Gorkeah soldiery,' cornmented Hearsey sourly.
At last, early on the morning of the seventeenth day of their captivity, news
arrived from Bim Sah, the governor of Almora, that they were to be released,
their arms restored and coolies provided to carry their baggage to the frontierIt was I November. Later that day the hill-servants who had been taken off to
Almora arrived back in camp. Only the two panditr remained behind in
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captivity,but t h y were apparently being well treated. In the afternoon with
some of the soldiers as beaters, Moorcroft and Hearsey celebrated their
freedomby going out in search of game and succeeded in killing an old male
bear of such size that four men could not even lift him from the ground. Next
morningthey marched down the valley, writing letters as they went to report
the favourable turn of events.
The relief, when two of these letters reached Calcutta some time in the last
week of November, was immense." Private congratulations from their friends
and well-wishers poured in from every side.'' Neither man, still embittered by
his arrest and the oppression he had witnessed, was inclined to give the
Gurkhas much credit for his release. Moorcroft's theory was simple: the
had bungled i t by leaving the attack far too late which was the main
reason why they eventually had to be disavowed by the Nepalese government.
A more impartial reading of the evidence suggests that this was unjust. Both
Moorcroft and Hearsey drew frequent and indignant contrasts between their
own experiences and that of Nepalis in the company's territories, able to go
about their business as they pleased. The two cases were not really comparable. Kumaon and Garhwal were for Nepal highly sensitive frontier zones,
thinly held by Gurkha troops and seething with disaffection. The unauthorized presence there of armed foreigners travelling in disguise was bound to
cause alarm. In many ways Moorcroft and Hearsey deserved all they got.
They were fortunate not to get very much more.
Their feelings can be well imagined as they descended the last of the hills
into the safety of the broad plain, and pushed on for Kashipur. They arrived
there on 1 2 November and the only disappointment was not to find the old
pandit and Harkh Dev waiting for them. Moorcroft immediately sent off yet
another letter to Bim Sah, although in fact the two men had already been
released by then. Whether Moorcroft had a personal opportunity to thank
these two faithful servants is unknown, but it was not the last time they would
travel the hills together.
Moorcroft was at Moradabad on 1 7 November and a week later with
Colebrooke at Fatehgarh, from which he wrote a warm letter of thanks to the
governor-general.'g O n I December he was almost at Lucknow. To Metcalfe
in Delhi he sent instructions for his servants who had been waiting there for
nearly six months and confessed his anxiety for news of Izzat-Allah somewhere
on the road to Bokhara.*'On 2 0 December he was at Ghazipur, inspecting the
empty cavalry cantonment prior to its takeover by the stud as he had
recommended and meeting the recently arrived riding master, his colleague
and later friend, Antoine de l'Ptang. Did hloorcroft's heart sink as the
accumulated routine of the stud reached out to engulf him? The floor of the
Ghazipur stables, Moorcroft recommended to the board, 'would be much
improved by being dug up and its surface coated with elephant dung1." He
must have sighed. The great and extraordinary adventure was well and truly
cger.
Just what had it all amounted to? From the stud point ofview not very much,
as Moorcroft cheerfully admitted. There were horses on the other side of the
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Himalayas, droves of them and with remarkable qualities - but certainly not
for ca~alr~-horse-breedin~.~~
Instead of the great 'benefit from the indefatigable efforts of Mr. Moorcroft to open new sources for supplying a n improved
parent stock' which the government had expected,23 'the fruits of this expedition, as far as they were connected with the stud was [sic] confined to the
acquisition ofone solitary female ass' recalled a member of the board later.24It
was scarcely an exaggeration. .Moorcroft's private summary of the results of
the journey did not mention horses at
The members of the board felt much the same about the other major animal
'fruits' of the expedition, especially the shawl-wool goats. Their disquiet on
this score can be traced back to the indiscreet letter Moorcroft dashed off to
them on 25 April from Saharanpur.26 So far as the board was concerned,
woolly mammoths would have done just as well. Goats were none of it;s
business, nor his either. By the time Moorcroft came to compose the official.
explanation of his journey in January I 8 I 3, he had realized his error. There is
not a single reference to the shawl-wool goat beyond a n apologetic reference to
'objects of secondary importance' which had 'occupied too much of the
foreground' of his earlier letter.27 It was too late. From this time Moorcroft's
reputation as a chaser of shadows hung round his neck like a n albatross.
Worse, there was a not entirely unjustified feeling that he was a man prepared
to bend the rules when it suited him. This latest journey had confirmed what
the previous one had already demonstrated - that he tended to act first and
seek permission afterwards, and that his estimates of the likely duration of his
absence were, to put it mildly, somewhat misleading. Once could be forgiven
as carelessness; twice looked more like habit.
T h e official rebuke from the governor-general,28 Lord Minto, was not as
harsh as it might have been but its drift was clear enough.
If time had admitted of your receiving a communication from Govt. previous to
your departure upon that expedition [to Tibet] there is no doubt that the assent of
His Lordship in Council would have been withheld. . . . 1st The extreme personal
hazard to which it must expose you. . . . ndly The strong political objections to a
measure so likely to give umbrage and excite suspicion as the passage of an English
gentleman high in the service and confidence of this Govt. without permission, but
especially clandestinely and in disguise through the Nepaul country. ~ d l Because
y
it
was from the beginning believed to be impossible that the plan could be accomplished in the time allotted. . . . 4thly Because . . . the deviation appeared greater
than was quite consistent with the proper and regular purposes ofyour Superintendence; and indeed several of the objects of pursuit in this enterprize, altho' by no
means unimportant or uninteresting in themselves . . . appear nevertheless, somewhat too foreign to the particular nature ofyour charge.
None the less, concluded the letter, the confidence of the government in YOU
remained unimpaired. That reassurance was probably put in to meet a fear
which Moorcroft had frankly confessed to Lord Mint0 in private earlier,29but
unfortunately it wasjust not true. Moorcroft had not only put his person at risk
in 1812 hut his public reputation as well. Among the members of the board at
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least, just as Moorcroft feared, there was never again the old trust and
readiness to give his proposals their unreserved backing.
The same change from unqualified confidence to profound mistrust can be
seen in the letters of Moorcroft's old well-wisher and patron, Edward Parry.
An agricultural improver himself, he was at first delighted when he heard of
Moorcroft's initiative in carrying out the directors' orders regarding shawl
goats. As he explained to another country squire who knew Moorcroft a n d had
once pioneered the Tibetan connection, the great Warren Hastings,
Mr. Moorcroft's arduous, energetic and successfuljourney into Chinese Tartaty has
received the most unqualified approbation of the Bengal Government, his letter to
me has been read by every Director and numbers out of the Court, great praise is
bestowed upon his disinterestedness, and courage which determined him to undertake so perilous an enterprise solely for public advantage.

Less than eighteen months later, as will
That was written in February
be seen, Parry was grumbling to Moorcroft that his letters were 'full of
extraneous matter-such as goats, shawl wool etc which never can answer' and
accusing him ofshameful neglect of the true interests of the stud.3' For much of
this he later apologized, but it indicates the kind of information beginning to
filter through to him from Calcutta.
Parry's bitterness was undoubtedly aggravated by the utter failure of the
attempt to domesticate, in Britain, some of the precious shawl goats which
Moorcroft brought safely out of Tibet. They were despatched home at
intervals from 1813 onwards, not without difficulty and much to the irritation
ofthe board which had to act as shipping agent. Those goats that survived the
journey were sent to the Scottish estates of the Duke of Atholl, one of the
'enthusiastic practical farmers, men of fortune' that Parry told Hastings he
was looking for. O n the face of it the results seemed to suggest that Scotland
was not cold enough, and perhaps not high or dry enough either, to induce the
growth of the fine shawl wool. T h e animals languished. By October 1815 no
male had survived in England more than a month and only seven females were
still alive. In any case the wool proved to be of very little value. Later
experiments all ended in the same way. It seemed clear that the change of
environment was simply too great. T h a t is not how Moorcroft saw it. H e was
withering in his anger a t the neglect and mismana ement which is evident
even in the published account of what happened.3 He had kept the goats
without illness through a monsoon season on the middle Ganges and he
remained convinced that they could produce commercial quantities of shawl
wool outside Tibet if properly looked after.33 He was absolutely right,
although it has taken nearly a century and a half to prove it. Recent
experiments, notably in Australia where a shawl-wool industry is developing
rapidly, have confirmed his view that heredity and not environment is what
determines whether the fine shawl wool is produced or not. To Moorcroft's
contemporaries, however, the shawl goat results of his journey h k e d as
abortive as the horse results. It was much the same s t o r b althoup;h a v e ~
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much briefer one, with the sixteen hapless yaks that Moorcroft left behind at
Niti. They all died through ill-management, ill-luck or worse, long before they
even reached the plains.34 In terms of livestock - whether horses, goats or yaks
- the I 81 2 journey appeared to be a remarkably consistent failure.
Moreover, the shawl wool which Moorcroft purchased at considerable cost
was later found to be dirty, the wrong colour and almost impossible to separate
from the coarser wool entangled with it.35 An ancient and complex industry
did not yield its secrets as easily as he at first imagined. Yet it was on this
journey that Moorcroft began that patient accumulation of information about
every aspect of the shawl trade and manufacture which, by the early 1820s,
made him its greatest Western authority and his writings the single most
important source of information about its modern history.36 In addition his
collections of dried plants and flowers produced many specimens unknown to
Western science and there is still a considerable number ofspecies carrying his
name in the classification lists of Himalayan flora, some collected on this
journey.37His chief botanical interest, however, was always in the 'applied' as
opposed to the 'pure' side of the subject, as his journals testify. Anything of
practical benefit to man fascinated him above everything else. Almost as soon
as he returned from this journey he was planning a follow-up by one of his
trustworthy servants and using his new contacts across the border to obtain
seeds or samples of rhubarb, saffron, the large pines and cedars, the 'paper
tree', hemp, upland rice, pomegranate, quince, walnut and much else
besides3'
But then Moorcroft made everything his concern and Hearsey, although
lacking his friend's education and intellect, seems to have come out of the same
mould. That is why theirjourney proved such a valuable source of information
about Kumaon and Garhwal and their trans-Himalayan connections. Indeed,
in the light of the Anglo-Nepalese war only two years away, it proved to be an
extremely timely piece of reconnaissance, for little was known about these
areas before their visit. Their knowledge of trade patterns, routes, topography
and natural resources, easily became the raw material of important strategic
and political decisions. Moreover, Moorcroft seems to have made a deliberate
effort to maintain his contacts across the border. T h e Tibetan authorities at
Daba and Gartok, Amar Singh Thapa at Palpa, Bim Sah at Almora and even
the raja of Nepal at Katmandu were 111 among his c o r r e ~ ~ o n d e n tMost
s . ~ ~of
them were the recipients of his gifts as well. Some investigators, puzzled by all
this and intrigued by the frequency with which his name and opinions appear
in the files of the Political and Secret Departments of the Indian government,
have turned effect into cause and Moorcroft into an undercover agent. L.ooked
a t in this way, his I 8 I 2 journey was a planned reconnaissance, perhaps to
assess the Chinese and Tibetan reaction to a British attack on ~ e ~ a lThere
.~'
is not a shred of solid evidence for such a view, but a man who travels with his
eyes open where none of his countrymen have been before is bound to
accumulate facts of political or military significance in the event ofwar in those
lands. Moorcroft admitted that the Gurkhas were right to be highly suspicious
as things turned out.41 There can bc little doubt that his and Hearsey's
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evidence of Gurkha unpopularity, oppression and military weakness in
Kumaon and Garhwal, and their belief in the economic potential of both
districts, played a significant part in Lord Hastings' war strategy and his
decision to annex them at the end of it.42
The thoughts of the governor-general were already turning in this direction
shortly after his first meeting with Moorcroft in the summer of 1814. In
early December of that year, as he gazed out morning after morning from
Moradabad at that gleaming northern snowline high above the plain, he
reflected that, although
this immense barrier would seem sufficient to limit the concerns of India; yet at this
moment I am speculating on the trade which may be carried on beyond it, should the
present war with the Gorkhas leave us in possession of Kemaoon. From that
province there are valleys between the hills which afford passage of not much

difliculty,and greatly frequented into Tartary. The holding of Kemaoon would give
to us the exclusive purchase of'the shawl wool, to be paid for in cutlery, broad-cloth
and grain.43
Moorcroft peeps out from almost every line. This is not to argue that the 1814
Nepal war was undertaken out of greed for the trans-Himalayan trade or
indeed for Kumaon and Garhwal; there were other more urgent political and
strategic imperatives i n v ~ l v e dBut
. ~ the opportunity to take the hill territories
was seized avidly when it came - for the various reasons spelled out by Lord
Hastings and, not least, as a means to compete with the Russian trade which
Moorcroft had discovered on the plateau beyond.45
Unfortunately, most of the dreams, which Moorcroft dreamed above all
others, of a rich trans-Himalayan eldorado remained mere dreams. Ironically
enough, his own unauthorized journey was partly responsible. T h e alarm he
caused ensured that he would have few successors. T h e Tibetans and their
Chinese masters were even more acutely suspicious than they had been before
ofany attempts at European penetration from the other side of the Himalayas.
With the evidence before them of the way the trading East India Company had
acquired a huge territorial empire, who can blame them? Moorcroft's garpon
of Gartok was imprisoned for three years and all known to have helped the
visitors in any way were fined.46 In the years that followed, one British
traveller after another was courteously but firmly turned back at the summits
of the passes. All this put a premium on Moorcroft's information about
western Tibet, but it effectively destroyed his hopes, and those of his successors, for a great trade through the Himalayas with that hidden land.
Finally, when Lord Curzon decided to open Tibet by force at the beginning of
the twentieth century, he did it to counter just those Russian intrigues which
Moorcroft thought he had discovered at the beginning of the nineteenth.
TOMoorcroft this was the most important result of his journey. At the very
first opportunity on the Indian side of the Niti pass, he despatched a secret
letter to Calcutta summarizing his discoveries and their significance.*' He
wrote in the belief, already outdated by another swift revolution in European
amairs, that Napoleon and Tsar Alexander of Russia were still plottirlg that
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j ~ i n tFranco-Russian attack on India which they had discussed in 1807. In
1808, the year Moorcroft came to India, the Indian government had responded to this threat with a series of diplomatic counter-measures in the
north-west of India and in Persia and made contingent military plans for
action there as
In I 8 I 2 Moorcroft believed that his discoveries required
a radical rethinking of that defensive strategy. 'In the plans of defence against
a n European Army invading India I have understood that the British forces
would take post on the left bank of the [middle] Indus, but if a Galli-Russian
Army were to follow the route of the Russian traders to Yaarkund this position
would be of no use as the station would be turned without a contest and the
river be passed in a place little more than knee deep.' Once across the river and
the outer ring of mountains, the invaders could either refit in Kashmir at
leisure, or move freely eastwards behind the Himalayas on the Tibetan plateau
and choose their s a l ~ ~ - ~ ofor
r t sirruption into th; Ganges plain almost at
These breathtaking possibilities seemed far less absurd to the men of
Napoleon's generation than they do to us, with our hindsight knowledge of his
flawed genius and the immense topographical and logistic difficulties involved. Moorcroft was too close to see clearly. He had lived most of his adult
years in the shadow of the revolutionary wars, and his loathing and fear of
Napoleon was perhaps all the greater for having seen some of the first effectsof
the revolution in France a t first-hand. Now, like most men with a new idlefie,
he found it easy to rationalize changing circumstances to fit it. Thus, as soon as
he returned to the plains and learned that Napoleon's army was on the march
into Russia, he began to play with the 'monstrous . . . supposition of the
present warfare between the French and the Russians being concerted to ask a
scheme for invading Hindoostan'! Even supposing it were genuine war,
iffor instance the usual good fortune of Buonaparte should attend him in Russia the
simple fact of having an army so much nearer Hindoostan than at any former period
might induce him to think it a more favourable opportunity for pushing ongart of it
in conjunction with the troops of the fallen Emperor than at a later period.
The possibility was taken seriously in London, but in Calcutta the governorgeneral and his council remained politely sceptical.5' Even Moorcroft could
scarcely sustain his alarm when Napoleon ivithdrew from Russia with a
shattered army and the emperor of Russia became a valued ally in the great
coalition which in I 815 destroyed Napoleon for ever.52
Curiously enough, it was in that year that there was a brief flicker of interest
in Moorcroft's discovery of Russian intrigues in Kashmir, when it was learned
in London that Ranjit Singh's army had attacked Kashmir in I ~ IHis~
conquest was in fact postponed for a few more years, but so long as both Ran$
Singh and the Russians remained British allies, any alarm seemed premature
and Moorcroft's intelligence was quietly shelved. All the same he remained
unrepentantly suspicious of Russia's activities beyond India's borders and,
within ten years of his death, a new generation of British administrators and
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soldierscame to share those suspicions and build new policies upon them. In
else Moorcroft was ahead of his time. He was one of the
this as in so
earliest players of the Great Game before most of his countrymen even knew
it existed.54
None the less the most enduringly significant aspect ofthe I 8 I a journey was
as a pioneer piece of exploration, a n d this perhaps was the one Moorcroft
valued least. He had a quite remarkable incapacity for self-advertisement, as
his veterinary career in London has already illustrated. This may have been
partly due to the dificulty he always found in writing fluently, but in this case
it also owed something to a very proper feeling that his information belonged
primarily to the government. Instead of rushing into print, as most men who
believed that they were the first Europeans to cross the Himalayas and visit the
mysterious great lakes of Tibet would have done, he simply used his rough
journal to write an abbreviated account of the journey intended for presentation to the government. O r so he said. The account which, he claimed,
cost 'half of the nights of three months' was rather mysteriously stolen in
1813.j5Thereafter he a pears to have done nothing more about it, despite the
nagging of his friends.
Eventually the influential president of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, of
which Moorcroft had recently become a member, persuaded him to hand over
his rough journal so that an abridged version could be produced for publication by somebody else. Horace Wilson, Moorcroft's acquaintance of the
voyage out and now secretary of the society, may have done the actual editing
although the article appeared under the name of the president, Henry
Colebrooke, when it eventually appeared in 1 8 1 6 . ~ It
' was inevitably a
scissors-and-paste job, put together from an unpolished journal which was
never intended for publication and was mostly written by Moorcroft in his tent
at night, when he was dog-tired or ill after an exhausting day on the road. For
this reason, the editor's well-intentioned insistence on using Moorcroft's exact
words and merely cutting bits out was not entirely satisfactory. Nor was the
failure to let Moorcroft see and correct the final version.
The article certainly attracted what Moorcroft called 'the ridicule and lash
of the
and some of the ill-informed and ill-natured criticism seems to
have upset him a great deal. His misleading statement that Harkh Dev 'was
directed to stride the whole of the road at paces equal to 4 feet [ I .2 metres]
each' was particularly unfortunate. T h e reviewers all fell about with laughter,
imagining the hapless pandit trying to maintain this crotch-splitting and
unnatural gait on the near vertical sides of the Dauli gorge. T h e misunderstanding persists even today.59 T h e true explanation was very simple.
Moorcroft later provided it - but of course too late and privately.

58

The length of a single ordinary stride of Harkh Dev Pundit. . . was measured and
found to average two feet [0.6 metres] but as he represented that in his former
Journeys he had been accustomed to count by his right foot alone and as he
apprehended that a change in his plan would lead him into mistakes he was ordered
'0 pursue his usual method. He counted therefore by the double pace of four feet
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calling this only one pace. . . had Mr. Colebrooke when he entertained doubts ofthe
accuracy of the mode adopted intimated his suspicion of mistake the obscureness
would speedily have been rern~ved.~'
Unfortunately the misunderstanding which resulted was more than just
funny for it cast quite unmerited doubts on the accuracy of the map which
Hearsey constructed on the basis of the pandit's paces and his own compass
bearings. Considering the nature of the terrain and the fact that he was not
equipped to do a proper route survey, Hearsey's map, for all the innocence of
its execution, is impressively accurate in its general scale and configuration. In
due course the new information it contained was embodied in the 4 miles to the
inch (6.4 kilometres to 2.5 centimetres) Survey Atlas of India.6' Later
travellers were also full of praise for the unadorned accuracy of Moorcroft's
typographical and general observation^.^'
Even so there remained, and remains, some confusion about what exactly it
was that the exploration had achieved. Moorcroft and Hearsey were certainly
not the first Europeans to reach the great lakes and see Mount Kailas. As has
been mentioned, the remarkable Jesuit missionaries had forestalled them by a
century and more although their accounts in 1812 were largely unknown.
Moorcroft and Hearsey were, however, the first Europeans to explore the
Dauli branch of the Ganges, and were thereby able to confirm Webb's
speculative 1808conclusion that the river had no sources in the Tibetan lakes.
They repeated Webb's erroneous belief that the Niti summit marked the main
Himalayan ridge a n d its erroneous corollary that the Ganges rose south of the
main ridge.63 Anyone who has penetrated that extraordinary maze of rock,
river gorge and snow peak can easily understand the error, for it matches
self-evident, commonsense observation on the ground. T h e highly implausible
fact that the rivers rise north of the main range (indeed were there before it
existed) and that the Niti-la is on the summit of a more northern, subsidiary
range is a later, theoretical refinement, which does not really alter their
essential conclusion: whether main range or subsidiary, the Niti saddle marks
the true water-parting at this point and no Ganges water crosses it.
Moorcroft and Hearsey correctly identified the river flowing past Gartok as
the young Indus and that at Tirtapuri as the young Sutlej. Moreover they were
entirely right in believing that the Brahmaputra did not flow eastwards out of
Manasarowar and, in 1812 at least, that the Sutlej did not flow from it
westwards. And they provided all the evidence required for an accurate guess
that it had done so in the past and could do so again. Moorcroft's illness
certainly seems to have blunted his perceptions at Manasarowar, and it
prevented him from examining Rakas Tal at all, except from a distance. The
resulting errors in Hearsey's map have already been mentioned. These, and
the puzzling fact that Moorcroft's observations on the lack of a Manasarowar
outflow into Rakas Tal did not match what others found, subsequently led to
an undervaluing by later geographers of his contribution to the century-long
debate about the true hydrographical origins ofthe ~ u t l e j It. ~was
~ not until
Sven Hedin, probably the greatest of all the explorers of high Asia, reached
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and examinedthe lakes in 1907 that Moorcroft's 'excellent and conscientious'
observationswere given their real due. Hedin thought this was quite simply
of the most brilliant chapters in the history of exploration round the lakes
[hesourcesof the great rivers. . .by this journey one of the most important
and hydrographical roblems of Tibet and India was, at any
rate, solved in a preliminary way'.6
Whatever the wider significance of the I 8 12 journey, it was a crucial
turning-pointfor Moorcroft himself. Notwithstanding the ill-health, the miseries, the difficultiesand the dangers, his determination to risk them all again
and penetrate to Bokhara was now total. He was not one of those uncomfortable men who exult in hardship and are only fulfilled by danger. O n the
contrary, he was often unashamedly frightened and keenly miserable, but to
him those things were of little account. They were simply the unavoidable
means towards ends which to him were becoming all-consuming. T o most
others these ends were merely quixotic, irrelevant or unobtainable. It is at this
time that the label 'enthusiast' begins to be attached to him. T h e word has
changed its meaning. Those who used it to describe Moorcroft were suggesting
disapproval - they meant that he was fanatical, infatuated or worse. It is not
really surprising. In mid-November 181 2, newly released from captivity, a t
the end of a journey which had damaged his health and threatened his life, he
was blandly assuring his friend Charles Metcalfe a t Delhi that, although he
would 'probably be under the necessity of going to the Stud if not of visiting
Calcutta. . . it will only be reculerpourmieuxsauter and I shall speedily return' to
embark on the long road to B ~ k h a r a . ~ ~
He was wrong. His fretting colleagues on the board would see to that. More
than seven precious years passed before he did return and in every one of them
he urged and begged to be allowed to go. T h e I 8 I 2 journey was then something
of a personal tragedy for Moorcroft. It both gave him the Bokhara obsession
and set in motion powerful forces to prevent or delay his satisfaction of it. And
there was so little time. By all normal standards of the day, he was already too
old for the rigours of trans-frontier travel and exploration in some of the wildest
political and geographical terrain in the world. For all his vaunted fitness at
the end of this journey, he must have been uncomfortably aware of the contrast
between his own recurrent illnesses and the younger Hearsey's continuous
rude health. The spirit in him burned more fiercely than ever but, as the years
closed in, his body could serve it less and less. He was given a sharp intimation
this in January 1813 just after his return to Pusa. Something - he called it
rheumatism- deprived him for a time of the use of his limbs and rendered him
unable either to ride, or scarcely even to walk, without severe pain. 6 7
Althoughthe I 8 I 2 journey held a hint of personal tragedy for Moorcroft and
threw along shadow over his remaining years at the stud, it was also a deeply
experience. Indeed, one begins to feel that he was only truly himself
out on the open road and free from crafiping routine. T h e vintage
!aveller ofthe last great journey was already fully formed in I 8 I 2: the tireless
Interestin everything he saw; the generous expenditure of time and skill on the
"Iicr of sufkring; the simple pleasure in the variety of men and t h i n g
done
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encountered along the way; the endlessly busy, enquiring mind; the occasional
intuitive flash of insight across the language and culture barriers dividing East
and West, ancient and modern.
Nothing reveals a man's qualities and strips him ofall pretence quicker than
travel in the world's wild places. One who responded to Moorcroft, who
dedicated his map to him and was proud to call himself his 'companion and
friend', was that other extraordinary man, Hyder H e a r ~ e ~The
. ~ ' friendship
between them, forged in the shared difficulties and delights of their arduous
trans-Himalayan journey survived as long as they did. In a curiously touching
way it still survives. Hearsey in due course named his beloved eldest son
CVilliam Moorcroft Hearsey. In 1982, more than a century and a half later, a
Hearsey still proudly bore that name. Moorcroft would have rejoiced at that
unexpected memorial to their epic journey together in I 8 I 2.

RETURNINGTO PUSAa t Christmas 1812, Mooicroft went not to Frazer's
dilapidated house, which was now a granary, but to the more modest building
which Lieutenant Dickson had originally built for his own use and which was
now the superintendent's lodge.' No doubt the usual army of personal servants
presented themselves to minister to Moorcroft's needs after the great journey.
There may have been a more personal and intimate welcome for him as well.
Just exactly when Purree Khanum, the apparently beautiful young Indian
girl,2entered Moorcroft's life is uncertain, but it was probably at about this
time. He came to care for her very deeply indeed3 and in due course she
produced for him two children. All this was a timely blessing. Moorcroft was
going to need all the domestic happiness and fulfilment he could find during
his seven remaining and intensely frustrating years a t the stud.
The most urgent task awaiting him was spelled out in a short but pithy letter
from the governor-general in council to the board. It compared, or rather
it contrasted, Mr Moorcroft's authorized journey north-westwards to the
Punjab and Rajasthan with his unauthorized foray north-eastwards into
Nepal and Tibet. And it asked, with exquisite but ominous politeness, that M r
Moorcroft be required to explain the difference as soon as possible.4
He did so, obviously with immense labour and care, signing the roo or SO
long paragraphs on I 3 January I 8 I 3.5 It is one of the best official papers he
ever wrote. In it'he sought to justify, not only the Tibetan journey, but the
whole of his first four years at the stud, and upon that basis to explain his
aspirations for the future. He began with a magisterial two-part survey of the
stud and of the northern horse trade based on his own observations a n d
enquiries and on the information gathered for him by the various agents he had
sent into the north-western breeding-grounds. His conclusion from all this was
clear and stark.
Taking in consideration the diminished numbers and degraded quality of horses
raised within Hindoostan; observing the general inferiority of the horses admitted in
the cavalry within the latter years, to those of former times; examining the history of
'he Government Stud; viewing its present state; calculating its future powers by the
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employment of means within command; and contemplating the possibility of
accidents; I cannot but see an imperious necessity for taking speedy and vigorous
measures to oppose the further diminution of horse resources before the day of
positive scarcity shall arrive.
If an adequate cavalry remount was impossible to attain in peacetime, what
would be the problem in wartime, perhaps with a glanders' epidemic thrown
in as well? 'What has happened to a Regiment in cantonments, may befall an
army of cavalry in the field.' T h e shape of the argument - and Moorcroft's
strokes are very deft indeed - begins to emerge. A desperate problem justified
unorthodox and radical solutions, even if this meant pursuing them on the far
side of the Himalayas in disguise and without permission. hiIoorcroft admitted
'the unexampled irregularity' of all this. He could scarcely do otherwise.
Moreover, he made no bones about the fact that from the stud point ofview the
mission was a total failure. Still, he implied, negative evidence was still
evidence. It was now clear that the best remaining chance of obtaining the
suitable breeding-stock which the stud urgently required lay along the road to
Bokhara by way of Yarkand.
Until Izzat-Allah returned from those distant cities in person to confirm
this, Moorcroft suggested (and his reluctance is almost tangible) that he had
better stay at the stud for the coming year. One can almost hear the spluttering
sounds which would have emanated from the board when those words were
read at Calcutta a week or two later. Meanwhile, as an interim measure,
Moorcroft suggested that Lieutenant Wyatt should make the long journey to
western India to obtain a supply of big Kathiawar stallions from Cutch and
Gujarat. This would have the additional advantage that it might restore
Wyatt's health, shattered by the demands of the stud while Moorcroft was
away. T h e board, forwarding all this to the governor-general, unanimously
endorsed this proposal. It was, it added, far preferable to Moorcroft's Bokhara
scheme 'as the supplies procured in this way would not be so liable to be
stopped in war when they are most m anted'.^
Behind this objection lay a very much bigger one. Back in I 8 I I when someof
the soldiers on the Board of Superintendence had been called away on the
expedition to Java, a civilian employee of the company called William Trant
had been appointed to the board. H e was soon both its president and its m s t
dominating personality. By his own admission his chief qualification for the
job was only 'some fondness for horses' and a desire to learn7,but he soon took
the lead in a determined assault by the board on Moorcroft's management and
the independence he had previously enjoyed. O n e of the earliest straws in this
new wind from Calcutta was visible in March 1812 while Moorcroft was away.
He had asked before he left for extra veterinary help at Pusa, a request which
until then would have gone through on the nod. Not so this time. It was
rejected and on the (for Moorcroft) ominous grounds that 'Mr. ~oorcroftwl!
probably not be much absent from Poosah after he shall return from his tour
T h e words were among the first on the stud files to be written by William
Trant, and they were written at the very time Moorcroft was . ~ tGwaliorand
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Delhi heaping up the evidence to light his consuming passion for the Bokhara
journey.
The shape of the future conflict was thus already visible by 18 I 3. T o the
membersofthe board Moorcroft's prime duty, and the onlyjustification for his
extraordinary(they would have said scandalous) salary, was a close ~ e r s o n a l
supelvision of the breeding and rearing operations in and around Pusa. His
task and theirs was to produce cavalry horses. He was not employed to chase
shadowyspeculations over the hills and far away, in the distant deserts of
Central Asia. Ifhe were not confined to the stud, then someone with a tenth of
his knowledge (and salary?) would do just as well. 'I may know how the two or
three horses in my stable should bc treated, but if I never go near it my horses
will not be bettered for all my knowledge,' as one of them put it later.g Failing
to share or even understand his dreams, the board tended to dismiss them as
idle or irrelevant.
For Moorcroft, on the other hand, a wide-angled examination of horsebreeding and disease was as central to his task as the imperative need to secure
new parent-stock. He did not believe that Parry and the other directors had
recruited him on a high salary merely to run a breeding-stud on the middle
Ganges, particularly once he had convinced himself that the means available
there were inadequate. There was, of course, much more to it than that.
Moorcroft's twojourneys had rolled back even his wide horizons to encompass
new lands and cultures, new sights and scenes, new politics and geography,
botany and history, geology and meteorology, trans-frontier trade and imperial security. Horse-breeding was now only one strand in a broader and
more brightly coloured weave. The m a n who returned to Pusa at the end of
1812was not the man who had left it. Not only had his total commitment to the
details of its absorbing and demanding problems gone for ever, but he now
believed he saw those problems with a new clarity and perspective. H e was
right, but those who stayed in Calcutta could never share that vision.
Moorcroft, thin-skinned and obstinate at the same time, was not the man to
sufferopposition without a fight. So conflict between him and the board was
next to inevitable.
Developments at the stud while he was away also helped to bring a collision
closer. Gibb and Wyatt, at Pusa and Hajipur respectively, had completed the
withdrawal of the nis/i mares, selling some, putting others in the home stud and
yet others at low cost to the ;arnindan' contractors. Unfortunately,
however, the new riding master at Ghazipur, de l'I?tang, had not yet taken any
of the young stock for training. Both Pusa and Hajipur were therefore
overcrowded with.unsuitable animals when the cavalry committee made its
inspection in November 1811, while Moorcroft was hastening back down the
Without the benefit of his explanations, its report1' roundly condemned many of the animals it examined. The committee was also critical
Moorcrort'~predilection for gelding, being 'perfectly assured that this
'peration injures the figure and courage ofthe animal'. That, ofcourse, was a
Perennial subject ofdispute among cavalrymen and it went rumbling on for at
least another half century.' Most
of all, the committee could only

'
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find eighty-three colts suitable for admission to the cavalry. It was all very
reminiscent of the sort of treatment Frazer had been getting at the end ofhis
superintendence.
So too was the gruff and unqualified response of the Bengal commander-inchief, old Sir George Nugent. As soon as the committee's adverse report
reached his desk early in February I 8 I 3 he announced his intention of visiting
the stud to see for himselfand promptly anticipated the outcome by endorsing
the committee's remarks about gelding and their strictures on the unsuitable
animals at Pusa and Hajipur. H e could not, he said, 'perceive one single object
of public utility . . . by retaining animals . . . in a breeding institution for the
purposes of which they are declared to be totally unfit'. Finally, he urged the
board to purchase Arabs and other breeding-stock in the Calcutta markets.'*
This uncomfortable dossier did not catch u p with Moorcroft, who had gone
up to his ruined bungalow at Hajipur in early February, until late in March
I 8 I 3. He was understandably (and outspokenly) furious and still seething
over it six months later.I3 He scoffed at the competence ofany adhoccommittee
to form reliable views about 2 0 0 0 animals, a complex and scattered breeding
operation, fifty-seven major buildings and two widely scattered breedingestablishments all in the course of three days, and he resented the slur on his
own competence which the criticisms of the committee implied. 'Former
testimonies of Government being satisfied with my conduct along with the
favourable evidence of three previous Committees, have all been put to
hazard.'I4 He was not the man to accept that without protest. In a series of
forthright and lengthy letters, backed by all his accumulated experience, he
criticized the remarks of the committee and the commander-in-chief point by
point.
With no immediate likelihood of suitable breeding-stock what else could he
do but attempt selective breeding with inferior animals? The attractively
simple proposal to sweep away all the inferior animals when there was no
prospect of replacing them would have been 'a species of insanity'I5 (not the
term usually used to describe the views of the senior soldier in Bengal). In any
case, the suggestion that he, William Moorcroft, was unfit to weed out the
inferior horses, unless assisted by yet another committee, was insulting. Arab
stallions were not the answer. It was bone not blood that was needed. Even if
the Calcutta markets were able to provide animals of suficient size (which
they were not) the board was certainly not competent to know what was
required. Purchase must always remain under the superintendent's exclusive
control. As for gelding, Moorcroft conceded that in this matter the cornmander-in-chief's decision was final but he nevertheless rehearsed all the
arguments in its favour, supported by the sentiments of many cavalry
officers whom he had talked to on his travels.16
I t is clear, with hindsight, that this whole episode was merely the prelim'nary skirmish before the bigger battles to come. It seems, from the record, that
Moorcroft's 'clear and able' reports were well received by the board and the
governor-general in c o u n c i ~-' ~and in ominous Silence by Sir George Nugent
The superintendent returned from Hajipur to Pusa in April to receive Sir
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G~~~~~~~promised -or was i t threatened? - visit but this was cancelled at the
last minute." That was a pity, for Moorcroft was always a much more
in person than on paper. In May, with daytime temperaetcctive
tures soaringto a sticky r 30°F (54OC) and ugly clouds offlies everywhere, there
was a serious outbreak of bursati sores among the sweating animals both a t
Puss and Hajipur. At Hajipur alone the outbreak left eighty of them incurably
blemished.lgIn June and July Moorcroft was back there again, this time
to sort out an elaborate network of forgeries in the stock sales
accounts.20In Se tember he was pleading, in private letters to the outgoing
go~rnor-general', that another committee of inspection be convened, this
timecomposedso far as possible ofmen who had examined the stud in the year
bloorcroft had arrived. Only then, he believed, would his management be
vindicated and the ill-informed criticisms of the recent committee revealed for
what they were. This was not just the wish of a sensitive man to justify his
achievements. He was already beginning to consider a radical reform of the
whole breeding operation and needed his authority and reputation unimpaired to push it through. I n early November, with the heat a n d the rains
mercifully out of the way for another year, his tent under the mango groves a t
the Hajipur fair was the usual centre ofactivity as he sought, with considerable
difficulty this time, to pick u p adequate animals at reasonable prices for direct
admission to the cavalry.22 In December he was up at Benares to hand over to
the army authorities such animals as he had been able to obtain.
Those are the bare bones of Moorcroft's first year back at the stud so far as
thesurviving official record goes. That record is, in fact, unusually silent about
the day-to-day detail of his life at this period and the silence conveys a n
impression of calm and inaction which is a t odds with everything we know
about his tireless activity a n d insatiable curiosity. For three months of that
year of 1813, for example, he was under canvas out and about in the
breeding-districts. No doubt he was also busy with his peripatetic medical
practice and vaccinating for smallpox when his intermittent supplies of serum
permitted. Besides, his knowledge ofhorses always brought him a great deal of
extra work. He seems to have run an informal consultancy service on all the
various problems associated with the animal, conducting an extensive correspondence with his more distant enquirers, purchasing animals for his friends
or their friends, and dealing with requests to buy, exchange or examine
animals belonging to private individuals. Nor was it only horses. He was
breeding bulls, mules and cattle at Pusa as well and, as in Lancashire,
occasionally facing the baffling problems associated with a periodic outbreak
ofcattle plague. He had a library of the major works on the subject and indeed
maintained his interesi in it to such an extent that, when moves were afoot later
to found an agricultural society at Calcutta, responsibility for its domestic
cattle section was planned for him.23 Another important animal preoccupation in 1813 was nursing the precious Tibetan shawl-wool goats through
their first hot and rainy season in the plains prior to shipment to England."
Then there were all the other associated agricultural activities on the
extensive Pusa estate. He was pushing on his multifarious fodder crop
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experiments - especially with oats, lucerne and potatoes - and in 1 B 1 3 was
requisitioning more seed strains and bruising mills from the Cape and from
~ n ~ l a nThere
d . ~was
~ a double and urgent purpose to all this. Moorcroft was
anxious to rid himself of the dangerous dependency on locally grown crops,
particularly doab grass, which had to be purchased on the open market and
was seriously liable to be diminished or cut off in times of scarcity. Moreover,
pursuing careful lines of enquiry he had first developed back in Europe, he was
becoming convinced that the excessive quantity of sodium carbonate ingested
with the traditional grass feedstuffs was itself a potent contributory factor in
the debilitating kumri and bursati outbreaks, which were causing such havoc at
Pusa and Hajipur. He devoted a great deal of time to painstaking post mortem
investigations of both diseases and, while failing to find a cure, as he candidly
admitted, his clinical notes confirm that his conclusions in some particulars
were far ahead of his time. In the case ofkumri he was particularly interested in
the great increase of spinal fluid which he found in his post mortem subjects.
Whether he pioneered the technique of draining some of this fluid from the
living animal by intrathecal puncture in the atlanto-axial space is uncertain,
but he was certainly being given the credit for it more than a century later.26
Moorcroft's extensive but scattered notes on the equine diseases he encountered a t Pusa and Hajipur would repay close investigation by a veterinary
expert.27
T h a t , however, was only a tiny part of his all-consuming search for
improvement at the studs which scarcely figures in the official record at all. In
the Pusa orchard, for instance, he was experimenting to find the best apple
strains for a lowland Indian climate (at a time when apples were virtually
unknown there) and comparing the yields of standard trees against espalier
cultivation. In his highly productive vineyard, he struagled to match the
flavour and size of the parent strains he had seen growing at the Cape. Later he
experimented with different varieties ofcotton and encouraged his neighbours
to do the same in the hope of expanding the local spinning and weaving
industry. He investigated leather tanning and obtained details of a French
technique which he passed to the government. He recruited a skilled native
ironsmith in the hope of discovering a new method of making sword- blade^.^'
He continued to acquire additional botanical specimens from the Himalayas
for his friends and twice sent a man to Nepal to obtain more seeds of a plant
from which paper was made in the hills and upon which he believed a
flourishing Indian and British industry might be founded.29Again, for much
the same reason, he studied the architecture ofa Mughal temple near Hajipur
and the enamel-like decorations on temples near Ghazipur with immense care,
not as an art or social historian but as part of his constant search for
innovations or techniques which might be pressed into service to relieve
poverty in India or at home.30 He wrote extensively for the ~alcuttajournals,
particularly on animal diseases, and he carried on an active correspondence
with like-minded individuals in India and Europe.
There must have been some leisure too. He seems to have had many friends,
both Indian and European, in Patna.3' Nodoubt the fine cheeses, the madeira,
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[he port and the porter which his friend John Palmer was supplying to him
from the incoming ships at Calcutta, occasionally provided a convivial and
noisy evening in the superintendent's house at Pusa, or at his recently repaired
bungalow at Hajipur.
It was the high cost of that repair and of Moorcroft's other extensive
building operations at Pusa and Hajipur in I 8 I 3 - including new stables and
a new mill-house and exercise yards and a specially designed boat for
landing and carrying horses - which seems finally to have brought the board to
the point of summoning Moorcroft down to Calcutta in January 1814. There
were, it claimed, matters 'requiring grave c ~ n s i d e r a t i o n ' . ~ ~
By then the first real storm had broken. In November 1813 Sir George
Nugent returned once more to the attack. He had probably been holding his
fire until Lord Minto, Moorcroft's staunch supporter, was safely on the boat
home. The new governor-general, like Nugent a soldier, at first fell in
obediently behind his commander-in-chief. Indeed Lord Hastings and his
council made use of Nugent's exact words in their sweeping denunciation of
the stud and its
The little progress which has been made since the Establishment of the Institution
towards the objects in view, has rendered it in the opinion ofGovernment absolutely
necessary that a radical change should take place in the system hitherto pursued.
Both the formation and management of the Stud have been evidently on erroneous
principles, the greater part of the mares being of such description as to be incapable
of producing stock fit for the remount of the cavalry.
That being so they insisted the deficient horses be weeded out by a n ad hoc
committee, to include William Trant, who was going to be travelling on
business in the vicinity of the stud, early in I 814. He was by this time president
ofthe board and neither he nor the other members were in any mood to defend
Moorcroft from the serious charges which had been laid against his management. On the contrary, the board had already officially conceded that the stud
had achieved 'very little success'.34 That adnlission was made on almost the
same day that Nugent launched his latest attack. It is hard to believe that it
was entirely a coincidence.
Two months later, in January 1814, while Moorcroft was still hurrying
down the river from Benares and Pusa, the board had completed the I 8 I 3 stud
accounts and was even less inclined to support Moorcroft than before. His
recent building programme, it argued, had pushed the annual deficit up to its
highest level ever. T h e greatly enhanced expenditure Ghich had occurred
since his arrival had not made any difference whatsoever to the only statiitics
that really mattered, the number of horses transferred into the cavalry. In
1812-13 it amounted to a derisory 147 and that was exactly the number
transferred by Frazer in 1807-8 at the time of Moorcroft's arrival. The board's
hostility towards Moorcroft's new buildings, his accounting procedures, and
indeed his management generally, is painfully evident from almost every line
of this
Without even waiting for either his arrival or his views, the
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board forwarded to the governor-general, with their full support, a recommendation from Trant that the breeding operations a t Pusa (which he had
not even visited) should be abandoned as soon as possible and new zamindai
breeding circles set up further west at Meerut, Bareilly and Moorshedabada36
Trant actually told poor de l1I?tang, the recently appointed riding master at
Hajipur, that he should look for a new job while the going was good and he
thereupon briefly entered the service of the Nawab Vizier at luck no^.^' It was
plain that this time the beleaguered Moorcroft was fighting his corner
practically alone, apart, of course, from the loyal support of his friends in
Calcutta, like the Palmers.
In the event he did it superbly well. He had been working on a radical plan
for reorganization at the stud for many months.3BNow he brought those plans
and a spirited defence of all he had done together into a major work entitled
Observatioru on the Breeding o f H o r ~ e which
s ~ ~ he completed at Calcutta in March
1814. I t was a minor classic. The government printed it at the time and
reprinted it forty years later when the studs were again in crisis. It was never
published but almost all who came across it have acclaimed it as a tour de force.
In print it runs to fifty-five closely set pages and is written in a very effective
staccato style much closer to that ofDickens's MrJingle than its author's usual
tangled sentences. Moorcroft provided a magisterial survey of the history of
the stud and the rationale behind his own work there, but he also looked much
further: a t the history of Indian breeding and the Asian horse trade; at the
immense constraints on horse-breeding resulting from India's geography,
history, climate, society and culture; and at the consequently rapid decline in
the quality of successive generations of animals. All the evidence showed, he
concluded, 'the right method of managing horse-breeding never yet to have
been adopted. It indicates the necessity of taking better measures, or . . .
quitting the pursuit. I t is conclusive against the mode, but not against the
object. Through a different mode the object may be attained.' It was skilfully
done. H e disarmed those who attacked the stud by agreeing with them.
So what 'different mode' of stud management did he suggest? Inevitably he
returned to his old theme. Without adequate parent-stock the project was
doomed. His Bokhara excursion was a sine qua non. He estimated that 500
brood mares and loo stallions were required and that he could be employed in
no better way than going in search of them. Then,
After Parent Stock shall have been procured, the next step will be through i t to
connect the interest ofthe farmer with the benefit ofthe State. . . . I t has been shown
that the Home Stud is too expensive, and does not extend the practice of breeding.
That the Nisfee branch extends, but does not improve the race, and that the
Zurneendaree branch, though i t extends, is insecure, and subject to be checked.

A new system was required which would give the advantages of each branch
without its disadvantages. The essence of the new system would be breeding
by Indians, but rearing by the state.
What he proposed was a system he had been experimenting with ever since
his return from Tibet. It should, he argued, be extended over a great swathe of
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territory from Patna up the Ganges as far as Hardwar. Ll'herevcr the local
mares were inadequate, government mares as well as zamindari stallions
should be distributed to the native breeders under contract, in the ratio of
twenty-five mares to one stallion. They would be closcly supervised. The
governmentwould have the option of purchasing all suitable offspring, when
twelvemonths old, at scale prices determined according to quality. T h e colts
wouldbe kept in training-depots till old enough for the cavalry and the fillies
wouldmake up new breeding circles. Despite doubts about the healthiness of
Puss and Hajipur, the prohibitive cost ofacquiring and developing new depots
it unavoidable that both places should be kept as training-depots for the
coltsuntil they were 2 years old. Ghazipur would take them a t 2 and train them
either for the cavalry or for the market. Finally, Moorcroft suggested that,
before extensive breeding was attempted in the remoter parts of the upper
provinces, i n experimental colony of horse-breeders should be set u p on
government lands in Hariana, north-west of Delhi. He, of course, should visit
the area as soon as possible and report.
While Moorcroft was down in Calcutta, assembling all this information into
what amounted to a small book, Trant was outflanking him at Pusa and
Hajipur. He seems to have made little effort to conceal his criticisms of
Moorcroft in front of the assistant^,^' and was certainly outspokenly critical of
him in his reports. His high praise for de l'l?tang and Gibb was in eloquent
contrast. Trant was emphatic that all unsuitable animals should be cleared
from Pusa and Hajipur at once, whether Moorcroft was there to superintend
the operation or not, and before long he was also recommending that both
Pusa and Hajipur should be sold off as quickly as possible.41 By the time
Moorcroft submitted his Observalions to the other members of the board, they
had already committed themselves to Trant's recommendations. They were
willing to endorse Moorcroft's broad strategy of extending breeding on a
revised circle system westwards, but they differed sharply from him, both
about the speed of the disposal of the unsuitable animals and, even more, over
the question of abandoning Pusa and Hajipur.42 Moorcroft would certainly
have resisted hasty disposal of the two estates. Indeed when he had left Pusa a
few months before, the stock was so healthy that he was inclined to think that
the disease problem there had been finally resolved. He was wrong. In
mid-April 1814 news arrived in Calcutta of an extensive outbreak of disease
both at Pusa and Hajipur. Moorcroft was shaken into a reluctant change of
opinion which he put on record on I 5 April. He had what seems to have been
an aimiable dinner with his antagonist, Sir George Nugent, and then, tearing
himself away from the congenial society of his Calcutta friends, hurried back
UP the river to P ~ s a . ~ ~
The reaction of one of these friends, John Palmer, who was head of
Calcutta's most successful agency house, provides a revealing postscript to
Moorcroft's few months in Calcutta. He wrote:

We are not insensible of the pleasure derived from your society though I find all
opinion that you were coquetish in dispensing it so rarely. I do assure YOU that for

several days after you were gone, the complaint was pretty general ofa blank being
left in our great parties.94
Moorcroft was going to need the support offriends like the Palmers. His war at
the stud was only just beginning.
As soon as he was back at Pusa, coping with unprecedented losses among
the young stock both there and in the surrounding districts, he admitted again
that his faith was shaken in the whole idea of keeping a home stud going at
Pusa and Hajipur.45 His opponents did not let him forget that admission. A
week or two after his return, Trant and the adhoc committee assembled at Pusa
to weed out the unsuitable animals. No doubt much to Trant's discomfiture,
the committee's report was an almost unqualified vindication of Moorcroft's
management, just as he had predicted. I t spoke in the highest terms of the
great improvements since he had come to the stud and of the wisdom of his
proposals for the future.46 Trant refused to let Moorcroft even see a copy of this
(for him) embarrassing document, despite an explicit order to the contrary by
the governor-general the previous year.47 No wonder! For while Moorcroft
had been hurrying back from Calcutta a few weeks earlier, he would have been
passed in the other direction by a very long and frank letter from Trant to the
board.48 It endorsed the broad strategy outlined in Moorcroft's Observations
and conceded that his zeal, talents and exertions were worthy but. . . . It was a
big 'but' which took Trant, as he admitted, on to ground of'a delicate nature'.
Moorcroft, he hinted, was unsuitable for the task facing the stud. Next time the
superintendent should not be a man from outside who was totally ignorant of
the languages and customs of India. As for Moorcroft's 'researches in foreign
countries' and his repeated proposal to go and seek parent-stock in the far
north, Trant reminded the board that many of his 'speculations' have already
proved 'impracticable'. 'I admire the intrepidity and honest zeal which
prompted Mr. Moorcroft to such an undertaking,' he added. 'But even if
danger were out of the case I do not think that the interests of our Institution
would be best promoted by it.'
In the middle monsoon months of I 8 I 4, there followed an ominous silence
from Calcutta while the bureaucratic machine (itselfrunning far from smoothly because of rankling personal animosities resulting from the appointment of
the new governor-general) ponderously digested this mountain of incompatible judgements and recommendations concerning the stud. Moorcroft, being
himself, did not sit on his verandah waiting for the outcome. Despite the heat
and the rain he was out and about, ranging over the breeding-districts, buying
colts and opening negotiations with the breeders and company officials further
up the river and south of it, in case his recommended extensions of a modified
zamindan scheme in that direction were approved. He had every reason to
suppose they would be, since Trant himself had encouraged him to embark on
this work. Tangled and lengthy memoranda, reporting his activities and
detailed proposals, came pouring into the board. They included the renewed
suggestion that he should, with Mir Izzat-Allah, make a curving reconnaissance north-west of Delhi into Hariana and the edge of the Rajasthan desert,
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returning by way of Bareilly and Lucknow and buying every suitable horse he
came across along the
In the middle of August I 8 I 4, probably a t Patna, Moorcroft waited on the
new governor-generalwho was making his first tour up-country. It was Trant
who seems to have suggested that Moorcroft should see the blunt, heavyjowledold soldier, both to review affairs at the stud and to seek Lord Hastings'
formalpermission to make the Hariana journey. Moorcroft seems to have
,-harmedhim as nearly every other man he ever met. T h e two men certainly
had much in common - a love of practical agriculture, dynamic energy and a
steelydetermination to assert British interests wherever it seemed possible to
do so.50And that included parts of Nepal. Very much on Hastings' mind at
this time was his impending war with that country in the wake of the Gurkha
atrocities at Butwal. The man he was talking to knew Butwal and the
geography of some of the Nepalese possessions in the hills of Kurnaon and
Garhwal from personal experience, had investigated the trans-Himalayan
shawl trade and had very strong ideas of his own about the desirability of
replacing Gurkha oppression in those hills with British rule. That.these ideas
rubbed off on Lord Hastings is, as has been seen, beyond argument. T h e two
men must also have talked about Moorcroft's Bokhara dream because, a few
weeks later when Hastings reached Benares, he received from Moorcroft a
request for permission to reply to the friendly letters he had just received from
the chiefs of Kabul and Balkh beyond the Hindu Kush offering him safe
conducts through their territories. Yes, was the reply. T h e more immediate
foray into Hariana and Rajasthan was also approved.51
Moorcroft must have thought that things were looking u p when he received
this letter on 7 September. A day or two later, a rather different future was
sketched for him in a brutally short letter from Calcutta. It said quite baldly
that i t would be unwise for him to plan anyjourney to the north-west since the
authorities were contemplating the complete abolition of the existing
Moorcroft must have doubted the evidence of his eyes, but it was all too true.
On 2 5 August, probably less than a week after Moorcroft h& h'is encouraging meeting with Lord Hastings, Trant and his three colleagues on the board
had recommended to the government, with a huge dossier of supporting
documents, that all attempts to breed or rear horses in the existing stud depots,
even on Moorcroft's modified plan, should be abandoned. Health considerations apart, the cost was unjustifiable when adequate supplies could still be
obtained by importation. Citing Adam Smith's well-known example ofgrapes
grown in Scotland which were good but more costly than foreign alternatives,
they argued that the loo colts recently supplied to the cavalry by the stud were
'somewhat in the predicament of wine made in Scotland'. Just how costly the
stud horses were was explained by Trant in an apparently damning minute,
based on what must have been considerable research in the board's archives.
In all the years since the foundation of the stud, he calculated, the I 296 stud
horses supplied to the cavalry had cost I million rupees more than the
realizable assets which were then available, and that took no account of the
Costof Moorcroft's latest rash of proposals. Trant calculated, with consider-
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able exaggeration, that these would amount to another 3 lakhs (300,000)
rupees a year. It was time, in his and the board's view, to stop throwing
good money after bad. Pusa and Hajipur should be summarily disposed of,
Ghazipur retained as a cavalry-training depot only, and some simple, modified zamindan scheme, by which local breeders should have the use of government stallions in return for a fair price for the resulting foals, should be
introduced further west.
Two of the three ordinary members of the board at least had the grace to
record generous praise for Moorcroft's efforts and abilities.53Trant did not.
O n the contrary, he laid much of the blame for what had happened at
Moorcroft's door and then damned him further with the barbed excuse that 'of
course [he] laboured under great disadvantages from his ignorance of the
language, the manners and customs of this country, the nature of the climate
and the peculiar diseases'of horses, therefore it is not surprising that his course
ofpractice exhibits a degree of changeableness'! As for Moorcroft's latest plans
to visit Hariana, never mind Bokhara, Trant confessed that he did not 'wish
Mr. Moorcroft to go very far from home in the present state of our
E~tablishment'.~~
It is much easier for us to see what had happened than it would have been for
Moorcroft at the time. In the first place, the long years of peace since Lord
Wellesley's time had so much diminished the cavalry's remount needs that
they were now ' i n ~ o n s i d e r a b l e ' .Second,
~~
the unremitting pressure from
London for financial retrenchment in India had coincided with the soaring
costs a t the stud which inevitably accompanied Moorcroft's whirlwind reforming and innovatory activity there. And third, there was the devastating
effect of widespread disease among the stud animals in r 8 r 4. Together, these
developments all converged to raise again the question which had been asked
of the breeding operation in Frazer's day: was it all worth it? Trant's
researches had made him well aware of the earlier crisis and he used that
knowledge with telling effect now. Not only did he recall Lord Lake's attempt
to abolish the stud in 1807, but he re-examined the apparently cogent
arguments of Thomas Graham which had saved it. The board made good use
of Graham's ringing prophecy that the stud would fulfil all its objects in five
more years. That, it noted drily, had been written seven and a half years ago."
The more recent optimism of the latest committee of inspection could be
discounted in exactly the same way. The stud records were strewn with
optimistic forecasts by inspecting committees.
There is no doubt that the blow was much more ~ o w e r f uand
l better aimed
than in Frazer's day. Its timing was well-nigh perfect. This time there was
nobody of Graham's ability to fight for the stud from within the board. Indeed,
the members seem to have been united in their determination to destroy it in its
present form. Moreover the council, to whom their sweeping recommendations were sent, was, in the absence of Hastings up-country, under the
chairmanship of Sir George Nugent. He, as commander-in-chief, had already
made his own position clear and he ran true to form now. 'I consider,' he
minuted, '. . . the Company's Stud in this country, on the footing it has
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hitherto stood as not only an useless expense but founded on a n erroneous
principle.The sooner it is abolished the better. . . .' The other two council
memberspresent, Seton and Edmonstone, broadly agreed with him as usual.
Shortly before Christmas 18 I 4, therefore, the enormous dossier on 'this highly
interestingand important subject' was posted off up-country to Lord Hastings
with a strong recommendation for a b ~ l i t i o n . ~At
' the same time, and quite
unknown to Moorcroft, many of these highly critical pa ers were sent home
oficially for the eye of the company directors in London.
hloorcroft ofcourse was, by now, well aware that a major assault was being
mounted on his work and reputation, but he was not sent any of the board's
statements, and papers were withheld from him even when he asked to see
them. Not surprisirlgly he became convinced that he was the victim of a
conspiracy by the board to keep him in the dark and prevent his own views
reaching the ears of government. Tiant, he believed, had deliberately misled
him, for he had encouraged him to seek the governor-general's approval for his
schemes at the very time when he must have been preparing to sabotage them.
Moorcroft was outraged. He fired off an understandable, but very ill-advised,
private letter to Trant which more or less accused him of naked duplicity.59
Palmer was horrified when he heard of it and, ever the peacemaker, hastened
to soothe his friend's rutled feelings as tactfully as he could:

P,

A mind so ardent as yours, does I see sometimes fly into extremes and a possible
event engenders an extravagant conclusion. I cannot suspect that the Stud will be
suddenly broke up or that you shall ever become an useless pensioner.

Moorcroft, for all his pugnacity, was not so sure. Indeed he even began
sounding Palmer as to the possibility of buying a partnership in the Palmer
agency house.John Palmer, who knew Moorcroft better than he knew himself,
was quick to scotch such a notion. The work, he reminded Moorcroft, involved
much 'hateful' poring over ledgers and 'a capacity for continued sedentary
labour'. That was not Moorcroft at all. A much more suitable occupation for
him, in Palmer's opinion, would have been managing a string of indigo
plantations or developing a great caravan trade with the far north-west, but he
was sure that none of this would be necessary. Sit tight and put your trust in
Lord Hastings was the gist of his advice.60
Fortunately that was all the easier to do because, just at that time, some
absorbing distractions from stud worries were suddenly provided by the
outbreak of the war with Nepal, just across the border to the north of P ~ s a . ~ '
To Moorcroft it was something of a godsend.
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months of late 1814 and early 1815, spent mostly at
Hajipur, were an uncomfortable limbo period for Moorcroft, as he waited for
decisions about the future ofthe stud - his own future- which never came. The
silence in Calcutta was deafening. Moorcroft could not even get authority from
the board, sometimes after three requests, to carry out pressing and routine
stud business, such as distributing stud animals to the breeders, or purchasing
zamindan' colts in the districts before the itinerant horse-dealers pre-empted
him and spirited the best of the young animals away across the borders before
the Hajipur fair even took place. Finally, pleading stark necessity, he set out
without authority on a dash westwards up the Ganges in late October 1814,
buying colts on government credit as far as Benares.' Then he posted dak back
to Hajipur, which he reached on the night of rg November, just in time for
some important meetings.
Those meetings concerned the war with the Gurkhas. Just before Lord
Hastings had set out on his tour up the Ganges in early June 1814, he had
received news of the murder of company policemen on the Nepal border at
Butwal. This deliberate outrage made war with Nepal almost unavoidable,
once the monsoon was over. Later at about the time he reached Patna in
late August 1814 and had his meeting with Moorcroft, Hastings received a
thoroughly unsatisfactory reply from the raja a t Katmandu. Separate military
columns were hastily assembled on the east of the plains for a simultaneous,
four-pronged drive into the hills, and a frenetic search for maps, routes and
information was launched to guide them in what was virtually unknown
terrain. In all this Moorcroft, like his friend Hearsey, had a crucial part to play.
Not only was he one of the very few Englishmen to have penetrated the hills of
Nepal, but he had deliberately maintained his medical, botanical, commercial
and intelligence contacts across the terai ever since. Lord Hastings must have
impressed on him the urgency of the situation, for their meeting was followed
by a flurry of activity by Moorcroft which he reported in a busy spate of letters,
posted off after the governor-general as he proceeded slowly on up the river.?
Moorcroft's usual boyish enthusiasm for any novel adventure outside the
routine of everyday business was clearly reinforced, on this occasion, by his
WEATHER
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loathing for the misrule of the Gurkhas in Kumaon and Garhwal, and his
hopes for the increased trade and improvement of the region which would
follow their ejection. He recruited informants from among his servants and
horse-traders, wandering fakirs, local indigo planters and wellconnectedNepali exiles living near the frontier; he despatched his servants in
all directionson confidential missions; and he began to compile a dossier of
routes and sketch-maps to aid the invading armies. Central to all this
intelligence-gatheringwas a Kashmiri merchant from Patna called Ahmad
Ali. Moorcroft had alrcady enlisted this man's trading connections with
Katmandu,in an attempt to introduce vaccination across the Himalayas, as
he had promised to do on his I 8 I 2 journey. Now he had several highly secret
meetingsalone with Ahmad Ali, watching him carefully for any betraying
gestureor suggestion that he was lying. It was vital to guard against treachery,
for a false guide could lcad an army into a time-wasting cul-de-sac in those
everlasting green hills or, worse, into an annihilating ambush. Moreover, the
Gurkhas had an evil reputation for personal reprisals, which could have been a
powerful lever on a man like Ahmad Ali whose livelihood was earned from
trade with Nepal and who lived close to its borders. Moorcroft seems to have
torn himselfaway from all this with the greatest reluctance when he made his
horse-purchasing dash through the districts to Benares late in October. Now
he took it up again with enthusiasm, as soon as he got back to Hajipur on 1 9
November.
In early December he received an exciting letter from Major-General
Bennet Marley, who was leading the column which was to strike from
Dinapur direct towards Katmandu. Marley, whose hesitant conduct in this
campaign was to lead to swift disgrace and obscurity, was very anxious about
the deficienciesof his column and the difficulties of the tasks it had to perform.
His request to Moorcroft was simple. Would he, as quickly as possible, raise a
force of irregular cavalry to act as auxiliaries to the main column? 'My answer
of course was immediately a f f i r m a t i ~ e .Of
' ~ coursc. Moorcroft threw himself
Into part-time soldiering with the same sort ofenthusiasm he had shown in the
Westminster Volunteers fifteen years b e f ~ r eHe
. ~ chose sixty mares from the
stock at Pusa and offered 8 rupees a month to any willing to join him. Dipping
deep into his own pocket he placed orders for lances and saddlery, borrowed
police pistols till more suitable replacements could be found, and pressed the
craftsmen on the Hajipur estate into service to make cartouche boxes,
uniforms and boots. Later he offered to raise a corps of pikemen, and
recruited the help of the raja of nearby Bhojpur to raise 400 infantrymen as
well. On 1 0 March 1815, the very day that he had arranged to muster and
review this little private army, orders arrived that all but the mounted troops
were to be disbanded and paid off. Moorcroft's cavalry subsequently performed very uscful service in support of Colonel Gregory's sweep to clear the
Gurkhas from the borderlands to the north of Patna.
Moorcroft did not go with them. Probably the only thing that stopped him
Wasthe continuing uncertainty hanging over the stud. For him, war with the
was not the only war to be fought early in 18 I 5 . That in defence of the
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stud was all the more unnerving for being at this time largely a silent war,
Eventually, smarting under a burning sense of injustice at the 'grievous
attacks' on his reputation? which he claimed were undermining his health,
and, deeply concerned at the ill-consequences of continued delay, he went on
the offensive in January and February. The blistering letters which he then
fired off to the beard were, commented Trant, written 'under the violent
influence of passion'.6 They certainly were. T h e board found them 'very
objectionable' and the supreme council read with 'great displeasure the
offensive and insubordinate tone and style of Mr. Moorcroft's remarks. . . .
T h e asperity of sarcasm and the levity of humour can never correctly find a
place in public c ~ r r e s ~ o n d e n c eEven
' . ~ Moorcroft's well-wishers were appalled. Palmer gently chided him for correspondence that was 'more pithy
than prudently measured . . . more perfectly right, than cunningly discreet'."
I t is all true - but for once Moorcroft's official letters make splendid readingg
O n the very first day of 1815, he had tried to bring matters to a head by
seeking authority to press on with all the plans he had proposed earlier. When
he heard that Trant had recently proposed closing down Hajipur and transferring its stock to Ghazipur, he commented acidly:
The President has lately recommended the abolition of the Stud. The President now
recommends provisions for its continuance.With great deference I beg permission to
observe that provisions devised for the benefit of the Stud by the very persons who
have just devoted the Stud itself to destruction assume a dubious character and
constitute an anomaly almost without parallel in modern economics.
The rest of the board were also in his sights, and particularly their claim to
know better than he what sort of animals were required for stud-breeding. On
2 0 January he was calling them (not very obliquely) 'those hypocrites in horse
affairs, who admiring a particular kind ofhorse for their own use, recommend
it also for military service', when they had not even seen the mares of the
districts nor given the stud more than the most cursory inspection.
Obviously Moorcroft had almost had enough. In January he was talking
about going overland to Europe to pick up the low-priced, disabled animals
which should be available in the wake of the Napoleonic wars. In February he
offered to resign if someone more suitable were available. Finally on 20
February he recapitulated the events of the past few months as he saw them.
H e was clearly still very angry indeed, but in his efforts to hold himself in
check, slipped once again into the pithy, staccato style of the Obreruatiom. And
very effective it is. Practically every sentence is a paragraph and every
paragraph an accusation. It merits quotation at length.
Alom, I advocate the cause of the Stud against a board deputed to watch over its
interests but who aim at its destruction. . . . I have wished to draw the attention of
the Board to points they may have overlooked. M y observations have been laid on

the shelf.
I am called to severe account for transactions to which I have not been privy.
I have been exposed by the Board to the reproofof the Government for taking a
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responsibilityimposed on me by the conduct of the Board themselves. I ask for
information. It is withheld. I send facts and evidence. They are suppressed.

The measures I propose are shorn of their merit for want of proper agents to
execute them.
I see the affairs of the Stud, and through them the public interest, exposed to
injuryand by every exertion in my power I strivc to avert it. I see the young stock of
the District, raised a t much public expense, carried off as a remount to the reputed
enemies of the State. I see private adventurers enriched by selling the District colts

and fillies.
I make representations to the Board but they are disregarded. . . .
The Board think that the Stud will fail under any measures.
I think that the Stud will succeed through measures ofvigour.
The competency in one party must be questioned.
One must be wrong.
But there Moorcroft himself was wrong. It was hardly his fault. H e was s o
reprehensibly starved of information about what was being ~ l a n n e da t
Calcutta, that he genuinely believed t h a t all government breeding operations
were to be abandoned. T h e y were not. T h e board certainly wished to a b a n d o n
Pusa and Hajipur, but in all other matters were really not very far from the
position which Moorcroft had advocated in his Obse~valionrthe previous year.
Many of the apparent disagreements were more the result of misunderstandings, personal antipathies and the 300 miles (480 kilometres) which separated
Pusa from the presidency capital, t h a n of genuine differences. T o the uninvolved observer - and Lord Hastings, physically removed from both Pusa a n d
Calcutta, was certainly that - the broad, strategic, common ground between
Moorcroft and the board must have seemed very much greater than the
tactical differences which divided them. Despite the intense preoccupations
which must have burdened him in the wake of the first unsuccessful winter
campaigns against Nepal, his arbitral judgement o n the future of the s t u d in
mid-March 1815, took its stand firmly o n that middle ground.'0 I t is significant, however, that in nearly all the disputed fringe matters he supported
Moorcroft against the board.
Pusa and Hajipur were to be closed a n d the horses either sold, or drafted
into the new breeding-circles which would be established further u p the river
along the lines suggested by Moorcroft in the Obseruatiom. T h e yearling colts
(although not the fillies) would be trained for the cavalry a t Ghazipur a n d a n
experimental breeding-stud would be set up in Hariana, mainly to produce
stud stallions. These were to be the broad outlines of future development a n d
within them Moorcroft a n d the board together were to hammer out a n agreed
set of detailed proposals for Lord Hastings' final approval. Nothing was said
about any Moorcroftian initiatives further north-west along the road to
Bokhara.
It took another fourteen months of lengthy (and not always polite) correspondence as well as face-to-face discussion a t Calcutta, before the final
decisions about the future o f t h e stud were approved in May 1816. By then
the diflerences still remaining between Moorcroft a n d the board had been
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narrowed essentially to two. First, Moorcroft had become convinced by the
new healthiness of the animals a t Pusa and Hajipur, and his successful
and extensive oat cultivation at both places, that his hasty agreement to their
closure the previous year had been wrong from every point of view. N ~ ~ ,
instead of the hasty run-down which the board favoured, he wanted both
places to be retained, at least until the new breeding-circles further west were
properly established. Moorcroft had already seen enough evidence that bursati
and kumn' were not confined to the area round Pusa, to suggest great caution
before all the investment in the older depots was written off and vast new
expense incurred further up-river. Second, he was convinced that one assistant
could not properly supervise both the new breeding-circles and the new depots
that would serve them, as the board believed. He wanted two men in each
place - and an extra man at Pusa and a t Hajipur as well."
Despite these smouldering disagreements Moorcroft must have felt, in
the summer and autumn of 1815, that things were a t last beginning to look
up. I t was some time in that same summer that Purree Khanum became
pregnant.
Then, on the afternoon of 16 September, the long-awaited flotilla bringing
Lord Hastings back down the Ganges to Calcutta, turned aside up the Great
Gandak River and anchored opposite Hajipur. 'The scenery was beautiful,'
Hastings noted. 'The width of the river, and its turnings, gave our anchorage
the appearance of being in a large lake.' Moorcroft would have been waiting to
welcome him on the landing-stage and to act as his guide and host during the
visits of inspection to the stud which he made during the next three days. That
first evening Moorcroft entertained the governor-general and his party
together with a large number of his friends from Patna, to dinner. Next
morning soon after dawn Hastings was ashore once again with Moorcroft,
watching a large number of the I-year-old colts and fillies led past. The old
soldier was very favourably impressed by all he saw and by the ~otentialof
Moorcroft's new modified camindari circles. Through them, he thought, there
was a good prospect 'ofsecuring a remount of horses sufficiently strong for the
cavalry, so as not to be left to precarious dependence on nei hbouring
countries which a t best rarely send to us horses of adequate bone'.'
T h a t of course was the original raison d'ilre of the breeding operations, and lt
remained Moorcroft's best guarantee ofcontinuing employment at the stud for
as long as he wanted it. The years of peace in India were over and, once again,
the demand for cavalry horses was beginning to outstrip the supply. In the
very month that Hastings was writing those words in his diary, seventy-0°C
horses, out of r I I purchased on the open market by military commissariat
agents for a cavalry regiment at Agra, were rejected as unfit for service.13J~sta
month or two later, the commander-in-chief was recording his concern at the
dearth ofsuitable animals.I4
Exactly the same view was taken in London, when Calcutta's unchallenged
condemnation of Moorcroft's work arrived in Leadenhall Street and abolition
was in the air once more. The military secretary a t East India House put the
problem best of all on 7 February 1816:

B
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The Court of Directors will perhaps be of opinion that nothing short of an almost
impossibility of ultimate success could justify the rulers of pmbably the
second Empire in the world, estimated by its population, in abandoning a project
upon which the safety of that population may, and probably will, at no distant
period, entirely depend.15

The writer was thinking chiefly of defence against enemies beyond the
north-westfrontier. But war nearer at home against the Pindaris and
Marathas, who were both masters of irregular cavalry and rapid movement,
was looking more and more likely in 1816. I t came less than a year later.
All in all, Moorcroft must have been feeling much more cheerful after the
successful visit of Lord Hastings.
- There could hardly be another attack on his
work and reputation by a hostile board and council acting in combination once
the governor-general was back in Calcutta.
Besides, Moorcroft had other claims on the governor-general's goodwill.
During Lord Hastings' last morning ashore a t Hajipur Moorcroft slipped into
the hand ofJohn Adam, secretary of the Political and Secret Department, a
letter in Persian from Ahmad Ali who had been so valuable an informant the
previous year. Moorcroft suggested, as a reward for the Kashmiri's loyalty and
as compensation for the heavy losses he had sustained as a result of the Nepal
war, that he should be usdd secretly by the government to explore the
feasibility of opening up trade links with Lhasa. Hastings accepted the
proposal with surprising alacrity, appointing Moorcroft to supervise the whole
'adventure' in view of 'the attention which you have given to this subject and
the general knowledge you have acquired of the commerce of Tibet and the
adjoining countries, combined . . . with your zeal and public spirit'.16
There was more good news in September and October I 815. In September,
Moorcroft at last received the permission he had been seeking for months, to
follow the governor-general down to Calcutta after the fair, to discuss the
remaining details about the stud's future with the board face to face." In
October Colonel Fagan, the longest-serving member of the board, visited Pusa
for the first time in seven years and was so impressed by the health of the
animals and everything else he saw there, that he apologized to Moorcroft for
the board's attack on his work and agreed to support Moorcroft's opposition to
any over-hasty disposal of the estate and its livestock. Fagan even seems to
have been won over to the Bokhara scheme.18 Shortly afterwards came the
mantellous news that Trant was resigning from the board and would be
replaced as president by the now well-disposed Colonel ~ a ~ a nMoorcroft
. ' ~
completed his work at the Hajipur fair for another year and, leaving Purree
Khanurn to face the wearisome final molths of her pregnancy without him, set
ofldown the river with twenty-eight hones for the Calcutta market in early
November.
Heras clearly feeling very much more confident. O n I 3 November 1815 he
revivedthe Bokhara scheme once more. The extended new zamindari scheme,
heargued,required a major infusion ofnew parent-stock. Mir Izzat-Allah had
re~ortfd
c~nclusivel~
that suitable animals were readily obtainable along the
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distant River Oxus, in quantity and at the right price. Once the new system
was established, therefore, Moorcroft proposed that he should go and buy
them.
Under a conviction that in no other way can my services be more useful to the. . ,
object of my mission . . . I wish to employ the few years of activity I may possess as
usefully as possible. . . . I ask no increase in allowances, I am anxious that the
Government should receive value for those I already possess and which I fear has not
hitherto been thought to have been the case.*'
Again on 29 November, shortly before he reached Calcutta, he produced more
detailed arguments to justify the Bokhara journey and on the same day Fagan
supported him at the board. Two of the others, however, emphatically did
not.2' Not all his troubles in that quarter were overjust yet.
However his much looked forward to five months in Calcutta began
promisingly enough. O n I December Moorcroft was in the Calcutta sale ring
watching as M r Edwards called the bids for the stud horses he had brought
down with him. Moorcroft must have been hard put to keep a smile off his face.
Just as he had anticipated, the very high prices fetched made a nonsense ofthe
sort of crude per capita valuation which T r a n t had used to attack the economic
credibility of the whole stud operation.22
A few days later the governor-general in council ruled in some of the matters
still in dispute between Moorcroft and the board. T h e decision to dispose of
Pusa and Hajipur was deferred once again, but Moorcroft certainly lost his
battle over the number of assistants to supervise the new breeding-circles.
Only two were to be appointed to supervise the new zamindari districts instead
of the four he wanted, and none at all were allowed for Hajipur and
G h a ~ i ~ uTro. add
~ ~ insult to injury, Moorcroft learned that one of the new
assistants was to be that same Captain William Dickson who had caused him
such trouble six or seven years before.24T h e other, Captain John Hunter, was
to cause him even more. The next blow came on 5 February with the
resignation from the board of Colonel Fagan, claiming that he differed
fundamentally from the rest of his board colleagues about the future shape of
the
Whether it was that news, or because of what happened at a long
board meeting which Moorcroft attended on g February I 816, is not clear, but
a few days later he too seemed ready to resign.
Adverting to what has happened during one half of the period of my residing in
India, to what is gradually developing, and to what it most probably will lead, ifHis
Excellency the Governor-General in Council should think that the little ability I may
possess likely to be useful in any other branch of the Service, I would receive the
change with sentiments of the most profound gratitude.26
It was remarks like this which later led to the belief among some of his
colleagues, a belief Moorcroft firmly denied, that he was trying to carve out a
niche ior himself in the political service. H e was certainly still pursuing dreams
of trans-Himalayan trade and adventure a t this time. O n I 7 February hewrote
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to the Political and Secret Department with further suggestions about the
~h~~~
scheme. Five days Later he was broaching a n entirely different proposal,
by whicha fakir in his service should be sent with gifts to Moorcroft's Tibetan
friendsat Dabs and Gartok and obtain from them the Tibetan books and
alphabetswhich were being sought by the remarkable Baptist missionaries
and scholars,Carey and Marshman, before going on to the forbidden city of
~
h It is not
~ hard~ to see~ why one
.
of~Moorcroft's
~
would-be biographers
believedthat he was a secret agent and spymaster. He was not but he often
behaved like one.
On the same day he was locked again in another marathon meeting with the
board.The whole vexed question of the disposal of Pusa and Hajipur and the
purchase and building of elaborate new depots in the districts was under
discussion once more. Moorcroft, of course, was becoming more and more
determinedly opposed to both. He urged again the value and healthiness of the
older depots, the cost and risks of building new ones elsewhere and the sheer
impossibility that one assistant could give proper supervision both to a depot
and to an extensive breeding-district round it. T h e board opposed kloorcroft
at every point, reminding him of his earlier (and shortlived) belief in April
1814, in the wake of unprecedented but equally shortlived epidemic disease at
Pusa and Hajipur, that both would have to go. H e seems to have left the
meeting seething, although the board later claimed to believe that he was in
full agreement with all that i t was proposing.28
What finally brought him to explosion point once more, at the end of
February, was the arrival of a personal letter from his former friend and
well-wisher in London, Edward Parry. It makes scorching reading even today.
'Dear Sir' was almost the only polite sentiment in the whole letter a n d its
effectson Moorcroft can be easily imagined. Barely eighteen months earlier
Parry had been full of praise for Moorcroft, optimistic for the stud and pleased
at the successful purchase of the Tibetan shawl goats. Now he wrote with
frustrated self-pity because of what he regarded as Moorcroft's neglect of all
his eflorts to acquire horses in England, and anger at what (on the one-sided
evidence he had receivcd from Calcutta) he regarded as Moorcroft's neglect
and maladministration. All in all, he wrote, it is 'a very deplorable picture. . . .
I always thought you set out upon a wrong system . . . your letters are full of
extraneous matter - such as goats, shawl wool etc which never can answer . . .
great blame must attach to you in the failure of the late plan'. And so it went
on.29
Moorcroft was appalled, as much a t the extent of Parry's bitter misconceptlorls as at the treachery of the board which had created them. His reputation
In h ~ ~ d had
o n been destroyed. Indeed i t seems that Parry only prevented the
other East India directors from sending a crushing official rebuke, with the
greatest difficulty. Moorcroft first sought the advice of council members like
Seton and ~ d m o n s t n n eand obtained from them permission to send home in
the oficial bag, a lengthy private letter to Parry attempting to set the record
straight.30That was sensible. Much less so, although understandable enough
In the circumstances, was the bitter and reckless oficial letter which he
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unleashed on the members of the board. He blamed it and its late president,
William Trant, for all the failures and delays in the past, and for their attempt
to sabotage the future by the over-hasty disposal of Pusa and Hajipur and the
inadequate provision of assistants to supervise the new breeding-districts. He
even urged, once again, the Bokhara journey and the urgent need for new
parent stock, although surely without any hope of a sympathetic hearing.
Indeed it is very hard to imagine what Moorcroft hoped to achieve by such a
letter except the release ofhis own pent-up frustration and anger. All he got fir
his pains was even more personal criticism from the board.
Mr. Moorcroft's frequent failures warrant the supposition that he was inadequateon
his first arrival. . . . The Board has every reason to hope that his future labours will
be more successful, provided he is kept steady in their pursuit. . . and not allowed to
waste his time in . . . wild and romantick excursions to the banks olthe Amoo and the
plains of Chinese Tartary or in a fanciful overland trip through Vienna to Paris for
the purpose of im orting . . . the rejected and reduced horses of the French and
Austrian cavalry.3f'
He asked for it. In due course there also followed an inevitable letter from the
governor-general in council condemning Moorcroft's 'improper . . . disrespectful and totally indefensible' language. We shall never know whether it
was carelessness by one of the copy clerks or a desire to see justice done which
led to the .word 'indefensible' being rendered as 'indispensable' in the copies
sent home to London!32It did not make much difference of course. On 3 I May
I 8 I 6, the governor-general resolved every remaining disputed issue in the
board's favour against the views of the stud superintendent.33
By then Moorcroft was back in Hajipur, travelling dak ostensibly on the
grounds of public necessity, but doubtless with another pressing reason for
haste as well. And at Hajipur, on the verandah of the thatched bungalow constructed of stout tar trees which he had built there at his own expense,34he at
last met his first child. By April 1816 she was already three months old. He
called her Anne, perhaps after her paternal grandmother in faraway Dublin.
T h a t must have been about the best thing that happened to him in the
troubled year of 1816 as the peevish, tetchy, lengthy letters began to pass
between him and the board once more. I t criticized his accounts, insisted on an
early closure of the Hajipur estate, returned letters to him when he did not stick
to the point and flatly disagreed with his suggestions for a document (which all
agreed was necessary) to define and delimit the respective roles and powers of
board and ~ u ~ e r i n t e n d e n t In
. ~ 'September another irritable letter from Parry
reached Moorcroft with the news that the directors were all 'angry with him
. . . for deviating so widely from the instructions laid down . . . and running
after goat's wool etc etc. Horse breeding . . . has thereby suffered so materially
that almost the whole of your time appears to have been nearly wasted.')l On
top of all this Moorcroft had to be away from his young family and on the move
as never before. He reckoned that in the twelve months after his return from
Calcutta he spent no more than a fortnight at any one time under a solid
The main reason of course was to choose suitable sites for the two new
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breeding-depots.He then had to negotiate for their purchase or acquisition,
put in hand the necessary building operations and set up all the arrangements
with the breeders in the new breeding-circles around them. Before and during
the Hajipur fair in October I 8 I 6 he was also buying young stock from the older
districts as usual. Another important new requirement was to find suitable
land for oat cultivation to supply the new circles and depots in place of the
Hajipurand, eventually presumably, the Pusa estates. I t was that need which
in late April and May 181 7 took Moorcroft on a long journey south of the
Ganges with the local collector to look a t government land in the Shahabad
distri~t.~'
And one day he found himself on the summit of the stupendous
fortified mound of Rohtasgurh, 23 miles (36.8 kilometres) in 'circumference,
which heaves itself up nearly 700 vertical feet ( 2 I 3 metres) above the baking
plain of Bihar and overlooks the Son River about 80 miles ( I 28 kilometres)
south-east or Benares.
There, no doubt breathless after the precipitous scramble up the decaying
and overgrown road which climbs the cliffs to the airy summit, he found
decayed palaces and religious buildings, half buried in an encroaching forest of
mango and tamarind, choked canals and lakes, and dried-up ponds and
fountains. More to the point he found a rich soil, all the materials needed for
enclosures and buildings and a readily available labour-force in the villagers
and herdsmen who lived on the mountain-top. All this land was in the
ownership of the government, available to the s t i d at a peppercorn rent for at
least five years. The only apparent snag was that it had an evil reputation for
unhealthiness, but Moorcroft was convinced that clearance and proper drainage would soon take care of that. His mind must have raced. Here was a
challenge to delight any agricultural improver. U p here, without encroaching
neighbours, he could pasture a n d feed immense numbers of animals, conduct
his experiments into disease and grow enough fodder crops to supply the needs
of the new circle depots. From the bottom of the mountain these could be
conveyed to the new depots down the Son and up the Ganges by water.38
Besides, now that Captains Hunter and Dickson were in post in the new depots
and districts, his continuous presence there was no longer required. Pusa was
under threat and Moorcroft's first real home at Hajipur was now already sold
up. Some of the empty apartments in the royal palace of Sher Shah with
spectacular views out across the vast plain to the north and east would make a
(literally) royal home for Purree Khanum and little Anne. For him too. The
punishing nomadic regime of the last few years was beginning to sap even his
superhuman energy and health. He sometimes used to refer to his long
expeditions of 181I and 181 2 as his first and second journeys, but the truth is
that his life at the stud was one continuous journey, punctuated by only brief
periods in one place. Now, in the spring of 181 7, after a bout of recurrent high
fever and a curious nervous insomnia, Moorcroft for once seems to have been
tempted by the prospect of settling down. All in all Rohtasgurh must have
seemed irresistible.
On 18 May I 81 7 he composed an enthusiastic letter to the board urging the
advantages to be gained by his experimental residence on the top of the great
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mound. And when they replied with chilly disapproval he pestered them again
to such good effect that at last he won a very reluctant assent.39
Not that he waited for it ofcourse. He set to work at once, with all the zestful
enthusiasm which is one of his most endearing characteristics, to create some
sort of habitable dwelling on the summit before the hunching monsoon clouds
engulfed it and blotted out those immense vistas. Soon oxen were labouring up
the steep flanks of the hill bringing ploughs and seeds. Labourers were hired
and some of Moorcroft's apprehensive servants and staff were enticed to live
and work there with generous supplies of tobacco, sugar and grain. A
European overseer was appointed. Those slumbering, decaying lands and
overgrown buildings were soon echoing to the crash of falling timber, the hum
ofvoices, the grunt and creak as wooden ox-ploughs turned the soil. The water
began to flow once again in the irrigation channels and reservoirs and in no
time at all seieral hundred acres ofoats, grasses and other experimental fodder
crops were pushing up out of the fertile soil. Later still came stud horses for
experiments on various aspects of disease and diet. Moorcroft even had one of
the cumbrous boilers for steaming animal feed dragged across country and up
on to the h i l l - t ~ ~ . ~ ~
For much of this activity he could only plan and rely upon the work ofothers.
The stud (not to speak of his young daughter) required his presence in Hajipur
through the monsoon midsummer months of 1817 as he wound up the estate
and disposed of its animals.
His relations with the board remained as frosty as ever. He was just
preparing to make his annual appearance at the autumn Hajipur fair, when he
was startled to receive a directive limiting his purchases there to animals for
direct cavalry admission or for military training at Ghazipur. The yearling
produce of the district breeding-circles, however good, he was forbidden to
touch. T h e board's laudable intention was to prevent Moorcroft from outbidding the stud assistants in the districts by paying higher prices for the animals
at the fair. But, as Moorcroft pointed out, once the animals had been brought
to the fair they would be entirely lost ifhe did not buy them because the foreign
horse-dealers would. Never nicely scrupulous if he believed a vital national
interest was at stake, he took advantage of the tiniest ambiguity in the wording
of the board's directive to i nore i t altogether. He ~ u r c h a s e dthe young stock
just as he had always done.$1
For years, since well
A more serious row blew u p at about this time as
before Moorcroft's time, there had been simmering disagreement between
board and superintendent about the use of the few thoroughbred animals on
the stud registers. The board was always anxious that ~ure-bloodhorses
should not be widely crossed with half-breeds, not least because it always
wanted to raise funds, and the prestige of the stud, by selling some quality
bloodstock each year at the Calcutta autumn sales. Moorcroft, on the other
hand, regarded the needs of the Calcutta turf and its fine carriages as
something of a distraction from his essential task of breeding. animals of
suficient bone and size to meet the needs ofthe cavalry. T o that end, he had no
compunction at all about diluting his blood strains by judicious crosses with
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halcbreed animals. In the a u t u m n of 1817 the whole issue came to a head
when Moorcroft - probably deliberately - sent down animals of such coarseness to Calcutta that the board members hurried to the breeding-registers for
Their outrage, when they discovered what Moorcroft had
an
been doing with their precious thoroughbreds, c a n easily be imagined.
They were even more peeved when the a u t u m n mails brought from London
the first detailed official reaction to their pessimistic a n d anti-Moorcroft
reports sent home nearly three years before. T h e view in London was f i r less
critical of the superintendent, a n d far more hostile to their own views, than
they could have expected, not least in this very matter of blood versus bone in
breeding for the cavalry. T h e board's position in this matter was vulnerable, as
Moorcroft well knew. If the immensely experienced stud superintendent were
not to have full discretion in the choice ofbreeding crosses, then it was hard to
justify his existence at all. Not only did the directors in London take that view,
but they also ruled in Moorcroft's favour in the highly contentious matter of
keeping a home stud going on the Pusa e~tate.~"is long a n d detailed private
letter to Parry had obviously found its mark. T h e board, of course, simply
reiterated its views more defiantly than ever: Pusa was unsuitable; Moorcroft's
experiments when he first arrived were unsatisfactory; a home stud was
unnecessary. It added, not entirely logically, that it needed a substantial
supply ofstallions from England, 'a measure which has become more urgently
necessary owing to the Superintendent having without consent of the board
thrown away the full Blood mares on inferior horses and given the full blood
horses to common country mares'.44
The despatch from London gave Moorcroft his first opportunity to put his
case before the directors officially, a n d he did not let the opportunity pass. H e
admitted that he did not know what allegations had been m a d e to London
about him, but he spelled out a t great length his own problems a n d aims from
the vcry beginning.45 I t was his most bitter attack yet on the devastating and
underhand attacks of the board a n d p f its late president in particular. H e was
as personal as T r a n t had been a b o u t him. Admitting the 'indelicacy' of such
allusions, he hinted darkly that Trant's behaviour and irrational prejudice
was the consequence of some unnamed 'previous circumstances in that
Gentleman's life . . . for which no blame can attach to him'.
And so 181 7, the year of Moorcroft's fiftieth birthday, came to a n unhappy
end. He, as usual, was on the move a n d pugnacious as ever. I n early December
he was at Patna, on Boxing Day at Muzaffarpur, on New Year's Eve a t
Jalnaggur. H e was re-examining these areas where the earliest district breeding had taken place, to confirm his belief that their new dryness and healthiness in recent years justified the retention of Pusa as a depot.& T h a t extensive eslate, about which he had once briefly despaired, was assuming an
almost symbolic importance to him. Later he admitted" that he must at
this timc have 'appeared
contuma'cious by thc obstinacy with
which I have adhered to my opinion7.T h e board would not have accepted
the 'somewhat'.
Early in February 1818, at Pusa, hc dcfcnded that place once again, in a
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fighting letter which began briskly, 'As far as the Board have permitted me to
become acquainted with their ideas for improving the Stud, I am induced to
consider them unfitted to circumstances, either existing or prospective . . .
specious . . . contrary to the public interest'. He went on at great length,
amassing arguments for the retention of Pusa and asking explicitly that these
views should be laid before the governor-general in council. They were not. He
also requested that, if his arguments did not induce the board to give Pusa a
fair trial, then he should be allowed to visit Calcutta and appear before the
supreme council to state his case under interrogation and on oath if necessary.
The request was ignored.4e
Moorcroft was certainly obstinate. So was the acting-president of the board
and, since Trant's departure, Moorcroft's most outspoken and bitter critic,
Henry Wood. In March 1818, he came up-country to sort out some stillunresolved inconsistencies in the stud accounts and inspect the progress that
was being made in expanding the new depots and running down the old
ones.*' Moorcroft had a predictably chilly and unhelpful meeting with him at
Pusa. Wood was full of praise for Gibb's work there, but he still insisted on
its early disposal. He declined Moorcroft's invitation to visit Rohtasgurh,
queried some of the expenditures incurred there and curtly told him to
withdraw at once the below-standard stud horses he had taken there for
experimental purposes. Wood believed that Moorcroft's Rohtasgurh enthusiasm was not merely irrelevant, it actually jeopardized the new plans at the
stud.
I am of opinion that the Superintendent should devote his whole time and attention
to the duties which have devolved upon him, without speculating on any new plan. I
consider his residence should be as centrical as possible . . . and that instead of
corresponding with his Assistants he should communicate with them personally . . .
and at all times be in the vicinity of the Depots to affordhis aid and assistance when
required.50

This view Wood reiterated over and over again in his pointedly enthusiastic
reports on the progress being made by Moorcroft's assistants in the new
depots.=' T o which Moorcroft might have replied that such success was clear
proof that his constant attendance was not required.
One reason perhaps why he did not so reply was a very serious accident he
had just at this time in April 1818. We only know of it at all from Palmer's
anxious letter52which talks of 'disappointments and misfortunes', 'excruciating pain' from broken bones and dislocations and 'unskilful or unlucky efforts'
to repair them by native doctors. Palmer added, revealingly,
Do makc somebody drop me a line to say that bones are socketed and fractures
reduced: lor the impending trial as to the former is really appalling to me. I know you
are a little of a coxcomb in stoicism and have brought yourself to live with smiles in
agony of body as mind. . . . My women [his wife and daughters], who really love you
Moorcroft, were sadly affected by your accident and have repeated many kind
enquiries since: they offer their condolence and good wishes.

War in Nepal and Victov at the Stud
Moorcroftwas on the move again in June but there was more bad luck to
come. While he was out in the breeding-districts, multiple disasters struck at
Rohtasgurh.Many of the workmen deserted for higher pay in the army which
passed across the plain nearby, work on the estate slowed down and the
English manager went sick and resigned. Then cholera broke out in the plain
at the foot of the hill. When many of Moorcroft's personal servants fled in
terror, some of them were also struck down by the disease. By the time
Moorcroft arrived, his horses were in deplorable condition and most of his
other
agricultural experiments in ruins.53
In view of all this, it is not perhaps surprising that, in July 1818, Moorcroft
resurrected his earlier proposal to return to England to buy parent-stock for
the stud. It was about his only proposal that year which received the board's
support. It probably hoped to see the back of him for good. Fortunately the
governor-general in council anticipated serious objections in London and
Moorcroft was privately advised to drop the idea. It was just as well. When
Parry got wind of the scheme he was hostile in the extreme.54 Later in 1818
Moorcroft seems to have been seriously considering making his home in a
specially converted boat on the river, to facilitate his movements between the
various depots up and down the river.55 It was a n unsettling time.
There was another painful and very personal problem looming for him by
mid-1818 as well. T h e child Anne was already 2Y2 years old - a wild,
She was spending all her time with her
handsome, athletic little
mother and the Indian servants and, because her father was away for so much
ofthe time, could scarcely speak a word of English. Ifshe were to be brought up
as her father's daughter, it was already time to think of sending (or taking) her
back to Europe for her education. Fortunately Purree Khanum was pregnant
again, so the blow of parting would be softened for her. If Moorcroft himself
were not allowed to take his daughter to Europe then he would send her. But to
whom?
Not a single letter between Moorcroft and his wife (if that is what she was)
has survived and their relatmnship remains impenetrable. By this time Mary
was living with the Baron and Baroness de Rouvron just outside Paris. She and
Moorcroft were obviously keeping in close touch by letter and the survival of a
strong bond between them across the world is clear. He was sending her a
regular remittance and, in his will the following year, set up a generous trust
for her in the event of his death.57 She in turn earmarked 'fifty pounds to
William Moorcroft . . . for a ring' in the event of her own death. Perhaps the
most telling pointer to the enduring bond between them is the fact that he
could consider entrusting his beloved little daughter to her and that she,
childless and with the first hint of grey in her long brown hair,58 was willing to
take responsibility for his illegitimate half-caste child.
As soon as Moorcroft's plan to return to Europe himself was overruled, he
immediately made enquiries at the end of 18 18 of his friends in Calcutta for a
suitable French ship and a nanny to take Anne on the long journey across the
oceans to Mary.59 Then, in October 1818 at Hajipur, Purree Khanum was
safely delivered of a little boy named Richard - 'very, very little . . . who can't
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walk ~vithhis skin quite red' as his sistcr recalled later.60 For hloorcroft, the
birth of a son must have been almost the only bright spot in a year which
ended, as it had begun, with more bitter wrangling with the board over its
steely determination to close down the operations at Pusa, and its continued
public criticism of his 'slackness and procrastination . . . in carrying into effect
the Board's instruction^'.^'
As soon as he had sorted out a particularly unsavoury financial scandal at
Hunter's depot, which came as the culmination of much other trouble with
that hot-tempered and rash young man,62 Moorcroft returned to Hajipur
towards the end of the year to collect Anne. Then, in late December or early
January, (without even bothering toconsult the board it seems) he set out with
his lively little companion, on their first, and last, long journey together down
to Calcutta. Their object was the French ship La Caroline, then loading in the
Hugli River for Le Havre. h4oorcroft must have felt in turmoil on 3 February
I 8 I g as the diminutive little figure with her young nurse beside her slipped out
of his life down the broad river on the first of the ebb-tide that day and he
returned, like the tormented father in the Thackeray story, to climb alone and
unseeing up those worn river-stairs.63
Fortunately there were plenty of friends and distractions in Calcutta to
console him. 'There was the now much-loved Palmer household. There was
Walter Nisbet, secretary of the Board ofTrade, at ~ h o w r i n g h e eThere
. ~ ~ was
the remarkable Rammohun Roy whose keen mind was wrestling with the
problem of reconciling Western learning with India's ancient cultural and
religious tradition^.^^ There was James Robinson up at the Insane Hospital,
with whom Moorcroft often discussed the nature of bafRing diseases like
elephantiasis.66 All these and many more were his friends. Moreover, he was
always in great demand to advise on the purchase or health of the horses of the
Europeans in C a ~ c u t t a . ~
In' addition, he had for some years been a member of
the trailblazing Asiatic Society of Bengal. A few days after Anne had left, he
was at the handsome building at the top of Park Street to present to the
society's growing (and now priceless) collection of Asiatic antiquities and
curiosities, a stuffed specimen ofan ant-eater and a Sanskrit inscription he had
recorded at Rohta~gurh.~'
Just what his personal relations with the members of the board were, we can
only guess. Fortunately Wood, his most implacable enemy, was still upcountry although reporting enthusiastically on almost everything Moorcroft's
assistants were doing and, whenever he got the chance, critically about
Mo~rcroft.~'
He was still at it four years later. By then, however, he was an
isolated figure on the board and there were already signs ofthis in early 1819."
In that new year, things at last began to go Moorcroft's way. In the first place,
unusual winter frosts in 1818-19, followed by freakishly dry weather, all but
wiped out the winter crop over much of Bihar, but Moorcroft's ample acreage
of oats at Pusa largely survived. It was a clear vindication, not only of all his
arguments for thc retention of Pusa, but also ofhis fodder crop experiments at
Rohtasgurh. He soon had too bullocks and twenty-five ploughs hard at work
up there and in due course the board was only too glad to eat its words and
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avail itself of his offer of nearly 2000 tonnes of Rohtasgurh hay.7' Even at the
pre-dearthrate, that would have cost them more than I ~ O , O O
rupees
O
on the
open market. The shortage of fodder confirmed Moorcroft's judgement in
anotherimportant matter too. As the oat component in the feed of the animals
at the new depots dwindled in the wake of the dearth, there were outbreaks of
exactly the same diseases as had amicted Pusa and Hajipur earlier.72It was, of
course, a triumphant confirmation of Moorcroft's belief that oats were a
preventive against these diseases. He believed that the reduction of
disease, by go per cent during his superintendence, was his greatest achievement at the stud. Oat cultivation certainly remained critical to the success of
the breeding operation long after he had left.
The 1819crisis also powerfully confirmed all he had been saying about the
foolishnessof disposing of Pusa before extended trials in the new depots. As he
had been arguing for some time, there was nothing intrinsically unhealthy
about Pusa at all nor, it now seemed, intrinsically healthy about the new
breeding-districts further up the river. Yet another vindication of his foresight
came in 1819.Ever since he had first outlined the new breeding plan in I 8 14,
he had insisted that one assistant would not be able to cope, both with running
a depot and supervising a n extensive breeding-circle. T h e board and government had disagreed but Moorcroft was absolutely right. T h e board was soon
pressing for urgent permission to recruit the extra European assistant a t each
depot, which he had urged all along.73O n e way or another, Moorcroft in 1819
must have been feeling much inore satisfied about the way things were going at
the studs.
By then there were encouraging signs that the new circle system which
Moorcroft had first detailed in his Obserualionr five years before was a t last
beginning to succeed. O n e could perhaps discount Wood's enthusiastic
reports from up-country, board pronouncements, even appreciative comment
in the public press: all that had been heard before. Entirely new were the solid
statistics offalling unit costs and the startling rises in the quality and quantity
of the cavalry admissions from 1819onwards.74For a little while the Bengal
breeding-studs came close to realizing the high hopes held out for them from
the very beginning. Indeed Moorcroft's period at the stud was later looked
back on by his bafFled and disappointed successors as an unattainable golden
age and the credit was always given to him.75 T h e board would have
disagreed, but one thing it and he could whole-heartedly agree on in I 8 1 9was
the acceptance of Wood's recommendation that the new system should be
extended still further to the north-west, into Rohilkhand and the lands west of
Delhi.76
But the final stud triumph of 1819was Moorcroft's alone and it was a double
One, which must have been immensely sweet to him after the seven long years
of opposition and frustration since his return from Tibet. First, there arrived
early in April 1819 a despatch, writtcn in Idondon the previous October,
reaffirming Moorcroft's sole right to purchase horses for breeding, and
reducing the salaries of all the senior European stud employees except him."
And that was not 111. By the spring of 1819 the directors in London had
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belatedly become convinced that the board rather than Moorcroft, as they had
at first been led to believe, was chiefly to blame for the earlier failures,
Handsome private apologies to Moorcroft from Parry and the others were
accom anied by a sizzling official censure of the board, worded in the strongest
terms.' When it reached Calcutta in the autumn of 1819, Wood was sent into
another paroxysm of buck-passing, but this time i t availed him nothing7' and
he resigned soon afterwards.
Parry's personal letter to Moorcroft in February was critical of two things
only - his intemperate language in official correspondence and his 'roving
spirit'. ~ w o ' m o n t h slater Parry wrote again to reinforce the latter point. We
have, he wrote, at last a chance to provide for all our cavalry needs 'at no very
distant period. . . . I hope you will not allow any other pursuit to take off your
thoughts from this main object'." By a supreme irony that admonition,
addressed .to Moorcroft at Calcutta, was forwarded after him to Pusa . . . then
to Fatehgarh far up the Ganges . . . then to Almora on its forested ridge Tar into
the pine-scented foothills of the Himalayas . . . and then onwards again along
the rugged trail towards Tibet.
T h a t was Moorcroft's second and greatest triumph of I 8 I g. Against all the
odds, when he must have felt that the dream had gone for ever, he finally
secured the permission he had been seeking since I 8 I 2 - to go on full salary, in
search of horses, to that ancient and fabled oasis city in the heart of the Central
Asian deserts, across 2000 dangerous and virtually unknown miles (3200
kilometres) of mountain and desert: to Bokhara the Noble.

ONOR ABOUT 1 4 May 18rg Moorcioft received in Calcutta an official letter
signed by his old friend, Charles Metcalfe. It began:
Sir,
His Excellency the Governor-General in Council is pleased to grant you leave to
proceed towards the North Western parts ofAsia, for the ~urpose
of there procuring,
by commercial intercourse, horses to improve the breed within the British Provinces
or for military use.'

There was no need to read any further. T h a t one sentence gave him the
permission he had been seeking through the board, year in year out, since
1812. Had he not got it he would in the end probably have gone anyway,
resigning his post and travelling privately. H e would, he assured Parry later,
even have disguised himself'as a Fakeer rather than have quitted the design'.2
Onecan almost believe it. Moorcroft was deadly serious and he was not a quitter. Once he had convinced himself that a course of action was right he pursued
it to the end 'avec obstination mouloniire bien dirigic', to use his own phrase.3
Even so to have obtained oficial backing was something of a triumph.
Needless to say he did not obtain it from the board. T h a t body appears not
even to have been consulted. 'I carried my views in the end thro' the Political
Dep[artmen]t,' Moorcroft told Parry later.4 Luckily, one of his principal allies
in the I 812 adventure, and his long-time friend, Charles Metcalfe, was now in
charge of that department, with a ready access to the ear of the governorgeneral. Lord Hastings himself was also personally well-disposed to Moorcroft
and had a 'strong interest' in the Bokhara ~ r o j e c t Not
. only did he promise to
provide an escort of Gurkha troops, but was apparently willing to give the
scheme much more overt oficial backing than that, although his council
colleagues later persuaded him to be more c a ~ t i o u s~. ~
o r d - ~ a s t iwas
n ~ sin the
chair at the Asiatic Society on the evening Moorcroft made his presentations to
the collection. That very day - I 2 February I 819 - Moorcroft had submitted
his first long mcn~orandumin favour of the Bokhara journey through the
Political Department. The response must have been encouraging for he wrote
amplifying memoranda in March and April, urging hletcalfe privately
"I the while of the need for a speedy decision. Moorcroft's brief little formal
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request for permission to buy horses 'in any part of Asia', dated 6 May and
submitted through Metcalfe, has all the feel o f a formality. It was doubtlessall
very unorthodox, but it ~ o r k e d . ~
One is still left with the question why. What was it that led a man of52to
embark on a journey ?cross some of the most difficult political and geographical terrain in the world? Certainly it was not the Missofignorance. Izzat-Allahls
earlier journey had made it clear that there would be risk, hardship and
danger. Moreover, as Moorcroft knew and lamented, the political situationin
Afghanistan was far less favourable than it had been a few years before, when
he had received friendly letters of welcome from the rulers at Kabul and
Balkh.' Afghanistan south of the Hindu Kush was sliding into civil war once
more after the blinding and murder of the regime's strong man, Fath Khan, in
I 8 I 8. Shortly afterwards the precarious balance of power north of the mountains.was also destroyed, by the death of the powerful and apparently friendly
chief of Balkh. This, in Moorcroft's words, 'produced a chasm in that line of
road which will not be readily filled'.' It was in fact filled, by the sinister and
unscrupulous Murad Beg of Kunduz further east. Moorcroft did not know all
of this in early I 8 I g, but he knew enough to realize that his journey was likely
to be dangerous in the extreme.
So the question stands. Why did he want to go? Part of the answer has
already been given. The same imperatives which in 1812 took him into
unexplored Tibet, were still tormenting him even more strongly seven years
later. Horses certainly. There is no need to doubt the sincerity of Moorcroft's
firm conviction, that the stud urgently needed parent-stock ofsize and strength
to offset the rapid degeneration which so alarmed him. He was convinced,
particularly now that the new breeding-circles under his assistants were so
plainly prospering, that the opening up of the legendary horse markets of
Central Asia would be the most effective way available to achieve the original
objects of his appointment to the stud.g
There was much more to it than horses. Shawl goats and the shawl trade
were there too. Moorcroft was as keen as ever on both. As has been said, he
believed that the failure in Scotland to rear and breed fro:n the goats he
brought from Tibet in 1812, was the result of careless management; but even if
the goats themselves were not available to British industry, their finc wool
could be. Since I 8 I 2 one of Moorcroft's abiding ambitions had been to unravel
the secrets of the ancient craft of shawl weaving and, by harnessing British
technology to that knowledge, capture for Britain the lucrative shawl markets
of Europe."
Even that was only part o f a wider dream and enterprise which h400rcrofi
and his associates code-named 'the Himalaya concern'." This was no less
than an attempt to test the feasibility of capturing the apparently limitless
trade of inner Asia for British woollen, cotton and industrial goods. Needlessto
say, Moorcroft did not declare such an aim too openly in his official c*rrespondence at first. More prudently, he argued that the best and safest WaY
paying for the horses he hoped to buy along the Oxus would be not by bills Or
bullion but by barter. As t e put it to Metcalfe at the end of 1819,"
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tt may be urged that the extension of British commerce was not within the scope of
my mission, and that as much time as such extension may occupy is so much
abstracted from its direct and special object. 1 will freely admit the first part ofthe
position,but not the last, as the countries in which it is proposed to procure horses
are not accessible to an European, except as a needy adventurer or as a merchant.
The former. . . is absolutely useless . . . whilst the latter may subserve the general
interests of commerce, and [is] the only mode by which horses are profitably
procurable. Hence i t follows, I presume, that the time employed in prosecuting that
form of intercourse through which alone horses are profitably obtainable, is legitimately employed in promoting the special objects of my mission.

He had the candour to admit his 'satisfaction in finding these two objects so
blended'. l 3
Satisfactionis hardly the right word. Moorcroft was positively enraptured
at thepossibilities.Not only would the potential profits go far to write off all the
investment in the Bengal stud, but the beneficial effects would be felt in Britain
as well. The opportunities waiting in Asia, Moorcroft believed, whether in
markets and raw materials or ancient production and agricultural techniques
unknown to Europe, were sufficient to lift Britain out of her post-war depressionand bring blessings to millions, both there and in ~ s i a i t s e 1 f .It
l ~was a magnificent dream fusing his love of improvement, his genuine humanitarianism
and his uncomplicated patriotism. The Bokhara journey, then, was among
other things an extended exercise in market research and Moorcroft himself
travelled, to use his own phrase, as 'a kind of commercial tourist'.15 The
great caravan, the loving and detailed description of the novelties he found,
and the crates and bundles ofsamples he sent back are inexplicable otherwise.
There was yet another motive too. Moorcroft's discoveries in Tibet in 1812
had convinced him that the Russians were already embarked on their own bid
for commercial hegemony in Asia and to some extent he was right.I6 He
suspected that there was much more to this than the desire for trade. Behind
commerce, he feared, lay vast political and military designs which, if not met
and checked, could threaten Britain's whole position in Asia. Moorcroft was
nearly always ahead of his contemporaries, and not least in his undoubted
Russophobia. It had lain dormant in him during the years of Anglo-Russian
cooperation since the 18I 2 journey, but it was fully formed and soon brought to
vigorous wakefulness again by what he found - or believed he found - on this
new odyssey beyond the frontiers." Britain, he was sure, could win this battle
for supremacy in middle Asia by pushing her trade. She had the industrial
muscle, the entrepreneurial skills and the lower costs to do it, but the effort had
made consistently and in good time.
The promotion of the public good and the national interest was always very
Important to Moorcroft. Looking back on his career later, he thought he could
its development entirely in those terms as a consistent life principle.'8
*tasuperficial level this is probably true, but more significant, and much less
to Moorcroft himself, were the other tangled personal motives and
lon~ngsat work. It is plain that his frustrating experiences at the stud since
' 8 * 2 had destroyed his pleasure in the job and he soon made up his mind never
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to return to it once the great journey was over. That apart, there was always
the deeper need in him for challenge, for novelty and for diversion from
numbing routine. Plain during his earlier life in Britain, if anythingit grew
stronger as he got older at Pusa. This deeply restless man could only indulg
his tireless and consuming curiosity about the endless diversity of life all
around him by a matching, multifaceted diversity within his own life.John
Palmer was almost certainly wrong in his suspicion that his friend deliberately
courted privation and hardship 'as the seasoning' in his life.lg He merely
accepted them as the price for doing what he most longed to do. In a poignant
letter to his old Oxford Street friend, George Saunders, Moorcroft confessedin
1 8 2 2 that, for the first time in his life, he was truly fulfilled. The Bokhara
journey, he said was 'by far the best act of' my life and the only time with the
passing of which I a m well satisfied notwithstanding the privations and
inconveniences and anxieties it constantly presents'.20 In May ,919 that
journey was at last within his grasp.
Anyone who has planned an expedition into the wilds will have some ideaol
how those hot, early summer days in Calcutta would have raced by in a flurry
of lengthening lists and accumulating gear. There were other distractions too.
Moorcroft was still deeply involved in stud affairs and at the end of April he
had to go into print to defend his prior claim to neurotomy as a treatment for
equine l a m e n e ~ s . ~But
' the great journey must have absorbed most of his
energies. In size, his party was more like a small army which was expected to
be away for at least two years22and which, for some of that time, would need to
be entirely self-sufficient. At the heart ofit all was the great caravan ofEnglish
cottons, woollen broadcloths, chintz, cutlery, hardware and ironmongery
provided, as an act of friendship and at their own cost and risk, by the two
Calcutta business houses ofJohn Palmer and James MacKillop. Its total value
was the (at the time) immense sum of ~ ~ 0 0and
0 ,everything
~ ~
else about the
expedition was on the same generous scale.24 Moorcroft did not intend to
rough it more than he could help. His blue accommodation tent, 9 feet (2.7
metres) square and with high walls was fitted u p with Mirzapuri carpets,
folding tables and chairs, a substantial library of well over roo reference books
and his precious, portable, mahogany writing desk. The smaller sleeping tent
would have been dominated by Moorcroft's pride and joy, his splendid folding
brass bedstead. This, when unpacked from its leather case and fully assembled
with its chintz hangings and mosquito netting and with the colourful bedside
rugs beside it, must have been a heartening sight at the end ofa long day in the
saddle or on foot. So too the 'portable necessary-house' usually set up nearby
for the principals of the party. Needless to say the rigours of thejourney, whichch
in the end took not two years from start to finish, but six years merely to reach
the halfway point, made sad inroads into these splendid equipages.
There is evidence of very much more: medicines for the portable chest;
catheters and other surgical instruments; leather hernia trusses; weaPonsl
ammunition and cartouche boxes; surveying equipment, compasses, SPYglasses, thermometers and barometer tubes; stationery; personal supplies
sugar, chocolate and brandy; a comprehensive collection of fishing lines and
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flies; a vast array ofpresents including kaleidoscopes, silver and plated articles
like tea-pots, soup tureens and sugar basins, telescopes, watches, cut-glass
chandeliers,pistols, scissors and penknives. All this was only a minute fraction
ofthe thousandand one items that had to be listed, obtained, checked and then
crated for transport. Later, new and sometimes bizarre requests came back to
Palmer out of the blue, such as when Moorcroft asked his friend to obtain a
pipe organ and gifts suitable for the harem of the ruler of Himalayan ~ u l u . ~ ~
~ 1 in1 all, Moorcroft conceded, the result was a 'somewhat numerous and
bulky' collection of bales, boxes and tin trunks. Even when much depleted it
still weighednearly 8 tonne^.*^ T o move it required a small army in itself. At
one stage, six elephants and forty camels were used; at another, sixty porters,
fourteen horses, four mules and a number of bullocks; at' yet another, 300
porters.27In addition there were personal servants, grasscutters, grooms, a
baker, a draughtsman and two botanical collectors. Moorcroft had about fifty
souls in all permanently on his payroll, and all had to be fed, clothed and
paid." Despite substantially enhanced rates of pay, it was not always easy to
get or keep them. It proved utterly impossible to find a blacksmith who would
go with them and some of Moorcroft's oldest, but plains-bred, servants
deserted soon after the journey began, rather than face the horrors of the
mountains.29
The animals proved more faithful. Moorcroft deliberately took both horses
and mules to test the feasibility of his chosen routes for horse transport,
watching them closely for lameness and trying to assess the best means of
shoeing them for the varying terrain they had to cross.30 Then there were the
dogs. Moorcroft always had dogs at his heels and wrote affectionately of them
in his journal. Most loved of all was Missy, the English spaniel bitch who
always hunted with him and whose death in the Khyber reduced him to tears.
Later he acquired fierce Tibetan sheep dogs in Ladakh and in Kabul a pointer,
called Sheena, and a ~ e t t e r . There
~'
were others too.
This huge army of assorted animal and human livestock and the great
mountain of baggage represented not only a logistical problem of daunting
proportions but also a cash problem. Company bullion was only useful to them
until they reached the hills. Thereafter Moorcroft had to depend on about 6000
rupees' worth of drilled and strung pearls as currency for everyday use.
Beyond that, he planned to draw on British frontier officers or Indian bankers
asheneeded, against his bank account with John Palmer down in Calcutta.
For his principal lieutenant, responsible for the route survey, the mapping,
sketching, and other geographical enquiries, the daily temperature, latitude
and altitude readings and command of the escort, Moorcroft chose the
Youngest son of an old friend from his Westminster Volunteer Cavalry days
W ~ more
J
recently had become his lawyer in Calcutta. George Trebeck, tall
and slim and only 19when they set out, was a romantic who proved to be the
perfectfoil to the practical, down-to-earth hloorcroft. They became as devoted
another as father and son. Moorcroft nursed the younger man when he
wasseriously ill and cheered him when he was depressed. Trebeck in turn
became imbued with Moorcroft's ideas and hopes and defended him stoutly
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when his reputation came under renewed attack during their absence.M ~ ~
croft never regretted his choice of Trebeck and spoke highly of him to the veni
end. How one historian could turn this faithful young Englishman into a
suspiciously unreliable German is a mystery.32Moorcroft was equally
with his medical assistant and compounder, a young and cheerful AngloIndian assistant apothecary from Dinapur Hospital called George Guthrie.33
The principal Indians of the party also justified their selection. Doyenof
them all, of course, was Mir Izzat-Allah. Now in his forties he was the
expedition's Persian secretary, diplomatist and translator. His son and
brother came too. Moorcroft had the highest regard for the silver-tongued
Izzat-Allah, saving only a tendency on occasions to give the clever rather than
the prudent answer during his crucial verbal fencing with some of the powerful
chiefs they encountered along the way.34Izzat-Allah was not the only member
of the I 8 I 2 ventuie to sign on again. Moorcroft had hoped to persuade Hearsey
to join him but, failing that, took instead his faithful old retainer, Chulam
Hyder Khan. Since their 1812 Tibetan journey together, the old warrior had
acquired a Gurkha bullet in his head and was sometimes inclined to be
forgetful, but otherwise seems to have been as tough, resourceful and indestructible as ever. He was almost the only one among the lot of them to return
to India alive.35 Another member of the 1812 party was Moorcroft's much
trusted personal servant, Hafiz Muhammad Fazl, whose position on the new
journey was second only to that of Izzat-Allah himself. Hafiz had already
travelled right across Afghanistan and the Hindu Kush, carrying letters from
Moorcroft to Balkh where he had been given a very friendly reception by its
chief. Even those two useful hill-men, the old Pandit Harbalam and his
nephew Harkh Dev, were on Moorcroft's payroll for a time in the winter of
r 819 as the party passed through Kumaon and GarhwaL3=
All these men, with one notable exception who will be mentioned ~ater,~'
seem to have worked extremely well together - a real band of brothers, as
Moorcroft fondly described them on one occasion. The credit for that, of
course, was mainly his. It says a great deal for Moorcroft's qualities as leader
and as a man, that so many of the I 812 party were willing once again to face the
unknown with him and remain united when the hard times came.
The fact that so many of these men were government servants raises an
important question. Was this an officialmission or not?There is nostraightforward answer. Right from the very start, there was an ambiguity about the
whole project which reflects both its unorthodox origins and its mixed
objectives. T h e official purpose of the mission, as defined in Moorcroft's leave
of absence, was entirely confined to horses and his substantial salary as stud
superintendent continued to be paid through the Military Department as
usual. Moorcroft was given no formal political functions whatsoever and was
roundly rebuked when he began to exercise them. Yet permission for the
journey, and correspondence about its details, was so completely in the hands
of the Political Department that the board claimed that they had never had
official notification of it at all.
Moorcroft himself was always adamant that the journey was undertaken

~ -
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for public purposes and that all his reports and findings were the
property ofthe government. H e was, after all, a senior government servant on

fullsalary;his mountainous caravan was carried to the limit ofBritish territory
by commissariattransport animals at public expense and free of customs
duties;his medicines and surgical equipment were supplied from public stores
and many of the presents, which had originally been purchased a t public
expense for the I 8 I 2 journey, were now formally released to him once again.
Guthrie, Izzat-Allah and Hafiz were all public servants on full pay, as indeed
were the fourteen Gurkha soldiers who made up the escort. Moreover,
stowed somewhere in his baggage, Moorcroft carried documents in
English,Russian, Persian and Chinese bearing the great seal of the com any
and stating that he was indeed its servant, travelling in search of horses. 3J:
In all these ways the mission was an official one. Yet the official element in it
was strictly and deliberately limited. As Moor'croft tried to explain to one
understandably puzzled British official on the frontier, 'though a public
servant proceeding with the sanction of the Government upon an enterprise
that has public advantage for its object, I am neither accredited by the
Government for the purposes specially in view nor for any other'.39 When he
tried to get Lord Hastings to write an official letter of introduction to the emir
ofBokhara, he was turned down flat. Metcalie had to remind him bluntly 'that
it was never intended to accredit you or vest you with a public character',
however much that would improve his prospects.40 T h e reason is not hard to
understand and it clearly worried the government from the very beginning.
Moorcroft had already got into one serious scrape beyond the frontier and his
reputation for discretion was as low as the risks ofhis enterprise were high. He
was going far beyond the reach of the company's long arm where, if he ran into
trouble, he would have to be entirely on his own. As Metcalie explained in the
letter quoted above, the government dare not be more heavily involved in his
mission than it already was for, if trouble came, it 'would be committed unpleasantly and contrary to its design'. Moorcroft's position in that respect
was somewhat analogous to that or a government secret agent. Some historians, Russian, Indian and British, have assumed this is precisely what he
was.41Not so. The abundant evidence means exactly what it says and no more.
The fact that later he exploited the ambiguity of his position and ventured into
areas much more appropriate to a political agent than to a stud superintendent, does not alter the case.
Moorcroft's original plan, early in I ~ Iwas~ to ,make
~ first
~ for Leh, the
capital of Ladakh, situated due east of Kashmir beyond the Himalayas on the
uPper.reaches of the Indus River. Leh seemed to be not only the best place to
tap the shawl wool coming down from Tibet and divert it into British territory,
but also the best springboard from which to launch an assault on the markets
~fcentralAsia to the north and west. Moorcroft also wanted to complete some
~~finishcd
hydrographical enquiries concerning the course of the upper
Indus. He believed, although with excessive optimism as it turned out, that he
couldrepeat what he had done in 1812, that is to say, appear on the summit of
Ihe Niti and by a judicious mixture of blu& bribery and bloody-mindedness,
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push his way past the jovial and unaggressive Tibetans into Tibet. This timc,
however, he would go west following the Lhasa-Leh caravan trail to Ladakh,
Once there and with British trade securely established, there were three
alternatives. He could either follow the ancient caravan trail across the
Karakoram north-eastwards to Chinese Turkestan before approaching
Bokhara from the east across the Pamirs as Izzat-Allah had done. That was his
preferred plan. Alternatively, he could turn north-westwards and penetrate to
Bokhara by way of Gilgit, Chitral, and the Upper Oxus. Both routes were
totally unexplored by Europeans. Only as a very third best would he risk Sikh
opposition and Muslim fanaticism by descending from Ladakh via Kashmir
into the Punjab, and then penetrating to Bokhara across Afghanistan, by way
of Peshawar and Kabul. Moorcroft's first and probably more feasible intention in early r 8 I g was to push on himself across the Niti-la, crossing in June or
July and travelling lightly laden with presents only. If all went well, he
expected to reach Leh inside three months and then would move on, leaving
the commercial goods to make their ponderous way up to the British frontier
and await further instructions from him, in the light of the situation he found
beyond the mountains. He did not really expect to get the goods across those
mountains until the following year.
Several developments sabotaged these tentative plans almost as soon as
they were made. As has been said, Moorcroft's formal permission to leave
Calcutta was delayed until May (he had originally hoped to be at Almora in
the hills by then). In that month, as the oficial record shows, he was still up to
his neck in stud problems.43 O n e of his minor triumphs, a characteristic one,
was to plead successfully that his assistant, Lieutenant Hunter, who was facing
dismissal from the stud for gross misconduct, should be given just one more
chance. O n 30 May Moorcroft was down in Charles Trebeck's officeputting
his signature to his
It is a long and complex document, pulling together
the strands of the passing years. The three important women in his life - his
mother (Ann Paine), now very frail in
Mary in Paris, and Purree
Khanum at Hajipur - were each provided with an income from three capital
trusts. O n their deaths the trusts were to be settled equally on the children,
Anne and Richard, and used for their education. Moorcroft hoped that
Richard would become a doctor or surgeon. In the event of their deaths the
residue was to go to Moorcroft's stepbrother and sister in Dublin or be used to
found a medical college in India.
He was still delayed in Calcutta in June. By mid-July he was tidying up his
affairs at Pusa before moving on to Hajipur for the ~ a i n f uparting
l
from Purree
Khanum and young ~ i c h a r dThere,
.~
on the first day of August, ~ o o r c r o ~ ~
opened his account book and brought the servants who were accompanying
him on to the payroll.47Even then he was still writing at length to the board on
stud business, although that may well have been his last day with his family
Three days later he was gone for ever.
He did not, as it happened, go very far. At Patna, he was dismayed to find
not only that many of the goods had not yet come up the river from Calcutta,
but that the flotilla of boats that had been ordered to take them upstream
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~
~ was also
~ missing.
~ T h ihs was all
~ the more
~ serious
~
because
h
Moorcroft
had modifiedhis original plan. H e was now hoping to get not only himself, but
his immensebaggage train across the Niti pass before the winter snows closed
it for six months at the end ofthe year.48 By this new schedule he was already a
monthlate and the delays at Patna cost the best part ofanother. But a t last the
journey,tracking painfully u p the swollen river, began. They were still below
BenaresonqSeptember and not a t Kanpur till about the 19th.There, Thomas
Keene,another young man from Trebeck's o f i c e who was employed to act as
Moorcroft'sforwarding agent, met them and accompanied them on the last of
the riverjourney u p to Fatehgarh, where a warehouse for the storage of goods
in transit had been hired. Keene was still there forwarding goods until well into
,820 and, i t seems, he inadvertently caused still further delays by disobeying
Moorcroft's instruction^.^^ T h e general impression of haste, confusion and
ill-preparedness comes over strongly from the fragments of correspondence
that have survived. Even basic items like cups and co!Tee-pots were still
missing when they reached the hi~ls.~"o make a bad situation worse, the
rains went on exceptionally late into the a u t u m n in that year.
The precise dates ofthc party's movements from this point until the end of
the year are almost impossible to determine from the contradictory evidence
available. The first objective after leaving the river was Bareilly, wherc
Izzat-Allah, Ghulam Hyder K h a n and Hyder Hearsey were waiting to greet
them. lLloorcroft hoped that his old travelling companion could be persuaded
to join them on this expedition. Hearsey, shaking his head a t the immense
cavalcade winding on to his estates, was convinced that his friend was
approaching Bokhara entirely the wrong way. Instead of trying to cross the
mightiest conglomeration of mountains in the world, he urged that they should
instead go to the Gulf by sea, cross Persia by well-beaten roads to Meshed and
then approach Bokhara across the desert from the west. There was a sharp
disagreement and Hearsey in the end declined to join them although, then and
later, he gave them all the assistance in his power.5'
It was the end ofOctober before the caravan left Bareilly and crossed the last
ofthe plain to Kathgodam, where today the railway runs out abruptly against
the steep, green outer face of the hills.52 From this point it is hard climbing
nearly all the way through the sombre, pine-scented trees, u p past Bhim Tal,
its beautiful lake cradled in green hills. O n e breathless day beyond Ramgarh,
following the path round a rocky shoulder, they would suddenly have had their
first real glimpse ofthe snow giants spread out spectacularly across the eastern
horizon. In the foreground Almora is visible, perched on its high forested ridge
and behind it 'the immense snowy range of mountains lift u p their heads. . . to
theskies'.'3 It is a view to lift the spirits - o r sink them. T h e more pessimistic
have noticed in the keen wind that the flanks of the mountains were
gleaming ominously far down with the first snows o f ~ i n t e rAmong
.~~
~ ~ e s e r v a nwho
t s bolted as soon a s they reached Almora was the excellent cook
Moorcroft had hired for thejourney. 'My table has since frequently exhibited a
fare that would not have seduced an English day-labourer,' he lamented
later.55
At Almora Moorcroft was soon in earnest conversation with the British
[2171
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warden of those marches, Geoffrey Traill, the commissioner for the
of
Kumaon. T h e two men had been corresponding for months and seem to have
taken to each other a t once. Traill, despite the lateness of the season, was ready
with porters to push the party on to Josimath, and assured his visitor that
essential bridging and road work in the Dauli gorge madc the journey up to
Niti much easier than when he had attempted it with Hearsey in 1812.
Moorcroft's request, Traill had also summoned to Almora the man whose
yaks, influence and knowledge seemed to offer the best chance of getting the
party safely across the Niti-la a t this eleventh
Deb Singh, 'farmer,
forager a n d trader', was one of thc two brothers who had appeared out of the
blue a t Daba in August I 8 I 2 a n d offered what hloorcroft called 'more facilities
than i t was prudent to accept' to get his party out ofTibct quickly.57Now Deb
Sing11 was needed to get them in again. It must all have looked quite
encouraging. T h e Niti route is usually uncomfortable after October, but most
years anyone prepared to push his way through dee snow up to the saddle
girths of the yaks, could get across till D ~ c e m b e r . ~ ' D e bSingh o e r e d his
services a s guide and promised fifty yaks a t Josimath to carry the baggagc.
Despite the mysterious a n d inflated rumours of hdoorcroft's caravan that had
been circulating in these hills for months, h e seemed to think that any Tibetan
guards waiting for them on the icy summit would long since have withdrawn
into winter quarters. 'Once through the pass they would certainly not have thc
power of stopping you,' Traill assured M o o r ~ r o f t . ~ ~
Leaving the unburdened commissariat elephants and camels to make their
slow way back to the plains Traill's porters bent their backs to the loads and set
out single-file u p the gloomy a n d rugged river-valley behind Almora towards
Josimath. It was about 23 November 1819 a n d almost a t once things bcgan to
go wrong. O n 2 7 November, although it was months before the news caught up
with them, Mary Moorcroft died in far away Paris after a short illness, very
soon after poor little bewildered Anne reached her. Perhaps Moorcroft had a
premonition for he wrote to Mary that very
But there were worries
nearer a t hand as well. T h r e e days out from Almora, George Trebeck was
suddenly struck down with a soaring fever a n d wild delirium. It was cholera.
For fourteen anxious hours Moorcroft thought he would lose his young friend.
Even after the first crisis was over Trebeck tvas so ill for the next ten days that
he had to be carried all the way to Josimath in a litter.61
If Moorcroft treated Trebeck as he later treated one of the servants for
cholera, i t is scarcely surprising! Moorcroft was convinced that a drastic
treatment was the only hope when the pulse was failing. After dosing with
laudanum, he soaked balls of cotton in turpentine and burned them on his
patient's back and navel. ' H e roared from the pain of the burning which lasted
about a minute but the pain in the intestines ceased a n d his pulse rose,'
bloorcroft noted. Four meri were then set to work to put his limbs in violent
motion, his body was massaged and his feet laced in hot water. 'I have not lost
62
a single patient when this practice was resorted to early,' Moorcroft wrote.
One can only conclude that his patients must have been too busy to spare the
time for dying. At any rate they survivcd a n d so did Trcbeck.
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Some of the horses and mules were less fortunate. As soon as the long
caravan descended into the precipitous basin of the Alaknanda River just
beyond Pipaltoti, the numbing track shrank to only a few inches wide in
places.Neither the animals themselves nor the servants were yet familiar with
the hazards of this frowning, angular, vertical terrain. In quick succession one
oftheArabs and one of the mules went tumbling to their deaths down the steep
slopeinto the river '/2 mile (0.8 kilometres) below.63That left only eight horses
and mules. Perhaps the doubters, who said that none would ever get to Ladakh
alive,were right. Ghulam Hyder Khan was also nearly a casualty at this time.
He and Moorcroft had gone out at the request of some villagers near Pipalkoti
to bag a black bear that had been raiding the fields. Moorcroft's shot only
winged the creature who, maddened with pain, went for Ghulam Hyder Khan
who was down below him in the bed ofa watercourse. Luckily the old warrior
had armed himselfwith Trcbeck's sword and as the bear rushed at him he had,
as he told the story, 'the presence of mind to cut h'irn in two pieces'.64 Did all
these things seem like ill-omens? Perhaps in retrospect, for when the caravan
finally straggled into Josimath high on its lonely ridge above the empty
terraced fields and the river junction 1500 feet (457 metres) below, there was
no sign of Deb or the yaks. T h e brewing snow-clouds to the north and all the
other evidence suggested that the Niti-la was already closed for the winter.
There was nothing for it but to settle down a t that sombre spot and wait.
In a friendly letter to Traill, Moorcroft wrote 'that a band of opera dancers
would have relieved our ennui but none seem to dare the speculation'.65 Any
boredom in the party was certainly not shared by its leader. Notwithstanding
the tedious food, he was as restless and hyperactive as ever. Urgent letters
flowed out from his little portable desk across the tree-girt ridges to Almora,
and beyond to the plains, with requests for things left behind or overlooked.
Lord Hastings's refusal to write a letter of introduction to the gloomy and
unpredictable ruler at Bokhara, the one important chief on the journey who
had not sent a letter of welcome, inspired not only a renewed personal plea to
the governor-generala, but also a long a n d revealing valedictory letter to
Met~alfe.~'
Wilson quoted it a t length and almost verbatim in his introduction
to the Travels. Moorcroft confessed his disappointment but defiantly reasserted
his confidence in what he was doing despite the 'diminished probability of
Success. . . .'
If'I fall, my country will set a due value on my motives and at least allow me a claim
to disinterested perseverance. But to turn back would be voluntarily to invite the
indications ofscorn and to load me with feelings which would hurry me to the grave.
If I fail, I shall lose my time, my property, perchance my reputation and probably
my situation. . . . I must push the adventure to its end.

And so he did. Hafiz was despatched to Fatehgarh to bring up the goods that
had arrived in the warehouse under young Keene's supervision since their
departure.68 There was trouble with the servants to sort out. Unlike many of
his countryrnerl in India, R/ioorcroft resorted to corporal punishment of his
Servants on only three occasions in ten years, and even then only after a
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quasi-judicial hearing. This was one of those occasions, 'on the fact being
proved that one ofmy servants had endeavoured to take a [married] lady's lost
favors without settling the preliminary of her ~ o n s e n t ' . ~ '
There was also much work still to be done on the equipment. The account
book suggests a fever of activity which must have given a considerable boost to
the local economy at Josimath. Tailors, blacksmiths and leatherworkers were
all set to work making or repairing tents and tent pegs, stitching heavyweather clothing for the shivering servants and retinning the copper cooking
pots.70
While all this was going on Moorcroft seems to have penetrated up the
Alaknanda as far as the sacred temple at Badrinath. What is more, he
persuaded the temple brahmins to lend him four copper inscriptions from the
temple walls to send down to Calcutta for t r a n s ~ a t i o n . ~
It' is further evidence,
and there is plenty, of the astoilishing power ofthis dynamic little man from thc
other side of the world to inspire trust, across the gulfs oflanguage and culture,
among the people of inner Asia.
O n e means of achieving the same end lay in the use of his medical and
surgical skill. I t was during this waiting period at Josimath that Moorcroft, for
the first time on this journey, attempted to restore the sight ofa man blind with
formidable cataracts. It was a difficult case and Moorcroft was u n s u ~ c e s s f u l . ~ ~
Yet, from this small beginning, there quickly blossomed what became a major
feature of Moorcroft's odyssey for the next four and a halfyears. He refined his
cataract technique as he went along and eventually, with Guthrie's help,
seems to have achieved a remarkably high and permanent success rate,
considering the lack of adequate hygiene or post-operative care. Moorcroft's
achievements in this field have been noted but never studied in detail,
although there are scattered among his papers detailed clinical notes and case
histories and much other incidental evidence of how he went about it. He was
never a man to turn his back on human suffering, but his medical work had
other advantages as he soon came to realize.73In particular it helped to allay
the absurd but dangerous rumours that rippled out ahead ofhis advancingcaravan and, acting as a kind of life insurance, guaranteed him a friendly welcome
in wild places where the reception might otherwise have been very different.
For much of this waiting period Moorcroft was out on the snow slopes or
trekking through the great forests about Josimath, in search ofgame to relieve
their dreary diet. He was also falling in love again with that marvellous land of
soaring, pine-scented forests, rich u land pastures, mist-curtained river
gorges and tough, smiling hill-people,7Pall set against the eternal backcloth of
'mountains stupendously high and whether barren o r bare or cloathed with
forests or with snow always displayed features most majestic and sub~ime'.'~
Moorcroft rarely wrote ofscenic beauty like this, but even more beautiful to the
pioneer and the scientific agricultural improver in him were the rich natural
resources ofthis area - the game and wildlife, the untapped timber
of
the great forests, the fish in the tumbling rivers, the ~ o t e n t i aof
l the fertile soil
and ample water for cultivation of all kinds. Gradually, as these things do, a
shadowy idea goinq back to 1812 slowly took shape and hardened into a
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resolve.When the great Bokhara journey was over, he would resign from
service and retire here. T h e wheel was turning full circle. W h a t
might have filled his I:fe from the very beginning near the minuscule hill from
whichOrmskirk surveys its fertile plain, would occupy its end on thesegrander
hills somewherebetween Karnprayag and the Tibetan frontier.
The more he thought about i t the more attractive it seemed. His work at the
stud would either be crowned with a massive infusion of blood-stock brought
triumphantlyback from the banks of the Oxus, o r he would fail and be sacked.
Either way, he would have given what he could and it would be time to hand
over to younger and fitter men. He could no longer afford retirement among
old friends on the green slopes above Geneva or on some modest country estate
in England, as he had previously intended. Much of his savings since coming
to India had been lost by a defaulting agent, and the cost of his ceaseless travel
on stud duties, together with the enormous expense olthe present expedition,
had consumed much of the rest. What he would be able to afford, even with a
liberal allowance for the education In England of Richard and Anne, would be
'a cottage and a farm in the mountains of H i m a ~ h a l ' Besides,
.~~
his spartan
and wandering life in India had thoroughly spoiled his taste for the material
comfort and affluence of high society life in Europe and had kept him fit. H e
believed an active retirement would continue to do so. 'A life of incessant
occupation and labour may preserve a constitution of great natural firmness
forsorne few years longer,' as he put it.77Above all, Moorcroft believed that he
could in this way be 'more actively useful in the decline oflife than I could be in
any other ~ituation'.~'Utility was always a prime yardstick for Moorcroft a n d
it loomed very large indeed in the retirement dream he sketched for himself in
loving detail over the ensuing months in his journals, letters a n d requisitions.
It was partly a kind of hobby and partly a distraction from the preoccupying
cares of the open road, birt all men reveal a little of themselves in their
retirement dreams and Moorcroft was no exception. Besides, he dreamed with
unusual pre~ision.~'
At the heart of it all was the modest, grey stone, two-storey house under its
heavy tiled roof - 'more of a cottage than a mansion' - tucked into the steep
hillside out of the valley winds. Inside 'the whole of the fittings etc to
harmonize on the principle of neatness rather approaching that of the Quaker
than running into shewiness'. In the living-room behind the heavy, plate-glass
windows, a great log fire would burn in the grate, with a roast on its iron
turning-spit if guests were expected. The brass door furniture, the heavy
curtain rings, the mirrors, the silver candlesticks and the cut glass of the
sideboard, would all shine in the firelight when the spring roller blinds were
down and heavy chintz curtains pulled on cold winterevenings. The general
impression would be spacious and light, from the plain, distempered walls to
the heavy, waxed oak furniture made locally and the polished oaken floor with
its colourful Mirzapuri rugs, and the brightly coloured local weaves tlirown
across the comfortable armchairs or sofas.
One imagines the table laid for dinner with its blue water glasses, its neat
and simple LVedgwood dinner service, the hcavy silver cutlery, the cut-glass
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decanters, salt-cellars and pickle-jars all gleaming under the glass hanging
lamp suspended on its pulleys from the ceiling: or Moorcroft working by the
soft light of the copper night lamps at his library table, the heavy inkstand to
hand, the quill from the portable writing case scratching busily, perhaps a
book from the library shelves raised on the bookstand before him, and the plain
eight-day table clock chiming the quarters through the silent house. Upstairs,
off the lamplit landing, would be the bedrooms with their plain, oaken
bedsteads and fresh linen, silver candlesticks, light chintz curtains, the
tortoiseshell comb brushes and the plain swing mirror on the oaken chests, and
sheepskin rugs on the polished floors. No doubt, from the bedroom windows
there would, under the moon, be spectacular views across the shadowed valley
to the silvered snow giants beyond.
Moorcroft intended this comfortable farmhouse home to be the nerve-centre
of a farming enterprise of consideratile scale and complexity. At one end would
be a small conservatory and, back and front, a large walled nursery garden
with beehives. Not far away would be the farm buildings: a dairy with
churns and cheese-making equipment for experimental dairy production from
yaks, goats, buffalo and sheep, as well as cows; a granary; a piggery; stables;
a cow-house for roo animals; a salting-house for curing the bacon and pickled
pork; a shed housing the 6 h p threshing and winnowing machine driven by a
waterwheel in one of the streams rushing down the hillside; and storage
buildings for the ploughs, drills, hoes, billhooks, sheep shears, the distillation
plant and steaming apparatus, and the scaring nets for trapping the hares,
bears and hogs which would threaten the crops. Beyond the orchard, above
and below the house on the hillside, would be the terraced fields, banked with
stone walls and divided by a n intricate network of stone irrigation channels,
supporting a range of experimental crops from pease, hardy cabbage, POtatoes, hybrid beetroots and carrots to oats, yellow lucerne, rape, chicory,
sainfoine and burnet. Away on the !iigh summer pastures would be vast flocks
of sheep, specially bred from merino rams, and shawl goats guarded by fierce
Tibetan sheep-dogs and by shepherds with guns and blue lights at night. In
the pastures nearer the house would be the experimental yak crosses and the
half-wild Tibetan horses.
All this and more was not merely the wishful thinking of a frustrated
agricultural improver. Moorcroft was deadly serious. The letters and long lists
were intended to be the basis for orders when the time should come but, more
than that, his retirement farming enterprise was not intended for himself
alone. Very little of Moorcroft's ceaseless activity was. He was quite right to
see the public good as one of the continuities in his working life. For Britain he
hoped to be the means 'of providing materials for British industry, of improving the constitution of British sheep, of importing new varieties of animals
which may be useful to agriculture in Britain'. As for the Himalayas, 'it is my
object to improve the condition of the native inhabitants of the hills, to
introduce new settlers and to found a system of polity comprehending
agriculture and branches of manufacture and commerce based upon well
directed industry and an ameliorated state ofthe mind through a religious and
moral education of the children'. He had helped to rid the hills of Gurkha
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oppression, now he hoped, with government backing, to open them up with
roads,and carve canals from the Ganges to the edge of the plain, which could
carry away both the produce of the hills and goods from beyond the mountains. Settlers would be encouraged with grants of land, money, seed, tools and
liberal market for new commodities' and Moorcroft's farm would provide
the research,the training in new techniques, and the technical know-how. I t
was a magnificent dream. Moorcroft was always ranging far into the future
beyondhis contemporaries. There is nothing even remotely comparable with
the breadth of this vision for the future of the hill-states, until the postindependencedevelopment plans of our own day.
In December I 820 most of this was no more than a twinkle in Moorcroft's
eye, as he filled the short winter days with activity and waited as patiently as he
could for the arrival of Deb Singh at Josimath. There was just one Tibetan
visitor from the north, a man sent from Gartok to report on whether Moorcroft
had an army with him. The pass was obviously still open. The Tibetan
recognized him at once, despite the absence of the beard and the lampblack he
had worn seven years before. Moorcroft took advantage of the visit to pass
friendly messages and gifts back across the range.'' Christmas day - with
plenty of snow - came and went. T h e seasonal rejoicings of Trebeck, Guthrie
and Moorcroft must have been rather muted. At last, after dark on Boxing
Day, Deb arrived from Niti, pretending to be both anxious and ready to
proceed. In fact he was neither. In the cold light of the next morning,
measuring with his eye Moorcroft's mountainous baggage a n d swollen cavalcade against his insufficient and miserably out-of-condition yaks, he declared
the task was impossible. They were, he said, a fortnight too late.
For one mad moment Moorcroft considered reverting to his original plan
and, with Izzat-Allah, Ghulam Hyder Khan and three or four of the servants,
making a dash across the pass to Tibet and Leh, leaving the caravan to follow
in the spring. He decided against it when the guides flatly refused to risk their
lives on the pass.'' The alternatives were nearly as bleak. They could wait at
that desolate spot at the very edge of the habitable world, riding out the long
winter until the pass was clear once more. Moorcroft considered that option
briefly in the optimistic belief that three months would have been enough. I t
could well have been
Perhaps it was that possibility that finally drove
him to the only alternative -of turning back a n d avoiding Tibet pltogether, by
a circuitous route north-westwards across the hills and valleys along the edge
ofthe plains, before turning north again to approach Ladakh direct. Apart
from the expense and delay of such a journey, the biggest snag was that it
would take them across the outer limits of the formidable Sikh ruler of Lahore,
Raja Ranjit Singh. They might just slip through without delays. It was a risk
that would have to be taken. Moorcroft had been considering this possibility
forsOme time. Now he wasted no more time.83
Within a day or two of Deb's arrival, the first of the party was on the march
again with 160 porters, back down the magnificent river gorge of the Alaknanda towards Pipalkoti.
It is at this point, at the beginning ofJanuary 1820, that Horace Wilson's
two-volumeparaphrase of Moorcroft's daily journal begins.
la
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T w o DAYS' MARCH from Josimath down the rugged Alaknanda valley, they
came once again to Pipalkoti.' There a woman came to Moorcroft complaining that she had been made outcaste on a false charge of adultery with one of
Moorcroft's servants. Most men in a hurry would have dismissed this as a
hard-luck story and pressed on. Not Moorcroft. Smelling injustice, he halted
his party for several days and summoned the elders from Josimath so as to lay
before them the strong evidence of collusion among the witnesses, including
the woman's husband. Eventually the elders were persuaded to put the
woman's virtue to the test by plunging her arm into boiling oil to retrieve a
stone. Whether Guthrie and Moorcroft gave justice a nudge, by concocting
some low-boiling-point liquid for the ordeal, is not recorded. At all events the
woman passed the test triumphantly. Moorcroft had a personal problem ofhis
own while they were a t Pipalkoti 'from a hurt in my leg which seemed as if it
would have proved of the most serious nature'.' He did not say what it was,
and he never referred to it again.
Once past Karnprayag, still following the tumbling Alaknanda, they were,
for Moorcroft, on new ground. Another precious horse fell into the river and
was hurried away to a swift death in the white water, but every day's march
reduced that risk, taking them away from the savage vertical scenery of
Josimath into a rounder, greener world of soft hills and fertile, lush valleys.
Moorcroft felt strangely bereft. He rejoiced to see the tomtit and the wagtail
again as a reminder of England, but they were poor compensation for the
mountain eagle and the 'majestic and sublime' mountains they had just left.
The truth was that he had lost his heart to that magnificent landscape round
Josimath.
In due course the straggling caravan reached Srinagar, the once-important
capital of ancient Garhwal. By 1820 it was a dreary place, much reduced by
earthquakes, by Gurkha oppression and by the occasional violence of the river
Alaknanda, on whose left bank i t stands. Moorcroft halted there for nearly a
month, takin advantage ofTraill's generous offer of the use of his bungalows
and gardens. One reason for the delay was an unpleasant row with one of the
Europeans of the party.4 Moorcroft, always very aware of his own ignorance
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ofthe natural sciences, had signed on as geologist a man called Alexander
Laidlaw,who had joined them at Josimath. He was prickly and unsociable
from the very start, keeping himself very much to himself and confining
himself to monosyllables whenever he could. Moorcroft seems to have done
his best with Laidlaw, lending him some of his books and treating him
consideratelyin other ways, but what Moorcroft was not able to stomach
were Laidlaw's 'sudden gusts of passion' and his 'intemperate treatment of
the natives'. Ghulam Hyder Khan, more bluntly, called it cruelty.5 Such
behaviour,of course, was personally offensive to Moorcroft but, more than
that, i! could be highly dangerous in 'countries in which even slight indiscretions might compromise our liberties or our lives and endanger the success
the enterprise'. O n 2 2 January, Moorcroft summoned Laidlaw and, in
Trebeck's presence at an hour-long meeting, told him that he dare not risk
his presence with the party any longer. T h e geologist retired to his quarters
seething with anger and later began pacing up and down in front of Moorcroft's tent in a state of great agitation. It looked as though he were spoiling
for a fight. Moorcroft therefore wrote to him just once more saying that he
would, reluctantly, give him the satisfaction of a duel provided that it was
done formally with seconds present. Moorcroft said he would wait one more
week at Srinagar, until the beginning of February, for Laidlaw to make up
his mind. Fortunately, the geologist made no further move and, when a t last
the great caravan moved off, to their great relief he remained where hc was.
That was 4 February 1820. They never saw him again, but it took another
three years for Moorcroft to get his books back.6
. Needless to say, he did not waste his time during this extended halt at
Srinagar. Wilson's version does not convey any idea of the care with which
Moorcroft examined the old royal palace on the river bank. His detailed notes
are an important though neglected record which is all the more valuable
because the ancient building was finally engulfed by the river seventy years
later. Other things on the river bank intrigued Moorcroft too. The techniques
of the fishermen and particularly the delicate line they used seemed to have
such potential for British textile and hose manufacture that he ordered two
cartloads of the wild creeper used in its manufacture to be collected and sent
on after him. And at Tehri, two days' march further on, he had the whole
manufacturing process demonstrated before his tent. In due course detailed
notesand samples were on their way to Calcutta. Other things caught his eyes
and passed his time a t Srinagar - the gold-panning, the local trade, harrowing
stories ofGurkha oppression before the Nepal war, the state of the horses' feet,
the anatomy ofsome local wild animals. As ever, his curiosity was tireless. His
crowded days were matched only by the crowded pages he produced when the
long day was over. Nine-tenths of Moorcroft's surviving papers from this last
period of his life consist of detailed observations and free-ranging speculations
On a truly staggering variety of topics. The hurrying pen seems only to have
to a halt when frost or scorching sun checked the flow of the ink or the
writer at last fell asleep over the page.
The whole party must have been glad to get away from Srinagar. It was not
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a place to linger in, hemmed between its fickle river and the bare hills and often
stiflingly hot in its engulfing mango groves. In 1820, as now, the old pilgrim
road down to Hardwar crossed on to the right bank of the Alaknanda below
Srinagar. Once safely across, Moorcroft and his party turned north-westaway
from the river and struck out across an increasingly fertile landscape of
terraced fields, the winter wheat and mustard already showing above the
ground. It was on this march towards Tehri on 5 February that Trebeck, 'my
young friend whose industry kept pace with his zeal', finally abandoned the
cumbrous, angular fathom measurer which he and the servants had been
swinging like a huge pair of dividers ever since they left Almora. From now on
Trebeck measured his distances by paces. That first day there were 15,916of
them in five and a half hours of marching to go into his notebook.
At Tehri, on its little plain hemmed in by hills, lived the son of the last ruler
of independent Garhwal before the Gurkhas overran it. He was now chiefof
so-called Tehri Garhwal, the half restored to him after the Nepal war by the
British. Sudarshan Sah, then in his thirties, was the first of many local rulers
whom Moorcroft encountered on this journey. They had of course a great
loathing of Gurkha misrule in common, but Moorcroft thought he had found
in Sudarshan Sah a fellow-improver as well. He lingered at Tehri for nearly
a week, preaching to his host the exciting potential of mulberry and silkworm
cultivation, promising to obtain suitable eggs for him from British India and
investigating the possibilities for tea and saffron growing. How typical of
Moorcroft that he should advise Sudarshan Sah not to go in for the mineral
development of his little kingdom, because mining was much less healthy for
his subjects than working in the fresh air!
Moorcroft made his own direct contribution to the health of Tehri by
opening his surgery. Four successful cataract operations and the removal ofan
unsightly growth from the eyelid of the chief's guru were among his tally there.
Moorcroft always much preferred to operate when he could stay at least a few
days to supervise the post-operative treatment. It seems that his reputation as
a miracle healer was already beginning to run ahead of him for, a few days
later, a partially-sighted wretch arrived all the way from Hardwar to seek
treatment. His faith in Moorcroft was not misplaced. When the great caravan
stopped again a t the end of February, the man's sight was fully restored.
They left Tehri on I 2 February and pushed on at their usual rate offiveor six
hours' marching a day. The road passed through hamlets and well-watered.
cultivated valleys or, climbing higher on to the wooded hillsides, opened fine
vistas ofdistant forts perched on top o f a sea of green hills, with the marching
clouds rolling sunshine and shadow across it all. This is almost the best timeof
the year in the Himalayan foothills and nothing very much has changed in the
century and a half since Moorcroft's cavalcade passed that way.
Some things, however, are different. Today, for example, one would not
encounter, as Izzat-Allah did on 1 4February 1820,a pack ofwolves in thevery
act of pulling down a large deer. The mir and his fellow-Muslims were chiefly
interested in the supply of venison that was offered. Moorcroft on the
hand, was more concerned to get the complete corpse to his tent in order to
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sketchand measure it before undertaking a clinical dissection. After four men
in relays had staggered along with the dead beast in great heat for 2 miles (3.2
kilometres),Moorcroft at last conceded victory to the cooking-pot and kept for
science only its head, skin and hind leg. Even so, he covered pages of his
journal with dissection notes and speculations before the dogs claimed their
share of the prize and carried it off in the night.
Nor was that quite the end of the affair. It so delayed Moorcroft and those of
the party with him, that they didn't catch u p with the tents and the food
before dark. With storm clouds gathering, they were driven to seek shelter for
the night in a none too fragrant herdsman's hut. When a t last the heavens
opened in a crescendo of thunder and lightning, Moorcroft recalled,
the rain poured through the flat roofand mixing with the dung of the cattle on the
floor drenched and somewhat annoyed us . . . especially as soon our fires were put
out by the wet. I called to Meer Izzut Oolla that as yet we had no earthquakes to
complete our mishaps by overwhelming us with stones. He had scarcely uttered a

grateful exclamation in reply when our attention was attracted by a grinding,
grumbling and confused noise which I recognised as the precursor of an avalanche
and for a short time the rushing and crashing and bounding of stones was most
appalling.
They missed death that night by 50 yards (45.7 metres). No wonder Moorcroft's friends thought him mad. He on the contrary, bedraggled and stinking
with what he wryly called 'the mist of the night', seems almost to have
enjoyed it.
By now they were only a short march from Dehra Dun, that elevated and
fertile valley sandwiched between the gentle inward slopes of the Siwaliks and
bounded at each end by the Jumna and Ganges Rivers. T h e Dun had been the
scene of some hard-fought battles during the recent Nepal war and was only
just beginning to thrive again, after half a century of neglect and oppression.
Hyder Hearsey claimed (in vain) that he was the legitimate owner of this
valley.' Moorcroft could see why, as he stood in that marvellous springtime of
1820, looking down from the Nala Pani ridge on its beauty and mouthwatering potential. Needless to say, he dreamed his improver's dream of the
day when the Dun would be a happy valley once more, the encroaching forest
cleared and the fields re-established. For two or three days the whole party
was housed in the cantonments just built a t Dehra for the newly formed
Sirmur infantry battalion. I t was the last time Moorcroft ever enjoyed the
hospitality of a British mess.
They left on 18 February and with the weather steadily warming up pushed
on north-westwards just inside the first line of hills. O n their right was the
towering wooded scarp of the next great ridge on which the future British
hill-stations would be perched. They crossed the Jumna by ferry boat, entered
the raj of Sirmur and halted for a few days a t its airy capital. Nahan was a
handsome little town of stone houses and temples straggling along the edge
of the plateau. With the air clear after the winter rains, it would have offered
marvellous views across the nearer hills to the plains of northern India. AS
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usual when they halted, Moorcroft's cataract needles were busy.
While they were at Nahan he was irritated to receive a letter from the British
officer at the new cantonment at Sabathu in the hills to the north of them,
complaining about reports that one of Moorcroft's Muslim servants - could it
have been Ghulam Hyder Khan? - had been empressing men and animals to
carry their baggage. What is more, the incident had been reported to Sir David
Ochterlony, Metcalfe's successor at the Delhi residency.' Whatever the truth
of the matter, the huffy correspondence which followed seems to have encouraged in the prickly Sir David a growing irritation at the reverberations of
Moorcroft's slow, semi-officialperambulation across the north-western limits
of his territory. It had very unfortunate consequences later on.
They departed from Nahan on I March. Next day Hafiz caught up with
them after his long journey from Josimath to the plains, bearing the missing
goods and much welcome mail.g On 3 March the uncle of the raja of Sirmur, a
fierce-looking man with a reputation to match, visited Moorcroft's tent
seeking relief for the chronic arthritis which atTected his thigh after a musket
wound. Next day Moorcroft encountered something even more aggressive
than Krishna Singh of Sirmur.
hiioorcroft, as he often did, had wandered on ahead of the main party. Hot
and tired, he had thrown himself down in the welcome shade of a peepul tree
and was so busy writing that he did not see the mischievous small boy who
crept up close and hurled some accurate stones into the nests of wild bees
hanging in the tree not far above Moorcroft's head. The results were dramatic.
An angry bee, reconnoitring to and fro at head height, suddenly made a dive
and fastened on Moorcroft's left eyelid. He had scarcely pulled it off when
several more attacked his face. It was not very often that Moorcroft ran away
from anything, but now he rushed out from under the tree, swatting ineffectively with his sheets ofpaper, and dived through a thick hedge with the bees in
hot pursuit. With the help of a villager, Moorcroft was given refuge under a
blanket and sat half-suffocated in the smoke of a straw fire for more than an
hour. When he was at last able to venture out without further attacks, he found
a scene of utter confusion. I t was alarming, but also irresistibly funny. Men
and animals were flying in all directions - the latter often still loaded and
plunging and kicking wildly, the men lying on the ground and batting
helplessly at the bees with flailing arms and legs. T h e neighbouring town was
in an uproar too. I t took the rest of the day to restore some sort of order and
round up the scattered caravan.
Very few men after such a day would have settled down, as Moorcroft did
that evening, to two tricky cataract operations that set him thinking ofways tQ
refine his technique. He then covered pages of his journal reflecting on the
significance of the day. Why d o bees go for dark colours? Why do they attack
the face? M'hat battles in history have been won and lost by the intervention of
hces? I t would have been very late that evenihg before the lamp in h l ~ o r c r o f t ' ~
tent went out. And it was very early next morning that they all stole away just in case the bees (or the small boy) decided to have some more fun at
their expense.
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The next destination was the Mughal gardens at Pinjor, then on the new
military road wriggling up into the hills to the cantonment a t Sabathu. Today
it is a popular tourist halt for buses on the way from Chandigarh to Simla.
Moorcroft was intrigued by the ancient ruined Hindu monuments round
about, (including a carved pillar filled with 'pairs ofdancers' in postures which
'in other countries decency would have covered with a veil'). But he was
enraptured by the neglected but still magnificent Mughal pleasure gardens,
which he described in detail. What a place for an experimental botanical
prden! The company should buy it from the raja of Patiala and pioneer fruit
strains for the benefit of the local farmers. Moorcroft's journal fair1 bulges
with the possibilities and he still remembered them some years later.lJHe was
also perhaps the first to see the potential of these hills for apple cultivation
which today is such an important part of their agricultural economy.
Aday or so later at Nalagarh, high on its bluff on the outermost edge of the
hills, they unloaded the baggage from bullocks on to hill-porters and turned
northinto the hills. Three months had elapsed since leavingJosimath, but they
were back on course for Ladakh once more. As they climbed higher across the
forested ridges, they could look back and glimpse the magnificent Sutlej,
meandering across the great summer plain of northern India. Soon they could
glimpse the same young river ahead of them, carving its way down from the
remote sources near Manasarowar, which Moorcroft had seen eight years
before. On I 2 March he came to its banks at the little town of Bilaspur.
In those days the swollen Sutlej hurrying past the town was about 50 yards
(45.7 metres) wide in springtime. Today Moorcroft's Bilaspur has disappeared under the waters of the magnificent, placid lake of Govind Sagar,
still spreading back into the valleys behind the gigantic Bhakra dam, which
now arrests the river's headlong dash to the plains lower down. In Moorcroft's
day, and for another quarter of a century afterwards, the Sutlej marked the
northern limit of British territory and also represented a formidable physical
obstacle to movement. Moorcroft as usual was busy. He had eighteen cataract
patients during their two or three days at Bilaspur, eleven of them in a single
day. Fortunately the local raja (whose stud of rather indifferent Lakhee Jungle
horses Moorcroft inspected) declined surgery, for his case was a tricky one."
Moorcroft was also busy a t his writing desk, to judge from the letters which
have survived.12 T o the British officer at Sabathu there was the latest in the
continuing saga of the allegedly empressed coolies. T o Sir David Ochterlony at
Delhi, notwithstanding that officer's unhelpful refusal to forward Moorcroft's
letter to Ranjit Singh, whose hill territories they were about to enter, Moorcroft composed a friendly and diplomatic letter. The great and sensitive
Ochterlony was too powerful a figure to antagonize and his good offices might
be badly needed later on. Then there were the easier letters to his friends. T o
Palmer on I 5 March, Moorcroft was in cheerful mood. He was delighted with
Young George and Izzat-Allah, his eye surgery was improving all the time,
nobody in the party had died, and the road to Kulu was open.
Next day they crossed the Sutlej and left British soil for ever. T o judge from
his journal Moorcroft scarcely noticed this milestone.13 He war absorbed in
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the spectacle before him. Thirty-one watermen, each astride an obscenely
inflated buffalo skin, conveyed the whole immense party and its baggage
across the swiftly running and icy river in about one and a half hours. Think of
the value of such skins to szde a man overboard at sea or to move an army
rapidly across rivers! His journal is crammed with the possibilities. l 4 Trebeck,
usually the more romantic of the two, later rather punctured this dream by
pointing out that, if the passage was disputed, 'a few shot holes would rather
inconvenience the passengers'. l 5
T h a t they were on territory new to Europeans and that their chances of
slipping across Ranjit Singh's territories without fuss were slight, were both
underlined when the leaders of the caravan reached the small raj ofSukhet two
days later. Moorcroft's scruffy little escort of fourteen Gurkhas had, i t seemed,
been swollen by rumour into a force of nearly as many thousands, and the
people had fled, 'crying that the Feringhees were coming to pillage'. Later that
evening, however, curiosity about the first white men they had ever seen
overcame their fear of the evil eye and, with growing confidence, they crowded
round the tents to watch. Moorcroft, anxious to scotch the dangerous rumours,
let these simple folk stay until a dust storm drove them away. Next morning he
demonstrated his goodwill by three cataract operations. He must have been
feeling tired for the night was not a peaceful one. They were disturbed by the
mournful, flesh-tingling chorus of a pack of hyenas close to the tents. Later a
single cannon shot booming out from the fort had the Gurkhas ready to fire in
return, had Moorcroft not called out sharply from his tent in the darkness to
prevent them.
Sukhet, in its open valley ringed with hills is, like Dehra Dun, a halfway
house, sharing the rich monsoon vegetation ofthe plains but within sight of the
great hills. From Sukhet, above the fruit trees in blossom, they could see the
dramatic snowy ridge of the Dhaula Dhar sweeping down from the north-west
and curving away to the east in front of them. It looks its very best in
springtime and Moorcroft must have felt once again that lift of the heart at the
hint of the cooler air and marvellous scenery ahead of them. A few more days
should see them well into the deeper valleys running out from the main range.
T h a t dream was shattered next day almost as soon as they entered Mandi,
the next little sister-state to the north. A ragamuffin group ofthe raja's soldiery
was drawn up across their path, their bows and arrows ready to fire and the
musket matches alight. Their orders were peremptory. Moorcroft must either
show his pass from Ranjit Singh or remain where he was. The raja, full of
goodwill on his own account, confessed that he dare not let them proceed
without permission, for fear of the wrath of his Sikh overlords,
since some of them were in the neighbourhood collecting revenue. It was all
very frustrating. From a temple perched on a hill-top near Mandi one can gaze
up the Kulu valley and plainly see the serrated peaks of the main snow ridge
behind. Beyond that lies Ladakh.
If Moorcroft were tempted to make a dash for it he soon abandoned the idea.
His letters and presents to Lahore may never have reached Ranjit Singhand,I'
the inflated rumours of his party were as great in the capital as they were in the
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hills, then his passage without permission would have caused an immense
diplomaticstorm, ifnothing worse. O n the other hand, if Ranjit refused transit
permision, then the mission was virtually a t a n end." It was a disquieting
time but fortunately there were lighter moments even then. T h e armourer of
the raja proved himself a lively and amusing raconteur, explaining with
appropriategestures the local custom of providing one slave girl to every fifty
men of the garrison of the fort. 'Decency,' wrote Moorcroft, 'forbids me to
detail the particulars recited to me by this very facetious old man.'
Moorcroftsoon made up his mind. Guthrie, Hafiz, the bulk of the party and
the goods, all in the charge of 'my young friend' Trebeck, would remain at
Man&under the protection of the raja. Moorcroft himself, taking Izzat-Allah,
Ghulam Hyder and a handful of the servants, would hasten down to Lahore to
seek permission in person from Ranjit Singh. It was a course of action not
entirely without risk, foi it would divide the party. He would be placed in
Ranjit's not entirely scrupulous power and the vulnerability of the rest of the
party left behind in Mandi would be greatly increased. That airless, crowded
little town on the Beas riverjunction, hemmed in with the heat-reflecting bare
hills is very picturesque, but is not high or open enough to be the ideal place to
face the three hottest months of the year. In fact, as humidity, temperature and
tempers all rose together, Trebeck's nerves began to fray and towards the end
of his enforced exile at Mandi, Moorcroft was having to write encouraging
letters to keep his spirits up. T o make things worse, cholera struck the party.
Moreover, the local Sikh commander was first obstructive and later so
threatening, that Trebeck began to fear open violence."
The risks were plain, but .Moorcroft calculated that they were worth taking.
All his life he had won more by personal charm than he ever had by his clumsy
letters. Besides, he was probably curious to see Mughal Lahore and meet
Ranjit, the living legend, who had carved himself a n independent kingdom in
the Punjab second only in power to that of the British themselves. Above all,
Moorcroft had a plan by,which he hoped to turn that wily chief into an active
partner of 'the Himala* concern'. Mixing blarney and commercial blackmail
in more or less equal portions, Moorcroft intended to remind Ranjit that
Britain now had direct access to the shawl wool of Tibet from its own
territories. Since its power looms would soon compete with Ranjit's own
expensive Kashmir product, his best chance of offsetting the consequent and
inevitable decline in his revenue would be to benefit from the opening of
Central Asia to British merchandise. Moorcroft hoped to win in the Punjab,
not only favourable transit duties and safe conducts foiBritish goods, but even
Perhaps a modest market for British goods, 'with patterns of which I a h well
Provided'. Ever the optimist, Moorcroft set out with his little party for Lahore
on 23 March.
They came first to Nadaun on the left bank of the Beas, the ancient capital of
the now much reduced raj of Kangra. Its chief, Sansar Chand, was at his
Sunmerpalace further up the river, but his greetings by letter were friendly
and Moorcroft promised to visit him on his return. Since Ranjit Singh was not
back in Lahore for a few more days, Moorcroft turned aside to visit
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the little Hindu temple and place of pilgrimage at Jwalamukhi. I t was, and is,
regarded as a place of special sanctity because of the flames of natural gas
which issue from the ground inside the temple. Moorcroft was not impressed.
He found the inside of the temple so suffocatingly claustrophobic that he was
forced to bea't a hasty retreat. The outside was nearly as bad - 'most
disgustingly offensive and displayed the total absence of ordered decency'. 01
the priests, beggars and cows, he found the last the most attractive ofthe three.
The whole place cried out for improvement. Moorcroft as usual thought he
could give nature a scientific nudge and proposed piping the natural gas inside
the temple to an artificial lotus flower. Lest this suggestion should attract
criticism as pandering to ignorant superstition, he added a very revealing
personal confession.
On this head I satisfy my own conscience by the persuasion that the religion or
devotion of the Hindoo however obscured by mystic symbols or by circumstantial
ceremonies is directed to the 'great first cause least understoodlJehovah,Jove or
"Lord". Gratitude at least is due from me to that tolerant principle which has
forbore all resentment whilst I have pushed enquiry so far as would perhaps
have shewn me the road to martyrdom had it been conducted with equal freedomor
indiscretion in some of the more polished countries of Europe professing a more
enlightened faith.
Moorcroft's Christianity was more akin to the tolerant, easy-going Angiicanism of the mid-eighteenth century than the born-again zeal of the postWesleyan evangelical movement, with its inescapable loathing of the errors
and gross idolatry of Hinduism. Moorcroft was forward-looking in so many
ways but in this he was more like the men of an earlier generation - more in the
mould of his former London acquaintance, Warren Hastings, than of Edward
Parry and his fellow-'saints'. His undeniable pride in the superior blessings of
Western civilization, scientific improvement and the Christian faith,
never led him, as it did many of the insensitive and utilitarian Victorians who
came later, into dismissive contempt for the older and more subtle cultures of
India." O n the contrary, he took all things and all men on their merits without
prejudice, certain that there was something to be learned from all.
The point was nicely illustrated even while he was still at Jwalamukhi on 28
March 1820. At considerable trouble and expense, he borrowed from the local
confectioners two big iron cauldrons, in which he boiled off the water from a
local salt spring which had a high reputation for curing both goitre and skin
complaints. Moorcroft was sceptical but, being the man he was, he determined
to put the matter to the test. Some of the residual salts he sent down to the
Medical Board at Calcutta for analysis and kept the rest for his own experiments. In his now famil~arstyle, his mind went racing otrinto the future, his
pen scratching busily for page after page, meeting and solving problems of
bottling, distributing, marketing, exporting and preventing the adulteration of
the salts, and dreaming of the great boost to the needy local economy that
would follow. The curious temple brahmins, perhaps hoping for sweetmeats,
must have been very mystified, but then so were many of Moorcroft's British
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contemporaries,
content to 1k.e in their own time and not hustle the future as
he was wont to do.
He was back at Nadaun next day and, on 30 March, set off with his little
party along the old caravan road from the hills, down to Amritsar and Lahore
in the teeming northern plains. Almost as soon as they crossed Raja Sansar
ChandSswestern border on I April, they were surrounded by a scruffy but
threateningSikh force, but soon released on the orders of the local revenue
farmer,Magar Mull. He was 'a well-informed and facetious o!d man' who
laughed heartily at the abounding rumours or the fifty warriors said to be
contained in each of their magic trunks. The Sikh authorities at the next
stoppingplace, however, were genuinely alarmed. The whole party was halted
in the weavers' town of Hoshiarpur for the rest of April, while Izzat-Allah
posted off ahead of them, first to the local governor and then on to Lahore, to
obtain permission for them to proceed.
It was a very trying time indeed. Moorcroft was compelled to erect his tent
on the baking roof of a flyblown dosshouse for beggars and downwind of a
watercourse, 'in which the female part of the populatiorl of Hoshiarpoor daily
made offeriilgs to Cloacina [spoof goddess of the sewer] not a little repugnant
to European notiorls or what is due to female decorum. T h e stench a n d heat
were extreme'. So extreme, quite the worst Moorcroft had ever experienced,
that he reckoned that, had the nights not brought some respite, and had he not
cut out all meals but breakfast and llved simply on liquids, he would have
succumbed. As it was, he became so light-headed that he completely forgot
which month or day it was, and so confused Wilson that he believed that the
stay at Hoshiarpur was twice as long as it was."
Needless to say, Moorcroft did not lie about sweltering in his tent. He
prepared some immensely detailed notes on the mechanisms of the cotton
trade and the manufactures of the town, which must have been based on
extensive enquiries in the bazaar. He devoted about four hours each day to a
free clinic, at which he provided surgery and medicine to long queues of
miserable wretches. There was a man with a hideously deforming hydrocephalus, a woman with a cancerous tongue, and some forty cataract cases
requiring surgery. Moorcroft, refining his technique all the time, covered
Pages of his notebook with his clinical observations, difficulties and successes.
He concluded,
No eye has suppurated nor has any pupil been obliterated or materially delbrmed.
1 1 0 instance been p r o r a t e d during the operztiori or torn from any
part of its circumference. . . . I operated sometimes in the open air without shade,
sonletinles in an open shed, or under a tree or in a veranda or in rny tcnt and my
paticnts in sornc instances came twice a da" in the s11nwhilst in others thev absented
themsrlves for two or three days yrt altosether I was hv n o means ciissatisfird with
the general rrsult.

The iris has in

Far all the purgatorv ofthat fetid month a t Hoshiarpur, that hint of satisfacin a job well do& must have been a nlighty consolation to him. Doubtless
many of his patients in that unlovely town had their own reasons to bless
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the unlikely chain of events which brought and kept the little Feringi hahim in
their midst in April I 820. However Hoshiapur is one ofthe places in whichonc
of Moorcroft's certificates testifying to good treatment will not be found. H~
refused point-blank to provide one for the local governor.
In camp at sunset on 29 April, with Hoshiarpur one day's march behind
him, Moorcroft breathed deeply and gratefully the first fresh air round his tent
for a month. The heat was as great as ever and the account book records
expenditure on devices to kecp them cool.2" Indeed, the next day Moorcroft
had such a blinding headache from the heat and glare that they travelled most
of the rest of the way, across the (in those days) largely uncultivated country of
the north Punjab p l ~ i n before
,
the sun was up and rested during the day.
Moorcroft was obviously feeling the delayed effects of his enforced stay at
Hoshiarpur. Most unusually for him, he was obliged to travel much ofthe way
in a litter. m early every day as they approached Lahore brought some fresh
mark of attention from Ranjit Singh or his chiefs along the way- a large escort,
trays of sweetmeats, ice, and more comfortable accommodation. On 5 May
Moorcroft, who had been examining the horses of the Sikh escort with
considerable interest, stopped to look over one of Ranjit Singh's breedingstuds. H e was not very impressed, either with the animals or their management, particularly when the grooms oione stallion said they dare not take him
from his stall because 'he would be very troublesome i f . . . a mare was not
given to him us he never lefi his stand except for that purpose'. So much for healthy
exercise.
Next morning about nine, after another early start, they reached the great
and once glorious Mughal garden of Shalimar, on the western outskirts of
Lahore. T h e crude little whitewashed and once water-cooled pavilion in which
Moorcroft stayed2' still stands there today, and the cool chamber in which he
slept now houses bottled drinks for the modern Pakistani tourists. Very few of
them notice the only public memorial to Moorcroft ever erected in Asia, a tiny
marble plaque in English commemorating this visit in I 820 and erected high
on the pavilion wall by some later, unknown admirer, after the British had
become masters of the ~ u n j a b . ~Moorcroft
'
would have been pleased by the
plaque, but delighted at the replacement ofSikh authority. He gradually came
to reserve for their oppression and misrule the kind of loathing which he and
Hearsey had earlier felt for that of the Gurkhas. He did not, however, have
anything to complain olin the generosity of his welcome by Raja Ranjit Singh.
Next morning, he was invited by the raja's trusted doctor and minister, *zlz
ud Din, to transfer his quarters to a more splendid pavilion which was then
standing on the banks ofthe Ravi near the fort. It has now been engulfed by the
waters of the river and is fast disappearing. That evening he was visited once
again by the intelligent and handsome Aziz ud Din, eldest of three brothers
who were all high in Ranjit'r f a v ~ u r . ~Moorcroft
'
came to like them all and
enjoyed their urbane conversation, but it w a with the ~hysician,Aziz, that he
had most in common. It was this man who, on the evening of8 May, arrivedto
conduct Moorcroft to his first audience with the raja. Together on horseback,
with Izzat Allah close at hand to interpret the Punjabi dialect, they would have
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crossedthe terraced gardens past the marvellous Badshahi mosque, with its
tall sandstone minarets and bulbous domes of gleaming white marble, and
then passed through the massive sandstone gateway of the fort opposite.
The Sikhs were never able to match the splendour of the Mughals in their
heyday,but Ranjit had certainly done his best to impress his English visitor on
this occasion. He rose from his golden chair and directed Moorcroft to a silver
one, set about 15 feet (4.5 metres) away on a sheet of gold tissue. Between
them, on a carpet, sat a double row ofhis court officials, all splendidly bearded,
robed and turbaned. Moorcroft was by now no stranger to Eastern court
ceremonial but he must have been especially curious to meet this powerful and
successful ruler about whom their mutual friend, Charles Metcalfe, would
often have talked. Ghulam Hyder Khan was an interested eye-witness too.
Therajah is about five foot scven or eight inches [ I .7 metres] high, stout, but not fat;
has a long beard, which from age is white and black; has an oval formed face,
common nose, face very much speckled with the small-pox, and has lost his left eye
. . . he seems active and intelligent . . . his voice was sort and pleasing to the ear.24
This first meeting was, of course, mainly ceremonial and devoted largely to
civilities and the exchange of presents. Ranjit seemed pleased with the brace of
double- and treble-barrelled pistols and, even more, with the exquisitely
engineered six-pounder mini-cannon which thev had heaved all the way u p
from Fatehgarh. Although unlettered, he was highly intelligent and almost as
curious about everything as Moorcroft himself. The questions came, as they
always did from Ranjit, thick and fast. Soon the two men were in animated
conversation about their common passion, horses. In no time, fifty of Ranjit's
priceless animals from all over Asia were paraded, richly caparisoned, on a
flooded pavementjust below where they sat. I t was a good start.
Early next morning Moorcroft was back again to see the horses exercized.
He sat under an awning in a garden with his host, and marvelled at the perfect
schooling of another fifty splendid animals. In four days Moorcroft saw
something like 2ooofRanjit's fihest horses. Encouraged by the chief's growing
cordiality, Moorcroft spent some time at his desk on g May drafting a
commercial agreement by which British merchandise would be admitted to
the Punjab at a 2 per cent ad valorem transit duty and gave it to Aziz to lay before
his master. Next day it was the turn of Ranjit's army to show its paces in
manoeuvres on the plain outside the city while, on an adjacent rooftop, Ranjit
chattered animatedly to Moorcroft about his campaigns. Two days later there
was musketry and gunnery exercise, this time in the Shalimar gardens. The:
men's a.im seemed as poor as the guns. Five soldiers were injured firing the
cannon and two more had hands shattered by bursting musket barrels.
Ranjit's chiefpreoccupation, it seemed, was with his own health, although it
some time before he had enough confidence in his visitor to go to the heart
ofthe matter. At last, on 1 0May, he got as fat as confessirlg to Moorcroft that
he still had all his old desire for strong liquor 'but fmm which he felt not the
gratification experienced in former times'. What he was rcally referring to was
'he decline in his ability to gratify his sexual appetite, although this was still
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only hinted at behind a smokescreen of dyspepsia and irregular bowel action,
It was a delicate business, made all the more trying for Moorcroft by 'a
thousand impertinent suggestions and hints of advice' from the court
quacks.25At last Moorcroft was permitted to give the chiefa thorough medical
examination. There seemed nothing organically wrong, so Moorcroft sensibly
prescribed a brisk course of abstemiousness, hard work and no worry, with
some aloetic pills as a placebo. Privately Moorcroft thought Ranjit was a
hypochondriac. He was also realistic e n o u ~ hto realize that the chief would
take little notice of his recommendations and that the pills would probably be
forced down the neck of some hapless courtier, just in case.
Still, thc private consultation was a singular mark of trust and so too was
Ranjit's permission to roam at will through the crowded, colourful streets and
bazaars of the city. H e even provided an elephant from which to do it. From
this high vantage point Moorcroft had a splendid view of the town whores
sitting and saluting him at their first-floor windows. In a section of his journal
which Wilson did not use he wrote:
In general they are well dressed, have a profusion of ornaments, have good
complexions but I am sure none that would have been considered beautiful when
compared with women of this class in Europe, although the manners of the former
have in them nothing offensive to decency.
Ranjit would have understood Moorcroft's obvious interest in the subject. He
would not have been quite so understanding if he had known with what care
his guest was noting the capability of the city and fort to defend itself against
'any European force'. Moorcroft was a bit uneasy about the ethics of all this
since Ranjit was a British ally a n d he his guest. It is, he told Metcalfe,
'altogether more allied to a modification of espionage than is perfectly
agreeable to my
Moorcroft's journals of this period are full of
shrewd insights into the strengths and weaknesses of Ranjit's kingdom and
remarkably accurate in their forecast of what would follow Ranjit's death,
including the eventual British a n n e ~ a t i o n . ~ ~
He was treading on very thin ice indeed. Behind the veneer of colour, polish
and Ranjit's 'increasing fimiliarity at each successful audience"', was a
darker reality of tortured and maimed political prisoners, appalling diseases,
misgovernment, intrigue and oppression. Moorcroft was quite sure that some
of the men who came breathing treachery against Ranjit were sent to test him.
Others apprared more genuine. O n e wretch, who had been tortured by hot
bricks and then blinded by the smoke from wet straw, came seeking medical
help as also did the incarcerated ex-rulers of Muitan. O n another occasion,
Moorcroft believed his intentions concerning the shawl trade were being
tested when he was offered, at an absurdly low price, a precious shawl pattern
book and he decided to pretend to be uninterested. The corn prom is in^
information still flowed in, however, much ofit from an eminent shawl broker
who cor~sultedMoorcroft for 'a most formidable disease'.29 In due course, the
shawl-weave samples this man supplied were smuggled out of Kashmir and
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were soon on their way to C a l ~ u t t a . ~Other
'
men were helped simply because
their need was desperate. One dying man brought to Moorcroft
owes his recover): to means, which have been condemned as cruel because they have
been banished from the polished practice of medicine as applied to man in Europe.
Nullius addictusjurare [in verbaj magestri [owning no master] I frequently travel out of
the beaten road in desperate cases and do not find my conscience the heavier."

He dld not elucidate.
In hloorcroft's view, of course, the basic troublc was h a t Ranjit Singh, for
his charrn and urbanity, was not an improver. He was far 'more interested
in increasinsthe extent of his dominions than in irnprovii-rgtheir produce or in
the comforts of his subjects'. When Moorcroftjudged the moment
opportune, and notwithstanding the risk, he made what he called32 'some
strong reflections direct to him upon his oppression and tyranny'. The Punjab,
Moorcroft realized, with its abundant water resources and fine climate, could
be one of the richest corners of Asia. It would also, he hoped, be a great
highway of British commerce passing up the broad rivers and into thc heart of
Asia. That dream hloorcroft shared with Ranjit himself but not, needless tn
say, his associated hope and belief that onc day these rich resources would all
be British. 'This idea may be censured as ambitious, extravagant and improb'but however it may be scouted a t present "to this
able,' he wrote to
conclusion you must come at last".' He was right.
So those husy days at Lahore at the beginning of May I 820 slipped away. It
may have been at some time during this period that one of'Ranjit's court artists
painted the only portrait of Moorcrofi known to have survived.34T h e final
audience of leave with the raja took place on I 3 hlay. Ranjit had already very
firmly consigned what Moorcroft called his 'waking dream',35 the opening of
the Punjab to British trade, to the tomorrow which never comes. hloorcroft,
equally firmly, signalled his determination to keep i t or1 the agenda by telling
Ranjit, at this final audience, that he had sent a report about the whole matter
to the resident at Delhi.36 Ranjit kept his counsel. Just what Sir David
Ochterlony thought about this 'irregularity' (Moorcroft's word) can be
guessed by what came later, but, for the moment, hloorcroft had every reason
to be satisfied. He had the passports he needed, the road to Ladakh by way of
Kulu was open and, if all else failed, he had Ranjit's permission to leave
Ladakh by way of Kashmir. O n 1 5 May he crossed the Kavi to inspect
the Emperor Jahangir's 'most surprisingly grand' multi-colourrd marble
mausoleum, then turned east and hastened off across the plain towards
Amritsar.
At Amritsar there was a five-day delay while Moorcroft recru~tedmore
Servants. At least that WIS the ostensible reason. In those days there was in the
towr1 a substantial colony ofimpovcrished and exiled Kashrnirishawl weavers.
They proved to be a rich source of information and Moorcroft even wondered
to Metcalfe whether some of them might not be tempted to Britain to launch
the industry thcrr. Hr also set a wool picker to work and watched closcly to see
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why his own attempts in I 8 I 2 to separate the fine shawl wool from the rest had
gone so disastrously wrong. In due course, pages and pages of informationon
this and other more political subjects were on their way to Metcalfe at the
Secret Department in C a l ~ u t t a . ~
While
'
in Amritsar, Moorcroft also received
the disquieting news of the death of the chief of Balkh, on whom he had been
counting for safe conducts north of the Hindu Kush. He retired to his portable
desk and soon three letters were on their way northwards. One was to
Muhammad Azim Khan, the Afghan chief at Peshawar, reminding him of the
offers of help made by his late brother, and two similar ones were sent to the
new rulers in the vicinity of Balkh. All accounts suggested that Afghanistan
was sliding into fratricidal civil war -dangerous pirate waters in which his fat
and ponderous merchant caravan would be very vulneraBle indeed. Moorcroft
was more anxious than ever to push on across the Himalayas to Ladakh as
quickly as possible; in the hope that he could then cross the Karakoram to the
north and avoid ~fg'hanistanaltogether.
Problems nearer at hand soon cut short long-range plans of this kind. While
Moorcroft was halting a t Amritsar between I 7 and 2 2 May, the first of a flurry
of letters from Ranjit Singh arrived3', announcing the serious illness orhis son
and asking Moorcroft to prescribebsornething for him. If this was a hint,
Moorcroft ignored it and pushed on as fast as he could. But on 29 May, he
received from Ranjit a letter too peremptory to be ignored. He must return to
Lahore a t once. It was a black moment. Moorcroft ordered the rest ofhis small
party to join Trebeck and push on as fast as they could to Kulu, before the now
imminent monsoon rains launched their violence against them. He, meanwhile, almost alone and full of foreboding, turned back towards Lahore.
It was clear as soon as he was in session with Aziz that the stories about
Ranjit's son were largely fictiti~us.~'
Ranjit himself was the one who wanted
Moorcroft's medical services - or magic spells. Apparently the intermittent
feverish ague, and the alternative bouts of shivering, sweating and vomiting
which he was suffering, were being attributed to an evil spell conjured up by
Moorcroft before he left Lahore. Moorcroft flatly refused to diagnose without
seeing the patient but, for one reason or another, was not allowed to do so until
2 June, when Ranjit seemed somewhat better. I t was a delicate situation.
Moorcroft felt pretty sure from the symptoms that Ranjit would recover
completely in a few days. If he were right, then he could win substantial
benefits from the chief by appearing to be the cause of his recovery: but if he
were wrong, and Ranjit died under his treatment, the consequences could be
dire indeed. Moorcroft decided to play for safety and keep himself in the
background but it is clear that he was uneasily aware, in those sutfocatingl~
hot June days, that the net might be closing round him. Ranjit had an
unsavoury reputation for keeping his visitors under duress, while plying them
with every mark ofattention. He provided Moorcroft with elephants, bearers)
bullocks and the house of a royal prince to live in, but one expedient after
another made the promised departure endlessly deferred. Even when he did
get away a t last, on one of Ranjit's elephants on the evening of 8 June,
something rather odd and sinister happened. 'In the middle of the night I was
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dexterously turned out of the road by the guide and was in full march back to
Lahourwhen the rising of the moon discovered the detour and the mi~take.'~'
Was it a mistake? Moorcroft thought not. H e therefore contrived to give his
mountedescoit the slip and reached Amritsar by late morning o n g June, after
a circuitou~,
fifteen-hour nightmare journey in the heat of the sun. Feverish,
and with a blinding headache, Moorcroft now received a return for
his own generous treatment of the sick among the Kashmiri weavers some days
before.One of them patiently fanned him a n d relaxed the taut muscles in his
back and neck with skilful massage until, with the Englishman a t last in a deep
and restful sleep, he stole silently away. I t was not the first, a n d certainly not
the last, occasion on which Moorcroft's patients tried to repay in the only way
they could, the great debt they felt they owed him. T h a t evening, greatly
refreshed, he was at work once more on three advanced cholera victims. H e
bled one and placed on the stomach of another 'little balls of cotton dipped in
camphor and set on fire'. T h i s time he was unsuccessful and one of the three
died, but the father of one who recovered was so grateful that he helped to
smuggle Moorcroft out of the town in the early hours of ro June, after the gates
were shut for the night, so that he could get well ahead ofany pursuers.
Seven hours later Moorcroft, and his handful of servants a n d elephants,
reached the less-frequented Beas ferry near Vairowal, well to the south of the
main trunk road, and crossed over in the evening. Then, turning north-west
and travelling all night, they staggered into Hoshiarpur a t eleven next
morning, glad to see even that unattractive town once more. For all his haste
and exhaustion, Moorcroft lingered a whole day at Hoshiarpur to examine
some of his cataract patients, while the servants and elephants rested. In two
cases the opaque lens had risen again a n d blindness had returned, but two
others had entirely clear eyes and another had unexpected vision in one eye
although the other was still inflamed. Moorcroft was reasonably satisfied with
this 50 per cent success rate, considering the appalling conditions.
On 1 3June he at last entered the first of the hills on the very edge of Ranjit's
territory and caught up with the remainder of his party, who themselves had
been delayed. Even then, o r so Moorcroft believed, Ranjit had not quite
finished with them. At a n exorbitant rate of interest, Moorcroft had raised
2000 rupees in Amritsar to meet their travelling expenses on the road to Kulu.
During the night the bag in Izzat-Allah's tent was stealthily cut open a n d
two-thirds of the contents spirited away into the d a r k n e ~ s . ~ '
Three days later the heavens opened. I n the next month Moorcroft experienced more rain every day than he had ever known before. I t was the last
straw, and.his simmering anger against Ranjit Singh, exploded.
I have been compelled to waste many thousands ofrupees, have lost four months of
time, am plunged into all the difficultiesnecessarily attending a passage through a
most dimcult country in the midst ofthe rains, have had much property injured and
been exposed to the risk of losing the season for passing the mountain^.'^

He and Ranjit Singh had not cquite finished with each other yet but, for the
moment at least, the situation was about to improve.
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THETHUNDEROUSLY HEAVY monsoon rains, which began on 16 June 1820
while they were somewhere in the hills just to the east of Nadaun,' were
certainly one reason why they gratefully accepted the invitation of the Kotoch
raja of Kangra, Sansar Chand, to stay at his court.2 Another was the genuinc
warmth of the welcome. When Moorcroft h a d passed through Kangra on his
wav down to Lahore three months before, he had been startled to receive two
letters from the 'Captain Commanding' Sansar Chand's army and signed
James O'Brien.3 I t was hardly a local name. This Irishman, a deserter from
the British cavalry and temporarily sober between heavy drinking bouts, was
the first to welcome Moorcroft to Kangra. H e led him to the River Beas where
500 men of Sansar Chand's colourful, toytown army were waiting, drums
beating, to escort him across the,river to the Alampur gardens where Sansar
C h a n d spent the summer. T h e r e they lined up, while Moorcroft solemnly rode
down the avenue between them to where his tent had been pitched in a
pleasant garden under the mango trees beside the Beas, about V2 mile (0.8
kilometres) from Sansar Chand's summer palace. T h a t evening Moorcroft
had his first meeting with that tall and still handsome, hawk-nosed and
dark-skinned Rajput chief.
Raja Sansar C h a n d of Kangra had once, before the rise of the Gurkhas on
one side and Ranjit Singh on the other, extended his sway over all that glorious
hill-country between the Indus and the Sutlej. Even now, despite his shrunken
fortunes a n d thickening waistline, he still maintained a court in considerable
state, although the really great days when his harem at Nadaun gave that place
a legendary reputation for the pleasures of the flesh, were over for good. Even
so, the superlative banquets hc provided for Moorcroft and his party in the
modest little summer palace a t Alampur ( t h e ruins and gardens of which are
still impressive today), must have been very memorable. Sansar Chand had
not lost his taste for handsome d a n ~ i n g - ~ i ralns d it would have been surprising
if h~ had not ofrered his principal guests thrir traditional scrviccs. Crrtainl~,
the sharp-eyed and gossipy Ghulam Hyder K h a n noticed that Moorcroft later
, 4
sent a piece of fine cloth 'to his favouritc dancing-woman, named ,Jumalo
She must havc been an exceptional woman, Lbr in the closing rnonlhs ofSansar
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chand1Slife three years later, he is said to have spent most of his time in her
company. T h e ruins of some of her houses a t Nadaun a n d her n a m e are still
remembered even today.5 I f s h e were already Sansar Chand's favourite by the
time of hfoorcroft's visit then, of course, G h u l a m Hyder Khan's remark is
rather less salacious than appears at first sight.
But, dancing-girls or not, after the threatening friendship of Ranjit Singh
and the heat and rain of the recent journey, o n e can see why Moorcroft was in
no hurry to depart from K a n g r a . There was, as always, much more to his
six-weck stay at Sansar C h a n d ' s court t h a n the mere fleshpots to be found
there. For one thing he and the raja, both much the same age, seem to have
become firm friends. Moorcroft belicved that, if Sansar C h a n d had been
suitabl),educated, 'hc would have been a character probably superior to a n y
Asiatic that has appeared since Shah ~ e h a n ' hloorcroft
.~
set a b o u t repairing
that omission by preaching to his host all manner of schemes to develop the
natural resources ofhis kingdom. He cvcn persuaded Sansar C h a n d to agree to
take on the Anglo-Indian engineer and Calcutta shipbuilder, J a m e s Kyd, a s
his development manager o n a 25 per cent commission on profit basis.
Minerals, silk, rhubarb, cotton, timber, honey, paper, coffee, opium, vegetables - they were all possible foreign currency earners in Moorcroft's
opinion.' T o providc for the future, Moorcroft wanted to send Sansar Chand's
grandsons down to Calcutta for an enlightened education under 'the fatherly
care ofmy friend Ram h l o h u n Raie', the m a n still regarded by m a n y today a s
the intellectual father of ~ n o d c r nIndia. Letters and men were despatched by
Moorcroft out of Kangra in all directions, to obtain improving advice, seeds
and technical know-how. I n his spare time he investigated and recorded local
alphabets for the Asiatic Society as well.' Sansar Chand's impressions of his
dynamic and extraordinary visitor havc unfortunately not survived, but they
were clearly favourable. H e soon moved Moorcroft out of his dripping tent a n d
into one of his bungalows i n the palace gardensg a n d there, almost every
morning, he came down to enjoy an hour o r two ofcongenial conversation with
his visitor.
Those conversations were not by any means confined to improvement. T h e
raja was a lover of music, a fine chess player and, above all, a very distinguished patron of the arts. T h e practical Moorcroft did not entirely approve of
the hours spent on the first two, but he was entranced by Sansar Chand's
'~mmcnsccollection of coloured drawings of Hindu mvthology'.'O T h e y were,
he concluded, greatly urldercstimated in Western a r t circles. H o w right he
was! His description of this great collection before i t was broken up, was the
first i\'cstern recorcl of Pahari hill-painting and, according to its greatest
Western historian, provides 'crucial' early evidence for what is now recognized
as one of the glories of Indian art." Sansar Chad very generously allowed
hloorcroft the pick from his collection, but the white ants and the mishaps of
the road ensured that most o f those dclicntc trcasurcs \vould never survi\-e to
Sracc the walls of that dream house on thc mountain-side n e a r J o ~ i m a t h . I' ~
t
was possibly one of Sansar Chand's court painters who executed, during this
stay, the portrait sketch of hloorcroft which has alrcady been referred to.''3
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hloorcroft's original plan was to leave Alampur about a week after his first
arrival, but disquieting news from the main party not far away at Mandi on 20
a n d 22 June delayed his depwture. Ranjit Singh had not quite finished with
them yet, it seemed. Trebeck, very low in spirits, wrote to say that he believed
that he and the great caravan were virtual prisoners. Moorcroft immediately
despatched letters, of complaint to Ranjit at Lahore, and ofencouragementto
his young companion higher up the river,I4 and decided to stay where he was
until the situation was clearer. T h e delay had interesting consequences.I5
O n 29June Sansar Chand's younger brother, the popular and gallant Fateh
Chand, 'a stout man about fifty-four', consulted Moorcroft. The prince was in
great distress with a violent pain in his right side and severe bleeding from
ruptured piles. hloorcroft was mystified and asked to examine him thoroughly, but two days later he learned that Fateh Chand had been taken seriously ill.
Moorcroft hurried to his bedside and found him unconscious, breathing as
though apoplectic, and tossing about violently. Beside his couch a naked fakir
and the court physicians were trying to exorcize the evil spirit which they
believed had taken possession of him.
By next morning the prince, with his pulse scarcely detectable, had been
given up Cor dead and Sansar Chand was willing to let Moorcroft loose on him,
even if Fateh Chand would lose his high caste in the process. Moorcroft had
nothing to lose. Without much hope of success, he set to work on the prince
that same night. The phrase is a n appropriate one, as a very frank set ofclinical
notes reveals. Moorcroft seems to have suspected cholera. That dangerous and
highly infectious disease was certainly raging in a neighbouring village and
Moorcroft naturally resorted to his well-tried a n d violent methods of assault
upon it. He first bled his royal patient 'until the pulse began to fail and flutter'.
Then, using a home-made enema apparatus consisting of a bamboo tube and
the large intestine of a goat, 'a quantity of oil of turpentine and of sesamum
[was] injected into the rectum'. Moorcroft kept this up for nearly two hours
without significant result so he then tried to purge the hapless man by
medicine given orally. Next, he burned oiled cotton on Fateh Chand's stomach
to prevent the usual violent and often fatal stomach spasms. So it went on
practically all through the night of a July, although luckily the prince was too
far gone to know much about the horrors of that night. Next morning, when he
miraculously regained consciousness, Moorcroft gave him warm baths in a
huge cauldron and then, when he was feeling stronger, surgically repaired his
damaged rectum. Fateh Chand after one more major relapse on 5 July, which
required more drastic rectal surgery, was soon convalescing. The astonishment and delight of Fateh Chand's family (including, understandably, his
wives who would otherwise have been immolated on his funeral pyre) was
immense.
So too was their generosity to the royal doctor. Sansar Chad offered him an
estate of many miles' extent wherever he wished it to be. Later Moorcroft was
quite ready to take up the offer and retire to the beautiful Kangra valley, ifhis
favoured Kurnaon scheme fell through. Fateh Chand conferred on ~ o o r c r o f t
perhaps a n even more remarkable honour. In the words of the astonished
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Ghulam Hyder Khan, this high-caste Rajput prince 'exchanged the turban off

his head for Mr. Moorcroft's [peaked] hat, which he put on (the greatest mark
ofattentionhe could pay him), and called him brother'.16 I t was literally true.
B~ that simple but solemn act the commoner from Ormskirk became by
adoption a member of the ancient ruling house of Kotoch with a pedigree, so
Moorcroft believed, older than the invasion of Alexander the Great. T h e
Bourbons were upstarts by comparison he told his friend saunders.17 Moorcroft had nothing comparable to give to his royal brothers in return and could
only write to Palmer asking for a goodly collection of presents to be sent for the
women of the harem and for Sansar Chand himself. His shopping list was a
nice mixture of the artistic and the useful - cloth of various kinds, two
telescopes, a gold watch, a pipe organ, a box ofclothes for Sansar Chand's son,
acollection ofseeds, a dripstone and silkworm cggs with full i n s t r u ~ t i o n s .H
' ~e
also, needless to say, gave Sansar Chand a generous testimonial td his good
treatment. l g
By mid-July i t was time to face the rigours of the road once more. Fateh
Chand's remarkable recovery had coincided with the welcome news that the
ugly deadlock at Mandi was at last broken and that Trebeck was preparing to
put the great caravan in motion once more. There were sad farewells a t
Alampur on the morning of 2 2 July. Moorcroft was loaded with presents, a
dress of honour and so much food specially cooked by the ladies of the harem
that it kept him going for more than a week. Sansar Chand also provided
provisions, an armed escort, and porters for the party. There were even three
hardy shepherds ('my clansmen', as Moorcroft fondly called them) to act as
mail-runners so that he could keep in close touch with Kangra all the way to
Ladakh. The rain was still pouring down, a s they set off eastwards along the
old caravan trail which leads into the sea of wooded hills and up towards the
Dulchi pass.
It was a miserable business despite the short marches. The rain made
cooking practically impossible and soaked the bedding and baggage. They
sheltered where they could, often on the floors and verandahs of shepherds'
huts and usually tormented by fleas, bugs and rats. Even the little hillside
streams had become torrents, often dangerous to cross. As they slithered in the
n~udover stones, their softened feet became badly blistered and their shoes
stretched and were perpetually wet. ' O u r gilt is all besmircht by painful
marching in the rainy field' Moorcroft wrote to Metcalfe," misquoting from
Shakespeare's Henry V. His sense of humour seems to have survived all the
same, as his journal bears witness. He described how on one occasion he tried
in vain to sleep inside his leaky tent under a n umbrella. O n another he noted
that they took shelter with the wives of some absent buffalo herdsmen 'who
have the character or being liberal with their favours' but who proved
disappointingly 'respectful and modest'. One lady who was neither was
involved two days after this in a very noisy and entertaining public altercation
with her husband. 'I pitied the woman' Moorcroft wrote, 'though I little
doubted of her delinquency as I had seen her exhibit at a window views of
coquetry which indicated a disposition not to allow her c h a r d s to bloom
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unseen.' Even the endless rain did not d a m p e n his appreciation of the 'pretty
features a n d well-turned limbs' of the handsome hill-women along the wav.
W h a t it did do, however, was deny him a n y proper appreciation of'the
magnificent forested hill scenery through which they were passing, as they
trudged damply towards the s h a r p ridge of the Dulchi pass into Kulu. Only
once did the weather relent. I t did so dramatically just after they had passed
the Dulchi ridge on I August 1820, and were beginning the long afternoon
descent d o w n the valley towards Bajaura. Suddenly the clouds rolled back and
the first sunshine for days flooded down into the valley directly below them. It
is a spectacular view. Even Moorcroft was inspired to some rare, descriptive
writing. T h e scene, he wrote, was
delightful to look upon. Vast slopes olgrass studded with clumps of cypress cedar
and fir go off from the summit in various lines. . . . The bottom of'the valleys glitter in
the sun with ribbands of water. The mountains near at hand thrusting their green
peaks into the sky sometimes are wholly visible clear and defined and at others are
hidden . . . by dense clouds or mists. . . . In the clear part of the atmosphere the
snowy mountains seem to form an insuperable barrier to our progress. The surfaceof
the ground is literally enamelled with small asters, anemones and great variet~esof
the sterile strawberry as scarlet, crimson, white and yellow. . . . Vast flocks ofwhite
goats tended try women depasture the summits of the lower hills and every patch of
table land gives a site to a village surrounded by cultivated lands now in their richest
livery.
They were back in the sort of landscape Moorcroft had fallen in love with
round Josimath - the world of snug stone a n d timber houses, rhododendrons,
rich terraced fields below the d a r k forests, cool air heavy with pine, thunderous
mountain torrents, a n d , high above all, the ethereal snow peaks and glaciers
thrusting u p into the empty sky. Today only the nomadic shepherds and
parties of trekkers come into Kulu by this beautiful ancient route.
T h a t evening, after a very long march, they halted a t Bajaura beside the
Beas. Moorcroft was not too weary to examine its ancient stone temple and
describe it in his journal, just a s it is today.*' Next morning they set out up the
main Kulu valley a n d , some hours later, came to Sultanpur, the valley's
capital a n d in those days its principal town. There 'I found Mr. Trebeck in
good health and spirits and the rest of my party well,' recorded Moorcroft
thankfully. T h e r e was much rejoicing a n d much to tell that first evening in
their camp-site beside the noisy, grey-green Beas, just below the little town.
Moorcroft's joy must have been cut short for, soon afterwards, hc received
an express letter forwarded by Palmer a n d hurried on to him by Sansar
Chand.22 I t brought news, in Moorcroft's words, of 'the decease of a most
valued friend in France and I was engagrd o n e day in qiving directions for the
education of my daughter entrusted to the care of th'c female whose decease
was reportrd'. In this tantalizingly cryptic way, Moorcroft recorded thr death
of the elusive Mary Moorcroit in Paris on 27 November 1 8 1 9 .Perhaps it is
possible to explain the curious wording by a natural reticence to commit to
paper pcrsonal matters which might be read by someone else. Yct why did
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palmer also refer to her in a letter to hloorcroft a s 'your friend1.'> Later he even
pretended he had forgotten who o r where she was.24 Why did Saunders, in his
most personal and private letters to Moorcroft, persistently call her 'our late
friend1or construct even more cryptic phrases to avoid naming or describing
her?25Why did the Baroness d e Rouvron, announcirlg the news to R/loorcroft,
also use the term 'friend' and m a k e a point of explaining to Moorcroft that
Mary had lived and was buried a s M r s Moorcroft? What were 'the details most
distressing to me' which, she said, would have to be mentioned if she were to
attempt in law to prove that M a r y was Moorcroft's wife?26 Why did the
baroness lie and describe Mary to the notary as Moorcroft's w i d o ~ ? ~Why
'
indeed did Moorcroft usc in his will what was the unusual form 'Mary
Pateshall otherwise Mary Moorcr~ft'?~"nd why does n o registry evidence
survive to confirm that he and M a r y were married? If the answer to the last
question is because they never werr married, then much of the mystery
disappears, but then a fiew question requires a n answer. Why did they never
marry? The surviving evidence is silent in the face of these questions.
Unfortunately, the letter, which Moorcroft says he spent all day writing to
Saur~derson g Arrgust, has not, it seems, survived.
The problem with regard to young Anne must have been vcry worrying for
Moorcroft. He had never liked o r entirely trusted the Baron and Baroness de
Rouvron when he knew them d u r i n g their exile in London. Indeed it looked
from Saunders' letter as though they were not only trying to secure the whole of
Mary's estate [including Moorcroft's regular remittances to it), but seeking to
keep Anne in France with them a s well. Fortunately Saunders had remembered Moorcroft's earlier instructions that, ifanything happened to Mary, the
child was to be sent to London a n d educated a t M r s Palmer's school for young
ladies at Blackheath and he lost n o time in pressing the de Rouvrons to release
the
Even as Moorcroft wrote she was already safely in Oxford Street,
bringing light a n d delight to Saunders a n d his faithful old housekeeper,
Stedman.30There was really nothing more that Moorcroft could d o , except
leave the whole matter in the h a n d s of his old friend. He simply spelled out in
great detail his wishes for Anne's education a n d his longing for further news of
her progress.
There were of course plenty of other pressing matters to attend to during
their eight-day stay at Sultanpur. I n all 160 porters had to be recruited and a
large stock of provisions purchased for the next stage of the journey.3' There
was the friendly a n d helpfill de Jaclo ruler, Nrazir Sobha Ram, to repay ~ . i t h
presents and a certificate confirming the good treatment they were recei\.ir~~."'
More urgent still was the subjcct of 3. long lettcr to O c h t r r ~ o n ~Soon
. ~ ' .,tier
leaving Kangra, Moorcroft ha2 n ~ t i c e da nurnbhr nfcnttlr cnrcayses flop tin? in
a back eddv of thc Reas. Since then i t had bccome clear that cattle plaaue \,,as
raging all along the right hank o t t h r river in the hills and that i t was making
heavy inroads into thc sl~cepa n d goat populnticm as wcll. hIoor-crott performed some post m o r t r m but without l r a r n i n ~very much. Now, in ii n~assivr
letter. he alerted Ochterlony to the d a n ~ e ar n d s u s ~ e s t r dclosing the liontier
along the Sutlej to all cattle movements. I n this and other letters hr also
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bombarded the Delhi resident with information about frontier trade, enlisted
his help in the forwarding of packages, samples and mail, asked him to honour
drafts for the purchase of samples for government use and much else besides.
Metcalfe would have coped with all this for friendship's sake, but the irascible
Ochterlony was apparently becoming more and more exasperated at this
tiresome and disturbing whirlwind on his frontier. His anger eventually
reached flashpoint, although not just yet. There were, of course, many other
letters to write, including one to M e t ~ a l f e . ~ ~
Then there was the health of the party to attend to. The incessant rains had
brought much intermittent fever and diarrhoea among the servants and
Izzat-Allah had been quite seriously ill on the journey across the hills from
Kangra. Moorcroft also did at least one cataract operation while they were at
Sultanpur, on a poor little deaf, blind and nearly d u m b boy, which appeared to
be completely successful. The plentiful symptoms of unhealthiness, especially
goitre and leprosy, which Moorcroft noticed among the people of the district,
made him even more anxious to be on his way up the valley as soon as possible.
They left Sultanpur a t last on ro August 1820, the swollen Beas on their
right never far away. Two of the ponies were such a nuisance on that first
march that Moorcroft gelded them next day, an act ofsuch impiety according
to the locals that the rain fell all night and half the next day. He was amused to
notice, however, that as 'one ofour accusers was observed slyly to carry orthe
offending parts which had been left on the ground . . . to his house it was
presumed that he meant to expiate the offence with a broil'. Moorcroft's
journal is full of wry observations like this and Wilson's paraphrase would
have been rather more entertaining if he had included some of them. They
camped near the then tiny hamlet of Manali and Moorcroft and Trebeck, like
many modern tourists today, crossed over to the left bank of the river and
climbed to examine the hot sulphur springs flowing from the hillside at
Vashisht.
They moved on again on 14 August, up the old caravan road which is still
visible on the hillsides beyond the right bank ofthe river towards that towering
Solang ridge which shuts in the Kulu valley on the north. At each step the
valley closes in, the villages and cultivation becomes scanty, and the stony
track zigzags up and up through the trees, across the high pastures and out at
last on to the bare rock high above. U p there, the busy river has become a mute
grey ribbon of light far below and, in the enveloping silence of the cooler alri
one becomes aware of new and lesser noises - the wind keening in the sparse
grass, the clop of hooves on rock, the sudden clatter ofa tumbling stone and the
rhythmic pumping ofone's own pulse. On 16 August they were halfway up to
the summit of the ridge and already above the puffy, white clouds drifting over
the immense, green valley below them. For the first time for weeks there was
the promise of a dry night. The worst of the monsoon is usually over in Kulu by
the middle of August and they had reached its outermost limit. The great
heaped rain clouds were rarely able to penetrate across the serrated rock ridge
which reared up close above them.
T h e empty saddle of the Rohtang is not, by Himalayan standards, a high
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pass although many have died on it, even in summer, in the demonic
snowstormswhich can strike almost out of nowhere. It is, however, one of the
great n a t h l divides in the world. Kulanfh ifha, the end of the living world,
was the ancient name for the Kulu valleJ5, although it fits the pass itself
better. As Moorcroft stood there on the southern rim of the saddle on 1 7
moo gust 1820, he could look back downUtheBeas into the lush, forested,
inhabitedand cultivated valley up which they had just come. Half a mile (0.8
kilometres)beyond, on the other rim, the empty Buddhist world of Tibet
begins.It is a humbling prospect- a n austere and empty moonscape oforange,
brown and purple rock with not. a tree, house or field visible in the deep
Chandra valley at one's feet. Beyond and above, a vast amphitheatre of bare
rock, snow peak and glacier is piled, ridge upon ridge, to the pale sky.
Moorcroft had crossed a divide like this once before, at Niti in 1812. Perhaps
that is why his journal says so little about the scenery. Trebeck, however, was
astonished at the contrast between 'the sublime scenery of the Himmaleh' and
the appalling 'desolation and ruin [which] seem to reign over the wide expanse
before him and the long succession of winter clad peak, barren cliff and sandy
valley or defile would seem to proclaim the almost total extinction of animal
and vegetable life'.36
Trebeck measured the height of the pass with his long barometer tube and
got it almost exactly right at 13,300 feet (4053 metres). Moorcroft, meanwhile,
was examining the little shrine above the spring trickling from the rocks and
deciding, also correctly, that this was the true source of the mighty Beas River.
Like most travellers, they added their stones to the lonely cairn that stands
sentinel beside the track a t the top of the saddle a n d then passed on thankrully
over the edge. Even the long arm of the malevolent Ranjit Singh could not,
they believed, reach them now.
At the very bottom of their precipitous descent down the zigzag path into the
valley of Lahul, they could see, on the far side of the river, the first ofthe small
and scattered villages lying along the empty valley. A jumble of flat-roofed,
mud-rendered houses; the dung-cakes and harvested crops out to dry on the
roofs for the long winter months ahead; the little fields of ripened wheat and
barley; the sacred mani walls and Buddhist prayer flags fluttering forlornly in
the wind; and of course, the cheery, flat-featured Lahulis - all were quite
different from the Hinduized hill-people on the Indian side of the pass. T o
reach them, however, Moorcroft's party had first to cross the thunderous River
Chandra. Although the porters and people could, with their hearts in their
mouths, just manage the swaying jhula of birch twigs which spanned the
foaming torrent, the horses manifestly could not.
The first attempt next morning to swim Guthrie's pony across, supported by
a halter and ropes spanning the river, ended in disaster. Shouted orders were
lost in the roar of the plunging water, the frightened animal lost its footing on
[he Smooth rocks and was dragged to its death in front of their eyes.It was a
tense moment. All along the sceptics had said that they could never get the
and animals to Ladakh by this route. Winter was coming and there
Wassimply no other possibility open to them. Moorcroft went hurrying off
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downstream to reconnoitre a better crossing-place but, while he was a\vay,[he
animals were safely crossed over higher up with the expert help of some
shepherds from Kangra. The local people pretended to be astonished, 'They
exclaimed that if this river could not stop the Feringhees they had no other
barrier.13' With three high passes still to cross and the ever-present hazardof
landslip and other mishaps to contend with, that judgement must haveseemed
to Moorcroft somewhat premature.
Yet he had grounds for cautious optimism too. The great flocks ofsheepand
goats coming down the valley from the high summer pastures, and the long
caravans of laden pack-ponies, were proof enough that the route, one of the
great and ancient commercial high roads ofAsia, was still open. Indeed almost
the best time to travel in those high, empty valleys is at this season, after the
worst heat and glare of midsummer is over. Then again they were amply
provisioned, excessively so as i t turned out. Above all, hioorcroft felt instantly
a t home among the smiling and friendly Lahulis, with their dazzling teeth and
heavy woollen clothes, so like their distant relatives whom he had met eight
years before at Daba or Cartok. There was little chance of treachery or violence
from these peaceful folk. Even the breathlessness and the unpleasant altitude
headaches must have seemed familiar. Yet the danger ofaccident was neverfar
away, as they were forcibly reminded only a day or two later. Guthrie had iust
finished compounding some powerful red purgative pills and put them outside
his tent to dry when they were found and eaten by one of the Arab horses who
usually wandered round the camp in search of titbits after dinner. Despite all
Moorcroft's efforts to save him, he died in the night. 'This loss was heavy,'he
wrote, 'as the animal was particularly active and I depended upon him for
riding down wild horses and asses in the steppes ofTartary,' but, he consoled
himself, this was all part of the trial. 'I was willing to expose the horses to all
disadvantages in order that I might more decidedly appreciate the influenceof
the climate and journey upon them in reference to future experiments.'
Those 'future experiments' were never very far from his mind. As hisjournal
shows, he was observing the route very carefully indeed, just in case the
condition of Afghanistan should compel him to return to India with his string
of fine horses from Bokhara by this route. The caravans of little pack-ponies
coming down from Ladakh with goods from laces even further afield,
intrigued him for the same reason. So too the tall, graceful women of the
carriers, striding along beside them, all a-jangle with jewellery. They were,
wrote Moorcroft 'extremely curious and inquisitive'. If the highly detailed
commentary, in his journal, on their dress, jewellery and implements Is
anything to go by, so was he. It was not, however, idle curiosity. 'These
matters may be thought ofa trifling nature but I apprehend a large [caravan?]
of them sold at a low rate by a person deputed for the purpose . . . would give
the women a taste for European articles.' Moorcroft's journal and his correspondence throughout this long journey
innumerable examples ofh's
careful and detailed attention to the possibilities offuture markets for suitable,
and sometimes purpose-made, British goods.3e
SO, as one sunlit day followed another in that late August and early
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september of 1820, they pushed on north-westwards down the Chandra
valley,mere specks in that immense, empty landscape. At Tandi, where the
Bhqa River from the north-east joins the Chandra, the Kulu porters were
paid omand the goods transferred to seventy ponies and some 500 goats and
sheep.39 Somewhere out in front of this cavalcade would be the diminutive
figureof Moorcroft, peaked cap pulled low over his eyes against the glare from
the rocks, dressed in the same clothes he had worn for the past two months,
easily astride his saddle-mule, Dapple, and whistling up the dogs from
time to time. Trebeck, tall and thin, would as usual be prowling about, taking
cross-bearings and checking his angles with compass and sextant, his notebookjostling with figures, usually within hailing distance of the man carefully
counting his paces along the track down below.
At Darcha, on the valley floor but almost I I ,ooo feet (335 1 metres) above
sea level, they camc to the last village'in Lahul. Moorcroft was mesmtrizecl by
the immense forces at work as a mountain not far from the little village slowly
subsided into the valley.
This is almost the finest scene I ever witnessed it varies after every fall some ofwhich
accompanied by noises like the discharges of heavy artillery the pealing of
thunder or the rattling of musketry. I regret that I cannot dojustice to the effect but
independently ofwant ofpowers and oftime I a m annoyed at this moment by clouds
ofsmall flies endeavouring to enter my eyes, nose and mouth while I am sitting under
the shade ofa cypress.
are

The flies are still there and so are the now silent results of the great landslip.
The cypress tree has gone.
That tree must have been almost the last they saw for many days, as they
panted on up the track in the thin, chilly air, with scarcely another living thing
to break the immense silence, other than the rapidly dwindling river itself. O n
the night of q September the water in the brass pots outside the tents froze
hard, much to the astonishment ofthe men from the plains. They had certainly
run a remarkable gamut of weather and temperature in the past three months.
'In June I was almost broiled a t Lahour, in July and August drenched on the
Hirnaleh and in September shiver amidst the snows of Tartary,' wrote
Moorcroft. It was 18°F (-8°C) in the tents next night,* just to add to the
misery of altitude sickness and the feverish insomnia which often goes with it.
'My face almost stripped of skin and my lips are shrivelled and cracked. Most
of our people were too much tired to be able to cook and went to bed
dinnerless,' noted Moorcroft.
On 5 September they reached the summit of the Baralacha-la. bkmrcroft
was astonished to find from his barometric calculations that they were
practically at the height of Mont Blanc, Europe's highest mountain. In fact
they were already 250 feet (76. I metres) higher than that, although there is
certainly no sense of height ori the Baralacha pass and nothing much in the
way of a view to justify the immense labour of getting there -just a ragged,
uneven, broad-backed ridge, with many bleak, snow-covered peaks
plied up on every sidr. Moorcroft ofcourse went scrambling up as high as the

thin air and his pumping heart would allow, in a vain search for a better view.
H e thought he saw a better way. 'The suggestion may be thought whimsical
and its realisation impractical but I apprehend no accurate map of the
Himaleh can be found except observations from below be corrected by others
from above.'41 How right he was, except that planes and satellites have been
used rather than the hot-air balloons which he had in mind. Needless to say,
Moorcroft was not talking only about geographical accuracy. The precision
would above all be useful. An 'aerostatic apparatus' (as he called it in his
journal) would 'in one week more benefit the inhabitants of, and facilitatethe
operations of, commerce than twenty of the most scientific operations proceeding upon terra firma.'
They rested for a day to refresh the men and animals beside the silent
Yunam lake, just below the Baralacha summit. Then they plodded on, making
long marches through the desolate, fractured valleys, devoid of tree, village or
vegetation, and over two more high passes. T h e intermittent sleet and snow
and the cutting wind suggested that winter might be closing in early. At last,
on the morning of r 7 September, they came to the first village in Ladakh and
the first settled human habitation they had seen in a fortnight. It was not much
of a place in itself (although Moorcroft was quick to notice the hardy barley
growing in the minuscule fields and made a mental note to send samples down
to his friend D r Wallich at the C a l c u t ~ B o t a n i c aGardens
l
and to Eccleston's
son for trial on Martin Mere). It was what this little settlement symbolized
that mattered. Seeing three red-robed Buddhist monks hastening anxiously
away from them in the fields, Moorcroft hurried after them. 'I saluted them
and repeated the phrase "Oom ma nie put me hoon" which I knew would
excite their attention.' T h e mispronunciation of such a sacred phrase probably
did, but no offence was taken. T h e oldest of the three hesitantly extended to
Moorcroft a wrinkled hand containing some ears ofcorn. That simple greeting
from the first settled Ladakhis they encountered must have given Moorcroft
great satisfaction. The Himalayas were behind them. They had been on the
road almost exactly a year, but they had arrived.
That afternoon they camped outside Gya, the first Ladakhi town of any size
on this road, with its twenty or so houses and six or eight precious poplar trees.
They were advised to go no further until permission was received from
Ladakh, but most of the party were feeling so frail after the long marches and
short commons of the past fortnight, that it must have been a welcome respiteT h a t evening they were unexpectedly visited by a Muslim official called Abdpl
Latif. It soon emerged that he was a pupil of a celebrated Muslim holy manIn
exile in Ladakh called Khoja Shah Nias, whom Izzat-Allah had met an'!
become friendly with in Yarkand in 1812. T h e fortunate connection provedl
then and later, to be of inestimable value. Abdul Latif was readily persuaded
that they were bona fide traders and promised to go with 1zzat-Allah next
to plead their case hefore the man they called Khaga Tanzin. Khaga Tanzin
was brother-in-law of the chief minister of Ladakh and an important figure.I'
seems that he had come especially to meet them, in order to judge the"
intentions.
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Just what the Ladakhis were afraid of became clear next morning from their
searchingquestioning of Izzat-Allah. As usual, exaggerated rumours had run
of them. T h e rulers of this cloistered kingdom a t the crossroads of the
trans-montanecaravan routes, were naturally anxious at this novel intrusion,
pardcularlyby the representatives of a race which, they knew, had spread its
power all over the Indian plains under the guise of commerce and now lapped
the hill-regions to the south. Izzat-Allah's silver tongue, Abdul Latif's cogent
support, testimonial letters from Raja Sansar Chand and Wazir Sobha Ram,
and some well-chosen presents from Moorcroft seem together to have done the
trick. Khaga Tanzin pronounced hirnselfsatisfied. He would write favourably
to Leh and, the following morning, would receive Moorcroft's ceremonial
visit.
As Moorcroft rode into the little town next day, the women on the rooftops
'huddled behind each other [and] peeped with diffidence as i t were by stealth'.
At the entrance to the courtyard, he noticed 'two low and stout woolly-haired
dogs with heads much resembling those of bears'. It was a curious echo of the
dogs which had figured in his first interview with the Tibetans at Daba eight
years before. Indeed much must have reminded him of that occasion, including of course the ceremonial tea-drinking. Moorcroft privately wished he had
been able to stomach another cup of the greasy buttered tea 'like weak broth', if
only to have a closer look at the marvellously gilded copper tea-pot from which
it came. Every detail of that room and its occupants found its way into the
pages of his journal just as in 1812. This, however, was a much easier
interview. There was no embarrassing disguise to maintain or lies to tell, and
the people were all smiles from the start. Once again it looked as though the
very scale and absurdity of the rumours about them had worked to their
advantage. Later, a return visit by Khaga Tanzin and his entourage to their
tents, lubricated by more presents and some alcohol, proved equally successful.
Next day, 2 0 September, they all set out for the capital, confident that the
necessary permission would soon be given.
Ladakh is perhaps the highest inhabited land in the world. Most of it is
empty - a weird, tawny moonscape of jagged mountain peaks and narrow,
crumbling, waterless valleys under the pale sky and the high fluffy clouds. The
fantasticallycontorted rock formations to be seen everywhere in Ladakh were
a never-failing source of amazement to Moorcroft. He even lamented the
absence of the tiresome geologist, Laidlaw, who ought a t least to have been
able to offersome explanations of the rich geological mysteries all round them.
Only where there is water and soil can there be habitation and colour and it is
all the more magical by contrast with the awesome desolation all round.
Geographically and culturally, P.loorcroft was back in Tibet. There were the
same stacked, flat-roofed towns clustering round the skirts of the great vertical
gomPa or monasteries; the same lines of delicate poplar trees, now lovely with
autumn foliage; the same smiling people busy in the little fields by the water
courses, gathering or winnowing the last of the golden crops, with the bullocks
treading the grain to the accompaniment of those haunting, wordlcss workingtuneswhich can still be heard allover Ladakh today.Theonly thing that marred
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their pleasure at being back in the world of men was a growing doubt about
their reception at Leh. Izzat-Allah was quickly downcast, first by reports that
they would have to avoid the capital altogether because of smallpoxfears and
then by the unnerving silence that followed. Moorcroft, more optimisticand
striving to keep up the spirits of his party after.their long journey, arguedthat
the Ladakhi authorities would never have allowed their great caravan to come
so close to the capital if they had really intended to stop them.
He was right as they learned a few days later. Indeed this was preciselyone
of the arguments which had already been used on their behalf by the influential
Khoja Shah Nias. O n 21 September, they unexpectedly encountered this
amiable and learned old man in a tent set up for the purpose on an island in
the young Indus at Sheh, not far from the capital. They were most warmly
welcomed. T h e khoja was a descendant both of the Mughal emperors and
more iecently the hereditary rulers ofTashkent and he had been wealthy and
influential in Kashmir before Sikh oppression drove him into exile in Ladakh.
Even in Buddhist Ladakh he was a figure ofconsiderable power and even more
so in Muslim Yarkand, beyond the Karakoram to the north. In both places he
loyally backed Moorcroft's claims against those, like the Kashmiri merchants,
who wished to keep him out. In return, Moorcroft won for this civilized and
generous man a small pension from the Indian government and the promiseof
restitution from Ranjit Singh. Shah Nias was, Moorcroft came to believe, the
most complete gentleman he had ever met in the Muslim
Later, the
two of them planned to travel on to Bokhara together.
At last, late in the afternoon on 24 September Moorcroft and his party
arrived at the line of chorftnr (Buddhist shrines) outside Leh. They are plainly
visible in the foreground of Trebeck's drawing of the capital43 and are still
there today. As the cavalcade passed in among the houses, 'the streets and
walls of Leh were lined and covered with crowds of men, women and children
to witness the entry of the Feringees into the city'. Moorcroft studied thcseaof
faces with keen interest - the smiling Ladakhis, the high bonnets and more
mongoloid features of traders from across the high Karakoram to the north,
and the suspicious Kashmiri merchants from the south, 'remarkable for their
Jewish countenances, their dirty woollen clothes and large muslin turbans'.
Moorcroft believed that he and Trebeck were the first Europeans ever to
reach this commercial crossroads. The Ladakhis thought so
In fact
those astonishing Jesuit missionaries, who had preceded Moorcroft to Lake
Manasarowar in I 8 I 2, had beaten him to Leh as well, as he later disbelievingly
d i s ~ o v e r e dHe
. ~ ~and Trebeck were certainly the first Europeans to reach Leh
for over a century and they were the first ever to attempt the journey fromthe
south - and with an immense trading caravan to boot.
By any standards it was a formidable achievement and Moorcroft was right
to be pleased. Apart from the man and boy carried OKby cholera at Mandl
while he was away, he had lost neither a member of the part) nor any
significant item of merchandise during a full year of arduous travel along and
across the grcatest mountain range in the world.% He and Trebeck had
discovered much nrw political and geograPhital information and corrected
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some of the errors concerning the sources of the Punjab rivers. T h e losses
among the horses and the mules had been severe, but the experiment had
triumphantly vindicated Moorcroft's belief t h a t the route was feasible for
horses at least as far as Leh. I t was therefore available a s a channel for the
conveyance of goods to and from the markets o f Central Asia, if Moorcroft's
preferred route by Josimath, Niti and western Tibet proved in the end
impossible.47Whatever might happen in the future, he told Parry,48 a n d
ifinstead of the success anticipated I find a grave, my countrymen may reasonably
conclude from what I have already done that perseverance in attempts to open a
commercial intercourse with the northwestern and central parts of Asia will finally
prove successful.
Moorcroft had no intention of finding a grave just yet. O n the contrary,
despite the rigours of the journey and his advancing years, he had never felt
better. As he put it in a long a n d revealing letter to Palmer some time later?49
excellent health founded on a strong and unimpaired constitution gives no indication ofdecay in any part ofthe fabric. . . . I am reckless of the superfluities of life. He
who can make a hearty meal daily and for months on turnips or alternate them with
Tartar tea and dry unleavened cakes may dispense with the petits diners of polished
society, and whoever in a reeking hut extended on the floor surrounded by men and
cattle as his inmates, his saddle cloth for his bed and saddle for his pillow can enjoy
undisturbed repose may think the eider mattrass or festooned canopy not essential to
his slumbers. Nothing teaches practical philosophy like a journey similar to that I
have undertaken or calls forth more imperiously the resources of the mind or powers
ofthe body.

'It teaches,' he told Parry, 'such lessons as books o r study cannot
The feeling of achievement a n d self-fulfilment is unmistakable, but it was
only the end of the beginning. Moorcroft now h a d to recruit Ladakh into his
great scheme ofopening the heart ofAsia to British commerce. I t would not, he
knew, be easy. Formidable opposition from the vested interests involved - the
Tibetans, the Kashmiri merchants and Ranjit Singh himself - was virtually
certain. He expected that. W h a t he did not anticipate, however, was opposition from two entirely different directions. But long o r short, his stay in
Ladakh was not likely to be uneventful. With Moorcroft nothing ever was.
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of Ladakh,' Khalun Tsiva Tandu as Moorcroft called
him,* had set aside a spacious house for their use, with a walled courtyard on two
sides big enough for the animals and the bales of merchandise. The mud walls
and stout timber gates had the additional advantage of protecting them from
the crowds who gathered outside the house or tried to catch a glimpse of them
from the neighbouring rooftops. T o men used to 'long residence in tents so
injured by the weather as to give entrance to every blast as well as to every
smart shower of rain', the house must have seemed like a palace. Now, wrote
Moorcroft in his journal, 'we rested comfortably without hearing the rush of
torrents or the crash ofavalanches'. H e would not have been quite socontent if
he had known that they were going to spend the next two winters at Leh. Nor
indeed if he had realized just how numbingly cold those winters could be.
Every single night, from the time of their arrival till the following May, there
were hard night frosts. Just before Christmas, the temperature plummeted in
Moorcroft's room to 16°F (-9°C) and more than once caused him to drop the
pen from his frozen fingers.3 Outside there were sometimes I 5" of frost. NO
wonder the account books reveal considerable expenditure on fuel and timber
to shutter the glassless window^.^ Snow was not such a problem, rarely falling
more than 4 inches ( 1 0centimetres) deep in the town and often clearing before
the next snowfall, although on the high passes it was a very different story.
Leh is usually cut off from the outside world before the end of November,
and sometimes earlier. It was obviously important for Moorcroft not to delay
the Lahuli carriers from starting out on their longjourney back across the high
passes. On 27 September, after all the baggage had been weighed and assessed
for customs by the Ladakhi authorities, he paid off these men generously. The
galling fact that the grain they and the animals had carried could have been
purchased much more cheaply in Leh when they arrived he merely noted
phlegmatically. Only his three shepherd kinsmen from Kangra were held back
to carry any urgent messagys later on.
T w o days after their arrival at Leh, Mir Izzat-Allah had his first uncomfortable audience with the khalun. This toothless but shrewd 60-~ear-oldwielded
most of the effective power in Ladakh on behalfofthe raja. Profound suspicion
MINISTER
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was evident in practically every question he asked. I t was not till I October
that Moorcroft was allowed to proceed to the khalun's audience chamber,
riding together with Trebeck and the mir through the crowds of sightseers,
behind the royal messenger. T h e interview seems to have gone well enough,
except when Moorcroft rather rashly tried to inspire the khalun with his own
enthusiasmfor Jenner's vaccine against smallpox. T h e form and the ritualized
tea-drinking on these occasions was already becoming familiar. So was the
smell of too many unwashed bodies packed into the low-roofed room and the
'other odours which in a numerous assemblage of persons not delicate in their
food sometimes derange the olfactory nerve and discompose the features'. It
was presumably not entirely a coincidence that he shortly afterwards sent over
to the khalun some eau de cologne, French perfume a n d Indian attar of roses.
More meetings (and more presents) followed?each apparently more friendly than the last, but there.were no decisions. T h e weather-cock khalun was
being blown this way and that. O n the one hand were the warnings of his
Tibetan and Balti neighbours, together with what Moorcroft described as 'a
phalanx of Kashmeeree traders whose foresights of foreign competition in a
lucrative commerce was sharpened by their fears [and who] in judicious array
waged a steady and active opposition against our views'. O n the other, were
the friendly representations of Khoja Shah Nias, Khaga Tanzin a n d the
persuasive tongues of Izzat-Allah a n d Moorcroft himself. I t seems to have
been a real cliffhanger. Moorcroft wrote nothing in his diary for a fortnight
after r I October, 'in the hope of having to insert the accomplishment of some
commercial arrangement with the authorities of this country'. T h a t was
certainly over-optimistic.
The khalun continued to hesitate but at last, after a n anxious state council,
asked the mir on 2 1 October to state his master's wishes. Moorcroft had
already primed him with the answer:
First. Free liberty to trade with Ladakh and through it to other countries.
Secondly.That in consideration of the great distances when British property was
brought there should be some remission of duties upon it.
Thirdly. That a house should be hired in Leh to be occupied as a British factory.
Fourthly. That the good ofices of the Kaloon were required to be exerted with the
authorities at Gardokh to open the Neetee Ghat [pass] to British commerce.
The first three points were readily accepted but the khalun was understandably uneasy about the fourth, without prior discussion with the neighbouring
Tibetan authorities a t Gartok. O n e wonders just how closely the Tibetans
there linked all this with the pseudo-pilgrim who had visited them eight years
before. At all events they rejected the suggestion out of hand a few weeks later.
Moorcroft kept u p the pressure. 'Without using a s h a d ~ wof menace I
represented the Fixed resolution of the British merchants to establish a
commercial intercourse with Toorkistan' and their ability to d o so, with or
without Ladakh. Presumably, equally free of menace and certainly equally
without authority, he hinted that the British could, if they chose, embargo the
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Tibetan grain trade and virtually starve Tibet into s u b m i ~ s i o n Moorcroft
!~
was never too nice about means, if he was convinced that the ends would bring
blessings, although he confessed his uneasy conscience to his journal. It made
no difference. Indeed, it was becoming clear that, since the khalun was now
talking ofappealing to Lhasa over the heads of the Tibetan regional authorities
at Gartok, Moorcroft would have to settle down and ride out the winter in Leh,
if he was to secure his cherished commercial engagement.
Further delay was in some ways most unwelcome, but it did solve a number
of pressing problems. In the first place, it was dangerously late in the year to
navigate the unwieldy caravan across the Karakoram, along what is perhaps
one of the most difficult and hazardous caravan trails in the world. Even
comparatively recently, it was said to be strewn with the bleached borlcs of the
men and pack-animals who never a r r i ~ e d Besides,
.~
only one small caravan
fromyarkand had reached Leh in 1820and the Yarkand market was said to be
depressed because of sporadic Muslim disturbances. I t did not sound like the
best time for an Englishman to appear before the Chinese authorities at
Yarkand, unannounced and without permission. Moorcroft did briefly consider taking the mir with him and making a dash for i t across the Karakoram
pass, leaving Trebeck to bring the caravan over in the spring. Later he wished
he had, but a t the time it looked altogether too risky.
Were I to visit Yarkund without invitation, perhaps the Joong [Chinese Governor]
out of an excess of zeal, might introduce me to the Sovereign of the Celestial Empire
at Peking instead of permitting me to pursue my route and intention towards paying
my devoirs to the Commander of the Faithful at Bokhara, a mutation of plan not
altogether convenient in my present circumstances.'
Financially, those 'present circumstances' were very embarrassed indeed
and that was another good reason for staying put in Ladakh for the winter. The
outgoings required to move, feed and pay his small army of more than forty
men were so heavy, and the major dislocation of his plans caused by the closure
ofthe Niti-la in late 1819and the intervention ofRanjit Singh in the summer of
1820 SO severe, that he was practically at the end, both of his cash and his
credit. He had expected to be in Leh early enough to send back for all those
goods left behind at Fatehgarh, which were intended for sale along the way and
at Leh. Now they were on the far side of the Himalayas with the passes closing
and with no banking facilities available at Leh from which cash could be
raised.
O n 5 December, dangerously late in the season, the faithful Hafiz was
despatched to the plains by way of Kashmir and the Punjab carrying urgent
letters to Palmer at Calcutta, Keene at Fatehgarh and Sir David Ochterlony at
Delhi.' His task was to return in the spring, as soon as the passes were open,
with the missing caravan goods, urgent supplies of books, medicines and
smallpox vaccine and, most desperately needed of all, the 20,000 rupees of
credit which Moorcroft asked Ochterlony to make available to him, against a
draft on his own account with Palmer in Calcutta. Moorcroft knew he had
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severalmonths to wait before he would see Hafiz again, but, ever the optimist,
he thought that i t might be possible to move on again in March 182 I , if Hafiz
were not delayed by robbers, by Ranjit's machinations or by the perils of the
road.gThe one thing he could not have expected was that the most intractable
obstruction, both to moving the goods and obtaining the cash, would come
from the prickly Sir David Ochterlony himself.
So winter shut in the little community at Leh, and snow and frost choked the
runnels or its labyrinthine streets and alleyways. Wilson summarized Moorcroft's life that winter in a single sentence which barely hints at the darting
activity of the man.'' Moorcroft himself later captured the flavour of it best in
two telling countryman's metaphors. 'The multiplicity of subjects that force
themselves on my mind from their novelty,' he told Saunders, is 'like too much
game before a greyhound. . . . I am obliged to pounce upon my subjects like a
hawk on its quarry.''' And pounce he did.
First of all; he lost no time in opening his medical practice. He soon noticed
that there was a striking absence of the worm and the leprous conditions which
were so common south of the Himalayas. Could it be, he wondered, that
large-scale tea-drinking had something to do with it? In no time at all he was
anticipating the future once more, by outlining the possibilities and the
experiments needed for a great, indigenous tea industry in the Himalavan
hills. Tea, he correctly believed, might become in India the drink of the people,
as China tea had in ~ n ~ 1 a n dWhatever
.I~
may have been the medicinal
qualities of tea, he still had more patients in Leh than he could cope with,
includinq those with the usual ophthalmic surgical, apoplectic, and rheumatic
conditions. There was also one severe case of inflammation of the liver which
yielded to - or was bludgeoned into submission by - one of Moorcroft's grim
but unspecified 'active treatments'. By the end of that first winter, Moorcroft
reckoned that, of the 'many' patients referred to him as incurable by the local
doctors, he had lost only two.I3 Soon the reputation of the little Coba-Feling-pa
(as he rendered the Ladakhi for 'head of Europe-living men') was spreading
across the Karakoram even to Yarkand, as well as to the surrounding
countries. Moorcroft once hoped that it would even outlive him in the folklore
of Ladakh. l4
In this he was disappointed but it might have been different if he had been
allowed to achieve his dream and end the smallpox scourge beyond the
Himalayas. He had been trying to introduce vaccination there ever since his
1812 visit to Tibet and, as has been mentioned, raised the subject unsuccessfully at his very first meeting with the suspicious khalun. By the end of that first
winter in Leh, however, he was so known and trusted, and had trained
sufficient vaccinators, that he could have succeeded if he had been able to
secure sufficient quantities of active vaccine before he left Ladakh. He tried
and tried, almost to his last day there, but one batch after another proved to be
hcartbrcakingly inert at the end of its long journey from the plains.'5
Apart from this honourable failure, Moorcroft was well pleased with his
medical work in Ladakh. Not that it did very much to offset the alarming
depletion of his cash reserves. 'My medical fees,' he remarked to Metcalfe,
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'rather amuse than enrich me.' One can see why from a delightful wordpicture Moorcroft later painted of himself at the end of a summer
surgery, somewhere outside the capital.
Seated on a carpet under the shade of a large apricot tree I was surrounded not
merely by a crowd of patients but by a fortress of which the inner walls were formed
by piles of wheaten cakes, lumps of yak butter, dishes and bags of roasted barley
wheat and heaps of onions whilst the outworks consisted ofwooden bowls filled with
milk, dahee [curds], large teapots of buttered tea and flagons of Chang or some
barley beer with here and there a sheep tied to a stone. My servants fared
sumptuously from my labours and were enabled to spread a liberal board for our
numerous visitors. l6
For Moorcroft himself, there was a very evident satisfaction in bringing what
relief he could to the suffering and it shines out of nearly all his journal entries
on the subject.
As usual, however, there were more advantages than mere satisfaction to be
had from his medical work. He found, for example, that treating the very
Kashmiri merchants who were intriguing against him slowly brought about a
very marked change in their attitude towards him. Again, medicine gave him
access to some of the important men in the Ladakhi political and religious
establishment. T h e lompa, or mayor of Leh, was successfully treated and later
Moorcroft taught him the rudiments of animal physiology by dissection,
thereby winning a valuable ally against Kashmiri intrigues. There were others
too - the octogenarian imam of the mosque at Leh who became a close friend;
the head lama of Zanskar, who became one of Moorcroft's surgical and
vaccination pupils; and his 'friend' the banka or master of horse at the royal
palace.'7 Eventually even Raja Tuntuk Namgial himself, to whom Moorcroft
was a t first deliberately denied access, consulted him zhout his health and he
was also allowed to meet the young heir-apparent. That was a high
honour, but most astonishing of all perhaps, Moorcroft won the sequestered
but influential rani as an ally, by-tempting presents of cloth, coral and gold
earrings. Later Moorcroft sold pearls to her at 'a diminished price, well
understood fixed without violation ofdelicacy on her part or too great sacrifice on
mine . . . we soon felt the value of this arrangement'.'' The combination of
Moorcroft's charm, presents and scientific attainments proved as effective in
Ladakh, as elsewhere in Asia, in winning confidence and bridging the gulfs of
language and culture.
It also took him inside the homes, palaces and great monasteries of his
patients, and that provided him with ample opportunity, ofwhich he took full
advantage, to note in often minute detail the details of their architecture and
furnishings. He was particularly intrigued by the neat and sanitary arrangements made by the Ladakhis for the disposal of what he would have called
night-soil, and for its subsequent use as a valuable manuring agent in the
fields. Leh, he wrote in amazement, had more and better necessary-houses
than any town in Europe and he contrasted them with the filthy, haphazard
and wasteful methods in use, then and now, on the edge of Indian villages. The
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attention he devoted to the subject is astonishing, and who but Moorcroft
would have drafted an elaborate and lengthy set of model regulations for the
disposalof night-soil in India and its controlled use as a manuring agent in the
fields?lg
Not everything he found in a Ladakhi house was a model of its kind. Nor, of
course, did he confine his medicine and his social relations to the great and the
rich. His journals of this period are scattered with references to nights spent as
the guest of peasants or humble farmers. He was appalled at the acrid smoke
from the yak-dung fires which filled every Ladakhi living-room in winter and
he often insisted that the fire be put out, or lay on the floor to clear his
streaming eyes, before he could treat some ofhis sick patients. All for want ofa
chimney! He soon had a detailed specification for a demountable model of a
farmhouse range and chimney on its way to George Saunders in Oxford Street.
Lt'e shall immortalize you beyond the Himalayas by calling it a Saunders, he
told his friend. Moorcroft also lobbied the khalun and tried to turn him into the
He laboured in vain. I t was the later Moravian
patron of the
missionaries to Ladakh and Lahul who won the gratitude of the people by
introducing the stove and chimney, which now make the long winters there
bearable, and removed for ever the smoke or sub-zero inconvenience of a hole
in the ceiling. But Moorcroft certainly tried.
Cynics might say, were it not for all the evidence from the rest of Moorcroft's
life, that it was precisely the cold of the Ladakhi winter that drove him into
hyperactivity. There was nothing else to do. Certainly there was not much
diversion to be had from female companionship. Trebeck thought the women
mostly ugly and none too clean.2' Moorcroft had not lost his eye for a pretty
girl, still occasionally noting that he had met one,22and it is quite plain, from
hints in his letters to his friends, that he was missing them badly. As he told
Palmer, 'The want of female society is perhaps one of the greatest privations
experienced by a traveller.'23 Few male travellers would disagree with him.
That arch-humbug Victor Jacquemont, the emancipated French visitor to
Ranjit Singh's court ten years later, wrote that whereas his own 'virtue is the
subject of universal admiration, M. Moorcroft did not set a like example of
European continence here. His principal occupation was making love, and if
his friends are surprised that his travels were so unproductive, they may
ascribe it to this cause.'24
There is not a shred of evidence to substantiate this picture of Moorcroft as a
kind of itinerant satyr, and there is very much to deny it. Besides, the idea that
his travels were 'unproductive' is laughable, even if it were not a judgement
made by such a conspicuously unproductive traveller as the languid, silvertongued Jacquemont. All one can say is that if, against all the other evidence,
Jacquemont was right (and his other statements about Moorcroft d o not
exactly inspire confidence), then Moorcroft's abundant daytime energy in
middle age is even more remarkable than it appears at first sight.
During that first twelve months in Leh, in letters alone, he produced almost
as much material 'as would fill a moderately thick quarto volume closely
printed and when my despatches shall have been received their voluminous
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appearance may cause a perusal of them to be postponed sine
Before he
left Calcutta, he had agreed with Metcalfe that he would send information
about 'what in this journey might seem worthy to be brought under the notice
of the ~ o v e r n m e n t ' .In
~ ~Moorcroft's eyes, that was practically everything.
T h e words spilled out, when freezing fingers or rheumaticky shoulderwould
allow, in such astonishing profusion, that he actually began to index his own
despatches. An essay on the shawl goat peters out after seven and a halfpages,
but a footnote on snowfall uncoils into a lengthy discourse on weather, rocks
and erosion for another thirty-six closely written pages.27A letter to Metcalfe,
about Ladakh's political importance, fleshes out even the most insubstantial
speculation, until the letter has swollen to an obese and closely written
seventy-four pages.'8 Moorcroft's justification for letters, despatches and
memoranda, the like of which the dazed copywriters in Calcutta had probably
never seen before, was simple and unchallengeable. He was the first Englishman ever to visit these areas, much of what he encountered was of paramount
importance to his country and the ever-present risk of accident or worse was
such that it was prudent to report at once, warts and all, rather than 'through
a n ill-timed scrupulousness that it should be wholly lost'.29
And so he did. The range and detail of topics touched on is so voluminous
that even a long list must omit more than it include^.^' He was an interested
recorder of the dark, colourful temple ceremonies in the great monasteries and
the annual dance dramas with their huge gongs, conch-shell horns and
grotesque masks. He examined the great libraries of illuminated manuscripts
and longed to discover their secrets. He cautiously prospected for coal and iron
as minerals likely to improve Ladakh's standard of living! He observed in
immense detail, as the year turned, the techniques and yields of Ladakh's fruit,
vegetable and crop husbandry and wrote at particular length about novelties
like the little-known purgative drug, r h ~ b a r b . ~Rare
'
or novel seed strains
were packaged up and sent down to the Calcutta Botanical Gardens or to his
landed friends at home, together with animal skins, coins, specimens of
calligraphy and alphabets addressed to the Asiatic
Twice daily,
detailed weather and temperature observations were recorded. Plague-struck
cattle were dissected in search of cause or cure. Detailed market research was
carried out and a stream of samples, designs, colours, dimensions and
drawings flowed back to Calcutta and England, to assist British manufacturers in producing goods exactly tailored to the market.33 Old interests like
paper-making and, more discreetly, the shawl trade were investigated. By the
end of that first winter, Moorcroft was already persuaded that, if Britain was to
get direct access to the wool, she must not d o it in Tibet, for that would
dislocate the ancient trade by way of Ladakh and cause untold distress there
and among the already wretched weavers of Kashmir. New sources of supply
further north on the Pamirs would have to be tapped and developed by Britain,
he now believed.
One can see, in this important readjus'tment of his ideas, the double-sided
aspect of all his investigations. O n the one hand there was Moorcroft the
patriotic son of Britain, concerned about post-war depression at h ~ m eand
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anxiousto boost its economy by the opening-up of Asiatic markets. This was
not merely economic imperialism. There was also Moorcroft the benefactor,
anxiousto create a fruitful, two-way trade which would raise living standards
in Asia. These twin strands were almost inextricable in all his enquiries and
reports. His journey was becoming a crusade, and when, in due course, he first
sensed and then learned of official lack of interest in, or active disapproval of,
his activities, the note ofobstinate defiance which is one oCthe hallmarks ofthe
crusader became more and more pronounced.
Despite all this activity, he managed to find a little time for himself. In the
November of that first winter in Leh Moorcroft settled down to turn his
retirement dream into a detailed shopping list of all thc items he believed he
would need to import from Europe, including two merino rams from Lord
~ o m e r v i l l eHis
. ~ ~family too was very much on his mind, especially little Anne
and her schooling in faraway London.35 The hint of private sadness is always
there, like an elusive shadow hovering on the very edge of the field of vision,
sensed but never seen. It must be so. A dynamic spirit like Moorcroft's, which
is driven to explore both space and knowledge, is bound thereby to deny itself
the static blessings of home and hearth. That was the price and he chose to pay
it, but it was not without pain.
So the long Ladakhi winter of 1820-1 passed and the sun, climbing a little
higher in the pale sky each day, began once more to warm the thin air of that
serene, high and empty land. As the snow-melt swelled the rivers, there also
poured down out of Ladakh the pent-up flood of paper which represented
Moorcroft's winter activity and which he released on the sinewy backs of his
three shepherd kinsmen from Kangra, as soon as the passes to the south were
open in May.
They carried triumphant news. Negotiations about Moorcroft's prized
commercial engagement had languished during the winter, although the
behind-the-scenes battle for supremacy over the counsels of the khalun and the
raja raged as fiercely as ever. T h e Tibetan and Kashmiri merchants, wrote
Moorcroft, 'have presented an opposition so obstinately and unceasingly alert
as to call forth the utmost exertions of patient counteraction on my part.
Narration of particulars would be intricate, tedious and useless. L'affaiaile csf
fa it^.'^^ It was, and Moorcroft won. After some tense last-minute negotiations,
at which unacceptable conditions were first made and then withdrawn,
Moorcroft worked far into the night on a final draft for signature before anyone
could change his mind yet again.37 O n 4 May 1821, at a little ceremony
formally witnessed by Trebeck and Izzat-Allah, Moorcroft pressed his oval
signet into the warm wax and sealed the engagement 'on the part of the British
merchants of C a I c ~ t t a ' . ~ ~
The final document represented a considerable departure from the conditions originally proposed by Moorcroft thegrevious October, but he believed
that he had won an even better bargain. So indeed he had -for British goods
coming to Leh by any route but that from Gartok. In return for certain
limitations on the size of armed escorts accompanying the caravans and on
access to Tibet from Leh, the Ladakhis engaged to open their country to
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British merchants and remit one quarter of the usual customs duties levied,
T h e approach to Leh via Gartok was, however, expressly prohibited. Hitherto
Moorcroft had always regarded this as critical, because it would have allowed
British goods to reach Leh without crossing Ranjit Singh's territories, L~~~
discussions at Leh, however, made it plain that the Tibetans would never
agree to it and, since Moorcroft had revised his opinion about tapping the
shawl-wool trade in Tibet, it was not so necessary anyway. Moreover, he was
still hopeful that routes could be found from British territory direct to Ladakh
by way of Spiti and Lahul which would be beyond the furthermost reach of
Ranjit Singh. T h e engagement said nothing about a British commercial agent
a t Leh although in due course Moorcroft appointed one. It says much for the
progress he believed he had made in allaying the Kashmiris' suspicions, as
well as the need to keep their goodwill, that he appointed the principal
Kashmiri merchant in Leh to be Britain's first commercial agent there, selling
British goods on commission.
Moorcroft confessed to the Indian government that, strictly speaking, he
had no authority to negotiate on behalfofanybody except the merchant houses
of Palmer and MacKillop. H e had studiously kept the British government out
of the document itself but, he argued unanswerably, there was nothing to be
gained by not extending the commercial advantages to all British goods
coming from India. All the more because, he believed, the long-term advantages could be immense. Ladakh itself would offer only a limited market for
British manufactured goods but its role as emporium and depot was the
important thing. I t s t d at the heart of a network of traditional caravan trails
radiating outward to every part of Central Asia, from the Caspian to the
Pacific. Along these lines would go British goods, British influence and all the
blessings of science and modern technology. As a result, he told Calcutta, 'a
field so vast has been opened to British manufactures that it would appear
bordering on hyperbole were I to attempt to speak otherwise than very
guardedly of its probable extent'.
I t was, in Moorcroft's eyes, not merely a commercial field but also a
political, and even a strategic, one.-He, it will be remembered, had attached
the most alarming implications to the Russian commercial activity he had
stumbled upon at Daba and Gartok in 1812. Much had happened since then
which seemed to confirm his worst fears. During that first winter at Leh, he
began to compile a dossier of information about this apparently sinister
Russian activity in areas so remote from the Russian frontier and on the very
doorstep of the rich British territories in the plains below the passes.
All Moorcroft's reawakened fears and anticipations during that winter
became focused on the person of a single Russian agent, the mysterious Agha
Mehdi.39This remarkable man, Mekhti Rafailov as he is known to Russian
historians, had first penetrated across the Karakoram into Ladakh and
Kashmir in I 808. He did so on instructions from the Russian Foreign hiinistry
and in the guise of a merchant from Yarkand. Along this route subsequentl~
came Russian and European goods which were exchanged mainly for
Kashmir shawls. Agha Mehdi himself returned several times, narrowly
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missingan encounter with hioorcroft in 1612, extending his and the Russians'
knowledgeof the area and earning civil rank and title for his efforts. One of the
first fruits of the confidence, which Moorcroft created in the Ladakh authorities in late 1820, was the sight of a letter from the Tsar to the raja of Ladakh,
which Agha hlehdi had brought some six years before.40 T h e n , soon afterwards,came the electrifying news that Agha Mehdi was on his way once more.
At the end of November 1820, if Moorcroft's calculations were correct, he
could not be much more than about two weeks' march away on the far side of
the Karakoram pass.
Moorcroft awaited what he called4' this 'doughty opponent' with a mixture
ofanxiety and characteristically genuine relish.
This man's lik has been made up of a rapid succession of extraordinary incidents
and arter the many anecdotes of him recited to me both by his friends and by his
enemies I am at loss how to class him'except generally as a man endowed with
natural talents of a surprising cast. Had he lived a few years longer he might have
produced scenes in Asia that would have astonished some of the Cabinets in
Europe. . . . I have detected traits of an expansion of view seldom indeed entertained. . . .
Most of that was just as true of Moorcroft himself. Their missions too were not
very dissimilar in purpose. One can see here the mixture of rivalry and respect
which was such a typical feature of many of the later encounters of British and
Russian emissaries on the borderlands of their empires in Asia.
To Moorcroft's mingled relief and regret, what would have been a historic
first meeting of this kind was forestalled by Agha Mehdi's violent death near
the lonely summit of the Karakorarn pass. His substantial caravan did not
straggle into Leh until mid-April 182I and among the curious crowd watching
in the street was doubtless a short, middle-aged Englishman from Lancashire.
It did not take him very long to get a sight of the official letter Agha Mehdi was
carrying to Ranjit Singh but, suspiciously, there appeared to be no other
papers.42Even so, the caravan itself with its enormous emeralds and rubies
and its comprehensive range of cloth samples and dyestuffs was startling
enough.43It looked as though the Russians were trying as hard as Moorcroft
himself to gain access to the secrets of the Kashmiri shawl weavers. Indeed, i t
transpired that one of Agha Mehdi's tasks, rather like that of Moorcroft in
1812, was to get hold ofsorne shawl goats for experimental breeding in Russia.
Very much in the later traditions ofthe Great Game, hloorcroft tried to thwart
the dishonesty ofAgha Mehdi's double-crossing assistant and ensured that the
officialletters (once he had carefully noted their contents, of course) reached
their destinations. It is somehow typical of Moorcroft that he should also have
taken steps to ensure that Agha Mehdi's ,little orphaned son was properly
provided for and educated.
Behind thc personalities, Moorcroft was convinced, there lay policies of the
utmost seriousness. Why should the cabinet of Imperial Russia be devoting so
rm~chtreasure and effort to the cultivation of political and trading connections
with kingdoms so remote from its own Irontiers? I t could hardly be because of
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the trade alone. What Moorcroft calledW 'a monstrous plan of aggrandize.
ment' revealing 'a grasp of ambition most gigantic' seemed to be taking shape
under the guise of trade. T h e underlying aim seemed to be to openup an
entirely new a n d unexpected approach to Hindustan from the north by way of
the ancient caravan trails across (or round) the Karakoram to Leh, and
onwards from there into Kashmir and the Punjab. Where caravans and
pack-animals could go armies could follow, especially armies of irregular
horsemen of the kind Central Asia had known since the days of the Huns and
Genghiz K h a n . Moorcroft was the first to rediscover that armies of this kind
had, in the past, reached Ladakh from the north. I n one case they had come by
a mysterious, but apparently much easier, route from Khoten further east,
which halved the journey from Yarkand to Leh a n d opened up an easy, direct
approach, not only to the plateau of western Tibet but to the plains opposite
Delhi. Moorcroft thought he had stumbled upon part of this secret route by
accident in r 8 I 2. Later in I 8 2 I he made it his business to explore the Ladakh
end of it near the Pangong Lake.4%e was convinced that the omniscient Agha
Mehdi had already discovered this short-cut a n d reported i t in detail to his
paymasters a t St Petersburg.
Moorcroft rarely let the facts speak for themselves. In 182 I and 1822 he
speculated a t prodigious length, for the enlightenment of his masters at
Calcutta a b o u t the way things could d e v e ~ o ~ . ~ %reminded
e
them that the
was
shaky military grip of the Chinese on their remote western provi~~ces
compounded by the simmering hostility of their Muslim subjects there.
Moorcroft's intelligence suggested that the Muslims were ready to rise up in
support of a n y invader who would help rid them of the hated Chinese yoke. It
looked as though that invader was going to be Russia. Agha Mehdi, it seemed,
had intended to take back to Russia as honoured guests, not only representatives of Ranjit Singh a n d the ruler of Ladakh, but also of the former Muslim
rulers of Chinese Turkestan. Moorcroft conceded in his ponderous way that
this
demonstration of magnanimity may be disinterested but directions to Agha Mehdee
to whisper in confidence to Moosulmans of respectability in Chinese Toorkistan the
generous intentions of H[is] I[rnperial] Mlajesty] create a surmise of it being
designed en coup de thidtre to generate an impression ravorable to the accomplishment
of ulterior projects in which the agency of a numerous Moosulman population is
desirable.
Even without Muslim help, a mere 60,000 Russian troops poured into the
Tarim basin by the easy routes from Kokand would be sufficient to overwhelm
the mediaeval Chinese garrisons in Kashgar and Yarkand. Thence, there
would be nothing to stop them entering Ladakh, either across the Karakoram
pass or by the apparently casier routes to the east. Conversely, the Russians
might first attack Ladakh by an uncontested approach across the pamirs
direct from Kokand by way of Sarikol (whose chief was in opcn rebellion
against the Chinese), a n d then invade Chinese Turkcstan lrom there. It was
bfmrcroft's intention to cxaminc both the suitability ofthe Pamirs line 'for the
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march of large bodies of troops' on his way back from Bokhara, a n d the
feasibilityof the British and Russian approaches to Chinese Turkestan on the
way thereeq7
Once Chinese Turkestan became a Russian province, any of several dire
consequencesmight follow. If Russia went east, then Moorcroft did not even
rule out the possibility that the whole of C h i n a might be conquered. After all,
had not Clive boasted that with five good regiments he could conquer China
and pay offthenational debt? For Russia it was 'by no means impossible'. T h e
consequences if China's resources and trade became Russia's or if European
technology bccame China's, would be immeasurable. T h e annihilation of
Britain's tea trade alone would be catastrophic. hloorcroft summarized the
cost as 'two millions of pounds annually to the Exchequer, the comforts of the
whole population of Great Britain to whom tea is now become a necessity of
life, the employment of a n immense capital a n d the subsistence of
tho~sands'.~'
These breathtaking speculations about the ally of Waterloo, which Moorcroft began to assemble for the benefit ofCalcutta in the winter of 1820-1, were
liberally sprinkled with disclaimers about his unsuitability and their indelicacy. He was very much aware that he had neither authority nor qualifications
to comment on political or military matters in this way. As always, he argued
that if he did not d o it, who would? Moreover, he was so fearful that his
unofficial capaclty a n d reputation as a n enthusiast might lead his warnings to
be ignored or dismissed, that he laboured all the harder to persuade the
sceptics. As a result, these enormously long-winded, disordered a n d defiant
despatches came rolling in to the incredulous political department a t Calcutta,
almost to the very end.
March 1821 was Moorcroft's original target date for his departure from
Ladakh. It came a n d went without any news of Hafiz o r the vital goods,
medicines and cash he was sent to obtain. Moorcroft even began to fear that, if
no news came soon, he might eventually be forced to sell off his caravan a t a
huge loss in Ladakh, simply to meet his immediate necessities, a n d retire
ignominiously to the plains with his mission in ruins. Later he recalled that he
carried at this time 'a load of anxiety that for a period was oppressive beyond
expression'. The 'days were racked with anxiety, my nights passed in
sleeplessness'.43In April, July and again October 182 I more requests to Sir
David Ochterlony to honour his drafts (now totalling nearly 20,000 rupees)
were anxiously posted off into the blue.5"
Money, however, was only part of the problem. Moorcroft was becoming
uneasily aware that he had already been away from the stud nearly two years
a d that his nlasters would be becoming restless a t what they would regard as
unnecessary delays to, and distraction from, the business ofsecuring horses at
Bokhara.i' Nor was he far wrong. I n June 182 I the board, still resisting
PrcSsur~from London to cut its salary bill, provocatively suggested to the
council that as 'Mr. Moorcroft has been employed beyond the Bengal
Prorinc~
sirlce
~ the year 1819 on duties a n d pursuits unknown to the Board
andas far rhcir information goes unconllected with the Stud Institution . . .
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we beg respectfully to submit whether his salary ought not to be chargedto the
Department under which he is at present employed, and the Stud relieved for
the time of this heavy item of e ~ ~ e n c e .This
" ~ initiative was smotheredin
mid-1821, but i t was bound to surface again. Nor is i t to be wonderedat.
Moorcroft had certainly wandered very far from horses and the needs of the
stud. Indeed the subject only occurred in his correspondence sporadicallyand,
it would seem, perfunctorily. Ladakh, like Tibet, is not the most obviousplace
to find quality horseflesh.
I n addition to these acute problems, Moorcroft in the summer of 1821 Still
had no certain news from the Chinese authorities at Yarkand. Almost as soon
as he had reached Leh the previous autumn, he had despatched letters
including one from Khoja Shah Nias, requesting permission to traverse the
country as a trader en roule to Bokhara. Unknown to him, however, Agha
Mehdi had successfully prevailed upon the Chinese to refuse that permission
and he was carrying their replies to that effect when he died on the Karakoram.
Moorcroft believed that the long silence was caused by Muslim insurrectionon
the western borders. Whatever the reason, the letters never arrived. All
Moorcroft could d o while he waited was to accumulate information on the
route to Yarkand, woo the Yarkandi merchants in Leh by prescribing for
their ailments, and put in hand an experiment to determine whether the
Karakoram could be crossed by laden camels. In case Chinese Turkestan
should in the end be denied him, he did what he could to keep open the
alternative options of skirting that land to the west, either across the Parnirsor
through Badakhshan. Local informants with knowledge of the routes across
the mountains in that direction were sought, letters were despatched to someof
the chiefs along the way and suitable presents for them were sorted and
stockpiled.53
I t was probably the growing possibility that they would in the end have to
move on by one of these unknown and hazardous routes, as well as the need to
minimize quarrelling and keep everyone fit and busy, that ~ersuadedMoorcroft and 'Corporal' George Trebeck, with the help of the two Gurkha NCOs,
to begin exercizing the escort. The ten remaining Gurkha troops were
augmented by the mir, his son, George Guthrie, eight of the Afghan and
Indian servants and a Persian haji as 'volunteers'. Moorcroft later kitted out
this little corps in smart and colourful new uniforms which sound remarkably
reminiscent of those of the Westminster Volunteer Cavalry. He cheekily
requested some extra matchlocks and bayonets from Ranjit Singh, set men
work on the faulty equipment, increased the pay of the regular soldiers frOmhls
own pocket and tried hard to get them replaced by fresh men from the garrison
a t Subathu. Then he set to work to drill his little army into an efficientfighting
force. He had a tiny cavalry a r m ofeight men, and a n artillery wing c a ~ a
assembling its two tiny one-pounder mountain guns and bringing them in.'o
action at a moment's notice. At first the gap-toothed and cheery Ladakha,
peering through the gates of the compound or over the wall, were
amused at all this activity a n d the little boys with willow wands on lhelr
shoulders began to mimic the English commands whenever they encountered
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~in the streets.
~
But~ eventually,
~
o r so~ Moorcroft
~ believed,
f
'thet changes

and
were executed with precision and rapidity' at the sound of
the bugle so well, that surprise and respect replaced a m u ~ e r n e n tT. ~h ~
a t little
forcewas the first modern army ever seen in Ladakh.
B~ the early summer of 1821 Moorcroft was a familiar figure in Leh,
respected for his medical work by the people a n d trusted by the Ladakh
authorities,particularly once the commercial engagement was safely signed
and sealed. Apparently i t was the influential rani who secured for Moorcroft
permissionto visit the hot springs at Nubra beyond ttre Ladakh range in the far
north ofthe country.55Ostensibly the trip was for thc sake ofhis rheumaticky
but Moorcroft was probably far morc concerned to examine the
route used by the caravans in summer or1 the way to or from Yarkand.
\\'hen he left I,eh in late hlay r 82 r the young crops were already showing in
the fields, but when he attempted the high crossing of the main Ladakh range
which divides the basins of the Indus a n d Shyok Rivers, he ran into such heavy
snow and sub-zero temperatures that he was obliged to send the rest of his
party back. He, however, waited with one servant a t the foot ofthe Digar-la in
a small tent '\*cry indifferently supplied with food, a n d without any fuel'. I t
must have done wonders for that rheumatism! hloorcroft rcckoncd that he had
'never met with a mountain so dimcult to scale'. Coming back across this
18,ooo-foot (j484-metre) pass three weeks later, the snow on the south face
had almost gone but the ice was such that 'although my shoes were shod with
new and sharp nails I could not keep my footing and wore out my trowsers by
another mode of travelling'.56 T h e horses had the same trouble. 'An Arab
horse of mine, having missed his footing, slid down a sheet of ice for some
distance, and recovered himselfonly by a vigorous effort, just on the brink o f a
precipice several hundred feet high.' N o wonder the later British gazeteer
rated this pass 'very difficuli . . . yaks should be used'.57
Once across the pass, hloorcroft en-joyed himself hugely in the isolated
villages of those empty, open, upland valleys, rimmed with snow peaks. H e
held his clinics where he could a n d was warmly received and generously
entertained in return. He was also, of course, making notes of all he encountered as busily as ever. T h e hot springs at Nubra, flowing into a crude
enclosure open to the keening wind, proired something of a disappointment.
Moorcroft visited them one chilly evening to take his obligatory 'cure' but,
'altllough I had secured my clothes by placing large stones upon them, they
were quickly sent after me into the bath by a violent gust of wind from the
mountains'. Fortunately a warm a n d hospitable house belonging to Khaga
Tanzin was nearby. Moorcroft escaped pneumonia, although what this
experience did for his rheumatism is not recorded. At the end of the second
weekofJune hc turned back for Leh a n d arrived in the town late on 2 I June. As
il turncd out, this trip was the nearest he ever got to Yarkand.
During his absrnce Trebcck and Izzat-Allah had been pushing o n with a n
Important negotiation with the khalun which hloorcroft had launched some
months earlier." Almost as soon as he reached Leh in the a u t i ~ l n nof 1820, he
had been astonished to find, as he put it, that 'Ladukh is !ribufnrv to ~ihlee!.""
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What hloorcroft had discovered was that documents existed at Leh which
confirmed that Ladakh had once offered allegiance to the Mugha]emperors,
H e saw the implications at once. Since Britain by right of conquesthad fallen
heir to Mughal rights, she had a claim to Ladakh. In the spring of
bloorcroft began to suggest to the Ladakh authorities that they should broach
the possibility of publicly affirming their dependence on Britain. From their
point ofview this had two great advantages. It would deflect any hostileBritish
designs which might be lurking behind Moorcroft's visit. More important, it
would protect them from the more imminent danger from the ambitionand
growing assertiveness of Ranjit Singh. That chief had recently conquered
Kashrnir, just across the mountains to the north-west. Indeed it \\.as a curt
demand for tribute from Ranjit which hustled the khalun and raja into making
a direct request for British protection while hloorcroft was away on his Nubra
trip.G0By the time he got back to Leh on 2 1 June the mir and Trebeck had
already drafted a formal document for signature. Its very existence was a
personal triumph of no small kind for hfloorcroft. It was the most impressive
example yet of his almost uncanny knack of inspiring the confidence of men
otherwise far removed from him by every barrier ofculture, race and language.
Needless to say, it was not for that reason that he welcomed it so enthusiasticall).. A British protectorate of Ladakh would buttress in the best way possible
his do-it-yourself commercial treaty. It would secure for Britain all the
commercial, political and strategic advantages which Ladakh possessed from
its position a t the crossroads of Asia. With Ladakh under its protection,
Britain could, Moorcroft believed, control the inland trade of all Asia. Even
more, she could end at a stroke all the developing dangers ofa Russian flanking
movement, whether into India from behind the Himalayas or into China from
the west. By which line of argument, h,loorcroft arrived at the truly breathtaking conclusion that 'the evils that threaten Europe through the conquest of
China may be averted by the Honourable Company accepting the allegiance
of Ladakh'.6' Conversely, of course, calamitous consequences would eventually follow ifthe company did nothing. The most immediate beneficiary in that
case would be Ranjit Singh himself. Moorcroft genuinely feared 'the horrible
evils this country [Ladakh] would inevitably experience through falling into
the hands of an oppressor whose rapacity and ambition no wealth can satisb".
T h i s is not mere cant, or whitewash to conceal the undoubtedly expansionist
dynamic in much of his arguments. He was an intensely humane man and
much ofhis life was a costly crusade against suffering,whether in animalsor In
men.Just as in 1812he had believed that enlightened British rule would bring
blessings to the people of Kumaon and Garhwal in place ofGurkha misrulel so
now he believed the same about Sikh oppression in the Punjab and, unless he
could forestall it, in Ladakh. Besides, if Ranjit Singh became master
Ladakh, that vulnerable backdoor into India would have a politic all^ unreliahlc doorkeeper. As for trade, 'all the fair hopes now entcrtained dcomrnercia1 enterprize being carried to an indefinite extent in this direction must be
considered as completely blasted and destroyed' if the Sikhs were given a free
hand in Ladakh.
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contemplatirig all these arguments, and very many more, hiloorcroft
convinced himself that he should encourage the tightening of Anglo-Ladakhi
links by every means in his power. At the end of-July he drafied for the raja a n d
khalun (the convoluted style is unmistakably his) a personal letter to the
governor-general, offering the allegiance of Ladakh to Britain and enclosing
all the evidence of the earlier links with Mughal Delhi. As if that were not
he also composed an almost laughably amateurish Anglo-Ladakhi
treaty for the government's c ~ n s i d e r a t i o n . ~T'h e n in early August he wrote
what, even by Moorcroftian standards, is a massive I 24-page despatch to
Metcalfe, whom he wrongly believed to be still secretary of the Secret a n d
Political Drpartment, presenting his 'most fer\.cnt hopes a n d expectations' for
a British rotectorate of Ladakh a n d anticipating every objection he could
think ol"PIf. however. notwithstanding all his arguments. the government
decided to reject the proposal! then he begged that it d o nothing'until he had
been given the opportunity to hasten down to Calcutta a n d argue the case
in person. When the nature of the terrain between Leh a n d the city, a mere
1000 miles (1600 kilometres) away as the eagle flies, is considered, it is not
hard to see that hlioorcroft regarded the whole matter a s very important
indeed.
He was also very much aware that he had neither the power nor the
expertise to get so deeply irivolved in high politics but, so far a t least, he could
claim with some plausibility that he was merely acting as go-between. Now,
deliberately and at great personal risk, he stepped right outside that role. H e
wrote a lorig, friendly, but dangerously frank, personal letter to Raja Ranjit
Singli himself. Among much else on shawl wool, Moorcroft took that ruler to
task for the oppressions done by his officials, reminded hini that Ladakh was
independent but had once been tributary to the emperors a t Delhi and, in view
of Ranjit's own rumoured designs upon it, warned him that full information
had been passed to Calcutta and that he would shortlv 'hear from the British
Government regarding the state of its intentions and aft'air~'.~'Moorcroft
knew that this thinly disguised 'kcrp off' would not, to put i t mildly, be very
pleasing to Ranjit. Indeed in the letter he said that it was friendship alone
which colnpelled him to be so frank, even ifit 'should wound your ear, which it
doubtless will much'. Such friendly frankness to an oriental despot, h e well
knew, 'might introduce me to one of the oubliettes [secret dungeons] of
I.ahour, if not to a more summary recompense'.65 O n the other hand, a s his
physician he was on terms of intimacy with Ranjit and had been of considerable help to him. Resides, Ranjit would scarcely dare to lay violent hands on
hloorcroft so long as his initiatives appeared to havc the support of the British
government. It was really that aspect of thinss which worried hloorcroft most
ofall. He knew that he had put himself on very thin ice, but could only hope
that Calcutta would share his view ot' t l ~ cimportance of Ladakh and would
therchrc see also that the nccd to I,u). time for the rstablishnient of a British
protectorate would 'extenuate the offt-nce'.
In the middle of August 182 I , Moorcroft sealed up his enormous letter to
Metcalfe, enclosed copies ofall the supporting docilments a n d dcspatchcd the
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whole bulky package on its long journey back across the Baralacha to the
plains.
I n many ways it represented the high point of his long sojourn in Lad&,
but it carried high risks too. hloorcroft h a d become enmeshed in a web or
intrigue a n d rivalry which involved, first, international trade, then espionage,
a n d now international diplomacy and politics. Just how high the stakes were,
in the game he was playing, began to be apparent a few days after his return to
Leh from Nubra. I n the early hours of 2 7 J u n e Trebeck was working latc at his
desk behind the paper screen covering the window, when a shot was fired into
the room from outside. Had he not just left his seat he would probably have
been killed.66
Trebeck and Moorcroft could discover nothing to explain the assassination
attempt, so set off next morning, as planned, on another short expedition.
Again, the ostensible reason was to relie\*ethe most userul pain in klo~rcroft'~
shoulder. This time they went south-west from Leh, across the Indus and the
ridge beyond it, to some medicinal hot springs a t ~ n a r u n ~They
. ~ ' were back
in IJeh on the morning o f 4July in time to record a noon temperature ol13q"F
(56°C). T h e following night, however, Leh with its average rainfall of3 inches
(7.5 centimetres) a year, unexpectedly experienced nearly as much in a single
night.6e T h c flat roof of Moorcroft's house, consisting of the usual willow
shoots a n d pressed earth, proved no match for the downpour and collapsed.
T h e khalun thereupon kindly orneered Moorcroft and Trebeck temporary
accommodation in the upper rooms of a small house standing in a nearby
garden.
Scarcely had they moved in, when the would-be assassin tried again. The
night was dark but they both distinctly heard cautious movements outside the
barred door in the adjacent room. The following night they arrned themselves
and stayed on watch, but in vain. Shortly afterwards they were compelled to
move again, this time into tents in a walled plantation ofwillows and poplars.
Moorcroft and Trebeck, for added security, placed their tents close together
but once again their slumbers were disturbed by nocturnal movements
nearby. T h e owner of the garden said it was haunted, but Moorcroft thought
that the three mcn he had seen examining the tents from a distance were the
more likely suspects. Next night, he wrote,
a hand was put into my tent it was grasped but withdrawn instantly and something
dropped at the opposite door within the tent as iffrom alarm or inability to carry it
off. 1 could discover no-one in the neighbourhood under the side walls of the tent in
. . . the moonlight. I sprang out of bed and followed the line the stranger had taken
but examined some bushes near the tent. When I had gone halfway around it 1
percei\.ed a figure near the ground entering a belt of trees. Its forrn was indistinct but
I fired upon i t from a pistol and pursued it with a sword though without success.
The next morning I saw only two ofthe strangers. They departed that day."

T h e third man was said to have been suddenly taken ill and was disposed ofin
the river. It looked as though Moorcroft's pistol had found its mark after all.
From that moment he loaded it with shot instead of ball and always kept I t
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either by his head or under the pillocv at night. Not long afterwards that pistol
was tampered with so as to makc Moorcroft 'my own executioner'. Trebeck
had borrowed it to drive off some hyenas when it ex loded in his hand. T h e
Po
was 'mangled'. His h a n d , fortunately, was not.
Determined to bring things to a head, Moorcroft deliberately m a d c it known
that he was taking up residence 'in a large house greatly distant from my party
which I had hired under the hope that my antagonists, tempted by my
situation would renew their attack in the night for which I was abundantly
prepared'. Perhaps that is why they resorted to poison instead, a s Moorcroft
learned in a dramatic and rather alarming fashion. Again the incident is best
told in his own words.
.4lone one night I was reflecting on the condition ofsome of my party who appeared
and little intelligible influence, whilst I
to be under the operation or an ur~us~lal
myselrwas assailed by spasms which prevented me from guiding my pen. I t was late
when my reverie was suddenly broken by a knock on the door of my apartment. . . .
T w o strangers with their heads mullled up in blankets cntered my room. One of
them drew from under his coat not a sword hut a little butter, a few dried fruits and
some other small articles of food and threw a littlc ofeach with precipitancy into his
mouth. They speedily retired with demonstrations of respect and I readily understood that the object of their visit was to put me on my guard against poison, a
subject which engaged my thou hts at the very moment whcn they disturbed a train
of reflections little satisfactory. 7 9
Without telling anyone, Moorcroft disposed of some suspect tea - and, sure
enough, everyone recovered his health. H e never discovered who was responsible for these various attempts nor what lay behind them. Raja Ranjit
Singh was certainly a prime suspect. For the remainder of the stay in Ladakh,
Moorcroft remained very watchful indeed, especially at night.
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As THE S U M M E R of 1821 drew on, and the rippling fields of barley and the
slender poplars and willows in the broad valley round Leh began to put on the
first tints ofautumn, everyone in the party must have been wonderingjust how
much longer their stay in Ladakh would have to be.' Guthrie, a t least, was still
expecting to move on before winter shut them in once
but that was
looking increasingly unlikely as each d a y passed without news. Moorcroft's
immediate financial anxieties had been relieved, for the time being at least, by
generous loans from two of his patients, one a Kokandi merchant in the
Amritsar-Yarkand trade, the other a m a n from N ~ r ~ uYet
r . ~without the
return of Hafiz, of whom there was still not a word, Moorcroft could neither
repay his debts nor move o n .
I n any case, where should he go? From the Chinese authorities at Yarkand,
as indeed from his friends a n d masters in India, he hacl heard nothing at all for
the best part of a year. T h e looked-for Chinese permission to advance across
the Karakoram, and the pack-pony caravan to make it possible, were expected
any day.4 .And every day they did not arrive. Eventually Moorcroft decided to
send Izzat-Allah to Yarkand, armed with letters and presents, together with a
trusty servant of Khoja S h a h Nias who would, ifall went well, go on to smooth
the next step a t Kokand. T h e mir set out on his long and dangerous sevenand-a-half-week journey early in August 182 I . 5 At the very best it would be
another three months before he could return. Moorcroft once again had to wait.
H e decided to fill the interval with anotherjourney across the Ladakh range,
this time to the high a n d barren north-eastern corner of Ladakh in the
direction of the shawl-wool pasturcs o f c h a n g t h a n g in Tibet. H e had, as usual,
many aims. H e wanted to capture some examples of the elusive kiang or wild
horse of Tibet. H e also wanted to survey the Ladakh end of the route beyond
the Himalayas, which he still hoped the Tibetans would one day allow him to
open up from Niti and Josimath as the main British commercial highroad to
Central Asia. H e also hoped .to sce at first hand t h r home of the shawl goat.
Finally, he wished to examine the mysterious and secret short-cut to Yarkand,
by which he brlieved Ladakh had been invaded by armies in the past, and
h9pc.d Ccntral Asia would be invaded by British goods in the future.
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~t was an ambitious programme and August was really far too late in the
season for it to be feasible. Then came further delays. In late September, the
long-awaited news that Hafiz was in Kashrnir a n d on his way required more
letters and additional instructions had to be sent off across the Karakoram
after the mir. T h e khalun too was reluctant to give permission. H e was already
in trouble with his Tibetan neighbours for his dangerous dalliance with British
trade and now they requested that no supplies should be made available to
Moorcroft for his trip. H e promptly relieved the khalun of all embarrassment
on that score by recruiting Tibetan guides, buying loo sheep to carry the
baggage, and ordering sheepskin coats and fclt stockings for all his party. 'Our
tour,' he told one rriend,6 'will be o n e ofgreat privation and discomfort in a line
of country destitute of fixed inhabitants for the most part.' I t was important
that nothing went wrong. As he admitted in his journal, 'had a single
individual died his death would ha\.e been imputed to tny temerity in ignoring
every obstacle'. Howevcr, 'I made it a point ofhonor not to be foiled in order to
convince the Gov[ernmen]t of this country that when Europeans h a d determined upon the performance of a n y task no difficulties whether natural or
artificial was sufficient to prevent their accomplishing it,' - not even the
sub-zero temperature which froze the ink as he tried to write those words. T h e
mercury was already plummeting in Leh by early October, at the beginning of
what was to be a n unusually harsh a n d snowy winter.
Moorcroft with Trebeck and about fourteen servants and the animals laden
with supplies did not leave till 2 I October. Even in an a\:erage year, that was
very late for a journey in this direction. For the first few marches they were
retracing their steps south-eastwards, back up the young Indus along the route
which, over a year before, had first brought them to Leh. This time, however,
the hospitality from their new a n d influential friends was overwhelming,
almost literally on one occasion when the Tibetan guides passed out in a
drunken stupor.
On 2 5 October thcy crossed the Indus and turned north-east towards the
Chang-la across the main Ladakh range. In a normal ycar, the pass is not
snowbound in October and thev got safely across on the last day of the month.
Moorcroft and 'I'rebeck waited two hours on the broad saddle of the summit
for the barometer tubes and mercury to arrive. They never came, but
hloorcroft's estimate of 17,800 fcct (5,423 metres) \\.as only about 500 feet
( 1 5 2 . 3 rnetrcs) too lo\v. O n the north face of tlre ridge, the!. ran into trouble.
The snow there was so deep, up to the horses' necks i~ places, that the party
became dangerously spread out a s night came on and the tznlperature fell
below frcczirlg point. hIoorcrort a n d Trebcck spent at1 ansious, l i u ~ ~ g rand
!
sleepless niaht, with the provisions somen.hcrc o n ahead and thr tents, some of
the precious sheepskin coats and three of the servants somc\vhere o u t in the
darkness, higher u p towards the bare summit. hloorcroft \\.as tormented with
the thought that the). could {lot sur\,ii,c tlic nigh(. .-It first liglit', Ica\,ing
Trebeck, who was feverish, bchind, he fortified himsclf\t.ith hot ten a n d then
set off11p the pass in search or\vhnt he feard rntrst he thrcc frozen corpses. All
three were alive, although, in the cascbofthe cook, onlyjust. I t took sonic prztty
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brutal resuscitation before he could walk again, even with assistance. ~h~~
night they celebrated round a huge fire 'in high spirits feasting on the
I
h a d given a n d the impression of the past danger was effaced'. Well-fed and 'in
tolerable comfort' under his layers of clothing, Ibloorcroft slept soundlythat
night, despite the intense cold.
T h e y journeyed on for the next few days through high, empty, open valleys
a n d past the occasional remote village. Moorcroft as usual was speculating
busily in his journal, not only about thc irnplications of the geological
mysteries all round, but about the defensive possibilities ofclosing this route to
a n invader from the north. A t last the): descended to the head of the Pangong
Lake, its spectacular fjord-like surface mirroring the empty sky and the bare,
steep-walled mountains. T h e Pangong is the largest lake in Ladakh and the
first o f a series stretching nearly go miles ( 1 44 kilometres) to the south and east,
at a n average tvidth of 3 miles (4.8 kilometres). They had not proceeded very
far along the southern shore, before rumours began to reach them that armed
Tibetans were waiting a h e a d to intercept them. O n 1 3 November, and with
considerable relief, they met the cause of thcse stories - three shepherds and a
lama. They wcre, wrote hloorcroft, 'merry good-humoured fellows' and easily
appeased. h l o r e genuinely alarming was the weather. hloorcroft kept his fears
to himself b u t noticed that the snow on the mountains ahead and behind was
creeping inexorably lower a s each day passed.7 They were all suflering from
altitude headaches and breathlessness b u t Moorcrort had a real fright on the
evening o[ 1 2 November. 'I was seized with vomiting which lasted almost
incessantly till 1 2 and reduced me almost to the brink of death. The most
distressing feeling was a sensation of faintin . Hot water drunk freely and the
feet put into it a s hot as possible relieved me." Four days later he was in trouble
again.
Rfy pulse gradually became smaller and weaker till the forced expiration took place
when it suddenly filled. . . . I never experienced under thegreatest fatigue ofwhich I
have known such a disposition to sleep so overwhelming and so severely distressing.
I should have conceived nly dissolution inevitable and immediate if I had not been
visited by sensations exactly similar on the Niti Pass from which I relieved myselfby
opening a vein in my arm and taking about 2 0 ounces (0.57 litre) of blood.g

I t was not like Moorcroft to be talking o f d e a t h not once but twice in four days.
Fortunately perhaps, three horsemen arrived that same day - it was 16
Kovember - with important news. Men had arrived a t Leh from Yarkand to
check the information about Moorcroft supplied there to the Chinese authorities by I n a t - A l l a h . It was essential to return as soon as possible if their cause
were [lot to be lost by default. Leaving 'I'rebeck and the main party to capture
the ktungr a n d complete the survey up to the Tibetan border, Moorcroft turned
back ~ b i t htwo o f the servants and set o u t i n ]laste Tor Leh. O r rather, that was
his irltrntion. Somehow he got scparatrd from the others and was cornpelled to
spend a smoky night, after a meal of parched barley and tea, with a ~ a d a k h i
family. hlourcrort remained last asleep until eight in the morning. He makes it
sound like midday. We shall, he confided to his diary, have cause to regret this
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delay.Although the views down the lake were marvellous, it was snowing more
heavily than ever on the mountains both in front and behind them.
In fact their only really unpleasant experience on the return trip came, not
from snow or ice, but from the edge of a billowing dust-cloud 600 feet ( 1 8 2
metres) high. Had they been engulfed by it, Moorcroft reckoned they and the
would all have been suffocated.1° Trebeck, however, was not so lucky.
He caught no kiangs a n d he lost a m a n coming back across the Chang-la a
fortnight later. At the end of the day, it was not the difficulties of this bleak
winter journey to north-eastern Ladakh that Moorcroft remembered most,
but the tens of thousands of sheep he met along the way, carrying wool from
Changthang down to Leh in exchange for salt. T h e y seemed to him further
evidence of the thitherto unknown, but apparently vast, potential of the
trans-Himalayan trade.
When Moorcroft reachcd Lch he was distressed to learn that t h c ~ y s t e r i o u s
official visitors from Yarkand had already set out on their long return journey.
He had missed them by only three days but the consequences were likely to be
serious. Fortunately, however, circumstances gave him a second chance a n d
he seized it with relish."
hliir Izzat-Allah had reached Yarkand on n j September a n d presented his
credentials a n d testimonials soon afterwards. T h e kaleidoscope he gave as o n e
of his presents seems to have been a particular success. H e soon discovered
why all Moorcroft's applications had come to nothing. Agha hlehdi a n d the
Kashmiri merchants had done their work so well that the Chinese seemed
genuinely fearful that Moorcroft was bringing an army with him. Even Khoja
Nias's representations h a d been ignored. T h e most that the mir was able to
achieve, after lengthy negotiations a n d in face of implacable opposition from
the Kashmiri merchants, was the sending of a commission of inquiry to Leh t o
check their bonafides a t first hand. T h i s was the party of three men which
arrived during Moorcroft's absence a n d left again before he returned. T h e y
carried with them from Leh a letter drafted by the khalun which confirmed
Moorcroft's benevolent a n d mercantile character but, ominiously, i t was t h e
Kashmiri merchants who had provided the Persian translation and sent other
letters of their own as well. Fortunately the mir, homeward bound, encountered the three investigators on the road. Susprcting foul play he persuaded
them, 'partly by representations partly by menace', to part with the letters
they were carrying and return with him to I,ch. They all arrived on l o
December r 82 I . Smothering his suspicions for the time being, hdoorcroft gave
a party for the Kashmiri merchants to celcbratc the mir's safe return. T h e n .
when thev were all off their guard, he struck.
Next morning Moorcroft was in secret sessiorl with the khalun and persuaded him to summon the leading Kashmiri merchants before him about a
week later. Moorcroft n.as thcre too. H e confronted cach in turn with the
unopened letter he had scnt to Yarkand a n d challcngcd cacli, as he claimcd to
be his friend, to state what he had written. T h e silence was unbroken. Thcn the
khalun, probably by prior arrangement, handed over his obv~iletter to be rt-ad.
I t became obvious at oncc that there tvcrc substantial differcriccs b c t w c e ~the
~

'
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Persian 'translation' and the original draft. Thereupon hloorcroft turned on
his Kashmiri opponents a n d gave them a remarkable dressing-down. He
began by appealing to their sense of fair play.
Ever since my arrival in this country I have endeavoured to do as much good as was
in my power and if I have committed injustice to anyone I am ready to make him
reparation. If I have been medically useful to any ofthe Kashmeeree merchants now
present the act was its own reward. I looked for no mark of gratitude . . . but I
expected not that benefits would be returned by enmity the most malicious as has
been the case.
Their agent in Yarkand, Nuckajoo had plotted against him and there had cven
been attempts o n his life. H e would now tell them how, by underselling them,
he would ruin them.
The change from comfort to misery will have been brought on by your own fault. I
sought not your ruin. I seek it not now but you attack me and I defend myself. I shew
to you without concealment the means that may be employed against you . . .
whether they shall be employed or not depends upon your conduct. Should you act
as friends what is past shall be overlooked.
His terms were as follows:
By Nuckajoo and others the road ofYarkand has been closed against me. . . . By you
the road of Yarkand must be opened to me. Nothing short of this will be considered
by me as a satisfaction for the injury I have sustained. Bear this in mind.
Moorcroft seems to have enjoyed himself. New letters were drafted, the three
investigators compensated for the delay, a n d a servant oithe khalun, together
with Abdul Latifand a Persian in Moorcroft's service, set offwith them back to
Yarkand. T h i s time, Moorcroft must have thought, Kashmiri treachery was
impossible.
Further delay at Leh was now unavoidable. Poor Guthrie, who had been
moving his estimated departure dates backward ever since they arrived, must
now have scrapped his latest timetable, which was to leave in midwinter
182 1-2 and he safely back in India again by the end of 1 8 2 2 . ' ~I t was
depressing, but Moorcroft remained convinced that he was right to persevere
so long as there was a chance to push his caravan and his enquiries across the
Karakoram range to Chinese Turkestan. If he could reach Yarkand he could
consolidate his commercial success in Ladakh, open a two-way channel into
the heart of Central Asia for British exports a n d imports, gain access (0
valuable raw materials a n d pre-empt Russian ambitions.14 He spent a lot of
time during this winter wrestling with lengthy and elaborate despatches to
Calcutta justifying this further delay a n d pleading for patience.
T h i s was all the more necessary because some of the private letters
had carried back with him in November brought rumours of growing omcia1
disenchantment at Moorcroft's prolonged absence from the stud, and news
that suspension of his salary was in the air. From the government itself there
was no word whatsoever. Moorcroft was anxious but, predictably, defiant.
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On account ormy children I could wish to avoid touching upon my property in the
Company's funds. Yet even this shall not be saved ifits expenditure be requisite to
the completion of my object. . . . I am accused in India of 'pursuing shadows'. It
seems not improbable that suspension or loss of service may ensue but a knowledge
of either of these facts shall not deter me fron~pursuing my objects to a decided
conclusion.My efforts will lead me to impracticability, success or death.15
The other option, surrender, was not even mentioned.
Not all his letters carried bad news. O n e from dear old George Saunders in
Oxford Street, written nearly eighfeen months before a n d crammed o n to a
single sheet would have been particularly precious.16 It brought news of the
safe arrival in London of little Anne in June 1820, speaking scarcely a word of
English at first but in good health a n d spirits, charming everybody she met,
although 'wild as the untamed antelope'17 and soon setting the staid dame's
school at Blackheath by the ears. h/Ioorcrort spent two long days on his reply,''
gratefully approving all Saur~derswas doing tbr the child and conveying,
through him, news for other mutual friends in England. From France came
two nearly identical letters from the Baroness de Rouvron, telling of Mary's
death and enclosing a lock of her hair.'' It must have been the conjunction of
all this private news about his family a n d the public threat to his salary, which
spurred him, at the e n d of November, to revise his will so as to give J o h n
Palmer power of attorney over his estate, in the event of his death o n the
road.20
Yet all this news from Europe must have seemed unutterably remote to
Moorcroft in his second, lonely, winter exile in that high, primitive, little town
beyond the Himalayas. His London friends would have been appalled if they
could have seen him. H e was confined to his freezing house for days a t a time in
that unpreceder~tedlysavage winter of 1821-2. H e shared his frugal meals of
boiled turnips, buttered tea and unleavened cakes with young George Trebeck
without even a table o r chairs, let alone a tablecloth. With felts round his feet
and Icgs, saving his one remaining shirt for state occasions and clad in a coat
'madeout o f a dyed English blanket,'my last save one which is sewn into a sack
in which with the aid of two or three inclosures of felts of the same form a n d as
many thatchings of breeches . . . I have kept myself from bring quite
congealed'. 2 1
Not that the weather o r the primitive conditions seem to have cramped his
style unduly. He was still as busy as ever. There were his medicine a n d
surgery; there were the botanical specimens to describe and crate for D r
Wallich at the Calcutta Botanical Gardens; there were long essays on topics
like the population, food and srasses of Ladakh; there was thc continuing need
to keep his options open for the ncxt stage o f thc
Izzat-Allah had
l
of the ruler of Kokand.
returned from Yarkand with the ~ e r s o n a physician
This man soon became the latest of Moorcroft's medical friends and was duly
recruited to case the next stage ol'ttle planncd journey from l'arkand \vestwards across the Pamirs to Kokand.
That assumed, of course, that the" could get as far as Yarkand. In January
1822 some Chinese oficials arrived a t Leh, apparently to investigate Moor-
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croft a n d his party yet again.23When a month had passed without any mow,
he invited them to his house, explained his business, and exhibited beforethe,,,
some of the contents ofhis many packages. They were greatly impressed.Afew
days later Moorcroft organized for them an immense dinner party at which
over roo people, 'enemies as well as friends', were entertained. He seems to
have taken great delight in the fact that no European had probably ever before
played host to men from so many different religions, races and cultures.
Subsequently Moorcroft treated the senior Chinese omcia1 for asthma and
taught his assistant the technique of vaccination. Then, having done all he
could to win their confidence, he asked Trebeck to accompany them as far as
the Chang-la, on the opening stages of their long and dangerous winterjourney
back to Yarkand. T h e leader never completed it alive. Close to the summit of
the pass (where hdoorcroft had nearly lost his cook the previous November and
Trebeck did lose a man in the December) the Chinaman was blown from his
yak in a snowstorm and died in the deep drifts. The rest of the party eventually
reached Yarkand, carrying the corpse with them. Fortunately the older man
seemed the most suspicious of all, so his death might have been a blessing in
disguise.
I n truth, Moorcroft's anxieties during this long second winter in Leh seemto
have concentrated more on what lay behind him in Calcutta, than on what lay
ahead. Half of him was still so convinced of the crucial political, strategic and
commercial importance of Ladakh, that he simply could not believe that the
government would fail in the end to accept the self-evident validity of his
arguments, and the political and commercial initiatives he had founded upon
them. Hence the confident spate of requests for further official favours like
additional presents and a change of Gurkha escort. O n the other hand, and
more realistically, the dispiriting rumours of omcial disapproval, his own lack
of authority, the impenetrable siience, his millstone reputation as a shadowchasing enthusiast, and above all his lack ofconfidence in his ability to present
his arguments with sufficient force - all these sapped even his unquenchable
optimism and sometimes brought him close to despair. 'Would to God,' he
exclaimed to Palmer,24
that persons more competent to form political conclusion than myself could see this
extraordinary country . . . for the purpose of impressing upon our Government its
importance to our future relations. The [acts break upon me conclusive (in addition
to the little influence my experience has had in Stud affairs)that any statement I can
adduce will have but little weight.
That is why he went on making them so earnestly and so continuously.
Just before Christmas 182 I , he returned to the theme in two despatches to
the political department.2i The first, fairly short, assembled the additional
information about Agha Mehdi's activities at Yarkand which Izzat-Allah had
acquired there from an unnamed individual. It emphasized the frailty of
China's %ripupon those remote western outposts and Russia's designs there.
T h e second, at enormous length, fleshed out these bare bones. It forecast the
ease by which Russia could acquire both eastern and western Turkestan and!
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by using the secret road of earlier invasions from Yarkand, approach Leh.
Moorcroft painted for Calcutta enthusiastic word-pictures showing how a
handfulof British officers, in command of 'a band of the hardy natives', could
imitate nature by rolling huge boulders down the unstable gravel slopes and
cut swathes through the massed grey columns of even the finest army in the
world. All that was required was timely and modest preparation now. Closer
links with Ladakh and Kabul would, he argued, be sufficient for the time
being. At about the same time Moorcroft wrote to Palmer sentiments which, in
1821, would have led many to doubt his sanity and yet, a mere decade later,
were commonplace in oficial correspondence. They amount to a formidably
accurate forecast of what was to come.

Things will not from appearances, remain in an indolent condition much longer in
Central Asia and our Government may be called for an early development of
energetic measures of precaution against the [Russian] projects of rage for conquest
marked by the pretext of extension of
Whenever opportunity offered during the remainder of that long and bitter
winter at Leh, he hammered away at the same simple and alarmist message
and he waited with growing anxiety for the government's response to his
commercial treaty, the offer of Ladakh's allegiance and the letter to Ranjit
Singh.
It came at last, at the end of March 1822, with all the effect ofa thunderclap.
As soon as Ranjit had received Moorcroft's extraordinary letter, he wisely
passed it at once to Sir David Ochterlony at Delhi. He in turn, merely hinting
his astonishment at its tone, passed it down the line to C a l c ~ t t a . ~ ' T h e rite was
received by the governor-general in council with, he now informed Moorcroft,
considerable surprise and displeasure. . . . Coming from an English gentleman,
known to hold employment under the British Government, and to have proceeded
out of its territory under sanction, it strikes His Lordship in Council as being the
height of indiscretion in you to address any letter to the Maha Raja upon such a
subject. . . . The disposition betrayed in the letter in question to interfere and tender
unsolicited advice in matters wholly foreign to your situation is the least reprehensible feature of the case.28
More serious even than that, was the way Moorcroft had deliberately brought
the government into it. His letter 'could only be construed as a threat of the
eventual assertion by the British Government ofa right to interfere in the affairs
of Ludagh on the ground of its' having theretofore been subject to
Hindoostan'.lg The government flatly rejected any such intention, 'feeling . . .
little desire to extend our influence and'political relations into regions beyond
the Himmaleyahl or to preempt any ambitions of their ally, Ranjit ~ i n ~ h . ~ '
Ochterlony was instructed to send Ranjit a soothing official letter and to
Moorcroft he privately wrote another. It has not survived but it was written in
what Moorcroft called 'a commanding
As for the precious and
hard-won commercial engagement, not to speak of the reams of other information which Moorcroft had poured upon Calcutta, they were not even
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mentioned. For Moorcroft, it could hardly have been a more brutal and
contemptuous rejection of twelve months of patriotic effort and achievement.
He was shattered. A crowd of emotions jostled for expression: bitternessat
the immensity of,the lost opportunities, anger at the injustice of the rebukeand
the neglect ofall his efforts, concern for the future of the unoffending Ladakhis,
and anxiety for the safety of his party. Moorcroft was always a sensitive man
yet this was the closest he ever came to self-pity. He sincerely believed it to be
the heaviest calamity ever to befall him in the whole ofhis life and claimed that
his feelings were 'harrowed up in a degree not to be expressed by words'.32
Express them, however, he did - and at great and passionate length.33The
government, he argued, had completely misunderstood the nature of his
doctor-patient relationship with Ranjit and the whole context of his letter. I t
was not a threat nor could it be since Ranjit had no shred of a claim to Ladakh.
Moorcroft recapitulated, even more starkly, the immense c'ommcrcial, political and strategic advantages for Britain which would have flowed from a
protectorate over Ladakh, and the short- and long-term cvils which would now
follow its rejection. He lamented that the government had not, as he had
particularly asked, given him an opportunity to explain his actions before
rejecting them so comprehensively. More personally, and with a touch of
bitterness, he added:.
It behoves me to offer my thanks for the solicitude the government have been pleased
to express for my personal safety of which the continuance is certainly not improved
by the communication of their disapprobation of my conduct made to Runjeet
Singh. . . . In using a figure nearly allied to the actual fact I may say that hitherto I
have had only to contend with the machinations of intrigue and with the dagger of
the assassin. Before me I well know stands the poisoned bowl. That misfortune,which
if it occur at all, may involve the principal individuals of my party in one common
fate.
He was notjoking. The same dark, foreboding mood persuaded him to add a
long postscript to his March letter to George Saunders. It too talks ofdeath by
poison and anticipated that he would never see his friend again, to shake by the
hand and thank for all his unwearying kindness towards young ~ n n cOn
. ~7 ~
April he wrote an equally sombre valedictory letter to Palmer.
If1 fall in this expedition it is probable that few of my companions will survive and in
that case your property will be lost. This event may take place in consequence of
which is imputed to me as an indiscretion but which as a man and as an Englishman
I contemplate with no other feelings than those ofself-complacencyand honest pride
. . . therefore 1 enclose an obligation that I beseech you to accept.
The enclosure was a new set of instructions to his executors, requiring them to
refund to Palmer and MacKillop from his estate the full value of the merchandisc they had provided. He also gave instructions for the education of young
Richard at Eton or. Westminster and made Saunders guardian of both
children. Moorcroft's letter to Palmer ended 'God bless you. Farewell. Ever
your sincerely affectionate f r i ~ n d . ' ~ '
It is true that these letters were the fruit o f a dark mood which soon vieldrd
to the light of his more usual stubborn optimism.Just how real a danger he was
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in from some act of premeditated violence from Ranjit Singh will never be
known, but it was probably just as well for Moorcroft that Ranjit did not
believe the government's disavowal of him.36 Moorcroft realized that, after
this crushing rebuke, things could never be quite the same again. Hitherto, he
and his party had toiled and journeyed, secure at least in the hope of official
approval. Only a month before, Moorcroft had been contemplating a dash to
Calcutta for consultation before proceeding. Now, in a very real sense, he was
on his own. Three yearshad passed and the official purpose of the mission was
as remote from attainment as ever. Moreover, its substantial unofficial
achievements had been either ignored or repudiated. In due course came the
suspension of Moorcroft's salary and, later still, his peremptory recall to India.
It all begins to seem inevitable. None the less Moorcroft clung on to all his
old dreams. Indeed his own belief in them became more consuming, and his
expression of them more dogged and defiant, as his confidence in any official
endorsement slowly ebbed away.
There is not the slightest reason to doubt the genuineness of his belief in the
central importance of Ladakh to British strategic and commercial interests.
Nor was it very many years before his countrymen were worrying about
Russian penetration and Sikh expansion in this direction and seeking, as
avidly as Moorcroft, to introduce British political and commercial influence
into Ladakh and across the Karakoram to Yarkand.37 His vision was usually
sound enough; it was the timing that was wrong, but that was badly wrong. I n
1822, Russia was still as important a British ally in Europe as Ranjit Singh was
in India. The thin British military presence in northern India was very
dependent upon Sikh goodwill. In I 822, just at the end of a long period of war
and territorial expansion, the Calcutta authorities simply could not contemplate the fresh risks ofexpansion and commitment in unheard-of lands beyond
the Himalayas, on the mere say-so of their itinerant stud superintendent. Even
if they had, London would have overruled them.
Moorcroft's unorthodox reputation as an enthusiast and his bizarre a n d
disordered official literary style simply made things worse. Not even the most
passionate Moorcroft supporter could really quarrel with the view of the
London authorities, when they reviewed this voluminous correspondence
three years later. Mr Moorcroft's 'political views are characterised,' they
concluded, 'for the most part by zeal, rather than by sound judgement'38 and,
they might have added, by a pinch of unscrupulousness. I t is clear, notwithstanding all ~ o o r c r o f t ' sanguished huffing and puffing, that he had been
engaged in unblushing and quite unauthorized political activity in Ladakh.39
The letter to Ranjit, as he well knew, was a deliberate threat and it took a
calculated risk. The Calcutta authorities could hardly be expected to stomach
such unorthodox means, when they disagreed totally with the ends which
alone might have justified them.
To Calcutta, Moorcroft wrote in sorrow. It was for the 'very jealous and
tender'm British resident in Delhi that he reserved his anger. Moorcroft had
been seething for months about the difficulties which Ochterlony had placed in
Hafiz's way and his aggressive non-cooperation over the financial credits
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which were so desperately needed. Now, all the pent-up anger flowed out into
w h a t must have been the most extraordinary official letter the great heroofthe
Nepal war had ever received. Moorcroft began with his own letter to Ranjit,

I was not prepared to expect that a letter called for by Ranjit Singh himselfl
sanctioned by previous communications, justified by the interests of Ladakh and
those of Britain, written in a private form and positively disavowing connection with
the Government be treated as a virtual assumption ofomcia1 character. Still less was
it within the range of expectation that the Resident of Delhi would so employ this
letter as to break up my private relations with Runjeet Singh; to compromise the
safety of my party and probably to frustrate the success of the expedition. . . . The
man who with his own hand struck off his mother's head [Ranjit] is likely little to
scruple about the means ofremoving an individual now obnoxious and whom he will
consider as cast off by his Government . . . perhaps tomorrow's sun might shine on
the lifeless bodies of the principal persons of my party.
Ochterlony, one feels, would not have wept too many tears over that. It was
the rest of thc letter which must really have galled him. Moorcroft said he had
intended to keep quiet about Ochterlony's long a n d apparently deliberate
series of acts, o r failures to act, which, in one way o r another, had jeopardized
his mission. Now he deliberately put the whole matter on the official r e ~ o r d . ~ '
I t is a damning indictment a n d London later (and very properly) wanted to
know why Calcutta had taken n o action to investigate such serious charges.42
Wilson cited the less vitriolic parts of this letter in his introduction to the
Travels but he omitted the section in which Moorcroft, in a crescendo of
patriotic indignations summarized the cumulative effect of Ochterlony's
attitude.
Actively you have lent yourself to injure not merely the credit of an individual from
causes unknown to himself apparently become odious to you, but to poison the
sacred character of British commercial credit, to blast the fair hopes of the vast
extension of British commerce. . . . You have attacked not a single insulated
individual. Through him you have attacked thousands, by this attack you may have
involved the interests of hundreds of thousands, you may have inflicted a deep, a
dangerous wound on :he reputation. . .on the liberality, on thejustice of the British
Indian Government.
Moorcroft should have stopped there. But he could rarely leave well alone. His
letter went on for several more thoroughly anti-climactic pages, imagining
what a hostile native newswriter would make of the whole affair. I t was a useful
technique to allow himself even more bitter observations on Ochterlony's
behaviour. T h e great man never replied. H e probably never got to the end of
the Ictter, for the early pages apparently threw him into such a towering rage
that. for the sake of his blood pressure if nothing else, he read no
hfoorcroft, o n the other hand, must have felt very much better once he had
unburdened himself so resoundingly. T h e light begins to filter back into h s
letters alnlost at once. Within three weeks ofhis gloomy farewell to Palmer, hc
was writing to his friend again, crisply organizing credits for the next staleof
his journey in a way that would bypass ~ c h t e r l o n ~ By
. ~ ' then, spring and
early summer had returned to Ladakh, heart-warming and supportive private
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letters from some of his many rriends arrived from India,45 and soon Moorcroft
was on his travels once more.
~~t alas on the road to Yarkand as he would have liked. Since any further
word from that quarter was unlikely till late summer he and Trebeck decided
to put the interval to good use by further separate travels inside Ladakh itself.
Trebeck left Leh on 8 June, along with the faithful, forgetful Ghulam Hyder
Khan (who was to return to India to collect 15,000 rupees' worth of pearls and
corals), and headed south-eastwards on a 200-mile (320-kilometre) journey
back to ~ ~ i T
t hi e .prime
~ ~ aim was to explore and survey a direct route from
Ladakh to British territov and, a t the same time, escort back with him one of
the exploring Gerard brothers from the Subathu garrison. Lieutenant Gerard,
it was hoped, could remain at Leh to watch over British interests when
Moorcroft's caravan moved on.
Moorcroft himself with Guthrie spent the same three months travelling
roughly the same distance in the other direction. They went westwards along
the main trade route down the Indus as far as Dras, the last inhabited valley on
the Ladakh side of the watershed. Moorcroft, of course, was keen to examine
the line to Kashmir taken by the shawl wool. It was also a possible escape route
for them from Ladakh, if Yarkand in the end proved impossible. There were
other objectives too. Moorcroft was anxious to increase his botanical collection
and he wanted to buy a flock of the diminutive sheep of Ladakh. H e had
already arranged to graze them there until his return or bequeath them to the
government for trial in England, in the event of his death. He believed that the
fleece of the animal he had seen was as fine, dense and tough as any in the
world and the meat had a superlative flavour. Moorcroft wanted some of his
wealthy friends in England to put the animals on trial and distribute some of
them 'to their tenantry, to industrious cottagers and to farmers of small
capital'.*' Another object of this trip was also connected with sheep and the
improvement of British agriculture. Moorcroft wanted to see growing, and get
hold of samples and seeds of, the vegetable called 'prango', which apparently
grew in quantity on the thin soil round Dras. It needed little cultivation, but
when dried into hay appeared to contain a substance fatal to the causes of most
common, worm-induced complaints in sheep. Moorcroft had a n exciting
vision of the empty heaths and downs of Britain (not to speak ofSouth Africa)
carrying vast flocks of the tiny, disease-free sheep of Ladakh, as a result of the
introduction of this vegetable.48 Finally, on his return from Dras, he intended
to visit the Zanskar district south-west of Leh, thus completing the mission's
two-year coverage of Ladakh's principal regions.
The mere planning of a journey like this was a clear sign that Moorcroft was
almost his old selfonce more. Early on the mornirig of 1 1 June, his first day out
from Leh, he was lying under a tree delightedly listening to the song of the
willow wren and dreaming of the nightingales he used to hear on his many
journeys out of London to Padnalls, long ago. The early stages of this summer
journey were something of a triumphal progress, as one grateful patient after
another from his Leh surgery entertained him along the way. His cataract
needles were still as busy as ever whenever they halted near a village and his.
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surgical notes are often detailed and sometimes dramatic. On 24 June, a
distraught mother brought to him a distressed 2-year-old, with the worst case
of protrusion of the rectum he had ever seen.
The cone of paper recommended as a means to return the gut would wholly have
failed, however by no small exertion I succeeded in pressing it up by pinning with the
portion most recently ~rotrudedand the infant within less than half an hour
recovered its tranquility whereas had I not been on the spot within the space ofa few
hours the gut must have mortified
and the child would have died a painful death. It must have been immensely
rewarding, as was another occasion when he entertained thirty red-robed
Buddhist monks to breakfast. It was his way of thanking them for allowing him
to witness what he called 'divine service' in their 'church', in the greatgompaof
Lamayuru.
T h e journey was not, however, one of unalloyed delight. Today, in summer,
the tourist buses grind past Lamayuru along the new strategic road linking
Leh with Dras, completing the journey along the central Indus corridor of
Ladakh in a single day. In Moorcroft's time it usually took about a fortnight.
Although he was riding most ofthe way, there are signs that he was finding the
journey and the swooping extremes of day and night temperatures unusually
exhausting. It was even worse once they turned away south-westwards from
the Indus and toiled upwards into the high ridges and steep valleys. Moorcroft
reckoned that he had seen more terrific roads than this, but none more
dangerous, simply because of the narrowness and the instability of the path
and the ferocity of the rivers. It is perhaps significant that it was Guthrie, not
Moorcroft, who was more often up on the bare hillsides after game, to vary the
dreary diet of 'ill-boiled rice, pulse and a n occasional dish of turnip-tops'. For
almost the first time, Moorcroft's journal begins to betray an uncharacteristic
weariness. O n 1 9June, after a 'somewhat disastrous day', he confessed with a
fierce underlining that 'in such a country as this the miscrics of travelling are
almost constant, the pleasures few and comparatively light'. Just two weeks
later, on 3 July, those words were illustrated by the quite unnecessary loss in
the mountain torrent of his cherished folding brass bedstead. It was never
found. One cannot help feeling that, even three years before, hdoorcroft would
not have lamented its loss quite so fervently as he did in his journal on this
occasion. That volume also betrays signs ofa ducking in the river, but that may
have happened a few weeks later, for the river gods of western Ladakh had not
quite finished with them yet, despite the sacrificial offerings of some ol the
animals, a powder-horn, Moorcroft's writing desk and now his bed.
They spent about a month in the vicinity ofDras, huddled rather miserably
in its narrow, flat-floored valley. h-loorcroft completed his purchases of sheep
and prangos, did more than fifty cataract operations and learned, the hard
way, of the pilfering dishonesty of its &moralized, predominantly Muslim
population. Like the occasional monsoon clouds, Islam had spilled over the
watershed from the Kashmir side and maintained, as it does today, a
precarious grip on the very margin of Buddhist Ladakh. It was
Just
such a monsoon incursion somewhere u p in the hills above them, which !?ave

them all a very nasty experience on the night of I 2 August. They had set u p
camp on an island in the middle of a quiet and apparently benevolent stream.
During the night its level rose sharply, the banks collapsed a n d they were all
woken by a rush oficy water which invaded the tents and drove them all into
the trees. There they perched for several miserable hours, until daybreak
revealed the extent of the damage. No lives were lost, but one of the many
casualties was the precious botanical collection of the past ten weeks.49
Moorcroft's journal of this period was probably another. At all events it has
not survived.
Perhaps fearing further disasters, he halted the party while he wrote his
lengthy and minutely detailed report on prangos (and other plants, vegetables
and fruit) and despatched it together with seeds and sampledftoCalcutta and
the Board of Agriculture in L ~ n d o n . ~Moorcroft
'
was as enthusiastic as ever
about the likely benefits of this wonder vegetable for British agriculture, but
then seems to have checked himself, as if recalling his recent mauling by his
Calcutta masters and his earlier experiences at the stud. He conceded in his
ponderous way that he was now firmly cast as one of those
enthusiasts who have sutrcred theirjudgement to be diverted from a severe examination and from a sound testimony by an attachment to a favoured object littleshort of
infatuation.And the circumstances under which I urged, undertook and continue to
prosecute my present journey are not ill-calculated of themselves alone to produce
and keep alive the imputation of my being infected by enthu~iasm.~'
Nevertheless, he argued, his beliefin the potential of the unlovely prango had
not gone one step beyond the facts, whereupon he laboured the arguments all
over again, and a t even greater length. Here is the authentic tone of all his
official despatches in those closing years. His convictions burn as brightly as
ever, but his confidence of a fair hearing has gone. The irony is that, in this
matter at least, he was vindicated. The seeds he sent failed to germinate but,
thanks to Nathaniel Wallich a t the Calc~ittaBotanical Garden, Moorcroft's
researches were generously acknowledged. Later the government made unavailing efforts to get more of the seed from Ladakh, long after Moorcroft had
left it for ever.
That departure he knew, as he headed back to Leh ih late August 1822,
could not prudently be delayed much longer. Everything now depended on the
Chinese at Yarkand. By this time, there was a new European member of
Moorcroft's party and he was almost as anxious as Moorcroft to cross the
Karakoram and reach Yarkand. The impoverished ascetic and Hungarian
linguist and traveller, Alexander Csoma de Koros, had encountered Moorcroft near Dras on 16July. T h a t meeting changed his life.52H e and Moorcroft
were very dissimilar in so many ways, but they shared a common desire to
unlock the secrets ofTibetan culture. In the next five months of travelling and
living together, they became firm friends. T h e solitary Csorna was grateful for
the security and regular meals afforded by Moorcroft's company and the
Englishman, in his usual open-handed and enthusiastic way, was glad to
encourage and fund the linguistic researches of his new friend. Moorcroft lent
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Csoma his precious r 762 Tibetan dictionary and suggested to him that he
should embark on the study of Tibetan. Not only that, he gained for Csoma
access to the great monastic libraries of Ladakh and, later, successfullywon for
him a modest stipend and some necessary reference works from the Indian
government as well. As Moorcroft reminded his masters, access to the Tibetan
language was 'not without a certain commercial or possibly political value' to
Britain, even if Csoma himself expressly rejected such a m ~ t i v a t i o n The
.~~
outcome of all this, many years later, was a pioneering Tibetan grammar in
which the original debt to Moorcroft is generously a~knowlecj~ed.'~
Csoma
proved to be more immediately useful too, for soon after they all returned
safely to Leh on 26 August, he was able to translate for Moorcroft the letter in
Russian which Agha Mehdi had been carrying to Ranjit Singh. This, rendered
into Latin by Csoma in case it should fall into the hands of Ranjit's spies, was
speedily despatched to Calcutta. Ironically enough, its first effect was to raise
entirely unjustified doubt as to whether Csoma himselfwas a spy.55
Trebeck and his party came in from the south-east on rg September,
bringing, among other things, some welcome letters from friends in London
and India. From Saunders came encouraging news of Anne's good health and
growing proficiency in English, and at the end was a little note signed in large
careful letters by her, which must surely have brought a lump to Moorcroft's
throat as he read,
My dear Papa, I hope you are very well and my dear Mama and my little brother. I
hope I shall see my dear Papa soon in England at 252 Oxford Street. Pray give my
kind love to my dear Mama and to my brother Richard. I am your dutiful daughter,
Anne ~ o o r c r o f t . ~ ~
Palmer, writing in Calcutta a mere three months earlier, again cheerfully
consigned to the devil horses, 'the monopoly of the most lucrative trade in the
world' and his whole investment ifonly Moorcroft would return alive to Pusa.
None of these things, he wrote, was worth 'the life or liberty of a friend'.57
Moorcroft would have disagreed.
In fact, on the very day that Moorcroft read those words, the dangers both to
his life and his liberty were immeasurably increased, far more than he could
ever have realized at the time. T h a t same day Abdul Latifalso returned to Leh
with letters to Moorcroft. These, from the Chinese, finally and irrevocably,
closed Yarkand to him as a route to Bokhara. For him, 'this disastery5' was the
final catastrophe of that annus hom'bilis of 1822.T h e Kashmiris, the Russians,
even in a sense the odious Ochterlony, had all beaten him in the end, although
only by the narrowest of margins, or so he thought. In fact Moorcroft seriously
underestimated the determination of the Manchus to keep Europeans out of
the remote eastern corridors of their sprawling imperial mansion. According
to later reports, they responded to the Moorcroft threat by erecting a huge
wall-painting of a European in Yarkand so that their subjects wculd recognise
one when they saw one. All his possessions could be seized so long as his head
was forwarded to the a~thorities!~'Perhaps Moorcroft had had a narrow
escape, although he could not be expected to see it like that. He confessed that
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he could not bear even to think of the affair without 'feelings of pain'. H e had
spent valuable time and money to gain access to new sources ofshawl wool, to
pre-empt a Russian bid to dominate the trade of inland China and to open a
safer,but largely unknown, commercial route to Bokhara along well-beaten
caravan trails which avoided the dangerously anarchic Muslim lands beyond
the Indus; and all in vain.60
At least, after all the weary months of negotiation and waiting, he now knew
what he had to do. Ranjit Singh had already granted him permission to return
to the Punjab by way of Kashmir. From there he would attempt the direct
Khyber route from Peshawar to Kabul. Thence he would cross the mighty
Hindu Kush and the Oxus River and approach Bokhara from the south. It
was, as he knew from the start, very much third best. Whatever might have
been the case under the strong and friendly rulers who had welcomed
Moorcroft in 1813, the fierce Muslim lands on both sides of the Hindu Kush
were now rapidly becoming the most disturbed and lawless in all Asia. Yet
there were always grounds for optimism. After all, the 'wayward and suspicious' emir of Bokhara was said to have an unspecified surgical complaint
which his doctors could not alleviate and which, Moorcroft hoped, would gain
him access to the royal f a ~ o u r . ~Moreover,
'
there was always the friendly
influence of Khoja Shah Nias and Moorcroft's other highly placed Muslim
friends to fall back upon.62 Why, if all went well they could be back in India
inside twenty months.63
Soon i t was not ifwe return, but when we return. Moorcroft was almost his
old self again. I am, he once told Parry, 'thoroughly convinced that little is
unattainable to man if he will only set himself doggedly to make the acquisition,
and I am led to think from a retrospect of my past life, that my obstinacy
almost equals my e n t h u ~ i a s m 'T. ~h ~
a t was one of his opinions which nobody
would deny. The great question for the future was whether those qualities,
even in Moorcroftian quantities, would be enough. Once upon a time, his
supplies of time, money, energy and official support had appeared to be almost
limitless. Now, all were noticeably diminishing. With them slowly drained
away the confidence of even the most loyal servants, like Hafiz and, eventually,
Inat-Allah himself. T h e best days of 'the Himalaya concern' were emphatically over.
To Moorcroft himself (and indeed to many of his ~ o n t e r n ~ o r a r i e shis
),~~
two-year stay in Ladakh hardly seemed worth its cost in time and money. His
commercial initiatives had been ignored by the government and frustrated by
the Kashmiris, his political activities had been overruled, and the government's confidence in him shaken beyond redemption. Moreoyer, the volumes
of novel and potentially invaluable information about practically.every aspect
of Ladakh which he had poured upon Calcutta and London, had not even
been so much as acknowledged. H e noted bitterly that
reproof is borne to me on the wing of the eagle but approbation if such there be
lingers on the pace of the snail. The presence of the former, the absence of the latter
impress my mind irresistibly with the conviction of my communications being
wholly without value in the eyes of the ~ o v e r n m e n t . ~ ~
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H e could not even comfort himself a n y longer with the satisfaction ofknowing
t h a t h e and Trebeck were the first Europeans to visit Leh. They were not even
t h e second.67 Nor were they the first to use the K u l u and Lahul route to it, a
Wilson wrongly believed.68 I n his blacker moments, Moorcroft must have felt
t h a t the whole episode was a n almost total failure.
A n d yet, of course, when measured on a longer time-scale, it was nothing of
the kind. T h e young George Trebeck, whose three years on the road with
Moorcroft must have given him a closer insight into the man and his schemes
t h a n anyone else a t the time, saw this very clearly. His opinion bears extended
quotation.
So people say Moorcroft is an enthusiast the completion of whose views will never
yield profit to himself or anyone else. . . . You are perhaps not aware that since his
arrival in Hindoostan, there has always been a party which haS entertained the same
notion respecting him as the one that appears now to be very gerieral. I will admit his
enthusiasm and I consider it more as an useful stimulus to ability than as a failing. I
admire his temper, perseverance and wisdom in effecting what he has. . . . If the
suggestions our journey has given rise to fall into the hands of the enterprizing . . . I
do not scruple to assert our country will be gainers by at least a million per annum.
How? By novel systems of agriculture or more by the introduction of plants and
cattle useful to the agriculturist. By the establishment of manufactures not yet
practised or only prosecuted on a small scale. And by a commerce with Central Asia
hitherto not rendered available. I exclude all political advantages, all improvements
in our knowledge of countries, of everything connected with which we are as yet
almost ignorant, what will be gained to Geography. . . . The man who led the way is
not to be forgotten or spoken of as a visionary enthu~iast.~'
Trebeck could be dismissed simply as Moorcroft's mouthpiece, but time has
confirmed much of his judgement. Whatever the scanty record left by earlier
visitors, Moorcroft and Trebeck were certainly the first Europeans to visit
Ladakh in modern times and the first to reside there. Between them they
assembled a corpus of samples, routes, maps a n d information about the
country and its neighbours which, a t the time, was entirely new. Its accuracy
a n d value was confirmed again a n d again by those who followed later." None
did follow for many years. As for Moorcroft's neglected and rejected views
a b o u t the political, strategic and geographical importance of Ladakh, they
were all in d u e course taken up by t h e British more or less exactly as he had
predicted." M a n y ofhis other predictions came true as well. Even the Chinese
encroachments in north-east Ladakh, which caused the independent Republic
of India such anguish in the 1g6os, were anticipated by Moorcroft. Indeed his
writings were disinterred from the archives and played their part both in the
long Sino-Indian paper war which preceded the real thing, and in the Post
mortems which followed.72
Even leaving aside all hindsight justifications, there must have been countless men and women in Ladakh who owed their sight or lives to the little
Ma-ka-ra-phad Sahib, as he is recorded in the Chronicles c~fladakh.'~
They at least
would not have regarded his visit a s unproductive. Nor i t seems did his many
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friendsamong the Ladakh establishment - the raja, his son, the khalun, the
lompa, the banka khalun, and the many others to whom Moorcroft paid his
farewellvisits in the closing days of September 1822. T h e regret a t his going
seems to have been genuine and widespread.
~t would not have been shared by many of Moorcroft's party. Among them
all was bustle, for they had very little time to get the great caravan and its sixty
hired ponies out of Ladakh, across the great snow ridge into Kashmir, before
winterclosed the passes yet again. The plan was that Moorcroft and the bulk of
the party (including Khoja Shah Nias) would push on down the Indus valley
towards Dras as fast as possible, leaving Trebeck and Csoma, with twelve
horses, to wait a few more weeks for the return from India of Ghulam Hyder
Khan, along with the replacement military escort and muskets which, it was
hoped, he was bringing with him.
On the last day ofSeptember, Moorcroft and the main party, eyes no doubt
screwed up against the perpetual glare of that pale land, finally cleared the last
of the narrow streets of Leh which had been their home for so long. Many of
Moorcroft's friends and well-wishers rode out with them. Some did not turn
back, and then with many mutual expressions ofgoodwill and regret, until the
third morning out of Leh. For Moorcroft, this return journey to Dras gave him
a welcome opportunity to repair his water-ravaged botanical collection and
buy more seeds and samples for transmission to England. It was also a
welcome and rare chance to examine again the progress of his recent cataract
patients. The results gave him much satisfaction. So too did the contents ofthe
mail-bag which reached him near Lamayuru. There was cheering news and
encouragement from friends in India, together with books and magazines.
Better still was the belated news that all his lengthy official despatches from
1821 right down to April 1822, which he believed had been totally and
deliberately ignored by the government, had in fact crossed half India in
mistaken pursuit of Charles Metcalfe, and had not come before the attention of
the Political and Secret Department in Calcutta until July 1822.'~There were
other encouraging indications that oficial support had not been entirely
withdrawn. Things were improving.
Unchanged, however, were the hazards of that truly awful road near Dras.
On 16 October, not very far from where his bed had disappeared and his camp
been engulfed, Moorcroft nearly came to griefonce again in the headwaters of
that same malignant Dras river. He and his horse
fell from a narrow path glazed with ice and we both pitched sideways upon a large
slab ofjasper,from the polished surfaceofwhich we rolled rapidly down a steep slope
covered with snow. A slight check in our progress enabled me to disengage my feet
from the stirrups but one leg remained tightly girthed by the rein of the bridle and the
horse continuing to slide along the slope dragged me down after him till within a few
feet oftheedge of the cliffwhich bordered the river that ran in aglen greatly below US.
I was expecting that we should go together over the precipice . . . but when he had
reached the very brink of the cliffhe was suddenly stopped by a block of stone the
only one discoverable on its edge.'=
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Moorcroft was badly bruised and suffered mild frostbite in his left hand but he
was lucky to be alive and in one piece. The only serious casualty was his
compass.
T h a t night, in a heavy snowstorm and sub-zero temperatures, aO0armed
raiders from neighbouring Baltistan descended upon Dras and sacked it.
Moorcroft was busy the next day dressing the wounds of the victims and
sheltering the shivering, half-naked wretches who sought his protection. lt
looked as though his party would be attacked next. Before nightfall they had
built a defensive stockade in the drifting snow with anything that came to hand
(including the luckless replacement botanical collection, which once again
suffered extensive damage). Moorcroft's five Tibetan wolthounds ranged up to
400 yards (365 metres) beyond the encampment and the men stood anxiously
on watch all through that freezing night. At daybreak they were all relieved to
find that the raiders had vanished. Not that Moorcroft escaped .entirely
unscathed. For among their booty were sixty-seven of the flock of Ladakhi
mini-sheep, which he had left in the care of a local ~fficial.'~
They were delayed ten days a t Dras, although Izzat-Allah pushed on across
the watershed to make contact with the Kashmiri authorities on the other side.
I t was not until 30 October that the long column of men, horses and laden
sheep trudged up in the bitter cold towards the summit of the Zoji-la.
Moorcroft was as busy as ever, noting in immense detail where and how the
pass might be defended against a Russian army approaching from the Ladakh
side. Soon they were up on the broad back of the pass and a minute or two later,
visible on their left, there opened up the spectacular view downwards into the
Sindh valley of K a ~ h m i r . ~ ~
T h e Zoji, like the Niti and the Rohtang, is one of nature's great divides. All
three passes mark the outer limits of the great, rain-bearing monsoon winds
from the southern oceans, and also of the rich vegetation that goes with them.
Moorcroft was astonished a t the contrast between the black soil of the hills
down below him, clothed with pine, fir and beech to their very summits, and
'the bare sterile surface to which our eyes have been so long accustomed'. First
they had to get down in safety before nightfall. T h e Kashmir side ofthe Zojiis
the steeper of the two and they had a hard struggle in the deep snow. When
eventually the first of the party arrived safely among the trees, they celebrated
their safe arrival, despite the unaccustomed mildness of the air, by lighting
'such a fire as Tibet never witnessed'. For Moorcroft, however, it was an
anxious night, as he sent back horsemen and sat up under the fitful moon and
the scudding snow-clouds waiting for the remainder of his exhausted men and
animals with their precious cargoes to come in. Some, mindful of the evil
reputation of the Zoji-la, began to murmur ofdisaster. It might well have been,
but, in the middle of the night, the rest of the party came safely into the
firelight.
I t was the last day of October 1 8 2 2 . 'We are now', wrote Moorcroft in h's
journal with evident relief and delight, 'in Kashmir.'

NOVEMBER 1822-DECEMBER 1823

FORCENTURIES,
AND long before the Mughal emperors had adorned its natural
beauty with their gardens and pavilions, Kashmir was a land of legendary
reputation. The fertile valley, threaded with rivers and lakes and set like a
jewel in its green summer frame of alpine valleys, soaring, tree-clad hills and
the encircling snowpeaks beyond, has always attracted poets, merchants,
conquerors and visitors seeking a refuge from the scorching summer heat of the
Indian plains below the Pir Panjal. Kashmir is at its glorious best in late spring
and summer. By late autumn, however, the greenery and the sun have gone,
the high pastures are parched russet brown and the angled masses of trees
below the snowline are black and sinister. As Moorcroft's long caravan
threaded its way down from the Zoji-la in November 1822, he confessed his
disappointment a t the scenery, but he was never much concerned with the
purely picturesque. The abundance of the rich and varied vegetation was pure
delight to him after the parched moonscape of Ladakh. He seems, in those first
few days, to have spent much of his time rushing from one leafless tree or plant
to the next, or firing questions about agriculture and rural husbandry a t
anyone he could find to answer.'
The Kashmiris were as curious about the first European they had ever seen
as he was about their plant life. At every scruffjr timber village, the whole
population turned out to stare. They were, Moorcroft thought, dirty and often
hideously diseased. They bore all the marks of poverty and the grinding
oppression of their Sikh masters. 'The former seat of Asiatic Romance,' he
wrote to Lord H a r e ~ o o dhas
, ~ become 'the present scene of the vilest tyrrany
and . . . every possible complication of human misery.' It was not very long
before he and many of the party were wishing themselves back among the
cheerful, healthy Ladakhis and their bare, beautiful land of far distance^.^
However, the welcome from the Sikh governor and his senior officials
seemed friendly enough and the mountainous pilaos of rice, the plentiful roast
meat and the cheerful log fires they provided along the way must all have been
appreciated by men who had experienced the privations of the road from Leh.
The chief of the Sikh cavalry escort which came to lead them in, was a man
called Surat Singh. In the next twelve months until they quit Ranjit Singh's
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kingdom, he was their constant guide, protector and, eventually,friend. on
the afternoon of 3 November 1822, accompanied by Surat Singh and an
impressive escort of troops, they entered Srinagar, the crazy Asiatic Vienna
threaded with water which is Kashmir's capital. Its jumbled, jutting timber
hou es and
lanes were thronged with spectators as they passed. They
7
were led through the town to a timber garden-house, standing at the edgeof
the water in the so called garden of Dilawar Khan, in the n ~ r t h -corner
~ ~ ~oft
the town. T h a t little house, put at his disposal by Ranjit, became home for
Moorcroft and many of his party for the whole of their stay in Srinagar.4Other
European visitors were housed at the same spot later. It was comfortable
enough and especially welcome when the snow arrived on the floor ofthe valley
shortly afterwards and lingered there till mid-March. The winter temperatures in waterlogged Srinagar were nothing like as cold as thoseofLeh, but the
dampness of the air under the grey skies made it much more unpleasant.
Kashmir in winter is a long way from paradise. Moorcroft came to believe that
the unhealthy atmosphere from the near stagnant water sometimes addled his
wits.' Certainly his party was far less healthy in Kashmir than it had been in
Ladakh and one of the hapless Gurkha sepoys died soon after their arrival in
the valley.6
Nevertheless, healthy or no, it was imperative that they spend the winter in
Srinagar and one of Moorcroft's first jobs was to confirm Ranjit Singh's
permission. For one thing, they were badly in need of a refit and time to repair
or replace the tents, clothes and equipment ravaged by two years in Ladakh,
three since leaving India. For another, they needed time to prepare the ground
in Afghanistan, before launching the great caravan into that anarchic land. In
any case, Trebeck was still on the wrong side of the Zoji-la awaiting replacements to the sepoy escort, and there was no news of the still missing Ghulam
Hyder Khan. Without the pearls, corals and ammunition he was carrying
back from the plains, they simply could not move on. In fact, although Trebeck
came in safely with Csoma towards the end ofNovember 1822, Ghulam Hyder
Khan, after some extraordinary adventures, did not catch up with them until
early the following year.7 There was yet another reason for delay. Moorcrofi
knew that he and Trebeck were the first Europeans to visit Kashmir for forty
years.8 He wanted time to examine the geography and natural products ofthe
valley and report on what he had already seen. It was therefore fortunate in
every way that Ranjit Singh so readily granted permission for them to stay.
That did not mean that he was not extremely suspicious of what ~oorcroft
was up to and seems to have had him as closely watched and confined as he
decently could. It was just as well for Moorcroft that some of the information
with which he was beginning to fill'his journal and his official despatches In
those months at Srinagar did not fall into the hands of Ranjit's spies.
Moorcroft's first political despatch to Calcutta from Kashmir was cornpleted just before Christmas 1822.' It was more like a small book. In it he
returned once again to his old theme, that India was vulnerable to Russia, not
necessarily from Persia and the north-west as the rev ailing orthodoxy would
have it, but from the extreme north by way of Ladakh and then Kashmir. He
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pmvided in immense detail the results of his observations along the route
from Leh across the Zoji-la, in places giving a n almost yard by yard and blow by
blow description of how a n d where the road could best be defended. At all
costs, he argued, the Russians must be kept out of Kashmir. I t s mountain walls
it a natural fortress a n d its fecundity was such that u p to half a million
men could be fed and provided with every war material. As h e summarized it
later, if Britain had Kashmir in her possession she
might mock any possible movement against her Indian possessions. . . but it may be
said with truth that from the moment it fall into the possession oiany other European
power from that moment the safety of British India is endangered.

Even more so if the unreliable Ranjit Singh remained master of the Pulljab.
Moorcroft even suspected that Ranjit might sell Kashmir to the Russians for
cash, and that the French adventurers training his a r m y were former
Napoleonic agents secretly in the pay of the Russians."
I t was not only as a vital defensive bastion, or even as a potential commercial
emporium on the road to Asia, that Moorcroft coveted Kashmir for Britain.
The more he and Trebeck s a w of the needless poverty, neglect, oppression a n d
disease on every side during that d a m p winter a n d chilly, sunless spring of
1822-3, the-more angry they both became. As guests of Ranjit Sing11 they
could only vent their feelings in private Ietters.12 Trebeck admitted that he felt
almost 'savage' at it all. 'We are too fastidious,' he told his Irish friend,
Captain Leeson.
Extension of European power is a general blessing apprehended perchance by a few
but prayed for by a million. It has nearly as much justice in it as . . . arresting the
blow of a murderer and I wish to Heaven, Leeson, some thousands of your own
distressed countrymen and of our emigrants had a footing in the heart o f ~ s i a . ' ~
Moorcroft felt exactly the same. Only then would the blessings of enlightened
rule and ordered government transform Kashmir into the paradise Nature
intended it to be - 'the Venice or Palmyra of Upper Asia'. It cried out for
improvement. Moorcroft could find only one consolation in the present
situation and, perhaps wisely, crossed it out from the draft of o n e of his official
despatches.I4 Venereal disease in Kashmir seemed to be so rife that a n y
advancing Russian army after the 'hardship a n d privations of a march from
Toorkistan' would be speedily incapacitated.
Never in all his life had Moorcroft come across disease on such a scale a s he
found among the patients who were soon crowdins round thc door. His laconic
list ofthem is stomach-turning and Trebeck and Gutllrie were both seriously
shaken.15Guthrie was soon busy compounding pur ative pills available free of
charge to whoever seemed to need them each day.' itloorcroft set aside ek ery
Friday to examine his patients, a task which he regarded as a d u t y but t\.hich.
he admitted, he found 'as laborious as it is appalling to the senses of the siqht
and smell'." Saturday was surgery day. hloorcroft sometimes treated more
than 300 poor wretches in a single da!, working from early morning t i l l lo113
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after dark."' T h e results were S0metime~startling. T o Parry, he explained19
that:
the performance of operations on the horse has given me a boldness in operatingon
man which, doubtless bordering on temerity, might startle the regular surgeon. . . .
T h e liberties I take are followed by a success which creates surprise even in one, who
during the last twelve years has had no small experience in operating on cases which
would be considered incurable by discreet practitioners. . . . I feel that many ormy
patients if not relieved by me must sink under their complaints.

One of these was a 'poor woman who had for some years been a most
disgusting object from a cancerous mass which projected from the right cheek
involving both eyclids and the eye itself. The eyelids were taken off, the eye
taken out and the woman has got almost entirely
On the basis of this case alone, Moorcroft's fame spread far and wide
throughout the valley. In due course it brought before him a labourer, who
mutely showed Moorcroft a cancerous growth weighing more than 81b 1302
(4 kilograms)
which occupied a great portion of the space between the lower end ofthe breast bone
and the navel and adhered to the ribs on one side. Its growth took its rise many years
back and the mass was unmovable in any direction. The risks and probabilities were
fairly presented to the patient who was prepared to die rather than to submit to the
longer continuance of a very painful disorder which disabled him from pursuing the
occupations necessary to his maintenance. As wat previously apprehended the
muscles of the belly in their whole thickness were found to be inextricably involvedin
the substance of the cancerous mass and were so completely removed with it that a
large portion of the stomach and a great extent of the cowl were plainly descried
through the transparent membrane that lines the belly and now formed the only
obstacle to the escape ofthe intestines which were so strongly ~ u s h e doutwards in the
action of breathing as to convey to the bystander an apprehension of their bursting
through the thin partition. Let it suffice that this man perfectly recovered.

An hour before he wrote those words he had removed a cancer from a man's
neck like a second head. The following day he was going to tackle the first male
breast cancer he had ever
And these, of course, were only a tiny fraction
of the many thousands who sought his help. Moorcroft had only one major
medical disappointment in Kashmir and that was not his fault. He hoped 10
introduce vaccination into the valley because smallpox was such a disfiguring
scourge there but in every case, as had happened in Ladakh, the vaccine he
badgered his friends for either miscarried or arrived from India inert. M'iththis
exception, it is clear that Moorcroft's medical practice brought him immense
personal satisfaction. It was also, as he well knew, something of'a passport0f
safety' for him and his party.
All the same, they had to be continuously on their guard. Shortly before they
left Srinagar, a Sikh fanatic drew his sword on Izzat-Allah but was seized
before he could cut the mir down. At about the same time, a truculent badof
armed fakirs had to be driven away from Moorcroft's door and later shouted
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insultsand threatened violence. Perhaps the most curious experience of all
happened to Moorcroft. A Sikh who had apparently dreamed the previous
night of murdering him
came to my apartment with the charitable intention of cutting me down and sate
along with me for about five hours in the hope of finding a favourable opportunity
for accomplishing his purpose. Seeing him frequently in the act of grasping the hilt
of his sword my eye was often directed towards him although I was engaged in
writing . . . .
This unnerving cat and mouse game was only terminated when Moorcroft's
senrants arrived with his dinner and the stranger was compelled to
Looking at the almost unbelievable range and quantity of subjects which
hioorcroft investigated and wrote about during these months in Kashmir, one
can easily see why even a would-be assassin could not be allowed to interrupt
the torrent of words. Whatever Moorcroft's weariness along the Dras road,
there is no sign of i t once he reached Srinagar. Most men half his age would
have been well pleased with a quarter of his output. A mere list ofsome of the
topics he tackled is impressive enough, even without the extraordinary detail
which make his writings such an underestimated gold mine for the specialist
researcher. Wilson's edition inevitably gives only a glimpse of the riches
among the papers t h e m s e l v e ~ Nor
. ~ ~ was Moorcroft merely concerned with
the useful. His researches extended into antiquities, social customs and
ancient manuscripts. At his own expense he restored the tomb of a sixteenthcentury conqueror of Kashmir, who had invaded by way of Ladakh from
eastern T ~ r k e s t a nand
, ~ ~he went to immense trouble, and some expense, to
enable Csoma to return to Ladakh and pursue his literary and linguistic
re~earches.'~
His chief interests, however, were always in anything useful and practical
which might prove ofbenefit in Britain or India. The techniques ofrice cultivation and storage, bee-keeping, manuring'and viticulture; the extraordinary
botany and husbandry of the lakes; walnut, fruit and medical drugs; gun,
sword, cotton, chintz, leather and papier-michk manufacture are but a few.
Above all, a sojourn in Kashmir was, for Moorcroft, a unique opportunity to
complete the enquiries into the shawl industry, which he had first launched in
Tibet in 1812and pursued avidly ever since. He had inspected the pastures of
theshawl goats, had travelled along the high pack-routes along which the wool
was carried, had mastered the technique of separating the fine wool from the
coarse and now he could examine at first hand the briiliant techniques of the
shawl artists and weavers. His writings and samples not only played a key role
in the establishment ofa British shawl industry, but have become a unique and
priceless source ofinformation to textile historian^.'^ Moorcroft's information
Was not simply the result ofearnest questioning. Where necessary he took local
experts directly on to his payroll and often into his house. There were twelve
shawl-pattern artists and 300 pattern embroiderers working for him at
differenttimes.27A few of the exquisite gouache pattern paintings he commis-
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d
sioned are now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and are
great importance to scholars." Perhaps even more important - indeed it
turned out to be unique - was the ancient Kashmiri-Sanskrit text on which
Moorcroft set ten pandits to work preparing a tran~lation.'~
He also employed
a bee-keeper, a musician and four craft~rnen.'~
Moorcroft rarely did thingsby
halves, and it makes his own output even more remarkable.
'I a m writing,' he told one ofhis aristocratic friends in England,'' 'in a small
room filled Gith workmen who chatter in several languages with such a never
ceasing clack as renders it difficult for me to keep my attention from them.' It
all cost much more than merely his comfort and concentration. During his stay
in Kashmir, he was depleting his funds roughly twice as fast as his salary was
replenishing them.3' There is nowhere a hint of regret about this in his
correspondence. O n the contrary, the possibility that his researches would
augment what he called 'the stock ofpublic capital' seems to have been reward
enough.33 He took great care, before leaving Kashmir, to assign the whole of
his papers to the government in case anything should happen to him. As well
as the flood of information, he sent down to Calcutta twenty-five huge
consignments of seeds, samples, routes, drawings and maps, for expert
examination in Calcutta and on don.^^
'The Himalaya concern' was a formidable international enterprise by any
standards and one at which even George Trebeck marvelled. He, of cotlrse,
played his own valiant part, by concentrating on the geography and natural
resources of Kashmir, but his admiration for the older man who was the
inspiration of it all grew as the months went by.
SOconvinced is he (and in my opinion so justly convinced) of the importance of his
mission and so ready to devote himselfto the service ofthe public, that I dare affirm,
he would suffer the ban of officeand the injury of his property rather than to stop
short of its completion. . . . The man who will voluntarily expose himself to
hardships, privations, and dangers in the cause of his employers has, at least, a right
to expect their concurrence in a patient and impartial trial ofhis plans. . . . YOUmay
contradict . . . any assertion that Moorcroft is acting either for his own emolument or
pleasure (in the usual acceptation ofthe
That parenthetical qualification is important for, although Moorcroft
derived the greatest satisfaction from what he was doing and trying todo, there
was nothing 'usual' about him at all. T h e point is well illustrated by the
journey he chose to make in mid-December ,822." He had not long completed
the exhausting journey from Leh, bad weather at that time was usual and
imminent, and there was much head-shaking and objecting from officialsand
others. All were brushed aside by what he called 'a measured obstinacy'. The
justification for the journey was, to him at least, self-evident. He had noticed
that the timber piles supporting the bridges and houses of Srinagar were
untouched by decay even after centuries of immersion in water. The finest
deodar trees, he was told, grew on the hills flanking the narrow Lolab valley,
Just across the ridge to the north-east of the Wular lake. Their intmduction
into Britain might bring immense benefits. That was sufficientjustification.
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He would go and collect some seeds. And g o he did, first by boat down the
Jhelum and across the lake, a n d then over the hills into the valley. In those
days it was a much more wild and untamed place than it is today and when
Moorcroft at last arrived, it proved to be sometimes waist-deep in snow.
Measured obstinacy was not always enough. H e failed to find a n y worthwhile
seeds and turned back disappointed on 2 2 December, but once again his
medical skills came to the rescue. A nameless village headman, who was also a
p t e f u l patient, hcard about the problem a n d set some of his people to work.
Soon Moorcroft had his precious pound o r two of the seeds in good condition
for trials in Calcutta and England. He was back in the little house by the lake
on Christmas Eve, just in time for a white Christmas. Shortly afterwards, a
splendid dinner with some generous gifts was organized for him and the
Muslims ofthe party by the ever generous Khoja Shah r V i a ~ . ~ '
It was not really until the April of 1823 that the sun returned properly to
Kashmir, and they at last began to see the valley in all its famed and iridescent
glory of blossom and bird-song, lake a n d distant snow mountain, alpine
meadow and rich forest. T h i s was the traditional time of pleasure and of
endless parties among the gardens and islands. 'Nothing but music and song
resounds over the waters,' recalled old Ghularn Hyder Khan wistfully.
Mr. Moorcroft went to three or lbur parties of pleasure given by the viceroy, Motee
Ram Dewan, to the gardens beyond the lakes; most of the trips were performed by
water, in those little boats; he had dinner dressed for him, consisting of pillaus and
kubabs; and separate sets ofdancing women allotted to him for his entertainment.
The dancing-women of Kashmir were particularly accomplished and beautiful, he noted.38
Notwithstanding these temptations, Moorcroft was anxious to be on the
move again by hlay in order to give his party the best chance of getting across
thc high summer passes oT the Hindu Kush, before yet another winter s h u t
them off from ~ o k h a r a . ~Besides
'
the Srinagar of 1823, with its insanitary
houses, filthy streets and choked canals 'bas no place to linger in. As the s u n
climbed higher in the sky each day, the servants began to go down with fevers
one after another.40 Unfortunately, much of the humming activity in a n d
around the little summer house by the lake was still so incomplete, that
Moorcroft and Trebeck decided to take advantage ofthe delay to make a short
tourist excursion to the source oftheJhelum River, on the first slopes under the
snow ridge of Pir ~ a n j a l . ~T 'h e gardens there, beautified by the hlughal
emperors, ha\.e not changed much since Moorcroft and Trebeck's visit. .The
young and romantic Trebeck was assailed there with bitter-sweet reflections
about the passing of greatness and the brevity of human life which were
'almost painful'. Perhaps i t was a re sentiment. H e had less than eighteen
nlonths more of'his orvn short life to li\:e by then.
They all knew that once they left Kashmir and the relatively settled
territories of Ranjit Singh for the tribal hills, they would be in a ver). different
world where every man was armed, whcre life was cheap, where plundering
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rich caravans had been a way of life for centuries, and where no empirein
history had ever succeeded in imposing more than a temporary veneer oflaw
and order on the more accessible valleys. Moorcroft and Trebeck both took the
opportunity in the early summer of 1823 to write letters of farewell or send
presents to everyone they held dear.42 They also committed as much as
possible of their discoveries to paper, before sending all that could be spared
down for safekeeping to the British forward post at Ludhiana. The intention
was to collect them on their return in the autumn of 1825,but, as Moorcroft
informed Calcutta, 'if I should fall, a circumstance the troubled state of
Kabool and the exaggerated notions of European wealth render not improbable, the Government i t is conceived have a right to whatever informationmay
have been obtained from the labor of their s e r ~ a n t ' . ' ~
T h e same considerations prompted the considerable attention which
Moorcroft, and especially 'Corporal' George Trebeck, devoted to the
question of caravan security while they were in Kashrnir. The hoped-for
replacements for the dwindling little band of Gurkha troops, now down to
eleven, never arrived. It was probably Ochterlony's final revenge for that
scorching letter.# Moorcroft tried instead to raise the number of his escort to
about thirty, by enlisting active young Muslims inm his private army, smart in
their new black uniforms faced with grey.45 Trebeck picked the brains and
library of his friend Captain Leeson for guidance on cavalry drill and sword
exercises; a forge was busy a t Moorcroft's door from December 1822onwards,
beating out lances and swords; excellent Kashmiri copies ortheir British guns
were made; and, twice a week all through the winter, the open space near their
house attracted spectators to witness their exercises.46All this military activity
apparently caused some alarm but Trebeck was well pleased with the results.
The infantry, he believed, were capable of firing I oo rounds a minute4' and the
artillery corps, with its newly arrived brass mini-cannon, was augmented at
the last minute by the specialist skills of a ragamuffin European deserter from
the Bombay Horse Artillery called John, or James, ~ ~ ~ o n s . ' ~
I t is quite clear that 'considerable a n d vexatious delays and much anxiety'
accompanied their departure from ~ r i n a ~ a rIn
. ~mid-June
'
the tents were first
pitched a t the halting-place outside the town, but it was not until late
afternoon on the last day ofJuly that the polyglot rncmbers of the part)., nok%
eighty in number, were safely loaded aboard thirty river boats (the horses and
much of the baggage proceeding by land), and set off down the Jhelum.
They were watched by vast and noisy crowds at every bridge and vantagepoint and, in Trebeck's words, were 'not a little troubled by partirs ofwomen
coming to us in small skiffs and accompanying their application for alms b ~a '
song in full chorus'. Moorcroft missed all this. He was payinq his final respects
to the Sikh governor up in the great fort-palace on the left bank ofthe river. He
may even have been there watching, as his little convoy ~ a s s e ddu\tln the river
till
below. At all events he did not rejoin them in camp, just north ofthr
after sunset.
For most of the party those early August days of 1823, as tiley m ~ ~ e d g e n t ' y
downstream towards Baramula were unusually restful, apart from the
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tion ofclouds ofmosquitoes. Not, ofcourse, for Moorcroft. H e left carly in the
morningon 2 August to make a two-day botanical excursion to Gulmarg. That
most lovely of Kashmir's high alpine valleys, with its green meadows, dark
forestsand distant views across the valley towards the snow giants, reminded
him, as it has reminded countless other of his countrymen down the years, of
home. His admiration for the fine cattle and healthy horses he saw there led
him, by a natural train of thought, to speculate once more about what would
happen to the Punjab and Kashmir when Ranjit was dead.=" It was a theme
which recurred often in his journals and occasionally in his political despatches. His forecasts, at least for the Punjab, were surprisingly precise
and accurate. That he longed fiercely for a British takeover, so that all the rich
potential of these lands could be achieved, goes without saying.51
At Baramula, the Jhelum enters the gorge by which i t leaves Kashmir and
tumbles down info the Punjab plain. They spcnt some rather uncomfortable
days there 'writing'letters, winding up accounts and adjusting other matters'.
The wind blew incessantly; there were signs of trouble from the near-rebellious
chief of MuzalTarabad, at the other end of the Jhelurn gorge; i t looked as
though their Kashmiri porters would cut and run at the first opportunity; and
Moorcroft was unwell.
For the preceeding four days I had been suffering under continual fever with much
headache and pains in the region of the liver and for three nights I was greatly
delirious. However convinced of the necessity of leaving Kashmeer and equally
satisfied of the propriety of a person in a fever quitting the spot on which it was
contracted I stiffened myself as much as possible against the influence of painful
feelingand sate on horseback though with some difficulty.

At last, on ro August, they said goodbye to their mentor and friend, Surat
Singh, and set off unescorted down the Jhelurn gorge. Ominously, the
merchants who had travelled under their protection as far as Baramula, stayed
behind. Moorcroft's men were little more than a day's march down that
rugged but stiflingly hot river-gorge, when they discovered why. About loo
armed men were drawn up across the path in front to enforce what was an
extortionatc demand for customs duty. Aftcr an anxious night under arms,
Moorcroft suppressed his instinct to fight a n d decided to turn back towards
B a r a m ~ I aThere
. ~ ~ were some uncomfortable moments, for they were expecting to be attacked at any moment. Moorcroft stationed hirnselfat the rear and
they set off back the way they had come, soon meeting the good Surat Singh
and thirty of his soldiers riding hard towards them. Eventually, in response to
his anxious urgings and those of the governor, Moorcroft was persuaded to
return to Srinagar for a few weeks. He was not entirely convinced that the
whole thing was not a plot, perhaps like many of the earlier delays, to detain
them in Kashmir indefinitely for some dark purpose known o n l ~ to
. Ranjit
Sin&. 'A11 is crooked with the Singbs,,' he wrote in his journal. At least a short
delay would give time, both for the monsoon o n the edge of the plains and the
aPParen tly widespread anti-Sikh rebellion there, to abate their firry . So ir bvas
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that they returned to the little wooden house in the Dilawar Khan ~ ~ ~
watched by the same crowds who had seen them on their way just seventeen
days before.
Moorcroft and Trebeck were soon immersed in their various
and
activities. T h e unexpected return to the fleshpots, however, proved too
for the deserter, James Lyons. Taking advantage of the absence of Moorcroft
and Trebeck (who were out of town hunting bears on the estate of one of
Izzat-Allah's relatives), Lyons took some of the sepoys with him on a liquorshop crawl. He came back so drunk and violent that he could scarcely be
restrained at all. Even when they did manage to lock him up in GuthrieYsroom,
he smashed the door down and attacked one of his guards. It took two attempts
and more drunken uproar, before they finally packed him off under escort
towards Ludhiana on 28 August.
Moorcroft returned thankfully to his medicine and to more investigations
into the botany and rural husbandry of Kashmir. On 2 0 August he was out
with Guthrie in the hills behind the Shalimar gardens examining a medicinal
root growing there. On the 29th he was inspecting the beehives ofone Russool
Shah, a humble painter of papier-michi pen-cases. And so it goes on. From 7
September, he was so busy reporting all this new information to Calcutta that
his journal stops for a month.53 By the time it started again, he and his party
had left Srinagar, this time for good.
There were the usual irritating delays, of course. If it were not the heavy
rain, then it was the colourful Muharram festival; but at last, on 23 September,
they headed out across the valley, already lovely in its autumn colours. Instead
of striking westwards by the direct Jhelum gorge route to the plains as before,
they were persuaded to go on a lengthy detour much further to the south-west.
This time, Surat Singh and his men had orders to accompany them all the way.
Moorcroft once again left the main party briefly, this time to examine saffron
cultivation near Srinagar and a novel means of asphyxiating its rodent
predators with smoke. They were soon in the hills that ring the valley and at
last, on 30 September, passed over the ridge by the old Mughal road across
Pir Panjal pass. From the summit they could only see the hills at their feet.
Perhaps i t wasjust as well that the haze hid from them what would have beena
tantalizing view of the Jhelum, wriggling its silvery way across the distant
plain far below. Had they been able to follow that river's escape route from
Kashmir as they had first intended, they would now have been more than two
months on their way, but at least they were finally and safely quit of Kashmlar.
Their welcome from the raja of the first of the little kingdoms which lay In
those broken, jungly hills along the rim of the Punjab was a warm one.and he
put his humble but picturesque palace at their disposal. It was just as well.
Trebeck had fallen victim to one of the fevers, which then raged all along
those hills in summertime, and was in no condition to travel further. ~ o o r
discovered, in the well-informed raja of Rajaori, a congenial fellow-improver
and noted with approval that his little kingdom was well cultivated. They went
hawking together; Moorcroft preached thevirtuesofvaccination anddoubtless
much morr hesides; he conducted experimeqts in the palace garden on the "I-
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ofdifferent timbers; and, ofcourse, he launchcd his 'coarse
resistant
treatment
for fever o n the m a n y paticnts w h o were willing to
but
undergo it.j4 Moreover, he and Guthric also co-operated in a n interesting case
offacialtubercular leprosy in a young teenager. By using nitrate of arsenic and
po\vdcrcd milkweed, they seem to have effected in three months what sounds
almost like a miracle cure but probably has a more prosaic explanation. Some
vears later, when English visitors in these hills wcrc more common, the raja
;ecalled his first of the breed with affection, a n d he was wont to produce the
testimonial which Moorcroft h a d written for him during those four days in
September I 824, together with the coloured prints of London lert by his visitor.
He also showed
thcm, as no d o u b t he did to Moorcroft, that he had six toes on
-each foot ."
hloorcroft put the interval to good use by composing yet another cnormous
report to Calcutta, on more of the useful crops and techniques he had
examined in ~ a s h m i rH. e~m~a d e n o mention a t all ofthe most recent rumour
that he was to be recalled or dismissed, this time conveyed in a lettcr from
Palmer written only three months before. Palnler added a personal plea of his
O\%.ll.

t\s Tar as I and h,lcKillop are concerned, your return would be hailed with equal
vivacity and satidaction as if you sent us - or even brought us - golden fleeces,
capital I~roodcattlc, and all the treasures of the trans-Himalihea regions for verily I
fear your falling a victim to your adventurous spirit and patriotic zeal. I beseech you
to come back my dear friend and a s 5 the remnant ofyour eventful [days] in a society
you delight, adorn and instruct. ..

R

No doubt Palmer would have sighed when he received in reply the defiant but
cntirel), predictable memorandum, which Moorcroft composed for him to
present to the governor-general.58 Resign the stud appointment he would a t
any time on request, but return voluntarily h e would not.
A voluntary abandonment by me of the enterprise in which I am engaged would, in
my own estimation, constitute n ~ cguilty of a base cowardly and scandalous

forfeiture of my own honor and consistency, of a breach of my convenanted faith to
the Horlourable Company and of a dereliction, almost traitorous, of my bounden
duty to my country. Under such an impression i t will not affordground for surpriseif
I push the attempt to its accomplishment even though its prosecution involve my
fortune, my liberty and my life.
Were he not so transparently sincere, the effect of his ironclad and rumbling
sentences would sometimes be almost laughable.
By 8 October 1823, Trebeck was well enough to be carried in a litter,5Qso.
bioorcroft tore h i m s c l f a w a ~from the open-handed hospitality of Rahim .411ah
of Rajaori, and the long caravan began once again its laborious traverse
through the foothills along the edge of the great plain. With each day's march,
the heat rolled u p a t them a n d the Punjabi people along the way became
noticeably more unfriendly a n d avaricious. O n 16 October they came to the
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banks of the broad Jhelum once more and, crossing by boat, found themselves
compelled to halt beside the unhealthy little town ofJhelum for over a month.
With that delay, whatever lingering prospects there might have been
getting safely across the jagged Hindu Kush before the onset ofanotherwinter
disappeared.
There were two ostensible reasons for their enforced halt. The first was
because the attentive, and apparently friendly, Surat Singh received ordersto
repair to Ranjit Singh in order to report and obtain the necessary passports for
crossing a n d clearing the remainder of the Punjab. Moorcroft could not decide
whether this was genuine or part of a continuing plot to detain him as long as
possible. H e was certainly getting the feeling 'that a mine would spring under
my feet before our party could reach P e s h a ~ r ' . ~It" was at this time, too, that
the stout Izzat-Allah began to display those symptoms of loss of nerve which
became more and more pronounced with each delay or near disaster during
the next twelve months. Surat Singh was back with the necessary permissions
on 2 November, but it still took another eight days to procure sufficient camel
carriage to carry the baggage to the Indus. T h a t was the other reason for the
delay. Even after that, it needed two more days of noisy confusion before the
loads were properly repacked and roped. T o Moorcroft, some of the studied
delays looked downright sinister and the camel drivers began to seem like a
fifth column, planted in their midst by Ranjit Singh.6'
Jhelum was hardly the ideal place in which to spend a month. Moorcroft
reckoned that its Muslim inhabitants were even more diseased and unlovely
than those of Kashmir, away behind the snow ridge to the north-east. At least
this gave him plenty of opportunity to distribute his purges and treat some
fearsome cases ofleprosy, graphically described in his notebook. Plenty of time
too, to write and dream, as he watched the broad Jhelum slide past the town.
He imagined the day wherr steamships would convert the river into a great
artery for goods between Bombay and Kashmir, en route to Central Asia. He
also used the time to write new instructions to
increasing the annuity
to his mother and appointing new executors, and he put together yet another
epic despatch to the political department, the second in three weeks. It was
inspired by belated news of the strained Anglo-Russian relations which
followed the 1820 revolutions in Europe. This encouraged ~oorcroftto
rehearse all over again his fears, of unobserved Russian encroachments in the
far north and of the unreliabilit~of Ranjit Singh. T o this he added all the
information of the military routes and resources ofcentral Asia which he, and
particularly Trebeck, had been able to obtain from local informants. It was7 he
admitted, partial and incomplete. But it was better than nothing in viewof'the
increased probability of disaster befalling my party through the crooked
policy of some Rulers and the distracted state of countries which must be
tra~ersed'.'~He was rather unwise to keep harping on the dangers and
dificulties like this for it gave the long-suffering authorities in Calcutta the
final excuse they needed to recall him. O n g January 1824 they finally did
only reserving to him discretion to push on in the unlikely event of his having
reached
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~ ( ~ ~nothing
\ ~ iof~all ~this,
g of course, but with prcssing enough reasons of
his o\\n for hurrying on, hloorcroft led his party away from Jhelum on 13
xo\rember and into the g r a ~ e l l ydefiles which mark thc last ofthe Punjab plain
as i t approaches the Indus crossing a t Attock. This is good ambush country.
The watchful escorting troops were all armed to the teeth and hloorcroft was
scoutingoutahead, ostensibly in search ofgame, but really on the look-out for
the attack which he felt in his bones was coming.
In fact it was all quiet enough for thcm to visit some ofthe sites which attract
tourists along this route today. They examined the dramatic a n d lofty bulk of
the sixteenth-ccntury fortrcss a t Rohtas. Later Moorcroft was perhaps the first
to idrntify correctly the great stupa of hlanikyala as a Buddhist r n o n ~ m c n t . ~ ~
Thr) admired thc ruined blughal gardens at Wah a n d Hassan Abdal, lovely
in their autumn colours, and all the time hloorcroft was doing what he could
for the ortcn hidcousl) delbrmcd wretchcs who beseeched his help along the
way.
There was one unhapp). a n d unnecessary incident on 2 1 November, one
day after leaving the thcn scruffy and ancient town of Rawalpindi. Jemal,
hloorcroft's faithful scrvarit, had unwisely grabbed a snake beside the path.
He ignored h4oorcroft's s h a r p shout to let i t go a n d the flickering, forked
tongue struck a t his fingcrs. Moorcroft was off his horse in a flash a n d crushed
the snake beneath his boot. H e lanced a n d bled the frightened m a n a t once, but
Jemal's arm soon swelled alarmingly and he began to vomit a n d pass blood.
Despite everything that hfoorcroft could d o for him, he died three painwracked days later. Moorcroft was distressed by his inability to help his old
servant, but the professional in him itched 'to open the body ofJumal' in order
to discover more of the action of the snake venom on the body. Only the
sensibilities of thc other hluslims in the party persuaded him to leave well
alone. Instead, h e filled his journal with interesting speculations based on his
earlier investigations about the possible use ofsnake serum in cases of lockjaw
atid hydrophobia. He promised himself that he would take u p the whole
subject 'as soon as I shall have leisure'. T h e notion is laughable. Men like
Moorcroft, besieged by the multi-faceted riches of this world, never live long
enough to have 'Icisure'. By that word he simply meant time to g o on being
busy.
So they moved on in mid-November I 822, across the last of the broken plain,
towards those bare, brown hills beyond the Indus which mark the cultural and
geographical north-western bounds of Hindustan, a n d came a t last to the river
bank. The young Indus, which they had last seen in high Ladakh a year before,
grows to manhood in the awesome canyons and gorses at the foot of Nanga
Parbat, as it sweeps round t h e eastern and northern end ofKashmir. Now free
atlastofthe iron gripofthe mountains, it flowed serenely past before them, fully
100 yards (gr .4 metres) wide. As Trebeck stood a t the historic rivcr crossing,
undm the soaring, castellated walls of the Attock fort on 26 November, and
contemplated the river down which Alexander the Great had sailed his fleet,
he was moved to one of his bouts of sweet melancholy. How changeless the
river and how swift the decay of human empire! T h e down-to-earth hloorcroft
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was more concerned about the future ofthe British Empire. Hisjournal isbusy
with dreams of the Indus as a great commercial highway, carrying British
goods steam-borne from Bombay to numerous depots from which they would
penetrate all over inner Asia. O n the return journey, the steamers would
transport fine Tprkestani horses, ice and other commodities down to Bombay.
H e was not quite the first to argue the river's commercial potential, as Wilson
believed6" but he certainly came closest to foreshadowing the politicocommercial vision which launched Britain's forward policy along the Indus
only six years later.
O n 2 7 November, they inspected the Attock fort where Izzat-Allah hadbeen
incarcerated while on his r 8 I 2 reconnaissance journey. Next day, just
downstream of the fort, the men and animals were loaded aboard the
ponderous, high-stemmed boats a n d slowly ferried to the other side. Moorcroft vainly tried to take soundings in the deep water as they went. That
evening they set u p camp at the foot of some low hills about 500 yards (457
metres) from the river bank, and settled down for a few days to await replies to
the letters which Moorcroft had sent on from Jhelum to the Afghan chiefs at
Peshawar. T h e rumours of civil war and anarchy in Afghanistan, and of the
limitless gold and jewels said to be stuffed into their camel bags, were alarming
enough. Even when warm messages ofwelcome arrived from Yar Muhammad
K h a n , the eldest of the Afghan Sadozai brothers a t Peshawar, Moorcroft's
Muslim servant, who conveyed them, was convinced that a trap was being set
for them there. Even before reaching Peshawar, they would have to run the
gauntlet of the robber Khattaks, who traditionally preyed on the caravans
which passed along that way.
T h o s e few November days beside the Indus must have been an agreeable
interval of peace before the unknowable but inevitable troubles to come.
Moorcroft seems to have been d r a w n back, again and again, to the bank ofthe
great river. There he speculated busily about how a hostile (Russian?) general
might g o about securing the river crossing and silencing the great but
vulnerable fort on its hill beyond. H e was convinced that mobile columns and
river gunboats, not fixed fortifications, were the modern way to meet the
threat. T h e proof that the river was not an insuperable barrier was right before
his eyes as he stopped writing on one occasion to watch the leisured progress
across its bright surface of a lad o n an inflated buffalo skin, sliding slowly fi
mile (0.8 kilometres) downstream in the fifteen minutes it took him to reach the
far bank.
O n 6 December, with the goods all safely stowed on the backs o f a new set of
hired camels, they were ready to move on. It was time for Lalla Surat Singh
and his ragamufin Sikh escort to ride forward, one by one, to salute him and
then turn back to the comparative security of the great plain across the river.
I n the Pathan hills beyond the Indus, every Sikh was (and still is) a marked
man. hloorcroft watched them go with genuine regret. In the year they had
travelled together, he came to like a n d trust Surat Singh more than any Sikh he
had ever met. His presence seemed a sort of talisman against treachery frorn
Ranjit a n d , indeed, from anyone else. Now they were very much on their own
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and the air was already heavy with rumours of violcnce a t the hands of the
robber Khattak tribesmen ofAbbas Khan. As soon as hfoorcroft learned that
this ,-hielhadjust comc hastening back from a meeting with his hated overlord
across the river, Ranjit Singh, he feared the worst. His mistrust ofthe wilv Sikh
ruler had grown to almost pathological proportions sincc their meeting two
andahalfyearsbefore. Now he felt sure that the destruction Ranjit had in store
for him was to be accomplished by proxy, so that n o blamc could be pinned on
the Sikh ruler by his powerful British allies a n d neighbours.67
The" marched on for the rest of that long d a y in close order, the vulnerable
came~;~rotcctedby horsemen on the flanks with the guns primed and loaded.
There was a spot of trouble from some tribesmen who rolled boulders down
upon them in one place, but otherwise theday was without untoward incident.
Then, towards evening, they came in sight of the little wallcd village of Akora
on the bank of the Kabul River. I n other circumstances the thought of its
caravanserai would have been very welcome to dusty, weary men who had
been on the road all day, but Akora was the home of Abbas K h a n and the
headquarters of his robber clan. Wisely, fearing to get entangled in its narrow
streets or besieged in the scrai, Moorcroft turned aside from the open gateway
at the last minute and pitched his camp in the best defensible spot he could
find,just to the west of the villagc a n d close to the river bank.
They were soon surrounded by the usual curious crowds a n d by a number of
armed horsemen who wheeled their animals round and round in the dust and
fired their matchlocks into thc air. bioorcroft stood there amidst the confusion
quietly assessing the quality of the animals a n d the horsemanship of their
riders. He was not quite sure whether this display was intended to greet o r
intimidate them. Abbas Khan's representative came into c a m p soon afterwards. He merely hinted a t exorbitant customs duties, but requested them not
to move until the chief himself was able to pay them a visit. Moorcroft's
courteous but firm refusal to d o a n y such thing was doubtless the reason for
all that followed. After a tense but quiet night, they were u p as usual well
before daybreak but the late arrival of the camels a n d camelmen delayed the
early start they had intended. Moorcroft, Trebeck, Guthrie and Ghulam
Hyder Khan have all left detailed accounts of what happened next on that
heart-stopping morning6' but Moorcroft's is the best. As soon as it was
light:
a crowd of armed footmen started up suddenly from behind tombs on the plain
where they had passed the night. Both cavalry and infantry were assembling rapidly
horn everv quarter of the country as well as pouring out of the town and by the time
our camels were loaded, a messenger from the Naib reported by order of his master
that if we dared to "love a single pace from our ground before the Khan arrived we
should at that instant be attacked. .As i t was obvious that whether the Khan was in
town or not the delay was intended to favor the assemblage of a greater armed force
and our situation was becoming more unfavorable every moment, so fast the
strength of the adversary acquired accession. Without the slightest delay the
messenger was desired to tell his master that we should march instantly and should
fire upon any person who might venture to approach within a certain distance
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indicated. . . . The river was behind us on one side, our tents were left standing,their
ropes crossing to prevent the horsemen getting in upon this flank without cutting
them; a deep ravine was on the other side and the armed force of our enemy was in
our front, whilst about a thousand of the town people hid in an angle to he in
readiness to assist in plundering our baggage as soon as we should be hers de
combat, but a t present were not nearer than five hundred yards [457.2metres].our
Dooranee acquaintances [the envoys from Peshawar] had come in to report that
they had employed every argument in their power to bring the Khuttucks to terms
but in vain. I t was reported that our bales contained the most costly merchandise
Britain, that my medicine chests were filled with rubies and the small ones really
containing spare ammunition were stuffed with gold mohurs. They regretted that we
had not temporised so as to have admitted oftheir bringing the Dooranee force toour
aid and took somewhat a hasty leave and, in retiring to a distance from the presumed
field of action, deemed our destruction inevitable.
At this moment the enemy were in motion as ifabout to come on to the charge and
spears and men's heads were seen just above the edge ofthe ravine whilst others were
levelling their guns at us by resting them on the bank within sixty yards [54.8metres]
of our line. [Moorcroft was an easy target riding out a few yards ahead of his men.]
Mr. Trebeck immediately drew offone halfofour force with one cannon to a point on
the edge of the ravine from which the flank of the whole line of the before hall
concealed infantry was brought directly in the line of fire of the gun and told them
that if they did not instantly retire he would give orders to fire. . . . The tone of Mr.
Trebeck's short but emphatic address, the steady countenance of our men and the
lighted match of the gunner aimed a t the foremost of the assailants who, perceiving
the danger of their situation, pressed upon those behind them and the whole retired
with so much precipitation as to become clubbed with the horsemen in a dense mass
pressing upon the line of tombs in their rear and at the distance ofabout two hundred
yards [182.8 metres] from our fronts. Their condition was tempting. This was the
point of time in which our fire by sections along with that of our guns must have
produced the utmost confusion but I thought i t improper to become the actual
assailant and waited for the Khuttuks to advance to the attack. Whilst the mixed
horse and foot were wavering first to one flank and then to the other, confused and
apparently irresolute, the Naib came forward alone but was soon followed by
Runjeet Singh's man the newswriter. T h e former attempted to disclaim the array of
attack saying the people were acting from themselves and without orders on which it
was observed that, ifso, they were acting as banditti and he had only to avow this fact
and disclaim their proceedings when he should see us act also in the mannrr hest
suited to the occasion. That as to himself he might d o as he thought proper but we
should directly commence our march and he alone was answerable for [the]
consequences. . . . Runjeet Singh's man entreated that we would not fire: and the
Naib proposed that we should march 2 kos there to wait the arrival of the Khan and
with this compliance we promised on the condition of the Naib accompanying our
party alone as a hostage for his troops not infringing the engagement and that thev
should not hang upon our rear. O n these terms we began our march with our armed
force and our spare servants dragging the cannon in the rear of the caravan but we
had gone scarcely two miles [3.2 kilometres1 before many horsemen were perceived
filing oBby low roads between the line ofour course and the river apparentlv with the
design of getting into our front whilst the heights in our rear were crowded by an
increased assemblage of armed men. The Naib, reminded of the terms of the
engagement which were stated to have been broken by his party, desired to ride back
for the purpose of reproving his men which was agreed to. He lost no time but
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disappeared in one of the numerous ravines by which the road was intersected and
we saw no more of him.
The crisis was over.
With immense relief, they marched on for the rest of the morning without
seeingso much as a glimpse of an armed Khattak. Those Pathan warriors are
not easily beaten and Moorcroft had every reason to be delighted with the
of his little untried force. It alone, he was convinced, had saved
them from the destruction masterminded by Ranjit Singh and planned for
them ever since they had left Ladakh. In reality, it was probably nothing of the
kind. The Khattaks, who are not rich, had been plundering caravans and
levying tolls on this section of the Grand Trunk Road for several centuries.
Moorcroft, after all, had refused either to pay or to stop. Moreover, Abbas
Khan may have had a reason for detaining Moorcroft even more pressing literally so - than extortion. The coinic sequel to this whole affair came shortly
afterwards a t Peshawar when the fearsome Abbas Khan stood before his
erstwhile victim with his baggy trousers down. He had come to be fitted with
one of Moorcroft's leather trusses to relieve his painful hernia.69
At lunchtime they reached IVowshera, scene of a recent important battle
between Sikhs and ~ f ~ h a n s "and
, the dc facto outer limit of Ranjit Singh's
kingdom. By evening on that 7 December 1823, they were encamped for the
first time on Afghan territory at the little village of Pir Pai. Even after all the
excitements of that long, long day and the disturbed night which had preceded
it, Moorcroft was soon a t work operating on some of the villagers besieging his
tent. One can only marvel a t him.

DECEMBER 1823-AUGUST 1824

THEFIRST M A R C H in Afghan territory on 8 December across the wideningplain
of Peshawar, was happily uneventful.' Beyond and above the bare hills which
ring the plain, they would glimpse, high in the sky, the first snows ofwinter on
the great peaks of the Hindu Kush, spanning the remote horizon in front of
them. There could be no crossing of that ancient rampart until the coming of
spring.
Next morning a cloud of dust ahead of them indicated the approach of a
considerable cavalcade. A double line of cavalry with colours and kettledrums
was drawn u p and through it Moorcroft advanced to meet Sirdar Pir Muhammad Khan, youngest of the Barakzai brothers ruling Peshawar, resplendent in
silver brocade and a green turban. Ghulam Hyder Khan was watching. 'They
both dismounted, embraced, and after mutual ceremonies of inquiries after
their health, in Persian, they mounted and proceeded together to Peishawur,'
he wrote,2 preceded by a column ofinfantry, resplendent in orange, green and
silver. As they approached the walls of the city, the crowds thickened by the
minute. Once inside the narrow streets, the press was such that they had to
stop for several minutes a t a time, while the outriders struggled to clear a way
through the confusion. Moorcroft was the first Feringi to visit Peshawar since
the resplendent otficial mission of Mountstuart Elphinstone fifteen years
before. Moreover, according to popular belief, he was so old (more than 150)
that his beard no longer grew. Not only did he possess the secret oflong life but
also that of turning base metals into gold. No wonder every rooftop and
window was crammed with people anxious to catch a glimpse of him.
The spacious, two-storey house set aside for their accommodation, once the
baggage was all safely stowed inside the walled courtyard below, must have
seemed a welcome haven after the noise and confusion outside. Pir Muhammad Khan accompanied Moorcroft to the threshold of the house and soon
trays of sweetmeats and, later, a sumptuous dinner were sent over to thern,
served by well-dressed servants. 'Our first reception among the Dooranees
was as favourable as we could have wished,' wrote Trebeck thankfully and he
spoke for them a1L3 Indeed it was the very warmth and apparent genuineness
of their reception by Pir Muhammad Khan and his older brothers, that chiefly
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persuaded bloorcroft to halt his party in Peshawar for the winter. As the
brotllers were quick to point out, with the Hindu K u s h routes already closed to
caravalls for the winter, there was little point in pressing on to Kabul. Besides,
events there were brewing u p for another power struggle, this time between
~~~t hluhammad Khan, younger half brother ofthe Peshawar sirdars, and his
nephew Habibullah Khan. h,ioorcroft probably did not need much persuadingDespite the recent ravages of the hated Sikhs, Peshawar was a congenial
place to linger in, its narrow streets a n d bazaars thronged with colourful
objects and lean, weatherbeaten men from every corner of Asia. Sultan
Muhammad K h a n , the eldest of the brothers, seems to have been particularly
atlentive. Rloorcroft spent many congenial hours with him in the women's
quarters, at his house on thc western edge of the city. We know from the
accounts left by later British visitors just how generous the hospitality of these
urbane and cultivated princes could be, and how absorbing the conversations
which, after dinner, often went on far into the night. hioorcroft must have been
as welcome a conversationalist and as full of stories a n d experiences as any of
the enterprising sahibs who Pollowed him to Peshawar in the next decade. Yet
i t is a strange fact that his prcsence a t Peshawar in the winter of 1823-4, not to
speak of the detailed information he recorded on Afghan history a n d politics,
seems to have been completely unknown to its principal, recent Western
historian.' This is because his journal for much o f t h e period has not survived
and Wilson's account passes over these five months in almost as many pages.
At Peshawar Moorcroft was not, as he had been in Ladakh a n d Kashmir,
the first European visitor in recent times. T h e sumptuous volume produced by
Elphinstone's 1809 mission rendered unnecessary much of the detailed
reporting which Moorcroft would otherwise have undertaken, although he
was still very active. His medical practice kept him busy and he wrote in detail
about recent events since Elphinstone's visit. He investigated aspects of the
local industry, such as leather tanning a n d fruit production,5 a n d he paid a lot
of attention to the local horseflesh. T h e absence of disease and the cool winter
climate made Peshawar, he thought, the best area h e had yet seen in the Indian
subcontinent for productive horse-breeding. His first long despatch to the
political department after his arrival was chiefly concerned with the navigation, commerce a n d defence of the I n d u s 6 Later, towards the end of his stay,
he reported on what he thought were Russian-inspired attempts to spy on him
and, once again, he urged Calcutta to take much more active steps to defeat
Russian intrigues in Afghanistan a n d encourage, by influence a n d support, a
pro-British ruler on the throne of Kabul. Apparently the Peshawar chiefs
made an explicit request to be taken under British protection but, after his
experiences in Ladakh, Moorcroft wisely did no more than report in genera:
terms that there seemed to be 'a strong desire of a large mass of the opulation
to he placed directly under the protection of British Government'! However
he did hint, without naming names, that Britain should back Shah Shuja, the
enemy of the Peshawar brothers, in the struggle for power a t Kabul. It was a
subject he returned to more openly later when he reached ~ a b u l . 'Notwithstanding all this highly-charged political matter in his despatches to Calcutta,
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he was careful to add a personal disclaimer ofany role in Afghan affairs beyond
that of observer.
S o .far as Calcutta was concerned, of course, the only proper role for their
stud superintendent concerned horses. It will have been obvious that in all the
reams of information which Moorcroft gathered and reported during his long
absence from the stud, the subject had scarcely been mentioned. That is one
reason why his recall was even then on its way up-country in the early months
of 1824. However, just before it reached him in March 1824, he was given a
belated opportunity to put horses back on his agenda. The Peshawar chiefs,
themselves no mean judges of good horseflesh, had praised the endurance of
the Waziri horses above all others. T h e trouble was that the Waziris were the
most feared of all the Pathan tribesmen of the trans-Indus hills and their wild
valleys were a virtual terra incognita. The presence of an infidel among them
would normally lead to speedy plunder or death. No wonder that the Peshawar
chiefs were all horrified when Moorcroft calmly proposed to visit Waziristan,
practically alone, in search of horses for the stud. A respected and venerable
Pathanpirzada (holy man) called Qamar ud Din, had come to Moorcroft with
that most uncomfortable combination - a bad cough, a bad hernia and a bad
truss. From Moorcroft he received not only relative comfort, but some
medicine and two flannel shirts as well. In return he offered to be Moorcroft's
guide and protector in Waziristan. H e was as good as his word. Such is the
rigid Pathan code of hospitality to a n honoured guest, that Moorcroft and'his
party were generously welcomed and fiercely protected by those tall, hawkeyed warriors wherever they went.
O n 19 March 1824, Moorcroft, Guthrie and a handful of servants, together
with a supply of medicines and presents, rode out from Peshawar with Qamar
u d Din and turned south across the plain, in the direction of what is today the
metalled road to Kohat. The remarkable journey through the heart of tribal
Waziristan which followed filled Moorcroft's extended journal with a mass of
detailed information. He was clearly fascinated by the curious social, political
a n d economic organization of the tribes and his notes provide undoubtedly the
earliest detailed European eye-witness account of them on record, but, since
Wilson barely mentioned his visit, the information is virtually unknown to
scholars. T h e standard history of the Pathansg does not even name Moorcroft.
They went first across Khattak country to Kohat, sitting like a child's
sandcastle on the ridge above its green plain. Moorcroft was not feeling at all
well in these early stages of the journey and was unable to sleep because of
severe stomach and bowel pains. H e was in this state when, on 22 March. he
was overtaken by Trebeck. The young man had, in Moorcroft's absence,
effectively been offered Peshawar and its plain on easy terms by some ofthe
chiefs and was clearly of a mind to accept this extraordinary offer." It is
obvious from one of his letters to his brother during his great journey with
Moorcroft, that he was often intrigued by the various investment 0 ~ ~ 0 ' tunities which it seemed to o en up." Moorcroft's advice to his naive young
friend was emphatic. He had already declined a similar, although rather less
attractive, offer for himself and he begged Trebeck to think very hard before he
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his life and fortune in such a vortex of ambition and treachery as Xfglian
politics. I t was obviously sound advice but whether Trebeck too'k i t or not,
when he rode back across the hills to Peshawar early next morning, is r ~ oclcar.
t
,it all events, the schcme in thc cnd came to nothing, although tlir outcome
seems to have straincd thc already uneasy relatiorlship between the Peshawar
chiefs themselves.
hIoorcrofi was in too much pain to see much of Kohat. After Trebcck left. he
seems to have spent the greater part of thc d a y lying in the shade of a tree. He
did not catch up the rest of the party, heading south-westwards through the
tt.elter of gaunt sandstonc hills along the track that is now the Kohat-Bannu
road, until late in the afternoon. They all haltcd for the night at the fortified
village of Teri which, then as now, was the hcadquarters of the western
Khattaks. Their frieridly welcome could hardly have becn a greatcr contrast to
that \\.h~chthey had reccivcd from thc Khattaks of Akora. Even so the chief;
who \\,as a cousin ofAbbas K h a n of Akora, apologized for being less attentive
than he would have liked. He h a d , after all only been marricd fivc days a n d was
being distractcd by his 2500 wedding guests! H e seemed quite surprised that
Xloorcroft wasonly in his fifties a n d not three o r four times that age, as popular
rumour had it. Lcaving Teri, the little party continued along the Ionel\. track,
south-westwards across thc empty, folded hills towards Bannu. On 2 7 March
hloorcroft at last got his first glimpse of the black tents of the LYaziris a n d that
evening, in camp near Bannu, a s he watched the servants a t thcir simple
supper, hc was suddenly transported across half a century to a day when he
was a child on his grandfather's estate near Ormskirk.
Just exactly where Moorcroft went in those bare brown Waziri hills during
the next few days, as he zigzagged from the hospitality of one isolated walled
\.illage or black-tented camp to another, it is now impossible to say. H e
certainly crossed the Kurram River and penetrated deep into the Tochi valley,
hrell to the west of Bannu. O n e thing is sure: the hawk-eyed mullahs and the
heavily armed warriors, who squatted round their visitor from anothcr world
and struggled to understand his broken Persian (he had n o Pashto), would
never have met anything remotely like him before. T h e sanctity of the revered
Qamar ud Din was in demand to heal the sick but hloorcroft was amused to
notice that the difficult medical cases were always passed over to him. hlany of
these were the result of savage sword wounds inflicted in the implacable blood
feuds which, then as now, stain Pathan society from generation to generation.
One of the local doctors apparently made most of his living treating cases of
this kind and Moorcroft taught him the latest approved method of wound
stitching. He also, of course, prcached the gospel of agricultural improvement
whenever he got the chance. T h e merits of o a t and potato, grape and prango
cultivation, of new strains of sheep, and even of modern veterinary medicine
were all paraded before those long-haired warriors. Noticing that a number of
the sllcep were amicted with the gid, exactly a s the heifer in that Lancashire
fieldback in September r 791, h c begged a sheep's head a n d , using his curved
needles, demonstrated how parasites caused the condition. H e also explaitled
[he medical treatment for other common sheep amictions like foot rot.
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I t is perhaps not surprising that the memory of all this was still vivid in
Waziristan nearly a quarter of a century later. One of the leading Waziri
chiefs, a shaggy giant of a man called Malik Sawan Khan, was M ~ o r c r ~ f ~ ' ~
and host for several of these days in early April I 8-24 Years later he
recalled his visitor with affection and admiration.
He was very wise, and wrote down everything; the trees, the crops, the stones, the
men and women, their clothes and household furniture, and everything! He also
gave medicine to their sheep and horses and cured them a11!I2
Who else could it have been but William Moorcroft! In December 1 8 ~twoor
8
his testimonials to the hospitality and civility ofhis Waziri hosts were brought
down to Herbert Edwardes and the yellowing scraps of paper, carefully
preserved for nearly twenty-five years, proudly unfolded and displayed bclore
him. Edwardes was moved and carefully noted Moorcroft's words. The
documents reminded him, he said, 'of those sealed bottles, which have
sometimes been found in tombs, and when opened, give up the perfume of a
forgotten age'.I3
For Moorcroft the journey was certainly not unalloyed joy. The incapacitating pain which marred his journey out from Peshawar has already been
mentioned. He had scarcely recovered from that when, on 30 March, he had a
heavy fall with a borrowed horse in the pebbly bed of the Kurram River. The
stock of his favourite gun was split by the impact and so too would Moorcroft's
head have been, had he not been wearing a quilted cap. He was speechless for a
few seconds, had severe chest pains and bled profusely where the horse stood
on his leg while struggling to rise. T h a t night he treated himself with a
complicated poultice and a hot stone on his chest. At first he seems to have
suffered no further ill effects, but in the cold wind and rain on the journey
back to Peshawar, he suffered what he called agonizing rheumatic pains in
his bruised side and shoulder. He probably had a few cracked bones after
all.
There was not even a string of fine Waziri horses to console him. Moorcroft
only saw seven horses on the whole journey and bought two of these.I4 As
usual, the quality animals were always somewhere else, in this case in the high
summer pastures further west. Undismayed, Moorcroft made provisional
arrangements with the Waziri tribesmen, by which the East India Company
would send an agent under safe conduct to Wairistan each year. He would
have been a brave man! His task would be to buy 250 animals annually
and provide large Turki stallions for crossing with Waziri mares, so as to
give the offspring bone enough for cavalry use.'' It is amusing to speculate
how the board would have reacted to such a scheme, had it ever heard Of
it.
Moorcrolt returned to Peshawar in the first halfofApril. HChad been given
by Qamar ud Din promises of safe conduct to Kabul, along a circuitO"s
northerly route through tribal Mohmand and Yusulzai country. AlthoughIt
would have avoided the dangerous Khyber pass altogether, the perhawar
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chiefs and Izzat-Allah werc horrified. Indeed the mir felt its unwisdom so
strongly that he raised his voice disrespectfully to Moorcroft a t a time when the
Englishman was so prostrated with fever that he was too weak even to dress.
Izzat-Allahlatcr apologized and the allair was forgotten. Not long afterwards,
with typical open-heartcdncss, hioorcroft was writing to Calcutta advocating
his Persian secretary's suitability as British agent a t Lahore, once the Bokhara
journey was over.Ib ?'he excellent Izzat-Allah was obviously beginning to
wonder if i t ever would be.
So Fvere the authorities a t Calcutta. Their lettcr of recall was waiting for
hfoorcroft whcn he returned to Peshawar. 'Little prospect remains, either of
);O~raccon~plishing
the original and authorised ends of yourjourney or ofyour
even pcnetrnting into thc desired quarter,' hc read. Your public spirit and the
information you have-obtained is greatly valued but you can n o longer be
spared from your important duties a t thc stud. Therefore 'close your commcrcia1 concerns, a n d make preparations for returning to the British Provinces as
soon as practicable after the receipt of this despatch'. Only in the unlikely
event of your having already reached 'as f-ar as C a u b u l or the vicinity of that
place' before thcse instructiorls reach you, do you have discretion to continue
to Bokhara."
For most men that would be that. Indeed, for most men, a n honourable
opportunitv to escape from five years of wearying travel, ill-health a n d danger
would have been extremely welcome. kloorcroft is of interest precisely because
he was not like most men. T h a t he intcnded to push o n , goes without saying. I n
that case, the letter seemed to give h i m the bleak choice either of resignation,
insubordination or dishonesty. He s a w another way. H e merely assumed, o r
pretended to assume, that by reaching Peshawar he had met the government's
condition and so could continue. A glance at the m a p is sufficient t o show that
only by the most strained interpretation can Peshawar be said to be 'in the
vicinity of Kabul'. It is 2 0 0 miles (320 kilornetres) from it! Yet, if challenged,
Moorcroft knew that he could always fall back on the (admittedly rather thin)
argument that, even if he were nowhere near the cip of Kabul, h e had a t least
reached the so-called kingdom of Kabul. T h e officials a t Calcutta should have
known better. If they were to stop a m a n like Moorcroft their orders needed to
have been cate orical, unambiguous a n d without loopholes of a n y kind. As it
was, his reply1' simply claimed the latitude he h a d been offered to proceed
serenely on his way to Bokhara, offering neither explanation orjustification. It
was masterly.
Moorcroft then went on, as he was required to do, to spell out his plans for
the remainder of the journey. So far as horses for the stud were concerned, the
Prospects of obtaining them a t Bokhara and returning in safety with them
were, he claimed, 'abundantly gratifying'. A renowned Peshawari holy m a n
and Koranic lawyer called Mir Fazl H a q was on his way to Bokhara at the
cnlil's reqrlrst. Thanks to Khoja S h a h Nias who put thcm in touch, hloorcroft
pay Fazl Haq's travel expenses in return for his powerful influence with
the emir and the other chiefs along the way north of the Hindu Eiush.lg South
ofit, in Afghanistan proper, the friendly influence of the Peshawar chiefs could

be relied upon, even if civil war did flare up again at Kabul. After ~ ~ k h
Moorcroft planned to go north-east to Kokand and here he relied upon the
khan's former physician, a man called Mirza Jowad who had been travelling
with them (also a t Moorcroft's expense) ever since they left Ladakh. From
Kokand, Moorcroft hoped to return to India with the main party and the
horses via Yarkand and Ladakh. Trebeck, travelling light and further west,
would explore the Pamirs' approaches to northern India. With normal
good fortune, they should all be safely back in India by early 1826 at the
latest.
This optimistic programme, as Moorcroft admitted, was designed to enable
him to complete his commercial investigations into the prospects for British
trade in inner Asia, his geographical enquiries into trade and invasion routes
there and his political detective work into the progress of Russian intrigueand
trade.' If successful i t would have done even more than that, although
Moorcroft seems to have been unaware of the fact. It would have vindicated all
his unfashionable enthusiasm and anticipated European investigation and
government intervention in these areas by up to half a century. It would, in
other words, have been a personal triumph so striking, that William Moorcroft
would not be the forgotten and unappreciated man he is today.
His letter to Calcutta concluded with a simple assertion: 'I feel little
apprehension of the ultimate result disappointing the expectations in which I
have so long and pertinaciously indulged.' With that the government had to
rest content. By the time they received his letter and despatched a reply
explaining that he had blatantly misunderstood their instructions, he would, il
his forecasts were correct, be well on his way back to India anyway.
His optimism was quite genuine and Trebeck shared it.20Moorcroft was not
the kind of man who would deliberately carry himself and his party to
destruction in obsessive pursuit of an unattainable dream. He and they had
already achieved what men had said was impossible. He believed that they
could continue to d o so, given reasonably good fortune. The dangers were
obvious, and Moorcroft at this time sent another batch of papers to his friends
in India for safekeeping, but things were certainly looking more promising at
the beginning of May 1824, when letters from Habibullah Khan arrived,
assuring them of his friendly welcome and ~rotectionat Kabul. The fratricidal
fighting there had, apparently, ceased.2' Best of al I, Sultan ~ u h a m m a dand
Pir Muhammad decided to take their troops to join their brother *ar
Muhammad, who was already at Kabul. This offered not only welcome
protection to the caravan in the dangerous Khyber defile, but also sorne
promise of security once it had reached the Afghan capital or^^^^^
abandoned his risky alternative route without regret.
Early on 28 May word was received from Sultan Muhammad that they
should he ready to leave at dawn next day. There followed the usual frenzy
chaotic preparation, as the great caravan girded itself for the road oncc aga'n
after six months of immobility. One casualty was Trebeck's last surviv"g
mercury barometer tube. The chaos on departure day was nearly as bad.The
carncls did not arrive. until late in the day and then a fierce sandstorm
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delayedthe loading that they were not really on the move until sunset. They
blunderedalong in the darkness across the plain, expecting attack or theft at
any moment. When they reached Sultan Muhammad's camp, they supped off
acup ofwater and dozed where they could till daylight. Moorcroft was uneasy.
He had no more confidence in his Afghan friend's I 2 0 0 wild-looking and badly
armedtroops than he had in the tribesmen who lived in, and on, the Khyber
pass.
They rode into the jaws of that bloodstained, historic corridor on the first
day ofJune 1824. T h e furnace heat was beating back off its bare, rocky walls
and the Afridis up on the crags could be seen gazing hungrily at those swaying
bundles and chests, said to be stuffed with solid gold. It was a tense and trying
time. Moorcroft became utterly confused as to which day it was and his writing
deteriorated dramatically. It is not surprising, for the tribesmen singled him
out for particular attention in their endless clamour for baksheesh. T h e heat
was appalling. Moorcroft slept only fitfully at night because of the constant
threat of attack and, in consequence, often found himselfdangerously asleep in
the saddle by day.
Considering all this, the amount of detailed information he managed to
record for the government, particularly on the defensibility of the pass against
foreign incursion from the west, is quite remarkable. He believed (wrongly)
that he was the first Englishman to travel through the pass. He was certainly
the first to provide detailed eye-witness information about it.'' In the end,
there were only two casualties in the long pass, although both caused
Moorcroft much sorrow. One was his favourite spaniel bitch, Missy. She was a
loving friend who had hardly ever left his side since the greatjourney began.23
The other was a fine pointer called Sheena, probably the one he had been given
recently by a Pathan chief as a fee in return for a surgical truss. Both dogs died
ofheat-stroke in the furnace wind and Sheena's puppies, in a basket on one of
thecamels, onlyjust survived. I t must have been with immense reliefall round
that they came at last to the western end of the pass where the hills fall back.
That evening they were able to refresh their tired and dusty bodies in the
sparkling, blue-green waters of the Kabul River.
The ensuing journey across the tawny bare hills to Jalalabad was uneventful, although thieves were still a hazard after dark. At scruffy, run-down
Jalalabad, they rested a day on the river bank. Moorcroft, remembering his
nocturnal riverside experience in Ladakh, wisely kept his tents back some
distance from the water. Sure enough, fierce thunderstorms and torrential rain
brought the river over its banks and set the Afghan camp in disarray.
Moorcroft's ailing tent somehow survived the storms and to it flocked a
number of the local chiefs and mullahs to seek medical assistance or bewail
their poverty and the lawlessness of their misgoverned country. Why, they
asked, did the British not come and rule it properly? Moorcroft was flattered
but kept his counsel. Yetthe question intrigued him. Why not? A month later
in which he
he drafted from Kabul an astonishing letter to the
contemplated what then was utterly unthinkable - a n active British interference in the atTairs of Afghanistan.

Beyond Bokhara
Does the objection lie in the distance?. . . It may not impertinently be .asked ir
E;abool be more distant from the British frontier than from that orRussia. . . . ~ t ; ,
presumed that external policy is not bound by other laws than the maxims ofstate
necessity guided by honest and manly feeling.
Both maxims led Moorcroft irresistibly to the same conclusion,just as the"
had in the case of Ladakh. British security, British trade and the well-being&
the people themselves all called for British involvement.
It would be easy to dismiss this last argument as cant, the respectable
fig-leaf to cover the nakedness of the other two. But no one who understands
Moorcroft can take such a simple view. An intensely humane man, he was also
a patriot, proud of the record of his countrymen in Asia and convinced that the
blessings of enlightened British rule were immeasurably superior to anything
else available. The two impulses together inevitably made him an advocateoC
what were later called 'forward' policies. He can hardly be blamed for not
seeing what his successors had to learn so painfully - that self-government can
be more precious even than good government, especially to men who have lost
it. Nearly everything that was said to him in Afghanistan seemed to suggest
quite the contrary.
It is not at all certain that this July letter of hloorcroft ever reached Calcutta.
Perhaps that isjust as well, for it would assuredly have convinced the members
of the governor-general's council that their wandering stud superintendent
had finally taken leave of his senses. Read in the late I 830s its words would
have seemed remarkably wise; in the 184os, foolish; and in the 187os,again
wise. Such is timing in the affairs of men. But foolish or wise, it was strangely
prophetic. Not only did Moorcroft advocate 'forward' policies (he actually
used the word) in Afghanistan, as in the 1830s and later, but, more specifically,
he proposed the use of the exiled Sadozai ruler, Shah Shuja. That ploy was
attempted in 1833-4 and more whole-heartedly in 1838-9. Even more
uncanny, Moorcroft used almost the very words - 'a single British regiment
would suffice to establish Shuja-ul-Mulk as sovereign' at Kabul- which, when
written by the man who followed Moorcroft to Bokhara and got all the credit
for it, finally persuaded a reluctant governor-general to launch the ill-fated
invasion of Afghanis tan in 1 8 3 8 . ~ ~
It was just as well that the outwardly urbane and ever-attentive Sultan
Muhammad Khan and his brothers were not mind-readers, for ~hah-shuja
and his family were their most bitter rivals and enemies. Needless to say!
Moorcroft would have kept these dangerous thoughts very much to himself.
when he came to talk with the Peshawar brothers in the cool of the evening
after the day's march was done. He must have become a familiar sight on hls
evening stroll round the Afghan camp. T h e fine horses of the chief' were
particular interest to him and some ofthem reminded him vividly of animals
he had known in days gone by, in the stables ofhis titled friends in Endand. He
remembered hones as most of us remember people. Like every other British
traveller in the barren upland desert that is h o s t of middle Asia in summer,he
also remembered those cool green islands and northern seas which were ha
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horn,-. He knew that he would never see them again, but i t is noticeable that the
further he penetrated into those unknown heartlands, the more he peppered
his letters and journals with references to the familiar a n d ordered world ofhis
earlier days. Battersea gardens, Bagshot Heath, Hampstead a n d Highgate,
the Temple gardens, Appuldurcombe on the Isle of bright, the Surrey hills,
Furness and the Cheviots, the intimate topography ofsouth-west Lancashire to a British reader these familiar names a n d reassuring syllables on the faded,
endless pages seem like little lights amid the darkness of cruelty, intrigue a n d
danger with which he was surrounded.
Moorcroft himself had no illusions about the faithlessness of the men he was
dealingwith and the fragile balanceofdynastic politics in Afghanistan, on which
the lives of his party depended. All is 'projects, counter-projects a n d modifications and schemes', he wrote bitterly during an enforced weck's delay in
scorchi~lgheat just outside Jalalabad in mid-June, while the Pcshawar chiefs
held a great council of war with emissaries from the two contending parties a t
Kabul. hloorcroft consoled himself with the renowned fruit of the area grown
in ancient walled orchards and with earnest conversations with the local
greybeards. Hc also rode out to visit some of the historic sites and commented,
in considerable detail, on some of the ancient coins he found a n d collected
there. In a few ycars those same coins were to yield a rich harvest of evidence
about the successive dynasties. invasions and civilizations of northern India
and Afghanistan in thc then unknown ycars between the death of Alexander
the Great and the Muslim invasions of the twelfth century. It is curious that
Wilson, who played an important, a n d not entirely honourable, role in that
should not so much as mention Moorcroft's notes. They are
practically the earliest which exist.
Eventually it was decided by the Barakzai princes that Pir Muhammad
and Yar Muhammad (who had joined them from Kabul) would return to
Peshawar, leaving Sultan Muhammad to go on to K a b u l alone, in the hope of
mediating the simmering fratricidal quarrel there. That a t least was a
satisfactory outcome for hloorcroft. O n 14June the reduced party set out
westwards once more, climbing higher in the cooler air on to the Kabul
platcau.
Thc places along that 70-milc (I12-kilometre) track through grim a n d
rocky defiles- Bhutkak,Jagdalak, Tezin, Khurd Kabul and Gandamak-were
just names to Moorcroft in midsummer 1824.It was as well that his prophetic
illsight did not extend to the deep midwinter of 1841-2 and the nightmare
outcome orthe British forward policies he advocated. Then the snow a t these
places became a shroud for thousands, as a shattered British armv a t Kabul
tried in vain to reach the comparative safety ofJalalabad. hfoorcroft's journey
In the other dircction was relatively uneventful. O n the night of 16June, just
before moonrise, thc high winds brought his tent down in a shower of sparks
along the frame of his iron brdstead. Trebeck's turn for excitement came the
following night. Despite the bright moon and the armed guard, a stealthv
brown hand under the wall orhis tent deprivcd him ofhis helmet, cloak, pistol
and, most serious ofall, onc of the bearing compasses o n which his route survey
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SO d e ~ e n d e d . The
~ ' two supposed sentries, one of whom was missingand the
other asleep, were solemnly court-martialled by Moorcroft as soon as [hey
reached Kabul.
That ancient city, dominated by its great fort-palace of Bala Hissar and
wedged in by hills, was clearly visible across the plain next morning.An armed
escort, sweltering in green and scarlet velvet, came riding out to meet themand
led their caravan under the Lahore gate and into the narrow swarmingstreets
and covered bazaars of the town. They were taken to the peace of a walled
garden and house of Sultan Muhammad Khan and, in due course, travs of
dinner, desserts and the matchless fruit of Kabul arrived. It was 18June
Moorcroft had good reason to.be satisfied. It was another milestone, another
justification of his own indomitable faith in the feasibility of his mission. Hc
had, as he announced to Calcutta, arrived 'in perfect safety'.28He had brought
his great caravan unscathed across some of the most unruly and rugged terrain
in Asia and pushed his political, commercial and topographical enquiries to
the very heart of Afghanistan. From Peshawar, which was the limit of
Elphinstone's official journey in 1808-9, Moorcroft believed they were on new
ground for Englishmen. It is almost true and, certainly in terms of detailed
information gathered, wholly true. T h e solo journey of George Forster, who
preceded Moorcroft to Kashmir and Kabul in I 783-4 (although not beyond),
remarkable as it was, simply does not compare in this respect. Not that anyone
would know this from Wilson's version. He treats Moorcroft's two-month
sojourn at Kabul in a single, misleading paragraph.29 It gives no inkling,
either of the dense and often fascinating detail in Moorcroft's letters
and journals, or of the tension in the city in that crucial year when Dost
Muhammad, later the great father of modern Afghanistan, ousted his nephew,
Habibullah, and first came to supreme power at Kabul.
Moorcroft met Habibullah, a handsome man of about 25, soon after he
reached Kabul. T h e occasion was one of those civilized and colourful set-piece
ceremonials which the Afghan chiefs so delighted in. Habibullah was surrounded by his senior officials. He rose as Moorcroft approached, ushered him
to a chair on his right and, as soon as the velvet twilight of the summer evening
had come, entertained him with illuminations, music, fireworks, dancing-girls
and a sumptuous dinner of many courses. Whether Habibullah's generosity
also extended to 'one damsel of easy virtue', apparently ~rovidedto a
resourceful rogue who anived in Kabul about this time, penniless and nearly
naked but claiming to be Moorcroft's brother, is understandably not recorded!
but it was an auspicious start.
O n another occasion some time later Moorcroft and Trebeck were invited
join Sultan Muhammad and Habibullah in the garden under the plane trees
beside the tomb of Emperor Baber. From that terraced hillside one can gaze,as
the great emperor himself loved to do, across the plain westwards towards the
great snow ridge of the central Hindu Kush and the cherry orchards, tawny,
fortified houses and waving corn of the favoured valley of Paghman at
its feet. O n that occasion Habibullah, who was playing chess with
Muhammad, seemed irresolute and childish. It was perhaps the first warning

that things were not likely to remain so outwardly favourable for very long.
Moorcroft a n d his party werc about to learn the same lesson a s the British a n d
Russian armies which followed them fiftcen and I 25 years later. Hard as it is to
reach Kabul, it is often even harder to leave it again.
The Peshawar brothers had not exaggerated the dificulties Moorcroft had
to face at Kabul. It was soon clear that his good relations with the popular
Sultan Muhammad were, a t the same time, something of a liability. T h a t
prince's own relations with his unpopular and jealous nephew rapidly deteriorated and his proffered mediation in Habibullah's dispute with Dost
Muhammad, advancing rapidly on the city from the north-west, was angrily
rejected. As another military showdown for control of K a b u l loomed, the
fabulous wealth rumoured to be tiidden in that array of scaled packages in
Sultari Muhammad's compound, became a n increasing temptation to the
hard-pressed Habibullah in his own fight for sui\.ival. Equally, of course, it
was a source of danger to him in the hands of his rivals. H e was already
beginning to suspect that Sultan Muhammad a n d Dost Muhammad werc in
collusion, and that Moorcroft's wealth was underwriting the costs of Sultan
Muhammad's force. In the cnd, that was not so far from the truth.
IVhat is certainly true, is that Moorcroft's presence in Kabul played its own
part in the growing and dangerous hostility between Habibullah and Sultan
Muhammad. An early sign of trouble was Habibullah's repeated failure to
invite Moorcroft and Trebeck to his house, as he had promised. That this was
not an oversight was confirmed when h e twice ostentatiously ignored them
when he encountered them riding in the crowded streets oC the city. Moorcroft's attempt to mollify him, by a present of a gun conveyed through Sultan
Muhammad Khan, was received with contempt. Scenting trouble, Moorcroft
began to prepare in secret for an early departure. I t was probably news of this,
conveyed to Habibullah by one ofhis spies, which led to the next development.
On 1 7 July, one of Habibullah's rncn arrived at the compound with a
peremptory demand for the payment ofcustoms dues. Sultan Muhammad, for
whatever reason, was furious. He went a t once to remind his nephew, in very
harsh language indeed, that Moorcroft a n d his party were his personal guests
and had come to Kabul with written assurances of favourable treatment from
Habibullah himself.. .As soon as Sultan hluhammad was out of the city a few
hours later, a second d e m a n d for customs was received, this time carried by
one of Habibullah's brothers-in-law. T h e r e was a heated exchange between
him and h3oorcroft and, later, Izzat-Allah was subjected to some hostile
questioning from the irate ruler himself. Hearing of all this, Sultan Muhammad came galloping back to the citv in a great rage and the customs demand
was again dropped, at least for the Aonlcnt. Probably only Habibullah's more
immediate preoccupations saved them. Increasingly the city was seething
with disaffection and was apparently only waiting for an opportunity to rise u p
in open insurrection against him.30
Even this tense situation did not prevent Moorcroft from pursuing his usual
busy enquiries, apparently as tirelessly a s ever. O n the d a y hc arrived at
Kabul, he was fascinated to hear that a caravan from Bokhara had just come
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in. T h a t same evening he was inspecting the only two horses it had brought
for sale. They were disappointing. So were the 500 or so he examined in
Habibullah's stables. Moorcroft reckoned that only about halfa dozenof them
would be suitable for use as stud stallions. As usual, he was always able to
rationalize, without difficulty or hypocrisy, the absence of the horses which
alone, so far as Calcutta was concerned, justified his journey. In this case,
apart from the hazards of the road, it must be Habibullah's unsavoury
reputation for extorting from the horse-dealers and merchants every quality
horse to arrive from Bokhara that was to blame. Even so, the quality and
quantity of horseflesh at Kabul was higher than anything Moorcroft had see-,
on his ourney so far, and he made a close study of the unusual feeding systems
used.3 The rural economy of Kabul and its environs was also a source of
unfailing interest to him. T h e result was a very long report which he began to
writc in August for the Board ofAgriculture in London, on Afghan techniques
of ice storage, of crop, fruit and vegetable husbandry, and of animal health.32
H e was not to know that the board had been defunct for two years, even as he
struggled to put his ideas into words. He also assembled a camel-load of
labelled seeds and samples for transmission down to Calcutta, courtesy of
Ranjit Singh.
T h e anarchic state of Afghan politics did nothing to improve Moorcroft's
low estimation of his old adversary, the Sikh ruler. Indeed it was partly
because he was so convinced that the British native newswriter in Kabul was
being paid by Ranjit Singh to supply deliberately garbled information to
Calcutta, that he compiled such a massive political despatch himself.33It is,
even for him, a n exceptionally long and circumlocutory document. He had
never found writing easy but his problem in this respect seems to have
increased. I t must, however, be remembered that he had now been away from
native English speakers, other than Trebeck, for over five years and the effect
was beginning to show.

i

I have been so long accustomed to such a mixture of tongues as to have contracted
insensibly the vicious habit of pressing into my service such words as first present
themselves to my mind . . . without being sufficientlycurious as to their origin SO34that
I much doubt whether my sentiments preserve the idiom of my native speech.

For all its great size and verbosity, Moorcroft's political despatch from
Kabul is a document of great interest. Moorcroft's bible, ever since his arrival
in Afghanistan, was the splendid illustrated account of that country which
Elphinstone wrote after his mission to Perhawar in 1808. One of Moorcroft's
aims was to provide a corrected up-dating of the events of recent Afghan
history since then. His account represents not only considerable research
and industry, but also contains some information which appears to be
unrecorded anywhere else. Hc then turned to the present and the future state
of Afghanistan's external relations. Some of what he wrote has already been
summarized and quoted. I t is a curious mixture. O n the one hand there is the
accurate prophecy and discerning prognosis, particularly on the subject of
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Afghanistan's quite crucial role as a barrier to protect British India from
Russian menace. O n the other is Moorcroft's breath-taking ability to pile
far-fetched speculation upon hypothesis and call it unimpeachable fact. For
such a good-natured, optimistic man, he had a remarkable capacity to see
limitless malevolence, low cunning and treachery in others. His views
of Agha Mehdi, the Kashmiri merchants at Leh and Yarkand, and Ranjit
Singh are all examples. I n this July letter the Russians in general are the bogey
men. They are active a n d hostile in Lahore, in Kabul, everywhere. Yet even in
this alarmist nonsense, Moorcroft was anticipating the future. H e was a
fully-fledged, classic Russophobe before almost any of his countrymen had
even discerned the possibilityofa Russian threat to British interests in Asia, let
alone thought about how to respond to i t .
The most pressing dangers facing hlioorcroft in July 1824 were those on his
doorstep. T h e mounting tensions in Kabul suggested the wisdom of
leaving the city as quickly as possible, before Habibullah changed his mind
about customs duties again or attempted to levy them by force. But where
should they go? Both of the main caravan routes to the north and north-west
were said to be sealed. The rumour in the bazaar was that Habibullah
intended to pounce o n their ponderous and slow-moving caravan as soon as it
left the confines of the city and Sultan Muhammad's protection. It was all too
likely. Even if they somehow evaded that fate, there was good authority for
believing that Dost hluhammad K h a n (then a t Bamian) intended to plunder
them when they came within his reach. hloorcroft rather despairingly sent him
a placatory gift of a fine double-barrelled shotgun. I n due course he received
the delphic reply that the Dost would henceforth consider hloorcroft a n d his
party as his nephews. T h a t , noted Moorcroft with grim humour, was 'no
complimentary proof of relationship conveying friendship . . . when the
circumsta~lcesof D. M. Khan cannonading his nephew in his own city have
been duly weighed'. Supposing that all these dangers from the Afghans were
somehow overcome there remained the alarminqly disturbed state ofthe lands
north of the Hindu Kush. Sultan Muhammad Khan, and his amiable brother,
Nawab Jubbar Khan, were graphic in their warnings of the anarchy in that
region since the death of the late ruler of Balkh. Bokhara was weak, the slavers
from Khi\.a were roaming ever further in their raids Irom the west a n d the
Hazaras, emboldened by their recent successful raids on the caravans, were
waiting 'on the tiptoe o r expectation' for the fabulous treasures which
Moorcroft's party was believed to be carr! ing.''
Moorcroft's dilemma was that he could nc\.cr be sure that these dire
warnings were all they seemed. Suppose Sultan kluhammad had designs ofhis
own oti hloorcroft's baggage, perhaps to assist him in his bid for power a t
Kabul? Even ifhe were the true friend he seemed, his frtendship was beginning
to look as though it might be nearly as costly as his enmity. O n 26 J u l ) , he
tapped Moorcroft for a loan of 1 2 , 0 ~ 0rupees a n d , not long afterwards. for
another of 8000. Moorcroft dared not refuse. Hts desperate attempts to raise
money, not an easy matter in a city on the brink of'ci\.il war a n d with his own
resources running doum 'far beyond the bourlds of conlmotl prudence', arc
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evident in his papers." Still, costly as Sultan Muhammad's friendship might
be, at least his presence in Kabul offered some sort of guarantee against total
disaster. Ominously enough, Habibullah was putting the strongest pressure
on his uncle to leave Kabul and return to Peshawar. Worse, Habibullah was
insisting that Moorcroft remain in Kabul after Sultan Muhammad's depar
ture 'as a proof of friendship'. That would have been folly. For many of
Moorcroft's now demoralized party it would also be folly not to retire with
Sultan Muhammad to the relative safety of Peshawar. Moorcroft conceded
that the case for retreat was a very strong one, although for him it was as out of
the question as ever.
The mere thought of retreating without completing my commissions . . . smote my
mind with a force that, almost inducing temporary confusion whenever entertained
for a few moments, ifoften repeated would have gone near to have overset my reason
under their appalling.influence. I might indeed be acquitted by the world but I
should ever stand convicted at the bar of my own conscience of a scandalous, base
and dastardly desertion orthe interests ofmy country through considerations merely
Behind the long-windedness, something of the personal cost of these tense
weeks comes over clearly enough. He was struggling to steer a course through
what Trebeck called 'this disgusting scene of uproar and heartless nay
villainous intrigue and deception'3e and, like all leaders in a tight corner,
trying at the same time to remain outwardly calm and cheerful. Privately he
confessed in his journal that the prospects were 'most dark and dangerous'.
Trebeck felt the same, although he was also firm in his determination not to
retreat, but for the servants it was a different matter. Some of them simply
deserted and even the stout Ghulam Muhammad Khan was ready to do so.39
Izzat-Allah remained loyal but indicated what he felt by sending his son back
to India, so as to ensure the continuity of his line, as he put it. Then, as if
morale among the sepoys were not already low enough, the deserter and
troublemaker James Lyons, whom they had last seen in Kashmir, turned up
once again. At Peshawar, Moorcroft had replaced him with another alcoholic
deserter, an artilleryman called Thomas Griffiths. He proved a valuable
addition to their little army and his behaviour for a time was impeccable, but
when Lyons arrived in Kabul, seeking revenge for his own dismissal, Griffiths
was soon persuaded to desert, along with four other members of the Gurkha
escort. Lyons also helped to spread yet more rumours of the gold and jewels in
their baggage.
These worrying developments could hardly have come at a worse moment
for Moorcroft and his beleaguered caravan, as they gloomily prepared for a
showdown. They were not alone. In the last week ofJuly, Kabul was seething.
T h e streets were full ofarmed men, the shutters were going up on the shopsin
the bazaar and the peaceful and more prosperour citizens were moving their
women and children out. O n 25 July, Moorcroft took Sultan ~ u h a m m a d ' s
advice and moved to a more easily defended house, eluding what seemed like
an attempt by Habibullah's men to seize the baggage in transit. On the 26th

the cannons of the great Bala Hissar boomed out at intervals all day under the
joint direction of Griffiths and Lyons, who had both joined Habibullah's
service. Three days later a breathless messenger arrived at the gate with the
news they had been expccting and preparing for all week: Habibullah's troops
were on their way to attack them. Luckily they were not. They were moving
out to do battle with Dost Muhammad's men. Moorcroft was a valuable
eye-witnessand chronicler of the confused fighting which followed, but he was
more than that. He turned his house into a field hospital and did what he could
for the injured. Most of the sometimes fearful sword wounds were in the back,
he noted. And 'poor' Griffiths was among the dead. Despite the advantage of
numbers and superior equipment, Habibullah's men were defeated in the field
and withdrew behind the massive walls of the citadel. For the moment i t was
stalemate.
It was also, clearly, the moment for Moorcroft to get his party but of Kabul
as swiftly as possible, before one side or the other became free' to turn its
attention to him. Trebeck and some of the other stalwarts agreed, although
Sultan Muhammad thought they were mad. However, loyal to the last, he
provided an escort of fifteen of his own men and used his influence to obtain
more from Dost Muhammad. He also assisted with the carriage arrangements
and wrote letters of introduction to some of the chiefs along the road.* I n
retrospect it is plain that Moorcroft was extraordinarily lucky and his 20,000rupee 'loan' to Sultan Muhammad looks cheap at the price. It is true that he
disliked his new kaJilabashi (caravan supervisor), a weasel of a man, who slept
in Trebeck's tent and repaid the kindness by stealing his carpet. It is equally
true that they were grossly overcharged for carriage, but at least the caravan
was still intact as the final preparations were made to move out of the city on 16
August. There was hassle and haggling and tension right to the very end. Some
of the servants flatly refused to go on and it was late in the day, far too late for
comfort, before the baggage began to move out across the plain towards the
foot of the great range which spanned the north-western horizon. Moorcroft
and Trebeck followed the next day.
Almost their last act in the city before the final farewells, was to record a
sincere testimony to the one Afghan chief whose friendship and hospitality,
whatever his private hopes, had not faltered in all the eight months they had
known him.4' Without Sultan Muhammad Khan, it is hard to see how their
two months in troubled Kabul could have ended other than in disaster.
Moorcroft's presents to him were suitably generous. Years afterwards, the
crystal chandeliers he gave were on show when visitors from India enjoyed
tough
h e little horse he gave
Sultan Muhammad's hospitality at P e ~ h a w a r . ~ ~ T
Moorcroft in return, later carried his new owner on his life or death flight for
120 miles (192 kilometres) across the desert without respite, and undoubtedly
saved his life.43All in all the honours were pretty even and the two men parted
with genuine regret.
O n the evening of I 7 August Moorcroft looked back across the plain towards
the city and could plainly see the hillside gardens round Baber's tomb where
he had first begun to have his doubts about Habibullah. From the great,
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brooding citadel came the sporadic boom ofthat chief's cannon, as if to remind
them of their good fortune in escaping the confines of the city. Not that there
was much sense of danger averted. They were still too close to the city for that.
Besides, that first night in camp was bitterly cold - a first taste of the winter
breath of thc high Hindu Kush. This was apparently the last straw for two
more of the Gurkhas. who absconded with their precious swords under coverof
darkness. T h e escellent corporal followed next morning. One can hardly
blame them. For more than five years those loyal little fighting men had been
separated from their homes and families a n d the end of this never-ending
journey must have seemed to them as far away as when they set out for Tibet,
all those long ycars bcfore. All the same, for hloorcroft it was a serious blow. It
took another two days of anxiety in that exposed spot to recruit Afghan
replacements and to rcsolve other distracting problems. Not until 1 9August
did their journcy really begin.
That first e\.ening hloorcroft was hospitably entertained in the fort ofoneof
Dost hluharnmad's friends, but the events of the night that followed were a
reminder both or the need for vigilance and the ever-present danger of
accident. hloorcroft had a burning thirst and slept badly. Hearing a noise in
the darkness closc by, he called out and shortly afterwards the sentry
challenged a shadowy figure in the darkness. Trebeck, whose watch i t was,
came riding up to in\.estigate a n d thejittery sentry fired straight at him, hitting
his horse in the jai\.. Trebeck, to Moorcroft's immense relief, was unharmed
but by early morning hloorcroft himself was 'in great distress', shivering and
vomiting. H e continued like that for most oftheday. Nevertheless he extracted
the ball and pieces of shattered bone from the jaw ofTrebeck's horse as best he
could before they moved on once again, westwards and northwards into the
foothills of the mighty Hindu Kush.
As the ancient, curving caravan trail climbs higher, the fruit trees and
orchards gradually give way to willows and poplars and, eventually, to the
utter emptiness and awesome sterility of the high, empty passes across the
great watershed between the Oxus and Indus. Mwrcroft's track, and most of
the intimate landmarks along it which he noted as he ~ a s s e dby, are still
virtually as he described them one and a halfcenturies ago. U p there in August
it is still fiercely hot by day and bitterly cold by night and still, as then, the
Ghilzai nomads are on the move bringing their black tents and livestock down
to milder pastures before the onset ofanother bitter winter. Some aspects ofit,
the height and the emptiness in particular, reminded Moorcroft of Ladakh,
although it was infinitely more dangerous.
There were no further alarms and on 25 August 1824 they came safely to the
peaceful, green-gold valley of Bamian, Their camp-site beside the sparkling
river, thanks to the bearings and distances recorded in ~ o o r c r o f t ' journals,
s
can be precisely located. Behind it, to the south, is the turreted afld
melancholy ruincd citadel of Golgola; in front, the now famous curtain ofclla
honeycombed with black caves and dominated by its two huge, faceless
sentinel figures, for ever staring out across the fertile valley. Once upon a time,
long before European sailing ships rolled up the empty southern oceans, this
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,quiet valley was one of the grcat and bus): crossroads of the ivorld. Now only
some of the monuments remain. Moorcroft had chosen to come this way
particularly because of what he had heard o f them.
In those next two days, which were all he dare allow himsell' in this last
outpost of Afghanistan, he was not disappointed. H c rode his horse along the
bottom of that soaring cliff, doubtless shading his eves against the glare as he
craned up at the two huge a n d mysterious figures, a n d then clinlbed busily
through the echoing warren of chill, d a r k caves beside and above thcm,
making precise notes a n d peering carefully at the fading, dclicate stucco
pintings and the weird, architectural carving of the soft stonc. He longed for
more time. 'Were not my attcntion directed to the i m p r o v e m c ~ of
~ t a distant
country,' he wrote,44 'after lcaving the service of the H o n . Company I would
again visit Bamian to explore its curiosities.' He never did ofcoursc, but he did
enough in those two days to establish a n unassailable, and still largely
unacknowledged, claim to priority. H e was the first of a stream of European
visitors in modern times to visit and describe Bamian. More than that, he was
the first to confirm by on-the-spot observation what local tradition had long
forgotten and scholars were otily beginning to guess a t : the grcat figures a n d
paintings, and the culture from which thcy came, werc Buddhist. hloorcroft's
extensive notes on Bamian4' deserve publication, although onc would never
guess i t from the desultory scraps in Wilson's summary or the use scholars
have failed to make of thcm.'"t
was another elcven years before the bitter
loner, James Lewis alias Charles Masson, came to Bamian and published
what is generally regarded a s the first European eye-witness account of the
antiquities there, even though hc denied that they were B ~ d d h i s t . ~
High
'
on
the back wall of one of the caves in what is known as G r o u p XII, he pencilled
neatly:

Ifany fool this high samootch [cave] explore
Know Charles hiasson has been here before.
He at least knew that before Charles biasson had come Moorcroft, Trebeck
and Guthrie. Their three names in charcoal are also there as is, in another
place, Moorcroft's solitary signature.'* I t was normally his stern rule never to
deface ancient monuments in this way.49 O n e is somehow glad that on this
occasion he did.
Congenial as his contemplation of the remote past high on that great cliff
must have been, the reality of the present and the immediatc future was, as
ever, waiting for Moorcroft when he returned to the dazzling sunshine o f t h e
valley floo; below. There were extra horses to be hired so that the whole party
could be mounted and a guide to be recruited who could pilot them along the
next stage of the journey. Once again heads were shaken, this time a t the risks
from the slaving Hazara raidcrs who infested the narrow, rocky defiles to the
north of Bamian. Moorcroft was determined to push o n , but he was n ~ u c h
relieved when he heard that the Tajik chief of the Syghan valley to the north
would meet them with an escort at the frontier pass. As they left Barnian on 28
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August, they were shadowed by a sinister group of slavers on horseback
waiting to fall upon any stragglers, so Moorcroft rode along at the rear and
doubtless kept a wary eye over his shoulder. Later they passed the rough
graves of a party attacked a n d murdered the previous year. The Afghan
kafilabuhi was a pest to the very last but their final parting from Sultan
Muhammad's escort on the crest of the Ak-robat pass was dignified. Each man
rode forward in turn to salute Moorcroft and wish him well. Then they all
turned and cantered away in a dwindling cloud ofdust back the way they had
come.
It was another milestone and Moorcroft confessed his relief to be safely clear
of Afghanistan. Now they were in Turkestan - at last Bokhara seemed within
reach. 'If we arrive safely beyond the Afghan frontier we shall have overcome
the difficulties most to be apprehended,' Trebeck had written a few weeks
earlier.=" H e could hardly have been more wrong.
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MOORCROFTWAS PLEASED with his first impressions of his new host, Muhammad Ali Beg, Tajik chief of thc fertile Syghan valley.' T h a t first evening in
Turkestan, with Guthrie and Trebeck in charge, Moorcroft's little force was
put through its exercises at speed. The chief was impressed. If these men and
his own worked together, they could soon make the roads safe again for
caravans. That at least is what he told Moorcroft. He was more frank with
Trebeck. Together with the help of some bandits he was in touch with, they
would all be able to surprise and sack Tashkurghan, the thriving bazaar town
across the hills to the north and now under Uzbek control!
It was a timely, if uncomfortable, reminder that the anarchy and violence
north ofthe Hindu Kush was no whit less dangerous than in Afghanistan to the
south. In some ways it was worse. For while no self-respecting Afghan would
stoop to man-stealing, in the lands ahead of them they themselves, as well as
the swollen caravan, were commodities ofvalue, to be bought and sold like any
other. Moorcroft soon realised that he had seriously underestimated the extent
of the change which had taken place since the death of the powerful and
respected Mir Qalich Ali of ~ a l k h . *In the ensuing fratricidal feuds between
the various Tajik, Uzbek and Turkmen chiefs of the neighbourhood, one man
had proved conspicuously successful. When the name of Murad Beg, chief of
Kunduz, had first entered Moorcroft's journal, he had added the dismissive
words, 'with him no difFiculty was expected'.3 It was a n understandable
judgement amidst the encampassing dangers at Kabul but here, on the
northern edge of the Hindu Kush, things looked rather different. By a
combination of shrewd timing and undeniable skill as a leader of fast-moving,
irregular cavalry, Murad Beg had gradually extended his power westwards
across the plain and into the northern foothills, so that it now lay in a great
swathe of terribry right across the major caravan routes from the south to
Bokhara.
Moor~roftand his caravan entered it on tlle last day of August 1824,when
they descended from the desolate plateau to the north of Syghan into the
steep-walled valley of Kamurd. This is the last of the three parallel, east-west
river-valleyswhich lie to the north of Bamian, like green gashes in the brown
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side of those empty hills. I t is also the most beautiful. The local chiefwas
friendly and the myriad orchard fruits, the sunflowers and the flourishing
cotton were all welcome signs that they were approaching warmer latitudes
a n d t h a t the worst of the Hindu Kush was safely behind them. Moorcroftas
usual was scribblbg busily. I n Syghan, i t had been the evil-smellingasafoetidr
which intrigued him, as a possihle means of protecting vegetables in England
from slug attack. I n Kamurd, it was the methods by which productivefruit
trees could be grown on apparently unproductive soil. 'Were I a going man,'
he wrote, 'I would endeavour to purchase many dells in England and plant
them with fruit trees.' I t all seemed peaceful and safe enough.
As they pushed on without incident northwards down the Tashkurghan
river-valley, through sterile gorges and along open, watered valleys, lovely
with grain and laden orchards, Moorcroft's journal becomes almost lighthearted. T h e good-humoured but curious local people, who pushed into his
tent to gaze a t their first Feringi, were friendly and begged him to excuse their
curiosity. T o j u d g e by his journal, the curiosity was mutual. He was recording
the s h a p e of their skulls, the prettiness of some ofthe women arid children and
much else besides. Even Murad Beg's representative, sent to conduct them
into Aibek, was amiable and affected to be airily unconcerned when i t was
whispered to him that the Feringis were noting down everything. When they
came on 5 September to ~ i b e kstanding
~,
sentinel over its lovely open valley,
its chief - the youngest son of the former ruler of Balkh and now tributary to
h l u r a d Beg - was kindness itself. H e was amusing and witty too, reminding
both Moorcroft a n d Izzat-Allah of their mutual fiiend, Charles Metcalfe. He
conducted Moorcroft personally to some of the remarkable Buddhist antiquities nearby a n d so careful is Moorcroft's description of the astonishing
hill-site known as Rustam's Throne, that one can follow him today every step
of the way. Could it be, he wondered excitedly, that he had found one of the
famed altars of Alexander the Great?5
O n 6 September, Mir Fazl H a q a n d Mir Wazir Ahmad (a friend of
Izzat-Allah's who had joined them a t Kabul) returned from their courtesyvislt
to K u n d u z . T h e y had carried there Moorcroft's presents and letter of introduction and found Murad Beg troubled by the usual inflated account he had
received of Moorcrolis wealth, his great armaments and his apparentli
assiduous spying activities. T h e two Muslims did their best to demonstrate the
absurdity of these stories and believed they had been successful. At all events,
they won from M u r a d Beg a letter of welcome a n d assurances of good
treatment. Wazir Ahmad felt sure that there would be no problems Over
agreeing transit duties and, soon afterwards. he a n d Fazl Haq set OIT lor
a
Bokhara to prepare the way for Moorcroft and his caravan there- I t
serious misjudgement in the case of Wazir Ahmad; perhaps something
sinister in the case of Fazl ~
aFrom~ all that
. happened
~
later, it seems likely
that Murad Beg was deliberalelv enticing bloorcroft's party into his power.
T h e ferocious nature of the man became more obvious when they movedI'T
a l a i n northwards u p the Aibek valley on 8 September. They soon sawse''eral
empty, ruined, mud villages whose inllabitants liad been carried o ~ t o ~ " " ~ ~
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and slavery. T h e remaining villages, however, seemed prosperous enough and
Moorcroft was very interested to notice the large numbers of cheap, healthy
and good-sized horses everywhere. 'Had we possessed such a body a s this a t
thecommencement of the Stud the task of the Superintendent would have been
a very different matter,' he noted. So i t would, but then the long chain of
consequential events, which brought him to that remote valley where no
European had ever been before, would also have been very different.
Moorcroft would have beer1 in no mood for abstract speculations of that
kind. Both he and Trebeck were feverish a n d suffering from headaches as they
rode northwards, although this did not prevent them from leaving the main
party in order to examine the weird hill-caves a t Hazar S u m . Their lack of
torches prevented a proper investigation. Besides, 'the tracks of wild animals,
leading to the deep a n d more remote recesses . . . somewhat checked a spirit of
enterprise in the dusk which might have been damped also by striking the head
against fragments of rock half hanging frorn the ceiling'. A bigger danger,
although they did not realize i t till afterwards, came from the robbers who
haunted the caves. Moorcroft a n d Trebeck, innocent of the danger, both fell
into a deep sleep just where they lay in the dust. Later they became separated
and hiioorcroft fell asleep twice more. When h e eventually emerged, after being
woken by weird and unaccountable noises in the darkness that sent his hand to
his sword and his heart to his mouth, Trebeck and the others were searching
anxiously for him. Moorcroft knew he had been careless - one of the stragglers
from his party was seized by four hovering horsemen that very day - but the
sleep had refreshed him and the headache was gone.
The Aibek valley ends, on the north, in a chaos of rocky hills and is finally
brought u p short by what appears to be a blank wall of rock. At the last
possible moment, a narrow g a p opens into a dramatic, shadowy gorge a n d
thence the road a t last emerges into the open at the walled town of Tashkurghan. T h e y arrived on g September a n d made their c a m p on the ridge of
rock which lay about Y2 mile (0.8 kilometres) to thc south of the city gate. I t
was another milestone. T h e great mountain rampart was now behind them.
Ahead, stretching awayjust beyond the town to the Oxus River, and beyond it
to Bokhara itself, was the endless, desert plain of Turkestan.
Moorcroft had good reason to be pleased with his safe arrival a t the thriving
little town ofTashkurghan. H e liked its colourful bazaars piled high with fruit,
the sparkling streams and the shady, walled orchards. H e was not so pleased
with its high blind walls and its equally anonymous shrouded women. T h e
Hindu merchants of the town gave these visitors from distant Hind a friendly
welcome and the curious Uzbcks, cro\vding among the tents to stare, were also
not in any way hostile. Even the customs official sent to count the baggage was
courtesy itself. There seemed no hint of menace anywhere.
None, that is, until the 'I'ashkulghan chief, known as Baba Beg, 'a short,
squat thickset man ofabout 35, clothed in a n outcr coat offlamc pattcrncd silk
with an under dress of black satin', came striding into their camp. He alas,
unlike his amiable brother at Aibek, was not in the least like Charles Metcalfe.
His salutation to Moorcroft was cold a n d perfunctory a n d he made a
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gratuitously insulting remark to one of the servants about working for an
unbeliever, which brought a n U I I H . ~ S C ~ Vsharp retort from hloorcroft. ~t least
B a b a Beg's manners were otherwise good, Moorcroft noted wryly: he spat
inside the lining of his coat rather than o n the carpet! Once he was convinced,
by a n examination of Rloorcroft's seal, that this was indeed the man who had
corresponded with his father years bcfore, he became a little more civil,
although never friendly. Thcrl came thc bombshell. H i s orders, he said, wereto
forward hloorcroft to hlurad Beg a t Kunduz, a n d he made it clear that
Moorcroft was expected to go 'largel~.firrnished with presents'. The outlook,
Moorcroft conceded, was 'gloomy'. Kunduz was 80 drcary miles ( 1 2 8
kilometrcs) abvay across the dcsert arid its undrained swamps made it a
byword for feiver and discase until wcll into the twentieth century. hlurad
BegYsown evil reputation as a robber and-slaver was just as unhealthy. In the
hardly encouraging words of the pro\.crb,
Whosoe'er may wish to die
Straight to Qunduz let him hie.
T h e only encouragement that hloorcroft could see was that hlurad Beg's chief
minister, a Hindu called Atma Ram,' was reputed to be a just man with
considerable influence over his master. Taking with hinl an uneasy and
reluctant Izzat-Allah, together with generous presents of cloth and guns,
Moorcroft set o u t with a small escort across thc nearly waterless desert on 16
September 1824.
O n that featureless plain, the only things that moved were the occasional
scattered groups of cows o r goats, the swirling dust devils that frequently
enveloped them, a n d fast-moving bands of mounted slave raiders from the
O x u s striking a t small parties like their own. That their nerves were all on edge
is clear from a n incident which Moorcroft recorded:
At a considerable distance I descried a line of figures that looked like horses of
various colours interspersed with men on foot. . . . All at once the great body was
enveloped in a cloud of dust. . . . It was thought that a body of horsemen had
suddenly mounted their steeds and gonc for the purpose of lying in ambush. . . . It
appeared to me that our best plan wouid be to attack them from the bank or clirof
the defile in which they had taken up their position. I went to reconnoitre their
position and my men followed with orders to obey the signal I should make.. . .
From a gently rising ground I again got a view of our presumed foe whom I now
clearly distinguished and found to be nothing more formidable than a large body of
COWS.

T h e i r relief would have been shortlived for, that evening, ominous orders
c a m e in from K u n d u z that part ofthe escort was to return toTashkurghan and
bring the whole caravan to ~ u n d u z Moorcrof~
:
promptly sent a message back
with o n r ofhis own men, ordering Trebeck to stay exactly where he was for as
long a s he could. H e was not optimistic. It was beginning to look as thougli
M u r a d Beg had deliberately encouraged them into his clutches 'for the
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purpose ofsubjecting us to extortion a n d according to the report of his servants
ofreserving us for ends more grievous than death itselfat least to Englishmen'.
Even if slavery did lie in store for them, Moorcroft was privately resolved to
speak like an Englishman to b l u r a d Beg. I n the meantime, he amused
himself by writing up from his cards a report about the antiquities at Bamian.
Izzat-Allah, it seems, was too gloorny to be very good company.
On 18 September the depleted party forded the Kunduz River and reached
the unprepossessing dilapidated town ofrnud hovels, sitting on its peninsula in
the midst of reed and swamp. At the eastern end, surrounded by a once
impressive high mud wall, was the fort and inside that, the newly-built moated
citadel which served h4urad Beg as his winter quartcrs. There, on the
afternoon after they arrived, Moorcroft and Izzat-Allah uneasily prepared for
their first audiencc with Murad Beg.' It was in its way a n impressive
gathering. T h e chiefs in their huge, floppy turbans and loose coats of chintz or
silk were kneeling in total and unnerving silence along the left-hand wall. T h e
court officials, some with white staffs, were standingjust as silently, eyes down,
on a low raised platform. In the midst of them, clothcd in blue silk and with his
booted legs arrogantly stretched out before him, was the burly chief himself.
Moorcroft a n d the mir as instructed kept their- eyes lowered untii a short
prayer had been said. T h e n all stroked their wispy beards, Moorcroft passed
his hand self-consciously across his shaven chin and the audience proper
began.
First impressions of Murad Beg were not encouraging. T h e skin of his flat
face was stretched tight across his high cheekbones, the teeth in his narrow jaw
were crooked a n d his myopic narrow eyes disappeared completely when he
smiled. He seemed satisfied with the presents laid before him a n d with
Moorcroft's answers to his rapid questions. T h e n the conversation turned to
the unhealthiness of Kunduz. For that Moorcroft recommended the drainage
ofthe fens. H e was right. Since the drainage schemes of the 1920s, Kunduz has
become one of the most fertile and healthy places in all Afghanistan.
Altogether, concluded Moorcroft, that first meeting could have been much
worse.
In the evening Murad Beg sent okler a sheep for their dinner but it was clear,
from the long a n d hostile questioning which Izzat-Allah faced from him next
evening, that he was far from satisfied. He still seemed half inclined to believe,
not only the hostile rumours about Moorcroft's spying activities, but those
regarding the size of the treasure concealed in the chests a n d baggage of his
caravan as well. I n the end, however, he reluctantly agreed with the mir's
suggestion that Baba Beg's.officials could check the accuracy of Moorcroft's
inventories by opening any packages they selected at Tashkurghan. Customs
duties on the whole caravan would then be levied in the usual way on the
strength of the lists provided. Moorcroft and Izzat-Allah left Kunduz on 23
September a n d rejoined Trebeck and the others at Tashkurghan, after an
exhausting ride across the desert next day. T h e reliefofall of them was great.
In fact their ordeal had scarcely begun. Days of delay, argument and
negotiation succeedcd one another in futile and dreary succession, as
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September gave way to October. I t was plain that they were virtual prisoners
until they paid an extortionate sum for their release. Moorcroft began to write
in a way which suggested that even he saw no outcome but death or disaster,
When figures were at last mentioned, the astronomical sum of 20,000 rupees
was demanded. That sum, by prolonged haggling, was eventually reducedto
roughly a fifth ofthat figure, plus a further 1500 rupees as a sweetener to Atma
R a m and the other officials. Bad as it was, Moorcroft settled thankfully.
Yet, on one pretext or another, they were not allowed to leave. Once again,
morale among the little party slumped and in nobody more than Izzat-Allah,
H e had been showing uncharacteristic signs of loss of nerve whenever things
went wrong for the last twelve months. The unhealthy reputation ofKunduz
had terrified him, all the more when two strangers in the serai, whom
Moorcroft tried to relieve with medicine, died of yellow fever. Then, soon after
they returned to Tashkurghan, Izzaf-Allah's servant succumbed to the same
complaint a n d the mir himself began to exhibit similar symptoms. He could
take no more. He begged in tears to be relieved of his post, so that he could
return to India and his family while there was still time. It was a bad time to be
without him, but his demoralization seemed so total that he would probably
have been more of a hindrance than a help in the future. Moorcroft wrote him a
typically generous testimonial, paid him his travel expensesg and watched him
set out with a few of the others for Kabul on I g October. In the same little party
was Izzat-Allah's friend Askar Ali, but he had a n important task to perform.
Since it was beginning to look as though they might need a return route from
Bokhara to India which would avoid both Kabul and Kunduz, Askar Ali was
despatched to reconnoitre the old caravan trail across the Dora pass into
Chitral, in the mountains further east.
A day or two later the main party was at last cleared for the last leg olthe
journey to Bokhara. T h e camels were hired, the baggage roped for loading and
all was ready for a departure inside five hours. This time next year, Trebeck
jubilantly told his friend Leeson, you will see us all back in India.lOThencame
a second bombshell. Murad Beg required Moorcroft and ten of his soldiers to
return to Kunduz, ostensibly to treat two wounded men and put on a military
display. T h e real reason for separating the caravan from its leader and
defenders seemed disconcertingly clear and Baba Beg's uncharacteristic levity
when relaying these orders, hardened suspicion into near certainty. Short of
fighting their way clear of Tashkurghan, Moorcroft could see no alternative
but to face the dreary desert ride to Kunduz once again. This time Guthrieand
Ghulam Hydcr Khan went with him and they left on 24 Octobcr.
It was an uncventlul trip, apart from a frightening sandstorm which
engulfed them in the night and compelled Moorcroft to stand for
exhausting hours holding and calming his frightened horse and waiting for the
dawn. When they reached Kunduz after two days and a night, no arrangemcnts for their accommodation had been made. Evcn whcn they did Iind a
horizontal surface on which to rest, Moorcroft could not sleep because ofthe
'unceasing' activities of the fleas in the carpet.
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that he had the greatest dificul'y I"
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restraining his tongue when M u r a d Beg, outwardly amicable, informed him
that he had arranged for the whole party to come to Kunduz so that their goods
would bc safe, while he made enquiries, a t Bokhara and elsewhere, into the
truth of Moorcroft's claim to be a genuine merchant and horse-dealer. Sure
enoughTrebeck a n d {he rest of t h e party came in on 30 October." Next day
Izzat-Allah, feverish and depressed, and his intercepted party wcre also
brought in under escort. Whatever Murad Beg had in store for them he did
not, i t seen~ed,want any news of it to get back to Afghanistan or British India.
They wcre virtually prisoners, utterly dependent on the whim of the chief.
What dcpendc~~ce,
asked Trcbeck bitterly, 'can be placed upon a wretch who
murdered his uncle and brother, prostituted to a robber his sister anddaughter
and sells into slavery women hc lias kept for a vcry considerable timc in his
seraglio'?" There seemed rio way out. Their fighting strcngth might be
adequate to overawc caravan robbers, but Moorcroft khew that he could not
ask his cscort to take on the forces o f a warrior chief in his own capital. There
was, as he put it, 'no remedy but patience'. T h e y could only hope that the
result of hIurad Beg's enquiries, a n d of hloorcroft's own appeals for support to
Fazl Haq and LVazir Ahrned a t Bokhara a n d to his other well-wishers
elsewhere, would in the end clear them of all suspicion.
Everi that might not be enough. Sometirnes it was hard to avoid the feeling
that, whatever the outcome of these initiatives, Murad Beg would in the end
resort to plunder. T h e way great ~nultitudesof the townspeople came to stare
at them ill unnerving silence seemed to confirm the worst. At best, they might
escape with their freedom a n d their lives, b u t the purchase price would
probably be so high as to destro), h~loorcrofc'schanccs of buying horses at
Bokhara. There is the clearest evidcnce in his papers that the alarming drain
on his resources was already causing him serious concern. T h e previous
eightecn months alone had cost hirn roughly three times his salary in that
period. As if all this were 1\01bad enough, his beloved dogs were dying of
distemper or rabies.
Moorcroft decided to hurry things along, by trying the effect on h l u r a d Beg
ofhis file of welcoming letters goin? back nlore than ten years. Since these were
mainly from the latc chiefof ~ a l k and
h thc thcn rulers a t Kabul, all ofwhom
had been Murad Bes's enemies, this was not the best tactic to use, but
Moorcroft must liave felt that anything was worth trying. So, carrying his pile
ofpapers and accompanied by thc slipper!. Xtmn Ram, hc returned once more
to [flat sarnc crowdrd and silent audience chamber.
blurad Bcgseerncd to hloorcrofi LO br drunk. At first trc listened in silence as
the lettcrs were read but sudclcnl~Ilr burst into a \.nlut)lc strcam of abuse,
waving his arms ;ilx,ut and bcco~ning;~lnlostincoherc~lt.hloorcrofi, icily
angry but riot i~itiniid;itcd,just managed to chcck his temper. He calmly
corrrctt-d M ~ r a t li3rg on a h i n t oC f a s < c o l ~ c e r r ~ the
i n ~a s e of the letters. He
then addcd very lellirrgly that, il'thcir agc \\.c.rc the o b j c c t i o ~tic
~ , could produce
a much more recent Irtter, one ~ . ~ - i t tby
c nb l u r a d Bcg himself. 'This reproach
on his trcachrrY w;+s convcyecl i l l a tonc ofscjrnc \varmth and produced a most
irritating effect upon t l Ctiief,'
~
rccallrd hIc,orcroft. klurad Beg exploded into
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a further stream of unintelligible invective and then sprang 10 his feet and
stormed out 'in a paroxysm of rage'. Doubtless pale and tremblinga little,
M ~ o r c r o fgathered
t
up the offending letters before the eyes ofthe
hostile
court and returned to his quarters to await the worst.
T h e violence which erupted soon afterwards came not from Murad B~~
all but from a n earthquake. With a great 'racking and crash', it split the long,
flat roof of Moorcroft's house completely in two. Murad Beg did nothing,
Indeed shortly afterwards he left Kunduz with his feudal cavalry to meet a
threat from one of the chiefs to the west and to celebrate the marriageofone of
his sons. Moorcroft and Trebeck used the interval as best they could. Trebeck,
as discreetly as possible, accumulated valuable information on the caravan
routes across the great mountains, which they could see high in the sky awayto
the east.13 It was an accurate updating of the hearsay information gathered
by Elphinstone at Peshawar fifteen years earlier but, like so many of the
fruits of this long journey, it lay neglected and unknown in the East India
Company's library and the information had to be rediscovered all over again
later on.
Moorcroft took up his medical practice again although without much
pleasure. Indeed he grew increasingly appalled and indignant at almost every
aspect of Uzbek society: the cruel game of buzkarhi - he provided the first
European eye-witness account of this still popular but now much refined sport
- by which young men on horseback were trained to snatch up children and
property without leaving the saddle; the slave labour and slave trading; the
religious fanaticism of the debauched ~riesthood;the harsh treatment of
new-born babies; the utter contempt for, and cruelty to, women and daughters. Once he gave a scruffy little girl a coral bracelet and slid it on her arm
himself. 'The child gave me a look that was worth more than a dozen armlets
and ran off to shew the acquisition to her mother.' Only the hardy Uzbek
horses, and the methods of feeding and schooling them, seem to have aroused
any kind of enthusiasm in Moorcroft. If only, he mused, he had come to
Turkestan in I 8 I 4, or even in I 8 I 6, during the benevolent and ~eaceful
rule of
Mir Qalich Ali Khan of Balkh. Then there would have been no trouble from
Murad Beg and he could have purchased droves of brood mares suitable for
the stud at keen prices. That thought often tantalized him during this trying
waiting period at Kunduz, but there was some consolation too. 'It may afford
some satisfaction to my friends to know that my views seem as Tar as horses are
concerned to have been not unfounded.'
Moorcroft was badly in need ofconsolation at this time. His frustration was
all the keener because Bokhara, of which he had dreamed so long, was *ownot
much more than a mere 300 miles (480 milometres) away to the north-east-A
heartening letter which arrived from one Dr Abel, physician to the new
governor-general down in Calcutta, could hardly have come at a better time.
Abel told h4oorcroft what he had longed to hear for five ).ears - that his
voluminous reports and writings were at last properly appreciated
wrote Abel, 'to my mind, so pregnant with matter of the highest value to th:
public that I am anxious . . . to persuade you to ~ e r m iof
t their publication'
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They would be received 'by thc learned with gratitude a n d would bc highly
.
Moorcroft's reply" is a long onc which, amidst much interesting
information about his recent observations, expressed the wish that Horace
i\'ilson should undertake the task, with the prior permission of the government, of editing for publication anything considered of intcrest. O n 7 Dccemher 1824hloorcroft brought his letter to an end with the \vords, 'from the house
of Konad K h a n who was poisoned by his wife, who was cut to pieces by her
mother-in-law'. It was a neat way of underlining both his low view of Uzbek
society and the dangers ofwhat he called his 'present predicament'.
I n fact the long dcadlock \\.as broken just one wcck latcr. T h e merchants a t
Kabul, organized b). one of Moorcroft's servants left behind as a newswriter
there,15 sent a supporting testin~onial,but the dccisivc intervention bras that of
Wazir Ahrnad. He camc hastening back from Bokhara as soon as he heard of
their difficulties. Kot only did he bring with him the apparently powerful
backing of Mir Fazl Haq, but he appealed to hlurad Beg directly with all the
authority of the one who had negotiated thc safe conduct to Kunduz in the first
place. T h e Kunduz chief was a t last honcst. He admitted that he was still
considering murdering thc lot of them. When reproached for the shame this
would bring to his character he replied, ' T h e only character I desire is a
character for riches obtained in any way I can. Do I not sit herc to plunder
Moosulmans and shall I hesitate to plunder Infidels?' H e did not hesitate. He
finally agreed to let them all go, but only after payment of 50,000 rupees. I t
was, of course, only his opening bid. LUazir Ahmad's tireless diplomacy
eventually reduced the sum to ro,ooo rupees plus a further bribe of 2000 to
Atma Ram. Even a t that level, it was daylight robbery. Moorcroft calculated
that his three and a half months at Kunduz had cost him, in ransom money
alone, the equivalent of eight months' salary. No wonder that, a t the final
audience of leave on 15 December, Murad Beg was so odiously affable. H e
quizzcd Moorcroft about the benefits ofscnna for his constipation a n d had the
efiontery to claim that thc;. were now friends. Moorcroft must have choked
over the word. 'I doubt whether Christendom ever beheld a miscreant who
committed such enormities,' he fumed in a lcngthy postscript to his earlier
letter to D r Abel. At least they had escaped death or slavery and were free to
go.
hfir Izzat-Allah, very weak from fever a n d low in spirits, was the first away
next day, heading south for Delhi. He never reached it, dying miserably a t
Peshawar in February 1825. M'azir Ahmad, ivho had anlply demonstrated his
courage a n d negotiating skills. replaced him as Persian secretary.I6 They all
set out westwards for Tashkurghan on I 7 Dcccmber. O r rathcr, r~earl!. all of
them did. hlissing was Guthrie who, with his scrvants, had been sent to
prescribe medicine for a sick man about 30 miles (48kilometres) away to the
north and had unaccountably not returned. Moorcroft \vas uneasy but felt that
he should get the cara\,an clear of Kundilz w.hilc thc going \\.as good. T;\.cn that
was not plain sailing. It tvas a cold, windy a n d wet day a n d the Kunduz River
was so swollen that thcy were lucky to gct safely across without loss of life.
When they reached l'ashkurghan on 2 0 December the townsfolk crowding
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round the city gate to welcome them back were unfeignedly astonished that
they had escaped from the clutches of Milrad Beg intact.
Moorcroft was not entirely sure that they had. As d a y followed anxiousday,
the absence of Guthrie became more a n d more alarming. Moorcroft and
Trebeck were in a dilemma. Commorl sense told them that they should get the
caravan clcar of M u r a d Beg's western boundary as quickly as possible. Yet to
d o s o might compromise the safety of their friend a n d his servants. They
eventually decided, although with great misgivings, to wait until the morning
ofChristmas Eve. Then, leaving an escort and money a t Tashkurghan tospeed
Guthric after them, they would cross the desert to Balkh and wait for him
there. As soon as he had scribbled a note to Guthrie informing him ofthis
dccision," Moorcroft regretted it. 'I was struck with a feeling of disapprobation a t my own conduct which seemed like adesertion ofindividuals who had
devotedly performed their duty towards me.' In any case Atma Ram made'it
plain that they should wait for Guthrie. And so they lingered on through that
last anxious Christmas for a few more days, more a n d more convinced, as
Moorcroft put it, that Guthrie's 'protracted detention was an indication of
further designs inimical to my interest'. Baba Beg's sudden departure for
K u n d u z and the ban o n a n y move during his absence also looked ominous.
With a heav). heart Moorcroft a t last ga\,e orders to prepare for departure
immediately after Christmas.
'The morning of 2 7 December dawned cold, wet a n d stormy. The camels
were tcthered close to the camp, the loads were roped and already being
distributed-to thc drivers. Then, as Moorcroft recalled much later, 'we were
interrupted!by the astounding information . . . from Koondooz ordering that
my baggage was to be detained and that I should be sent back' alone, to answer
new chargcs of spying. Just in case he was tempted to make a run for it, some
2 0 0 armed horsemen came riding hard o u t of the murk to the east and swiftly
surrounded the camp. 'Every one who contemplated the past and present
procecdings considered o u r destruction as certain,' wrote Moorcroft. The
merchants, who had been gathering in the hope of travelling with them to
Balkh, swiftly meltcd away.
T h a t evening - it was misty and drizzling with rain, with the Uzbek guard
patrolling thcir tents closely - Moorcroft and Trebeck with their principal
servants held a n anxious council of war.
I t was acknowledgeti [wrote Trebeck] l a that therc appeared no other mode ofsaving
oursel\.es from plunder and imprisonment, death or slavery, than by attacking the
Oozbuck ~uar-din the night, seizin3 their horse5 and making the best of our wa).
across the li.on~ier.. . This line determined upon I was despatched to prepare for
action and arrarlgr our most valuable property in the way least likely to encumber
11s. hloorcroft went to drlay the depart~rreof himself. . . till the 28th when it was
hoped we should have burst our net. He succeeded b ~ with
~ t difficulty.

T h e n Moorcroft had second thoughts. For one thing, lives would be lost in the
fighting and their reputation as a peaceable mercantile enterprise seriously
compromised. For another, Guthrie a n d his servants who were still at Kunduz
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would either b e jailed, killed o r enslaved b y t h e c n r a g e d M u r a d Beg. Yet, if
Moorcroft t a m e l y put himself back in M u r a d Beg's h a n d s a g a i n , t h e s a m e fate
would in t h e e n d probably c o m e to all o f t h e m . W h a t h a p p e n e d next is b e s t
described in t h e words o f t h e only m a n w h o c a n tell t h e full story, Moorcroft
himself.

''

Meer Wazeer Ahmad observed that if I had strength of body and mind sumcient to
undertake and to perform a t one stretch in the disguise of an Oozbuk a journey of
about a hundred and forty miles [ 2 2 4 kilometres] without being discovered, I might
reach the residence of Kasim Jan Khoja in Talikar~and through personal application possibly succeed in interesting this indi\.itlual in my favor.
Kasim Jar1 Khoja is a Syud . . . united by the ties of a double marriage with
Maliommed hlorad Begh and exercising over this Chief that influence which
belongs t o . . . the authority that appertains to the head of the Priesthood.
A retrospect ofoccurrences convinced me that my recall [to Kunduz] . . . formed
part ofa premeditated plan to extract as much money as possible from me under the
pretext of duties previous to the arrival of the moment when it would be thought
expedient to drop the mask and to proceed avowedly to the plunder of our property
. . . a n d . . . that bourne from which no tra\.eller returns. . . .
I saw no probable mode of breaking the toils by which I was enveloped without
bringing ruin upon the objects ormy mission save through an enterprize that could
not have been foreseen by my enemy and of course against which he would have
adopted no precautions. Doubtful indeed was the result of the application should I
escape the dangers of the road, but in desperate emergencies, desperate measures are
admissible. . . .
My small tent was pitched upon the bare plain and a considerable body of
Oozbuck horse had been stationed round it.
Greatly increased in number towards the evening they retreated in two parties to
thedistance ofthirty and forty yards [ 2 7 or 36 metres] in front and rear ofthe tent but
could distinctly see all that passed outside whilst they were partially sheltered from
the driving sleet and rain a n d the cold wind which blew from the desert.
Other horsemen patrolled upon t.he roads, the gates of the town were shut at a n
hour unusually early and every avenue to escape was guarded except the road to
Kabool. Just a t the close of the day I went out of the tent in European attire, which
guise till this time I had constantly wore, . . . s o . . . that I should be clearly observed
by both the squads on guard.
With as much despatch as possible after re-entering my tent I dressed myself in
the habilcme~ltsof an Oozbuck and having concealed the lower part ofmy face in the
last folds of the turband that enveloped my head as is frequently practised here in
cold weather I quitted the tent alone unmolested, disregarded, o r mistaken for a n
Oozbuck. . . . It was not ;I difficult task to affect the heavy waddling gait of thc
Oozbuck the cumbrous bveiqht of the apparel imposirig its emulation as a matter of
necessity.
Suddenly dipping into a ravine I followed its course along its bed and by a few
windings reached a burying ground where two guides provided by Meer Wuzeer
Ahmad also in the dress o f the country were waiting for me. T h e horses were mine
but their absence from the garden in which they had bee:^ placed had appare~ltlynot
been noticed as they were not the best and as Oozbuk horsemen were still coming
along the road from the fort and guides were probably thought to belong to the
guard. A horseman who galloped up to the party just as 1 was ~nountingInv horse. . .
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when he had come within a few yards of us suddenly turned round and returned
towards my tent.
We took the road to Kabool but on reaching the mountains followed a narrow
path and joined the desert. My guides displayed their ability in keeping the general
direction of the road on a surface now so completely covered with water as to be
without obvious vestige of path, a trackless waste without tree or bush or projecting
indication of any kind till without the aid o f a single star they reached the first Abdan
[small covered reservoir]. But their sagacity somewhat failed them in a deep ravine
on the pass ofshibaghlee from which we could not extricate ourselves after the loss of
a n hour till the dawn of morning, a delay then much regretted but altogether
fortunate as in the first break ofdav we descried the fires ofa body ofbanditti lying in
wait at the eastern foot of the pass and who plundered a caravan two days
afterwards.
Through long detours which at a great distance from frequented paths, skirted the
foot of' the mountains and through fording rivers to gain unbeaten lines where
practicable we sometimes in the second night lost the general direction and made not
the progress expected. Yet after having travelled for twc nights and until four o'clock
in the afternoon of the second day, without giving rest to our horses which had only
taken one feed of barley carried on our saddles we reached in safety the house or
rather camp of Kasim Jan Khoja. . . .
Every traveller who completes successfully an adventure of this nature is inclined
to think that he has had several hair breadth 'scapes in its execution and perhaps the
avoiding a rencontrc with the banditti or with Baba Begh whom we saw on the road to
Talikan accompanied by a large cavalcade and the fact of not being discovered by
any of the numerous Oozbuks going to meet and conduct the before mentioned
personage to the latter place. . . may be ranked amongst circumstances of hazard.
However if there be any merit in the journey it belongs to the sagacity and
instructions of Meer Wuzeer Ahmad and the obedience of his servants who were
guides. . . .
A letter from Meer Wuzeer Ahmad introduced me and my business to the
Patriarch of the Kattaghan Oozbuks a n d probably much contributed to procure for
me a kind reception.
Finding the door of a large mud walled court open I entered and sent one of my
guides to the Peerzada to whom I was speedily ushered through a crowd of
attendants surrounding a circular house or tent made of reeds and mats with a high
domed roofof the same materials and altogether resembling a gigantic beehive.
Within the structure I found the Peerzada sitting on a wolfskin placed upon a thin
cushion of brocade of crimson satin a n d gold. As instructed by Meer ~ u z e eAhmad
r
I placed the presented right hand of the Peerzada between mine and slightly bowed
over it on which he bade me welcome, enquired after my health and desired me to be
seated.
My conductor placed beiore him a present from me according to the custom oi'the
country and taking hold ofthe skirt of his robe I stated that I was a merchant from
a Car distant country who being sorely oppressed and hearing of the reputation
the Khoja for justice had sought his presence for the purpose ofsoliciting his interposition on my behalf.
Here pausing he desired me to proceed on which I observed that although this was
a task indispensably necessary, its performance was both delicate and dimcult as I t
involved a complaint ofinjustice committed by a personage connected with him both
by the ties of blood and of friendship, so that the recital however managed could
scarcely fail to be grating to his feelings. He requested me to speak freely and without
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regard to the connection I had mentioned. I then represented the objects of my
journey. . . .
I related the application made by me to h*luhammud hlorad Begh for permission
to pass ttiror~ghhis territories, recited the ternis of his letter conveying the fullest
assurance of safety and of the same treatment experienced by other merchants
instead of which I tiad been compelled twice to visit Koondooz, had been detained
above three months, had twice suffered two most unreasonable exactions under the
pretext of duties arid at this moment was threatened with the loss of property and of
life unless I \\~-~uld
immediately pay the enormous surn of two laks of rupees as the
price of my liberation. That having come into this country through invitation and
having committed no crime I had determined that ifh4ahummud Morad Begh was
resol\.ed to take aIVaymy life, that at least my blood should stain the floor of his own
High Priest. Rut relying on thr respect paicl by the Khoja to the just claims of
strangers I felt the fullest confidence that he would relieve me from a treatment
without precedent and wholly undeserved.
And so, miraculously, he did.
Baha Beg o i T a s h k u r g h a n turned u p a t T a l i q a n next d a y , probably in a vain
etrort to avert M u r a d Beg's w r a t h . T h e chief was certainly angry. H e would,
wrote Moorcroft, 'ha\.c c u t o p e n the belly o f any O o z b u k s w h o h a d given m e
assistance'. Baba Beg tried t o tempt hlioorcroft to take j u s t one s t e p too m a n y
outside his sanctuary a n d h a d horsemen concealed h r h i n d a wall to seize him if
he had been silly enough t o d o so. N e x t day. the m a n w h o h a d been so
effectively spreading r u m o u r s a t K u n d u z that Moorcroft was a spy also
arrived a t T a l i q a n . H e w a s a mullah, a priest, a n d h a r a n g u e d t h e pirrada's
crowded d u r b a r to such good effect that, a t t h e end, most ofthose present were
convinced of Moorcroft's guilt. Hearing t h e way things were going, Moorcroft
insisted t h a t he should be allowed to a t t e n d a n d refute t h e charges in person.
His accuser, wrote h4oorcroft, r e m i n d e d him 'of a gentleman late a n
ornament of the English Bar'. Luckily h e w a s without t h a t gentleman's skill i n
cross-examination. H e began rather unpromisingly b y asserting t h a t Moorcroft was the commander-in-chief of t h e lndian a r m y , a general called
Metcalfe, w h o h a d been a w a y from I n d i a for many years. T h i s was one court
appearance hloorcroft seems t o have relished and he rclated the details with
gusto. I t tvas not difficult to m a k e mincemeat o f s ~ r c ha b s u r d accusations a n d
his opponent flew into a violent rage. He eventually left for K u n d u z , presumably to prcss his charges there.
T h e p i r ~ a d adeclared himself convinced of hloorcroft's innocence, but, h e
admitted, this placed him i n a n acute d i l e m m a . Moorcroft takes u p the story
again.
He wished so to conduct himsclfthat I should not bc injured and that hlahummud
Begh should not he displeased but these contli tiolls seelncd little con~p.itible.. . . H e
said that with mr he would haire nc-,reser\.e and stated that ifin virtue oftheofice he
held he should coinmarid Rl;thun~mudRic,l.:trl Brgh to ~lcsistfrom persecuting me,
he must obey but that such arl rxertion of authorit\*~\.orlldhrenk up the friendship
t my payins the further
that now stlhsistrd hetween them. . . . It ma" sufire t h ~ on
sum of two thousand rupees h e would engage lor the sakty of all my party and ol'rny
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property to which proposition I assented. Information of this condition was despatched to the Chief who . . . departed immediately for Talikan. . . . Therehad
been a large meeting of the heads of the Kattaghans who deciding that I was a
had counselled the Chief to insist upon the Peerzada abandoning my cause and
leaving me to my fate or that if this point could not be carried that I should be forced
to return. The Peerzada greatly disconcerted and mortified at this intelligence
waited on the Chief early in the morning . . . where Mahummud Morad Beg-,
repeated the decision of his courtiers and exhorted the Peerzada to abandon m y
cause as he was thoroughly convinced of my being a spy. Kasim Jan replied with
great firmness. . . . The discussion was warmly conducted but at length the chiefwas
obliged to yield a reluctant consent to the proposition of the Peerzada on the further
condition that I should remain in the territories of Mahummud Begh until heshould
have returned from an expedition he was about to undertake, with the option of
joining my party at Koondooz or of remaining at Talikan. As I knew that the safety
of the party hung on the thread ofmy life alone and that soldiers had been stationed
in the neighbourhood of the house of the ~eerzadato seize me if I should comeout, I
preferred to reside till the return of Mahummud Morad Begh at Talikan.
T h e r e , in perfect safety, he remained for the best part of a month. Moorcroft's interesting retrospective account of this period goes on for another I O O
sides a n d generally confirms Wilson's version, which is based on a now missing
journal. He h a d neither pen nor paper (nor indeed razor) and his time in the
plainly furnished falconer's room, with its fire in the middle, must often have
h u n g very heavily indeed. T h e piszada often sent for him or visited him and
they conversed about everything under the sun. O n one occasion Moorcroft
taught him how to prepare saffron. O n another h e attempted to translate
G i b b o n into Persian for him. Extraordinary, he mused, 'that an Englishman
should . . . have been engaged in a n attempt to translate the History of
Chinghiz K h a n to one o r his descendants'. T h e whole situation was extraordinary.
A t last a t the e n d ofJanuary 1825, word came that Moorcroft could rejoin
the rest of his party. No wonder he gave the man who had saved his llfe almost
the most precious thing in his possession - the folding iron bedstead which had
been made to replace the original brass one lost in Ladakh. The two men, the
o n e uncharacteristically bearded like the other, took an affectionate leave of
o n e another a t Taliqan on 25 January, and Moorcroft rode off to rejoin
Trebeck, Guthrie and the others a t Kunduz.
T h e r e must have been so much to talk about. Trebeck would have toldz0of
the uproar a n d consternation in the c a m p at Tashkurghan in torrential rain,
when Moorcroft's absence was discovered, of the circumstantial rumours in
the town that he had beer, seized, a n d of Trebeck's own ever~tualsummons to
proceed to K u n d u z under escort. T h e young man it seems had the greatest
difficulty in preventing his men from attacking their guards and only the
argument that this would have sealed Moorcroft's fate finally restrained them
T h e y had set o u t across the desert for Kunduz on the last day of 1824. That
evening, Trebeck recalled, 'whilst dozing by the-side o f a fire a t midnight aRer
a tedious day's journey a man thrust a note into my hand which I found was
from Moorcroft' with the confirmation that his risky flight to sanctuary had
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been successful. O n the first day of 1825,Trebeck, Guthrie and Wazir Ahrnad
had been joyfully reunited a t Kuriduz where, in tolerable comfort, they had
been waiting for M u r a d Beg's return and their leader's release ever since.
At the final interview o n 2 6 January, M u r a d Beg had the effrontery to ask for
Moorcrofi's folding chair arid coolly helped himself to medicines prescribed
for someone else. Moorcroft, for all his sufferings and extortion at the hands of
this treacherous rogue, had the greatest difficulty not to laugh. To c a p i t all,
when a parting prayer was uttered for Moorcroft's well-being and prosperity,
the chief 'joined in the ceremony and clutched and stroked the scanty and
straggling crop of hairs that stood him in line o f a beard with great solemnity
and apparent fervourJ.*' No wonder Moorcroft added hypocrisy to his long
and highly uncomplimentary list of the qualities of M u r a d Beg of Kunduz.
That night Moorcroft rejoined his party, encamped in the snow outside the
town. Next day they set OKas fast as they could, westwards across that now
familiar scene ofdesolation, for what they all fervently hoped was the very last
time. I t was. At dawn o n 30 January they were on the western edge of M u r a d
Beg's territory out in the bleak plain beyond Tashkurghan and, later that day.
left it safely behind. T h e y were on the final lap to Bokhara a t last.
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WHATEVER
PRIVATE RELIEF they may have felt at their eventual escape from
M u r a d Beg, there could have been little else to cheer the members of
Moorcroft's lonely little caravan on that bleak late January day in 1825 as,
hunched against the bitter wind, they plodded on across the empty srlowscape
towards the little town of Mazar i Sharif.' I n those days, the domed houses
behind their high walls clustered close around the white tomb which is said to
house the bones of Ali, the Prophet's son-in-law. T h e khan, who was custodian
of the tomb, pretended horror a t the greed of Murad Beg and gave them a
cordial welcome. A few months later he was not quite so charitable. Moorcroft
halted the caravan for a few days at Mazar because of the choked condition
of the desert road in the melting snow, but this did not stop him riding
several miles out to the west to treat the sword wounds of one of the khan's
friends.
O n e more march beyond Mazar brought them to Balkh, once celebrated in
history a n d legend a s the rich a n d beautiful 'mother of cities' but now, in the
wind a n d snow, a crumbling, melancholy ghost town with its massive walls
a n d fine buildings in ruins. Moorcroft shrewdly doubted whether these
sprawling ruins really marked the site of the celebrated capital of ancient
Bactria a n d he was right to doubt, as recent archaeology has confirmed. The
weather remained vile but the welcome from the governor was warm. At least
in February they avoided the midsummer heat which gave Balkh such an evil
reputation for fevers. T h e y were detained there five days by heavy rain and did
not leave until 8 February. Once clear of the orchards a n d ruined walls and
buildings just outside the city, they turned more to the north, across the last of
the plain before ihe O x u s River. When they reached its banks three days later
a t the ferry hamlet of Khoja Saleh, all sign of the H i n d u Kush had at 1 s t
disappeared below the southern horizon. Behind them the flat plain was as
empty as that beyond the river to the north.
Through this scene ofdesolation rolled the great brown river. It is at its most
serene in midwinter but still, Moorcroft reckoned, was as wide as the Thames
opposite Temple gardens in L.ondon (before i t was confined by the later
Victoria Embankment). Contemplating 'this truly noble stream', its broad
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surface apparently urinavigated except for the crude ferry rafts of lashed
tree-trunks which carried the caravans across, Moorcrolt was lost in dreams of
improvement.2 I n his mind he peopled the empty banks with fine cities a n d
rich cultivation, a n d furrowed the bright surrace of the empty river with
steamships. H e soon had a rod o u t but failed to land a fish, although one of the
camel-drivers was more successful. They crossed on r 2 February - i t took most
of the daylight hours - and pushed on northwards into the dcsert next day.
Moorcroft was roaming on horseback across the plain pursuing anything of
interest: game, the winter settlements of thc Kazak nomads, the passing pony
caravan of some Turcoman merchants, and on onc occasion a vivid mirage of
an extensive low building away to the north-west, which suddenly v a n i s h a as
he galloped towards it.
The awful weather and the dreary, treeless emptiness of the desert must
have made the thriving a n d substantial bazaar town of Karshi, even in
midwinter, seem like paradise. I t is hard to know who was the more curious,
the good-natured crowds from almost every corner of Asia who came to stare,
or Moorcroft himself. In the four days they were there, he was o u t recording
prices in the bazaar and notirig such diverse matters as how to preserve melons
or butter. how to clean wet leather boots o r rcd woollen cloaks a n d how to clear
a head of lice with quicksilver. O n the third day they slithered through the
muddy streets to pay a state visit to the young prince-governor of the town,
Tora Bahadur K h a n , second son of the emir of Bokhara. The court ceremonial
was appropriately impressive a n d Moorcroft must have been well schooled
beforehand in the mandatory ritual obeisances, a r m s crossed upon the breast
or, during the prayers, kneeling with hands raised and palms inward. T o his
first British visitors, the prince was friendliness personified although Moorcroft was shrewd enough to prophesy,3 accurately as usual, that he was quite
capable of murdering his elder brother to gain control of the great oasis city,
now only three o r Pour marches away across the desert. This in d u e course he
did and later won European notoriet; as the murderer ofhis English prisoners,
the hapless Stoddart and Conolly.
They left Karshi on the final leg of their long journey on 2 I February a n d ,
four days later, caught their first glimpse, above the leafless fruit trees, of the
domes, minarets and towering walls of the great city. Moorcroft's journal
recording that precious moment is missing but Wilson ends his book with what
sounds like an authentic piece of Moorcroftian understatement. 'It was with
no slender satisfaction that on the morning of the 25th of February, 1825, we
found ourselves a t the end of o u r protracted pilgrimage, at the gates ofthat city
which had for five years [it \vas nearer six] bccn the objcct o f o u r ~landerings,
privations and ~ e r i l s . 'Fortunately Trebeck had left a rather more quotable
sentence to mark that magic moment:
After a long and laborious pilgrimage of more than live years b e had a right to
hail the domes and minarets of Bokhara with as much pleasure, as had the
wearied remnant of the first Crusaders the sight of the Christian banners waving
triumphantly o n the walls of the Holy City.
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S o they had. Ifdistance is measured by the time taken tocross it, Bokharawas,
for Europeans, more remote than the moon is today. It was certainly far
interesting. 'Bokhara the noble', former capital of Transoxiana and queen
the old silk route, is one of t h e great historic cities of the world. No Englishman
h a d reached it since the reign of Elizabeth I a n d none from the south. For
Moorcroft, itowas the triumphant fulfilment of a fifteen year dream and
vindication of a conviction going back almost to the beginning of his time in
India. T h e critics had said it could never be done, a t least not with a ponderous
caravan, across some of the most lawless lands in the world. \Yell, he had
d o n e it and a d d e d greatly to the stock of human a n d geograpl~icalknowledge
while doing so. Doubtless dismounting at the Kabul gate, for infidels
were not allowed to ride inside the gigantic walls of the great Islamic city,
h e passed into the teeming streets. They took u p their abode in the empty
serai of the Khivan merchants, under the watchful eye of its custodian, Dalla
Bai.
There Moorcroft spent the next, a n d almost the last, five months ofhis life. A
frosty February and March slowly gaLreway to a wet and chilly April and then,
from early M a y when all rain stopped. the pitiless sun cartwheeling across the
shimmering sky each day, slowly raised the great inland desert to a furnace
heat greater t h a n he had ever experienced. It was a pity that Wilson perversely
decided to include nothing of this period in his account of the travels because,
h e claimed, Moorcroli's notes were 'so very desultory and imperfect1.' They
a r e nothing of the kind. Admittedly Moorcroft regarded his sojourn in
Bokhara, notwithstanding the great but inaccessible beauty of its womcn, as
t h e dullest five months of his whole journey, but that is not how it seems
today.5 His surviving letters a n d journals are rull of i n t ~ r e s tIt. ~is true too that,
by the time Wilson's account was ready for ~ublication,the scintillating
account of t h e later visit by Alexander 'Bokhara' Burnes was already a
reprinted a n d much translated bestseller, which had turned that ambitious
little Scotsman into an international celebrity a n d made Bokhara almost a
household word in Europe.' It is also true, as Wilson emphasized more than
once, that Moorcroft's rambling writings d o not lend themselves to easy
editing. Even so, theattempt to write some account ofwhat was the first British
visit to Bokhara for two a n d a half centuries, a n d the first ever from the south,
should surely have been made. T h e arrival in Bokhara was not, as Wilson
would have it, the 'legitimate close' of the great journey.8 I t was both its
climax and its supreme test.
Moorcroft's first task a t Bokhara after accommodating the caravan, was t,O
announce his arrival to the 'lord of the household' or khushbegi and show
credentials. H e was led b y court oficials through the teeming streefi, the
chidren rudely shouting 'Ooroos, Ooroos' (Russian) as he passed, across the
great open registan, which was once the commercial heart of all Asia, and
under the twin-turreted gateway o f t h e Ark g~lardingthe 1000-~car-oldbulkur
the royal palace.g He was probablv apprehensive. It is true that he possesed a
welcoming letter from the emir himsclf, received while he was in faraway
Ladakh. Moreover, Wazir Ahmad and Far1 Haq had both visited the city and
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been assured of a friendly welcome, but thcn all t h a t had been t r u e of h l u r a d
Beg a s well. As it turned out, t h e silver bearded khushbegi was a m i c a b l e enough,
he insisted on a r o p e r cent d u t y o n the v a l u e of any g o o d s Moorcroft
managed to sell d u r i n g his s e a r c h for horses. T h i s t a x was subsequently levied,
firmly but fairly. S o m e years later, when t h e diminutive Alexander Burnes was
presented to t h e tall khushbegi, h e asked whether all Britons w e r e small. It is
another tiny confirmation t h a t Moorcroft was not a tall man."
Emir K h a n H a y d a r himselfwas a w a y from t h e city a t the time b u t , t w o d a y s
after his return, Moorcroft w a s s u m m o n e d to the .4rk once a g a i n a n d led with
Trebeck through t h e warren of courts, corridors a n d rooms to t h e great hall of'
public audience. T h i s was a m u c h more d a u n t i n g occasion altogether. T h e
emir had waded to his shaky t h r o n e through the blood o r m a n y o f h i s relatives a
quarter of a c e n t u r y before. I n those d a y s he h a d beer1 a cruel lecher with a
taste fbr virgins b u t , since then, h a d c o n v e r ~ e dhimself into a puritanical a n d
tyrannical bigot. H e was 'arbitrary gloomy a n d suspicious' t o use Moorcroft's descriptio~la n d with a 'ticklish temper' a s well. Indeed, observing t h e
ruler's irrational, high pitched laughter a n d the bizarre inconsistencics of his
hcha\.iour, hloorcroft later wondered a b o u t his sanity. I n s a n e o r not, his
power was absolute a n d h e w a s clearly a n ot)ject of t h e greatest fear to all those
about him. Likc m a n y u n p o p u l a r tyrants, he buttressed his rule w i t h a n a r m y
of secret police, spies a n d informers. T h c khushbegi had agreed in advance
with bloorcroft a n d Trcbeck t h a t they should doff their hats a n d incline their
heads as they w e r e led into t h e royal presencc.
Moorcroft h a s left a vivid description of what happerled next.
The Ameer or Commander of the Faithful was seated in a small room about fifteen
feet [4.5metres] higher than the area ofthe court dressed in a plain d r a b colored coat
of broad cloth with a large loosely folded turband ofwhite muslin having a narrow
gold border and before him was a large book the leaves ofwhich he frequently turned
over with apparent earnestness.
Meer Umeer Haider is about forty eight vears of age, ofa complexion somewhat
olive and rather dark than fair.
His features partake of the Oozbuk cliaracter in some degree and the deep lines on
his face with the rapid change of expression from lively to serious indicate a mind of
great activity in which benevolence and good temper are said to be stror~glymixed
up with distrust and hauteur. He enquired arter our healths, our names, ages,
country and occupation and from the long intervals betwixt the questions it
appeared probable that a Secretary concealed behirid the pier belonging to the
window through which we conkrersed was occupied in committing the details to
writing . . . Mr. Trebcck and myself had been directed to stop at the distance of
about twenty yards [18.2 metres] from the window Iicbar \\;hictl IIis Xlajesr!- \\.as
seated but after a time ttic King beckoned us t o approach nrar and indecd as close as
he could see us from the Ivindow which \\.e afterwards Icarned svas to br held as a n
especial mark of condescension favor, conlidence and honor.
After further con\yrsation, t h e emir 'said that wc were a t liberty to scll o u r
Propertv to w h o m a n d in a n y m a n n e r we might think proper a n d to pilrchasr
any articles t h a t might please us'.
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I t was a good start. Unfortunately the horse brokers refused to sell animalr
to Moorcroft without specific authority, SO he had to go back to petition the
king once more. I t afforded h i m a fascinating glimpse of an age-old method
oriental government. He:

or

attended on the day when petitions were presented and was placed by the Masterof
the Ceremonies at the head of the line of a very larse body of petitioners and
appellants. The King read my note and directed me to be seated in a situation from
which I could see the mode of despatching business which was summary and rapid.
To the petitions of those individuals whose claims were admitted and approved the
King himself affixed a finger seal which a secretary occasionally smeared with ink
from a stick of that substance prepared in China.
His Majesty frequently assigned reasons why he refused the suit of the petitioner
and in every instance the rejected petition was torn up. .At the conclusion of every
decision whether favorable or otherwise the Master of the Ceremonies repeated a
short prayer in Toorkee for the preservation of His hlajesty's impartial adrninistration ofjustice at the end ofwhich the whole assembly joined in approving by stroking
their beards. There was much respectful solemnity in the whole proceeding and the
King delivered his commands with great promptness and rapidity.
On observing by my change ot' position that the posture had been continued so
long as to have become inconvenient His Majesty sent me a sealed ~ermissionto buy
horses and directed the Master of the Ceremonies to inform me that in future the act
of taking off the hat would be dispensed with and it would only be expected from me
to place my right hand upon my breast and slightly to bow my head as a salutation
whenever I should have occasion to come into His Majesty's presence.
Moorcroft h a d done well. I t is true that he did not stint his presents to the
emir, as his account book shows." Pride of them all were the two brass
cannons which h a d been so invaluable a t Akora. I t is also possible that the
emir was hoping for some political connection with the East India Company,
o r a t least for financial or military assistance, so as to cope with the enemies
which threatened him on every side. Moorcroft also seems to have worked his
usual charm, even on this fearsome and unsavoury tyrant.'* Whatever the
reasons, Emir H a y d a r accorded his first British visitor privileges never before
granted to foreign merchants, let alone to infidels, and only rarely to Muslims
ofhigh rank. Moorcroft was even allowed to ride his horse in the city to the very
gate of the Ark. Most precious of all, he was granted a j m n n forbidding all
interference in his efforts to purchase horses and ordering the remission of all
duties o n his merchandise. T o ensure its safety, Dalla Bai, the keeper ofthe
serai in which it was housed, war warned by the emir that the loss of a single
item would cost him his'eyes. Uncomfortable as this must have been for Dalla
Bai, for Moorcroft it all amounted to a far more auspicious start than he dared
hope for. Perhaps the long journey to the forbidden city was about (0 be
crowned with the successful horse purchases, which were its original and
principal justification.
S o far as he could see, and Moorcroft was observing every detail ofBokharan
horse management very minutely indeed, the desert lands along the Oxus were
better fitted by nature than a n y he had ever seen to raise the finest horsesin the
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world. This was, as he put it, 'the great mine of horses'. Unfortunately it soon
became apparent that more than five years of warfare, raiding and anarchy of
the kind he had already experienced further south, had fragmented the unity of
the Asian heartland and all but dried up the rich channels of the ancient horse
trade. T h e teeming bazaars, which had once made Bokhara the commercial
hub of all .Asia, were now relatively empty and the caravans which did get
through 'might truly be said to fight their way to this city'. In consequence,
lamented Moorcroft, 'probably the finest horse markets in the world have been
almost wholly broken up'. Another uncomfortable discovery was that most of
the goods from Palmer and h4acKillop1s Calcutta warehouses, which they had
been carrying at such trouble a n d expense for six weary years, proved to be
totally unsuitable for the Uzbek market. C~ommercially'thr Hilrlalaya concern' was a flop a n d Russian goods retained their dominance unchallenged.
hloorcroft was soon driven to augmcnt his dwindling resources by raising yet
more cash on the credit market. Part of i t he spent on sample Russian goods to
take back to Calcutta.
There was still hope orsome high-quality breeding-horses, however, even if
not in the numbers he had first hoped, for the wealthy men about court still had
some remarkably fine animals in their stab1c.s. hloorcroft was just embarking
on the long process of inspection, negotiation and purchase, when the emir
suddenly called together his feudal levies a n d dcparted over loo miles (160
kilometres) to the east. The object of the expedition was to suppress the latest
insurrection by the semi-nomadic Kitay-Kipchaks on the road to Samarkand.
Moorcroft was present at the grand parade before the army departed. The
trouble was that large numbers ofhorses went with it, including almost all the
best animals he had earmarked for purchase.
Still, he corisoled himself, the army should not be away long. In the
meantime the absence of the prickly emir left him much freer to pursue all his
other enquiries in Bokhara. As usual his personal charm, his medical skill and
his lively interest in everything under the sun seem vcry quickly to have won
him the friendship of some of the rnore i n ~ p o r t a n tmen of the city. The
influential khushbegi soon became a frequently visited friend, as did the good
and hospitable Aziz Shah, custodian of one of Bokhara's most prestigious
shrines, but the 'worthiest fellow wrehave met with in this city' was a n Armenian
Christian from Georgia, named Gregor Zakaria. H e proved to be not only
immensely learned in all aspects of viticulture and wine production, but a
valuable source of political irlformation too.
There is nodoubt that politics were an important, though entirely unofficial,
reason for Moorcroft's presence a t Bokhara. Ever since his astonishing
discovery in 1812 that the Russians had already penetrated to Bokhara, every
successive piece of evidence of Russian activity on India's borders made him
more obsessivcly determined to see for himself just exactly what g a m e it was
they were playing. \.$'as it merely a bid to dominate thc trade ofinncr Asia? O r
was it, as ~ o o r c r o fwas
t much more inclined to believe, a gigantic a n d ancient
plot to upset the world balance of power by seizing the Asian heartland and
making India untenable? Either way, his country's need for accurate political
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a n d topographical i ~ f o m a t i o nwas urgent. Significantly, it had been this
argument which Moorcroft deployed in April r 824. at Pestlawar, when explaining his decision to go on to Bokhara despite the Governmentpsrecal\.13
Now that he was in Bokhara, he set about acquiring information with all the
enthusiasm o f a schoolboy a n d compiled a n alarming dossier ofevidenceabout
the most recent Russian embassy to Bokhara, complete with disguised notturnal visitors a n d far-reaching plans to link up with Agha Mehdi and open up
the north-eastern Ladakh approach into India.
It would be easy to dismiss Moorcroft, as his superiors were inclined to do,
a s a n unbalanced a n d over-imaginative Russophobe. He certainly fell victim
to his own enthusiasm and m a d e the error ofall the later alarmists ofrollingup
the events of half a century into something like a single decade, but timing
a p a r t , his forecasts of coming events were disturbingly accurate. The inexorable Russian advance southwards, the destruction oi Bokhara and its sister
khanates, the pressure on western China, even the danger to Herat after the
Russian seizure of Merv, which brought Britain and Russia to the edge ofwar
in the I 880s - they are all there in his feverish writings and speculations. As has
been said already, Moorcrolt was the first British player ofthe Great Gamein
Central Asia. Before he left Bokhara he set up a spy network, complete with
secret signs, to watch and report on the developing situation. Whether he
realized that he in his turn was also being closely watched, by the Russians, is
doubtful but it is so. Almost before he left Bokhara his visit was known about in
S t Petersburg. Soon it was being seen there as a development of the highest
importance which justified the measures that were being taken to strengthen
Russian influence in Central ~ s i a . T' h~ e vicious circle of mutual AngloRussian suspicion and counteraction in that great heartland virtually began
with William Moorcroft.
Fortunately there were also plenty of less weighty matters to absorb him,
even in the searing summer temperatures and burning winds. He decided to
protect himself against the heat, Uzbek style, by concealing himself from the
s u n under a heavy woollen robe and waistcoat a n d he lived largely on a diet of
iced buttermilk a n d something like fruit ice cream from the bazaars. It is a
regime which would have killed a man hallhis age. Sometime during these five
months, Moorcroft passed his fifty-eighth birthday. Yet his energy and h s
enthusiastic investigations of Bokhara's teeming street life and rural economy
seem as unflagging as ever. H e composed almost a small book for the defunct
Board of Agriculture in London on Bokharan ploughing, threshing, irrigation
a n d manuring techniques, viticulture and wine-making, ass- and poultrvbreeding, dairying, sill production, cannabis and fruit cultivation- So keenly
interested was he in the production of Bokhara's renowned white crusribread,
a n d the ability of the bakers to withstand the intense heat of the great
ovens, that he took careful temperature measuremeno and eventually entered
one of the ovens himself. He emrrged very hastily indeed minus his e
~
a n d eyelashes, doubtless to general mkrriment. There were other lighter
moments too. Moorcroft purchased a
fighting-cock and pitted it ve?
~ u ~ ~ c ~ s ffor
u lwagers
ly
againit all comers. Medicine and surgery, lloweuer,d'd

e
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not take up much of his time at Bokhara, although he did practise privately on
some of his well connected friends, as occasion required.
There was, though, one surgical matter which did absorb him. Bokhara
from time immemorial (and until very recently) has been notorious for the
existence of a peculiarly unpleasant intestinal worm, amicting man and
animal alike. This rekindled in Moorcroft an interest in parasitic worms going
right back to his days at the Liverpool Infirmary. Although Moorcroft dare not
pursue his investigations too publicly, he was convinced that the water tanks
and channels of Bokhara were to blame. The contrast between the city's
cleanly swept streets and stables, and the appalling state of its stinking and
insanitary water supply never ceased to amaze him. H e was absolutely right. If
the khushbegi had listened to the hygienic measures which Moorcroft urged
upon him, Bokhara would have been rid o f a scourge which killed and disabled
thousands of its citizens for well over another century. Moorcroft itched to
carry out posl mortems on some of the unlucky ones, but that was out of the
question. What he did do instead was sperid many hours in the company of
Bokhara's most successful barber-surgeon, a man named Mirza O m a r and
known universally in the city as 'worm killer'. Moorcroft not only watched his
superior extraction techniques closely but even suggested ways of improving
them still further. H e also closely examined the worms, some up to gq inches ( I
metre) long, which came from the bodies of the mirza's patients. For those with
strong stomachs, IVloorcroft's long illustrated paper on the Bokharan worm is
typical of the man, with its ceaseless and lateral search for cause, explanation,
reason and connection. Typical too, is the open willingness to recognize skills
and knowledge superior to those of contemporary European medicine.
He was certainly not an unqualified admirer of all that he saw in Bokhara.
The inhuman treatment of thc women, many of them 'amongst the most
beautiful in the world', appalled him. He loathed even more the odious traffic
in slaves. Moorcroft's suspicion of Russia did not extend to individual
Russians. He purchased the freedom of three of them (for less than the price of
a good horse) intending to take them back with him to India for eventual
repatriation to Russia. Their distress when the emir required him to sell them
back into slavery clearly upset him considerably. During their few precious
weeks offreedom, he had set these humble men to work looking after the horses
which were slowly accumulating in the walled compound he had hired for the
purpose.
Horses! It is often easy to forget that these animals were the excuse and
justification for. this long six-year odyssey. For Moorcroft the problem was
intensely frustrating. It was clear to him that Bokhara had positively bulged
with fine animals, not only when he had first proposed the journey, but until
very recently. NOWmost of the relatively few good ones left, which he had the
emir's permission to purchase, were one hundred miles away across the desert
towards Saniarkand with the royal arm).. As late as early June, h~loorcroftwas
still awaiting their return, but his fear of being caught on the wrong side of the
Hindu Kush by yet another winter eventually convinced him that he.would
have to leave.
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His plan was to dispose of t h e remnants of his commercial caravan at
whatever prices he could get and to mount his servants for a rapid horseback
journey, travelling light, by whatever route to India seemed most feasible. In
the end he was able to secure about forty 'moderately good horses', although
almost none of them were really good enough to be stud stallions. For quality
animals, Moorcroft h a d decided, once they were safely south of the Oxus, to
make one last bid in t h e sandy deserts somewhere to the west of Balkh in the
vicinity ofAndkhoi. H e had first heard that good horses still existed in this area
while detained a t K u n d u z but more recent evidence confirmed the story. They
were it seemed 'of qualities admirably suited for military purposes'. Moorcroft
decided, therefore, to 'leave my party and with two or three attendants at all
risks make a n effort by some means to accomplish less imperfectly than at
present the object of m y mission'.
By the beginning ofJuly, there seemed nothing to be gained by waiting any
longer for the still uncertain return of the emir and his army, so Moorcroft
applied to his friend t h e khushbegi for permission to depart. The result after a
few days was a summons from the emir to join him in camp, together with an
ominously heavy insistence on the numbers, military talents and weapons of
the members of his escort who were to accompany him. It must have sounded
like M u r a d Beg all over again, but so long as the dmir had no evil designs upon
them, then the unwelcomejourney a t least offered a final chance to secure a few
top quality Bokharan stallions.
Moorcroft and his five troopers h a d a n uncomfortable time ofit in the desert,
once the green orchards of Bokhara had disappeared into the shimmering heat
haze behind them. By the time they were escorted into the relative comfort of
the Bokharan camp, well beyond the range of the besieged walled town, they
were badly blistered o n face and hands. T h e emir's green tent with its silken
lining was pitched on a low hillside in the midst of his men and there, in the
evening, Moorcroft found the ruler with a few of his officials 'sitting on his
knees on a thin silken cushion'. T h e interview seemed to go well. The ernir was
pleased with the presents Moorcroft had brought and undertook to write letters
to some of the chiefs along the probable routes to the south. Encouraged,
Moorcroft raised again the question of horses.
I represented that I had been led to believe that there were many fine horses in
Bokhara hut that few had as yet fallen into my hands. I was willing to hope that as
His hl[ajesty] had called me thus far he would permit me to purchase some horses in
the camp where I had found many that would suit my purpose as stallions. He said,
'Purchase. Purchase' - I thanked him and said I should make a point of making
known in my country the civilities I had experienced from His Majesty.

Immediately after this meeting, Moorcroft was taken to see and treat men
with gunshot wounds and next morning he removed a ball from the neck ofone
of the emir's officers. Indeed nearly every day in camp, similarly wounded men
were brought to him for treatment. Moorcroft noted that, either because they
invariably kept their distance from the fort, or because the defenders were
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running low on gunpowder, the wounds were rarely fatal. Moorcroft began to
wonder if he had been called to the camp for his medical skills, b u t then
another reason emerged a t his second interview with the emir, the following
evening. A breathtakingly magnificent Turcoman horse was put through its
paces before him and he was encouraged to believe that it could become his,
either by gift or purchase. With considerable fearlessness a n d skill, Moorcroft
steered his way past dangerous questions from the fanatical ruler concerning
the divinity ofChrist a n d the eating of pork. Finally Emir Haydar came to the
heart of the matter. H o w skilful were Moorcroft and his men with siege
artillery? Moorcroft had been halfexpecting a n d half fearing that question, but
he knew what he had to say. He boldly replied that, although adequate to repel
caravan robbers, he a n d his men were not equipped for siege warfare nor for
regular fighting. Moorcroft could see that it was a decisive turning point. Emir
Haydar's face:
which when I began to speak was bedecked with smiles had its features deformed by
a fierce frown which gradually abating left the countenance overspread with a deep
gloom. I saw that I had lost my influence and after a short period ofsilence the King
gave a signal [to withdraw].
Next day, as soon as Moorcroft was finished with his patients, he began his
search for horses a m o n g the wealthier courtiers and chiefs. H e was so
successful that by evening he believed that, when the formalities were completed next day, he 'should have obtained about a dozen of such horses for
stallions a s India has seldom seen from any other country save Britain and
which might have surprised even those persons accustomed to the sight of the
finest horses of the turf'. O n e of them, a magnificent black stallion, was good
enough to send back to England for breeding and there was the prospect of
even more the following day. It was not to be. When Moorcroft returned to his
tent that evening there was a message waiting for him from the emir that he
must return to Bokhara a t once a n d complete no more purchases. Moorcroft
hastened a t once to the royal tent but failed to gain admission and, when he
finally did so next morning, was curtly told that all horses in the c a m p were
now needed in the sicge of the Kitay-Kipchak rebels. Even the fine stallion
Moorcroft had been led to expect as a parting gift was replaced by an
indifferent dress ofhonour. It was the final bitter disappointment.
O n the dreary four d a y journey back through the burning desert winds to
Bokhara, Moorcroft asked himself again and again whether he had been right
to sabotage his official mission for the sake of a principle. H e was sure h e was.
For one thing, the Kipchaks were only in rebellion against intolerable
oppression and they had already offered reasonable terms. More to the point,
some of Moorcroft's men were East India Company troops. They could not be
recruited as mercenaries in wars which did not in the least concern either them
or the company and in which their lives would have been put at risk. Even if
Moorcroft had put himself a t the head of his men and successfully carried the
fort by assault - and he did not think it would have been too dificult - there
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was no guarantee that the unstable emir would not then dream up further
reasons for delay or difficulty. Moorcroft had already been entangled too often
in the dangerous politics of Eastern courts. It was already mid-July. ~f he
delayed any longer, his chances of getting across the Hindu Kush before the
high passes closed would be jeopardized. Better to go while the goingwas
and trust to finding some good animals south of the Oxus. 'I have certainly
injured my own views', Moorcroft wrote, 'but am consoled by my motives.'
Back in Bokhara, George Trebeck had everything ready for a speedy
departure. There only remained the now familiar but still painful formaIitiesof
leavetaking of their many new friends. T h a t included the children who no
longer jeered at hloorcroft in the street, but instcad showcd cvery mark of
respect and 'prayed that Allah would make my path white'. Even on thatvery
last full day in the great city, 2 I July 1825, h,loorcroft still found time tocornmit
to paper some interesting speculations about the possiblc medical cflects of
cannabis in the treatment of disease and he purcllased a quantity of the drug
for trial in Britain.
Trebeck was oKnext morning at dawn with the horses, leaving hloorcroft to
follow with the camels and baggage later. There followed the usual but nonc
the less frustrating delays which continued all through the heat of the day. At
dusk Moorcroft and his party were outside the \\.ails, but still not ready to
move and with no supper prepared either. So he sent into the town for a large
quantity of rice, borrowed a huge cauldron and commissioned a Kashrniri
silversmith who had been on his payroll to cook a mountainous mutton pilau to
see them through the night. I t must have been very good indeed, for hloorcroft
made a careful note of the recipe before stretching out to sleep on the warm
ground under the stars. At dawn they moved out through the orchards which
fringe the city, no doubt looking back occasionally at the domes, walls and
minarets fast disappearing into the shimmering haze of another hot day. The
faithful Gregor Zakaria was the last to turn back, after o resenting Moorcroft
with a farewell gift of some of his own delectable wincs and brandies.
T h e combined party headed south-east into the open desert. Therc were
sixty horses, about as many men and a number of hired camels to carry the
diminished baggage. For the first time in more than six years they were
homeward bound at last. Just what private hopes and dreams each man
carried of a world beyond those endless deserts and tumbling mountain ranges
we shall never know. For Moorcroft, it was retirement among the limpid,
pine-filled air and the rushing mountain strcams of Himalayan hills that
beckoned most strongly, but, and he spoke for them all, 'much ofdificultyand
of danger must he encountered before 1 can enjoy thc lcisr~reavailable to this
object'. Trebcck consoled himself with the thought that they were no longer
impeded by ponderous baggage, they could move at speed, and they were
'somewhat formidable7if anyone should seek to dispute their passage-"
At this stage hloorcrofi had no clcar idcn ofthe routr thrv \tfould takrTro
of the possibilities he had seriously considered earlier, either of going west to
Khiva and the Caspian, or striking cast into the snow peaks at the head ofthe
O X U Stowards Yarkand and thence into Ladakh from the north, w.erca1rcady
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ruled out. The dangerously disturbed state of Turkestan, the need to try for
more quality horses and the lateness of the season probably accounted for that.
Southwards, once he had investigated the horse resources west of Balkh, there
were really only two viable alternatives. IfSultan Muhammad Khan were still
at Kabul and things seemed reasonably peaceful there, then they would cross
the Hindu Kush far enough west to escape Murad Beg's long reach and return
as they had come via Kabul, the Khyber and Peshawar. Alternatively, there
was the more difficult possibility of striking north and east of Kunduz by way
of Badakhshan on the Upper Oxus, and then turning south across the
mountains along a little used but direct caravan route by way of Chitral and
Peshawar. Moorcroft already had introductions from Qamar ud Din to some
of the chiefs along this route and while detained a t Kunduz the previous winter
he had sent Askar Ali back to Peshawar with Izzat Allah, charged with
instructions to reconnoitre the route back from there by way ofchitral and the
Upper Oxus.I6 If all had gone according to plan he should have been well on
his way back to them by this time.
For the moment, Moorcroft's only plan was to retrace his steps to Balkh.
Leaving the bulk of the party there, he would make his short reconnaissance
further west in a final bid for horses and then together they would make a dash
southwards by whatever route seemed best at the time.
He was not feeling very well a t the start of the journey. The scorching return
from the emir's camp had weakened him and as his riding horse was also
injured, he climbed into a swaying camel basket. T h e awkward motion, not to
speak of muscle spasms and the return ofsome of his old rheumatic pains, gave
him little rest. Away to the north-east at dawn, he could still see the great snow
range beyond Samarkand. But along their route, as he noted laconically in his
diary, there were 'no habitations, no cultivation. Desert no water.' T o avoid
the pitiless heat they did most of their marches at night. At karshi, four
marches from Bokhara, the welcome from Prince Tora Bahadur was far from
friendly this time. Moorcroft felt he was lucky to get away with the virtual
extortion ofsome shawls and one of his precious horses. Considering the young
tyrant's usual methods with passing caravans, he noted ruefully, 'it would
seem that we actually have been treated with lenity and some appearance of
justice'.
As soon as they had purchased enough forage for the next stage across the
empty, shimmering desert to the Oxus, they moved on again. Even Moorcroft's busy pen could find little to record except the occasional and not always
friendly meetings with nomads encamped near the scattered water holes. O n
one of these occasions he noticed something about the wooden utensils the
women used for camel buttermilk that sent him into a long and fascinating
reverie about the early farming experiences of his grandfather Richard far
away in Lancashire eighty years before. But the future always interested him
more than the past. He wondered about the militaty potential of these
unpromising deserts and he wrote enthusiastically about the possibilities for
their improvement if scientifically irrigated.
They reached the Oxus on about q or 5 August. bloorcroft was too light
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headed to be sure of the date but his dream of improvement and future
prosperity along the empty river banks was precise enough:
I have elsewhere touched upon the improvement ofwhich this country is susceptible
in good hands and cannot but deeply regret that our unfortunate countrymen, who
have suffered so much in Southern Africa had not bent their steps towards the
country of Badakhshan which the tyrrany of Murad Beg has almost emptied ofits
inhabitants . . . I may be accused of fostering schemes of ambition, but here there is
abundant room for indulging speculations of this kind . . . A body of European
emigrants would speedily have allies in the natives of the neighbouring districts tired
ofthe confusion, oppression and tyranny under which they have long labored -

We shall never know what interrupted him but the long and busy travel
journal comes to a n abrupt halt at this point. It was never resumed. The mute
pages which follow are heavy with disaster, but there is something supremely
right about these last words in Moorcroft's journal. After all, ~ o m p a ~ ~ i ~ ~
improvement, patriotism, the righting of wrongs, the export of European
civilization and breathtaking visions of the future - all these had been
Moorcroft's continuing hallmarks since the great journey began. Moreover,
both the handwriting and the ideas are as vigorous on the last, interrupted
page as they had been on the very first, four and a halfyears before.
O n e march after leaving the Oxus they came to the walled town of Akcha,
clustering round its lofty citadel. Waiting for them there was Askar rlli, just
back from Peshawar via Chitral and Kunduz. H e carried mails from India
including a letter written as recently as February by Captain Wade at
Ludhiana. Less welcome would have been the news of the death of Izzat Allah,
careworn and ill, a t Peshawar. It looks as though Askar Ali failed to convince
Moorcroft, or did not recommend, that the Chitral route was the best way back
to India. At all events, after three days at Akcha he returned to Kunduz once
again, with secret letters from Moorcroft to the ministers of Murad Beg
exploring the possibility of negotiating a genuinely safe passage in that
direction." Moorcroft and the rest of the party, meanwhile, moved on to the
sprawling ghost town of Balkh where its governor gave them a friendly
welcome once more and assembled as many of the local Turcoman horses as he
could find for Moorcroft's inspection.
Their wretched quality finally convinced Moorcroft that he would indeed
have to go in search of the superior animals said to be reared in the desert
towns a few marches further west. A tantalizing mystery hangs over this last
lonely journey. Moorcroft knew it would be dangerous. All regular contacts
with the area had'been cut off in the anarchy of the last few years and ~ndkhoi
in particular had an unsavoury reputation as a nest of robbers." But there is a
hint of something else, something more personal and more mysterious in the
letter he had sent from Bokhara two months earlier. 'I have', he wrote, 'the
strongest hopes that my party will reach Hindoostan and that I shall accompany them but I have one if not two separate duties to ~erforrnindividually
and in their execution I may almost be said to tread upon
b'hat
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were those individual duties which made him insist on going alone, apart from
only two o r three personal servants? .And, if he anticipated danger, why would
he not, or could he not, take an armed escort with him? T o another correspondent, in a letter written about the same time but now missing, he was no more
specific. H e admitted that the experiment is full of hazard, b u t lejeu vaut bicn la
chandelle.
His plan a t least seems clear enough and he sketched on the back of his
rough route m a p the way he intended to go.20 H e would return to Akcha and
then make first for the dilapidated mudwalled town of Andkhoi, d u e west
across the plain about I O O miles (160 kilometres) from Ralkh. Thence he
would head south about the same distance to Maimana before turning back
north-westwards via Saripul to rejoin the others at Balkh. H e expected to be
away about three weeks. O n the morning of I 8 August 1825, Moorcroft's little
party rode away from the sprawling walls o r t h e ruined ancient town, through
the green fringe oforchards a n d out into the tawny desert to the west.
Next day in distant Calcutta, a small group of his fellow countrymen sitting
round a large table in the ornate Council chamber came to a decision. None of
them was known to Moorcroft personally but each agreed 'that M r Moorcroft
be informed that he will be considered to have vacated his situation of
Superintendent of the Stud in the event of his failing to return . . . within a
reasonable period' a n d a letter to that effect was d e ~ ~ a t c h e d But
. ~ ' Mr
Moorcroft never returned - not even to his waiting friends a t Balkh.
The last few days are shrouded in mystery. He seems to have reached
Andkhoi safely. It was a notoriously unattractive place in summer - a local
Persian proverb called it 'a real hell' on account of its 'bitter salt water,
scorching sand, vencmous flies a n d scorpions'.22 'There,' according to one
circumstantial account, 'he felt the symptoms of a fever gaining on him, but he
wrote to one of his Indian friends, full of hope that the medicines he had taken
e source is dubious but it sounds like
to remove them, would be e f f e ~ t u a l .T' ~h ~
Moorcroft's optimisni. This time the little hakimbarhi was wrong. His already
weakened body no longer responded ever1 to his iron will, a n d the fever gained
on him remorselessly. Three days later, apparently on 27 August r825,24even
his stout heart could take no more and the tortured, feverish body a t last lay
still. William Moorcroft was dead.
At least that is what everybody thought.
Twenty years later, and 2 0 0 0 miles (3200 kilometres) away across the
ranges to the south-east, two Lazarist priests from the French mission at Pekin
reached Lhasa. Their somewhat optimistic hope was to convert the Dalai
Lama and his people to Roman Catholicism. As soon as they arrived, Father5
Huc and Gabet faced close a n d suspicious questioning from the Tibetan
authorities on the subject of maps. Why maps they asked? Their interrogator
explained.
Maps are feared in this country - extremely feared inderd; especially since the affair
of a certain Englishman named Moorcroft who introduced hinlself in to Lha-Ssa,
under the pretence of being a Cashmerian. After a sojourn there of twelve years, he
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departed; but he was murdered on his way to Ladak. Amongst his elTects they round
a numerous collection of maps and plans which he had drawn during his slay at
~ha-Ssa.'~
H u c a n d G a b e t had never heard of Moorcroft. Shortly afterwards they met
a n d quizzed a Kashmiri called Nisan who said that he had arrived at Lhasa
with Moorcroft in 1826a n d was his servant during his twelve-year stay at the
Tibetan capital. Nisan said he never doubted that his master, who spoke fluent
Persian a n d dressed a n d behaved as a Muslim, was anything but the Kashmiri
he claimed to be. He:
had purchased a few herds of goats and oxen, which he had confided to the care of
some Thibetian shepherds, who dwelt in the gorges of the mountains, about
Lha-Ssa. Under the pretext of inspecting his herds, the reigned Mussulman went
freely about the country, making drawings and preparing his geographical charts. It
is said that never having learnt the Thibetian language, he abstained from holding
direct communication with the people of the country.
I t was only after his murder that the Tibetan authorities discovered from his
maps, charts and papers that the soi-distant Kashmiri was an Englishman
named Moorcroft. M a n y other witnesses, some of them of high rank, confirmed the essentials ofthis story but Nisan added one tantalizing extra pieceof
information. Before Moorcroft set out on his long journey to Ladakh, he:
had given him a note, telling him to show it to the inhabitants ofcalcutta, if he ever
went to that city, and that it would suffice to make his fortune. I t was doubtless a
letter of recommendation. The seizure of the effects of Moorcroft created such a
disturbance in Thibet, that Nisan, afraid of being compron~ised,destroyed his letter
of recommendation. He told us himself that this note was written in characters
exactly similar to ours.
There is nothing inherently impossible in this curious story.26Indeed there
is much superficially to endorse it. T h e chronology is right, the pasture
farming fits Moorcroft's plans for his retirement, he had long been interested in
opening a trade link with Lhasa, he was certainly a frequent writer of letters of
recommendation a n d testimonials, a n d he had friends in Calcutta. Besides,
none of Moorcroft's deliberately small entourage at Andkhoi is recorded as
having witnessed his death, a n d the body which was carried in the summer
heat back t o Balkh after some delay would have been quite unrecognizable. In
any case, Trebeck by then was too ill himself to face the unpleasant task of
examining it.27 It could have been anybody. Moreover if Moorcroft were
planning t o fake his own death a n d slip away into oblivion, then this might
explain the cryptic reference to the individual duties he had to perform and the
puzzling insistence on only a handful of servants to accompany him illto the
desert on what he admitted to be a dangerous journey.
Why then would he plan such a thing? H e was certainly a sensitive man.
Perhaps the ultimate realization a t Andkhoi that there were no fine horses to
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be had, and that his great journey had failed to open either the markets of
Central Asia o r the eyes of his masters at Calcutta, persuaded him that he
could not face the I-told-you-so's of his many carping critics in Calcutta
and the near certainty of professional disgrace. I t is even possible that he was
so unnerved by the dangers facing his party at the hands of M u r a d Beg, or the
other robbers along the way, that he decided to c u t and run for it, in disguise
and alone. After such a gross betrayal there would indeed be little choice but a
self-imposed exile in some remote spot beyond the reach of his compatriots.
Where better to hide than on the far side of the Himalayas in a country closed
to Europeans?
So far, so good, but the doubts are already beginning to clamour for
attention. T h e notion that Moorcroft, dogged a n d courageous to a fault, would
run away from anything is preposterous. He had already come to terms with
the possibility of the ostensible failure ofhis mission and, in any case, his sense
of obligation to his employers, not to speak of that to his friends, servants and
young family, was far too sharp to consider abandoning them all a n d stealing
away like a thief in the night. Besides, as he had often stated, the mission had
not failed. H e had acquired some good horses a n d was still hopeful of getting
more. Even without any horses a t all, Moorcroft believed he had gained
priceless and unique information which he intended to make available to his
government a n d his countrymen, before resigning his post a t the stud and
embarking on his great rural improvement project in the Himalayas. For that
too he needed resources and approvals only available in Calcutta. Only
temporary insanity, perhaps under the influence of high fever, could account
for actions so utterly inconsistent with Moorcroft's character, his record, and
everything he stood for.
It is unlikely, but even if one allows for a moment the possibility, some
formidable difficulties still remain. A faked death a n d a substitute body would
require the collusion ofothers; secrets like that, in a small desert community in
northern Afghanistan, would have been almost impossible to keep. There was
never any doubt among those who were close to events, either then or later,
that Moorcroft had become ill of fever and died. T h e confident allegatiorls of
murder or violence came later and from more distant and unreliable sources.
Even if, against all probability, Moorcrort had succeeded in faking his own
death and buying total silence from those who helped him to d o it, he still had
to cross nearly 2000 miles (3200 kilometres) of difficult terrain, in much of
which he was well known, without detection. It would not have been easy. In
any case, the m a n believed to be Moorcroft a t Lhasa is not so much like
Moorcroft as appears at first sight. There is clear evidence that Moorcroft did
not speak Persian fluently as this m a n did,'%and he certainly did not speak it
well enough to persuade other Kashmiris that he was one of them. Any
Kashmiri would be familiar with onc o l the other local languages besides
Persian. Moorcroft was not. Nor did he have any cartographical or artistic
skill, always leaving that work to others like Hearsey or Trebeck. Finally, all
the evidence of his long life suggests that he would have bcen constitution all^
incapable of keeping aloof from t h r Tibetans at Lhasa and of not acquiring
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some knowledge of their language, as the mysterious figure is said to have done
for twelve years. Whoever it was, it can hardly have been William Moorcroft.
\Vhv then were the Tibetans so convinced that it was? Not presumably
because of the paper evidence since, as Huc and Gabet make clear, nobody in
Lhasa could read English or even distinguish between a printed and a
manuscript map.*' T h e evidence was never shown to the two missionaries. p,s
for the alleged letter of recommendation which Nisan destroyed but could not
read, the only positive assertion about it was that it seemed to be in Roman
script. T h e Tibetans, in other words, could only assume the identity of the
mysterious owner of the indecipherable maps and papers. Moorcroft was the
mbst likely Candidate simply because he was well known by reputation, both to
the Tibetan authorities and to the Kashmiri traders at Lhasa. He had entered
Tibet illegally in I 8 I 2 and threatened or tried to do so in I 8 I g, I 820, I 82 I and
1822. If the maps and papers were indisputably his, as the Tibetans believed
and as is certainly possible, then the most likely explanation is that the
mysterious stranger was one of Moorcroft's Kashmiri servants (and he had
several), who survived the death of his master and escaped with some of his
papers and maps and even perhaps with a letter of recommendation. After all,
the extraordinary traveller and freebooter Alexander Gardiner metjust such a
man in 1830, somewhere north of ~ u n d u z . ~ '
T h e haunting possibility that Moorcroft himself may, somehow, have
cheated the fate which befell the rest of his party in northern Afghanistan, and
lived out a lonely old age in the forbidden city of Lhasa until, a septuagenarian
and presumably homeward bound at last, he was robbed and murdered
somewhere near the empty sacred lake of Manasarowar, must be dxmdoned.
The great weight of evidence and of probability is against it.3'
died
O n 6 September 1825 Trebeck wrote on a scrap of paper, 'Mr.
August 27'.32 Trebeck was a very sick man himself by then but he saw no
reason to doubt the truth of what he wrote. Nor need we.

For an additional discussion on the mystery of
Moorcroft's death, see the Postscript below p.[4181#

WHILE
MOORCROFT
RESTED at last in his lonely grave at Balkh, his death set in
motion 'a strange succession of casualties',' betrayals and disappointments
which overwhelmed the remainder of his party and did much to obscure his
own achievements as well. T h e speed with which the rest of his caravan fell
into demoralized disarray speaks volumes for Moorcroft's qualities as a
leader. His body, the servants, his nine horses and the other goods with him
when he died were all immediately impounded a t Andkhoi. It was only with
considerable difficulty that Mir Wazir Ahmad was able to negotiate for their
release and return, with the now almost unrecognizable corpse of Moorcroft on
a camel, to Balkh. The Jews there refused him burial in their sepulchre, the
Muslims denied him a marked grave anywhere else. In the end he was buried
unceremoniously beneath a dilapidated wall, beside a watercourse, somewhere outside the crumbling walls of the ancient city.*
By then both Trebeck and Guthrie were already seriously ill - either from
fever, slow poison, or both. O n 6 September, however, Trebeck managed to
write a letter to Captain Wade, the nearest British representative, 700 miles
( I 120 kilometres) away at Ludhiana, announcing Moorcroft's death.3 O n the
same day he noted on a scrap of paper the date of that death.4 Guthrie was the
next to go and was buried beside his master. In the meantime Askar Ali,
having failed to get anything at Kunduz except the sternest warnings from
Atma Ram of what would happen to them if they dared to re-enter Murad
Beg's territories, himself fell ill at Mazar and lay there helpless for nearly a
fortnight. When Trebeck heard this, he sent a man to bring Askar Ali back to
Balkh on horseback. There the two sick men wept together over the loss oftheir
companions and debated what they should do next. Trebeck was determined
to remove the whole party from Balkh, before itS notorious summer fevers
destroyed them all. Against the advice of a number of people, including Askar
Ali himself, they moved a few miles across the desert to Mazar, under a
promise of good treatment from its chief. That was accomplished without
mishap but they got no further. Trebeck's declining health and the inability of
Wazir Ahrnad, Askar Ali and Ghulam Hyder Khan to agree on a feasible
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course of action, kept them helplessly pinned at that desolate spot for the next
three or four months.
Trebeck's optimism about a speedy return to Kabul soon evaporated. Later
British visitors vied with one another to invest his unhappy final weeks with
the sort of romantic melancholy Trebeck himself had been rather inclined to
adopt in happier days.5 A more authentic guide to his mood is probably to be
found in the journal of the first of his countrymen to follow him to that desolate
spot. Only three years later, and at the same time of the year, Edward Stirling
was writing as f o l ~ o w s : ~

I a m now become subject to the most grievous and preying anxiety. . . s u r r o u ~ d e d
by a race whose only motive ofaction is to cheat and deceive. . . in a country which is
without a government, unsettled and subject to revolution. . . removed from the sea
coast and navigable rivers more than a thousand miles [1600 kilometres],near in the
centre of Asia.
Under the influence of thoughts like these, Trebeck seems to have become
completely demoralized. Apparently he even virtually gave away the
precious pearls which alone might have purchased their freedom.' Then, just
before his death, he assigned the remaining property under oath to Wazir
Ahmad, for onward transmission to Calcutta.
No sooner was Trebeck dead, probably in early December, than the chiefol
Mazar reneged on his promise of safe c o n d ~ c t He
. ~ seized not only all the
goods and the loo or so horses, but some of the men too. Ghulam Hyder Khan
was one of those imprisoned for a time at Mazar. Just how and when they all
finally made their escape is not clear, but their troubles had scarcely begun.
Ghulam Hyder Khan, and those with him at the back of the caravan, were
robbed by Hazaras and taken back to Maimana to be sold into slavery. Only
renewed efforts by Askar Ali secured their release and they eventually reached
Kabul by the roundabout road through Herat and Kandahar. It was not until
1827, after a n absence of nearly eight years, that grizzled old Ghulam
returned, destitute and alone, to his family at Bareilly and told his remarkable
story to his old master, ~ e a r s e Wazir
~ . ~ Ahmad was luckier. He reached
Kabul in safety with a portion of the money and some of the horses in
mid-December 1825. Then he was robbed twice before reaching Peshawar.
T h e first rumours of these multiple disasters to reach India were inspired by
the earlier death of Izzat-Allah and soon denied.'OThen, in late October, more
circumstantial reports of Moorcroft's death reached his friend Metcalfe
Delhi and hard on their heels came confirmatory stories by way of Amritsar.
However, i t was not until Trebeck's letter reached Wade at Ludhiana onabout
1 1 December, that the story was confirmed beyond all doubt.'? Later newsof
the deaths of Guthrie and Trebeck and the fate of the rest of the party reached
Wade in a letter written on 1 9December, just after ~ a z i~rh r n a d ' safe
s arrival
at Kabul. T h e writer was Guru Das Singh, a Punjabi banker who was doing
his anxious best to round up the scattered party and prevent further robbery
by the authorities at Kabul. Please, he pleaded, send somebody to help at
once. l 3
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The Indian government seems to have been more interested in recovering
the property than the people.14 It neither washed its hands of the whole affair,
as one writer has it, nor did it make continued efforts over the ensuing years to
solve the mystery, as stated by another.'=Although no action was taken on the
crazy suggestion of one Moorcroft well-wisher to send the innocent Csoma de
KarGs into Afghanistan, a Muslim agent was sent by the authorities to Kabul
and returned in March 1827 with some horses and other goods.16At Moorcroft's request, and doubtless with Metcalfe's active support, a pension was
paid to the faithful Izzat-Allah's eldest son and, after his death, to his son.17
Whether any of the other servants were treated as generously seems unlikely.
The really determined efforts seem to have come from Moorcroft's friends,
and from none more than John Palmer in Calcutta. He personally broke the
news to Trebeck's nearly impoverished father and then set about salvaging
what he could from the wreckage for him, for Purree Khanum, and for the
children. He feared at first that they might be in considerable distress."
Despite the care with which Moorcroft had made his will and the insurance
policy he had taken out on Purree Khanum's life,lg he had lost a great deal of
money earlier, through faulty investments and the dishonesty of his agent.20
Most of the rest of his savings had been consumed by the great journey. There
remained about 150,000 rupees in company stock, but about a third of this was
owed to Palmer for services rendered (not including the 60,000 rupees which
had been invested in Moorcroft's caravan and certain other claims against the
e ~ t a t e ) .T~o' make things worse, it looked for a time as though the government
did not intend to pay the arrears of Moorcroft's suspended salary.22 Most
alarming of all, Moorcroft's executor and former friend, John Laing up at
Allahabad, persistently refused to answer Palmer's letters. His behaviour
became so suspicious that Palmer and his friends were eventually driven to
threaten legal action.23 Eventually Laing swore the executor's oath and was
~ ~ the following year he came down to
granted probate in October 1 8 2 6 . Early
Calcutta and met Palmer over dinner to discuss the accounts.25By then things
were looking more hopeful. T h e government had belatedly agreed to pay
139,000 rupees arrears ofsalary and, when this was eventually done two years
later, the estate had a healthy balance ofat least 240,000 rupees.26It looked at
last as though Moorcroft's dependents would be adequately provided for.
Anne, of course, was already in London in the care ofGeorge Saunders. She
was soon entirely English, as though her Hindi and her French had never
been.27Richard was still with his mother at P ~ s a . While
~'
in the toils of Murad
Beg at Kunduz, Moorcroft had sent back instructions that, in the event of his
death, the little boy was to be sent to join his sister.'%e had earlier directed
that Richard was to be educated at Harrow or Westminster and then
apprenticed as a surgeon.30 So, in the autumn of 1826, de l'J?tang brought the
little 6-year-old lad down to Calcutta where he seems to have charmed the
Palmer household as much as his father had done earlier. He was shipped
home in a vessel commanded by de l'ktang's son-in-law and. in due course,
was reunited with his sister in Saunders' bachelor house in Oxford Street."
It was fortunate that Moorcroft had added a codicil to his will, making
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Saunders not only guardian of his children but also a joint executor of his
Despite this, and endless private and legal letters to the slippeFi Laing,
Saunders was forced to bring the children up entirely at his own expense, until
he discovered that Moorcroft still owned property in London which he was
able to sell for their benefit.33There was no question of Richard attending one
of the great public schools. He went instead to a humbler academy in SIoane
Square after which, as his father had wished, he was apprenticed to a surgeon.
T h e experiment was not a success. In June 1835 Saunders therefore obtained
for him a cadetship in the Madras army.34A month later they were both in All
Souls, Langham Place, for the wedding of Anne to one Captain George St
Barbe Brown of the Bombay Native Infantry.35T h e faithful Saunders was by
then in his mid-seventies and must have felt strangely bereft when, later that
year, his two charges left England to return to the land of their birth. He died
four years later. T o the end he received not a penny from Laing.
Early in 1836, as soon as Captain Brown reached India with his young
bride, he got in touch with Laing, who was by then collector of customs at
Agra. He was also, incidentally, spending large sums of money on his
collection of antique coins.36Brown's letter was not very polite. He told Laing
to settle his debts at once and threatened to come to Agra to ensure that he did
so. Laing sent a polite acknowledgement in return, but otherwise appears to
have said and done nothing. When Brown found it impossible after all toget up
to Agra, he caused ~ a i n ~ - t hmaximum
e
possible embarrassment by
the whole complaint on the official record.37 It seems to have goaded Laing
into action a t last. Rather ominously perhaps, he promptly resigned from
government service.38 He also eventually submitted some rather unsatisfactory accounts to explain, or explain away, his administration of Moorcroft's
estate.39 In the end the children probably got a t least some of their money.
Richard served with distinction in the first Afghan war and afterwards had
embarked on a promising career in the Madras army when ill health forced
him to take a series of extended leaves. He died, homeward bound, at
Alexandria in the spring of 1 8 5 5 . Althou
~
h he was only 35, he apparently
had substantial sums of money i n ~ e s t e d . O
~ n e hopes that Anne too had
financial security, for she was by then already a widow. George Brown died
just a few weeks before her 31st birthday, in December 1 8 ~ ~ . ~ ~
Flotsam from the shipwreck of Moorcroft's great caravan continued, for
many years, to bob up all across that great inner Asian sea of mountain and
desert. The sportsman-traveller, Codfrey Vigne, met one of Moorcroft's
servants at Ghazni in 1836; the explorer, Captain Alexander Cunningham,
retrieved some interesting correspondence.concerning his death from another
a t Lucknow; and the buccaneering Alexander Gardiner (as has already been
mentioned) came across yet a third, carrying a map and compass belonging to
Moorcroft, somewhere north of Kunduz, in July 18~6." The Bengal civil
servant, Edward Stirling, was the first Englishman after Moorcroft's death to
pass through northern Afghanistan, in the winter of 1828. Alone and fearful,he
had Moorcroft's death very much on his mind. Beyond noting that some of
Moorcroft's horses were still at Mazar, he learned nothing. At Kabul,
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however, he encountered Askar Ali and obtained from him a most valuable
and authentic account of the final weeks before and after Moorcroft's death,
which has only recently been rediscovered in London.44
Next on the scene, in 1831, was the splendidly eccentric Revd Joseph Wolff.
He so closely resembled Moorcroft that in Bokhara and elsewhere it was firmly
believed, notwithstanding his emphatic denials, that he was a relative come to
discover what had happened. Wolff confirmed that some of Moorcroft's
property was at Balkh, but that the bulk ofit was in the hands of the governor
of Mazar, who had sworn in consequence to kill any European who came
within his reach. Later, at Kabul, Wolff met Lieutenant Alexander Burnes,
surgeon James Gerard and Mohan Lal all heading north on their own journey
to B ~ k h a r a At
. ~ ~Mazar Mohan Lal actually stayed in the house in which
Trebeck died and met the man who attended him at the end.46 A week or so
later, under a bright moon just before midnight on 1 2June 1832, Burnes and
Gerard were the first and the only European travellers to see the rough graves
in which Moorcroft and Guthrie lay buried side by side.47Like all the others,
they were too concerned to avoid the same fate themselves to enquire very
closely into the question of the sequestered property.
However, five years later when Burnes went to Afghanistan as an official
envoy of the Indian government, it was a very different story. While he and his
fellow officers were at Kabul in the winter of 1837, word was received from
Murad Beg requesting the help of a doctor to treat his brother's blindness.
After promises of safe conduct, Dr Percival Lord and Lieutenant John Wood
set out together across the Hindu Kush, and reached Kunduz in December
1837. By then, the once fearsome Murad Beg was thirteen years older and
thirteen years mellower than when Moorcroft had crossed his path. Lord
thought him 'quite a plain, good old man'.48 H e certainly seems to have lost his
suspicion of Feringis. Although Lord was unable to do anything for his blind
brother, Murad Beg gave Wood permission to make his epic solo midwinter
exploration to the sources of the 0 ~ ~ sHe
. ~also
' ordered the chief at Mazar to
part with all of Moorcroft's papers still in his possession. The result was an
interesting haul of what was left of Moorcroft's extensive library of books,
together with some important maps, accounts and loose papers dating from
the time of his death. In due course all of this material found its way to the
Asiatic Society in Calcutta.% I t all seems to have disappeared but at least one
of the rinted books, heavily annotated by Moorcroft, has turned up in
Tokyo.
Perhaps the most telling evidence of Murad Beg's new benevolence was the
ready permission he granted both Lord and Wood to visit Taliqan to pay
their respects to the pirzada who had saved Moorcroft's life. Lord has left an
amusing tongue-in-cheek account of his interview with the old man which
ends:

8

Before going away he again expressed his astonishment at our being acquainted with
what he had done for Moorcroft. 'Is it really a fact,' said he, 'that this is known in
Firingestan?' 'Wulla bella', said I , 'the very children take the name of Syud
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Mahomed Kusim, the friend of the Firingees'. He did not attempt to conceal his
satisfaction. 'God is great!', said he; 'Feel my pulse' . . . said I, 'what strength and
firmness!If i t please God, one half your life is not yet passed.' We stroked our beards,
said a 'fatha', and the old man departed.j2
I n the years that followed, other travellers beyond the frontiers encountered
fugitive echoes of the great journey and were shown Moorcroft's fading
testimonials. In 1835the eccentric Scotsman, Dr Henderson, travelling alone
in disguise and practically penniless, arrived in Ladakh by the same route as
Moorcroft, and at the same time as the Sikh invasion which Moorcroft had
foreseen and striven so hard to avert. Thc Ladakhis believed at first that he had
come just in time to save them with the ratification of Moorcroft's treaty of
protection. Convinced by Henderson's genuine astonishment when shown the
document, they nevertheless used his visit in a way Moorcroft would thoroughly have approved. They pretended that Henderson was an official British
representative and thereby brought the Sikh invasion to a halt for three
months. Exactly as in the Moorcroft case, the Sikhs made anxious enquiries of
the British and the bubble was only pricked when the Indian government was
forced to disavow Henderson." At Leh he discovered that Moorcroft's garden
was still being lovingly tended and he heard that a flock of his sheep was still
being grazed for him, until he should return to reclaim them.54In Kashmir, at
about the same time, Vigne discovered the stone that Moorcroft had erected
over the tomb of Mirza Haidar.55 Far away in northern Afghanistan the
Hungarian traveller, Arminius Vambkry, met a man at Andkhoi in 1863 who
plainly remembered Moorcroft's death in his uncle's house, nearly half a
century before.56 Practically all of these later travellers reported the very high
regard for Moorcroft which still existed among the people whose paths he
crossed.
Whether his memory would be preserved so freshly among his own people
and beyond the lifetime ofthose who knew him, would depend very largely on
the fate of his surviving papers and the use that would be made of them.
Moorcroft was always punctiliously insistent that, if anything happened to
him, the government would have a prior 'right to whatever information may
have been obtained from the labor of their servant'. To this he added the hope
'that a lain record may be given of what I have done for the benefit of the
public.7!,
There was certainly no lack of people willing to attempt the task. Dr Abeli
physician to the governor-general, was badgering for ~ermissionto publish
while Moorcroft was still alive.58 A stronger claimant was the ~anskritist
Henry Colebrooke, who had published the 1816 account of ~ o o r c r o f t ' ~
Tibetan journey in association with his young protCgC at the Asiatic Society,
Horace Wilson.59As soon as he heard of Moorcroft's death, he wrote to Wilson
from England, asking for the papers to be sent home so that he could prepare
an edition. Eighteen months later he repeated the request, this time more
forcefully.M Wilson would have received that letter in the spring of 1828.
then, the government had agreed to pay Moorcroft's suspended salary "P
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the date of his death, so the accumulated travel papers were technically
government property.
Ever since the beginning of the journey, Moorcroft had been sending
batches of his letterbooks and journals back to his friend Captain Murray for
safekeeping. The last consignment was sent from Peshawar in the spring of
1824. I t was this collection of some twenty volumes, together with Trebeck's
fieldbooks, which passed into the ownership of the government and, after a
period of neglect, was deposited by them with the Asiatic Society in the I 830s.
It covered, however, only the journey up to the departure from K a s h n ~ i in
r the
late summer of 1823. Efforts to recover the rest, as has been seen, were put in
hand by Palmer and the Indian government, through Claude Wade at
Ludhiana and \Yilliam Fraser a t Delhi, as soon as hloorcroft's death was
confirmed. Moorcroft had been making considerable efforts to preserve these
later papers in the event of his own death at Kunduz. hlany ofthem seem to
have escaped the clutches of the authorities at Mazar and were probably
among the property salvaged by Guru Das Singh at Kabul and brought back
to Irrdia in the spring of 1827. Fraser certainly seems to have had the bulk ofthc
later material in his possession at Delhi by I 828 or r 829. 'There, for some years,
it remained.61
Interest in the Moorcroft papers in the early I 830s did not abate.6' In 1830,
the Royal Geographical Society was encouraged by a few of its members to
obtain some of Moorcroft's official papers from the East 1-ndia Company in
London. The very first number of its new 'ournal began to publish some of
them, edited by Mountstuart Elphinrtone.d3 T h a t was something, but it was
no substitute for a proper account of the great journey and crroneous ideas
about it were already rife.64 I n India, Trebeck's younger brother, Charles,
began to make copies ofsome of the material in Fraser's possession65and, early
in 1835, Fraser himself offered it all to the Asiatic Society, provided only that
the material was published for the sole benefit of Moorcroft's surviving
family.66Shortly afterwards he was assassinated.
By then the earlier papers, together with papers and drawings by Trebeck,
were already back in England and in the hands of the lately retired secretary of
He had returned to Britain in
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Horace CVil~on.~'
1833to become Professor ofSanskrit at Oxford and the papers followed him to
England shortly afterwards. M'ilson's reputation for scholarship and probity
has had a mauling recently at the hands of two American scholars. They
believe that he sat on Moorcroft's papers, seeing the opportunity they offered
for yet another book on the cheap to swell his growing reputation, and that he
.~~
deliberately denied them to other would-be cditors like C o ~ e b r o o k eMiilson
has plenty to answer for but this accusation at least does not stick. .4s soon
as the papers were in his possession, he approached the doyen of travel
publishers, John Murray. That was in January 1834 The Asiatic Society
in Calcutta was willing to underwrite the costs of publication in return
for a guaranteed forty copies of the published work. i4'ilson would act as
editor. No agreement was signed and il'ilson nagged Murray more than
once during the ensuing year,6' but without waiting for a formal contract,
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he pressed on with the work. After what he called 'considerable labour1,
he had a manuscript ready by the end of 1 8 ~That
~ first
. ~ version,
~
presumably, must have ended rather unsatisfactorily with Moorcroft's arrival
in Peshawar.
T h e seven missing journals and miscellaneous papers covering the remaining two years of his journey, which had been in Fraser's posseJsion, were
eventually sent home by his executors and reached Wilson at the end of 1 8 ~ 6 .
Among them, Wilson was gratified to find a letter written by Moorcroft at
Kunduz which actually named him as the man Moorcroft wished to be his
posthumous editor.7' Using this new material, he added five more chapters
taking the story up to the arrival at Bokhara, completed his introduction in
September 1837, and 750 copies of the two volumes were printed almost at
once.72The only copy of this unpublished edition known to have survived is
dated 1 838,73although it must have been ready before the end of I 837 because
a review of it appeared in January 1838, and dated it 1 8 ~Yet~ another
. ~ ~
notice dated it 1 8 ~ Whatever
~ . ~ the
~ date, several copies of this prepublication edition were in circulation a t that time or soon afterward^.'^ Up to
this point at least, Wilson cannot really be faulted.
And yet the book, complete with a new title-page and a fine map by John
Arrowsmith, did not go on public sale for another three years. During the
interval, Wilson urged haste on the publishers and, he in turn, was being
pressed by Charles Trebeck and others.77The only reason ever given for the
delay was a hold-up in the production of the map.78 Yet it finally destroyed
whatever lingering hopes there still were that the book would do belatedjustice
to Moorcroft's memory and achievement. The fact is that, by 1841, his journey
was old hat. Not only had it taken place nearly twenty years before, but others
had done it since and rushed successfully into print. Joseph Wolff was the first
to follow Moorcroft to Bokhara, but it was Alexander 'Bokhara' Burnes who
got all the credit and publicity for the journey. The English edition ofhis much
translated three volume travelogue sold out on publication day early in 1834,
and turned its young author into an international celebrity ~vernight.~'
Most
of the still remaining novelties in Moorcroft's journey were re-empted by
other authors in the 1830s like Conolly, Jacquemont and Vigne. Then, in the
three years that Wilson's edition lay in Murray's warehouse, gathering dust
and waiting for its map, the British invasion of Afghanistan led to a host of
works to meet public curiosity about the campaign and the still novel country
in which it took place.
When Moorcroft's Travels finally made their belated appearance in 1841
they had been well and truly scooped. Several of the reviewcrs were quick to
point this oute0 and, not surprisingly, sales were disappointing. It took many
years to dispose of 700 copies, which is fewer than the account of Burnes' rmch
less renlarkable journey sold on its first day. To cap everything, no sooner had
Moorcroft's book appeared, than the horror stories which accompanied
Afghan disasters in the winter of 18 I 2 diverted all attention. Burnes became
an assiduously promoted martyr, -and the man who truly deserved the
nickname 'Bokhara' was swept into obscurity. Even the Asiatic Society
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Bengal only received eight of the fort copies it had been promised by Wilson,
although he kept twelve for himself. 8r
Wilson cannot be blamed for the tardy appearance of the Moorcroft Travels,
but for the content of the book he certainly can. He as good as admitted, in his
introduction, that the book was uninteresting and many of the reviewers
thought so too. Wilson blamed Mo~rcroft.'~
Yet it is hard to avoid the feeling
that the frenetic Wilson - Oxford professor, examiner at Haileybury, librarian
of the East India Company, successful author, scholar and linguist, 'the most
fully occupied man in L ~ n d o n " ~ very quickly became bored with the
'considerable labour' Moorcroft's verbose and disordered papers set him.
Instead of doing the job properly, and making use of the often lively private
letters and the official correspondence, he confined himself almost exclusively
to the more accessible, but often less revealing, journals. Even from them he
rigorously pruned the personal, the political, the humorous and the salacious,
and he made some other damaging decisions, such as that of omitting all the
interesting material covering the stay in Bokhara. The only credible explanation is that he wanted to bring the whole time-consuming task to a close as
quickly as possible. It is not easy to make Moorcroft dull, but Wilson managed
it. His approach was always that of the scholar, less concerned with the
entertaining travelogue, which he admitted that public taste demandedIa5
than with the accumulation of accurate information.
At least that is how it has always looked until recently. However, as soon as
modern scholars began to penetrate behind Wilson's fact-laden text to the
Moorcroftian originals, the real nature of Wilson's failure became horrifyingly
apparent. His text was revealed as a slipshod and inaccurate paraphrase, often
introducing entirely unnecessary alterations to the sense of the originals and
with serious and misleading omission^.^^ The charge is not that he departed
from Moorcroft's own language. Moorcroft had left emphatic instructions on
that point, insisting with a fierce underlining 'that my own language may not
scnrpulously bepreserved'.'' What is unforgivable is that Wilson has so often not
scrupulously preserved the sense either. He explicitly asserted quite the
contrary. Indeed he also asserted that ifhe had not done Moorcroft's editing, it
would not have been done at all." Both assertions are demonstrably untrue.
The fact is that Wilson, like Laing, was unworthy of the trust that Moorcroft
gave him. His edition, to use the words of one hostile reviewer in 184.4,'~is 'a
thing of shreds and patches', quite unworthy as a memorial to one of the most
remarkable extended travel journeys of modern history. A handful of men, at
the time and since, who knew at first hand the terrain and the obstacles
Moorcroft and his unwieldy caravan had surmounted, recognized the accuracy ofhis observations, marvelled, and saluted the uniqueness of the achievement. He was indeed the father of modern exploration in the great area he
covered and yet few have ever heard of him today. Wilson more than once
laments the neglect.g0He must carry some share of the blame for it although
not, of course, for all.
Wilson is certainly not to blame for the quite inexplicable errors of fact
which have accumulated round hloorcroft since then. He is repeatedly said to
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have gone where he never went and to have one where he did go, but at the
wrong time.g' Even his names are changed.g With unconscious humour,one
modern author asserts that 'one of the great names ofearly nineteenth-centuv
trans-Himalayan exploration is Thomas Moorcroft' and goes on to state seven
more errors about him on the next page.93 Even more remarkable, another
makes eleven errors offact about him on one page and, on the next, reproduces
a s a n illustration of Moorcroft's journal, one of Charles Trebeck's transcripts
from his brother's notebook.94 Here too the contrast with the much more
modest achievements of 'Bokhara' Burnes is striking.
T h a t contrast also suggests other reasons for Moorcroft's obscurity as a
traveller. Burnes was a brilliant self-publicist with an easy and eminently
readable prose style which made him an instant best seller. Moorcroft was the
world's worst on paper, painfully hammering out his ponderous prose, draft
upon draft. Burnes lived long enough to exploit his own success. Moorcroft
died obscurely on his travels, and with nobody to turn his magnificent failure
into a legend, as in the case ofScott or Livingstone. Burnes and Moorcroft were
both tough and hyperactive but Burnes focused his energies like a lens on the
single-minded advancement of his own career and rose dizzily within the
oficial machine to a knighthood and high office at a tender age. In contrast,
one of the things about Moorcroft as a traveller is his great age.95Unlike that of
Burnes, his genius was a multi-faceted prism, scattering light in all directions.
H e was too restless and too much of a lateral thinker to confine his activities
very long to the compartments required for more orthodox success. The world
tends to value specialist achievement. Moorcroft was a brilliant generalist
with a startling number of'firsts' in a surprising range offields. Yet, paradoxically, his papers are a treasure-trove for specialists - although a nightmare for
a biographer. Even the 'retirement' he lovingly planned, and never attained,
would have been simply the latest of his broad-fronted assaults on the
unknown in the cause of improvement. No wonder his more cautious and
conventional colleagues, even his wondering friends,96 confronting the unknown in him, tended to regard him as an 'enthusiast'-a wild and over-ardent
chaser after shadows. This impression was strengthened because Moorcroft
was a man well in advance of his time. So often he glimpsed and elaborated the
possibilities of the future before his contemporaries, or events, were ready for
them. Hindsight normally enables the historian to be condescending. In
Moorcroft's case it is his vindication. T h e judgements ofAlexander Burnes, on
the other hand, have not worn well although, to his envious peers, his
high-flying timing must have seemed well-nigh faultless.
All this provides clues to explain, not only the undeserved shadow which fell
upon Moorcroft's record as traveller and explorer, but the wider neglect of his
life and achievements. In his native Lancashire he has been almost totally
forgotten." Elsewhere, only the barest outline has remained on record. Wilson
once described himself as Moorcroft's biographer, but he was nothing ofthc
sort.98 His editorial introduction to the Travels contains no more than some
sketchy, though invaluable, biographical clues. These, compressed In ,a
number of international biographical dictionaries," and later usefully ampll-
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fied in the 1894 Dictionaly of National Biography, contained practical1 all that
was known about Moorcroft until well into the twentieth century.'' As has
been seen, the various efforts of his contemporaries, in England and India, to
give him the memorial they felt he deserved, all foundered.lO'Those few who
came later, and who knew or discovered something of the man, usually
acknowledged his importance, lamented the general ignorance, and passed
on. There was no biogcaphy, no portrait and no public monument, beyond the
little marble plaque erected later by an unknown admirer at Lahore. T h e great
mass of Moorcroft's personal documents which survived the dibicle in Afghanistan, together with his voluminous oficial correspondence, slumbered undisturbed in the measureless archives of the old India Office in Whitehall.
In the 1920s, Professor H . W. C. Davis made a lightning raid upon the
private papers while researching his brilliant Raleigh Lecture of 1926.He
concluded that Moorcroft was really the earliest British player of the Great
Game, wh'ich Britain and Russia layed for supremacy in Central Asia in the
nineteenth century and beyond.lg2 At about the same time, the veteran and
veterinary historian, Sir Frederick Smith, examined them and some of the
oficial records in support of his equally uncontestable contention that Moorcroft was one of the most important pioneers of modern scientific veterinary
medicine. He was, Smith came to believe, 'our only gigantic genius'. Indeed
Smith became so excited by what he found, that he began feverishly accumulating material and looking forward 'to the day when I can throw myself into
his life and work'.Io3 That was in October 1928. Nine months later he was
dead. Nevertheless Smith's great survey of early British veterinary literature
undoubtedly began the restoration of Moorcroft to his rightful place as one of
the three 'great pioneers of the 19th century to whom the veterinary profession
will ever be indebted'. Those words Smith caused to be set upon a brass plate
which he presented to the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. There is a
certain ironic and perhaps symbolic significance in the fact that Moorcroft's
dates are given wrongly and that the plate is placed where nobody can see it.
Error and neglect are precisely the two most striking features of his treatment
at the hands of posterity in the century and a half since his lonely death. Only
very recently have there been signs ofwider recognition that the record should
at last be set right.'04
What then by way of a conclusion? Plainly he was not a genius, not a man
capable of imposing himself upon an age and changing its direction. He was
neither single-minded enough, nor lucky enough, to carve for himself the kind
of immortality achieved by his great contemporaries, Pitt, Wellington and
Nelson (although like them he served his country and in some ways died for it).
Nevertheless, it is impossible to make molehills ofhis mountains as the modern
fashion in biography would seem to require. The heroic quality of the man and
his stubborn achievements will not - cannot - be diminished. Perhaps his best
epitaph was written by an unknown friend a year after he died.
The enterprising indefatigable Moorcroft is dead. He was the very best man that
could have gone upon such exploratory and perilous errands as his were. Hc was, in
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his way, eminently gifted. Physician, artizan, horse-doctor, he knew a little
everything and most of what was most useful. Moreover, he was liberal, frank, open
and courageous, just the man, in short, for the tribes amongst whom he travelled,
and better suited than probably one individual in a thousand to raise our character
for general intelligence and fellow feeling.'05
At the India Office Library in London there is a letter bearing the
breathtaking address 'W. Moorcroft Esq, Samarkand or El~ewhere'.'"~
That
any one should despatch a letter with such a n address is remarkable enough.
But it arrived, over rooo rugged miles (1600 kilometres) away and beyond the
greatest mountain range in the world. That ageing piece of paper is somehow a
symbol, mute testimony to a paradox. T h e little man, whether at 'Samarkand
or Elsewhere', was a giant.
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POSTSCRIPT TO CHAPTER 23
When Fathers Huc and Gabet first stumbled upon ekldence in Lhasa in 1846
that ail Englishman named Moorcroft had recently lived there in disguise for
twelve years, they had never heard his name before. Had they known then that
Moorcroft was generally believed to have died in Northern Afghanistan twenty
one years earlier, they might have probed the story more deeply. As it was, they
naturally believed what they were told by a number of credible and high,ranking
informants. They did not even question the evidence of the Kashmiri sewant-.
Nisan, who had apparently worked for, and travelled with, Moorcroft for at least
twelve years without once suspecting his assumed Kashrniri identity was bogus..
It was only later and far from Lhasa, when they were able to check the European
printed sources, that the puzzling implications of their discovery became
apparent. As Father Huc put it,
If Moorcroft was really not at Lha-Ssa, how is it that he was so well known
there, and that the people there speak of his residence among them in
terms so precise? What interest could the Thibetians have in forgng such
a tale? On the other hand, if Moorcroft was at Lha-Ssa, how can we explain
that letter of M. Tribeck, which announces that his fellow-traveller died
in 1825, exactly at the time when, according to the other hypothesis, hc
was on h s way to the capital of Thibet?
How indeed? The two versions are clearly incompatible as they stand yet
both are plausible enough to be taken seriously. It is a pity that both 'deathsn
occurred in remote places and without the benefit of reliable eye-witness accounts
but the result is a genuine and tantalizing mystery. Until more evidence comcs
to light, the best that the hstorian can do is attempt a credible reinterpretation
of one of the versions in order to maintain the other. Thirty years ago, puzzling
ovcr the superficial plausibihty of Huc's account and yet its incompatibility with
virtually all of the other contemporary and later evidence. I concluded that the
earlier death had really happened and that the later Tibetan 'deathn was
occasioned by mistaken identity. I\4y American friend and corresponde~~t,
Dan
Jantzen, on the other hand, believes that the Tibetan story is in aU essentials
true. He accounts for the earlier "death" in Afghanistan as a deliberate Eabrication
so successful that it fooled his contemporaries and all who followed.
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His starting point is the cryptic official letter bloorcroft wrote on the loLh
June 1825 just before he set out from Bokhara (above p.356). Jantzen belie\~cs.
with some justification, that my account does not properly explain it. First, therc
is the unexplained hint that Moorcroft was planning to separate himself from his
d
party on 'one if not two" mysterious individual ventures so sccret ~ n dangerous
that they could not be committed to paper. The excursion to Andkhoi could
perhaps quahfy as one of these ventures but it would only take three weeks to
complete. It does not begin to explain the hint, which can be read into Moorcmft's
words, that he had something in mind so ambitious that the rest of his party
might reach Inha before he could rejoin them. Jantzen believes that the separation
from the main party at Ralkh, ostensibly to visit Andkhoi, was actually an essential
part of the preparation for this longer trip. Moorcroft. he believes. deliberately
removed himself from so many witnesses among his party at Balkh in order to
fabricate his own death at or near Andkhoi and then travel light on his dangerous
separate mission under an assumed identity. But what could that separate and
risky mission have been? It seemed hardly likely, as Jantzen first believcd, that
it was to travel and make maps in Tibet. Moorcroft had already made a foray into
that empty country in 1812 and he now knew that Tibet offered neither quality
horses nor significant opportunities for British trade. (The same argument, it
could be said might be used to cast doubt on the idea that Moorcroft would ever
want to spend twelve years there before returning to his friends and family).
Jantzen's eureka moment came while on a journey along the Wakhan corridor
in north-eastern Afghanistan in the summer of 2007. It suddenly occurred to
him that %hen Moorcroft started, he was not going to Tibet at all, but rather
was going to Yarkand in disguise to check the last location where there might
stdl be the horses he was searching for" (e mail of13 December 2008). The plan
would have been to winter in Chinese Turkestan and then return across the
Karakoram to Ladakh when the passes were open, rejoin h s party in the plains
and then return with them to British territory. This interesting possibility
certainly provides a credible motive for a separate high-risk venture. Moorcroft
had spent much of lus two-year stay in Ladakh trying by every available means
t o secure permission from the Chinese to travel to Yarkand and he had been
bitterly &sappointed when Kashrniri intrigues and Chinese opposition finally
defeated him. He had wanted to explore the possibilities of purchasing horses
there but Yarkand also offered a safer route to Bokhara across the empty Pamirs
into the upper Oxus valley, avoiding the hazards of the north-west frontier and
the turbulence in Afghanistan. There were also Moorcroft's very real concerns
about Russia's commercial and strategic interest in the approaches to Inha from
. there were
this direction, as personified by the mysterious Agha ~ e h d i So,
certainly reasons enough to tempt him to one last-ditch attempt to make that
journey in the reverse direction, unencumbered by h s large party and in disguise.
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This, Jantzen believes. explains the extraordinary and risky plot to leave his
party, fabricate his own death well away from prying eyes, acquire a substitute
(pcrhaps animal) corpse for burial in his placc and then travel light in the guisc
of a Kashmiri trader eastwards across the Pamirs t o Yarkand. probably
accompanied by the man Nisan whom Huc and Gabet met twenty-one years later
in Lhasa.
Jantzen believes that the risks of such a plan were so great that nothing could
be committed to paper for fear of disclosure if the correspondence fcll into the
wrong hands. Hence the cryptic allusions in the letter from Rokhara Only the
trusted Trebeck would have been party to the plot when Moorcroft set out from
Ralkh two and a half months later. Later still. of course, at least one of thc servants
who accompanied him must also have been made privy to it. In practicc and
despitc the risks. the plan worked perfectly. When the unrecognisable substitute
corpse was brought back to Balkh along with news of Moorcroft's death. Trcbcck
could assume that his friend was safely on his way. Later on. as his own health
deteriorated and the predators closed in on his beleaguered party, he was faced
with an acute dilemma. He could either reveal the truth and put his absent friend
in serious danger or he could maintain the fiction a little longer. On the 6
September 1825 he committed the 11e to paper in a formal letter to M'JCIC
Moorcroft, he said, was dead. Not long afterwards so was he and the truth d ~ c d
wlth him.
Janrzen imagines what might have happened next:
Word of events like the demise of Moorcroft's caravan travel slowly over
the caravan routes, but the news does get through. W e can imagme
Moorcroft and the few servants travelling with him hearing about the
various deaths and misfortunes from other caravans while in Yarkand or
beyond. For Moorcroft, unable to do anything to help his friends, it might
have seemed the last straw. His children were in England for schooling,
his friends and caravan were either dead or lost, his goods ... seized. he
was disgraced and had lost his job in India. and he had nothing so show
for five years of travel and hardship throughout Central Asia. Might he
not at this point have decided to throw in the towel. maintain his disguise
and travel on to Tibet with his servant Nisan. and take up a life of semiretirement, managing a few herds of sheep and goats, and all the while
maintaining a diary of his experiences and sketch maps of his travels?
Might he then have decided to go to ihasa, perhaps for just a few months?
And then decided to visit some other place for another month or two, and
so on and on? Might he also have tired of this after twelve years in Tibet.
and decided at the age of 73 [actually 711 to return to India via Western
Tibet and Ladakh. with the intention of sharing his vast wealth of
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information on Tibet and Central Asia with the Indian government. and
again pressing the government to exert itself in developing and governing
the Himalayan areas north of the Indian border! And might he have been
killed by bandits as he neared the Ladakh border, unable at hls advanced
age to pull off one last escape from the myriad dangers he had always
managed to face down so successfully in the past? Only firm evidence
will answer these questions but surely the case can be made for the need
to search for the evidence? (A revised theory on why William Moorcroft might
havedecided tofake his own death at Andkhoi, (unpublishedpaper,19September2007).
Few would disagree with that at least.
On re-reading the Tibetan account. I have been struck by the fhmsiness of
the link so ~onfidentlymade a t the time between the ciJents described and
Moorcroft himself. It rested only on papers which the two French priests were
never shown and it was established long before they reached Lhasa. One wonders
how it could have been made at all since, it s&ms, nobody in Lhasa at thc time
could speak or read English. Perhaps the inability to read the papers is thr only
reason why Moorcroft is involved at all. One can easily imagine the 'Tibetan and
Chinese authorities. both very alarmed at British expansion in the plains beyond
the Himalayas and staring at incomprehensible documents in an unintellipblc
foreign script. simply assumed that they must have been the work of thc only
Englishman they knew who had not only made at least one unauthorised visit to
Tibet in dsguise but who, more recently, had been prowling about in the border
region with Ladakh and trying to gain access to Chinese Turkestan. Whoever it
was who first identified the dead map-maker as Moorcroft and on what evidcncc
is unknown, but it would obviously not have been the Kashrniri servant. Nisan.
He admitted to Huc and Gabet that he had been so alarmed by the uproar ~vhcn
hls former master's suspicious map-making activities and European identity camc
to light, that he destroyed a testimonial he had been given for fear of being
compromised. His fear is understandable. The innocence he asserted rested 13n
the fairly implausible claim that he, a Kashrniri Muslim who had been tr:~\.elling
with and worlung for his pretended Kashrniri Muslim master for welvc ycara.
had never once suspected that his identity was false and reported those suspicinns
to the authorities. Jantzen, as has been seen. believes that Nisan w a s l v i n ~and
was concealing his complicity in the deception from the bepnninp. It seems t o
me at least equally possible that Nisan was t e h n g the truth. He had no re?:son ;o
suspect the authenticity of his Kashrniri master because he was indeed a Kashmjr~
and not a disguised Englishman at all.
However, even if Jantzen is right about Nisan, therc remain other fornudable
objections to his belief that the man murdered in Tibet was indeed ~ ' i l l i a m
Moorcroft. In the last of his letters to survive. written to Wade only the day
before he set out for Andkhoi, Moorcroft stated clearly that the venture ~vould
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only take about three weeks after which he would rejoin his party and set out for
India. Historical explanation becomes very fragile indeed if we are to step off the
solid ground of the evidence before us. However. accepting that Moorcroft was
prepared to lie quite deliberately in his official correspondence, there still remain
the considerable practical difficulties in a remote. fever-ridden and hostile
environment llke Northern Afghanistan of successfully faking a foreigner's death,
finding a credible substitute corpse for burial. and then securing total silence
from all those who must inevitably have been party to the deception. Rut even
swallowing all these implausibilities and assuming that he got safely all the way
to Tibet disguised as a Kashrniri Muslim, there were all the other people who
would have to be deceived during lus tlurteen years on the road and in and around
Lhasa. This would have been particularly dfficult in the case of his fellowcountrymen, the numerous Kashmiri traders in Lhasa and their influential local
representative. The bulk of their trade was to and from Ladakh and this raises
another difficulty. According to the two French priests, the man supposed to be
Moorcroft had arrived in disguise from Ladakh with Nisan in 1826. Yet only a
year or two earlier, Moorcroft had lived a high-profile life at the capital of Ladakh
for two full years, practising his medcine, dabbling in politics and travelling
extensively. He had also come into public colhsion with the commercial interests
of the considerable Kashrniri trading community there. If there was one place in
all of the borderlands of Inha where Moorcroft's dsguise was most likely to
have been penetrated, it was Ladakh. So why he would have chosen to enter
Tibet from that drection after leaving Yarkand and Kashgar, when a much safer
and less populous route direct to Lhasa was available, is not easy to explain. For
these and the reasons already given in Chapter 23, 1 remain unconvinced by
Jantzen's theory. I t seems to me much easier to believe that Trebeck was
expressing no more than the simple truth - Moorcroft died while absent from his
party at Andkhoi in late August 1825.
Although Dan Jantzen and I disagree about the date, place and manner of
Moorcroft's death, we are fully agreed that the search for evidence to clarify the
events reported by the French priests is well worth some effort. For, if it can be
established that a perceptive and reliable observer like Moorcroft had really spent
twelve years in closed Tibet, then his journal and maps would constitute an
invaluable new source of information. Moreover, towards the end of those years
in Tibet, the growing British alarm at Russia's apparent ambitions in central
Asia. which Moorcroft had been almost the first to articulate, was about to
precipitate the first of the tragic European interventions in Afghanistan which
continue to this day. Perhaps indeed it was those gathering war clouds down in
the plains in 1838 which finally persuaded the patriotic ~ o o r c r o fto
t end his selfimposed exile on the Tibetan plateau and hurry to put his unique information
and Afghan experience at the dsposal of the British authorities.
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Jantzen's determination to get to the bottom of the French account deserves
every encouragement. He has already committed considerable time and effort to
the task - searchng for a tell-tale sign of Moorcroft's clandestine visit to Yarkand
and. more realistically, chechng with the help of local scholars for any confirming
Tibetan and Chinese documents in the Lhasa, Reijing and Taipei archives, 1 wish
him well for it will not he easy. Indeed further progress may have to wait until
Chinese sensitivities about outside interference, especially in regard to ncr
contentious policies in Tibet, have been overcome. In the meantime. w c can cnjoy
the luxury of two conflicting theories of how and when Moorcroft died. About
his remarkable life and its enduring significance, however, there is no signific~nt
conflict at all.
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